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To obtain the most current version of all Juniper Networks® technical documentation, see the product
documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at https://www.juniper.net/documentation/.

If the information in the latest release notes differs from the information in the documentation, follow the
product Release Notes.

Juniper Networks Books publishes books by Juniper Networks engineers and subject matter experts.
These books go beyond the technical documentation to explore the nuances of network architecture,
deployment, and administration. The current list can be viewed at https://www.juniper.net/books.

Documentation Conventions

Table 1 on page xxvii defines notice icons used in this guide.
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Table 1: Notice Icons

DescriptionMeaningIcon

Indicates important features or instructions.Informational note

Indicates a situation that might result in loss of data or hardware
damage.

Caution

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury or death.Warning

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury from a laser.Laser warning

Indicates helpful information.Tip

Alerts you to a recommended use or implementation.Best practice

Table 2 on page xxvii defines the text and syntax conventions used in this guide.

Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

To enter configuration mode, type
the configure command:

user@host> configure

Represents text that you type.Bold text like this

user@host> show chassis alarms

No alarms currently active

Represents output that appears on
the terminal screen.

Fixed-width text like this

• A policy term is a named structure
that defines match conditions and
actions.

• Junos OS CLI User Guide

• RFC 1997, BGP Communities
Attribute

• Introduces or emphasizes important
new terms.

• Identifies guide names.

• Identifies RFC and Internet draft
titles.

Italic text like this
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

Configure the machine’s domain
name:

[edit]
root@# set system domain-name
domain-name

Represents variables (options for
which you substitute a value) in
commands or configuration
statements.

Italic text like this

• To configure a stub area, include
the stub statement at the [edit
protocols ospf area area-id]
hierarchy level.

• The console port is labeled
CONSOLE.

Represents names of configuration
statements, commands, files, and
directories; configuration hierarchy
levels; or labels on routing platform
components.

Text like this

stub <default-metric metric>;Encloses optional keywords or
variables.

< > (angle brackets)

broadcast | multicast

(string1 | string2 | string3)

Indicates a choice between the
mutually exclusive keywords or
variables on either side of the symbol.
The set of choices is often enclosed
in parentheses for clarity.

| (pipe symbol)

rsvp { # Required for dynamic MPLS
only

Indicates a comment specified on the
same line as the configuration
statement to which it applies.

# (pound sign)

community name members [
community-ids ]

Encloses a variable for which you can
substitute one or more values.

[ ] (square brackets)

[edit]
routing-options {
static {
route default {
nexthop address;
retain;

}
}

}

Identifies a level in the configuration
hierarchy.

Indention and braces ( { } )

Identifies a leaf statement at a
configuration hierarchy level.

; (semicolon)

GUI Conventions
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

• In the Logical Interfaces box, select
All Interfaces.

• To cancel the configuration, click
Cancel.

Represents graphical user interface
(GUI) items you click or select.

Bold text like this

In the configuration editor hierarchy,
select Protocols>Ospf.

Separates levels in a hierarchy of
menu selections.

> (bold right angle bracket)

Documentation Feedback

We encourage you to provide feedback so that we can improve our documentation. You can use either
of the following methods:

• Online feedback system—Click TechLibrary Feedback, on the lower right of any page on the Juniper
Networks TechLibrary site, and do one of the following:

• Click the thumbs-up icon if the information on the page was helpful to you.

• Click the thumbs-down icon if the information on the page was not helpful to you or if you have
suggestions for improvement, and use the pop-up form to provide feedback.

• E-mail—Send your comments to techpubs-comments@juniper.net. Include the document or topic name,
URL or page number, and software version (if applicable).

Requesting Technical Support

Technical product support is available through the Juniper Networks Technical Assistance Center (JTAC).
If you are a customer with an active Juniper Care or Partner Support Services support contract, or are
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covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access our tools and resources
online or open a case with JTAC.

• JTAC policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies, review the JTACUser
Guide located at https://www.juniper.net/us/en/local/pdf/resource-guides/7100059-en.pdf.

• Productwarranties—For productwarranty information, visit https://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/.

• JTAC hours of operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year.

Self-Help Online Tools and Resources

For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online self-service portal called
the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides you with the following features:

• Find CSC offerings: https://www.juniper.net/customers/support/

• Search for known bugs: https://prsearch.juniper.net/

• Find product documentation: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/

• Find solutions and answer questions using our Knowledge Base: https://kb.juniper.net/

• Download the latest versions of software and review release notes:
https://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/

• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications:
https://kb.juniper.net/InfoCenter/

• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum:
https://www.juniper.net/company/communities/

• Create a service request online: https://myjuniper.juniper.net

To verify service entitlement by product serial number, use our Serial Number Entitlement (SNE) Tool:
https://entitlementsearch.juniper.net/entitlementsearch/

Creating a Service Request with JTAC

You can create a service request with JTAC on the Web or by telephone.

• Visit https://myjuniper.juniper.net.

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC (1-888-314-5822 toll-free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico).

For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, see
https://support.juniper.net/support/requesting-support/.
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Junos Space Network Topology Overview

Network topology is the arrangement of various elements including nodes and links. It is the graphical
representation of physical devices and their interconnection. The topology has the following three
components:

1. Physical topology

2. Link topology

3. IP connectivity

Each application registers itself to the topology framework so that you can view and change topology on
the application layer. To view the network topology, select Application Network Platform > Network
Monitoring > Topology.

In a network topology, you can:

• Monitor the status and configurations of the discovered devices and their interconnections.

• View source and destination information for the device interconnections that exist within the discovered
topologies.

• Select a service and view all the devices associated with the service.

• Discover IS-IS configuration devices.

The network topology helps you to understand and visualize the physical and logical interconnection
between the network devices and the services. It also enables you to view the end-to-end network and
zoom into the segments of the network for management and troubleshooting.
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Cross Provisioning Platform Overview

The Cross Provisioning Platform (CPP) software provides a real-time, operations support system (OSS) for
creating and deploying multi-vendor LAN/WAN services.

Creating services for Cross Provisioning Platform deployment requires the coordination of tasks performed
in several areas of expertise including script design, system administration, and service provisioning.

Junos Space Release 13.1P1 includes software modules that manage the essential interaction between
the Juniper Networks devices and the devices of other vendors for which the Cross Provisioning Platform
service will be deployed.

The CPP software manages a module called the Service Aware Manager (SAM). Scripts imported into the
system that pertain to the outside vendor device are managed by the SAM. Another type of script renders
the graphical user interface (GUI) window that enables a service provisioner to configure the devices for
the service.

Before you use Junos Space to provision a service definition upon which to base the service order, you
must import several required scripts to the system.

An important aspect of creating a Cross Provisioning Platform service definition is using Cross Provisioning
Platform to attach the required scripts to the definition. When you create the Cross Provisioning Platform
service definition, you attach scripts designed for the service of SAM. The CPP software in Junos Space
manages the information that defines the service for the outside vendor device and the information that
defines the service for the Juniper Networks device.

Juniper Networks script designers create the scripts that provide required information for the Juniper
Networks devices. Script designers for the outside vendor must create scripts that provide required
information for their devices. The scripts for Juniper Networks devices and third-party devices are all
managed by the script manager in the CPP software.

To enable Cross Provisioning Platform, script designers create the following three types of scripts and
upload them to the local file system.

• Junos XSLT—Provides the code that enables provisioning a particular Juniper Networks device.

• SAM XSLT—Provides the code that enables provisioning the device of another vendor.

• GUI JavaScript—Provides the code that renders the Cross Provisioning Platform GUI window through
which a service provisioner enters data to configure a Juniper device.

A system administrator adds the scripts into the local file system using the Junos Space Cross Provisioning
Platform application. Thereafter, the service provisioner uses Cross Provisioning Platform to attach the
scripts to the service definition and service order.
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The GUI scripts generate high level service data with service topology embedded. The transformation
code in the CPP software compiles high-level service data into low-level configuration data, which is
pushed to the network devices.
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Prestaging Devices Overview
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Prestaging Devices Overview

In the Junos Space product, pre-staging takes the devices already under Junos Space management and
prepares them for service activation. The pre-staging process discovers network provider edge (N-PE)
devices in the Junos Space database and assigns roles to those devices and their interfaces. N-PE routers
and user-to-network interfaces (UNIs) are basic building blocks required for Layer 2 and Layer 3 provisioning.

NOTE: The Network Activate application does not support provisioning for J Series devices.

The Junos Space softwaremakes it easy to complete all the pre-staging activities you need for up to several
hundred devices.

Pre-staging uses the Network Activate software to automatically determine the role of a router based on
rules that exist in the system. If a router is an N-PE router, the Junos Space software assigns it the N-PE
role. The Junos Space software qualifies each interface on the N-PE router to be a serviceable UNI.

N-PE and UNI recommendations made automatically by the Network Activate software are appropriate
for most situations. In some networks, however, you might need to make some exceptions. You might
have recommended N-PE devices that you don’t want to assign the N-PE role for provisioning. In addition,
you might want to exclude some interfaces from qualification as UNIs.

To pre-stage devices while accepting all recommendations made by the Network Activate software, see
“Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices” on page 69. To make exceptions to the Network Activate
recommendations, see “Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions” on page 72.
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Prestaging Devices Process Overview

After Junos Space has discovered the devices, youmust perform a two- or three-stage process to pre-stage
devices:

1. Discover roles. In this stage, the Junos Space software searches the database for N-PE devices that
have not yet been assigned.

2. Examine the results of the role discovery and make any exceptions to the system recommendations.
Specifically, you might:

• Exclude specified devices from N-PE role assignment.

You might need to exclude a device that you know is not a PE device. For example, Provider (P)
devices that have loopback addresses pass the rules for N-PE role assignment. For devices that you
know are not PE devices, you can edit the configuration out-of-band, and then run role discovery
again.

• Select a different loopback address for a device.

• Exclude interfaces from UNI assignment.

3. Confirm the assignments.

When you confirm device assignments, those devices are removed from the list of recommendations. If,
initially, you exclude devices from assignment, you can return to the list of recommendations later and
make further assignments.

When you addmore devices to your network, you need to run the role discovery operation again. Running
role discovery again overwrites any devices remaining in the role discovery results list of recommended
assignments, but has no effect on devices with confirmed assignments.

• The Assign Roles screen shows a device inventory of N-PE routers that Network Activate has discovered
in its database that have not yet been assigned. You can perform the following operations from the
Assign Roles screen:
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• Select multiple devices to assign roles—The most common and recommended prestaging workflow is
to select all devices in the Assign Roles screen and assign them all. See “Discovering and Assigning All
N-PEDevices” on page 69 for step-by-step instructions for assigning all Junos Space recommendations.

• Select a single device to assign a role—You must select a single device to change the loopback address
or the UNI assignments on that device. For step-by-step instructions on selecting a different loopback
address, see “Changing the Loopback Address of an N-PE Device” on page 75.

You can also exclude a single device using this screen.

• Exclude specified devices from the N-PE role. See “Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with
Exceptions” on page 72 for step-by-step instructions.

• The Manage Device UNIs screen is an inventory of UNI-qualified interfaces for a specific discovered
device. You can view a separate Manage Device UNIs screen for each discovered N-PE device. You can
also exclude multiple interfaces from qualification as UNIs. For step-by-step instructions on excluding
interfaces from the list of qualified UNIs, see “Excluding Interfaces from UNI Role Assignments” on
page 57.

The VPLS service needs to be enabled in a network device, to make the static pseudowire functionality
active in the device. You can activate the static pseudowire functionality by configuring the network device
through the CLI window. You need to enter the CLI configuration mode of a network element and run the
command

set protocols vpls static-vpls no-tunnel-services

commit

If the device is not configured through CLI, a warning message appears in the application server log, that
is the JBOSS Log:

<Device name> should be configured with static VPLS no tunnel service rule.

To discover the roles of the various network elements configured:

1. Select Network Activate > Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.

2. Select Discover Roles to view the relevant window.

3. Click Continue to view the Role Discovery Status window.

The Role Discovery Status window displays a graph which shows the number of unassigned devices that
could be assigned the role of N-PE or PE.

To re-sync the role of the network elements configured:

1. Select Network Activate >Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.

2. To re-sync the role capability of a network element, right-click the network element’s name.
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3. Click Re-sync Role Capability. The Re-sync Role Capability window appears where you can select the
device’s name and click Re-sync.

The role is re-synced with the same device now.
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Prestaging Rules

Pre-staging rules are predefined. These rules contain criteria for classifying the MPLS role of each device,
in addition to recommending which physical interfaces should be UNI interfaces. For each recommended
UNI interface, the system recommends its primary loopback address and its VLAN pool profile.

Correctly assigningMPLS roles to devices is critical for provisioning the correctMPLS behavior. EachMPLS
role has a different behavior. For example, N-PE is the only role allowed to terminate MPLS sessions..

The rules used by the Junos Space software to determine the recommended role assignment are described
for devices, UNIs, and VLAN pool profiles in the following sections:

N-PE Device Classification Rules

The system recommends the N-PE role for devices that satisfy the following criteria:

• The comment field in the device configuration identifies the device as an N-PE device.

• The device role is set to N-PE unless EBGP is enabled for the device. Specifically, the device role is set
to N-PE unless the device configuration has configuration/protocols/bgp/group/type set to external.
IF EBGP is enabled, the device role is set to P.

• The device is assigned a loopback address. A device that has no loopback address cannot function as an
N-PE device.

• LDP is enabled on the loopback interface for the device. LDPmust be enabled on the loopback interface
if the device is to be a assigned the PE MPLS role. (Required point-to-point Ethernet services.)
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• L2 VPN signaling for BGP is enabled. Specifically, the rule checks whether the device configuration has
configuration/protocols/bgp/family/l2vpn/signaling or
configuration/protocols/bgp/group/l2vpn/signaling set. (Required for Layer 2 Ethernet services.)

• inet-vpn unicast for BGP is enabled. Specifically, the rule checks whether the device configuration has
configuration/protocols/bgp/family/inet-vpn/unicast set. (Required for Layer 3 VPN services.)

UNI Classification Rules

Before an interface on an N-PE device can be provisioned as a UNI, it must satisfy the following criteria:

• The interface must be Gigabit Ethernet (ge), 10-Gigabit Ethernet (xe), Aggregated Ethernet (ae), or Fast
Ethernet (fe) type.

Fast Ethernet (fe) interfaces are supported for the Ethernet service configurations (on M Series devices
with Junos OS Release 10.2R1.6).

• Checks for Gigabit Ethernet (ge) interfaces within an Aggregated Ethernet (ae) interface. Excludes Gigabit
Ethernet interfaces that are configured within an Aggregated Ethernet interface from UNI assignment.

• Checks for bridge family on logical interfaces. Excludes interfaces from UNI assignment if interface
configuration on the device has /interface/unit/family/bridge set.

• Checks for the following configurations on a device interface. An interface is excluded from UNI
assignment when all of the following configurations are present and the logical interface is Unit 0:

• An IP address is defined on the physical interface. The interface configuration on the device has
interface/unit/name/../family/inet/address/name set. For example:

interfaces {    

 ge-0/1/0 {

    unit 0 {

   family inet {

    address 10.10.30.52;

   } 

   }

 }

}

• MPLS is enabled on the physical port. The interface configuration on the device has
interface/unit/name/../family/mpls set. For example:

interfaces {    

 ge-0/1/0 {

  unit 0 {
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   family mpls;

   }

 }

}

• OSPF is running on the logical interface. The interface configuration on the device has
configuration/protocols/ospf/area/interface set. For example:

interfaces {    

 ge-5/0/0 {

    unit 0 {

   family inet {

    address 10.10.34/30;

     } 

    family mpls;

     }

   }

 }

protocols {

 ospf {

  traffic-engineering;

   area 0.0.0.0. {

    interface ge-5/0/0.0;

   }

  }

 }

• MPLS is running on the physical interface. The interface configuration on the device has
configuration/protocols/mpls/interface set. For example:

interfaces {    

 ge-5/0/0 {

    unit 0 {

   family inet {

    address 10.10.34/30;

   } 

   family mpls;

   }

  }

 }

protocols {

 mpls {
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  interface ge-5/0/0.0;

  }

 }

VLAN Pool Profile Classification Rules

The Junos Space software assigns VLAN pool ranges to the UNIs, depending on the configured
encapsulation.

Auto Discovery Only

The Junos Space software enables the router to process only the autodiscovery network layer reachability
information (NLRI) update messages for LDP-based VPLS update messages.

AS Number Check

The Junos Space software checks for the Autonomous System (AS) number of a device. If the AS number
is not configured for a device, the Service Capability is assigned as Layer 2.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Prerequisites for Prestaging Devices in Network Activate
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Before you can perform prestaging on your network devices, each devicemustmeet specific configuration
requirements, and must be brought under Junos Space management through device discovery.

The following configuration requirementsmust bemet before beginning the provisioning process. Otherwise,
service deployment fails:

• MPLS must run on each N-PE device and on each P device.

• LDP signaling must be established between N-PE devices that participate in the same point-to-point
Ethernet (LDP) service.

• MPBGP must run on each N-PE device that participates in a Layer 2 multipoint or Layer 3 full mesh
service.

• To run Layer 2, Layer 3, or VPLS services on an N-PE device, ensure that an autonomous system (AS)
number is configured on the device.

Before you can prestage devices, youmust perform device discovery to import all Juniper Networks devices
on your network that Junos Space can manage. The Network Activate prestaging workspace works on
devices that have already been discovered and imported into the Junos Space database, but have not yet
been pre-staged.

The VPLS service needs to be enabled in a network device, to make the static pseudowire functionality
active in the device. You can activate the static pseudowire functionality by configuring the network device
through the CLI window. You need to enter the CLI configuration mode of a network element and run the
command

set protocols vpls static-vpls no-tunnel-services

commit

If the device is not configured through CLI, a warning message appears in the application server log, that
is the JBOSS Log:

<Device name> should be configured with static VPLS no tunnel service rule.

To discover the roles of the various network elements configured:

1. Select Network Activate > Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.

2. Select Discover Roles to view the relevant window.

3. Click Continue to view the Role Discovery Status window.

The Role Discovery Status window displays a graph which shows the number of unassigned devices that
could be assigned the role of N-PE or PE.

To re-sync the role of the network elements configured:

1. Select Network Activate >Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.
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2. To re-sync the role capability of a network element, right-click the network element’s name.

3. Click Re-sync Role Capability. The Re-sync Role Capability window appears where you can select the
device’s name and click Re-sync.

The role is re-synced with the same device now.

For details about bringing devices under Junos Space management, see Discovering Devices in the Junos
Space Network Application Platform User Guide.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Prestaging ATM and TDM Pseudowire Devices

Junos Space supports ATMandTDMpseudowires in IP/MPLS networks onBX7000Multi-AccessGateways
and M Series Multiservice Edge Routers with Circuit Emulation Service (CES) Physical Interface Cards
(PICs). The ATM and TDM pseudowires run over an LSP connection.

Static pseudowires are designed for networks that do not support LDP or do not have LDP enabled. You
define pseudowires by configuring static values for the inbound and outbound labels of the connection.
For details on configuring pseudowire connections in Junos OS, see Layer 2 VPN Configuration Example
and Configuring Layer 2 Circuit and Layer 2 VPN PseudowiresJunos OS VPNs Configuration Guide.

Prerequisites for M Series Routers

One of the following CES PICs is required:

• 4-Port ChOC3/STM1 CES PIC

• 12-Port T1/E1 CES PIC

Prerequisites for the BX Series Gateway

The BX Series devices have a fixed configuration with 3 Gigabit Ethernet (GE) interfaces and 16 T1/E1
ports that can be used by ATM/TDM pseudowire services. The correct level of firmware is required. Refer
to the release notes that correspond to the release of Junos Space that you are running for the correct
level information.

RFCs Supported

RFC 4553, Structure-Agnostic Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) over Packet (SAToP)
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Before discovering and assigning N-PE devices, you must have already have run device discovery. See
Discovering Devices in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide.

When you run the discovery process for ATM and TDM devices, they need to be discovered as N-PE
devices. In addition, the BX Series devices require an additional device role defined as a cell site router
(CSR). This figure shows the discovered devices.

After you discover the devices, use Network Activate Prestaging feature to bring the PE and CSR devices
into Network Activate together with their UNI interfaces. In the Network Activate task pane, select
Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.
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Double-click a listed device. In this example; you can see that an MPLS role and an additional device role
as a CSR are assigned.
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Double-click another listed device. In this example, the details window shows the channelized ATM and
T1 interfaces.
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Creating an RSVP LSP Order

Creating an RSVP LSP Definition

Creating a Single-Hop Static LSP Order
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Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices | 69

Discovering Device Roles | 55

Creating a Point-to-Point ATM or TDM Pseudowire Service Definition | 271

Creating a Point-to-Point ATM or TDM Pseudowire Service Order | 579
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CHAPTER 5

Prestaging Devices and Device Roles

IN THIS CHAPTER

Adding a UNI | 52

Managing NNI Ports | 53
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Discovering Device Roles | 55

Excluding Interfaces from UNI Role Assignments | 57

VLAN Pool Profiles Overview | 58

Viewing Pre-Staging Statistics | 59

Viewing Pre-Staging Rules | 61

Migrating Service Interfaces in Cross Provisioning Platform | 62

Creating a User-Specific Role to Prevent or Allow Certain Actions on a Service | 66

Adding a UNI

To add a UNI to the list of UNIs that can be assigned to a service on a specific device:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select the Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.

2. In theManage Device Roles window, select the device on which you want to add an interface to the
list of potential UNIs.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Add Device UNIs.

4. The Assign Device UNIs window appears, displaying all interfaces on the device that have not been
assigned.

5. Select the interface you want to make available for assignment as a UNI. To select multiple interfaces,
use the multiple selection feature.
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6. Open the Actions menu and select Assign UNI.

7. In the Assign UNI role window, click Confirm to assign the UNI.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing N-PE Devices | 80

Deleting UNIs | 54

Managing NNI Ports

Along with user-to-network interface (UNI) ports, the Cross Provisioning Platform application enables you
to configure network-to-network interface (NNI) ports on a device. You can configure the NNI ports on
Juniper Networks and Nokia devices.

To manage or add a network-to-network interface (NNI) for a specific device:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select the Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.

The Manage Device Roles window appears.

2. In the Manage Device Roles window, select the device to which you want to add an NNI port.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectManage Device NNIs.

The Manage Device NNIs page appears.

4. Click the + option to add an NNI.

The Add Device NNIs window appears, displaying all NNI ports on the device that have not been
managed.

5. Select the interface you want to make available for assignment as an NNI. To select multiple interfaces,
use the multiple selection feature.

6. Open the Actions menu and select Assign NNI.

7. In the Assign NNI role window, click Confirm to assign the NNI.
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A new column isNNIPort is added on the View Third Party Devices page. If a device has an NNI port, the
isNNIPort value is true.

To delete an NNI, select the NNI interface from the Manage Device NNIs page and select Delete NNI.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Assigning Device Roles | 54

Assigning Device Roles

If you need to exclude devices from role assignment, or you need to exclude interfaces from the list of
interfaces that can be used as UNIs, use the procedures documented in “Discovering and Assigning N-PE
Devices with Exceptions” on page 72.

To assign all discovered roles and interfaces:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles > Assign Roles.

2. In the Assign Roles page, clickMultiple in the quick view pane and select all devices.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Assign NPE Role.

4. In the confirmation window, click Assign.

5. To view the assignment status, in the JobManagementwindow, click the job ID of the assignment job.

The Job Management page shows the progress and status of the role assignment job. See Viewing Jobs in
the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

While the job is ongoing, you cannot make additional assignments from the Assign Roles page. The Assign
NPE Role action is dimmed to indicate you cannot select it.

Deleting UNIs

After performing the initial assignment of N-PE devices and UNIs, you can still exclude additional interfaces
from the list of UNIs so long as those UNIs are not assigned to services.
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To remove an interface from consideration as a UNI:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select the Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.

2. In theManage Device Roles page, select the device you want to work on.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectManage Device UNIs.

TheManage Device UNIs window appears, showing all interfaces assigned the UNI role.

4. Select the interface you no longer want to have the UNI role. To unassign multiple interfaces, use the
multiple selection feature.

5. Open the Actions menu and select Delete UNI.

6. In the Exclude from UNI Role confirmation window, click Exclude.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing N-PE Devices | 80

Adding a UNI | 52

Discovering Device Roles

To discover the roles of devices found during element discovery:

1. In theNetwork Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles >Discover Roles.

The Role Discovery Statuswindow shows the discovery of unassigned devices found in the database.:
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The graph portion of this example shows how many of the unassigned devices the pre-staging rules
determined could be assigned theN-PE role and howmany could be assigned the P role. TheUNKNOWN
bar indicates devices that had no MPLS role assigned but for which the Network Activate software
was unable to recommend a role.

NOTE: You cannot discover a device as a PE device if no user-to-network interfaces (UNIs)
are available in the device.

The Network Activate application throws the following error message:

2012-06-08 10:17:23,446 ERROR [PreStageDeviceManagerBean]
(PreStageDeviceManagerBean#savePreStageDeviceList Thread-6894
(group:HornetQ-client-global-threads-1332782448):) No ge/fe/at/t1 interfaces in this PE
device: junos-mx480-space; it can only be used for virtual routers

2. To view the devices for which the Network Activate software recommends the PE role, click on the
N_PE bar.

The Assign Roles window appears.

The question mark on each icon indicates that the device role has not yet been assigned.
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Device role discovery is now complete. To assign device and interface roles, follow the steps in the next
section, “Assigning Device Roles” on page 54.

Excluding Interfaces from UNI Role Assignments

To exclude interfaces from the list of interfaces that the pre-staging rules determined were suitable for
use as UNIs:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles > Assign Roles.

The results of the most recent role discovery operation appear, including any changes you have
subsequently made to your pre-staging data.

Repeat Step 2 through Step 7 for each device for which you want to exclude some recommended UNI
selections:

2. In the Assign Roles page, select the device for which you want to manage UNIs.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectManage Device UNIs.

TheManageDevice UNIswindow shows all the device interfaces for the selected device and indicates
those that the Network Activate software recommends for use as UNIs.

4. In theManage Device UNIs window, select the UNI you want to exclude.

To exclude more than one UNI, use the multiple selection capability.

5. Open the Actions menu and select Exclude from UNI Role.

6. Open the Actions menu and select Return to Assign Roles to return to the Assign Roles page.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Excluding Devices from N-PE Role Assignment | 74
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VLAN Pool Profiles Overview

AVLAN pool profile specifies the ranges of valid VLAN IDs that are available for use onMX Series devices,
on each physical interface. The maximum theoretical pool of VLAN IDs contains 4096 VLAN IDs—IDs 0
through 4095.

VLAN ID 0 and VLAN ID 4095 are never valid VLAN IDs.

The Network Activate system provides the following predefined VLAN pool profiles:

• maximum-range—AnyVLAN ID pool created using themaximum-range profile allows any VLAN ID from
1 through 4094. This is the default VLAN profile.

• vlan-ccc—Any VLAN ID pool created using the vlan-ccc profile allows any VLAN IDs from 512 through
4094 available for use. VLAN IDs 1 through 511 are reserved for use by Juniper Networks.

For each physical interface that Junos Space recommends as a UNI, the system attempts to determine the
best VLAN pool profile. For example, if a UNI has the vlan-ccc encapsulation setting, the rules recommend
the vlan-ccc pool profile for that interface. When the correct VLAN pool profiles have been assigned to
each UNI, Network Activate creates a VLAN ID pool for each UNI containing only the allowed VLAN IDs
specified in the VLAN pool profile for that UNI.

If the device interface is already running encapsulation before being brought under Junos Space
management, the Network Activate software assigns the appropriate VLAN range.

For details about encapsulation, see the Junos OS VPNs Configuration Guide.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Prestaging Devices Process Overview | 38

Prerequisites for Prestaging Devices in Network Activate | 45

Viewing Pre-Staging Rules | 61

Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices | 69

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions | 72
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Viewing Pre-Staging Statistics

The landing page for the Prestage Devices workspace contains charts and graphs that provide information
about available capacity on discoveredN-PE devices. You can determinewhich devices haveUNIs available,
or which devices have plenty of available capacity for routing services.

The following topics describe viewing statistics in the Prestage Devices workspace landing page:

Viewing Available UNIs on N-PE Devices | 59

Viewing Services on N-PE Devices | 60

Viewing Available UNIs on N-PE Devices

To view the number of available UNIs on each device allocated an N-PE role:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices.

The Junos Space software displays the chart named List of Available UNI Interfaces per Device.

Each vertical bar represents an N-PE device. The number of UNIs is shown on the Y axis. If more than
four devices on your network have been assigned the N-PE role, drag the slider across the bottom of
the graph to view all devices.
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2. To list the UNIs configured on a specific N-PE device:

a. Click on the bar that represents the device.

b. In theManage Device Roles page, double-click the device.

TheManage Device Roles page shows only the data for the selected device.

SEE ALSO

Viewing Services on N-PE Devices | 60

Viewing Services on N-PE Devices

To view the number of services provisioned on each N-PE device in your network:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices.

The Junos Space software displays the chart named Number of Services per Device.

2. Each vertical bar represents an N-PE device. The number of services provisioned on each device is
shown on the Y axis. If more than four devices on your network have been assigned the N-PE role,
drag the slider across the bottom of the graph to view all devices.
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3. To find out more information about the services provisioned on a specific device, click on the bar that
represents the device.

TheManage Services page displays only those services provisioned on that device.

SEE ALSO

Viewing Pre-Staging Rules | 61

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Prestaging Devices Overview | 37

Viewing Services | 833

Viewing Managed Devices

Viewing Pre-Staging Rules

Pre-staging rules contain criteria for classifying the MPLS role of each device and recommending which
physical interfaces should beUNI interfaces. For each recommendedUNI interface, the system recommends
its primary loopback address.

These pre-staging rules are predefined and cannot be configured. They are neither selectable nor
configurable. However, you can modify the results of the rules before committing the recommended
assignments to the database.

The following topic shows how to view pre-staging rules. You can view a summary of all pre-staging rules,
see a summary, or view details of a specific pre-staging rule.

Viewing Pre-Staging Rules in a Table | 61

Viewing Pre-Staging Rules in a Table

To view pre-staging rules in a tabular format:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles > Rules.

The Rules window appears.

The Rules window lists all the pre-staging rules by type, along with the name and a brief description
of each rule.
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2. To view rule details, including a sample configuration, double-click the table row.

SEE ALSO

Viewing Pre-Staging Statistics | 59

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Prestaging Devices Overview | 37

Viewing N-PE Devices | 80

Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices | 69

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions | 72

Migrating Service Interfaces in Cross Provisioning Platform

When an interface becomes faulty or needs to be migrated to a higher-capacity port, you must migrate
all services deployed on a specific interface to the destination interface on the same device. In all the
devices of Juniper Networks, the Cross Provisioning Platform application actually modifies the device
configuration to migrate all the services. The Cross Provisioning Platform application deletes the source
interface and adds the destination interface to the service. A migration XSLT script is required to generate
the configuration changes to delete or add an interface from or to a service. The script is independent of
the service type and attached to the device configlet definition.

Before you can migrate the service interfaces in Cross Provisioning Platform, make sure that the
configuration script and the GUI script are present in the local machine.

To migrate interfaces on third-party devices, a third-party network management product is required to
modify the device configuration.

To perform service interface migration on Juniper Networks devices:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Scripts.

The Scripts page that appears displays a list of existing scripts in the Cross Provisioning Platform
application.

2. Click Add Script above the tool grid.

The Add Script(s) page appears.
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3. In the Name field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to identify the name of the script.

4. In the Description field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to further identify the script you
named.

5. From the Vendor Type drop-down list, select Junos Space.

6. Click Browse and select the configuration script and the GUI script from the local machine to add them
to the Cross Provisioning Platform application.

7. Click Create to add the scripts that you uploaded.

A confirmation dialog box appears with the Scripts added successfully message.

8. Click OK.

9. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Definition.

The Service Definition page that appears displays a list of the existing service definitions in the Cross
Provisioning Platform application.

10.Click the Create CPP Service Definition icon above the tool grid.

The Create Service Definition dialog box appears with the General, the SAM Service Scripts, and the
JUNOS Space Service Scripts sections.

11.On the Create Service Definition page, perform the following steps:

• In the General section:

a. In theName field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to identify the name of the service
definition.

b. In theDescription field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to further identify the service
definition you named.

c. From the Type drop-down list, select Device.

• In the SAM Service Scripts section:

a. From the Creation drop-down list, select the appropriate SAM service script.

b. From theModification drop-down list, select the appropriate SAM service script.

• In the JUNOS Space Service Scripts section:

a. From the Creation drop-down list, select the appropriate Junos Space service script.
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b. From theModification drop-down list, select the appropriate Junos Space service script.

12.Click Create.

The ServiceDefinition page appearswith the existing service definitions alongwith the service definition
that you created.

13. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Bulk Service Operations.

The page that appears has three option buttons: Service Deletion, Interface Migration and Resync
Services.

14. Select the Interface Migration option button.

The page that appears has three grids: Step 1: Select From Device, Step 1: Select From Interface, and
View Service(s).

15.On the Step 1: Select From Device, select Vendor as Juniper and select the Juniper Networks device
from the list.

The corresponding interfaces are listed on the Step 2: Select From Interface grid.

16.On the Step 2: Select From Interface grid, select an interface.

The corresponding services are listed on the View Service(s) grid.

17.Click Next.

The Interface Migration window appears.

18. Perform the following steps on the Interface Migration page:

a. From the Service Definition drop-down list, select the service definition that you created.

b. In theDescription field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to identify the service interface
migration.

c. From the To Interface drop-down list, select an interface to which youwant tomigrate the services.

19.ClickMigrate to initiate the service interface migration.

A job is triggered to show the migration status.

NOTE: When you migrate one service interface, the configuration of all the services present
in that interface from the device CLI, irrespective of the services present on the Junos Space
server, are also migrated. You can do the service interface migration only for one device at
a time.
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Perform the following steps to migrate services to third-party devices:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Bulk Service Operations.

The page that appears has three option buttons: Service Deletion, Interface Migration and Resync
Services.

2. Select the Interface Migration option button.

The page that appears has three grids: Step 1: Select From Device, Step 1: Select From Interface, and
View Service(s).

3. On the Step 1: Select From Device, select Vendor as Alcatel and select the Nokia device from the list.

The corresponding interfaces are listed on the Step 2: Select From Interface grid.

4. On the Step 2: Select From Interface grid, select an interface.

The corresponding services are listed on the View Service(s) grid.

5. Click Next.

The Interface Migration window appears.

6. Perform the following steps:

• In the To Interface field, click the drop-down to select an interface to which you want to migrate the
services.

• In the Service Definition field, click the drop-down field to select the service definition associated
with this migration.

• In theDescription field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to describe this service interface
migration.

7. ClickMigrate to initiate the service interface migration.

A job is triggered to show the migration status.

NOTE: If you have created multi-vendor services, i.e. JNPR-ALU and need to migrate the end
point of both Juniper Networks and the third-party devices, then you need to perform the
migration on the third-party devices using a third-party network management product first and
then perform the migration on Juniper Networks devices and third party devices in Cross
Provisioning Platform in the same manner as above. This records all the changes related to this
migration in the Cross Provisioning Platform database.
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Adding Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 776

Creating a User-Specific Role to Prevent or Allow Certain Actions on a
Service

IN THIS SECTION

Creating a User-Specific Role | 66

Applying the New Role to a User | 68

With Cross Provisioning Platform Release 15.1R1, you can create a user-specific role that prevents or
allows the following actions on the Service page by the user to whom the role is assigned:

• Decommissioning a service

• Modifying a service

• Bulk-decomissioning services on Service and Bulk Service Operations pages

• Re-creating a service order after a failed deployment

• Bulk-modifying services

Complete the following tasks to create a role and assign the role to a specific user account:

Creating a User-Specific Role

NOTE: Only an administrator can create a role.

To create a user-specific role:

1. On the Junos Space Platform user interface, select Role Based Access Control > Roles.

The Roles page appears.

2. Click the Create Role icon on the menu bar.

The Create Role page appears.
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3. In the Title text box, type a role name.

The role name cannot exceed 32 characters. The name can contain letters, numbers, and the following
special characters: hyphen (-), underscore (_), and period (.).

4. In the Description text box, type a role description.

The role description cannot exceed 256 characters. The description can contain letters, numbers, and
the following special characters: hyphen (-), underscore (_), period (.), and comma (,).

5. Select the CPP workspace from the application selection ribbon.

Mouse over an application workspace icon to view the application workspace name. An expandable
and collapsible tree of associated tasks appear below the selection ribbon for you to modify specific
tasks that you want included on the Task Summary pane.

6. On the CPP task pane, select or clear the following check boxes:

• Modify PW-LDP—If youwant to create a user-specific role to allow the user tomodify an LDP-based
point-to-point CPP service, select theModify PW-LDP check box.

• Modify PW-BGP—If you want to create a user-specific role to allow the user to modify a BGP-based
point-to-point CPP service, select theModify PW-BGP check box.

• Modify L3VPN—If you want to create a user-specific role to allow the user to modify a Layer 3 VPN
CPP service, select theModify L3VPN check box.

• Modify VPLS—If you want to create a user-specific role to allow the user to modify a VPLS CPP
service, select theModify VPLS check box.

• Decommission PW-LDP—If youwant to create a user-specific role to allow the user to decommission
an LDP-based point-to-point CPP service, select the Decommission PW-LDP check box.

• Decommission PW-BGP—If youwant to create a user-specific role to allow the user to decommission
a BGP-based point-to-point CPP service, select the Decommission PW-BGP check box.

• Decommission L3VPN—If you want to create a user-specific role to allow the user to decommission
a Layer 3 VPN CPP service, select the Decommission L3VPN check box.

• Decommission VPLS—If you want to create a user-specific role to allow the user to decommission
a VPLS CPP service, select the Decommission VPLS check box.

• Bulk Service Operations—If you want to create a user-specific role to allow the user to perform bulk
service operations, select the Bulk Service Operations check box.

For example, if you move the newly created role with theModify L3VPN check box selected, the user
can modify the Layer 3 VPN service on the CPP > Services inventory page.
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If you move the newly created role with theModify L3VPN check box cleared, the user cannot modify
the Layer 3 VPN service on the CPP > Services inventory page.

7. Click Create.

The new user role is created. Apply the new role to a user account.

Applying the New Role to a User

NOTE: Only an administrator can assign a role to a user account.

To apply the new role to a user account:

1. On the Junos Space Platform user interface, select Role Based Access Control > User Accounts.

The User Accounts inventory page appears.

2. From the inventory page, right-click the user account that you want to modify and selectModify User.

TheModify User page appears. TheModify User page contains three areas—General, Role Assignment,
and Domain Assignment

3. To add or remove role assignments, click Role Assignment on the upper right of the Modify User page.

4. Move the newly created role to the Selected list and click Finish.

The new role is now applied to the selected user account.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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CHAPTER 6

N-PE Devices and Role Assignments
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Troubleshooting N-PE Devices Before Provisioning a Service | 81

Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices

Pre-staging all Network Activate assignment recommendations is a powerful yet simple way to prepare
your devices for provisioning. This procedure provides the pre-staging steps that accept all system
recommendations. To pre-stage devices and make exceptions to the system recommendations, see
“Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions” on page 72.

Before discovering and assigningN-PE devices, youmust have already run device discovery. SeeDiscovering
Devices in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide.

Pre-staging has two parts:

1. Discovering Device Roles | 69

2. Assigning Device Roles | 71

Discovering Device Roles

To discover the roles of devices found during element discovery:

1. In theNetwork Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles >Discover Roles.

The Role Discovery Statuswindow shows the discovery of unassigned devices found in the database.:
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The graph portion of this example shows how many of the unassigned devices the pre-staging rules
determined could be assigned theN-PE role and howmany could be assigned the P role. TheUNKNOWN
bar indicates devices that had no MPLS role assigned but for which the Network Activate software
was unable to recommend a role.

NOTE: You cannot discover a device as a PE device if no user-to-network interfaces (UNIs)
are available in the device.

The Network Activate application throws the following error message:

2012-06-08 10:17:23,446 ERROR [PreStageDeviceManagerBean]
(PreStageDeviceManagerBean#savePreStageDeviceList Thread-6894
(group:HornetQ-client-global-threads-1332782448):) No ge/fe/at/t1 interfaces in this PE
device: junos-mx480-space; it can only be used for virtual routers

2. To view the devices for which the Network Activate software recommends the PE role, click on the
N_PE bar.

The Assign Roles window appears.

The question mark on each icon indicates that the device role has not yet been assigned.
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Device role discovery is now complete. To assign device and interface roles, follow the steps in the next
section, “Assigning Device Roles” on page 54.

Assigning Device Roles

If you need to exclude devices from role assignment, or you need to exclude interfaces from the list of
interfaces that can be used as UNIs, use the procedures documented in “Discovering and Assigning N-PE
Devices with Exceptions” on page 72.

To assign all discovered roles and interfaces:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles > Assign Roles.

2. In the Assign Roles page, clickMultiple in the quick view pane and select all devices.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Assign NPE Role.

4. In the confirmation window, click Assign.

5. To view the assignment status, in the JobManagementwindow, click the job ID of the assignment job.

The Job Management page shows the progress and status of the role assignment job. See Viewing Jobs in
the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

While the job is ongoing, you cannot make additional assignments from the Assign Roles page. The Assign
NPE Role action is dimmed to indicate you cannot select it.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Prestaging Devices Overview | 37

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions | 72

Unassigning N-PE Devices | 79
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Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions

Preparing network devices for service activation is usually a simple process which directs the Network
Activate software to prepare your devices automatically.When you pre-stage devices, theNetwork Activate
software scans the database for devices that have already been discovered but have noMPLS role assigned,
and recommends a role for each device it finds, based on the device configuration data and a set of
predefined rules. You can then display those devices and their recommended settings for:

• MPLS role for the device (PE only)

• Loopback interface

• UNI interfaces

The Network Activate software allows you to exclude specific recommended devices from being assigned
the N-PE role and to exclude interfaces from use as UNIs during service provisioning. You can also change
the loopback address of a PE device..

For step-by-step instructions on how to prepare devices for network activation using all the
recommendations for N-PE role assignment and UNI assignment that the Network Activate software
makes, see “Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices” on page 69. These topics describe how to
pre-stage devices with exceptions:

Discovering Device Roles | 72

Excluding Devices from N-PE Role Assignment | 74

Changing the Loopback Address of an N-PE Device | 75

Excluding Interfaces from UNI Role Assignments | 75

Committing Your Pre-Staging Choices | 76

Discovering Device Roles

Before discovering device roles, you must run device discovery. See Discovering Devices in the Junos Space
Network Application Platform User Guide.

To discover unassigned PE devices:

1. In theNetwork Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles >Discover Roles.

The Role Discovery Status window shows the discovery of unassigned devices found in the database.
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NOTE: If this is not the first time you have run the discover roles operation, this action
overwrites any recommendations remaining from the previous discover roles operation.
Devices with confirmed roles are not affected.

The Targets Processed box contains a progress bar, which when finished, shows howmany unassigned
devices the Network Activate software found in its database.

The graph portion of this example shows how many of the unassigned devices the pre-staging rules
determined could be assigned theN-PE role and howmany could be assigned the P role. TheUNKNOWN
bar indicates devices that had no MPLS role assigned but for which the Network Activate software
was unable to recommend a role.

2. To view the devices for which the Network Activate software recommends the PE role, click on the
N_PE bar.

The Assign Roles page appears.

The question mark on each icon indicates that the device role has not yet been assigned.
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NOTE: You cannot discover a device as a PE device if no user-to-network interfaces (UNIs)
are available in the device.

The Network Activate application throws the following error message:

2012-06-08 10:17:23,446 ERROR [PreStageDeviceManagerBean]
(PreStageDeviceManagerBean#savePreStageDeviceList Thread-6894
(group:HornetQ-client-global-threads-1332782448):) No ge/fe/at/t1 interfaces in this PE
device: junos-mx480-space; it can only be used for virtual routers

Excluding Devices from N-PE Role Assignment

The rules-driven process that the Network Activate software uses to discover device roles recommends
the correct roles in most cases. To exclude a device from N-PE role assignment:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles > Assign Roles.

The results of the most recent role discovery operation appear.

2. In the Assign Roles page, select the N-PE device that you want to exclude from role assignment. To
exclude several N-PE devices, use the multiple selection capability.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Exclude from NPE Role.

The Assign Roles page refreshes. The excluded devices are no longer visible.

SEE ALSO

Changing the Loopback Address of an N-PE Device | 75
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Changing the Loopback Address of an N-PE Device

The Network Activate software allows you to change the loopback address of an N-PE device to that of
a different loopback unit.

NOTE: Although Junos software allows you to assign multiple loopback addresses to the same
loopback unit, the Junos Space software recognizes only the first address assigned to the loopback
unit. Therefore, when you change the loopback address of an N-PE device, it must be to that of
a different loopback unit.

To change the loopback address of an N-PE device:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles > Assign Roles.

The results of the most recent role discovery operation appear, including any changes you have
subsequently made to your pre-staging data.

Repeat Step 2 through Step 5 for each device for which you want to change the loopback address.

2. In the Assign Roles page, select the device for which you want to change the loopback address.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Loopback Address.

4. In theModify Loopback Address window, select the loopback address you want to use.

5. ClickModify.

The new loopback address appears.

SEE ALSO

Excluding Devices from N-PE Role Assignment | 74

Excluding Interfaces from UNI Role Assignments

To exclude interfaces from the list of interfaces that the pre-staging rules determined were suitable for
use as UNIs:
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1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles > Assign Roles.

The results of the most recent role discovery operation appear, including any changes you have
subsequently made to your pre-staging data.

Repeat Step 2 through Step 7 for each device for which you want to exclude some recommended UNI
selections:

2. In the Assign Roles page, select the device for which you want to manage UNIs.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectManage Device UNIs.

TheManageDevice UNIswindow shows all the device interfaces for the selected device and indicates
those that the Network Activate software recommends for use as UNIs.

4. In theManage Device UNIs window, select the UNI you want to exclude.

To exclude more than one UNI, use the multiple selection capability.

5. Open the Actions menu and select Exclude from UNI Role.

6. Open the Actions menu and select Return to Assign Roles to return to the Assign Roles page.

SEE ALSO

Excluding Devices from N-PE Role Assignment | 74

Committing Your Pre-Staging Choices

This procedure provides instructions for assigning the N-PE role to selected devices and committing all
device pre-staging information to the database.

Before performing these steps, you must complete the following tasks:

• Discover devices that have not yet been assigned an MPLS role.

• Exclude from the list of discovered devices those devices that you do not want to assign the N-PE role
to.

• On each device, exclude the interfaces you do not want used as UNIs.
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To commit your pre-staging choices to the database:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles > Assign Roles.

2. Examine the list of devices to be sure these are the devices you want to assign the N-PE role.

3. Select all devices.

4. Open the Actions menu and click Assign NPE Role.

5. In the confirmation screen, click Assign.

6. To view the assignment status, in the Job Management screen, click the job ID of the assignment job.

The JobManagement page shows the progress and status of the role assignment job. See Viewing Jobs
in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

While the job is ongoing, you cannot make additional assignments from the Assign Roles page. The
Assign NPE Role action is dimmed to indicate you cannot select it.

NOTE: After you pre-stage a device, you can check to see if a particular device is capable of
supporting Layer 2 or Layer 3 services.

In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices > Manage Device Roles.
Double-click the device for which you want to check its service capability. The NPE Details
window appears.

Check the Service capability field to ensure that the values L2, L3 appear, which indicate that
the device can support Layer 2 and Layer 3 services.

NOTE: If you modify the configuration of a device after the device is pre-staged, remove the
device from pre-staged status and then Discover Roles and pre-stage the device again.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Prestaging Devices Overview | 37

Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices | 69

Unassigning N-PE Devices | 79
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Adding a UNI | 52

Deleting UNIs | 54

Viewing Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Viewing Pre-Staging Rules | 61

Viewing N-PE Devices | 80

Discovering Devices in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Changing the Loopback Address of an N-PE Device

The Network Activate software allows you to change the loopback address of an N-PE device to that of
a different loopback unit.

NOTE: Although Junos software allows you to assign multiple loopback addresses to the same
loopback unit, the Junos Space software recognizes only the first address assigned to the loopback
unit. Therefore, when you change the loopback address of an N-PE device, it must be to that of
a different loopback unit.

To change the loopback address of an N-PE device:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles > Assign Roles.

The results of the most recent role discovery operation appear, including any changes you have
subsequently made to your pre-staging data.

Repeat Step 2 through Step 5 for each device for which you want to change the loopback address.

2. In the Assign Roles page, select the device for which you want to change the loopback address.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Loopback Address.

4. In theModify Loopback Address window, select the loopback address you want to use.

5. ClickModify.

The new loopback address appears.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Excluding Devices from N-PE Role Assignment | 74

Excluding Devices from N-PE Role Assignment

The rules-driven process that the Network Activate software uses to discover device roles recommends
the correct roles in most cases. To exclude a device from N-PE role assignment:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles > Assign Roles.

The results of the most recent role discovery operation appear.

2. In the Assign Roles page, select the N-PE device that you want to exclude from role assignment. To
exclude several N-PE devices, use the multiple selection capability.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Exclude from NPE Role.

The Assign Roles page refreshes. The excluded devices are no longer visible.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Changing the Loopback Address of an N-PE Device | 75

Unassigning N-PE Devices

To unassign an N-PE device so that it can no longer be assigned to a service:

NOTE: Before you an unassign an N-PE device, it must not be assigned to any deployed service.

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices > Manage Device Roles.

2. In theManage Device Roles page, select the N-PE device you want to unassign.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Unassign NPE Role.
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NOTE: If services are deployed on this device, the Unassign NPE Role action will be dimmed
and not selectable.

4. TheManage Device Roles page refreshes and shows that the selected device has been removed.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing N-PE Devices | 80

Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices | 69

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions | 72

Viewing N-PE Devices

You can view network devices that have been assigned the N-PE role.

The following topic provides a procedure for viewing N-PE devices:

Viewing N-PE Devices in a Table | 80

Viewing N-PE Devices in a Table

To view N-PE devices in a table:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.

TheManage Device Roles page displays the following information about all N-PE devices on your
network:

• Name—The assigned device name.

• Management address—The IP address to which the Junos Space fabric connects to the device.

• Loopback address—The IP address type used by a device to send a packet to itself.

2. To view more device details and UNI information, double-click the table row for the device. The NPE
Details window appears. The detailed view lists all UNIs discovered on the device with the applied
VLAN pool profile and includes the following device information:

• Name—The name assigned to the device

• MPLS role—The assigned MPLS role for the N-PE device
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• Management address—The IP address to which the Junos Space fabric connects to the device

• Loopback address—The IP address type used by a device to send a packet to itself.

• Connection status—up or down.

• Service capability—N-PE device role: L2 or L3.

• UNI Interfaces—All assigned UNIs on the device with the applied VLAN pool profile.

SEE ALSO

Viewing Available UNIs on N-PE Devices | 59

Viewing Services on N-PE Devices | 60

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Prestaging Devices Overview | 37

Viewing Pre-Staging Statistics | 59

Viewing Pre-Staging Rules | 61

Adding a UNI | 52

Unassigning N-PE Devices | 79

Deleting UNIs | 54

Discovering Devices in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Troubleshooting N-PE Devices Before Provisioning a Service

You can use the Troubleshoot option in Network Activate to check PE router configurations before you
deploy a new service or troubleshoot PE router configurations if you are unable to deploy a new service.

To check the configuration on a PE router, follow these steps:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles

TheManage Device Roles page appears displaying all devices on the network that are assigned the
N-PE role

2. Select the device that you want to troubleshoot.

3. In the Actions menu, select Troubleshoot.
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The Troubleshoot Devicewindow appears. The table here describes the show commands that you can
run to check the configuration on a N-PE device.

Table 3: Commands Available in the Troubleshoot Device Window

Fields DisplayedDescriptionCommand

• Device name

• LSP State

• Destination Address

Display whether ingress LSP is
up and running.

show mpls lsp ingress

• Device name

• LSP State

• Destination Address

Display whether egress LSP is
up and running.

show mpls lsp egress

• Peer Address

• Peer State

Display summary information
about BGP and its neighbors to
determine if routes are received
from peers in the autonomous
system (AS). When a BGP
session is established, the peers
exchange update messages.

show bgp summary

• Interface Name

• Neighbor Address

• OSPF Neighbor State

Display information aboutOSPF
neighbors.

show ospf neighbor

• Peer Address

• Peer State

• Local AS

Display information about all
BGP peers.

show bgp neighbor

• Interface Name

• LDP Neighbor Count

Display standard status
information about all
LDP-enabled interfaces for all
routing instances.

show ldp interface

• Interface Name

• Neighbor Address

• Remaining Time—remaining hold time before the
neighbor expires, in seconds.

Display standard information
about LDP neighbors for all
routing instances.

show ldp neighbor
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Table 3: Commands Available in the Troubleshoot Device Window (continued)

• Name

• LSP State

• Destination Address

For complete information about the fields displayed
for the show rsvp session command, see the Junos
Software Routing Protocols and Policies Command
Reference.

Display information about
Resource Reservation Protocol
(RSVP) sessions.

show rsvp session

• Interface Name

• RSVP Status

• Static Bandwidth

• Available Bandwidth

• Total Reserved Bandwidth

Display the status of Resource
Reservation Protocol
(RSVP)-enabled interfaces and
packet statistics.

show rsvp interface

• Interface Name

• Adjacency State

• System Name

For complete information about the fields displayed
for the show isis adjacency command, see the Junos
Software Routing Protocols and Policies Command
Reference.

Display information about
intermediate
System-to-Intermediate System
(*IS-IS) neighbors.

show isis adjacency

4. Select on any show command to view device-specific configuration information.

NOTE: For additional information about a PE device configuration, you can explicitly run a
show command with the extensive option, for example, show mpls lsp extensive.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Performing a Configuration Audit | 1070

Viewing Configuration Audit Results | 1086

Performing a Functional Audit | 1072

Viewing Functional Audit Results | 1089

Canceling a Job
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CHAPTER 7

Multihomed Groups
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In the Junos Space product, you can create a multihomed group to connect a customer site to multiple PE
routers to provide redundant connectivity across a VPLS site, while preventing the formation of Layer 2
loops in the service provider’s network. A VPLS site multihomed to two or more N-PE routers provides
redundant connectivity in the event of a PE-router-to-CE-device link failure or the failure of an N-PE
router. Figure 1 on page 85 shows two multihomed sites in which each access switch is connected to a
primary and a backup PE router. If the PE router functioning as the primary device fails or the link connection
between the access switch and PE router fails, the backup PE router automatically takes over the role of
primary device.

Figure 1: Multihomed Sites Connected to Primary and Backup PR Routers
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This multihomed groups overview includes the following topics:

Prerequisites to Create Multihomed Groups

The following requirements must be met before you create a multihomed group:

• Ensure that the N-PE devices included in the multihomed group meet the following requirements:

• The same site ID is assigned to the N-PE devices that are connected to the same CE devices.

• The same route distinguisher is assigned to the N-PE devices that are connected to the same CE
devices.

• The N-PE device is either designated as a primary interface or allows the router to select the interface
to be used as the primary interface.

If the router selects the interface, the interface that is used to connect the N-PE device to the site
depends on the order in which the interfaces are listed in the N-PE device’s configuration. The first
operational interface in the set of configured interfaces is selected as the designated interface. If this
interface fails, the next interface in the list is selected to send and receive traffic for the site.

• Perform device discovery to import the N-PE devices that you want to include in the multihomed group.

• Pre-stage the N-PE devices that you want to include in multihomed groups.
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Required N-PE Device Configuration

The configuration for each N-PE device that you include in a multihomed groupmust include the following
statements:

[edit routing-instances routing-instance-name]
instance-type vpls;
interface interface-name;
interface interface-name;
protocols vpls {
site site-name {
active-interface {
any;
primary interface-name;

}
interface interface-name;
interface interface-name;
multihoming;
site-identifier number;

}
}
route-distinguisher (as-number:id |ip-address:id)

Administrator Roles Required to Create Multihomed Groups

The steps required to create a multihomed group are performed by users with different levels of privilege.
The Junos Space software provides predefined administrator roles that provide the necessary privilege
for each step in the sequence:

• The Device Manager role allows an administrator to discover the PE devices that you want to include
in the multihomed group.

• The Service Manager role allows an administrator to perform device pre-staging actions including
discovering and assigning device roles and importing the connectivity file for the multihomed group.

• The Service Designer roles allows an administrator to create and publish a service definition.

• The Service Activator (less privileged) role allows an administrator to perform provisioning tasks, including
creating and managing customers, service orders, and services.

For details about predefined administrator roles, see Predefined RolesOverview in the Junos Space Network
Application Platform User Guide.
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Creating Multihomed Groups Process Overview

To create a multihomed group to connect a customer site to multiple PE routers:

1. Create an XML connectivity file to name the multihomed group and configure endpoint connections
between the CE device (access switch) and N-PE devices—Each multihomed group connects individual
customer sites to up to three PE routers to provide redundant connectivity across a VPLS site. For
step-by-step instructions on creating an XML connectivity file for multihomed groups, see “Creating a
Connectivity File for Multihomed Groups” on page 88.

2. Upload the XML connectivity file in Junos Space—After you create the XML connectivity file, you
upload it to Junos Space. For step-by-step instructions on uploading an XML connectivity file for
multihomed groups, see “Uploading a Connectivity File to Create Multihomed Groups” on page 90.

3. Create a VPLS service definition with multihoming enabled.

4. Publish the VPLS service definition.

5. Create a customer for the service.

6. Create a VPLS service order based on a VPLS service definition with multihoming enabled.

When you create the service order, you select one or more multihomed groups you want to include in
the service from the Select Endpoint PE devices screen.

7. Deploy the service order.

8. Perform a functional audit to determine whether the service is up or down.

If the functional audit reports that the service is up, the customer(s) can begin using the service.

NOTE: You are required to create amultihomed group only if you intend to create redundant
VPLS services. For point-to-point LDP services and Layer 2 VPN services, you can enable
the redundant feature when you create the service order.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Multihomed Group | 88

Deleting Multihomed Groups | 91
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Creating a Multihomed Group

In Junos Space, you can create a multihomed group to connect a customer site to multiple PE routers to
provide redundant connectivity across a VPLS site. A VPLS site multihomed to two or more N-PE routers
provides redundant connectivity in the event of a PE-router-to-CE-device link failure or the failure of an
N-PE router.

To create one or more multihomed groups, complete the following tasks:

1. Creating a Connectivity File for Multihomed Groups | 88

2. Uploading a Connectivity File to Create Multihomed Groups | 90

Creating a Connectivity File for Multihomed Groups

The connectivity file can include one or more multihomed groups. Each multihomed group defines an
access switch that is connected to one primary PE device and one or more backup PE devices.

The following requirements must be met before you create a connectivity file for a multihomed group:

• Perform device discovery to import the N-PE devices that you want to include in the multihomed group.

• Pre-stage the N-PE devices that you want to include in the multihomed group.

You must create an XML file to define connectivity for the PE devices in a multihomed group. You can
specify any name for the connectivity file, but it must be a valid XML file that includes the following
attributes:

• Name—Multihomed group name.

• Description—Multihomed group description.

• AccessSwitchIP—IP address for the CE device.

• PEHostName—Hostname for the N-PE device. Include two or more hostnames to identify the primary
and secondary PE devices in the multihomed group.

NOTE: By default, the first PEHostname specifies the primary device.

• PEInterface—UNI on the N-PE device that connects to the CE device. Each multihomed group must
specify the interface for the primary and secondary PE devices.

• AccessSwitchInterface—UNI on the CE device that connects to the primary or secondary PE device.
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The following sample XML file shows the format you use to configure multihomed groups:

<!— List of unmanaged connections for an Access Switch not currently modeled in 

Junos Space

<MultihomedGroups>

     <MultihomedGroup Name="group1" Description="multihomed group1" 

AccessSwitchIP="10.157.59.63">

          <MultihomedEndPoint PEHostName="PEHostName1" PEInterface="ge-2/0/1" 

AccessSwitchInterface="ge-1/0/4"/>

          <MultihomedEndPoint PEHostName=”PEHostName2” PEInterface=”ge-2/0/2” 

AccessSwitchInterface=”ge-1/0/5"/>

     </MultihomedGroup>

     <MultihomedGroup Name="group2" Description="multihomed group2" 

AccessSwitchIP="10.155.50.60">

          <MultihomedEndPoint PEHostName="PEHostName3" PEInterface="ge-2/0/1" 

AccessSwitchInterface="ge-1/0/4"/>

          <MultihomedEndPoint PEHostName=”PEHostName4” PEInterface=”ge-2/0/2” 

AccessSwitchInterface=”ge-1/0/5"/>

          <MultihomedEndPoint PEHostName=”PEHostName5” PEInterface=”ge-3/0/2” 

AccessSwitchInterface=”ge-1/0/6"/>

     </MultihomedGroup>

</MultihomedGroups>

In the preceding sample connectivity file, the first multihomed group, multihomed group1, defines two PE
devices in which PEHostName1 is the primary PE device and PEHostName2 is the backup PE device. The
secondmultihomed group,multihomed group2, defines two PE devices inwhich PEHostName3 is the primary
PE device and PEHostName4 and PEHostName5 are backup PE devices.

To view a sample connectivity file for multihomed groups, see “Viewing a Sample Connectivity File for
Multihomed Groups” on page 93.

SEE ALSO

Uploading a Connectivity File to Create Multihomed Groups | 90
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Uploading a Connectivity File to Create Multihomed Groups

To create multihomed groups, you upload the connectivity file in the Junos Space software. You create
and upload a single connectivity file for all the multihomed groups you want to configure in Junos Space.
To add additional multihomed groups at a later date, you can update the connectivity file and then upload
the connectivity file in Junos Space again.

To upload a connectivity file and create a multihomed group:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, click Prestage Devices >Manage Multihomed... > Create
Multihomed....

The Create Multihomed Groups screen appears.

2. To upload a Connectivity file for multihomed groups:

a. In the Connectivity File field, click Browse.

b. Navigate to the XML connectivity file that you want to use to create the multihomed group.

c. Click Upload.

d. (Optional) To view job status information, click the Job ID.

e. Click OK to upload the connectivity file in Junos Space.

SEE ALSO

Deleting Multihomed Groups | 91

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Viewing Multihomed Groups | 91

Deleting Multihomed Groups | 91

Multihomed Groups Overview | 84

Deleting Multihomed Groups

You can delete a multihomed group if it is not being used in a service.

To delete a multihomed group from the database:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Mulithomed Groups.

2. In theManageMultihomedGroups inventory page, select themultihomed group(s) youwant to delete.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Delete Multihomed Group.

A pop-up window appears requesting confirmation.

4. Click Delete.

TheManage Multihomed Groups page reappears, which confirms that the multihomed groups were
deleted.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing Multihomed Groups | 91

Multihomed Groups Overview | 84

Viewing Multihomed Groups

You can view multihomed groups and the PE devices included in each multihomed group.

1. Viewing Multihomed Groups | 91

Viewing Multihomed Groups

To view multihomed groups:
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1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Multihomed Groups.

The Manage Multihomed Groups page appears.

2. The following multihomed group information appears in the main display area:

• Name—The name assigned to the multihomed group

• Device—The name of the PE device in multihomed group

3. Double-click a multihomed group to view additional details.

The detailed view provides the following information:

• Multihomed Group—The name assigned to the multihomed group

• Description—A description for the multihomed group

• Device—The name of the PE device in multihomed group

• Interface—The UNI on the PE device in multihomed group
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Viewing a Sample Connectivity File for Multihomed Groups

You create and upload a single connectivity file for all the multihomed groups you want to configure in
Junos Space. You can view a sample connectivity file that shows the file format and required elements for
creating one or more multihomed groups.

To view a sample connectivity file for multihomed groups:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Multihomed Groups > Create
Multihomed Groups.

The Create Multihomed Groups window appears.
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2. Click View Sample File.

A sample connectivity file appears.

3. Click Close to close the sample file and return to the Create Multihomed Groups window.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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CHAPTER 8

Prestage Services

IN THIS CHAPTER

Service Recovery Overview | 95

Performing a Service Recovery Request | 95

Viewing Service Recovery Report | 101

Service Recovery Overview

The Service Recovery operation recovers services that are present on devices that Junos Space is not
managing. The missing entity can be an entirely new service or the missing component of an existing
service.

The Service Recovery operation has two parts. First, you select one or more devices for which services
are to be recovered. Service Recovery recovers and identifies the missing services and displays the result.
Second, you select a service to bemanaged, providing anymissing information about the recovered service.
When you provide missing information for a service, the recovered service is converted to a managed
service.

The Network Activate application supports Service Recovery for point-to-point services, VPLS services,
and Layer 3 VPN services.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Performing a Service Recovery Request | 95

Performing a Service Recovery Request

The Service Recovery feature functionswithin the pre-staging operation of theNetworkActivate application.
Service Recovery has two parts.
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First, Service Recovery parses each device’s configuration searching for service configurations and existing
Network Activate service elements (P2P services, Layer 2 circuits, routing instances, firewalls, policy
options, routing options, and OAM interface branches of Junos Space configurations that are being
processed).

Second, Service Recovery stitches the service elements by identifying related service attributes across
devices, such as VCIDs for Martini services and route targets for Kompella (L2VPN) services, to form
Network Activate services.
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To perform Service Recovery, in the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Services > Service
Recovery Request. Initially, Service Recovery generates the following Alert message, which describes the
process you are about to start and recommends saving previously recovered services.

The Service Recovery Profile window displays two panels, Published Service Definition and Devices &
Filters.

In the Published ServiceDefinition panel, you can select one ormore service types: P2P, VPLS, and L3VPN.

The Published Service Definition panel also presents a table that lists the names of all services of the
selected Service Type.

The Devices & Filters panel lists devices in the Name column. You can specify a VCID Range and Route
target range to complete the definition of the service recovery profile search.

To recover services:

1. Fill in the fields as described in the following table.
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ActionField

Published Service Definition

Select the service type check boxes based on the service to recover:

• P2P

• VPLS

• L3VPN

Service Type

Select this check box to retrieve service templates attributes attached to the service. Junos
Space supports the templates of the following MPLS VPN-related applications:

• CoS

• IPsec

• Stateful firewall

Service template

Select the check boxes for the service definitions whose services you want to recover.

All the published service definitions based on service type selected are listed.

Name

Devices & Filters

Select the devices whose services you want to recoverDevices

This field is displayed if you have selected the P2P check box.

Specify the VCID range within which services are to be recovered.

NOTE: The VCID Range parameter enables you to change the VCID range for services that
had been configured previously outside of the context of Junos Space.

VCID Range

This field is displayed for all the service types.

Specify the Route target range within which services are to be recovered. You can express the
range in Autonomous System number format or IPv4 format:

• AS number format—Autonomous system (AS) number
format:<l2vpn-id:as-number:2-byte-number>. For example, 100:200. The AS number can be
in the range from 1 through 65,535.

• IPv4 format—<l2vpn-id:ip-address:2-byte-number>. For example, l2vpn-id:10.1.1.1:2. Make
sure that this value is lower than the value specified as the maximum route target allowed.

NOTE: The Route target parameter enables you to change the route target range for services
that had been configured previously outside of the context of Junos Space.

Route target
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ActionField

This field is displayed if you have selected the VPLS check box.

Specify the VPLS ID range.

Range: 1 through 2147483647

VPLS ID range

This field is displayed if you have selected the VPLS or L3VPN check boxes.

Specify the Hub-Route target rangewithin which services are to be recovered. You can express
the range in Autonomous System number format or IPv4 format:

• AS number format—Autonomous system (AS) number
format:<l2vpn-id:as-number:2-byte-number>. For example, 100:200. The AS number can be
in the range from 1 through 65,535.

• IPv4 format—<l2vpn-id:ip-address:2-byte-number>. For example, l2vpn-id:10.1.1.1:2. Make
sure that this value is lower than the value specified as the maximum route target allowed.

Hub-Route target
range

This field is displayed if you have selected the VPLS or L3VPN check boxes.

Specify the Spoke-Route target range within which services are to be recovered. You can
express the range in Autonomous System number format or IPv4 format:

• AS number format—Autonomous system (AS) number
format:<l2vpn-id:as-number:2-byte-number>. For example, 100:200. The AS number can be
in the range from 1 through 65,535.

• IPv4 format—<l2vpn-id:ip-address:2-byte-number>. For example, l2vpn-id:10.1.1.1:2. Make
sure that this value is lower than the value specified as the maximum route target allowed.

Spoke-Route target
range

2. When you complete defining the Service Recovery Profile, click Start.

The Network Activate application fetches the latest device configuration. It then processes the device
configuration to derive the configuration of selected service types.

The Service Recovery in progress... window appears, which indicates the progress of the search.
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NOTE:
• In case of a Layer 3 VPN service with pseudowire attached, you have to first recover the
Layer 3 VPN service, and then the point-to-point service.

• In case of a multihoming group for BGP-based VPLS service, the service recovery request
recovers a multihoming BGP-based VPLS service regardless of the availability of a
multihoming group. You must create a multihoming group before service recovery is
performed.

When the service recovery operation completes, the Service Recovery Report window appears. The
service recovery report for each service is displayed in different tabs.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Service Recovery Overview | 95

Viewing Service Recovery Report | 101
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Viewing Service Recovery Report
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When the service recovery operation completes, the Service Recovery Report window appears.

The Service Recovery Report window displays the recovered services according to service type. The
service recovery report for each service is displayed in different tabs.

The Service Recovery Report window includes several panels that provide details about the recovered
services: Recovered service instances, Details of the instance (General, Connectivity, Devices).

The Details of the Instance panel displays information about a service selected in the Recovered service
instances panel. You can modify the information, and click Save to save the modification.

The Devices panel lists the endpoints associated with the service instance.

DescriptionColumn

Recovered service instances—Lists the recovered service instances based on the tab you have selected.

Name of the recovered service instance.Instance Name

Name of the service definition attached to a service.Service Definition
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DescriptionColumn

One of the following:

• P2P

• VPLS

• L3VPN

Service Type

Partial or RecoveredStatus

Customer for which the service is createdCustomer

Comments to describe the service.Comments

• Ignore

• Recover

Action

Details of the instance—The fields in this section differ for each service.

General

Name of the selected service instanceName

Comments to describe the service.Comments

Connectivity Fault Management

This field is displayed in the P2P tab and the VPLS tab.

CFM

Name of the service definition with which the instance is associatedService definition

Name of the service template with which the instance is associatedService template

Customer for which the service is createdCustomer

Connectivity

Virtual channel identifier number

This field is displayed in the P2P tab only.

VCID

Maximum transmission unit number

This field is displayed in the P2P tab and theVPLS tab.

MTU

Route targetRT
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DescriptionColumn

Route distinguisherRD

If the Unmanaged IP field includes a valid IP address, the selected service is valid
but the other end is an ummanaged device. If the field displays Unmanaged IP, the
IP address of the unmanaged device is unknown. You must provide the IP address.

NOTE: If Service Recovery finds an endpoint attached to a recovered service for
a device that was not selected for Service Recovery, the endpoint is reported as an
Unmanaged IP. The endpoint is recovered and attached to the servicewhen Service
Recovery is executed on the particular device.

This field is displayed in the P2P tab only.

Unmanaged IP

If one endpoint is an unmanaged device, the interface information is unknown. You
must provide the interface for the endpoint.

This field is displayed in the P2P tab only.

Unmanaged Interface

VPLS ID of the recovered service

This field is displayed in the VPLS tab only.

VPLS ID

Layer 2 VPN ID of the recovered service

This field is displayed in the VPLS tab only.

L2VPN ID

Route target of the hub.

This field is displayed only in the VPLS tab and the L3VPN tab.

Hub RT

Route target of the spoke.

This field is displayed only in the VPLS tab and the L3VPN tab.

Spoke RT

When this check box is selected, the VPN facilitates VRF table lookup, based on
MPLS labels.

This field is displayed in the L3VPN tab only.

VRF Table

Provider edge (PE) and customer edge (CE) routing protocol configured for the
service.

This field is displayed in the L3VPN tab only.

Routing Protocol
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DescriptionColumn

Hub device for the hub-and-spoke Layer 3 VPN service.

This field is displayed in the L3VPN tab only. This is applicable for hub-and-spoke
Layer 3 VPN service only.

Select Hub

Devices

Name of the device on which the service instance was recovered.Device Name

The interfaces on the device on which the service instance was recovered.Interfaces

To view or modify a recovered service:

1. In the Recovered service instances panel, select a service.

TheDetails of the Instance panel displays information about a service selected in theRecovered service
instances panel.

2. View the information of a recovered service in the Details of the Instance panel. Click Ignore to close
the Service Recovery Report window.

3. If required, modify the fields in the Details of the Instance panel.

4. Click Save to save the modification.

The Recovered Services Status window displays the status of all the recovered services. It also indicates
the configuration that are converted to service orders. You can view the status of a recovered service in
its corresponding tab. The Recovered Services Status window displays one of the following status
indications:

• Managed–The service is now managed successfully

• Failed–Service Recovery did not convert the service to a service order.

• Partial–The service cannot be managed yet.

If you click Cancel, the Network Activate application displays theManage Service Orders window.

NOTE: You can access the Recovered Service Status window whenever you want to attempt
to recover additional services.
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CHAPTER 9

Managing IP addresses

IN THIS CHAPTER

Creating an IP Address Pool | 107

Managing IPv4 Addresses for Layer 3 VPNs | 109

Specifying IPv4 Addressing Assignment in Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions | 111

Creating an IP Address Pool

You, the Service Designer, can create consistent IP address pools for Layer 3 VPNs from PrestageDevices
>Manage IP Addresses > Create IP Address Pools. The IP addresses assigned to each PE/CE link need to
allow routing across the customer’s entire Layer 3 VPN, as long as the PE/CE addresses are not exposed
outside of that VPN. If the PE/CE link addresses are accessible from outside the customer’s VPN, then
those IP addresses may also need to be globally unique across the internet, instead of just within the
customer’s VPN.

When you create an IP address pool, it appears in the Prestage Devices >Manage IP Addresses inventory
page. See “Managing IPv4 Addresses for Layer 3 VPNs” on page 109

NOTE: Preferably, create all IPv4 address pools at the beginning of the pre-staging process (see
“Prestaging Devices Overview” on page 37), before you run Role Discovery (see “Discovering
and Assigning All N-PE Devices” on page 69), so that any IPv4 IP addresses found on devices
during the role discovery process can be marked as already allocated in the corresponding IPv4
IP address pools.

To create an IPv4 IP address pool:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Navigate to Prestage Devices >Manage IP Addresses >
Create IP Address Pools.

The Create IP Address Pool window appears.

2. In the IP pool type drop-down list box, select either Global or Customer.
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• A Global IP address pool pertains to the service provider. There can be more than one global IPv4
address pool. However, each global pool must have its own unique name and its set of IPv4 addresses
must not overlap with those of any other global pool. You can allocate addresses from global pools
across multiple Layer 3 VPNs across multiple customers.

• A Customer IP address pool pertains to an existing customer. These pools are associated with the
corresponding customer. You can associate more than one customer IPv4 pool with each customer.
However, each customer pool must have its own set of IPv4 addresses which must not overlap with
those of any other pool belonging to the same customer. You can allocate addresses from customer
pools across multiple Layer 3 VPNs for a particular customer.

3. In the Pool name field, enter a unique name.

An IP address Pool name can be no more than 50 characters.

4. In the Pool description field, enter a helpful description.

The Pool Description can be no longer than 200 characters.

5. In the IP address pool field, enter an IPv4 IP address pool.

Any IPv4 address pool in Junos Space maps directly onto the Classless Interdomain Routing (CIDR)
notation for IPv4 network addresses. The CIDR network address, 192.168.1.0/24 is a contiguous block
of 256 individual IPv4 addresses: 192.168.1.0/32 through 192.168.1.255/32, inclusive. The network
address 10.0.99.20/30 is a contiguous block of 4 individual IPv4 addresses: 10.0.99.20/32 through
10.0.99.23/32, inclusive. As a consequence, any Junos Space IPv4 address pool directly maps to (and
is identified by) its CIDR network address. The Junos Space IPv4 address pool, 192.168.1.0/24, contains
all of the addresses from 192.168.1.0/32 to 192.168.1.255/32, while the IPv4 address pool,
10.0.99.20/30 contains all of the addresses from 10.0.99.20/32 to 10.0.99.23/32.

6. If you are creating aCustomer IP address pool, theAssociatewith customer drop-down list box appears.
Select an existing customer name. To create a customer, see “Adding a New Customer” on page 1064.

7. Click Create.

Junos Space saves the IP address pool information in the database. The IP address pool appears in the
Manage IP Address inventory page. The Pool Type column differentiates global from customer IP
address pools.

NOTE: You need to create IP address pools only if the operation of your network requires
it. Alternatively, you can use the global IP pools provided by the Network Activate software
for Layer 3 VPN services.
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Managing IPv4 Addresses for Layer 3 VPNs | 109

Managing IPv4 Addresses for Layer 3 VPNs

You, the Service Designer, can specify the IPv4 IP addressing to include in Layer 3 VPN service definitions.
Use the Prestage Devices > Managing IP Addresses inventory page to view existing IP Address pools that
you created globally or for specific existing customers. For more information about creating an IPv4 IP
address pool, see “Creating an IP Address Pool” on page 107.

Viewing IP Address Pools

TheManage IP Addresses inventory page lists pool information in a table by name, pool type, and IP
address pool.

Viewing Detail IP Address Pool Information

To view IP address details double-click an IP address pool row.

Table 4 on page 109 defines the IP address pool detailed information.

Table 4: IP Address Pool Details

DescriptionDetail

The mnemonic name of the IP Address pool you create using Prestage Devices > Create IP
Addresses.

An IP address Pool Name can be no more than 50 characters.

Pool Name

An optional description of the IP address pool name.

The Pool Description can be no longer than 200 characters.

Pool Description
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Table 4: IP Address Pool Details (continued)

DescriptionDetail

Either:

• Global: Pools of IPv4 addresses pertaining to the Service Provider. There can be more
than one global IPv4 address pool. However, each global pool must have its own unique
name and its set of IPv4 addresses must not overlap with those of any other global pool.
Addresses from global pools can be allocated across multiple L3VPNs, across multiple
customers.

• Customer: Pools of IPv4 addresses pertaining to a particular customer. These pools will
be associated with the corresponding customer. There can be more than one customer
IPv4 pool associated with each customer. However, each customer pool must have its
own set of IPv4 addresses whichmust not overlap with those of any other pool belonging
to the same customer. Addresses from customer pools can be allocated across multiple
L3VPNs, for a particular customer.

Pool Type

A block of IPv4 addresses in CIDR notation (for example, 10.0.77.0/24 which identifies a
pool of 256 IPv4 addresses, 192.168.0.0/16, and do forth.

IP Address Pool

The existing customer name for which you created the IP address pool.Customer

Performing Actions

You can perform the following actions on IP address pools.

• Delete Address Pool—Removes the selected IP address pool from the Junos Space database. Junos
Space will not allow you to deleted an IP address pool to if it contains any addresses that are still in use.

• Tag It—See Viewing Tags for a Managed Object.

• View Tags—Viewing Tags for a Managed Object

• Untag It—Untagging Objects

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating an IP Address Pool | 107

Creating a Tag
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Specifying IPv4 Addressing Assignment in Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions

You, the Service Designer, can specify the IPv4 IP address settings to use for PE/CE link when provisioning
Layer 3 VPN service definitions.

When configuring Layer 3 VPNs, it is necessary to assign consistent IP addresses to the logical interfaces
on both sides of each PE/CE link. The IP addresses assigned to each PE/CE link need to allow routing
across the customer’s entire Layer 3 VPN, and only need to be uniquewithin the confines of the customer’s
VPN, as long as the PE/CE addresses are not exposed outside of that VPN. If the PE/CE link addresses
are accessible from outside of the customer’s VPN, then those IP addresses may also need to be globally
unique across the Internet, instead of just within the customer’s VPN.

The Network Activate application automatically assigns IPv4 addresses to both sides of each PE/CE link,
as well as keeps track of which IPv4 addresses are already in use. It ensures the correct assignment of IP
addresses and prevents the reuse of IP addresses.

To specify auto-assigning of the PE/CE link addresses from IPv4 pools, you select the Auto Pick option,
the IP pool type—global or customer, and the number of contiguous IPv4 addresses—size of the IPV4
address block that is allocated for each PE/CE link. Which particular global or customer IPv4 address pool
to use is chosen during service provisioning when filling out the L3VPN Service Order.

For auto-assignment scenarios, the service designer can always select the Allow editing in Service Order
option at the right of each service definition setting to allow the corresponding IPv4 pool setting to be
overridden later when filling out the L3VPN Service Order.

To specify manual assignment of PE/CE link addresses, the designer simply selects themanual-assignment
option.

To specify IP address settings in a Layer 3 VPN service definition:

1. In the IP Address Settings area PE Interface IP Address drop-down list box, select one of the following:

• AutoPick—Specifieswhether PE/CE link addresses are automatically assigned from an IPv4 IP address
pool.

• SelectManually—Specifies whether the service designermanually assigns PE/CE link addresses from
the same IPv4 IP address pool.

2. In the IP pool types drop-down list box, select one of the following:

• Global—Pools of IPv4 addresses pertaining to the Service Provider. There can be more than one
global IPv4 address pool. However, each global pool must have its own unique name and its set of
IPv4 addresses must not overlap with those of any other global pool. You can allocate addresses
from global pools across multiple Layer 3 VPN across multiple customers.

• Customer—Pools of IPv4 addresses pertaining to a particular customer. These pools are associated
with the corresponding customer. There can be more than one customer IPv4 pool associated with
each customer. However, each customer pool must have its own set of IPv4 addresses which must
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not overlap with those of any other pool belonging to the same customer. Addresses from customer
pools can be allocated across multiple Layer 3 VPNs for a particular customer.

3. In the Size of address block field, enter the size of the IPv4 IP addresse block allocated for each PE/CE
link.

4. Select the Editable in service order check box on the right of each IP address setting to overwrite the
corresponding IPv4 IP address pool setting when creating the service order.

5. Click another Layer 3 VPN Settings link to continue specifying settings or click Finish.

If you click Finish, the custom Layer 3 VPN service definition appears on theManage ServiceDefinitions
inventory page.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definition | 377
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Service Templates Overview

Service Templates provides a powerful mechanism to configure advanced service-related options that are
not exposed via the service order creation workflow. Create and attach one or more service templates to
a service definition to define any provisioning-related configuration option beyond the current coverage
of Network Activate. Using a single template, the same parameter values can be pushed to all service
instances. Use multiple templates to push different sets of parameters to different endpoints in the same
service order.

The service specific values in service templates enable configuration values to be automatically resolved
at the time of deployment, without the intervention of the service provisioner. The template designer can
also enable the service provisioner to edit parameters in the template.

NOTE: Service templates usually contain “Service Specific Values.” These cannot and should
not be edited by service provisioners. The service specific values are resolved by Network
Activate and the device.

As an extension to Device Templates, Service Templates is designed exclusively for the purpose of service
configuration. Configuration of all other options is available throughDevice Templates. SeeDevice Templates
Overview. The Service Templates workspace is located under Service Design in Network Activate.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Service Templates Workflow

A designer, who is typically a network engineer or someone with an equivalent level of knowledge, uses
Service Templates to apply service specific values (service variables) by creating service templates. The
designer then attaches one or more templates to a service definition.

A service provisioner selects a definition to create a service order. Any templates attached to the definition
can be applied and, if required, edited by the provisioner during endpoint configuration.

Deployment automatically resolves service specific values.

The roles of designer and provisioner require the appropriate user privileges (see “User Privileges in Service
Templates” on page 139).

The service designer’s role in the service template workflow covers the following tasks:

1. Creating a Service Template on page 117

2. Finding Configuration Options on page 123

3. Specifying Service-Specific Values on page 129

4. Applying a Service Template to a Service Definition on page 116

5. Modifying a Service Template on page 128

6. Deleting a Service Template on page 121

7. Exporting a Service Template on page 122

8. Importing a Service Template on page 126

9. Viewing Service Template Inventory on page 1055

The service provisioner’s tasks in the service template workflow remain creating and deploying service
orders. “Creating a ServiceOrder Based on a ServiceDefinitionwith a Template” on page 757 covers service
template handling within a service order.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Service Templates Overview | 114
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Applying a Service Template to a Service Definition

To deploy a service template, you must apply it to a service definition. Both templates and definitions are
service type specific. If you have a point-to-point service template in the system, you can apply it to a
definition of the corresponding service type: point-to-point. You cannot attach it to a
multipoint-to-multipoint, or layer 3 VPN service definition. Service variables in a template must be
compatible with the definition to which you attach the template. Each service type has its own set of
variables, and if the template you want to attach contains any service variables not compatible with the
service and definition type, the template will not appear in the definition’s list of available templates.

You can apply multiple templates to a single definition.

To apply a service template to a service definition:

1. Create or import a service template. See “Creating a Service Template” on page 117 or “Importing a
Service Template” on page 126.

2. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design > Manage Service Definitions.

3. Click Create P2P Service Def..., or Create VPLS Service Def..., or Create L3 VPN Service Def....

The General window appears.
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4. From the dropdown list for Service Template Definition, select the desired template(s).

The list of templates available is filtered according to the type of service definition.

5. For instructions on filling in the rest of the fields on this page and completing the definition, see “Creating
an E-Line ServiceDefinition” on page 189, “Creating aMultipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS ServiceDefinition”
on page 215, “Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition” on page 238, or “Creating a Full
Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definition” on page 377.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Service Templates Overview | 114

Service Templates Workflow | 115

Viewing Service Template Inventory | 1055

Service Troubleshooting Overview | 876

Creating a Service Template

There are two stages in creating a template. This topic deals with the first stage, while the second stage
is covered by “Specifying Service-Specific Values” on page 129.

Service templates are specific to service definitions. Both are specific to service types, so that if you are
dealing with an L3VPN service type, for example, both your service definition and service template must
be of that type. A service template’s type is determined by the service variables (service specific values)
it uses. Some service variables are specific to one service type only. A table in “Specifying Service-Specific
Values” on page 129 lists the available variables and their types.

1. Naming a Template and Selecting Configuration Options | 117

2. Configuration Options, Their Data Types and the Tabs Displayed | 120

Naming a Template and Selecting Configuration Options

You create configuration pages as part of the process of selecting configuration options, to organize and
group those options.
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To name the template :

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select ServiceDesign >Manage Service Templates > Create Service
Template.

TheCreate Service Template page appears, showing the supported device families above theAvailable
Configuration panel and the Selected Configuration Layout panel.

2. In the Name field, enter a unique name for the template (limit of 63 alphanumeric characters without
spaces).

3. (Optional) Enter a description of the template in the Description field (limit of 255 characters).

The description is displayed when you double-click the template on the Service Template inventory
page.

The list in the Available Configuration panel displays the Junos OS configuration options available. In the
Selected Configuration Layout panel, construct logical groupings by putting the options you select into
pages.

To select configuration options and create a configuration page:

5. In the Create Service Template page, in the Available Configuration panel, expand the list of options
by opening the list or searching, as described in “Finding Configuration Options” on page 123.

6. Select an option in the Available Configurations panel and move it to a page in the Selected
Configuration Layout panel.

The first page, “Config Page 1,” is available by default.

There are twoways tomove an option from theAvailable Configurations panel to a page in the Selected
Configuration Layout panel:

a) Select an option, and drag it and drop it onto the name of the page or any options already on a page.

b) Select the name of a page by clicking on it, then click the desired option, and finally click the arrow
between the panels to transfer the option to the page.

Any sequence is permissible, and there is no limit on the number of options a page can hold.

NOTE: You cannot put children of the same parent into different pages.
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NOTE: Options that are either subsidiary or integral to others bring their respective parents
and children with them when you move them onto a page. If you drill down and select a
parameter deep in the hierarchy, such as L3 interface, dragging that parameter causes all the
other parameters that require configuration to comewith it. In this example, you get not only
L3 interface, but alsoName, both of which are underVlan. This ensures that all the parameters
required for a particular configuration option are present in your configuration group.

Conversely, you cannot add an option of the ’choice’ data type directly to a page. Instead,
add a child of the choice to add the choice itself.

7. Select your configuration grouping by double-clicking the placeholder name, Config page x.

On the right, the General tab appears.

8. (Optional) In the Label field on the General tab, replace the placeholder name (Config Page x) with a
more informative name.

9. (Optional) Enter a description of the page in the Description field.

10. Save your selections by electing another tab or another configuration option or configuration page.

Clicking Next also saves your settings.

To save and finish the template later, click Finish. To restart work on the template, you must modify
it.

Add or remove pages as desired.
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To add a page:

• Click the plus icon [+] at the top left of the Selected Configuration Layout panel.

A new page appears: “Config Page x.”

To remove a page or a configuration option from a page:

• Select the page or configuration option and click the X at the top left of the Selected Configuration
Layout panel.

The page disappears.

Configuration Options, Their Data Types and the Tabs Displayed

Table 5 on page 120 lists the possible data types of the configuration options, and the tabs associated with
each type.

Table 5: Data Types and Tabs

Tabs

Data Types AdvancedValidationDescriptionGeneral

**Container

****Table

****String - Key column in a table

****String

****Integer [Number]

***Boolean

***Enumeration

***Choice

• All table configuration options have a key column by default.

• You can use any sequence to move options onto your pages.

The subsequent task is “Specifying Service-Specific Values” on page 129.
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Deleting a Service Template

If a service definition is using a template, you cannot delete that template.

To delete a service template:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design > Manage Service Templates.

The Service Template inventory page appears.

2. Select the template you want to delete.

3. Either right-click the selected template or open the Actionsmenu and selectDelete Service Template.

The Delete Template window appears, displaying the following information about it:

• The name of the template,

• The username of the person who last modified it,

• The date when it was last updated,

• Its state.

4. To delete the template, click Delete.

TheManage Service Templates page appears, displaying any remaining templates.

5. To terminate deletion, click Cancel.
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TheManage Service Templates page appears, displaying all the templates.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Exporting a Service Template | 122

Exporting a Service Template

Exporting a template enables you to transfer it to another Junos Space fabric.

Before you begin, you must have a template already created.

To export a template:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design > Manage Service Templates. Select the
definition to export.

2. Open the Actions menu and select Export or right-click the template and select Export.

The Export Template dialog appears.

3. Click Download file for selected templates (tgz format).

The Opening xxx.tgz window appears. (XXX is a placeholder for the name of the template.)

4. Select Save File and click OK.

You may have to toggle between the radio buttons to activate the OK button.

The Enter name of file to save to ... dialog appears.

5. Rename the file if desired and save it to the appropriate location.

The Export Template dialog reappears.

6. Click Close.

Although the exported template file is an .xml file, it is saved as a .tgz file, which is the format the system
uses to import xml files.
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You can now import the template into another Junos Space fabric.
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Finding Configuration Options

There are three ways to locate particular configuration options: you can use the search function, or display
the whole list, or use the available service perspectives (P2P, VPLS, L3VPN).

Searching

To search for a specific configuration option:

1. Click the magnifying glass icon.

The search term bar appears.

2. Enter your search term.

As soon as you enter the first two letters, the bar opens downwards, displaying the search results.

Search displays only the first ten matches for your term .

TIP: Search results appear while you are typing. You can continue typing or even delete text.
Note that the cursor might not be visible in the search field if the focus is somewhere within
the list of search results.
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The order of the search results is not dependent on the order of those items in the Available
Configuration panel. It is based on the similarity of your search term to indexed fields.

3. While the result list is still visible, select a result by:

• Using the mouse to click on it.

• Pressing the Enter key to select the first result in the list.

• Using the up and down arrow keys on the keyboard to move through the list, pressing the Enter key
to select a result.

The tree in the Available Configuration panel jumps to the location of the match for the result you
selected and highlights the option. The list of results disappears.

4. (Optional) To review the results that you did not select, either:

• Click the white arrows next to the Search field.

Click the arrow to the left to move to the result listed previous to the selected result.

Click the arrow to the right to move to the resulted after the selected result.

• Use the left and right arrow keys on the keyboard.

Press the arrow to the left to move to the result listed previous to the selected result.
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Press the arrow to the right to move to the resulted after the selected result.

5. To close the search bar, click the X in the top right corner of the bar.

Displaying all configuration options: To display the top level configuration options, click the plus sign [+]
or expansion icon at the top of the tree in the Available Configuration panel. Many of the options contain
further parameters. To display these, click on the plus sign [+] or expansion icon left of the option.

Service Perspective: The configuration parameters are grouped service wise. In the Network Activate
application you can choose either of the following service perspectives:

• P2P

• VPLS

• L3VPN

The Available Configuration panel displays the configuration parameters that are specific to the selected
service.

For example, if you select L3VPN in the Available Configuration the following configuration parameters
are displayed:

• Interface

• Policy statement

• Instance
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Creating a Service Template | 117

Importing a Service Template

Importing a service template enables you to transfer it from another Junos Space fabric.

Before you begin, make sure you have access to a template file. Although it is an xml file, the system
expects to find it packed into a .tgz file, which is the way the system exports .xml files.

To import a template :

1. In theNetworkActivate task pane, select ServiceDesign >Manage Service Templates > Import Service
Template.

The Import Service Template dialog appears.

2. Click Browse.
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The File Upload window opens.

3. Navigate to the appropriate file, select it, and click Open.

The Import Service Template dialog reappears, displaying the name of the selected file in the Template
File field.

NOTE: Under some circumstances, when the Import Definition dialog reappears, it displays
a message beginning Confirm name mapping of. This message serves as a warning that the
systemhas changed the name of the definition itself. This happenswhen you import a template
with the same name as an existing template.

4. Click Import.

TheManage Template Definitions page reappears, displaying the newly imported template definition.
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Modifying a Service Template

If a service is using a definition, you cannot modify any template associated with that definition. To modify
a template attached to a service definition that is not in use:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design > Manage Service Templates.

TheManage Service Templates inventory page appears.

2. Select the template you want to modify.

It is not possible to select multiple templates for simultaneous modification.

3. Right-click the selected template or open the Actions menu and selectModify Service Template.

TheModify Service Template page appears. The options selected in the template to be modified are
not visible initially.

4. To see the options currently selected in the template, click the plus [+] icon(s) next to the configuration
pages in the Selected Configuration Layout panel.

When all the plus [+] icon(s) are open, all the currently selected configuration options are visible.

5. Add and/or remove configuration pages and options as required. For instructions on this, see “Creating
a Service Template” on page 117.

6. Specify service-specific data with service variables as required. For instructions on this, see “Specifying
Service-Specific Values” on page 129.

7. To finish modifying the template, click Finish.
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Specifying Service-Specific Values | 129

Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template | 757

Specifying Service-Specific Values

Using service-specific variables, you can specify values that Network Activate can resolve when the service
order is deployed. .

Service definitions filter the service templates available for attachment according to the set of service
variables associated with each service definition type. If a template contains any variables that are not in
the filter set for that service definition type, the template does not appear in the selection list, so you
cannot attach it to the definition.

You can set multiple variables for a single value.

The following table shows the correlation between service definition types and service variables:

Table 6: Service Definition Types and Associated Service Variables

L3VPNVPLSPoint-to-Point

$CustomerName$CustomerName$CustomerName

$PEIPAddress--

--$PseudowireNeighborAddress

$RoutingInstanceName$RoutingInstanceName-

$ServiceBGPGroupName--

$ServiceBGPNeighbor--

$ServiceDefinition$ServiceDefinition$ServiceDefinition

$ServiceEndPoint$ServiceEndPoint$ServiceEndPoint

$ServiceOSPFArea--

$ServiceOSPFIntfName--

$ServiceSubInterfaceName$ServiceSubInterfaceName$ServiceSubInterfaceName
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Table 6: Service Definition Types and Associated Service Variables (continued)

L3VPNVPLSPoint-to-Point

$ServiceUnitName$ServiceUnitName$ServiceUnitName

$ServiceVlan$ServiceVlan$ServiceVlan

-$ServiceVlanIdRange$ServiceVlanIdRange

-$SiteName-

--$KompellaServiceSubInterfaceName

$MartiniServiceSubInterfaceName

-$VPLSServiceSubInterfaceName-

--$MartiniServiceLocalSwitchInterfaceName

$VRFExportPolicy--

$VRFImportPolicy--

The following examples show how the service variables map to the device configuration attributes:
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Figure 2: Point-to-Point Example: Device Configuration Deployed Through Network Activate
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Figure 3: VPLS Example: Device Configuration Deployed Through Network Activate
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Figure 4: L3VPN Example: When OSPF Is a CE-PE Protocol
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Figure 5: L3VPN Example: When BGP Is a CE-PE Protocol
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The last two service variables, $ServiceDefinition and $CustomerName, appear in the Service Provisioning
workspace, in Service Order details.
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To specify service specific values in a template:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Network Activate > Service Design > Manage Service
Templates > Create Service Template.

The Create Service Template window appears.

2. Add the configuration option for which you want to supply a service specific value (for instructions on
adding an option, see “Creating a Service Template” on page 117).

3. Fill in information in the General tab.
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a. (Optional) To rename the selected option, in the Label box, type a name for that configuration
option.

When you save by moving on to the next page, Specifying default values for service parameters,
the new name appears under Config Page 1 in the Selected Configuration Layout.

TIP: The default labels are ambiguous without the context of the tree. For example, there
are many options called pool.

The Data Type box displays the selected component’s data type, which determines not only which
tabs are displayed, but also the method of validation. For tables showing the various data types and
their tabs, see “Creating a Service Template” on page 117.

b. (Optional) If the data type of the selected option is String, you can change it to Enumeration by
clicking the String option button while the option is selected.

A box to contain the choices appears, and next to it, plus [+] and minus [-] icons.

c. To specify the enumeration choices, for each one, click the plus [+] icon and type text in the field
that appears (limit 255 alphanumeric characters).

TIP: Keep your choices short, otherwise they are hard to read when you specify the
default values. You can create up to 23 choices.

Click OK to save each entry, or to delete it, click Close.

To close the window, click Close or the X.

d. To save your entries on the General tab, select another tab or another option, or clickNext or Finish.

4. Fill in information in the Description tab.

a. In the Description field, type [additional] descriptive text for the selected configuration option, or
leave the default text, if desired.

b. To save your the description, move to another tab or another option, or click Next.

5. Fill in information in the Validation tab.

a. Specify the parameters for the option in the appropriate fields.

If the fields already display default values and you change them, ensure that your values do not
exceed the default values.

b. To save your entries, select another tab or another option, or click Next or Finish.

6. Fill in information in the Advanced tab.

• (Optional) If you intend to use a service variable, select the Service Specific Value check box.
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Operator visibility changes to hidden. The variable is resolved by Network Activate at the time the
service is deployed. If the operator does change this variable, deployment fails.

• If you are not using a service variable for this option, leave the Service Specific Value check box
unchecked, and make a selection from the Operator Visibility choices.

Select the Editable option button if you want the service provisioner to be able to change the value.

7. Click Next.

The Specify default values for configuration parameters page appears.

8. You must set all the default values on this page; otherwise, service order deployment fails.

9. Click Click to configure as often as necessary to reach the point where you can select a service-specific
value, which appears as a drop down list containing system variables.

10.Click the down arrow at the right of the list to display the available variables.

11. Select the appropriate variable.

If necessary, consult the previous examples to determine which variables to use.

NOTE: If you use the wrong service-specific variable, service deployment fails. The value is
not resolved, and service deployment is blocked.

If you select the wrong variable by mistake, delete it by clicking the X to the right of the variable.

NOTE: To create customized service-specific variables:

1. Type the customized name followed by an underscore and dollar symbol.

2. From the list, select the service-specific variable that you want to associate.

3. To save the customized service-specific variable, click the Save link.

12. If you move away from the page to set other parameters by clicking the breadcrumbs above the panel,
a message prompts you to save your work.

• To save your selection, click Save.

• To cancel your selection, click Undo.
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• To finish the template, click Finish.

• To abandon the template, click Cancel.

The next task is “Applying a Service Template to a Service Definition” on page 116.
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User Privileges in Service Templates

In Junos Space Users, the two roles for Service Templates users are predefined: Service Designer for the
template designer and Service Manager for the provisioner. For ease of use, in this documentation we
refer to the Service Designer as the designer, and to the Service Manager as the provisioner.

You must have Service Designer privileges to create, delete, modify, and manage service templates and
service definitions.

You must have Service Manager privileges to create and deploy service orders. However, if you wish to
edit service templates or add or delete them, you must have Service Designer privileges.
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Role-Based Access Control Overview
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ProvisioningDynamicAttributes to Specify theDevice
XPath

You have the flexibility to create and provision a dynamic attribute. You can mark an attribute of a service
template as dynamic, and you can obtain the values for these dynamic attributes from a specific device.
To create a dynamic attribute, you must first mark an attribute of a service template as dynamic and then
specify the device XPath for the dynamic attribute.

To mark an attribute as dynamic in the service template that you are creating or modifying, set the Data
Type as Enumeration. If a service template attribute is dynamic while you create a service order, all possible
values from the device configuration are listed in the Flexible Service Attributes link.

If you set the Data Type as Enumeration, you need to specify a default value. This default value is listed if
the device configuration contain no values.

To specify the device XPath for dynamic attributes:

1. Select Service Design >Manage Service Templates > Create Dynamic Attributes.

The Create Dynamic Attributes window appears.

The Configuration Pages pane lists all the service templates.

NOTE: The service template in the Configuration Pages pane appears dimmed if a service
template is attached to a service and you cannot set the dynamic attributes.
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2. Select a service template.

The right pane lists all the attributes of the selected service template. If you mouse over an attribute,
the XPath of the attribute is displayed.

3. Select the Dynamic check box to enable the XPath field.

NOTE: You can enable the Dynamic check box only for the attribute with Data Type as
Enumeration.

4. Specify the device XPath in the XPath field.

NOTE: The device XPath must start with /device.

From the specified device XPath, all the values from the device configuration are obtained.

5. Click Ok.

While creating a service order, when you click the Flexible Service Attribute link, the dynamic service
attributes lists the values from a specific device.
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Junos Space Layer 2 Services Overview

Junos Space Network Activate software enables you to provision the following types of services:

• Point-to-point services across networks that use LDP or BGP for signaling in the network core. These
services use directed pseudowire virtual circuits across the network to establish point-to-point virtual
private networks (VPNs). The provisioner must specify the addresses of the ingress and egress routers
of the virtual circuits.

• Multipoint services across networks that use LDP or BGP signaling in the network core. The Network
Activate software supports multipoint-to-multipoint (full mesh) services and point-to-multipoint (hub
and spoke) services.

For details about Juniper Networks Layer 2 technologies, see the Junos OS VPNs Configuration Guide.

Point-to-point services and multipoint services support the following interface types:

• Port-to-port—All traffic is transported across the network.

• 802.1Q (dot1.q)—Supports 802.1Q VLAN-tagged network traffic in a point-to-point or multipoint
Ethernet service. Network traffic is constrained using VLAN IDs.

• Q-in-Q—Supports double-tagged traffic in a point-to-point or multipoint Ethernet service.

• Asymmetric tag depth—Allows port-based, 802.1Q andQ-in-Q interfaces for UNIs to coexist in a service.

• ATM—Supports the transmission of ATM cells through point-to-point connections in an ATM network.

• TDM—Supports configuring SAToP or CESoPSN physical encapsulation of packets for transmission over
the TDM interface.

Table 7 on page 143 provides a guide to selecting the appropriate type of Layer 2 service for a specific
customer need.

Table 7: Selecting a Layer 2 Service

Provision This ServiceCustomer Requirement

Layer 2 VPN port-to-port service

OR

Layer 2 VPN Q-in-Q to Q-in-Q service for all traffic

Send all VLAN traffic from one site to other sites in the
service.

Layer 2 VPN 802.1Q-to-802.1Q serviceSend traffic associated with one specific VLAN from one
site to other sites in the service.

Layer 2 VPN Q-in-Q to Q-in-Q service for a range of
VLANs

Send traffic associatedwith a range of VLANs from one site
to other sites in the service.
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Juniper Networks refers to this kind of connection as a Layer 2 circuit. For details about Layer 2 circuits,
see the Junos OS VPNs Configuration Guide.

The Network Activate software enables you to provision a range of services from the following service
families for your enterprise customers:

• Point-to-Point Services on page 144

• VPLS Services on page 148

Point-to-Point Services

IN THIS SECTION

Port-to-Port Service | 144

Single VLAN Service Using 802.1Q Interfaces | 145

All Traffic Service Using Q-in-Q Interface | 146

Range of VLANs Service with Q-in-Q Interfaces | 146

Point-to-point services provide transport and encapsulation of Layer 2 Ethernet circuits between two
endpoints. To provision a point-to-point service, the provisioner must select the network provider-edge
(N-PE) routers that will be the service endpoints and configure the user-network interfaces (UNIs) at those
endpoints. The Junos Space software automates the end-to-end provisioning of the pseudowire by
establishing a virtual circuit between the N-PE routers using a unique virtual circuit ID (VC ID).

The IETF refers to these connections in RFC 4905, Encapsulation Methods for Transport of Layer 2 Frames
over MPLS Networks as emulated virtual circuits, and in RFC 4447, Pseudowire Setup and Maintenance Using
the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) as pseudowire emulation (see IETF RFC 4447).

TheMetro Ethernet Forum (MEF) refers to these connections as E-Line services. SeeMetro Ethernet Services
– A Technical Overview by Ralph Santitoro.

The Junos Space software enables you to provision the following point-to-point service options for your
enterprise customers:

Port-to-Port Service

A port-to-port service transports all traffic on a port on a provider edge (N-PE) router across the network
to a port of another N-PE router. enterprise customers needs to purchase only a single physical port for
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all their traffic. However, a single port might cost more than the bandwidth for a single VLAN or selected
range of VLANs.

The service provider needs no knowledge of the enterprise customer’s VLAN structure, because all the
customer’s traffic is transported.

Figure 6 on page 145 shows an example in which a port-to-port connection transports all VLAN traffic for
an enterprise customer from customer site A to customer site B across the network.

Figure 6: Point-to-Point LDP Connection Transports Traffic

Single VLAN Service Using 802.1Q Interfaces

802.1Q services transport VLAN traffic from one site to another across the network. The selected payload
is a single VLAN, so the enterprise customer needs to purchase only the bandwidth necessary to transport
that VLAN. To implement this type of service, the service provider must exchange VLAN information with
the enterprise customer.

Consider the example shown in Figure 7 on page 146. VLAN 100might be used for payroll and spans sites
A and B. VLAN 200 is used by engineering and spans sites A and C. Payroll and engineering are securely
separated by provisioining separate point-to-point connections for each VLAN, each on a separate VCID.
Service multiplexing at customer site A allows multiple virtual circuits to share the same port, yet provide
secure connections to separate sites.
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Figure 7: Point-to-Point Ethernet Services with 802.1Q Interfaces

All Traffic Service Using Q-in-Q Interface

This type of point-to-point Ethernet (LDP) service uses Q-in-Q interfaces and transports all customer
traffic from one site to another across the network. The Q-in-Q interface adds a service provider tag to
the frame, which isolates the enterprise customer’s VLAN tags. The service provider does not need
knowledge of the customer’s VLAN structure because all traffic is transported to the destination site.

Range of VLANs Service with Q-in-Q Interfaces

This type of point-to-point Ethernet (LDP) service uses Q-in-Q interfaces and carries a range of VLANs
across the network. The service provider must establish with the enterprise customer which VLANs are
to be transported. The service provider allocates a service provider VLAN ID as a second tag to the selected
VLAN ID range, which isolates the traffic on selected VLANs from other traffic.

Figure 8 on page 147 shows an example in which an enterprise customer has six VLANs with VLAN IDs
100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600. The service is provisioned to carry only VLANs 100, 200, and 300 by
tagging them with the service provider VLAN ID of 2000. VLANs 400, 500, and 600 do not cross the
network.
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Figure 8: Point-to-Point Ethernet Service with Q-in-Q Interfaces for Range of VLANs.

You can use separate service VLAN IDs to segregate traffic into secure groups of VLAN IDs. For example,
VLANs 100, 200, and 300 might all be part of an enterprise’s engineering organization, while VLANs 400,
500, and 600 might exchange information with suppliers. In this example, VLANs 100, 200, and 300 can
be double-tagged with service VLAN ID 2000 and get transported only to the remote engineering site,
while VLANs 400, 500, and 600 might be tagged with the service VLAN ID of 2001 and get transported
only to the supplier’s site along a separate pseudowire, as shown in Figure 9 on page 147.

Figure 9: Point-to-Point Ethernet ServicewithQ-in-Q Interfaces for Range of VLANs on Separate Service
Provider VLANs
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VPLS Services

The Network Activate software supports virtual private LAN service (VPLS), which in turn provides
multipoint-to-multipoint services and point-to-multipoint services.

TheMetro Ethernet Forum (MEF) refers to these connections as E-LAN services. SeeMetro Ethernet Services
– A Technical Overview by Ralph Santitoro.

Figure 10 on page 148 shows an example of a multipoint service connecting four customer sites.

Figure 10: Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service—Full Mesh

This full mesh design enables direct communication among all PE routers in the service. This topology is
efficient for services in which all sites need to communicate with all other sites.

Figure 11 on page 149 shows a point-to-multipoint service with a single hub. The service provides
connectivity between the hub router (PE1) and each of the spokes (PE2, PE3, and PE4), but no connectivity
exists among the spokes.
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Figure 11: Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service with Single Hub

This kind of topology is effective for services in which one site needs to communicate with all other sites,
but communication among spokes is not required. For example, the hub site might house corporate
headquarters, while each of the spoke sites is a region.

Figure 12 on page 149 shows a point-to-multipoint service with two hubs. In this case, all spokes connect
to both hubs.

Figure 12: Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service with Multiple Hubs
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Typical use for dual hub routers is to provide redundancy in case of failure. For example, a data center
might be duplicated at customer sites A and B, requiring access to both sites from each spoke for effective
redundancy.

For all VPLS topologies, route targets and route distinguishers designate themultipoint connectivity among
the participating endpoints.

Service Autodiscovery

BGP uses autodiscovery to establish connectivity among the N-PE routers quickly and efficiently.
Figure 13 on page 150 shows an example.

Figure 13: Autodiscovery of Service Connectivity

In this example, device N-PE-1 is the first to be added to the service. It exports route target 100 and
imports route target 100. When N-PE-2 is added to the service, it also exports and imports route target
100. The Junos OS on the device automatically makes the association and creates the connectivity path
between the two devices. Similarly, when you add a third device to the service, so long as it exports/imports
the same route targets as the N-PE devices in the existing service, the new device is added to the service
and connectivity with both existing N-PE devices is established automatically.

For a point-to-multipoint service, route target/route distinguisher pairs have different values for import
and export. These values for import and export are the same for all spokes, but reversed for the hub,
thereby enabling communication between each spoke and the hub, but not among spokes.
Figure 14 on page 151 shows an example. In this case, device N-PE-1 (the hub router) exports route
target:route distinguisher pair 100:6 and imports 100:5. Each spoke imports 100:6 and exports 100:5
enabling communication with the hub, but not with each other.
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Figure 14: Autodiscovery in a Point-to-Multipoint Service

VPLS and Normalization

Similar to point-to-point Ethernet services, the UNIs of VPLS services can be port-to-port, 802.1Q, or
Q-in-Q. The type of VLAN mapping—or normalization—is specified in the service definition. VLAN
normalization applies only to MX Series devices.

Normalization supports automatic mapping of VLANs. Normalization performs operations on VLAN tags
to achieve the desired translation. The Network Activate software supports the following forms of VLAN
normalization:

• Normalize to VLAN all—The customer VLAN ID is preserved across the network. That is, the broadcast
domain includes the interfaces that have the same VLAN ID across the VPLS service. For double-tagged
packets (Q-in-Q interfaces), a pop operation at ingress strips the service VLAN ID from the packet. A
corresponding push operation at egress inserts the service VLAN ID known at the local site. Hence, the
service VLAN ID at egress does not have to match the service VLAN ID at ingress.

For single-tagged packets (802.1Q interfaces), “Normalize to VLAN all” has no effect, because the packet
has no service VLAN ID to pop or push.

• Normalize to VLAN none—The customer VLAN ID is not preserved across the network. The broadcast
domain includes all VLANs at any site provisioned in the service. For single-tagged packets (802.1Q
interfaces), a pop operation at ingress removes the customer VLAN ID from the packet. A corresponding
push operation at egress adds a local customer VLAN ID.

For double-tagged packets (Q-in-Q interfaces), both customer VLAN ID and service VLAN ID are popped
from the packet at ingress and pushed at egress.

• Normalize to Dot1q tag—The VLAN tag is preserved across the network. The broadcast domain includes
all VLANs at any site provisioned in the service. For information about how frames are translated to
provide the required VLAN tags for interfaceswith different tag heights, see the section “VLANMapping
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for VPLS Services” in “Understanding VLANManipulation (Normalization andVLANMapping) on Ethernet
Services” on page 711.

• Normalize to QinQ tags—The inner VLAN tag and outer VLAN tag are preserved across the network.
The broadcast domain includes all VLANs at any site provisioned in the service. For information about
how frames are translated to provide the required VLAN tags for interfaces with different tag heights,
see the section “VLANMapping for VPLS Services” in “Understanding VLANManipulation (Normalization
and VLAN Mapping) on Ethernet Services” on page 711.

Normalization works well with automatically assigned VLAN IDs, because the service provider does not
need to specify the VLAN IDs that are popped and pushed. Without normalization, the service provider
must specify explicitly the customer VLAN ID and the service VLAN ID.

• Normalization not required—If normalization is not used, then all customer VLAN IDs and all service
VLAN IDs must match to be part of the same broadcast domain.

NOTE: For information on the VLAN normalization requirements for each Ethernet interface
option, see the table in the topic“Specifying Connectivity Information When Signaling Is BGP”
on page 212
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Service Attributes Overview

A service is defined by a set of attributes. Some attributes are common to all service instances created
from one service definition, and are therefore set during service definition time. Other attributes are
specific to a service instance and must be set in the service order. Some attributes can be set either in the
service definition or in the service order; in such cases it is up to the service designer to determine when
the attribute will be set.

The Network Activate user interface groups service attributes as follows:

• General attributes—General information about the service, such as whether the service is point-to-point,
multipoint-to-multipoint (full mesh VPLS), or point-to-multipoint VPLS, what signaling mechanism is
used in the network core, whether quality of service (QoS) is enabled on the service, and who the
enterprise customer is who uses the service.

• Connectivity settings—Information about connectivity among customer sites through the network. For
point-to-point Ethernet services in a network with LDP switching in the network core, these settings
include the VC ID. For multipoint Ethernet (or VPLS) services, these settings include the route target
and route distinguisher.

• Advanced settings—Information about advanced connectivity among customer sites through the network.
For multipoint Ethernet (or VPLS) services, these settings include tunnel services, local switching,
fast-reroute-priority, label block size, and connection type.

• UNI settings—Information about each customer site, including the N-PE device and interface the site
uses to connect to the network, the encapsulation method used (physical and logical), MTU, customer
VLAN ID and range, service VLAN ID, bandwidth limiting, and so on.

General Attributes
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The following general attributes are defined for each service:

Service Type

The Service type attribute specifies a network topology to include in the service definition.

The service type is the first attribute to be determined during service definition. It can be one of the
following values:

• Point-to-point Ethernet—Virtual circuit between two customer sites in the network core.

• Multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet (VPLS) —Virtual private LAN service (VPLS) amongmultiple customer
sites in the network core to provide full mesh connectivity.

• Point-to-multipoint Ethernet (VPLS) —VPLS amongmultiple customer sites in the network core to provide
connectivity between a hub site and multiple spoke sites.

Signaling

The Signaling attribute specifies the protocol that controls signaling in the network core. You can select
BGP or LDP.

Signaling

The Comments attribute .

Signaling

The Service Template attribute .

Signaling

The Interface type attribute . You can specify one of the following:

• Ethernet

• TDM
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• ATM

Enabling Additional Features

In addition to the interface type, depending on the Service type topology and Signaling you specify, you
can enable the following features for a service:

• Static pseudowire—For networks that do not support LDP or do not have LDP enabled. You define
pseudowires by configuring static values for the inbound and outbound labels of the connection.

• Enable PW access to L3 VPN networks

• Enable L3 Access

• Enable PW Extension

• Enable PW Resiliency

• Decouple Service Status from Port Status—Isolates events related to an interface in the OpenNMS
database. Only traps related to pseudowires are monitored.

Customer

This attribute specifies the enterprise customer who will use the service instance. This attribute is always
specified in the service order.

Enable QoS

This attribute specifies whether QoS is enabled on the service to divide traffic into classes and offer various
levels of throughput and packet losswhen congestion occurs.When you enableQoS in the service definition,
the QoS Settings box appears when you configure the service order.

NOTE: When you enable QoS in the service definition, bandwidth settings are not configurable
in the service order.

NOTE: A QoS profile that specifies a level-three scheduler is not supported on port-to-port
services.
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UNI Settings
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The following attributes are defined for the service endpoints or customer sites that are connected by the
service:

Ethernet Options

This attribute identifies the interface type at the endpoint by defining the level of packet tagging for the
UNI. It can have the following values:

• asymmetric tag depth

Allows port-based, 802.1Q and Q-in-Q interfaces for UNIs to coexist in a service.

• port-port

Transfers all data from the UNI to the other end of the LSP trunk.

• dot1q

An 802.1Q interface that tags each packet with a VLAN ID, thus allowing a specific VLAN to traverse
the network.

• qinq

A Q-in-Q interface that double tags each frame. The inner tag is added by the service provider. The
service provider can use this inner tag to differentiate among services. For example, you can configure
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VLANs for a customer’s intranet with a different inner tag from VLANs used for working with providers
or partners.

Interface

Specifies the physical interface on the N-PE device that connects the customer site or CE device to the
N-PE device.

MTU

The maximum transmission unit (MTU) represents the largest frame size, in bytes, that passes through the
UNI. MTU is configurable.

NOTE: This value is distinct from the MTU assigned to the connectivity in the network core.

Customer Traffic Type

This attribute places restrictions on the traffic that can be transported across the network by the associated
service. It can have the following values:

• Transport single VLAN

Restricts the associated service to transporting just one VLAN across the network. You can use this
option with 802.1Q and Q-in-Q interface types.

• Transport VLAN range

Allows the associated service to transport a range of VLANs across the network. You can use this option
with 802.1Q and Q-in-Q interface types.

• Transport all traffic

Allows the associated service to transport all traffic across the network. You can use this option with
Q-in-Q interface types only.

The traffic type attribute is not applicable to port-to-port services. Port-to-port services always transport
all traffic.

Customer VLAN ID

Specifies a VLAN ID that is attached to each packet to permit VLANs to be shared across the network.

This attribute can be used only with 802.1Q and Q-in-Q interface types.
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Service VLAN ID and VLAN ID Range

The service VLAN ID (VLAN ID) specifies a second level of tagging to segregate groups of VLANs.

The VLAN range specifies a range of VLANs to be transported across the network by associating them
with a service VLAN ID.

These options are configurable only for Q-in-Q interfaces.

Physical Encapsulation

Specifies the physical link-layer encapsulation type.

• flexible-ethernet-services—Offers the most flexibility, depending on the characteristics of the N-PE
device and its line modules.

For Gigabit Ethernet IQ interfaces andGigabit Ethernet PICswith small form-factor pluggable transceivers
(SFPs) only, use flexible Ethernet services encapsulation when you want to configure multiple per-unit
Ethernet encapsulations. This encapsulation type allows you to configure any combination of route,
TCC, CCC, and VPLS encapsulations on a single physical port. Aggregated Ethernet bundles cannot use
this encapsulation type. If you configure flexible Ethernet services encapsulation on the physical interface,
VLAN IDs from 1 through 511 are no longer reserved for normal VLANs.

In the Junos SpaceNetwork Activate product, you can use this encapsulation typewith 802.1Q interfaces
and Q-in-Q interfaces in point-to-point Ethernet services and in multipoint Ethernet services.

• vlan-ccc—You can use Ethernet VLAN encapsulation on CCC interfaces. This option restricts the range
of available VLAN IDs to 512 through 4094. VLAN IDs 1 through 511 are reserved for internal use.

In the Junos SpaceNetwork Activate product, you can use this encapsulation typewith 802.1Q interfaces
and Q-in-Q interfaces in point-to-point services.

• extended-vlan-ccc—Use extendedVLANencapsulation onCCC interfaceswithGigabit Ethernet interfaces
that must accept packets carrying 802.1Q values.

In the Junos SpaceNetwork Activate product, you can use this encapsulation typewith 802.1Q interfaces
and Q-in-Q interfaces in point-to-point services.

• ethernet-vpls—Use Ethernet VPLS encapsulation on Ethernet interfaces that have VPLS enabled and
that must accept packets carrying standard TPID values.

In the Junos Space Network Activate product, this encapsulation is used only for dedicated port interface
types in multipoint Ethernet services.
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Logical Encapsulation

Specifies the logical link-layer encapsulation type. Logical encapsulation with 802.1Q interfaces allows
you to route multiple services through the same physical interface.

• vlan-ccc—Use Ethernet virtual LAN (VLAN) encapsulation on CCC interfaces. When you use this
encapsulation type, you can configure the family ccc only.

• extended-vlan-ccc—Use extendedVLANencapsulation onCCC interfaceswithGigabit Ethernet interfaces
that must accept packets carrying 802.1Q values.

• vlan-vpls—Use VLAN VPLS encapsulation on Ethernet interfaces with VLAN tagging and VPLS enabled.
Interfaces with VLAN VPLS encapsulation accept packets carrying standard Tag Protocol (TPID) values
only.

Table 8 on page 159 defines the logical encapsulation types that are valid for each physical encapsulation
type in a point-to-point Ethernet service.

Table 8: Physical and Logical Encapsulation Compatibilities in Point-to-Point Ethernet Services

Valid Interface TypesLogical EncapsulationPhysical Encapsulation

802.1Q and Q-in-Qvlan-cccflexible-ethernet-services

802.1Q and Q-in-Qvlan-cccvlan-ccc

802.1Q and Q-in-Qextended-vlan-cccextended-vlan-ccc

dedicated portnot applicableethernet-ccc

Table 9 on page 159 defines the logical encapsulation types that are valid for each physical encapsulation
type in multipoint Ethernet services.

Table 9: Physical and Logical Encapsulation Compatibilities in Multipoint Ethernet (VPLS) Services

Valid Interface TypesLogical EncapsulationPhysical Encapsulation

802.1Q and Q-in-Qvlan-vplsflexible-ethernet-services

dedicated portnot applicableethernet-vpls

Rate Limiting and Bandwidth

Rate limiting allows you to specify the maximum bandwidth permitted for a service.

The burst rate is automatically calculated as two times the MTU of the UNI.
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NOTE: When a service is QoS enabled, you cannot configure rate limiting and bandwidth in the
service.

UNI Settings for TDM Interfaces

The following TDM options are configurable for TDM interfaces:

• Physical IF encapsulation—satop or cesopsn

• Jitter buffer

M Series: 1 through 340

BX7000 Gateway: 2K through 32K

• Idle pattern—0 through 255

• Excessive packet loss rate—1 through 100%

• Payload size

M Series: 64 through 1024

BX7000 Gateway: 24 through 1440

UNI Settings for ATM Interfaces

The following ATM options are configurable for ATM interfaces:

• Physical IF encapsulation—The type of encapsulation to apply to the interface. Use atm-ccc-cell-relay
for ATM cell relay encapsulation. Use atm-ccc-cell-mux for ATM VC for CCC.

• VPI selection—The virtual path identifier

• VCI selection—This integer uniquely identifies the virtual circuit that the service uses.

• Cell bundle size—Cell bundle size can be 1 through 34.
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Connectivity Settings
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The following attributes are defined for the connectivity among UNI endpoints across the network:

Virtual Private LAN Service Identifier (VPLS ID)

This VPLS ID is available if the signaling is LDP and the Auto Discovery check box is disabled. The VPLS
ID can be selected automatically or manually. The VPLS ID identifies the virtual circuit identifier used for
the VPLS routing instance.

Auto Discovery

The Auto Discovery check box is available only if the signaling is LDP. If you enable Auto Discovery, the
attributes Route target, Route distinguisher, and VPN ID appear and are provisionable.

Virtual Circuit Identifier (VCID) (Point-to-Point Services Only)

This unique identifier can be assigned automatically from a pool of VCIDs or can be manually specified. It
uniquely identifies a point-to-point virtual circuit through the network and is provided for all switched
point-to-point services.

Route Targets and Route Distinguishers

Route targets and route distinguishers are applied to point-to-point services in which BGP controls the
connections in the network core.
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Route targets and route distinguishers are always automatically generated by the Junos Space software
for multipoint Ethernet (VPLS) services. Route targets and route distinguishers designate the multipoint
connectivity among the participating endpoints of a multipoint service. They identify the members of the
virtual LAN.

Normalized VLAN (Multipoint Services Only)

Similar to point-to-point Ethernet services, the UNIs of VPLS services can be port-to-port, 802.1Q, or
Q-in-Q. The type of VLAN mapping—or normalization—is specified in the service definition. VLAN
normalization applies only to MX Series devices.

Normalization supports automatic mapping of VLANs and performs operations on VLAN tags to achieve
the desired translation. TheNetwork Activate software supports the following forms of VLANnormalization:

• Normalize to VLAN all—The customer VLAN ID is preserved across the network. That is, the broadcast
domain includes the interfaces that have the same VLAN ID across the VPLS service. For double-tagged
packets (Q-in-Q interfaces), a pop operation at ingress strips the service VLAN ID from the packet. A
corresponding push operation at egress inserts the service VLAN ID known at the local site. Hence, the
service VLAN ID at egress does not have to match the service VLAN ID at ingress.

For single-tagged packets (802.1Q interfaces), “Normalize to VLANAll” has no effect, because the packet
has no service VLAN ID to pop or push.

• Normalize to VLAN none—The customer VLAN ID is not preserved across the network. The broadcast
domain includes all VLANs at any site provisioned in the service. For single-tagged packets (802.1Q
interfaces), a pop operation at ingress removes the customer VLAN ID from the packet. A corresponding
push operation at egress adds a local customer VLAN ID.

For double-tagged packets (Q-in-Q interfaces), both customer VLAN ID and service VLAN ID are popped
from the packet at ingress and pushed at egress.

• Normalize toDot1q tag—TheVLAN tag is preserved across the network. The broadcast domain includes
all VLANs at any site provisioned in the service. For information about how frames are translated to
provide the required VLAN tags for interfaceswith different tag heights, see the section “VLANMapping
for VPLS Services” in “Understanding VLANManipulation (Normalization andVLANMapping) on Ethernet
Services” on page 711.

• Normalize to QinQ tags—The inner VLAN tag and outer VLAN tag are preserved across the network.
The broadcast domain includes all VLANs at any site provisioned in the service. For information about
how frames are translated to provide the required VLAN tags for interfaces with different tag heights,
see the section “VLANMapping for VPLS Services” in “Understanding VLANManipulation (Normalization
and VLAN Mapping) on Ethernet Services” on page 711.

• Normalization not required—For port-to-port services only. Specifies that normalization is not used.

If normalization is not used, then all customer VLAN IDs and all service VLAN IDs must match to be part
of the same broadcast domain. Services with dedicated port interfaces cannot use normalization.
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Normalization works well with automatically assigned VLAN IDs, because the service provider does not
need to specify the VLAN IDs that are popped and pushed. Without normalization, the service provider
must specify explicitly the customer VLAN ID and the service VLAN ID.

NOTE: For a description of how the Network Activate software manipulates VLANs, see
“Understanding VLAN Manipulation (Normalization and VLAN Mapping) on Ethernet Services”
on page 711.

Multihoming

You can enable multihoming to connect a customer site to multiple PE devices to provide redundant
connectivity while preventing the formation of Layer 2 loops in the service provider’s network. A VPLS
site that is multihomed to multiple PE devices provides redundant connectivity in the event of a PE device
to CE device link failure or the failure of a PE device.

MAC Learning

You can enable MAC learning for a virtual switch, for a bridge domain, for a specific logical interface in a
bridge domain, or for a set of bridge domains associatedwith a Layer 2 trunk port. MAC learning is enabled
by default.

When MAC learning is enabled, you can configure the following settings:

Interface MAC Limit

You can specify the maximum number of media access control (MAC) addresses that can be learned by
the VPLS routing instance. You can configure the same limit for all interfaces configured for a routing
instance. You can also configure a limit for a specific interface. The default is 1024 addresses. The range
is 16 through 65,536 MAC addresses. This option is supported for MX-series routers only.

MAC Statistics

You can enableMAC accounting either for a specific bridge domain, or for a set of bridge domains associated
with a Layer 2 trunk port. MAC statistics is disabled by default. This option is supported for MX-series
routers only.

MAC Table Size

You canmodify the size of theMAC address table for the bridge domain, a set of bridge domains associated
with a trunk port, or a virtual switch. The default is 5120 MAC addresses.
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Advanced Settings
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The following attributes are defined for advanced connectivity among UNI endpoints across the network:

Tunnel Services

You can enable tunnel services to specify that traffic for particular VPLS routing instances be forwarded
to specific virtual tunnel (VT) interfaces, allowing you to load-balance VPLS traffic among all the available
VT interfaces on the router.

Tunnel services are disabled by default.

Local Switching

In local switching mode, you can terminate multiple Layer 2 circuit pseudowires at a single VPLS mesh
group.

Local switching is disabled by default.

NOTE: In a point-to-multipoint topology, youmust enable local switching on the hub router and
disable local switching on the spokes.

Fast Reroute Priority

Specify the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance. You can configure high, medium, or low fast
reroute priority to prioritize specific VPLS routing instances for faster convergence and traffic restoration.
Because the router repairs next hops for high-priority VPLS routing instances first, the traffic traversing
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a VPLS routing instance configured with high fast reroute priority is restored faster than the traffic for
VPLS routing instances configured with medium or low fast reroute priority. The default setting is LOW.

Label Block Size

VPLS MPLS packets have a two-label stack. The outer label is used for normal MPLS forwarding in the
service provider’s network. If BGP is used to establish VPLS, the inner label is allocated by a PE router as
part of a label block. One inner label is needed for each remote VPLS site. Four sizes are supported. We
recommend using the default size of 8, unless the network design requires a different size for optimal label
usage, to allow the router to support a larger number of VPLS instances.

If you allocate a large number of small label blocks to increase efficiency, you also increase the number of
routes in the VPLS domain. This has an impact on the control plane overhead.

Changing the configured label block size causes all existing pseudowires to be deleted. For example, if you
configure the label block size to be 4 and then change the size to 8, all existing label blocks of size 4 are
deleted, which means that all existing pseudowires are deleted. The new label block of size 8 is created,
and new pseudowires are established.

Four label block sizes are supported: 2, 4, 8, and 16. Consider the following scenarios:

• 2—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 2. For a VPLS domain that has only two sites with no future
expansion plans.

• 4—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 4.

• 8 (default)—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 8.

• 16—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 16. A label block size of 16 enables you to minimize the
number of routes in the VPLS domain. Use this setting only if the number of routes is themost important
concern.

Connectivity Type

You can configure the VPLS routing instance to take down or maintain its VPLS connections depending
on the status of the interfaces configured for the VPLS routing instance. By default, the VPLS connection
is taken down whenever a customer-facing interface configured for the VPLS routing instance fails. This
behavior is explicitly configured by specifying the ce option. You can alternatively specify the irb option
to ensure that the VPLS connection remain up so long as an integrated routing and bridging (IRB) interface
is configured for the VPLS routing instance.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Junos Space Layer 2 Services Overview | 143
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Redundant Pseudowires for Layer 2Circuits andVPLS
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A redundant pseudowire can act as a backup connection between PE routers and CE devices, maintaining
Layer 2 circuit and VPLS services after certain types of failures. This feature can help improve the reliability
of certain types of networks (metro for example) where a single point of failure can interrupt service for
multiple customers. Redundant pseudowires cannot reduce traffic loss to zero. However, they provide a
way to gracefully recover from pseudowire failures in such a way that service can be restarted within a
known time limit.

When you configure redundant pseudowires to remote PE routers, you configure one to act as the primary
pseudowire over which customer traffic is being transmitted and you configure another pseudowire to
act as a backup in the event the primary fails. You configure the two pseudowires statically. A separate
label is allocated for the primary and backup neighbors.

The following sections provide an overview of redundant pseudowires for Layer 2 circuits and VPLS:

Types of Redundant Pseudowire Configurations

You can configure redundant pseudowires for Layer 2 circuits and VPLS in either of the followingmanners:

• You can configure a single active pseudowire. The PE router configured as the primary neighbor is given
preference and this connection is the one used for customer traffic. For the LDP signaling, labels are
exchanged for both incoming and outgoing traffic with the primary neighbor. The LDP label advertisement
is accepted from the backup neighbor, but no label advertisement is forwarded to it, leaving the
pseudowire in an incomplete state. The pseudowire to the backup neighbor is completed only when the
primary neighbor fails. The decision to switch between the two pseudowires is made by the device
configured with the redundant pseudowires. The primary remote PE router is unaware of the redundant
configuration, ensuring that traffic is always switched using just the active pseudowire.

• Alternatively, you can configure two active pseudowires, one to each of the PE routers. Using this
approach, control plane signaling is completed and active pseudowires are established with both the
primary and backup neighbors. However, the data plane forwarding is done only over one of the
pseudowires (designated as the active pseudowire by the local device). The other pseudowire is on
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standby. The active pseudowire is preferably established with the primary neighbor and can switch to
the backup pseudowire if the primary fails.

The decision to switch between the active and standby pseudowires is controlled by the local device. The
remote PE routers are unaware of the redundant connection, and so both remote PE routers send traffic
to the local device. The local device only accepts traffic from the active pseudowire and drops the traffic
from the standby. In addition, the local device only sends traffic to the active pseudowire. If the active
pseudowire fails, traffic is immediately switched to the standby pseudowire.

Pseudowire Failure Detection

When a failure is detected, traffic is switched to the redundant pseudowire, which is then also designated
as the active pseudowire. The switch is nonreversible, meaning that once traffic has been switched to the
redundant pseudowire, it remains active unless it also fails unless the switch to the redundant pseudowire
is never done unless there is a failure in the currently active pseudowire. For example, a primary pseudowire
has failed and traffic has been successfully switched to the redundant pseudowire. After a period of time,
the cause of the failure of the primary pseudowire has been resolved and it is now possible to reestablish
the original connection. However, traffic is not switched back to the original pseudowire unless a failure
is detected on the now active pseudowire.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating an E-Line Service Definition | 189

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 215

Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 238

VPLS over GRE Overview

Generic routing encapsulation (GRE) is one of the tunneling mechanisms that uses IP as the transport
protocol. The tunnels behave as virtual point-to-point links that have two endpoints identified by the
tunnel source and tunnel destination addresses at each endpoint.

The primary use of GRE is to carry non-IP packets through an IP network. GRE also carries IP packets such
as IP broadcast, IP multicast through an IP cloud. A GRE tunnel has the following characteristics:

• GRE tunnel is stateless, and offers no flow control mechanisms.

• GRE is multiprotocol and can tunnel any OSI Layer 3 protocol.
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• GRE enables routing protocols to travel through the tunnel.

• GRE has weak security features.

• GRE provides no reliability or sequencing. Such features are typically handled by upper-layer protocols.

• GRE tunnels carry multicast traffic.

The VPLS over GRE feature allows you to combine flow-based and packet-based services in a single device.
You can deploy large-scale VPLS over GRE.

To better understand this configuration, consider the following scenarios:

In the first scenario, pseudowires enable the creation of point-to-point circuits between two endpoints
carried over the MPLS network. Ignoring the signaling protocols for this discussion, these connections are
just point-to-point connections. Using this approach provides an end-to-end wire between sites. This is
beneficial from a traffic processing point of view because the gateways do not need to learnMAC addresses;
they simply forward anything they receive to the pseudowire. Deploying this configuration can be difficult
when trying to provide connectivity to multiple branch offices.

In the second scenario, VPLS provides a Layer 2 network abstraction. With VPLS, endpoints typically
negotiate LSPs and pseudowires with every other endpoint (that is, they are fully meshed). When a node
receives an Ethernet frame from one of its LAN interfaces, the source MAC address is learned, if it is not
already known, and flooded using every pseudowire connecting to all other branch nodes. However, if
the destination has been previously learned, then the frame is sent to the appropriate destination. When
an Ethernet frame is received through one of the pseudowires (that is, from the MPLS network), source
MAC address learning is performed. The next time a frame is sent to that MAC it does not need to be
flooded and the frame is flooded to every single LAN interface in the node, but not over the pseudowires.
The network acts as a distributed Layer 2 switch providing any-to-any Ethernet connectivity between the
devices connected to the different nodes in the network.

While the second scenario provides significant advantages (any-to-any connectivity, automated provisioning,
and simple abstraction), it is more complex. Every PE node has to perform Layer 2 learning and flooding
of traffic, which can cause problemswhen either multiple broadcast/multicast or frames to unknownMAC
addresses are used. For example, in a topology with a thousand branch offices, each office that receives
a broadcast packet must replicate it 999 times, encapsulate each copy in GRE, and forward the resulting
traffic. Additionally, because each node performs Layer 2 learning, themaximumnumber ofMAC addresses
that each node can learn is limited, limiting the total number of nodes in the domain.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a GRE Definition

Creating a GRE Service Order
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Multichassis Link Aggregation Group Overview

Multi-chassis link aggregation group (MC-LAG), is a type of LAG with constituent ports that terminate on
separate chassis, thereby providing node-level redundancy. MC-LAG adds node-level redundancy to the
normal link-level redundancy that a LAG provides. This allows two or more nodes to share a common LAG
endpoint. The multiple nodes present a single logical LAG to the remote end.

The MC-LAG enables a client device to form a logical LAG interface between two MC-LAG peers. An
MC-LAG provides redundancy and load balancing between the twoMC-LAG peers, multi-homing support,
and a loop-free Layer 2 network without running the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP). It is an HA solution
involving multiple protocols: LACP, ICCP, VRRP, BFD, SNOOPING

On one end of an MC-LAG, there is an MC-LAG client device, such as a server, that has one or more
physical links in a link aggregation group. This client device does not need to have anMC-LAG configured.
On the other side of the MC-LAG, there are two MC-LAG peers. Each of the MC-LAG peers has one or
more physical links connected to a single client device.

The MC-LAG peers use the Inter-chassis Control Protocol (ICCP) to exchange control information and
coordinate with each other to ensure that data traffic is forwarded properly. ICCP runs over TCP and is
monitored by Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD). It requires an Inter-Chassis link (ICL) for L2
connectivity.

Following are the two types of MC-LAG:

• Active-Active Mode—In active-active mode, all member links are active on the MC-LAG. In this mode,
MAC addresses learned on one MC-LAG peer are propagated to the other MC-LAG peer. Active-active
mode is the only mode supported at this time.

• Active-Standby Mode—In active-standby mode, one node is active at any given time. In this mode, the
MC-LAG peers act as virtual routers. The virtual routers share the virtual IP address that corresponds
to the default route configured on the host or server connected to the MC-LAG.

You can configure MC-LAG in the following scenarios:

• MC-LAG with multi-segmented point-to-point service in Active-Standby mode

• MC-LAG with point-to-point service in Active-Standby mode

• MC-LAG with multi-segmented Layer 3 VPN in Active-Standby mode

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order | 587

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet Service Order | 719
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Multi-Chassis Automatic Protection Switching
Overview

Automatic protection switching (APS) is a linear protection scheme designed to protect VLAN-based
Ethernet networks.

With APS, a protected domain is configured with two paths: a working path and a protection path. Both
working and protection paths can be monitored. Normally, traffic is carried on the working path (that is,
the working path is the active path), and the protection path is disabled. If the working path fails, its
protection status is marked as degraded (DG) and APS switches the traffic to the protection path, then
the protection path becomes the active path.

APS uses two modes of operation: linear 1+1 protection switching architecture and linear 1:1 protection
switching architecture. The linear 1+1 protection switching architecture operates with either unidirectional
or bidirectional switching. The linear 1:1 protection switching architecture operates with bidirectional
switching.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Point-to-Point ATM or TDM Pseudowire Service Order | 579
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Junos Space Layer 3 Services Overview
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To configure Layer 3 virtual private network (VPN) functionality, you must enable VPN support on the
provider edge (PE) router. You must also configure any provider (P) routers that service the VPN, and you
must configure the customer edge (CE) routers so that their routes are distributed into the VPN.

This topic covers:

Overview

RFC 4364 VPNs are also known as BGP/MPLS VPNs because BGP is used to distribute VPN routing
information across the provider’s backbone, andMPLS is used to forward VPN traffic across the backbone
to remote VPN sites.

Customer networks, because they are private, can use either public addresses or private addresses, as
defined in RFC 1918, Address Allocation for Private Internets. When customer networks that use private
addresses connect to the public Internet infrastructure, the private addresses might overlap with the same
private addresses used by other network users. MPLS/BGP VPNs solve this problem by adding a VPN
identifier prefix to each address from a particular VPN site, thereby creating an address that is unique both
within the VPN and within the public Internet. In addition, each VPN has its own VPN-specific routing
table that contains the routing information for that VPN only.

For this release, Junos Space Network Activate software enables you to provision Layer 3 VPN full mesh
services.

For more information about Layer 3 VPNs, see the Junos Software VPNs Configuration Guide.
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Layer 3 VPN Platform Support

Layer 3 VPNs are supported on most combinations of Juniper Networks routing platforms and PICs that
are capable of running the Junos Software.

MX Series routers configured in Ethernet services mode can support some of the Junos OS Layer 3 VPN
features. For Layer 3 VPNs, Ethernet services mode supports configuring a loopback interface for a VPN
routing and forwarding (VRF) instance. You can configure up to two VRF instances in Ethernet services
mode. Each VRF instance can handle up to 10,000 routes, The pingmpls l3vpn operational mode command
is also supported.

Layer 3 VPN Attributes

Network Activate software supports the following Layer 3 VPN attributes. For more information, see the
Junos OS VPNs Configuration technical documentation.

• Target VPN—Identifies a set of sites with a VPN to which a PE router distributes routes. This attributes
is also called the route target. A PE egress router uses the route target to determine whether a received
route is destined for a VPN that the router services.

• Route distinguisher—a 6-byte number that you can specify using one of the following formats:

• as-number:number, where as-number is an AS number (a 2-byte value) and number is any 4-byte value.
The AS number can be in the range 1 through 65,535. We recommend that you use an Internet
Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)-assigned, nonprivate AS number, preferably the Internet service
provider’s (ISP’s) own or the customer’s own AS number.

• ip-address:number, where ip-address is an IP address (a 4-byte value) and number is any 2-byte value.
The IP address can be any globally unique unicast address. We recommend that you use the address
that you configure in the router-id statement, which is a nonprivate address in your assigned prefix
range.

Device Configuration for a Layer 3 VPN

To implement Layer 3 VPNs in the JUNOS Software, you configure one routing instance for each VPN.
You configure the routing instances on PE routers only. Each VPN routing instance consists of the following
components:
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• VRF table—On each PE router, you configure one VRF table for each VPN.

• Set of interfaces that use the VRF table—The logical interface to each directly connected CE router must
be associated with a VRF table. You can associate more than one interface with the same VRF table if
more than one CE router in a VPN is directly connected to the PE router.

• Policy rules—These control the import of routes into and the export of routes from the VRF table.

• One or more routing protocols that install routes from CE routers into the VRF table—You can use the
BGP and OSPF routing protocols and static routes.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definition | 377

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet Service Order | 719

Multicast L3VPN Overview

The Junos SpaceNetwork Activate application usesMultiprotocol-BGP (MBGP)Multicast L3VPNs (MVPN)
to implement MVPNs because it is simpler. This method does not require a service provider to configure
multicast in its provider backbone to connect PE routers.

For the control plane, MBGP MVPN uses the intra-autonomous system (AS) next-generation BGP. The
data plane is configured with Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) sparse mode. Network Activate
maintains PIM state information using the same architecture that is used for unicast VPNs.

The MBGP MVPN method avoids potential control and data plane scaling problems that can occur with
the requirement to maintain two routing and forwarding mechanisms, one for VPN unicast and one for
VPN multicast.

The Network Activate application addresses aspects of published standards as follows:

• Layer 3 VPN service, as defined by RFC 4364, is supported to enable service providers to implement IP
multicast for L3VPN services.

• The architecture defined by RFC 4364 for unicast VPNs is supported to enable service providers to
configure BGP for the control plane between PE routers.

• Unicast with extensions for intra-Autonomous System (AS) and inter-AS communication, as defined by
RFC 4364, is supported.

For MVPNs, Network Activate enables you to configure two site sets, a sender site set and a receiver site
set. Site sets have the following properties:
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• Hosts within a sender site can originate multicast traffic for receivers in a receiver site set.

• Receivers outside the receiver site set should not be able to receive traffic sent from the sender site.

• Hosts within the receiver site set can receive multicast traffic originated from any host in the sender
site set.

• Hosts within the receiver site set should not be able to receive multicast traffic originated from any host
that is not in the sender site set.

A host can be in both the sender site set and the receiver site set. Therefore, such a host can both originate
and receive multicast traffic. For example, the sender site set could be the same as the receiver site set.
In this case, all hosts could both originate and receive multicast traffic from one another.

Administrative policies define an MBGP MVPN. The policies define both the sender site set and receiver
site set. Customers establish the policies but the policies are implemented by service providers, which use
the existing BGP and MPLS VPN infrastructure.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Multicast VPN Service Definition | 405

Creating a Multicast VPN Service Order | 749
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Provisioning Process Overview

Provisioning is a multistep process that makes services available to customers.

The Getting Started panel in the Junos Space user interface provides the steps involved in provisioning a
service, including not only the provisioning work itself (steps 4 through 9), but also the steps that are
necessary before you can begin the provisioning process (steps 1 through 3). The following example shows
the Service Provisioning assistant in the Getting Started panel:

Steps in the sequence are often performed by users with different levels of privilege. The Junos Space
software provides predefined administrator roles that provide the necessary privilege for each step in the
sequence:

• The Device Manager role allows an administrator to discover devices (step 1).

• The Service Manager role allows an administrator to perform device pre-staging actions including
discovering and assigning device roles (steps 2 and 3).

• The Service Designer roles allows an administrator to create and publish a service definition (step 4).

• The Service Activator (less privileged) role allows an administrator to perform provisioning tasks including
creating and managing customers, service orders, and services (steps 5 through 9).

For details about predefined administrator roles, see Predefined Roles Overview in the Junos Space Network
Application Platform User Guide.
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Network Operator Tasks—Provisioning Prerequisites

Network operators are usually responsible for performing the prerequisite tasks before the following
service designer or service provisioner can perform their tasks:

• Discovering devices

• Launching role discovery

• Assigning N-PE roles

Discovering devices is the process for bringing your network devices under Junos Space management.
Network operators who are assigned the Device Manager role can perform this task. See Device Discovery
Overview in the Junos SpaceNetwork Application PlatformUser Guide for more information about discovering
devices.

Launching role discovery and assigning N-PE roles are collectively known as pre-staging tasks. Pre-staging
finds the N-PE devices among those already under Junos Space management and assigns appropriate
MPLS N-PE roles to these devices and user-to-network interface (UNI) roles to their interfaces. Once
these roles are established, the devices are ready for provisioning. Users who are assigned the Service
Manager role can perform device role discovery and role assignment. See “Prestaging Devices Overview”
on page 37 for more information about pre-staging devices.

Service Designer Tasks

The service designer is responsible for the service definitions that the service provisioner will use as the
basis for creating a service order.

A service definition specifies the attributes that are common among a group of service orders that have
similar service requirements. For example, a service definitionmight specify a port-to-port service, whether
the associated VCID should be assigned automatically from a predefined pool or specified by the user,
and what range of bandwidths can be assigned in the service order. The service definition also defines
which attributes of the service can be edited in the service order.

The Junos Space product provides several standard service definitions which support most needs. If the
standard service definitions do not support your needs, then the service designer needs to create new,
customized service definitions.

Users who are assigned the Service Designer role can create and manage service definitions.
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Service Provisioner Tasks

Service provisioner tasks include the following:

• Creating the customer.

• Creating the service order.

• Deploying the service.

• Performing a configuration audit.

• Performing a functional audit.

A service order is an instance of the service definition that completes the definition for a specific customer’s
use. The service order always specifies the customer and the endpoints that link the customer sites through
the MPLS network. For each endpoint, the service provisioner specifies the N-PE device and the UNI on
that device that connects the customer site to the N-PE device. The service order can also specify any
additional attributes that are configured in the service definition as editable in the service order. These
attributesmight include the VCID,MTU for the UNI,MTU for the connection across the network, VLAN-ID,
and bandwidth.

Deployment of a service order pushes a service to the network devices. Before deployment completes, a
series of pre-validation checks takes place. If the pre-validation checks indicate that the service is valid,
the deployment proceeds. If the pre-validation checks indicate an invalid service, the service provisioner
must re-create the service order correctly before trying again to deploy it.

After the service is deployed, a functional audit establishes whether the service is up or down. If the
functional audit reports that the service is up, the customer can begin using the service.

Once the service is active, the service provisioner can monitor the health of the service by running a
functional audit or a configuration audit.

Users assigned the Service Activator role can perform these service provisioning tasks.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Discovering Devices in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices | 69

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions | 72

Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions | 478

Predefined Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 522

Predefined Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 555

Creating an E-Line Service Definition | 189
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Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 215

Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 238

Unpublishing a Custom Service Definition | 310
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Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order | 587

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order | 661
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CHAPTER 14

Layer 2 Ethernet andATMor TDMServiceDefinitions

IN THIS CHAPTER

Choosing a Predefined Service Definition or Creating a New Service Definition | 182

Viewing Service Definitions | 268

Creating a Point-to-Point ATM or TDM Pseudowire Service Definition | 271

Creating an E-Line Service Definition | 280

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Definition | 306

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Unpublishing a Custom Service Definition | 310

Deleting a Customized Service Definition | 310

Choosing a Predefined Service Definition or Creating a New Service
Definition

TheNetwork Activate software provides a set of predefined service definitions for point-to-point services,
multipoint-to-multipoint (full mesh) services, and point-to-multipoint (hub and spoke) services. These
service definitions are capable of providing the basis for most of the service orders your organization will
need to create. In case these predefined service definitions are not adequate for all your needs, however,
the Network Activate software enables you to create service definitions of your own.

The following topics review the predefined service definitions and provide instructions on creating your
own.

Choosing a Predefined Service Definition | 183

Creating an E-Line Service Definition | 189

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 215

Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 238
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Choosing a Predefined Service Definition

Table 10 on page 183 lists the predefined service definitions that Junos Space provides for Ethernet
point-to-point services that use LDP in the network core. Table 11 on page 186 lists the predefined service
definitions formultipoint-to-multipoint (full mesh) services. Table 12 on page 188 lists the predefined service
definitions for point-to-multipoint (hub and spoke) services.

Table 10: Standard Ethernet Point-to-Point Service Definitions

Service Attributes
Standard Service Definition
Name

• Point-to-point service for M Series and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint circuit types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN

• Point-to-point service for J Series, M Series, and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint circuit types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN-CCC

• Point-to-point service for J Series, M Series, and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint circuit types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Extended-vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN-Ext-CCC

• Point-to-point service for J Series, M Series, and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint circuit types

• Port-based UNI

• Rate limiting default 10 Mbps

ELine-PortBased
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Table 10: Standard Ethernet Point-to-Point Service Definitions (continued)

Service Attributes
Standard Service Definition
Name

• Point-to-point service for M Series and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint circuit types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN

• Point-to-point service for J Series, M Series, and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint circuit types

• All customer traffic

• Vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN-CCC

• Point-to-point service for J Series, M Series, and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint circuit types

• All customer traffic

• Extended-vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN-Ext-CCC

• Point-to-point service for MX Series devices only

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint circuit types

• Customer traffic is range of VLANs

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

ELine-QinQ-VLANRange

• Point-to-point service for MX Series devices only

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint circuit types

• Customer traffic is range of VLANs

• Vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

ELine-QinQ-VLANRange-CCC
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Table 10: Standard Ethernet Point-to-Point Service Definitions (continued)

Service Attributes
Standard Service Definition
Name

• Point-to-point service for MX Series devices only

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint circuit types

• Customer traffic is range of VLANs

• Extended-vlan-ccc physical encapsulation

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

ELine-QinQ-VLANRange-Ext-CCC

• Ethernet service for M/MX/ACX device family

• Gigabit Ethernet interface

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface type

• Transport all traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limit from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

Eline-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN

• Ethernet service for M/MX/ACX device family

• Gigabit Ethernet interface

• 802.1Q endpoint interface types

• Single VLAN traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limit from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

Eline-BGP-Dot1q-SingleVLAN

• Ethernet service for M/MX/ACX device family

• Gigabit Ethernet interface

• Port-based UNIs

• Ethernet-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limit from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

Eline-BGP-PortBased
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Table 11: Standard Multipoint-to-Multipoint Service Definitions

Service AttributesStandard Service Definition Name

• Multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries
and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs not preserved

• 802.1Q endpoint circuit types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation
type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10
Mbps increment

ELAN-BGP-Dot1q-Normalized-VLAN-None

• Multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries
and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint circuit types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation
type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10
Mbps increment

ELAN-BGP-Dot1Q-SingleVLAN

• Multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service forM series
and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Port-based UNIs

• Transports all customer traffic

• Ethernet VPLS as physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10
Mbps increment

ELAN-BGP-PortBased

• Multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries
and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint circuit types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation
type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10
Mbps increment

ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN
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Table 11: Standard Multipoint-to-Multipoint Service Definitions (continued)

Service AttributesStandard Service Definition Name

• Multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries
and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs preserved

• Q-in-Q endpoint circuit types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation
type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10
Mbps increment

ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-All

• Multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries
and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint circuit types

• VLAN IDs not preserved

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation
type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10
Mbps increment

ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-None-10-100M

• Multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries
and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs preserved

• Q-in-Q endpoint circuit types

• Transports specified VLAN range

• Flexible Ethernet services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10
Mbps increment

ELAN-BGP-QinQ-Range-Normalized-VLAN
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Table 12: Standard Point-to-Multipoint Service Definitions

Service AttributesStandard Service Definition Name

• Point to-multipoint Ethernet service forM Series andMX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs are not preserved

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

ELAN-Hub-Spoke-QinQ-AllVLAN

• Point-to-multipoint Ethernet service for M Series or MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs are preserved

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

ELAN-Hub-Spoke-QinQ-AllVLAN-No

Many of the service attributes can be edited in the service order, which allows the flexibility for creating
most of the service orders you will need from these predefined service definitions.

To view the contents of a predefined service definition, follow these steps:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions.

TheManage Service Definitions page appears and shows all the service definitions present on your
system.

2. Double click the predefined service definition you want to review.

Details of the service definition replace theManage Service Definitions page.

TIP: If predefined and customized service definitions both exist on your system, you can
easily find the predefined ones in the service definition inventory page.

3. When you are done reviewing the service definition, click Back to return to theManage Service
Definitions page.

For detailed descriptions of each of the predefined service definitions and their service attributes, see
“Predefined Service Definitions” on page 409
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SEE ALSO

Predefined Service Definitions | 409

Creating an E-Line Service Definition

Use this procedure to create a definition for an E-Line VPN service. The standard service definitions that
came with your initial software installation are designed to be appropriate for most requirements. You can
also create a customized service definition—for example, to set different bandwidth limits on the service
than those offered in the standard service definitions.

After the new service definition is complete and published, network operators or service provisioners can
use the completed service definition as a base for creating and then activating E-Line VPN services on the
network.

The windows appear in the order stated. You can, however, perform these steps in any order by accessing
them through the task list in the right panel. If the panel is not visible, click the snap tool on the right side
of the main display area.

To create an E-Line service definition, complete these tasks, in the order shown:

1. Specifying General Information | 189

2. Specifying UNI Settings | 193

3. Specifying Connectivity Information When Signaling Is LDP | 209

4. Specifying Connectivity Information When Signaling Is BGP | 212

Specifying General Information

To specify the general information for an E-Line service definition:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select ServiceDesign >Manage ServiceDefinitions >Create E-Line
Service Definition. The General settings window appears.
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2. Fill in the fields in the General window.

ActionField

Enter a name for the service definition.Name

By default, the service type is E-Line .Service type

Select a signaling type:

• BGP

• LDP

You cannot edit the Signaling type in the service order.

NOTE: If the signaling type is BGP, the Static pseudowire
and the Enable PW access to L3 VPN network check
boxes are not available. You cannot edit the Signaling type
in the service order.

Signaling
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ActionField

Enter a brief description or other comment that you want
to appear in the Service Definition table.

Range: 0 through 200 characters. Spaces and special
characters are allowed.

Comments (Optional)

When you enable QoS in the service definition, you must
specify a QoS profile in the service order to classify traffic
into defined service groups to provide the special
treatment of traffic across the network service. For
example, voice traffic can be sent across certain links, and
data traffic can use other links.

Enable QoS

Select the interface type:

• Ethernet

• TDM

• ATM

Interface type

To enable static pseudowire, select the Static pseudowire
check box. This check box is disabled if the signaling type
is BGP.

Static pseudowire

To enable the pseudowire access to L3 VPN network,
select the Enable PW access to L3 VPN network check
box. This check box is disabled if the signaling type is BGP,
or if you have selected the interface type as TDM/ATM.

If you select this check box, the Enable Multi Segment
Pseudowire check box is disabled.

Enable PW access to L3 VPN network
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ActionField

Select this check box to enablemulti-segment pseudowire.

If you select this check box, the Enable PW access to L3
VPN network check box is disabled.

A multi-segment pseudowire (MS-PW) is a static or
dynamically configured set of two or more contiguous
pseudowire segments that behave and function as a single
E-Line pseudowire. Each end of anMS-PW, by definition,
terminates on a T-PE.

NOTE: The number of pseudowire segments that you can
stitch is limited to two.

For more information on E-Line pseudowire stitching, see
“Stitching Two Point-to-Point Pseudowires” on page 646.

Enable Multi Segment Pseudowire

To enable the pseudowire resiliency, select the Enable
PW Resiliency check box. For more information on
pseudowire redundancy, see “Redundant Pseudowires for
Layer 2 Circuits and VPLS” on page 166.

Enable PW Resiliency

By default, all the events are saved in the OpenNMS
database. To isolate the events related to an interface in
the OpenNMS, select the Decouple Service Status From
Port Status check box.

NOTE: When you select this check box, only the
pseudowire traps are monitored, not the jnxVpnIfVpn
traps.

Decouple Service Status From Port Status
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ActionField

(Optional) To include a service template for the service,
select a service template from the Service Template list.

The selected service template appears in the Default
Service Template field.

You can select one or more service templates as the
default service template. By default, the default service
templates are attached to the endpoints.

NOTE: You cannot add or delete a service templatewhile
creating a service order.

The remaining service templates on the Service Template
list are termed as optional service templates. You can
attach the optional service templates to the endpoints on
a need basis.

In the View Service Definition Details window, the value
for the default service template in the Default Service
Template column is True.

For instructions on creating a service template, see
“Creating a Service Template” on page 117.

Service Template

3. Click Next to save the information. Continue with “Specifying UNI Settings” on page 193.

SEE ALSO

Service Templates Overview | 114

Creating a Service Template | 117

Importing a Service Template | 126

Specifying UNI Settings

In this step, you provide the UNI service attributes for this service definition. The attributes you set depend
on whether you are setting attributes for a port, an 802.1Q interface, a Q-in-Q interface, or a flexible
VLAN tagging:

Specifying UNI Settings for Port-to-Port Services | 194

Specifying UNI Settings for Services with 802.1Q Interface Types | 197
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Specifying UNI Settings for Services with Q-in-Q Interface Types | 202

UNI Settings for Services with Flexible VLAN Tagging (Asymmetric Interface Types) | 205

Specifying UNI Settings for Port-to-Port Services

To set UNI attributes for a port-to-port service, complete the following procedure.

1. Enter information in the UNI Settings window.

2. Fill in the fields in the UNI Settings window according to the following table.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings
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ActionField

Select port-port from the list.

The Ethernet option you choose determines the other options you can select and specify
on the page.

Ethernet option

Select N/A. For port-to-port services, all traffic is always transported.Customer traffic type

In port-to-port services, all traffic and all VLANs on one port are transported to all other
ports.

VLAN ID selection

Select this check box to allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting.Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select ethernet-vpls, the only valid physical interface encapsulation method allowed for
port-to-port services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

You cannot change this field because it is not relevant to port-to-port services.Logical IF encapsulation

MTU Settings

You can specify an MTU value in this field. The default value for MTU is 1522 bytes.

To see the permitted range for the MTU value, select the Editable in Service Order check
box. The MTU range is 1522 through 9192.

Default MTU (Bytes)

If you select the check box Editable in Service Order, you can specify a value range for
MTU (in bytes). The permitted range for MTU is 1522 through 9192.

NOTE: Ultimately, the system establishes the MTU by multiplying the value you specify in
the Default MTU (Bytes) field by the value you specify forMTU Factor.

MTU Range (Bytes)

Calculation of Burst-Size
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ActionField

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTU Factor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

The following illustration shows the Bandwidth Settings panel, which appears if you do not select the Enable QoS
check box in the preceding General settings window.

If you select this check box, you can override the MTU setting.Enable rate limiting
(check box)

Specify the default bandwidth value, in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)
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ActionField

To override the default bandwidth value, select the Editable in Service Order check box.

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps:

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value, in Mbps.

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

MaxBandwidth (Mbps)

The following table lists theMax Bandwidth (Mbps) for the M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series Routers:

Table 13: Maximum Bandwidth for M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series Routers

ACX 2000
MXSeriesNon-3D
PICMX Series 3D PICM Series IQ2 PICM Series IQ2E PIC

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

Specify a value in the range that is made available to the service provisioner.Increment (Kbps)

3. Click Next to continue with Connectivity settings.

Specifying UNI Settings for Services with 802.1Q Interface Types

To set UNI attributes for 802.1Q interfaces complete the following procedure.

1. Enter information in the UNI Settings window.
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2. Fill in the fields in the UNI Settings window according to the following table:

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select dot1q from the list.

The Ethernet option you choose determines the other
options you can select and specify on the page.

Ethernet
option
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ActionField

Single VLAN is the only option for 802.1Q interface types.

Select Transport single vlan to transport the traffic for a
specific VLAN across the network. When you select this
option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID
when creating a service order based on this service
definition. You need to specify the Outer Tag protocol ID.

Select Transport VLAN range to limit the traffic across the
network to a specific range of VLANs.

If you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted
for the VLAN-ID range when creating a service order based
on this service definition.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you
want the service provisioner to be able to override this
setting.

Customer
traffic type

Indicate how the VLAN ID is determined:

• Select manually—Allows the service provider to specify
the VLAN ID. This option is normally usedwhen no VLAN
normalization is applied. Specify the VLAN ID range in
VLAN range for manual input.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if
you want the service provisioner to be able to override
this setting.

• Auto pick—This option is normally used when VLAN
normalization is applied. Specify the VLAN ID pool in
VLAN range for auto-pick.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if
you want the service provisioner to be able to override
this setting.

VLAN ID
selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range
for auto-pick

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range
for manual
input
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ActionField

Select the outer tag protocol ID if theCustomer traffic type
is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port
with the possible Tag Protocol Identifiers (TPIDs) either
manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service
creation fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the
TPIDs manually, use the following commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options
ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options
ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options
ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag
protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting,
select the check box for those options.

Editable in
Service Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used
by service orders based on this service definition. We
recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

Constrained by your selection in the Physical IF
encapsulation box. If you selected the recommended
physical encapsulation mode of flexible-ethernet-services,
then your only option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical
encapsulation method.

Logical IF
encapsulation

MTU Settings

You can specify anMTU value in this field. The default value
for MTU is 1522.

To see the permitted range for the MTU value, select the
Editable in ServiceOrder check box. TheMTU range is 1522
through 9192.

Default MTU
(Bytes)
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ActionField

If you select the check box Editable in Service Order, you
can specify a value range for MTU (in bytes). The permitted
range for MTU is 1522 through 9192.

NOTE: Ultimately, the system establishes the MTU by
multiplying the value you specify in theDefaultMTU (Bytes)
field by the value you specify forMTU Factor.

MTU Range
(Bytes)

Specify the default bandwidth value,
in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000
Mbps

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTU Based, you can specify a
value forMTU Factor in the range 1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify
a value for Burst Period in the range 1 through 7450
milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: The Calculate Burst Size list is enabled only when
you select the Enable rate limiting checkbox.

CalculateBurst
Size

The following illustration shows the appearance of the Calculate Burst-Size
panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

3. Click Next to continue with connectivity settings.
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Specifying UNI Settings for Services with Q-in-Q Interface Types

To set UNI attributes for a Q-in-Q service, complete the following procedure.

1. To set UNI attributes for Q-in-Q interfaces:

2. Fill in the fields in the UNI Settings window according to the following table:

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select qinq from the list.

The window expands to include options specific to Q-in-Q interfaces.

Ethernet option
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ActionField

Specify the customer traffic type:

• Transport all traffic—Transports the traffic from all VLANs across the network. When
you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-IDwhen creating
a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify only the Outer Tag
protocol ID.

• Transport single vlan—Transports traffic for a specific VLAN across the network. You
need to specify both Outer Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

• Transport VLAN range—Limits the traffic across the network to a specific range of VLANs.

If you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID rangewhen
creating a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify bothOuter
Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

Customer traffic type

Indicate how the VLAN ID is selected during service order creation.

• Select manually—Allows the service provider to specify the VLAN ID. This option is
normally used when no VLAN normalization is applied.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting. Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range for manual
input.

• Auto pick—This option is normally used when VLAN normalization is applied. Specify
the VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick:

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input
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ActionField

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPIDs) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id
0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id
0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID

Select the inner tag protocol ID:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: You cannot specify the Inner Tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is
Transport single VLAN.

Inner Tag protocol ID

Select this check box to allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting.Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used by service orders based on
this service definition. We recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

Constrained by your selection in the Physical IF encapsulation box. If you selected the
recommended physical encapsulation mode of flexible-ethernet-services, then your only
option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

MTU Settings
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ActionField

You can specify an MTU value in this field. The default value for MTU is 1522.

To see the permitted range for the MTU value, select the Editable in Service Order check
box. The MTU range is 1522 through 9192.

Default MTU (Bytes)

If you select the check box Editable in Service Order, you can specify a value range for
MTU (in bytes). The permitted range for MTU is 1522 through 9192.

NOTE: Ultimately, the system establishes the MTU by multiplying the value you specify
in the Default MTU (Bytes) field by the value you specify forMTU Factor.

MTU Range (Bytes)

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the appearance of the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line
Rate Based option.

3. Click Next to continue with Connectivity settings.

UNI Settings for Services with Flexible VLAN Tagging (Asymmetric Interface Types)

You can specify the Ethernet option asymmetric tag depth to create a service that includes any combination
of port-based interfaces, 802.1Q interfaces, and Q-in-Q interfaces.

1. Enter information in the UNI Settings window.
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2. Specify the UNI Settings for asymmetric tag depth according to the following table:

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select asymmetric tag depth from the list.Ethernet option

Select the customer traffic type:

• Transport all traffic—Transports the traffic from all VLANs across the network. When
you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-IDwhen creating
a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify only the Outer Tag
protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

• Transport single vlan—Transports traffic for a specific VLAN across the network. You
need to specify both Outer Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

• Transport VLAN range—Limits the traffic across the network to a specific range of VLANs.
You need to specify both Outer Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

If you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID rangewhen
creating a service order based on this service definition.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

Customer traffic type
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ActionField

Indicate how the VLAN ID is selected during service order creation.

• Select manually—Allows the service provider to specify the VLAN ID. This option is
normally used when no VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the VLAN ID range in
VLAN range for manual input.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

• Auto pick—This option is normally used when VLAN normalization is applied. Specify
the VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting. Specify the VLAN ID pool inVLAN range for auto-pick.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick:

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPIDs) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id
0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id
0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID
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ActionField

Select the inner tag protocol ID:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: You cannot specify the Inner Tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is
Transport all traffic.

Inner Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used by service orders based on
this service definition. We recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

Constrained by your selection in the Physical IF encapsulation box. If you selected the
recommended physical encapsulation mode of flexible-ethernet-services, then your only
option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

MTU Settings

You can specify an MTU value in this field. The default value for MTU is 1522.

To see the permitted range for the MTU value, select the Editable in Service Order check
box. The MTU range is 1522 through 9192.

Default MTU (Bytes)

If you select the check box Editable in Service Order, you can specify a value range for
MTU (in bytes). The permitted range for MTU is 1522 through 9192.

NOTE: Ultimately, the system establishes the MTU by multiplying the value you specify
in the Default MTU (Bytes) field by the value you specify forMTU Factor.

MTU Range (Bytes)

Calculation of Burst-Size
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ActionField

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the appearance of the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line
Rate Based option.

3. Click Next to continue with Connectivity settings.

Specifying Connectivity InformationWhen Signaling Is LDP

The fields displayed in the Connectivity window depend on the Signaling type (LDP or BGP) that you
selected in the General settings window.
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To specify connectivity between sites across the network when signaling is LDP:

1. Fill in the fields in the Connectivity window.

ActionField

The VC ID selection is available only if the Signaling type is LDP.

In the VC ID selection box, specify how you want the VC ID to be chosen during service
order creation:

• To allow the service provisioner to enter the VC ID, choose Select manually.

• To cause the Junos Space software to assign a VC ID automatically from the VC ID pool,
select Auto pick.

To allow the service provisioner to override the setting in the VC ID box, select Editable
in Service Order.

VC ID selection

In the Default MTU box, specify the MTU across the service provider network.

To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select Editable in Service
Order. In theMTU range, enter the highest and lowest MTU that the service provisioner
can enter.

Default MTU

This field is available if you selected the Enable PWResiliency check box and if the Signaling
is LDP in the General settings.

Revert time (sec)—Revert time for redundant Layer 2 circuits and VPLS pseudowires.

Default: 5 seconds

Range: 0 through 65,535 seconds

Revert time (sec)
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ActionField

This field is available if you selected the Enable PWResiliency check box and if the Signaling
is LDP, in the General settings.

Switch Over Delay (sec)—Delay to wait before the backup pseudowire takes over.

Default: 0 second

Range: 0 through 180 seconds

SwitchOver Delay (sec)

The options available in theVLANnormalization are based on the value set for the Ethernet
interface.

VLAN Normalization

This field is available if you selected the Static pseudowire check box in theGeneral settings.
By default, the outgoing label selection is limited to manual.

Outgoing label selection

The following table presents the available VLAN normalization options:

VLAN NormalizationCustomer Traffic TypeEthernet Option

Normalization not required

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

N/Aport-port

Swap

Normalize to None

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

Transport single vlandot1q

Normalization not requiredTransport vlan range

Swap

Normalize to None

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

Transport all trafficqinq
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VLAN NormalizationCustomer Traffic TypeEthernet Option

Swap

Normalize to None

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

Transport single vlan

Normalization not requiredTransport vlan range

(Identical to qinq)(Identical to qinq)Asymmetric

2. Click Finish to complete the service definition.

Specifying Connectivity InformationWhen Signaling Is BGP

To specify connectivity between sites across the network when signaling is BGP, fill in the fields in the
Connectivity window:

1. When the signaling type is BGP, fill in the fields in the Connectivity window.
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• Route Distinguisher—Identifier attached to a route, enabling you to distinguish to which VPN the
route belongs. Each routing instance must have a unique route distinguisher associated with it.

NOTE: The IPv4 and IPv6 addresses that you use must be valid addresses. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space for the list of restricted IPv4
addresses and http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space for the list of restricted
IPv6 addresses.

• Route Target—Allows you to distribute VPN routes to only the routers that need them.

NOTE: The IPv4 and IPv6 addresses that you use must be valid addresses. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space for the list of restricted IPv4
addresses and http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space for the list of restricted
IPv6 addresses.

• Default MTU (Bytes)—The default MTU established by the system.

• MTU range (Bytes)—Specify the range, in bytes, for the MTU.

• VLAN normalization—The options available in the VLAN normalization field are based on the value
set for the Ethernet interface. The following table presents the options.
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VLAN NormalizationCustomer Traffic TypeEthernet Option

Normalization not required

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

N/Aport-port

Swap

Normalize to None

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

Transport single vlandot1q

Normalization not requiredTransport vlan range

Swap

Normalize to None

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

Transport all trafficqinq

Swap

Normalize to None

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

Transport single vlan

Normalization not requiredTransport vlan range

(Identical to qinq)(Identical to qinq)Asymmetric

NOTE: For a description of how the Network Activate software manipulates VLANs, see
“Understanding VLAN Manipulation (Normalization and VLAN Mapping) on Ethernet
Services” on page 711.

2. Click Finish to complete the service definition.
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RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions | 478

Viewing Service Definitions | 268

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Specifying General Information for Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definitions | 216

Specifying UNI Settings for Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definitions | 219

UNI Settings for Port-to-Port Interfaces in VPLS Services | 219

UNI Settings for 802.1Q Interfaces in VPLS Services | 222

UNI Settings for Q-in-Q Interfaces in VPLS Services | 226

UNI Settings for Services with Flexible VLAN Tagging (Asymmetric Interface Types) | 230

Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security Information | 233

Specifying Advanced Settings | 236

This procedure provides the steps to create a definition for a multipoint-to-multipoint VPLS service.

The standard service definitions that came with your initial software installation are designed to be
appropriate for most requirements. You can also create a customized service definition—for example, to
set different bandwidth limits on the service than those offered in the standard service definitions.

When the new service definition is complete and published, network operators or service provisioners
can use the completed service definition as a base for creating and then activatingmultipoint-to-multipoint
Ethernet services on the network.

The windows appear in the order stated. You can, however, perform these steps in any order by accessing
them through the task list in the right panel. If the panel is not visible, click the snap tool on the right side
of the main display area.
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To create a multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service definition, complete these tasks, in the order shown.
As you finish a section and click Next, the attributes from the current window are saved and the next
window in the sequence appears.

Specifying General Information for Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definitions
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To specify the general information for amultipoint-to-multipoint service definition, in theNetwork Activate
task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions > Create VPLS Service Definition

The General window appears.

To specify the general information for a multipoint-to-multipoint service definition:

1. Fill in the fields on the General window.

ActionField

Type a name for the service definition.Name

SelectMultipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet (VPLS)Service type
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ActionField

Select a signaling type:

• BGP— If BGP signaling is selected, the following fields are available in the Connectivity
window:
• Route target

• Route distinguisher

• VLAN normalization

• Allow Multihoming

• Mac Security Settings

• LDP—If LDP signaling is selected, the following fields are available in the Connectivity window:
• Auto Discovery

• Route target, if Auto Discovery is enabled

• Route distinguisher, if Auto Discovery is enabled

• VPLS ID, if Auto Discovery is disabled

• VPN ID, if Auto Discovery is enabled

• VLAN normalization

• Mac Security Settings

NOTE: You cannot edit the Signaling type in the service order.

Signaling

Type a brief description or other comment that you want to appear in the Service Definition
table.

Range: 0 through 200 characters. Space and special characters are allowed.

Comments
(Optional)

When you enable QoS in the service definition, you must specify a QoS profile in the service
order to classify traffic into defined service groups to provide the special treatment of traffic
across the network service. For example, voice traffic can be sent across certain links, and data
traffic can use other links.

Enable QoS

Select this check box to create the link into Layer 3. If this check box is selected, the available
Ethernet option in the UNI Settings window are:

• dot1q

• qinq

Enable L3 Access

Select this check box to enable a pseudowire connection by configuring static values.

NOTE: The Enable Static PW Labels check box is enabled only when the signaling type is LDP.

Enable Static PW
Labels
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ActionField

(Optional) To include a service template for the service, select a service template from the
Service Template list.

The selected service template appears in the Default Service Template field.

You can select one or more service templates as the default service template. By default, the
default service templates are attached to the endpoints.

NOTE: You cannot add or delete a service template while creating a service order.

The remaining service templates on the Service Template list are termed as optional service
templates. You can attach the optional service templates to the endpoints on a need basis.

In the View Service Definition Details window, the value for the default service template in the
Default Service Template column is True.

For instructions on creating a service template, see “Creating a Service Template” on page 117.

Service Template

2. Click Next to save the information and continue with UNI Settings.

SEE ALSO

Service Templates Overview | 114

Creating a Service Template | 117

Importing a Service Template | 126

Specifying UNI Settings for Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definitions

In this step, you provide the UNI attributes for this service definition. The attributes you set depend on
the type of interface you are using in this VPLS service definition. The following interface types are
supported:

• ports

• 802.1Q interfaces

• Q-in-Q interfaces

• asymmetric interface

UNI Settings for Port-to-Port Interfaces in VPLS Services

The UNI Settings window provides four expanding or collapsing panels: Traffic Treatment, Interface
Settings, MTU Settings, and Bandwidth Settings.
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To specify the UNI Settings for Port-to-Port interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields on the UNI Settings window.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select port-port from the list.

The Ethernet option you choose determines the other options you can select and specify
on the page.

Ethernet option

Select N/A. For port-to-port services, all traffic is always transported.Customer traffic type

In port-to-port services, all traffic and all VLANs on one port are transported to all other
ports.

VLAN ID selection

To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select the check box.Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select ethernet-vpls, the only valid physical interface encapsulation method allowed for
port-to-port services.

Physical IF
encapsulation
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ActionField

You can not select a choice in this field because it is not relevant to port-to-port services.Logical IF encapsulation

MTU Settings

The default MTU value is 1522 bytes.Default MTU (Bytes)

Specify the low and high values to define the MTU range that you want to define.

The default range is 1522 through 9192 bytes.

MTU Range (Bytes)

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based
If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based
If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting
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ActionField

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 14 on page 222

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

The following table lists theMax Bandwidth (Mbps) for the M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series
Routers:

Table 14: Maximum Bandwidth for M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series Routers

ACX 2000
MXSeriesNon-3D
PICMX Series 3D PICM Series IQ2 PICM Series IQ2E PIC

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

2. Click Next to continue with Connectivity settings.

UNI Settings for 802.1Q Interfaces in VPLS Services

To specify the UNI Settings for 802.1Q interfaces:
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1. Fill in the fields on the UNI Settings window.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select dot1q from the list.

The Ethernet option you choose determines the other options you can select and specify
on the page.

Ethernet option

Single VLAN is the only option for 802.1Q interface types.

Select Transport single vlan to transport the traffic for a specific VLAN across the network.
When you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID when
creating a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify theOuter Tag
protocol ID.

Select Transport VLAN range to limit the traffic across the network to a specific range of
VLANs.

If you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID range when
creating a service order based on this service definition.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

Customer traffic type

Indicate how the VLAN ID is determined.

• SelectmanuallyAllows the service provider to specify the VLAN ID. This option is normally
used when no VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range
for manual input.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

• Auto pick This option is normally used when VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the
VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input
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ActionField

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used by service orders based on
this service definition. We recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

Constrained by your selection in the Physical IF encapsulation box. If you selected the
recommended physical encapsulation mode of flexible-ethernet-services, then your only
option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

In the MTU range fields, type the lowest and highest values for MTU for each UNI.

NOTE: To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select Editable in
Service Order and, in the MTU range fields, type the highest and lowest MTU values.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size
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ActionField

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based
If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based
If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)
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ActionField

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 14 on page 222

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps/100Gbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

2. Click Next to continue with connectivity settings.

UNI Settings for Q-in-Q Interfaces in VPLS Services

To specify the UNI Settings for q-in-q interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields on the UNI Settings window.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select qinq from the list.

The window expands to include options specific to Q-in-Q interfaces

Ethernet option

Transport all traffic Transports the traffic from all VLANs across the network. When you
select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID when creating a
service order based on this service definition. You need to specify only the Outer Tag
protocol ID.

Transport single vlan Transports traffic for a specific VLAN across the network. You need
to specify both Outer Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

Transport VLAN range Limits the traffic across the network to a specific range of VLANs.

If you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID range when
creating a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify both Outer
Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

Customer traffic type
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ActionField

Indicate how the VLAN ID is selected during service order creation.

• SelectmanuallyAllows the service provider to specify the VLAN ID. This option is normally
used when no VLAN normalization is applied.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting. Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range for manual
input.

• Auto pick This option is normally used when VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the
VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick:

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID
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ActionField

Select the inner tag protocol ID:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: You cannot specify the Inner Tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is
Transport single VLAN.

Inner Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used by service orders based on
this service definition. We recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

Constrained by your selection in the Physical IF encapsulation box. If you selected the
recommended physical encapsulation mode of flexible-ethernet-services, then your only
option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

In the MTU range fields, type the lowest and highest values for MTU for each UNI

NOTE: To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select Editable in
Service Order and, in the MTU range fields, type the highest and lowest MTU values that
the service provisioner can type.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based
If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based
If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size
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ActionField

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 KbpS

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 14 on page 222

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

2. Click Next to continue with Connectivity settings.
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UNI Settings for Services with Flexible VLAN Tagging (Asymmetric Interface Types)

You can specify the Ethernet option asymmetric tag depth to create a service that includes any combination
of port-based interfaces, 802.1Q interfaces, and Q-in-Q interfaces.

To specify the UNI Settings for q-in-q interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields on the UNI Settings window.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select asymmetric tag depth from the list.Ethernet option

Transport all traffic Transports the traffic from all VLANs across the network. When you
select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID when creating a
service order based on this service definition. You need to specify only the Outer Tag
protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

Transport single vlan Transports traffic for a specific VLAN across the network. You need
to specify both Outer Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

Transport VLAN range Limits the traffic across the network to a specific range of VLANs.
You need to specify both Outer Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

If you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID range when
creating a service order based on this service definition.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

Customer traffic type

Indicate how the VLAN ID is selected during service order creation.

• SelectmanuallyAllows the service provider to specify the VLAN ID. This option is normally
used when no VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range
for manual input.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

• Auto pick This option is normally used when VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the
VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting. Specify the VLAN ID pool inVLAN range for auto-pick.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick:
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ActionField

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID

Select the inner tag protocol ID:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: You cannot specify the Inner Tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is
Transport all traffic.

Inner Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used by service orders based on
this service definition. We recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

For multipoint-to-multipoint services with Q-in-Q interfaces, the only option is
flexible-ethernet-services

Physical IF
encapsulation

Constrained by your selection in the Physical IF encapsulation box. If you selected the
recommended physical encapsulation mode of flexible-ethernet-services, then your only
option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation
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ActionField

In the MTU range fields, type the lowest and highest values for MTU that the service
provisioner can type, for each UNI

NOTE: To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select Editable in
Service Order and, in the MTU range fields, type the highest and lowest MTU values that
the service provisioner can type.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based
If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based
If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)
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ActionField

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 KbpS

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 14 on page 222

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

2. Click Next to continue with Connectivity settings.

Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security Information

In this step, you specify the attributes that define the connectivity among remote sites across the service
provider network and the service security. The following is a sample Connectivity window.
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To specify connectivity between sites across the network:

1. Fill in the fields in the Connectivity window.

ActionField

Choose one of the following options from the list:Route target

• Auto pick

• Select manually

Select a route distinguisher option:Route distinguisher

• Select manually—The service provider specifies the route distinguisher.

• Auto pick—The route distinguisher is selected automatically.

To override this setting in the service order, select the Editable in ServiceOrder check box.

Select a value:VLAN normalization

• Normalize to VLAN all—To preserve customer VLAN IDs (and customer QoS priorities)
across the network.

NOTE: For services that transport a range of VLAN IDs, youmust setVLANNormalization
to all. You cannot transport a range of VLAN IDs without normalization.

• Normalized VLAN none—To preserve no VLAN IDs across the network

• Not normalized—If VLAN IDs are to be provided manually and are required to match
each endpoint.

• Normalized to Dot1q—To transport only single-tagged frames across the network core.
All port, dot1q , and Q-in-Q traffic is transported across the network.

• Normalized to QinQ—To transport only double-tagged frames across the network core.
All port, dot1q , and Q-in-Q traffic is transported across the network.

• Normalization not required—To specify no normalization for port-to-port services

For more information about VLAN normalization, see “Junos Space Layer 2 Services
Overview” on page 143.

For information about VLAN manipulation, see “Understanding VLAN Manipulation
(Normalization and VLAN Mapping) on Ethernet Services” on page 711.

This check box is available only if the signaling type is BGP.To enable a service provisioner
to define primary and backup PE devices in a multihomed group that serves as a single
customer site, select Allow Multihoming.

Allow Multihoming
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ActionField

The Auto Discovery check box is available only if the signaling type is LDP.

NOTE: If the Enable Static PW Labels check box in the General window is selected for
LDP signaling, then the Auto Discovery check box is disabled in the Connectivity Settings
page.

The Auto Discovery check box is not available when the signaling type is BGP.

If you select the Auto Discovery check box, the following fields are available:

• Route target

• Route distinguisher

• VPN ID

If you disable the Auto Discovery check box, specify the VPLS ID.

Auto Discovery

This field is available only if the signaling type is LDP and auto discovery is disabled.

Identifies the virtual circuit identifier used for the VPLS routing instance.

• Autopick

• Select manually

VPLS ID

This field is available only if the signaling type is LDP and auto discovery is enabled.

Identifies the VPN ID associated with the router.

• Autopick

• Select manually

VPN ID

To enableMAC learning, select the check box.MAC learning

Maximum number of MAC addresses learned from an interface.

Range: 1 through 131071 MAC addresses per interface

Interface MAC limit

To enableMAC statistic, select the check box.MAC statistics

Modify the size of the MAC address table for the bridge domain.

Range: 16 through 1048575

To allow the service provisioner to override the MAC settings, select Editable in Service
Order.

MAC table size
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2. Click Next to save the connectivity settings. “Specifying Advanced Settings” on page 236

Specifying Advanced Settings

In this step, you can specify the parameters that define advanced connectivity between sites across the
service provider network. The following illustration shows the Advanced window.

To specify advanced settings:

1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Select the Include check box for each advanced setting that you want to include in the
service definition.

NOTE: If you select any advanced parameters for a service definition, you must also select
the Include check box for the Disable tunnel services parameter, and select or clear the
Disable tunnel services check box.

For MX Series devices, if you deploy a VPLS service without selecting the Include check
box for Disable tunnel services parameter, the VPLS service is down. As a work around,
you can push the configuration to each PE device for the service by running the following
command:

root@test_device# set chassis fpc 0 pic 1 tunnel-services bandwidth

1g

Include

Enable or disable tunnel-services to specify that traffic for particular VPLS routing instances
be forwarded to specific virtual tunnel (VT) interfaces.

• To enable tunnel-services, clear the Disable tunnel-services check box.

• To disable tunnel-services, select the Disable tunnel-services check box (default).

Disable tunnel services

Enable or disable local switching. In local switching mode, you can terminate multiple Layer
2 circuit pseudowires at a single VPLS mesh group:

• To enable local switching across the network, clear the Disable local-switching check
box.

• To disable local switching across the network, select the Disable local-switching check
box (default).

Disable local-switching
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ActionField

In the fast-reroute-priority, specify the reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance:

• HIGH—Set the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance to high. During a fast
reroute event, the router repairs next hops for high-priority VPLS routing instances first.

• MEDIUM—Set the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance to medium. During
a fast reroute event, the router repairs next hops for medium-priority VPLS instances
after high-priority VPLS routing instances but before low-priority VPLS routing instances.

• LOW—Set the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance to low, which is the default.
During a fast reroute event, the router repairs next hops for low-priority VPLS routing
instances last.

fast-reroute-priority

Configure the label block size for VPLS labels by using one of the following values.

• 2—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 2. Use this setting for a VPLS domain that
has only two sites with no future expansion plans.

• 4—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 4.

• 8 —Allocate the label blocks in increments of 8. This is the default.

• 16—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 16. A label block size of 16 enables you
tominimize the number of routes in the VPLS domain. Use this setting only if the number
of routes is the primary concern.

NOTE: This field is unavailable if the Signaling type is LDP and the Auto discovery is
enabled.

Label block size

Select a connection-type to specify when a VPLS connection is taken down, depending on
whether the interface for the VPLS routing instance is customer-facing or integrated routing
and bridging (IRB):

• ce—Require that for the VPLS connection to be up, the customer-facing interface for
the VPLS routing instance must also be up. If the customer-facing interface fails, the
VPLS connection is taken down. This is the default.

• irb—Allow a VPLS connection to remain up so long as an IRB interface is configured for
the VPLS routing instance.

NOTE: This field is unavailable if the Signaling type is LDP and the Auto discovery is
enabled.

Connectivity type

By default, each advanced setting that you include in the service definition can be edited
in the service order. To prevent the service provisioner from overriding an advanced setting
in the service order, clear the Editable in Service Order check box.

Editable in Service
Order

2. Click Finish to save the advanced settings.

The service definition is complete.
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RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Predefined Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 522

Viewing Service Definitions | 268

Creating an E-Line Service Definition | 189

Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 238

Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Specifying General Information for Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definitions | 239

Specifying UNI Settings | 243

Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security Information | 262

Specifying Advanced Settings | 266

This procedure provides the steps to create a definition for a point-to-multipoint Ethernet service.
Point-to-multipoint services are also known as hub and spoke services.

The standard service definitions that came with your initial software installation are designed to be
appropriate for most requirements. You can also create a customized service definition—for example, to
set different bandwidth limits on the service than those offered in the standard service definitions.

When the new service definition is complete and published, network operators or service provisioners
can use the completed service definition as a base for creating and then activating point-to-multipoint
Ethernet services on the network.
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The windows appear in the order stated. You can, however, perform these steps in any order by accessing
them through the task list in the right panel. If the panel is not visible, click the snap tool on the right side
of the main display area.

Specifying General Information for Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definitions
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In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions > Create VPLS
Service Definition. The General settings window appears.

To specify the general information for a point-to-multipoint service definition:

1. Fill in the fields in the General window.

ActionField

Type a name for the service definition.Name

Select Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet (VPLS)Service type
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ActionField

Select signaling type:

• BGP— If BGP signaling is selected, the following fields are available in the connectivity
window:
• Route target

• Route distinguisher

• VLAN normalization

• Allow Multihoming

• Mac Security Settings

• VCID, if Enable PW Extension is enabled

• LDP—If LDP signaling is selected, the following fields are available in the connectivitywindow:
• Auto Discovery

• Route target, if Auto Discovery is enabled

• Route distinguisher, if Auto Discovery is enabled

• VPLS ID, if Auto Discovery is disabled

• VPN ID, if Auto Discovery is enabled

• VLAN normalization

• Mac Security Settings

NOTE: The Signaling is not editable in the service order.

Signaling

Type a brief description or other comment that you want to appear in the Service Definition
table.

Comments (Optional)

When you enable QoS in the service definition, you must specify a QoS profile in the service
order to classify traffic into defined service groups to provide the special treatment of traffic
across the network service. For example, voice traffic can be sent across certain links, and data
traffic can use other links.

Enable QoS

Select this check box to create the link into Layer 3. If you enable the Layer 3 access, the
available Ethernet option in the UNI Settings are:

• port-port

• dot1q

• qinq

• asymmetric tag depth

Enable L3 Access

Select this check box to enable pseudowire extension. You cannot edit this check box in the
service order.

Enable PW
Extension
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ActionField

Select this check box to enable resiliency. You cannot edit this field in the service order.

If the Signaling type is BGP, you need to select the Enable PW Extension check box to enable
the Enable PW Resiliency check box.

For more information of pseudowire redundancy, see “Redundant Pseudowires for Layer 2
Circuits and VPLS” on page 166.

Enable PW
Resiliency

Select this check box to enable a pseudowire connection by configuring static values.

NOTE: The Enable Static PW Labels check box is enabled for both signaling types: LDP and
BGP.

When the signaling type is BGP, selection of this checkbox enables the Enable PWResiliency
checkbox and automatically selects the Enable PW Extension checkbox.

Enable Static PW
Labels

(Optional) To include a service template for the service, select a service template from the
Service Template list.

The selected service template appears in the Default Service Template field.

You can select one or more service templates as the default service template. By default, the
default service templates are attached to the endpoints.

NOTE: You cannot add or delete a service template while creating a service order.

The remaining service templates on the Service Template list are termed as optional service
templates. You can attach the optional service templates to the endpoints on a need basis.

In the View Service Definition Details window, the value for the default service template in
the Default Service Template column is True.

For instructions on creating a service template, see “Creating a Service Template” on page 117.

Service Template
Definition

2. Click Next to save the information. Continue with “Specifying UNI Settings” on page 243.

SEE ALSO

Service Templates Overview | 114

Creating a Service Template | 117

Importing a Service Template | 126
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Specifying UNI Settings

In this step, you provide the UNI service attributes for this service definition. The attributes you set depend
on whether you are setting attributes for ports, 802.1Q interfaces, or Q-in-Q interfaces:

Specifying UNI Settings for Port-to-Port Services | 243

Specifying UNI Settings for Services with 802.1Q Interface Types | 247

Specifying UNI Settings for Services with Q-in-Q Interface Types | 252

Specifying UNI Settings for Services with Flexible VLAN Tagging (Asymmetric Interface Types) | 257

Specifying UNI Settings for Port-to-Port Services

NOTE: You can select the port-port option only for services that are not normalized. That is,
you must select Not Normalized when specifying the connectivity.

To set UNI attributes for port UNIs:

1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings
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ActionField

Select port-port from the drop-down list.

The Ethernet option you choose determines the other options you can select and specify
on the page.

Ethernet option

Select N/A. For port-to-port services, all traffic is always transported.Customer traffic type

The VLAN ID cannot be selected. In port-to-port services, all traffic and all VLANs on one
port are transported to all other ports.

VLAN ID selection

To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select the check box.Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select ethernet-vpls, which is the only valid physical
interface encapsulation method for port-to-port services.

The Logical IF encapsulation field cannot be selected because it is not relevant to
port-to-port services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

You cannot select a choice in this field because it is not relevant to port-to-port services.Logical IF encapsulation

LDP PW Extension Settings

NOTE: The LDP PW Extension Settings is available only if you have selected the Enable PW Extension check box
in the General window.

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select ethernet-ccc, which is the only valid physical
interface encapsulation method for port-to-port services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

You can not select a choice in this field because it is not relevant to port-to-port services.Logical IF encapsulation

In the MTU range boxes, type the lowest and highest values for MTU that the service
provisioner can type.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size
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Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

The following illustration shows the Bandwidth Settings panel, which appears if you do not select the Enable QoS
check box in the preceding General settings window.

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)
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ActionField

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 15 on page 246

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

The following table lists theMax Bandwidth (Mbps) for the M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series
Routers:

Table 15: Maximum Bandwidth for M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series Routers

ACX 2000
MXSeriesNon-3D
PICMX Series 3D PICM Series IQ2 PICM Series IQ2E PIC

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

2. Click Next to save the UNI settings. Continue with “Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security
Information” on page 262.
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Specifying UNI Settings for Services with 802.1Q Interface Types

To set UNI attributes for 802.1Q interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select dot1q from the drop-down list.

The Ethernet option you choose determines the other options you can select and specify
on the page.

Ethernet option
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ActionField

Select a traffic type to restrict the traffic that can be transported across the network for
the service:

• SelectTransport single vlan to transport the traffic for a specific VLAN across the network.
Single VLAN is the only option for 802.1Q interface types. You need to specify theOuter
Tag protocol ID.

NOTE: For an interface, youmust configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options

ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options

ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options

ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id 0x8100

• Select Transport vlan range to transport the traffic for a range of VLANs across the
network.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

Customer traffic type

In the VLAN ID selection box, specify how the VLAN ID is determined:

• To allow the service provider to specify the VLAN ID, choose Selectmanually. This option
is used typically when no VLAN normalization is applied.

Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range for manual input.

Range: 1 through 4094

To enable the service provisioner to override this setting, select Editable in ServiceOrder.

• To cause the VLAN ID to be selected automatically from the VLAN ID pool, select Auto
pick. This option is used typically when VLAN normalization is applied.

Specify the VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick

Range: 1 through 4094

To enable the service provisioner to override this setting in a service order, select Editable
in Service Order.

To enable the service provisioner to override this setting in a service order, select Editable
in Service Order.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick
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ActionField

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select the default physical encapsulation scheme to
be used by service orders based on this service definition. For point-to-multipoint services
with 802.1Q interfaces, the only option is flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

The Logical IF encapsulation field is constrained by your selection in the Physical IF
encapsulation field. For the physical encapsulationmode of flexible-ethernet-services, your
only option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

LDP PW Extension Settings

NOTE: The LDP PW Extension Settings is available only if you have selected the Enable PW Extension check box
in the General window.

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select one of the following options:

• vlan-ccc

• extended-vlan-ccc

• flexible-ethernet-services

Physical IF
encapsulation
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ActionField

The Logical IF encapsulation field is constrained by your selection in the Physical IF
encapsulation field.

For the physical encapsulation mode of vlan-ccc or flexible-ethernet-services, your only
option is to select vlan-ccc for the logical encapsulation method.

For the physical encapsulation mode of extended-vlan-ccc, your only option is to select
extended-vlan-ccc for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

In the Default MTU box, specify the MTU for each UNI.

To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select Editable in Service
Order and, in the MTU range boxes, type the highest and lowest MTU values that the
service provisioner can type.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the appearance of the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line
Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings
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The following illustration shows the Bandwidth Settings panel, which appears if you do not select the Enable QoS
check box in the preceding General settings window.

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 15 on page 246

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100000 Mbps/100Gbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

2. Click Next to save the UNI settings. Continue with“Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security
Information” on page 262.
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Specifying UNI Settings for Services with Q-in-Q Interface Types

To set UNI attributes for Q-in-Q interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select qinq from the drop-down list.

The window expands to include options specific to Q-in-Q interfaces.

Ethernet option
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ActionField

In the Customer traffic type box:

• Select Transport all traffic to transport the traffic from all VLANs across the network.
You need to specify only the Outer Tag protocol ID.

NOTE: For an interface, youmust configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100.

• SelectTransport single vlan to transport the traffic for a specific VLAN across the network.
Single VLAN is the only option for 802.1Q interface types. You need to specify theOuter
Tag protocol ID and the Inner Tag protocol ID.

• Select Transport vlan range to limit the traffic across the network to a specific range of
VLANs.

If you select this option, the service provisioner will be prompted for the VLAN-ID range
when creating a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify the
Outer Tag protocol ID and the Inner Tag protocol ID.

Customer traffic type

In the VLAN ID selection box, specify how the service VLAN ID is set during service order
creation:

• To cause the provisioning software to automatically select the service VLAN ID from the
VLAN ID pool, selectAuto pick. This option is used typically when no VLANnormalization
is applied.

Specify the VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick

Range: 1 through 4094

• To allow the service provisioner to specify the service VLAN ID, choose Selectmanually.
This option is used typically when VLAN normalization is applied.

Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range for manual input.

Range: 1 through 4094

To enable the service provisioner to override this setting, select the Editable in Service
Order check box.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick:

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input
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ActionField

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID

Select the inner tag protocol ID:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: You cannot specify the Inner Tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is
Transport single VLAN.

Inner Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select the default physical encapsulation scheme to
be used by service orders based on this service definition. For point-to-multipoint services
with Q-in-Q interfaces, the only option is flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

The Logical IF encapsulation field is constrained by your selection in the Physical Interface
Encapsulation field. For the physical encapsulationmode of flexible-ethernet-services, your
only option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

LDP PW Extension Settings

NOTE: The LDP PW Extension Settings is available only if you have selected the Enable PW Extension check box
in the General window.
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ActionField

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select one of the following options:

• vlan-ccc

• extended-vlan-ccc

• flexible-ethernet-services

Physical IF
encapsulation

The Logical IF encapsulation field is constrained by your selection in the Physical IF
encapsulation field.

For the physical encapsulation mode of vlan-ccc or flexible-ethernet-services, your only
option is to select vlan-ccc for the logical encapsulation method.

For the physical encapsulation mode of extended-vlan-ccc, your only option is to select
extended-vlan-ccc for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

In the Default MTU box, specify the MTU for each UNI.

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the Editable in Service
Order check box and, in the MTU range boxes, type the lowest and highest values for the
MTU that the service provisioner can type.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings
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The following illustration shows the Bandwidth Settings panel, which appears if you do not select the Enable QoS
check box in the preceding General settings window.

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 15 on page 246

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

2. Click Next to save the UNI settings. Continue with“Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security
Information” on page 262.
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Specifying UNI Settings for Services with Flexible VLAN Tagging (Asymmetric Interface Types)

You can specify the Ethernet option asymmetric tag depth to create a service that includes any combination
of port-based interfaces, 802.1Q interfaces, and Q-in-Q, interfaces.

To set UNI attributes for asymmetric interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select asymmetric tag depth from the drop-down list.Ethernet option
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ActionField

In the Customer traffic type box:

• Select Transport all traffic to transport the traffic from all VLANs across the network.
You need to Specify only the Outer Tag protocol ID.

NOTE: For an interface, youmust configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100.

• SelectTransport single vlan to transport the traffic for a specific VLAN across the network.
Single VLAN is the only option for 802.1Q interface types. You need to specify theOuter
Tag protocol ID and the Inner Tag protocol ID.

• Select Transport vlan range to limit the traffic across the network to a specific range of
VLANs.

If you select this option, the service provisioner will be prompted for the VLAN-ID range
when creating a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify the
Outer Tag protocol ID and the Inner Tag protocol ID.

Customer traffic type

In the VLAN ID selection box, specify how the service VLAN ID is set during service order
creation:

• To cause the provisioning software to automatically select the service VLAN ID from the
VLAN ID pool, selectAuto pick. This option is used typically when no VLANnormalization
is applied.

Specify the VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick

Range: 1 through 4094

• To allow the service provisioner to specify the service VLAN ID, choose Selectmanually.
This option is used typically when VLAN normalization is applied.

Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range for manual input.

Range: 1 through 4094

To enable the service provisioner to override this setting, select the Editable in Service
Order check box.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick:

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input
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Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID

Select the inner tag protocol ID:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: You cannot specify the Inner Tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is
Transport all traffic.

Inner Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used by service orders based on
this service definition. We recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

For multipoint-to-multipoint services with Q-in-Q interfaces, the only option is
flexible-ethernet-services

Physical IF
encapsulation

The Logical IF encapsulation field is constrained by your selection in the Physical Interface
Encapsulation field. For the physical encapsulationmode of flexible-ethernet-services, your
only option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation
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ActionField

LDP PW Extension Settings

NOTE: The LDP PW Extension Settings is available only if you have selected the Enable PW Extension check box
in the General window.

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select one of the following options:

• vlan-ccc

• extended-vlan-ccc

• flexible-ethernet-services

Physical IF
encapsulation

The Logical IF encapsulation field is constrained by your selection in the Physical IF
encapsulation field.

For the physical encapsulation mode of vlan-ccc or flexible-ethernet-services, your only
option is to select vlan-ccc for the logical encapsulation method.

For the physical encapsulation mode of extended-vlan-ccc, your only option is to select
extended-vlan-ccc for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

In the Default MTU box, specify the MTU for each UNI.

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the Editable in Service
Order check box and, in the MTU range boxes, type the lowest and highest values for the
MTU that the service provisioner can type.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size
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The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

The following illustration shows the Bandwidth Settings panel, which appears if you do not select the Enable QoS
check box in the preceding General settings window.

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 15 on page 246

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)
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ActionField

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

2. Click Next to save the UNI settings. Continue with“Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security
Information” on page 262.

Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security Information

In this step, you specify the attributes that define the connectivity among remote sites across the service
provider network and the service security. The following is a sample Connectivity window.
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To configure connectivity between sites across the network:

1. Fill in the fields in the Connectivity window.

ActionField

Choose one of the following options from the list:Route target

• Auto pick

• Select manually

This field is available in either of the following cases:

• The Signaling type is BGP.

• The Signaling type is LDP and Auto Discovery is enabled.

Select a route distinguisher option:Route distinguisher

• Select manually—The service provider specifies the route distinguisher.

• Auto pick—The route distinguisher is selected automatically.

To override this setting in the service order, select the Editable in ServiceOrder check box.

This field is available in either of the following cases:

• The Signaling type is BGP.

• The Signaling type is LDP and Auto Discovery is enabled.

Select a value:VLAN normalization

• Normalize to VLAN all—To preserve customer VLAN IDs (and customer QoS priorities)
across the network.

NOTE: For services that transport a range of VLAN IDs, youmust setVLANNormalization
to all. You cannot transport a range of VLAN IDs without normalization.

• Normalized VLAN none—To preserve no VLAN IDs across the network

• Not normalized—If VLAN IDs are to be provided manually and are required to match
each endpoint

• Normalized to Dot1q—To transport only single-tagged frames across the network core.
All port, dot1q , and Q-in-Q traffic is transported across the network.

• Normalized to QinQ—To transport only double-tagged frames across the network core.
All port, dot1q , and Q-in-Q traffic is transported across the network.

• Normalization not required—To specify no normalization for port-to-port services

For more information about VLAN normalization, see “Junos Space Layer 2 Services
Overview” on page 143.

For information about VLAN manipulation, see “Understanding VLAN Manipulation
(Normalization and VLAN Mapping) on Ethernet Services” on page 711.
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This check box is available only if the signaling type is BGP.To enable a service provisioner
to define primary and backup PE devices in amultihomed group that serves a single customer
site, select Allow Multihoming.

Allow Multihoming

You cannot enable or disable theAutoDiscovery check box if you have enabled the Enable
PW Extension or the Enable PW Resiliency check boxes.

This check box is available only if the signaling type is LDP.

NOTE: If the Enable Static PW Labels checkbox in the Generalwindow is checked for the
LDP signaling, then the Auto Discovery checkbox is disabled in the Connectivity Settings
page.

The Auto Discovery checkbox is not available on the Connectivity Settings page when the
signaling type is BGP.

On enabling the auto discovery, the following fields are available:

• Route target

• Route distinguisher

• VPN ID

On disabling the auto discovery specify the VPLS ID.

Auto Discovery

This field is available only if the signaling type is LDP and auto discovery is disabled.

Identifies the virtual circuit identifier used for the VPLS routing instance.

• Autopick

• Select manually

VPLS ID

This field is available only if the signaling type is LDP and auto discovery is enabled.

Identifies the VPN ID associated with the router.

• Autopick

• Select manually

VPN ID

This field is available only if the Enable PW Resiliency is enabled.

Revert time for redundant Layer 2 circuits and VPLS pseudowires.

Default: 5 seconds

Range: 0 through 65,535 seconds

Revert time (sec)
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This field is available only if the Enable PW Resiliency is enabled.

Specify the delay to wait before the backup pseudowire takes over.

Default: 0 second

Range: 0 through 180 seconds

SwitchOver Delay (sec)

This field is available only if the Service type is point-to-multipoint, the Signaling is BGP,
and the Enable PW Extension is enabled.

The VCID can be either set automatically by the Junos Space software, or it can be set
manually by the service provisioner in the service order.

VCID

To enableMAC learning, select the check box.MAC learning

Maximum number of MAC addresses learned from an interface.

Range: 1 through 131071 MAC addresses per interface

Interface MAC limit

To enableMAC statistic, select the check box.MAC statistics

Modify the size of the MAC address table for the bridge domain.

Range: 16 through 1048575

To allow the service provisioner to override the MAC settings, select Editable in Service
Order.

MAC table size
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2. Click Next to save the connectivity settings and continue with “Specifying Advanced Settings” on
page 236.

Specifying Advanced Settings

In this step, you can specify the parameters that define advanced connectivity between sites across the
service provider network. The following illustration shows the Advanced window.

To specify advanced settings:

1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Select the Include check box for each advanced setting that you want to include in the
service definition.

NOTE: If you select any advanced parameters for a service definition, you must also select
the Include check box for the Disable tunnel services parameter, and select or clear the
Disable tunnel services check box.

For MX Series devices, if you deploy a VPLS service without selecting the Include check
box for Disable tunnel services parameter, the VPLS service is down. As a work around,
you can push the configuration to each PE device for the service by running the following
command:

root@test_device# set chassis fpc 0 pic 1 tunnel-services bandwidth

1g

Include

Enable or disable tunnel-services to specify that traffic for particular VPLS routing instances
be forwarded to specific virtual tunnel (VT) interfaces.

• To enable tunnel-services, clear the Disable tunnel-services check box.

• To disable tunnel-services, select the Disable tunnel-services check box (default).

Disable tunnel services

Enable or disable local switching. In local switching mode, you can terminate multiple Layer
2 circuit pseudowires at a single VPLS mesh group:

• To enable local switching across the network, clear the Disable local-switching check
box.

• To disable local switching across the network, select the Disable local-switching check
box (default).

Disable local-switching
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ActionField

In the fast-reroute-priority, specify the reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance:

• HIGH—Set the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance to high. During a fast
reroute event, the router repairs next hops for high-priority VPLS routing instances first.

• MEDIUM—Set the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance to medium. During
a fast reroute event, the router repairs next hops for medium-priority VPLS instances
after high-priority VPLS routing instances but before low-priority VPLS routing instances.

• LOW—Set the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance to low, which is the default.
During a fast reroute event, the router repairs next hops for low-priority VPLS routing
instances last.

fast-reroute-priority

Configure the label block size for VPLS labels by using one of the following values.

• 2—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 2. Use this setting for a VPLS domain that
has only two sites with no future expansion plans.

• 4—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 4.

• 8 —Allocate the label blocks in increments of 8. This is the default.

• 16—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 16. A label block size of 16 enables you
tominimize the number of routes in the VPLS domain. Use this setting only if the number
of routes is the primary concern.

NOTE: This field is unavailable if the Signaling type is LDP and the Auto discovery is
enabled.

Label block size

Select a connection-type to specify when a VPLS connection is taken down, depending on
whether the interface for the VPLS routing instance is customer-facing or integrated routing
and bridging (IRB):

• ce—Require that for the VPLS connection to be up, the customer-facing interface for
the VPLS routing instance must also be up. If the customer-facing interface fails, the
VPLS connection is taken down. This is the default.

• irb—Allow a VPLS connection to remain up so long as an IRB interface is configured for
the VPLS routing instance.

NOTE: This field is unavailable if the Signaling type is LDP and the Auto discovery is
enabled.

Connectivity type

By default, each advanced setting that you include in the service definition can be edited
in the service order. To prevent the service provisioner from overriding an advanced setting
in the service order, clear the Editable in Service Order check box.

Editable in Service
Order

2. Click Finish to save the advanced settings.

The service definition is complete.
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RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Predefined Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 555

Viewing Service Definitions | 268

Creating an E-Line Service Definition | 189

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 215

Viewing Service Definitions

The Manage Service Definitions inventory page allows you, the Service Designer, to view the status of
service definitions and list of service definitions that you have created to include in service orders.

Service definitions are listed by name.

Select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions to view and perform actions on service definitions.
From the Manage Service Definitions inventory page, you can publish, unpublish, and delete service
definitions. You can tag a service definition to categorize or filter it, view tags, and untag.

Tabular View | 268

Searching for Service Definitions | 269

Viewing Service Definition Details | 269

Performing Actions on Service Definitions | 270

Tabular View

In tabular view, service definition information appears in table rows and columns.

Table 16 on page 268 describes the information presented in the table.

Table 16: Service Definition Table Fields

MeaningColumn

The unique name assigned to the service definition.Name

One of the following values:

• Published—The service definition is available for use by service provisioners.

• Unpublished—The service definition is not yet available for use by service provisioners.

State
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Table 16: Service Definition Table Fields (continued)

MeaningColumn

One of the following:

• Point-to-point pseudowire (LDP)

• Point-to-point pseudowire (BGP)

• VPLS (MultiPoint-to-MultiPoint)

• VPLS (Point-to-MultiPoint)

• L3VPN (Full Mesh)

• L3VPN (Hub-Spoke 1 Interface)

Service Type

One of the following values:

• BGP

• LDP

Signaling

The screen name of the user who created the service definition.Created By

The date and Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) timewhen you created the service definition.Created Date

Searching for Service Definitions

To search for a specific service definition, start typing it’s name in the Search field. The service definition
name(s) starting with the letters you type are listed in the Search drop-down list box.

If you create tags to categorize service definitions, start typing the tag name in the Search field. Service
definitions with the tag you type appears.

Viewing Service Definition Details

To view service definition detailed information, double-click the service definition row.

The Service Definition Details page displays a summary of the service definition settings: General,
Connectivity, and UNI settings. The following example shows a summary of the settings for a point-to-point
Ethernet service definition.
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For information about the meaning of each attribute, see “Service Attributes Overview” on page 153.

Performing Actions on Service Definitions

From the Manage Service Definitions inventory page you can perform the following actions:
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• Publish Service Definition—See “Publishing a Custom Service Definition” on page 309.

• Unpublish Service Definition—See “Unpublishing a Custom Service Definition” on page 310.

• Delete Service Definition—See “Deleting a Customized Service Definition” on page 310.

• Tag It—See Tagging an Object.

• View Tags—See Viewing Tags for a Managed Object.

• Untag It—See Untagging Objects.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions | 478

Predefined Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 522

Predefined Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 555

Predefined Hub-and Spoke Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions | 573

Creating an E-Line Service Definition | 189

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 215

Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 238

Creating a Hub-and-Spoke (One Interface) Layer 3 VPN Service Definition | 387

Creating a Point-to-Point ATM or TDM Pseudowire Service Definition

This procedure provides the steps to create a definition for a point-to-point ATM or TDM service. The
standard service definitions that camewith your initial software installation are designed to be appropriate
for most requirements. You can also create a customized service definition—for example, to set different
bandwidth limits on the service than those offered in the standard service definitions.

After the new service definition is complete and published, network operators or service provisioners can
use the completed service definition as a base for creating and then activating point-to-point ATMor TDM
services on the network.

The windows appear in the order shown. You can, however, perform these steps in any order by accessing
them through the task list in the right panel. If the panel is not visible, click the snap tool on the right side
of the main display area.
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To create a point-to-point service definition, complete these tasks, in the order shown:

1. Specifying General Information for the ATM or TDM Service | 272

2. Specifying UNI Settings for ATM and TDM Service Definitions | 275

3. Specifying UNI Settings for ATM Interfaces | 275

4. Specifying UNI Settings for TDM Interfaces | 275

5. Specifying Connectivity Information for an ATM or a TDM Service | 277

Specifying General Information for the ATM or TDM Service

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions > Create P2P
Service Definition.

The first Create Service Definition window appears.

2. In the Name box, type a name for the service definition.

3. Select the signaling type:

• LDP

• BGP
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NOTE: If the signaling type is BGP, the Static pseudowire, Enable PW Resiliency, Enable
Multi Segment Pseudowire and the Enable PW access to L3 VPN network check boxes are
not available.

4. (Optional) In the Comments box, type a brief description or other comment that you want to appear
in the Service Definition table.

5. (Optional) To include a service template for the service, select a service template from the Service
Template list.

The selected service template appears in the Default Service Template field.

You can select one or more service templates as the default service template. By default, the default
service templates are attached to the endpoints.

NOTE: You cannot add or delete a service template while creating a service order.

The remaining service templates on the Service Template list are termed as optional service templates.
You can attach the optional service templates to the endpoints on a need basis.

In the View Service Definition Details window, the value for the default service template in the Default
Service Template column is True.

For instructions on creating a service template, see “Creating a Service Template” on page 117.

6. Select the interface type. If you select TDM or ATM as the interface type, the Enable PW access to L3
VPN network check box is unavailable.

7. Select the Enable Multi Segment Pseudowire check box to enable multi-segment pseudowire. This
check box is available for LDP signaling only

A multi-segment pseudowire is a static or dynamically configured set of two or more contiguous
pseudowire segments that behave and function as a single point-to-point pseudowire. Each end of a
multi-segment pseudowire, by definition, terminates on a T-PE.

NOTE: The number of pseudowire segments that you can stitch is limited to two.

For more information on point-to-point pseudowire stitching, see “Stitching Two Point-to-Point
Pseudowires” on page 646.
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8. Select the Static pseudowire check box to indicate whether the point-to-point service definition is a
static pseudowire.

9. To enable the pseudowire resilency, select the Enable PWResiliency check box. For more information
on pseudowire redundancy, see “Redundant Pseudowires for Layer 2 Circuits and VPLS” on page 166.

10.By default, all the events are saved in the OpenNMS database. To isolate the events related to an
interface in the OpenNMS, select the Decouple Service Status From Port Status check box.

NOTE: When you select this check box, only the pseudowire traps are monitored, not the
jnxVpnIfVpn traps.

11.Click Next to continue to the Connectivity Settings window.
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Specifying UNI Settings for ATM and TDM Service Definitions

In this step, you provide the UNI service attributes for this service definition. The attributes you set depend
on whether you are setting attributes for an ATM or for a TDM interface.

Specifying UNI Settings for ATM Interfaces

To specify the UNI settings for ATM interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Select the type of encapsulation to apply to the interface. Use atm-ccc-cell-relay for ATM cell
relay encapsulation. Use atm-ccc-cell-mux for ATM VC for CCC.

Physical IF
encapsulation

Select the virtual path identifier (VPI).

The combination of the VPI and VCID defines the next destination for a cell in the ATMnetwork.

VPI selection

Select the virtual channel identifier (VCID)—This integer uniquely identifies the virtual circuit
that the service uses.

The VCID can be either set automatically by the Junos Space software, or the service provisioner
can set it manually in the service order. The service definition can force the system to pick the
VCID, force the service provisioner to pick the VCID, or allow the service provisioner to override
the settings in the service definition.

We recommend allocating the VCID automatically; however, service providers with their own
systems for allocating VCIDs may choose the manual setting.

In the previous example, by default, the system picks a VCID from its pool automatically, but
allows the service provisioner to override this value in the service order. Clear the check box
to override the service definition setting. The form expands to include an additional field for
entering the VCID manually.

VCI selection

The range for the cell bundle size can be 1 through 34.Cell bundle size

2. Click Next to go to the Connectivity Settings window.
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Specifying UNI Settings for TDM Interfaces

To specify the UNI settings for TDM interfaces:

1. Select the type of Physical IF encapsulation.

• SAToP—Structure-Agnostic time-divisionmultiplexing (TDM) over Packet (SAToP), as defined in RFC
4553, Structure-Agnostic TDM over Packet (SAToP) is used for pseudowire encapsulation for TDM
bits (T1, E1). The encapsulation disregards any structure imposed on the T1 and E1 streams, in
particular the structure imposed by standard TDM framing. SAToP is used over packet-switched
networks, where the provider edge (PE) routers do not need to interpret TDM data or participate in
the TDM signaling.

• CESoPSN—Circuit Emulation Service over Packet-Switched Network (CESoPSN) bundle represents
an IP circuit emulation flow. With CESoPSN bundles, you can group multiple DS0s on one IP circuit,
and you can have more than one circuit emulation IP flow created from a single physical interface.
For example, some DS0 channels from a T1 interface can go in an IP flow to destination A, and other
DS0 channels from that same T1 interface can go to destination B.

NOTE: The Physical IF encapulsation is not editable in service order.

2. Fill in the SAToP and CESoPSN fields as indicated in the table.

Default ValueValue RangeSAToP Field

5M Series: 1 through 340Jitter buffer

There is no default value for the jitter
buffer onBX7000Gateway devices. You
must specify a value.

BX7000 Gateway: 2K through 32K

2550 through 255Idle pattern

20%1 through 100%Excessive packet loss rate
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Default ValueValue RangeSAToP Field

192

NOTE: For M Series, the value you
specify must be a multiple of 32.

M Series: 64 through 1024Payload size

NOTE: If the Physical IF
encapulsation type is CESoPSN,
the Payload size is unavailable.

BX7000 Gateway: 24 through 1440

3. Click Next to go to the Connectivity Settings window.

Specifying Connectivity Information for an ATM or a TDM Service

In this step, you specify the attributes that define the connectivity between remote sites across the service
provider network. A sample window follows.
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1. Provide the following information to create connectivity between sites across the network:

ActionField

This box is available only if the Signaling is LDP.VC ID selection

Specify how you want the VC ID chosen during service
order creation:

• To allow the service provisioner to type the VC ID,
choose Select manually.

• To cause the Junos Space software to assign a VC ID
automatically from the VC ID pool, select Auto pick.

To allow the service provisioner to override the setting in
the VC ID box, select Editable in Service Order.

Specify the MTU across the service provider network.Default MTU (Bytes)

To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU
setting, select Editable in Service Order.

Specify the highest and lowest MTU that the service
provisioner can type.

MTU range (Bytes)

Range: 1522 bytes through 9192 bytes

This box is available only if the Signaling is LDP.Revert time (sec)

Revert time for redundant Layer 2 circuits and VPLS
pseudowires.

Default: 5 seconds

Range: 0 through 65,535 seconds

This box is available only if the Signaling type is LDP.Switch Over Delay (sec)

Specify the delay to wait before the backup pseudowire
takes over.

Default: 0 second

Range: 0 through 180 seconds
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ActionField

This box is available only if the Signaling type is BGP.

Specify an identifier attached to a route, enabling you to
distinguish to which VPN the route belongs. Each routing
instancemust have a unique route distinguisher associated
with it.

NOTE: The IPv4 and IPv6 addresses that you use must
be valid addresses. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space for
the list of restricted IPv4 addresses and
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space for
the list of restricted IPv6 addresses.

Route Distinguisher

This box is available only if the Signaling is BGP.

Allows you to distribute VPN routes to only the routers
that need them.

NOTE: The IPv4 and IPv6 addresses that you use must
be valid addresses. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space for
the list of restricted IPv4 addresses and
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space for
the list of restricted IPv6 addresses.

Route Target

This field is available only if you have selected the Static
pseudowire check box in theGeneral settings. By default,
the outgoing label selection is limited to manual.

Outgoing label selection

2. Click Finish to create a point-to-point ATM/TDM service definition.
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Creating an E-Line Service Definition

Use this procedure to create a definition for an E-Line VPN service. The standard service definitions that
came with your initial software installation are designed to be appropriate for most requirements. You can
also create a customized service definition—for example, to set different bandwidth limits on the service
than those offered in the standard service definitions.

After the new service definition is complete and published, network operators or service provisioners can
use the completed service definition as a base for creating and then activating E-Line VPN services on the
network.

The windows appear in the order stated. You can, however, perform these steps in any order by accessing
them through the task list in the right panel. If the panel is not visible, click the snap tool on the right side
of the main display area.

To create an E-Line service definition, complete these tasks, in the order shown:

1. Specifying General Information | 280

2. Specifying UNI Settings | 284

3. Specifying Connectivity Information When Signaling Is LDP | 300

4. Specifying Connectivity Information When Signaling Is BGP | 303

Specifying General Information

To specify the general information for an E-Line service definition:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select ServiceDesign >Manage ServiceDefinitions >Create E-Line
Service Definition. The General settings window appears.
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2. Fill in the fields in the General window.

ActionField

Enter a name for the service definition.Name

By default, the service type is E-Line .Service type

Select a signaling type:

• BGP

• LDP

You cannot edit the Signaling type in the service order.

NOTE: If the signaling type is BGP, the Static pseudowire
and the Enable PW access to L3 VPN network check
boxes are not available. You cannot edit the Signaling type
in the service order.

Signaling
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ActionField

Enter a brief description or other comment that you want
to appear in the Service Definition table.

Range: 0 through 200 characters. Spaces and special
characters are allowed.

Comments (Optional)

When you enable QoS in the service definition, you must
specify a QoS profile in the service order to classify traffic
into defined service groups to provide the special
treatment of traffic across the network service. For
example, voice traffic can be sent across certain links, and
data traffic can use other links.

Enable QoS

Select the interface type:

• Ethernet

• TDM

• ATM

Interface type

To enable static pseudowire, select the Static pseudowire
check box. This check box is disabled if the signaling type
is BGP.

Static pseudowire

To enable the pseudowire access to L3 VPN network,
select the Enable PW access to L3 VPN network check
box. This check box is disabled if the signaling type is BGP,
or if you have selected the interface type as TDM/ATM.

If you select this check box, the Enable Multi Segment
Pseudowire check box is disabled.

Enable PW access to L3 VPN network
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ActionField

Select this check box to enablemulti-segment pseudowire.

If you select this check box, the Enable PW access to L3
VPN network check box is disabled.

A multi-segment pseudowire (MS-PW) is a static or
dynamically configured set of two or more contiguous
pseudowire segments that behave and function as a single
E-Line pseudowire. Each end of anMS-PW, by definition,
terminates on a T-PE.

NOTE: The number of pseudowire segments that you can
stitch is limited to two.

For more information on E-Line pseudowire stitching, see
“Stitching Two Point-to-Point Pseudowires” on page 646.

Enable Multi Segment Pseudowire

To enable the pseudowire resiliency, select the Enable
PW Resiliency check box. For more information on
pseudowire redundancy, see “Redundant Pseudowires for
Layer 2 Circuits and VPLS” on page 166.

Enable PW Resiliency

By default, all the events are saved in the OpenNMS
database. To isolate the events related to an interface in
the OpenNMS, select the Decouple Service Status From
Port Status check box.

NOTE: When you select this check box, only the
pseudowire traps are monitored, not the jnxVpnIfVpn
traps.

Decouple Service Status From Port Status
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ActionField

(Optional) To include a service template for the service,
select a service template from the Service Template list.

The selected service template appears in the Default
Service Template field.

You can select one or more service templates as the
default service template. By default, the default service
templates are attached to the endpoints.

NOTE: You cannot add or delete a service templatewhile
creating a service order.

The remaining service templates on the Service Template
list are termed as optional service templates. You can
attach the optional service templates to the endpoints on
a need basis.

In the View Service Definition Details window, the value
for the default service template in the Default Service
Template column is True.

For instructions on creating a service template, see
“Creating a Service Template” on page 117.

Service Template

3. Click Next to save the information. Continue with “Specifying UNI Settings” on page 193.

SEE ALSO

Service Templates Overview | 114

Creating a Service Template | 117

Importing a Service Template | 126

Specifying UNI Settings

In this step, you provide the UNI service attributes for this service definition. The attributes you set depend
on whether you are setting attributes for a port, an 802.1Q interface, a Q-in-Q interface, or a flexible
VLAN tagging:

Specifying UNI Settings for Port-to-Port Services | 285

Specifying UNI Settings for Services with 802.1Q Interface Types | 288
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Specifying UNI Settings for Services with Q-in-Q Interface Types | 293

UNI Settings for Services with Flexible VLAN Tagging (Asymmetric Interface Types) | 296

Specifying UNI Settings for Port-to-Port Services

To set UNI attributes for a port-to-port service, complete the following procedure.

1. Enter information in the UNI Settings window.

2. Fill in the fields in the UNI Settings window according to the following table.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings
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ActionField

Select port-port from the list.

The Ethernet option you choose determines the other options you can select and specify
on the page.

Ethernet option

Select N/A. For port-to-port services, all traffic is always transported.Customer traffic type

In port-to-port services, all traffic and all VLANs on one port are transported to all other
ports.

VLAN ID selection

Select this check box to allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting.Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select ethernet-vpls, the only valid physical interface encapsulation method allowed for
port-to-port services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

You cannot change this field because it is not relevant to port-to-port services.Logical IF encapsulation

MTU Settings

You can specify an MTU value in this field. The default value for MTU is 1522 bytes.

To see the permitted range for the MTU value, select the Editable in Service Order check
box. The MTU range is 1522 through 9192.

Default MTU (Bytes)

If you select the check box Editable in Service Order, you can specify a value range for
MTU (in bytes). The permitted range for MTU is 1522 through 9192.

NOTE: Ultimately, the system establishes the MTU by multiplying the value you specify in
the Default MTU (Bytes) field by the value you specify forMTU Factor.

MTU Range (Bytes)

Calculation of Burst-Size
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ActionField

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTU Factor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

The following illustration shows the Bandwidth Settings panel, which appears if you do not select the Enable QoS
check box in the preceding General settings window.

If you select this check box, you can override the MTU setting.Enable rate limiting
(check box)

Specify the default bandwidth value, in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)
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ActionField

To override the default bandwidth value, select the Editable in Service Order check box.

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps:

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value, in Mbps.

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

MaxBandwidth (Mbps)

The following table lists theMax Bandwidth (Mbps) for the M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series Routers:

Table 17: Maximum Bandwidth for M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series Routers

ACX 2000
MXSeriesNon-3D
PICMX Series 3D PICM Series IQ2 PICM Series IQ2E PIC

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

Specify a value in the range that is made available to the service provisioner.Increment (Kbps)

3. Click Next to continue with Connectivity settings.

Specifying UNI Settings for Services with 802.1Q Interface Types

To set UNI attributes for 802.1Q interfaces complete the following procedure.

1. Enter information in the UNI Settings window.
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2. Fill in the fields in the UNI Settings window according to the following table:

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select dot1q from the list.

The Ethernet option you choose determines the other
options you can select and specify on the page.

Ethernet
option
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ActionField

Single VLAN is the only option for 802.1Q interface types.

Select Transport single vlan to transport the traffic for a
specific VLAN across the network. When you select this
option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID
when creating a service order based on this service
definition. You need to specify the Outer Tag protocol ID.

Select Transport VLAN range to limit the traffic across the
network to a specific range of VLANs.

If you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted
for the VLAN-ID range when creating a service order based
on this service definition.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you
want the service provisioner to be able to override this
setting.

Customer
traffic type

Indicate how the VLAN ID is determined:

• Select manually—Allows the service provider to specify
the VLAN ID. This option is normally usedwhen no VLAN
normalization is applied. Specify the VLAN ID range in
VLAN range for manual input.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if
you want the service provisioner to be able to override
this setting.

• Auto pick—This option is normally used when VLAN
normalization is applied. Specify the VLAN ID pool in
VLAN range for auto-pick.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if
you want the service provisioner to be able to override
this setting.

VLAN ID
selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range
for auto-pick

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range
for manual
input
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ActionField

Select the outer tag protocol ID if theCustomer traffic type
is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port
with the possible Tag Protocol Identifiers (TPIDs) either
manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service
creation fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the
TPIDs manually, use the following commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options
ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options
ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options
ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag
protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting,
select the check box for those options.

Editable in
Service Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used
by service orders based on this service definition. We
recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

Constrained by your selection in the Physical IF
encapsulation box. If you selected the recommended
physical encapsulation mode of flexible-ethernet-services,
then your only option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical
encapsulation method.

Logical IF
encapsulation

MTU Settings

You can specify anMTU value in this field. The default value
for MTU is 1522.

To see the permitted range for the MTU value, select the
Editable in ServiceOrder check box. TheMTU range is 1522
through 9192.

Default MTU
(Bytes)
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ActionField

If you select the check box Editable in Service Order, you
can specify a value range for MTU (in bytes). The permitted
range for MTU is 1522 through 9192.

NOTE: Ultimately, the system establishes the MTU by
multiplying the value you specify in theDefaultMTU (Bytes)
field by the value you specify forMTU Factor.

MTU Range
(Bytes)

Specify the default bandwidth value,
in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000
Mbps

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTU Based, you can specify a
value forMTU Factor in the range 1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify
a value for Burst Period in the range 1 through 7450
milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: The Calculate Burst Size list is enabled only when
you select the Enable rate limiting checkbox.

CalculateBurst
Size

The following illustration shows the appearance of the Calculate Burst-Size
panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

3. Click Next to continue with connectivity settings.
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Specifying UNI Settings for Services with Q-in-Q Interface Types

To set UNI attributes for a Q-in-Q service, complete the following procedure.

1. To set UNI attributes for Q-in-Q interfaces:

2. Fill in the fields in the UNI Settings window according to the following table:

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select qinq from the list.

The window expands to include options specific to Q-in-Q interfaces.

Ethernet option
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ActionField

Specify the customer traffic type:

• Transport all traffic—Transports the traffic from all VLANs across the network. When
you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-IDwhen creating
a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify only the Outer Tag
protocol ID.

• Transport single vlan—Transports traffic for a specific VLAN across the network. You
need to specify both Outer Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

• Transport VLAN range—Limits the traffic across the network to a specific range of VLANs.

If you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID rangewhen
creating a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify bothOuter
Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

Customer traffic type

Indicate how the VLAN ID is selected during service order creation.

• Select manually—Allows the service provider to specify the VLAN ID. This option is
normally used when no VLAN normalization is applied.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting. Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range for manual
input.

• Auto pick—This option is normally used when VLAN normalization is applied. Specify
the VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick:

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input
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ActionField

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPIDs) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id
0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id
0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID

Select the inner tag protocol ID:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: You cannot specify the Inner Tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is
Transport single VLAN.

Inner Tag protocol ID

Select this check box to allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting.Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used by service orders based on
this service definition. We recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

Constrained by your selection in the Physical IF encapsulation box. If you selected the
recommended physical encapsulation mode of flexible-ethernet-services, then your only
option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

MTU Settings
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ActionField

You can specify an MTU value in this field. The default value for MTU is 1522.

To see the permitted range for the MTU value, select the Editable in Service Order check
box. The MTU range is 1522 through 9192.

Default MTU (Bytes)

If you select the check box Editable in Service Order, you can specify a value range for
MTU (in bytes). The permitted range for MTU is 1522 through 9192.

NOTE: Ultimately, the system establishes the MTU by multiplying the value you specify
in the Default MTU (Bytes) field by the value you specify forMTU Factor.

MTU Range (Bytes)

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the appearance of the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line
Rate Based option.

3. Click Next to continue with Connectivity settings.

UNI Settings for Services with Flexible VLAN Tagging (Asymmetric Interface Types)

You can specify the Ethernet option asymmetric tag depth to create a service that includes any combination
of port-based interfaces, 802.1Q interfaces, and Q-in-Q interfaces.

1. Enter information in the UNI Settings window.
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2. Specify the UNI Settings for asymmetric tag depth according to the following table:

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select asymmetric tag depth from the list.Ethernet option

Select the customer traffic type:

• Transport all traffic—Transports the traffic from all VLANs across the network. When
you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-IDwhen creating
a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify only the Outer Tag
protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

• Transport single vlan—Transports traffic for a specific VLAN across the network. You
need to specify both Outer Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

• Transport VLAN range—Limits the traffic across the network to a specific range of VLANs.
You need to specify both Outer Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

If you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID rangewhen
creating a service order based on this service definition.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

Customer traffic type
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ActionField

Indicate how the VLAN ID is selected during service order creation.

• Select manually—Allows the service provider to specify the VLAN ID. This option is
normally used when no VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the VLAN ID range in
VLAN range for manual input.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

• Auto pick—This option is normally used when VLAN normalization is applied. Specify
the VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting. Specify the VLAN ID pool inVLAN range for auto-pick.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick:

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPIDs) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id
0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id
0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID
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ActionField

Select the inner tag protocol ID:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: You cannot specify the Inner Tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is
Transport all traffic.

Inner Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used by service orders based on
this service definition. We recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

Constrained by your selection in the Physical IF encapsulation box. If you selected the
recommended physical encapsulation mode of flexible-ethernet-services, then your only
option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

MTU Settings

You can specify an MTU value in this field. The default value for MTU is 1522.

To see the permitted range for the MTU value, select the Editable in Service Order check
box. The MTU range is 1522 through 9192.

Default MTU (Bytes)

If you select the check box Editable in Service Order, you can specify a value range for
MTU (in bytes). The permitted range for MTU is 1522 through 9192.

NOTE: Ultimately, the system establishes the MTU by multiplying the value you specify
in the Default MTU (Bytes) field by the value you specify forMTU Factor.

MTU Range (Bytes)

Calculation of Burst-Size
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ActionField

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the appearance of the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line
Rate Based option.

3. Click Next to continue with Connectivity settings.

Specifying Connectivity Information When Signaling Is LDP

The fields displayed in the Connectivity window depend on the Signaling type (LDP or BGP) that you
selected in the General settings window.
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To specify connectivity between sites across the network when signaling is LDP:

1. Fill in the fields in the Connectivity window.

ActionField

The VC ID selection is available only if the Signaling type is LDP.

In the VC ID selection box, specify how you want the VC ID to be chosen during service
order creation:

• To allow the service provisioner to enter the VC ID, choose Select manually.

• To cause the Junos Space software to assign a VC ID automatically from the VC ID pool,
select Auto pick.

To allow the service provisioner to override the setting in the VC ID box, select Editable
in Service Order.

VC ID selection

In the Default MTU box, specify the MTU across the service provider network.

To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select Editable in Service
Order. In theMTU range, enter the highest and lowest MTU that the service provisioner
can enter.

Default MTU

This field is available if you selected the Enable PWResiliency check box and if the Signaling
is LDP in the General settings.

Revert time (sec)—Revert time for redundant Layer 2 circuits and VPLS pseudowires.

Default: 5 seconds

Range: 0 through 65,535 seconds

Revert time (sec)
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ActionField

This field is available if you selected the Enable PWResiliency check box and if the Signaling
is LDP, in the General settings.

Switch Over Delay (sec)—Delay to wait before the backup pseudowire takes over.

Default: 0 second

Range: 0 through 180 seconds

SwitchOver Delay (sec)

The options available in theVLANnormalization are based on the value set for the Ethernet
interface.

VLAN Normalization

This field is available if you selected the Static pseudowire check box in theGeneral settings.
By default, the outgoing label selection is limited to manual.

Outgoing label selection

The following table presents the available VLAN normalization options:

VLAN NormalizationCustomer Traffic TypeEthernet Option

Normalization not required

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

N/Aport-port

Swap

Normalize to None

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

Transport single vlandot1q

Normalization not requiredTransport vlan range

Swap

Normalize to None

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

Transport all trafficqinq
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VLAN NormalizationCustomer Traffic TypeEthernet Option

Swap

Normalize to None

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

Transport single vlan

Normalization not requiredTransport vlan range

(Identical to qinq)(Identical to qinq)Asymmetric

2. Click Finish to complete the service definition.

Specifying Connectivity Information When Signaling Is BGP

To specify connectivity between sites across the network when signaling is BGP, fill in the fields in the
Connectivity window:

1. When the signaling type is BGP, fill in the fields in the Connectivity window.
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• Route Distinguisher—Identifier attached to a route, enabling you to distinguish to which VPN the
route belongs. Each routing instance must have a unique route distinguisher associated with it.

NOTE: The IPv4 and IPv6 addresses that you use must be valid addresses. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space for the list of restricted IPv4
addresses and http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space for the list of restricted
IPv6 addresses.

• Route Target—Allows you to distribute VPN routes to only the routers that need them.

NOTE: The IPv4 and IPv6 addresses that you use must be valid addresses. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space for the list of restricted IPv4
addresses and http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space for the list of restricted
IPv6 addresses.

• Default MTU (Bytes)—The default MTU established by the system.

• MTU range (Bytes)—Specify the range, in bytes, for the MTU.

• VLAN normalization—The options available in the VLAN normalization field are based on the value
set for the Ethernet interface. The following table presents the options.
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VLAN NormalizationCustomer Traffic TypeEthernet Option

Normalization not required

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

N/Aport-port

Swap

Normalize to None

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

Transport single vlandot1q

Normalization not requiredTransport vlan range

Swap

Normalize to None

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

Transport all trafficqinq

Swap

Normalize to None

Normalization to Dot1q tag

Normalization to QinQ tags

Transport single vlan

Normalization not requiredTransport vlan range

(Identical to qinq)(Identical to qinq)Asymmetric

NOTE: For a description of how the Network Activate software manipulates VLANs, see
“Understanding VLAN Manipulation (Normalization and VLAN Mapping) on Ethernet
Services” on page 711.

2. Click Finish to complete the service definition.
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RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions | 478

Viewing Service Definitions | 268

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Definition

Before you create a Cross Provisioning Platform (CPP)service order, you must complete the following
tasks:

• Import into the system the scripts that define the Juniper Networks devices.

• Import into the system the scripts that define the third-party devices.

To create a CPP service definition:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Definitions.

2. In the CPP > Service Definitionwindow, click on the + button. The Create Service Definitionwindow
appears.
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3. Enter information in theCreate ServiceDefinitionwindow according to the descriptions in the following
table.

DescriptionParameter

Enter a name for the service definition.Name

Enter a unique ID to associate with this service definition in the range 1 through 2147483647.

NOTE: The service definition ID is optional. If you do not provide any value in this field, the
default value is -1. In the service definition selection grid, no value is displayed in the ID
column. Each service definition is assigned a unique ID. If you give an existing ID value while
creating a new service definition, exception occurs.

ID

Enter a description of the service to distinguish its operation from others.Description
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DescriptionParameter

Select the service type from the list of available types:

• Predefined service types

• PW-LDP

• PW-BGP

• VPLS

• L3VPN

• NPS

• Device

• Report

• VLAN-PATH

• PW-LDP-IPASO

• L3VPN-IPASO

• Customized service types

NOTE: You can create service types in CPP > Service Types.

Type

Select one of the following operation type:

• Create—If you select this option, the create scripts are executed.

• Modify—If you select this option, the modify scripts are executed.

Operation Type

Select a script.

The Select Scripts section lists the scripts that belong to various vendors along with the script
version number. To find the script that you want to add, you can perform a search in the
search box.

Select Scripts

Click Add Scripts to add a script to the service definition.Add Script

The Selected Scripts section lists the scripts that you have selected. The scripts are listed
based on the vendor type and operation type.

To delete a script, in the Action column click the delete icon.

Selected Script

4. Click Create.

5. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Definitions.

6. Select the service definition you just created and select Action > Publish Service Definition. The State
column indicates when the service definition is published.
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The value in the ID field is associated with a service definition. This identifier can be used when you are
searching for a particular service definition while creating a service order. You can search the service
definition by its name, type or unique ID. You can modify the ID only during the migration of old service
definition IDs.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order | 617

Viewing Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order Details | 623

Publishing a Custom Service Definition

The service designer must publish a customized service definition before a service provisioner can use
that definition to create a service request.

NOTE: Predefined service definitions are already in the Published state.

To publish a service definition:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions.

2. In theManage Service Definitions page, select the service definition you want to publish.

In the table, the State column lists unpublished service definitions.

3. Select the unpublished service definition that you want to publish.

4. Open the Actions menu and select Publish Service Definition.

The Publish Service Definitions window appears and prompts you to confirm your action.

5. Click Publish.

TheManage ServiceDefinitions page reappears. The selected service definition is now in the published
state.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Creating an E-Line Service Definition | 189

Unpublishing a Custom Service Definition | 310

Unpublishing a Custom Service Definition

The service designer can unpublish a custom service definition tomake it unavailable to service provisioners
for creating a service request. You cannot unpublish a predefined service definition.

To unpublish a service definition:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions.

2. In theManage Service Definitions window, select the service definition you want to unpublish.

In table, the State column lists published service definitions.

3. Select the published service definition that you want to unpublish.

4. Open the Actions menu and select Unpublish Service Definition.

The Unpublish Service Definitions window appears and prompts you to confirm your action.

5. Click Unpublish.

TheManage Service Definitions screen reappears. The selected service definition is now in the
unpublished state.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Deleting a Customized Service Definition

NOTE: Before you can delete a service definition, it must be in the unpublished state.

You cannot delete a predefined service definition.
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To delete a customized service definition:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions.

In theManage ServiceDefinitionswindow, select the customized service definition youwant to delete.

2. Open the Actions menu and select Delete Service Definition.

3. In the confirmation window, click Delete.

TheManage Service Definitions window refreshes with the selected service definition removed.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Unpublishing a Custom Service Definition | 310
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CHAPTER 15

VPLS Service Definitions

IN THIS CHAPTER

Creating a VPLS Service Definition in Cross Provisioning Platform | 312

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 315

Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 339

Creating a Service Definition for VPLS Access into Layer 3 Networks | 370

Creating a VPLS Service Definition in Cross Provisioning Platform

Cross Provisioning Platform is an extension of theNetwork Activate applicationwithin Junos Space, which
provides a single pane of interaction to deploy services across vendor network devices. This topic discusses
how a VPLS service definition is created and deployed across the devices of Juniper Networks involved
in the Cross Provisioning Platform.

To create a VPLS service definition, you need to create a configuration script in XSLT format and upload
this script to Cross Provisioning Platform from the local system. You can add the script by selecting Cross
Provisioning Platform > CPP > Scripts > Add Script.

NOTE: Junos Space server scripts are mandatory to create a VPLS service definition.

To create a VPLS service definition:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Definitions.

The Service Definitions page that appears displays a list of the existing service definitions.

2. Click Create CPP Service Definition above the tool grid.
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The Create Service Definition page appears.

3. Perform the following steps:

• In the General section:

a. In theName field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to identify the name of the service
definition.

b. In the ID field, type 1 through 2147483647 integers to identify the service definition by a unique
value.

NOTE: The service definition ID is optional. If you do not provide any value in this field,
the default value is -1. In the service definition selection grid, no value is displayed in
the ID column. Each service definition is assigned a unique ID. If you give an existing
ID value while creating a new service definition, exception occurs.
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c. In theDescription field, type 3 through 256 alphanumeric characters to further identify the service
definition you named.

d. From the Type drop-down list, select VPLS.

• Select one of the following operation type:

• Create

• Modify

• In the Select Scripts, select a script.

The Select Scripts section lists the scripts that belong to various vendors alongwith the script version
number. To find the script that you want to add, you can perform a search in the search box.

• Click Add Scripts to add a script to the service definition.

The Selected Scripts section lists the scripts that you have selected. The scripts are listed based on
the vendor type and operation type.

To delete a script, in the Action column click the delete icon.

4. Click Create to create the service definition.

The Service Definitions page that appears displays the list of existing service definitions along with the
service definition that you created.

5. Right-click the service definition you created from the Service Definitions window and select Publish
Service Definition.

The Publish Service Definitions dialog box that appears asks you to confirm the selection.

6. Click Publish in the Publish Service Definitions window.

The Service Definitions page that appears displays the list of existing service definitions along with the
service definition that you created.

7. Double-click the service definition to view the details.

The Service Definition Details page that appears displays the details of the service definition along
with the scripts that you uploaded.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Adding Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 776

Creating a VPLS Service Order in Cross Provisioning Platform | 706
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Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Specifying General Information for Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definitions | 316

Specifying UNI Settings for Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definitions | 320

UNI Settings for Port-to-Port Interfaces in VPLS Services | 320

UNI Settings for 802.1Q Interfaces in VPLS Services | 323

UNI Settings for Q-in-Q Interfaces in VPLS Services | 327

UNI Settings for Services with Flexible VLAN Tagging (Asymmetric Interface Types) | 331

Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security Information | 334

Specifying Advanced Settings | 337

This procedure provides the steps to create a definition for a multipoint-to-multipoint VPLS service.

The standard service definitions that came with your initial software installation are designed to be
appropriate for most requirements. You can also create a customized service definition—for example, to
set different bandwidth limits on the service than those offered in the standard service definitions.

When the new service definition is complete and published, network operators or service provisioners
can use the completed service definition as a base for creating and then activatingmultipoint-to-multipoint
Ethernet services on the network.

The windows appear in the order stated. You can, however, perform these steps in any order by accessing
them through the task list in the right panel. If the panel is not visible, click the snap tool on the right side
of the main display area.
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To create a multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service definition, complete these tasks, in the order shown.
As you finish a section and click Next, the attributes from the current window are saved and the next
window in the sequence appears.

Specifying General Information for Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definitions
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To specify the general information for amultipoint-to-multipoint service definition, in theNetwork Activate
task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions > Create VPLS Service Definition

The General window appears.

To specify the general information for a multipoint-to-multipoint service definition:

1. Fill in the fields on the General window.

ActionField

Type a name for the service definition.Name

SelectMultipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet (VPLS)Service type
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ActionField

Select a signaling type:

• BGP— If BGP signaling is selected, the following fields are available in the Connectivity
window:
• Route target

• Route distinguisher

• VLAN normalization

• Allow Multihoming

• Mac Security Settings

• LDP—If LDP signaling is selected, the following fields are available in the Connectivity window:
• Auto Discovery

• Route target, if Auto Discovery is enabled

• Route distinguisher, if Auto Discovery is enabled

• VPLS ID, if Auto Discovery is disabled

• VPN ID, if Auto Discovery is enabled

• VLAN normalization

• Mac Security Settings

NOTE: You cannot edit the Signaling type in the service order.

Signaling

Type a brief description or other comment that you want to appear in the Service Definition
table.

Range: 0 through 200 characters. Space and special characters are allowed.

Comments
(Optional)

When you enable QoS in the service definition, you must specify a QoS profile in the service
order to classify traffic into defined service groups to provide the special treatment of traffic
across the network service. For example, voice traffic can be sent across certain links, and data
traffic can use other links.

Enable QoS

Select this check box to create the link into Layer 3. If this check box is selected, the available
Ethernet option in the UNI Settings window are:

• dot1q

• qinq

Enable L3 Access

Select this check box to enable a pseudowire connection by configuring static values.

NOTE: The Enable Static PW Labels check box is enabled only when the signaling type is LDP.

Enable Static PW
Labels
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ActionField

(Optional) To include a service template for the service, select a service template from the
Service Template list.

The selected service template appears in the Default Service Template field.

You can select one or more service templates as the default service template. By default, the
default service templates are attached to the endpoints.

NOTE: You cannot add or delete a service template while creating a service order.

The remaining service templates on the Service Template list are termed as optional service
templates. You can attach the optional service templates to the endpoints on a need basis.

In the View Service Definition Details window, the value for the default service template in the
Default Service Template column is True.

For instructions on creating a service template, see “Creating a Service Template” on page 117.

Service Template

2. Click Next to save the information and continue with UNI Settings.

SEE ALSO

Service Templates Overview | 114

Creating a Service Template | 117

Importing a Service Template | 126
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Specifying UNI Settings for Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definitions

In this step, you provide the UNI attributes for this service definition. The attributes you set depend on
the type of interface you are using in this VPLS service definition. The following interface types are
supported:

• ports

• 802.1Q interfaces

• Q-in-Q interfaces

• asymmetric interface

UNI Settings for Port-to-Port Interfaces in VPLS Services

The UNI Settings window provides four expanding or collapsing panels: Traffic Treatment, Interface
Settings, MTU Settings, and Bandwidth Settings.

To specify the UNI Settings for Port-to-Port interfaces:
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1. Fill in the fields on the UNI Settings window.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select port-port from the list.

The Ethernet option you choose determines the other options you can select and specify
on the page.

Ethernet option

Select N/A. For port-to-port services, all traffic is always transported.Customer traffic type

In port-to-port services, all traffic and all VLANs on one port are transported to all other
ports.

VLAN ID selection

To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select the check box.Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select ethernet-vpls, the only valid physical interface encapsulation method allowed for
port-to-port services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

You can not select a choice in this field because it is not relevant to port-to-port services.Logical IF encapsulation

MTU Settings

The default MTU value is 1522 bytes.Default MTU (Bytes)

Specify the low and high values to define the MTU range that you want to define.

The default range is 1522 through 9192 bytes.

MTU Range (Bytes)

Calculation of Burst-Size
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ActionField

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based
If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based
If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)
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ActionField

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 14 on page 222

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

The following table lists theMax Bandwidth (Mbps) for the M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series
Routers:

Table 18: Maximum Bandwidth for M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series Routers

ACX 2000
MXSeriesNon-3D
PICMX Series 3D PICM Series IQ2 PICM Series IQ2E PIC

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

2. Click Next to continue with Connectivity settings.

UNI Settings for 802.1Q Interfaces in VPLS Services

To specify the UNI Settings for 802.1Q interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields on the UNI Settings window.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings
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ActionField

Select dot1q from the list.

The Ethernet option you choose determines the other options you can select and specify
on the page.

Ethernet option

Single VLAN is the only option for 802.1Q interface types.

Select Transport single vlan to transport the traffic for a specific VLAN across the network.
When you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID when
creating a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify theOuter Tag
protocol ID.

Select Transport VLAN range to limit the traffic across the network to a specific range of
VLANs.

If you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID range when
creating a service order based on this service definition.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

Customer traffic type

Indicate how the VLAN ID is determined.

• SelectmanuallyAllows the service provider to specify the VLAN ID. This option is normally
used when no VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range
for manual input.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

• Auto pick This option is normally used when VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the
VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input
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ActionField

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used by service orders based on
this service definition. We recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

Constrained by your selection in the Physical IF encapsulation box. If you selected the
recommended physical encapsulation mode of flexible-ethernet-services, then your only
option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

In the MTU range fields, type the lowest and highest values for MTU for each UNI.

NOTE: To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select Editable in
Service Order and, in the MTU range fields, type the highest and lowest MTU values.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size
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ActionField

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based
If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based
If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)
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ActionField

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 14 on page 222

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps/100Gbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

2. Click Next to continue with connectivity settings.

UNI Settings for Q-in-Q Interfaces in VPLS Services

To specify the UNI Settings for q-in-q interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields on the UNI Settings window.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select qinq from the list.

The window expands to include options specific to Q-in-Q interfaces

Ethernet option

Transport all traffic Transports the traffic from all VLANs across the network. When you
select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID when creating a
service order based on this service definition. You need to specify only the Outer Tag
protocol ID.

Transport single vlan Transports traffic for a specific VLAN across the network. You need
to specify both Outer Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

Transport VLAN range Limits the traffic across the network to a specific range of VLANs.

If you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID range when
creating a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify both Outer
Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

Customer traffic type
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ActionField

Indicate how the VLAN ID is selected during service order creation.

• SelectmanuallyAllows the service provider to specify the VLAN ID. This option is normally
used when no VLAN normalization is applied.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting. Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range for manual
input.

• Auto pick This option is normally used when VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the
VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick:

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID
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ActionField

Select the inner tag protocol ID:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: You cannot specify the Inner Tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is
Transport single VLAN.

Inner Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used by service orders based on
this service definition. We recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

Constrained by your selection in the Physical IF encapsulation box. If you selected the
recommended physical encapsulation mode of flexible-ethernet-services, then your only
option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

In the MTU range fields, type the lowest and highest values for MTU for each UNI

NOTE: To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select Editable in
Service Order and, in the MTU range fields, type the highest and lowest MTU values that
the service provisioner can type.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based
If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based
If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size
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ActionField

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 KbpS

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 14 on page 222

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

2. Click Next to continue with Connectivity settings.
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UNI Settings for Services with Flexible VLAN Tagging (Asymmetric Interface Types)

You can specify the Ethernet option asymmetric tag depth to create a service that includes any combination
of port-based interfaces, 802.1Q interfaces, and Q-in-Q interfaces.

To specify the UNI Settings for q-in-q interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields on the UNI Settings window.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select asymmetric tag depth from the list.Ethernet option

Transport all traffic Transports the traffic from all VLANs across the network. When you
select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID when creating a
service order based on this service definition. You need to specify only the Outer Tag
protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

Transport single vlan Transports traffic for a specific VLAN across the network. You need
to specify both Outer Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

Transport VLAN range Limits the traffic across the network to a specific range of VLANs.
You need to specify both Outer Tag protocol ID and Inner Tag protocol ID.

If you select this option, the service provisioner is prompted for the VLAN-ID range when
creating a service order based on this service definition.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

Customer traffic type

Indicate how the VLAN ID is selected during service order creation.

• SelectmanuallyAllows the service provider to specify the VLAN ID. This option is normally
used when no VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range
for manual input.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

• Auto pick This option is normally used when VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the
VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in ServiceOrder if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting. Specify the VLAN ID pool inVLAN range for auto-pick.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick:
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ActionField

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID

Select the inner tag protocol ID:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: You cannot specify the Inner Tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is
Transport all traffic.

Inner Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used by service orders based on
this service definition. We recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

For multipoint-to-multipoint services with Q-in-Q interfaces, the only option is
flexible-ethernet-services

Physical IF
encapsulation

Constrained by your selection in the Physical IF encapsulation box. If you selected the
recommended physical encapsulation mode of flexible-ethernet-services, then your only
option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation
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ActionField

In the MTU range fields, type the lowest and highest values for MTU that the service
provisioner can type, for each UNI

NOTE: To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select Editable in
Service Order and, in the MTU range fields, type the highest and lowest MTU values that
the service provisioner can type.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based
If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based
If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)
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ActionField

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 KbpS

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 14 on page 222

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

2. Click Next to continue with Connectivity settings.

Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security Information

In this step, you specify the attributes that define the connectivity among remote sites across the service
provider network and the service security. The following is a sample Connectivity window.
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To specify connectivity between sites across the network:

1. Fill in the fields in the Connectivity window.

ActionField

Choose one of the following options from the list:Route target

• Auto pick

• Select manually

Select a route distinguisher option:Route distinguisher

• Select manually—The service provider specifies the route distinguisher.

• Auto pick—The route distinguisher is selected automatically.

To override this setting in the service order, select the Editable in ServiceOrder check box.

Select a value:VLAN normalization

• Normalize to VLAN all—To preserve customer VLAN IDs (and customer QoS priorities)
across the network.

NOTE: For services that transport a range of VLAN IDs, youmust setVLANNormalization
to all. You cannot transport a range of VLAN IDs without normalization.

• Normalized VLAN none—To preserve no VLAN IDs across the network

• Not normalized—If VLAN IDs are to be provided manually and are required to match
each endpoint.

• Normalized to Dot1q—To transport only single-tagged frames across the network core.
All port, dot1q , and Q-in-Q traffic is transported across the network.

• Normalized to QinQ—To transport only double-tagged frames across the network core.
All port, dot1q , and Q-in-Q traffic is transported across the network.

• Normalization not required—To specify no normalization for port-to-port services

For more information about VLAN normalization, see “Junos Space Layer 2 Services
Overview” on page 143.

For information about VLAN manipulation, see “Understanding VLAN Manipulation
(Normalization and VLAN Mapping) on Ethernet Services” on page 711.

This check box is available only if the signaling type is BGP.To enable a service provisioner
to define primary and backup PE devices in a multihomed group that serves as a single
customer site, select Allow Multihoming.

Allow Multihoming
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ActionField

The Auto Discovery check box is available only if the signaling type is LDP.

NOTE: If the Enable Static PW Labels check box in the General window is selected for
LDP signaling, then the Auto Discovery check box is disabled in the Connectivity Settings
page.

The Auto Discovery check box is not available when the signaling type is BGP.

If you select the Auto Discovery check box, the following fields are available:

• Route target

• Route distinguisher

• VPN ID

If you disable the Auto Discovery check box, specify the VPLS ID.

Auto Discovery

This field is available only if the signaling type is LDP and auto discovery is disabled.

Identifies the virtual circuit identifier used for the VPLS routing instance.

• Autopick

• Select manually

VPLS ID

This field is available only if the signaling type is LDP and auto discovery is enabled.

Identifies the VPN ID associated with the router.

• Autopick

• Select manually

VPN ID

To enableMAC learning, select the check box.MAC learning

Maximum number of MAC addresses learned from an interface.

Range: 1 through 131071 MAC addresses per interface

Interface MAC limit

To enableMAC statistic, select the check box.MAC statistics

Modify the size of the MAC address table for the bridge domain.

Range: 16 through 1048575

To allow the service provisioner to override the MAC settings, select Editable in Service
Order.

MAC table size
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2. Click Next to save the connectivity settings. “Specifying Advanced Settings” on page 236

Specifying Advanced Settings

In this step, you can specify the parameters that define advanced connectivity between sites across the
service provider network. The following illustration shows the Advanced window.

To specify advanced settings:

1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Select the Include check box for each advanced setting that you want to include in the
service definition.

NOTE: If you select any advanced parameters for a service definition, you must also select
the Include check box for the Disable tunnel services parameter, and select or clear the
Disable tunnel services check box.

For MX Series devices, if you deploy a VPLS service without selecting the Include check
box for Disable tunnel services parameter, the VPLS service is down. As a work around,
you can push the configuration to each PE device for the service by running the following
command:

root@test_device# set chassis fpc 0 pic 1 tunnel-services bandwidth

1g

Include

Enable or disable tunnel-services to specify that traffic for particular VPLS routing instances
be forwarded to specific virtual tunnel (VT) interfaces.

• To enable tunnel-services, clear the Disable tunnel-services check box.

• To disable tunnel-services, select the Disable tunnel-services check box (default).

Disable tunnel services
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ActionField

Enable or disable local switching. In local switching mode, you can terminate multiple Layer
2 circuit pseudowires at a single VPLS mesh group:

• To enable local switching across the network, clear the Disable local-switching check
box.

• To disable local switching across the network, select the Disable local-switching check
box (default).

Disable local-switching

In the fast-reroute-priority, specify the reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance:

• HIGH—Set the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance to high. During a fast
reroute event, the router repairs next hops for high-priority VPLS routing instances first.

• MEDIUM—Set the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance to medium. During
a fast reroute event, the router repairs next hops for medium-priority VPLS instances
after high-priority VPLS routing instances but before low-priority VPLS routing instances.

• LOW—Set the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance to low, which is the default.
During a fast reroute event, the router repairs next hops for low-priority VPLS routing
instances last.

fast-reroute-priority

Configure the label block size for VPLS labels by using one of the following values.

• 2—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 2. Use this setting for a VPLS domain that
has only two sites with no future expansion plans.

• 4—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 4.

• 8 —Allocate the label blocks in increments of 8. This is the default.

• 16—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 16. A label block size of 16 enables you
tominimize the number of routes in the VPLS domain. Use this setting only if the number
of routes is the primary concern.

NOTE: This field is unavailable if the Signaling type is LDP and the Auto discovery is
enabled.

Label block size

Select a connection-type to specify when a VPLS connection is taken down, depending on
whether the interface for the VPLS routing instance is customer-facing or integrated routing
and bridging (IRB):

• ce—Require that for the VPLS connection to be up, the customer-facing interface for
the VPLS routing instance must also be up. If the customer-facing interface fails, the
VPLS connection is taken down. This is the default.

• irb—Allow a VPLS connection to remain up so long as an IRB interface is configured for
the VPLS routing instance.

NOTE: This field is unavailable if the Signaling type is LDP and the Auto discovery is
enabled.

Connectivity type
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ActionField

By default, each advanced setting that you include in the service definition can be edited
in the service order. To prevent the service provisioner from overriding an advanced setting
in the service order, clear the Editable in Service Order check box.

Editable in Service
Order

2. Click Finish to save the advanced settings.

The service definition is complete.
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This procedure provides the steps to create a definition for a point-to-multipoint Ethernet service.
Point-to-multipoint services are also known as hub and spoke services.

The standard service definitions that came with your initial software installation are designed to be
appropriate for most requirements. You can also create a customized service definition—for example, to
set different bandwidth limits on the service than those offered in the standard service definitions.
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When the new service definition is complete and published, network operators or service provisioners
can use the completed service definition as a base for creating and then activating point-to-multipoint
Ethernet services on the network.
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The windows appear in the order stated. You can, however, perform these steps in any order by accessing
them through the task list in the right panel. If the panel is not visible, click the snap tool on the right side
of the main display area.

Specifying General Information for Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definitions
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In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions > Create VPLS
Service Definition. The General settings window appears.

To specify the general information for a point-to-multipoint service definition:

1. Fill in the fields in the General window.

ActionField

Type a name for the service definition.Name

Select Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet (VPLS)Service type
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ActionField

Select signaling type:

• BGP— If BGP signaling is selected, the following fields are available in the connectivity
window:
• Route target

• Route distinguisher

• VLAN normalization

• Allow Multihoming

• Mac Security Settings

• VCID, if Enable PW Extension is enabled

• LDP—If LDP signaling is selected, the following fields are available in the connectivitywindow:
• Auto Discovery

• Route target, if Auto Discovery is enabled

• Route distinguisher, if Auto Discovery is enabled

• VPLS ID, if Auto Discovery is disabled

• VPN ID, if Auto Discovery is enabled

• VLAN normalization

• Mac Security Settings

NOTE: The Signaling is not editable in the service order.

Signaling

Type a brief description or other comment that you want to appear in the Service Definition
table.

Comments (Optional)

When you enable QoS in the service definition, you must specify a QoS profile in the service
order to classify traffic into defined service groups to provide the special treatment of traffic
across the network service. For example, voice traffic can be sent across certain links, and data
traffic can use other links.

Enable QoS

Select this check box to create the link into Layer 3. If you enable the Layer 3 access, the
available Ethernet option in the UNI Settings are:

• port-port

• dot1q

• qinq

• asymmetric tag depth

Enable L3 Access

Select this check box to enable pseudowire extension. You cannot edit this check box in the
service order.

Enable PW
Extension
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ActionField

Select this check box to enable resiliency. You cannot edit this field in the service order.

If the Signaling type is BGP, you need to select the Enable PW Extension check box to enable
the Enable PW Resiliency check box.

For more information of pseudowire redundancy, see “Redundant Pseudowires for Layer 2
Circuits and VPLS” on page 166.

Enable PW
Resiliency

Select this check box to enable a pseudowire connection by configuring static values.

NOTE: The Enable Static PW Labels check box is enabled for both signaling types: LDP and
BGP.

When the signaling type is BGP, selection of this checkbox enables the Enable PWResiliency
checkbox and automatically selects the Enable PW Extension checkbox.

Enable Static PW
Labels

(Optional) To include a service template for the service, select a service template from the
Service Template list.

The selected service template appears in the Default Service Template field.

You can select one or more service templates as the default service template. By default, the
default service templates are attached to the endpoints.

NOTE: You cannot add or delete a service template while creating a service order.

The remaining service templates on the Service Template list are termed as optional service
templates. You can attach the optional service templates to the endpoints on a need basis.

In the View Service Definition Details window, the value for the default service template in
the Default Service Template column is True.

For instructions on creating a service template, see “Creating a Service Template” on page 117.

Service Template
Definition

2. Click Next to save the information. Continue with “Specifying UNI Settings” on page 243.

SEE ALSO

Service Templates Overview | 114

Creating a Service Template | 117

Importing a Service Template | 126
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Specifying UNI Settings

In this step, you provide the UNI service attributes for this service definition. The attributes you set depend
on whether you are setting attributes for ports, 802.1Q interfaces, or Q-in-Q interfaces:

Specifying UNI Settings for Port-to-Port Services | 345

Specifying UNI Settings for Services with 802.1Q Interface Types | 349

Specifying UNI Settings for Services with Q-in-Q Interface Types | 354

Specifying UNI Settings for Services with Flexible VLAN Tagging (Asymmetric Interface Types) | 359

Specifying UNI Settings for Port-to-Port Services

NOTE: You can select the port-port option only for services that are not normalized. That is,
you must select Not Normalized when specifying the connectivity.

To set UNI attributes for port UNIs:
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1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select port-port from the drop-down list.

The Ethernet option you choose determines the other options you can select and specify
on the page.

Ethernet option

Select N/A. For port-to-port services, all traffic is always transported.Customer traffic type

The VLAN ID cannot be selected. In port-to-port services, all traffic and all VLANs on one
port are transported to all other ports.

VLAN ID selection

To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select the check box.Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select ethernet-vpls, which is the only valid physical
interface encapsulation method for port-to-port services.

The Logical IF encapsulation field cannot be selected because it is not relevant to
port-to-port services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

You cannot select a choice in this field because it is not relevant to port-to-port services.Logical IF encapsulation

LDP PW Extension Settings

NOTE: The LDP PW Extension Settings is available only if you have selected the Enable PW Extension check box
in the General window.

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select ethernet-ccc, which is the only valid physical
interface encapsulation method for port-to-port services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

You can not select a choice in this field because it is not relevant to port-to-port services.Logical IF encapsulation

In the MTU range boxes, type the lowest and highest values for MTU that the service
provisioner can type.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size
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ActionField

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

The following illustration shows the Bandwidth Settings panel, which appears if you do not select the Enable QoS
check box in the preceding General settings window.

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)
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ActionField

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 15 on page 246

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

The following table lists theMax Bandwidth (Mbps) for the M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series
Routers:

Table 19: Maximum Bandwidth for M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series Routers

ACX 2000
MXSeriesNon-3D
PICMX Series 3D PICM Series IQ2 PICM Series IQ2E PIC

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

2. Click Next to save the UNI settings. Continue with “Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security
Information” on page 262.
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Specifying UNI Settings for Services with 802.1Q Interface Types

To set UNI attributes for 802.1Q interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select dot1q from the drop-down list.

The Ethernet option you choose determines the other options you can select and specify
on the page.

Ethernet option
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ActionField

Select a traffic type to restrict the traffic that can be transported across the network for
the service:

• SelectTransport single vlan to transport the traffic for a specific VLAN across the network.
Single VLAN is the only option for 802.1Q interface types. You need to specify theOuter
Tag protocol ID.

NOTE: For an interface, youmust configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options

ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options

ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options

ethernet-switch-profile tag-protocol-id 0x8100

• Select Transport vlan range to transport the traffic for a range of VLANs across the
network.

NOTE: Make sure to check Editable in Service Order if you want the service provisioner
to be able to override this setting.

Customer traffic type

In the VLAN ID selection box, specify how the VLAN ID is determined:

• To allow the service provider to specify the VLAN ID, choose Selectmanually. This option
is used typically when no VLAN normalization is applied.

Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range for manual input.

Range: 1 through 4094

To enable the service provisioner to override this setting, select Editable in ServiceOrder.

• To cause the VLAN ID to be selected automatically from the VLAN ID pool, select Auto
pick. This option is used typically when VLAN normalization is applied.

Specify the VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick

Range: 1 through 4094

To enable the service provisioner to override this setting in a service order, select Editable
in Service Order.

To enable the service provisioner to override this setting in a service order, select Editable
in Service Order.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick
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ActionField

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select the default physical encapsulation scheme to
be used by service orders based on this service definition. For point-to-multipoint services
with 802.1Q interfaces, the only option is flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

The Logical IF encapsulation field is constrained by your selection in the Physical IF
encapsulation field. For the physical encapsulationmode of flexible-ethernet-services, your
only option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

LDP PW Extension Settings

NOTE: The LDP PW Extension Settings is available only if you have selected the Enable PW Extension check box
in the General window.

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select one of the following options:

• vlan-ccc

• extended-vlan-ccc

• flexible-ethernet-services

Physical IF
encapsulation
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ActionField

The Logical IF encapsulation field is constrained by your selection in the Physical IF
encapsulation field.

For the physical encapsulation mode of vlan-ccc or flexible-ethernet-services, your only
option is to select vlan-ccc for the logical encapsulation method.

For the physical encapsulation mode of extended-vlan-ccc, your only option is to select
extended-vlan-ccc for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

In the Default MTU box, specify the MTU for each UNI.

To allow the service provisioner to override the MTU setting, select Editable in Service
Order and, in the MTU range boxes, type the highest and lowest MTU values that the
service provisioner can type.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the appearance of the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line
Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings
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ActionField

The following illustration shows the Bandwidth Settings panel, which appears if you do not select the Enable QoS
check box in the preceding General settings window.

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 15 on page 246

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100000 Mbps/100Gbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

2. Click Next to save the UNI settings. Continue with“Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security
Information” on page 262.
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Specifying UNI Settings for Services with Q-in-Q Interface Types

To set UNI attributes for Q-in-Q interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select qinq from the drop-down list.

The window expands to include options specific to Q-in-Q interfaces.

Ethernet option
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ActionField

In the Customer traffic type box:

• Select Transport all traffic to transport the traffic from all VLANs across the network.
You need to specify only the Outer Tag protocol ID.

NOTE: For an interface, youmust configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100.

• SelectTransport single vlan to transport the traffic for a specific VLAN across the network.
Single VLAN is the only option for 802.1Q interface types. You need to specify theOuter
Tag protocol ID and the Inner Tag protocol ID.

• Select Transport vlan range to limit the traffic across the network to a specific range of
VLANs.

If you select this option, the service provisioner will be prompted for the VLAN-ID range
when creating a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify the
Outer Tag protocol ID and the Inner Tag protocol ID.

Customer traffic type

In the VLAN ID selection box, specify how the service VLAN ID is set during service order
creation:

• To cause the provisioning software to automatically select the service VLAN ID from the
VLAN ID pool, selectAuto pick. This option is used typically when no VLANnormalization
is applied.

Specify the VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick

Range: 1 through 4094

• To allow the service provisioner to specify the service VLAN ID, choose Selectmanually.
This option is used typically when VLAN normalization is applied.

Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range for manual input.

Range: 1 through 4094

To enable the service provisioner to override this setting, select the Editable in Service
Order check box.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick:

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input
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ActionField

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID

Select the inner tag protocol ID:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: You cannot specify the Inner Tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is
Transport single VLAN.

Inner Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select the default physical encapsulation scheme to
be used by service orders based on this service definition. For point-to-multipoint services
with Q-in-Q interfaces, the only option is flexible-ethernet-services.

Physical IF
encapsulation

The Logical IF encapsulation field is constrained by your selection in the Physical Interface
Encapsulation field. For the physical encapsulationmode of flexible-ethernet-services, your
only option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

LDP PW Extension Settings

NOTE: The LDP PW Extension Settings is available only if you have selected the Enable PW Extension check box
in the General window.
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ActionField

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select one of the following options:

• vlan-ccc

• extended-vlan-ccc

• flexible-ethernet-services

Physical IF
encapsulation

The Logical IF encapsulation field is constrained by your selection in the Physical IF
encapsulation field.

For the physical encapsulation mode of vlan-ccc or flexible-ethernet-services, your only
option is to select vlan-ccc for the logical encapsulation method.

For the physical encapsulation mode of extended-vlan-ccc, your only option is to select
extended-vlan-ccc for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

In the Default MTU box, specify the MTU for each UNI.

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the Editable in Service
Order check box and, in the MTU range boxes, type the lowest and highest values for the
MTU that the service provisioner can type.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size

The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings
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ActionField

The following illustration shows the Bandwidth Settings panel, which appears if you do not select the Enable QoS
check box in the preceding General settings window.

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 15 on page 246

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

2. Click Next to save the UNI settings. Continue with“Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security
Information” on page 262.
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Specifying UNI Settings for Services with Flexible VLAN Tagging (Asymmetric Interface Types)

You can specify the Ethernet option asymmetric tag depth to create a service that includes any combination
of port-based interfaces, 802.1Q interfaces, and Q-in-Q, interfaces.

To set UNI attributes for asymmetric interfaces:

1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Traffic Treatment Settings

Select asymmetric tag depth from the drop-down list.Ethernet option
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ActionField

In the Customer traffic type box:

• Select Transport all traffic to transport the traffic from all VLANs across the network.
You need to Specify only the Outer Tag protocol ID.

NOTE: For an interface, youmust configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100.

• SelectTransport single vlan to transport the traffic for a specific VLAN across the network.
Single VLAN is the only option for 802.1Q interface types. You need to specify theOuter
Tag protocol ID and the Inner Tag protocol ID.

• Select Transport vlan range to limit the traffic across the network to a specific range of
VLANs.

If you select this option, the service provisioner will be prompted for the VLAN-ID range
when creating a service order based on this service definition. You need to specify the
Outer Tag protocol ID and the Inner Tag protocol ID.

Customer traffic type

In the VLAN ID selection box, specify how the service VLAN ID is set during service order
creation:

• To cause the provisioning software to automatically select the service VLAN ID from the
VLAN ID pool, selectAuto pick. This option is used typically when no VLANnormalization
is applied.

Specify the VLAN ID pool in VLAN range for auto-pick

Range: 1 through 4094

• To allow the service provisioner to specify the service VLAN ID, choose Selectmanually.
This option is used typically when VLAN normalization is applied.

Specify the VLAN ID range in VLAN range for manual input.

Range: 1 through 4094

To enable the service provisioner to override this setting, select the Editable in Service
Order check box.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the VLAN ID pool.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for
auto-pick:

Specify the VLAN ID range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for manual
input
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ActionField

Select the outer tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is Transport single VLAN:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: For an interface, you must configure a physical port with the possible Tag Protocol
Identifiers (TPID) either manually or through a template. Otherwise, the service creation
fails for all TPIDs except 0x8100. To configure the TPIDs manually, use the following
commands:

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x9100

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x88a8

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-options ethernet-switch-profile

tag-protocol-id 0x8100

Outer Tag protocol ID

Select the inner tag protocol ID:

• 0x88a8

• 0x8100

• 0x9100

NOTE: You cannot specify the Inner Tag protocol ID if the Customer traffic type is
Transport all traffic.

Inner Tag protocol ID

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the check box for those
options.

Editable in Service
Order

Interface Settings

Select the default physical encapsulation scheme to be used by service orders based on
this service definition. We recommend you select flexible-ethernet-services.

For multipoint-to-multipoint services with Q-in-Q interfaces, the only option is
flexible-ethernet-services

Physical IF
encapsulation

The Logical IF encapsulation field is constrained by your selection in the Physical Interface
Encapsulation field. For the physical encapsulationmode of flexible-ethernet-services, your
only option is to select vlan-vpls for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation
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ActionField

LDP PW Extension Settings

NOTE: The LDP PW Extension Settings is available only if you have selected the Enable PW Extension check box
in the General window.

In the Physical IF encapsulation box, select one of the following options:

• vlan-ccc

• extended-vlan-ccc

• flexible-ethernet-services

Physical IF
encapsulation

The Logical IF encapsulation field is constrained by your selection in the Physical IF
encapsulation field.

For the physical encapsulation mode of vlan-ccc or flexible-ethernet-services, your only
option is to select vlan-ccc for the logical encapsulation method.

For the physical encapsulation mode of extended-vlan-ccc, your only option is to select
extended-vlan-ccc for the logical encapsulation method.

Logical IF encapsulation

In the Default MTU box, specify the MTU for each UNI.

To allow the service provisioner to override theMTU setting, select the Editable in Service
Order check box and, in the MTU range boxes, type the lowest and highest values for the
MTU that the service provisioner can type.

MTU Settings

Calculation of Burst-Size

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select the optionMTUBased, you can specify a value forMTUFactor in the range
1 through 1087902.

The default value forMTU Factor is 1.

• Line Rate Based

If you select the option Line Rate Based, you can specify a value for Burst Period in the
range 1 through 7450 milliseconds.

The default value for Burst Period is 1.

NOTE: TheCalculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate limiting
checkbox.

Calculate Burst Size
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The following illustration shows the Calculate Burst-Size panel parameters if you select the Line Rate Based option.

Bandwidth Settings

The following illustration shows the Bandwidth Settings panel, which appears if you do not select the Enable QoS
check box in the preceding General settings window.

To enable a service provisioner to limit the available bandwidth, select this check box, and
type a default bandwidth limit.

NOTE: Bandwidth settings are not available in the service definition when QoS Design
software is installed.

Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100000 Mbps

Default bandwidth
(Mbps)

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value in Mbps. For more information on maximum
bandwidth see Table 15 on page 246

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)
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Specify a value that defines which values in the range is made available to the service
provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

2. Click Next to save the UNI settings. Continue with“Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security
Information” on page 262.

Specifying Connectivity and MAC Security Information

In this step, you specify the attributes that define the connectivity among remote sites across the service
provider network and the service security. The following is a sample Connectivity window.
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To configure connectivity between sites across the network:

1. Fill in the fields in the Connectivity window.

ActionField

Choose one of the following options from the list:Route target

• Auto pick

• Select manually

This field is available in either of the following cases:

• The Signaling type is BGP.

• The Signaling type is LDP and Auto Discovery is enabled.

Select a route distinguisher option:Route distinguisher

• Select manually—The service provider specifies the route distinguisher.

• Auto pick—The route distinguisher is selected automatically.

To override this setting in the service order, select the Editable in ServiceOrder check box.

This field is available in either of the following cases:

• The Signaling type is BGP.

• The Signaling type is LDP and Auto Discovery is enabled.

Select a value:VLAN normalization

• Normalize to VLAN all—To preserve customer VLAN IDs (and customer QoS priorities)
across the network.

NOTE: For services that transport a range of VLAN IDs, youmust setVLANNormalization
to all. You cannot transport a range of VLAN IDs without normalization.

• Normalized VLAN none—To preserve no VLAN IDs across the network

• Not normalized—If VLAN IDs are to be provided manually and are required to match
each endpoint

• Normalized to Dot1q—To transport only single-tagged frames across the network core.
All port, dot1q , and Q-in-Q traffic is transported across the network.

• Normalized to QinQ—To transport only double-tagged frames across the network core.
All port, dot1q , and Q-in-Q traffic is transported across the network.

• Normalization not required—To specify no normalization for port-to-port services

For more information about VLAN normalization, see “Junos Space Layer 2 Services
Overview” on page 143.

For information about VLAN manipulation, see “Understanding VLAN Manipulation
(Normalization and VLAN Mapping) on Ethernet Services” on page 711.
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ActionField

This check box is available only if the signaling type is BGP.To enable a service provisioner
to define primary and backup PE devices in amultihomed group that serves a single customer
site, select Allow Multihoming.

Allow Multihoming

You cannot enable or disable theAutoDiscovery check box if you have enabled the Enable
PW Extension or the Enable PW Resiliency check boxes.

This check box is available only if the signaling type is LDP.

NOTE: If the Enable Static PW Labels checkbox in the Generalwindow is checked for the
LDP signaling, then the Auto Discovery checkbox is disabled in the Connectivity Settings
page.

The Auto Discovery checkbox is not available on the Connectivity Settings page when the
signaling type is BGP.

On enabling the auto discovery, the following fields are available:

• Route target

• Route distinguisher

• VPN ID

On disabling the auto discovery specify the VPLS ID.

Auto Discovery

This field is available only if the signaling type is LDP and auto discovery is disabled.

Identifies the virtual circuit identifier used for the VPLS routing instance.

• Autopick

• Select manually

VPLS ID

This field is available only if the signaling type is LDP and auto discovery is enabled.

Identifies the VPN ID associated with the router.

• Autopick

• Select manually

VPN ID

This field is available only if the Enable PW Resiliency is enabled.

Revert time for redundant Layer 2 circuits and VPLS pseudowires.

Default: 5 seconds

Range: 0 through 65,535 seconds

Revert time (sec)
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ActionField

This field is available only if the Enable PW Resiliency is enabled.

Specify the delay to wait before the backup pseudowire takes over.

Default: 0 second

Range: 0 through 180 seconds

SwitchOver Delay (sec)

This field is available only if the Service type is point-to-multipoint, the Signaling is BGP,
and the Enable PW Extension is enabled.

The VCID can be either set automatically by the Junos Space software, or it can be set
manually by the service provisioner in the service order.

VCID

To enableMAC learning, select the check box.MAC learning

Maximum number of MAC addresses learned from an interface.

Range: 1 through 131071 MAC addresses per interface

Interface MAC limit

To enableMAC statistic, select the check box.MAC statistics

Modify the size of the MAC address table for the bridge domain.

Range: 16 through 1048575

To allow the service provisioner to override the MAC settings, select Editable in Service
Order.

MAC table size
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2. Click Next to save the connectivity settings and continue with “Specifying Advanced Settings” on
page 236.

Specifying Advanced Settings

In this step, you can specify the parameters that define advanced connectivity between sites across the
service provider network. The following illustration shows the Advanced window.

To specify advanced settings:

1. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Select the Include check box for each advanced setting that you want to include in the
service definition.

NOTE: If you select any advanced parameters for a service definition, you must also select
the Include check box for the Disable tunnel services parameter, and select or clear the
Disable tunnel services check box.

For MX Series devices, if you deploy a VPLS service without selecting the Include check
box for Disable tunnel services parameter, the VPLS service is down. As a work around,
you can push the configuration to each PE device for the service by running the following
command:

root@test_device# set chassis fpc 0 pic 1 tunnel-services bandwidth

1g

Include

Enable or disable tunnel-services to specify that traffic for particular VPLS routing instances
be forwarded to specific virtual tunnel (VT) interfaces.

• To enable tunnel-services, clear the Disable tunnel-services check box.

• To disable tunnel-services, select the Disable tunnel-services check box (default).

Disable tunnel services
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ActionField

Enable or disable local switching. In local switching mode, you can terminate multiple Layer
2 circuit pseudowires at a single VPLS mesh group:

• To enable local switching across the network, clear the Disable local-switching check
box.

• To disable local switching across the network, select the Disable local-switching check
box (default).

Disable local-switching

In the fast-reroute-priority, specify the reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance:

• HIGH—Set the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance to high. During a fast
reroute event, the router repairs next hops for high-priority VPLS routing instances first.

• MEDIUM—Set the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance to medium. During
a fast reroute event, the router repairs next hops for medium-priority VPLS instances
after high-priority VPLS routing instances but before low-priority VPLS routing instances.

• LOW—Set the fast reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance to low, which is the default.
During a fast reroute event, the router repairs next hops for low-priority VPLS routing
instances last.

fast-reroute-priority

Configure the label block size for VPLS labels by using one of the following values.

• 2—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 2. Use this setting for a VPLS domain that
has only two sites with no future expansion plans.

• 4—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 4.

• 8 —Allocate the label blocks in increments of 8. This is the default.

• 16—Allocate the label blocks in increments of 16. A label block size of 16 enables you
tominimize the number of routes in the VPLS domain. Use this setting only if the number
of routes is the primary concern.

NOTE: This field is unavailable if the Signaling type is LDP and the Auto discovery is
enabled.

Label block size

Select a connection-type to specify when a VPLS connection is taken down, depending on
whether the interface for the VPLS routing instance is customer-facing or integrated routing
and bridging (IRB):

• ce—Require that for the VPLS connection to be up, the customer-facing interface for
the VPLS routing instance must also be up. If the customer-facing interface fails, the
VPLS connection is taken down. This is the default.

• irb—Allow a VPLS connection to remain up so long as an IRB interface is configured for
the VPLS routing instance.

NOTE: This field is unavailable if the Signaling type is LDP and the Auto discovery is
enabled.

Connectivity type
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ActionField

By default, each advanced setting that you include in the service definition can be edited
in the service order. To prevent the service provisioner from overriding an advanced setting
in the service order, clear the Editable in Service Order check box.

Editable in Service
Order

2. Click Finish to save the advanced settings.

The service definition is complete.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Predefined Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 555

Viewing Service Definitions | 268

Creating an E-Line Service Definition | 189

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 215

Creating a Service Definition for VPLS Access into Layer 3 Networks

You can configure an Integrated Routing and Bridging (IRB) interface to provide access from VPLS Layer
2 networks and services into Layer 3 networks. If the IRB interface configured as a Layer 3 interface is
being used in a routing instance, that routing instance will specifically declare it as routing-interface rather
than a regular VPLS interface (which acts like the interface on a specific VPLS site). This feature requires
a normalized VLAN (vlan-id=xxx which is the same as the unit name onwhich the inet4 address is specified)

Junos Space uses the two peer subinterfaces of the IRB to create the link between an existing VLAN and
the Layer 3 network. An extra VPLS node is required to support the IRB interface which allows the rest
of the VPLS nodes to be able to access all Layer 3 networks reachable through that interface. Providing
the VPLS access into Layer 3 networks enhances basic VPLS services. Because this feature requires a
normalized VLAN, it is available only on the Juniper Networks MX 3D Router series.

Prerequisites for VPLS Access into Layer 3 Networks

• The PE device with the IRB must be a Juniper Networks MX 3D Series Router to accommodate the
normalized VLAN requirement.

• In addition to the PE device used for the IRB, 2 or more PEs must exist on the VPLS network for a
minimum of 3 PE devices.
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• A VLAN must already exist to configure this feature.
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To begin the configuration of the IRB interface, in the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design
>Manage Service Definitions > Create VPLS Service Definition.

ActionField

Provide a name for the VPLS service definition you want to create.Name

Select the type of service from the menu list. To create the VPLS into Layer 3 service,
use either of the following service type:

Service Type

• Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet (VPLS)

• Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet (VPLS)

Provide any comments or a description that will help explain the purpose of this
definition.

Comments

Check the box to create the link into Layer 3.Enable L3 Access

1. Click Next to display the next screen, UNI Settings, and continue creating the service definition.
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Specifying UNI Settings

ActionUNI Settings Field

Traffic Treatment Settings

Indicate the Ethernet option to use for this VPLS service definition. Choices are
qinq or dot1q.

Ethernet option

The only option for VPLS service definitions is Transport single VLAN.Customer traffic type

The only option for VPLS service definitions is Select manually.VLAN ID selection

Interface Settings

The only option for VPLS service definitions is flexible-ethernet-servicesPhysical IF encapsulation

The only option for VPLS service definitions is vlan-vpls.Logical IF encapsulation

MTU Settings

This field is populated with the default MTU value of 1522. If you are not using
the default value, enter the MTU value in bytes.

Default MTU (Bytes)

If you are specifying a custom MTU value, indicate the range of values in bytes.MTU range (Bytes)

1. Click Next to continue creating the VPLS service definition and specify the connectivity settings.
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Specifying Connectivity Settings

ActionConnectivity Settings Field

The Route target field is prepopulated with the Auto pick option.Route target

The Route distinguisher field is prepopulated with the Auto pick option.Route distingquisher

All VPLS service definitions require VLAN normalization.VLAN normalization

If you are using multihoming features, check the box.Allow Multihoming

MAC Security Settings

MAC learning is on by default for VPLS service definitions.MAC learning

The default value for InterfaceMAC limit is 1024. If you are using a different
value, enter that value.

Interface MAC limit

The table size is predetermined to correspond to the default MAC limit. If
you are using a value other than the default, specify that value.

MAC table size
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1. Click Finish to see the service definition inventory list.

2. Click on the unpublished service definition you just created.

3. Right-click on the selected service definition to choose publishing options.
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4. Select the service definition and click Publish to save and publish the definition.

5. The next step is to create the service order. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service
Provisioning.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Seamless MPLS Support in Junos Space Overview | 709

Creating a Service Order for VPLS Access into Layer 3 Networks | 699
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CHAPTER 16

Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions

IN THIS CHAPTER

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definition | 377

Creating a Hub-and-Spoke (One Interface) Layer 3 VPN Service Definition | 387

Creating a Service Definition for Point-to-Point Pseudowire Access into a Layer 3 VPN | 396

Creating a Layer 3 VPN Service Definition in Cross Provisioning Platform for Third-Party Devices | 401

Creating a Multicast VPN Service Definition | 405

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definition

This procedure provides the steps to create a definition for a full mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet service.

You can create a customized service definition—for example, to set a different VLAN ID range on the
service than those offered in the standard service definitions.

When the new service definition is complete and published, network operators or service provisioners
can use the completed service definition as a base for creating and then activating full mesh Ethernet
services on the network.

The screens appear in the order stated. You can, however, perform these steps in any order by accessing
them through the task list in the right panel. If the panel is not visible, click the snap tool on the right side
of the main display area.

To create a full mesh Layer 3 VPN service definition:

1. Specifying General Information | 377

2. Specifying UNI Settings | 379

3. Specifying Connectivity Information | 383

Specifying General Information

In theNetwork Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions > Create L3 VPN
Service Definition.
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The Create Service Definition window appears.

To specify general information for a full mesh service definition:

1. Fill in the fields on the General page as indicated in the following table:

ActionField

Type a unique name that identifies the full mesh Layer 3 VPN definition.

Range: 3 through 50 characters

Name

Select L3 VPN (Full Mesh).Service type

Type a comment that identifies or describes the definition.

Range: 1 through 200 characters

Comments

Select this check box to isolate the events related to an interface in OpenNMS.

NOTE: When you select this check box, only theMPLS traps aremonitored, not the jnxVpnIfVpn
traps.

By default, all events are saved in the OpenNMS database.

Decouple Service
Status From Port
Status

When you enable QoS in the service definition, you must specify a QoS profile in the service
order to classify traffic into defined service groups to provide special treatment of traffic across
the network service. For example, voice traffic can be sent across certain links, and data traffic
can use other links.

NOTE: The EnableQoS check box appears only if you have installed theQoSDesign application.

Enable QoS
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ActionField

(Optional) To include a service template for the service, select a service template from the
Service Template list.

The selected service template appears in the Default Service Template field.

You can select one or more service templates as the default service template. By default, the
default service templates are attached to the endpoints.

NOTE: You cannot add or delete a service template while creating a service order.

The remaining service templates on the Service Template list are termed as optional service
templates. You can attach the optional service templates to the endpoints on a need basis.

In the View Service Definition Details window, the value for the default service template in
the Default Service Template column is True.

For instructions on creating a service template, see “Creating a Service Template” on page 117.

NOTE: To provision a Layer 3 VPN service forQinQUNI type, you can create a service template
with service variables as interface name and unit name.

Service Template

2. ClickNext to save the General page information. Continuewith “Specifying UNI Settings” on page 379.

Specifying UNI Settings

To provide the UNI service attributes for this service definition:
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1. Fill in the fields on the UNI Settings page as indicated in the following table:

ActionField

By default, this check box is unavailable.Ethernet

Specify how the VLAN ID is determined:

• To allow the service provider to specify the VLAN ID, choose Select manually. Specify
the range in VLAN range for manual input.

• To cause the VLAN ID to be selected automatically from the VLAN ID pool, selectAuto
pick. This option is used typically when VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the
range in VLAN range for auto-pick

NOTE: Select the Editable in Service Order check box if you want to override the VLAN
ID selection setting in the service order.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the range.

Range: 1 through 4094

VLAN range for auto-pick
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ActionField

Specify the range.

Range: 1 through 4094

NOTE: This parameter reserves a range of VLANs for provisioning Layer 3 VPNs. These
VLANs are not used to transport data from one end of a connection to the other.

VLAN range for manual
input

Specify an MTU value in this field.

To see the permitted range for theMTU value, select the Editable in ServiceOrder check
box.

Default: 1522 bytes

Range: 1522 bytes through 9192 bytes

For a predefined service definition, the default MTU is 1522 bytes.

Default MTU (Bytes)

If you select the Editable in Service Order check box, you can specify a value range for
MTU (in bytes). .

Default: 1522 bytes

Range: 1522 bytes through 9192 bytes

NOTE: Ultimately, the system establishes the MTU by multiplying the value you specify
in the Default MTU (Bytes) field by the value you specify for MTU Factor.

MTU Range (Bytes)

The Bandwidth Settings pane, appears if you do not select the Enable QoS check box in
the preceding General settings window. This panel includes the following fields:

• Enable rate limiting

• Default bandwidth (Mbps)

• Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

• Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

• Increment (Kbps)

Bandwidth Settings

If you select this check box, you can override the MTU setting.Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

For a predefined service definition, the default bandwidth value is 10 Mbps.

Default bandwidth (Mbps)
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ActionField

To override the default bandwidth value, select the Editable in Service Order check box.

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps:

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value, in Mbps.

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value in the range that is made available to the service provisioner.

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Increment (Kbps)

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select theMTU Based option, you can specify a value forMTU Factor.

Default: 10

Range: 10 through 1,087,902

• Line Rate Based

If you select the Line Rate Based option, you can specify a value for Burst Period.

Default: 5 milliseconds

Range: 5 through 7450 milliseconds

NOTE: The Calculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate
limiting check box.

Calculate Burst Size

The following table lists theMaxBandwidth (Mbps) for theMSeries,MX Series, and ACX Series routers:

Table 20: Maximum Bandwidth for M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series Routers

ACX 2000
MXSeriesNon-3D
PICMX Series 3D PICM Series IQ2 PICM Series IQ2E PIC

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)
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Table 20: Maximum Bandwidth for M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series Routers (continued)

ACX 2000
MXSeriesNon-3D
PICMX Series 3D PICM Series IQ2 PICM Series IQ2E PIC

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

2. ClickNext to save the UNI settings. Continue with “Specifying Connectivity Information” on page 383.

Specifying Connectivity Information

To specify the attributes that define the connectivity among remote sites across the service provider
network:

1. Fill in the fields on the Connectivity page as indicated in the table.In the PE-Core Settings box, specify
whether to allow the service provider to specify the route target:

ActionField

PE-Core Settings
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ActionField

Select a route target option:

• Selectmanually—Allows the service provider to specify
the route target.

• Auto pick—Route target is selected automatically.

To override this setting in the service order, you can select
the Editable in Service Order check box.

Route target

Select a route distinguisher option:

• Selectmanually—Allows the service provider to specify
the route distinguisher.

• Autopick—Route distinguisher is selected automatically.

To override this setting in the service order, you can select
the Editable in Service Order check box.

Route distinguisher

Select this check box to configure a separate label for each
VRF to provide double lookup and egress filtering.

To override this setting in the service order, you can select
the Editable in Service Order check box.

VRF Table label

Select this check box to export direct routes.Export Direct Routes

PE-CE Settings
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ActionField

Select an option to use to allow each PE router to
distribute VPN-related routes to and from connected CE
routers:

• OSPF/Static Route—OSPF routes IP packets based
solely on the destination IP address contained in the IP
packet header. OSPF quickly detects topological
changes, such as when router interfaces become
unavailable, and calculates new loop-free routes quickly
and with a minimum of routing overhead traffic. Static
routes are routes that are manually configured and
entered into the routing table.

• BGP/Static Route—BGP routing information includes
the complete route to each destination. BGP uses the
routing information to maintain a database of network
reachability information, which it exchanges with other
BGP systems. BGP uses the network reachability
information to construct a graph of AS connectivity,
thus allowing BGP to remove routing loops and enforce
policy decisions at the AS level. Static routes are routes
that are manually configured and entered into the
routing table.

Allowed Routing Protocols

IP Address Settings

Select an option:

• Selectmanually—Allows the service provider to specify
the IP address of a provider edge (PE) interface.

• Auto pick— IP address of a provider edge (PE) interface
is selected automatically.

To override this setting in the service order, you can select
the Editable in Service Order check box.

PE Interface IP Address
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ActionField

Select an IP pool type option:

• Global—AGlobal IP address pool pertains to the service
provider. There can be more than one global IPv4
address pool. However, each global pool must have its
own unique name and its set of IPv4 addresses must
not overlap with those of any other global pool. You
can allocate addresses from global pools across multiple
Layer 3 VPNs across multiple customers.

• Customer—A Customer IP address pool pertains to an
existing customer. These pools are associated with the
corresponding customer. You can associate more than
one customer IPv4 pool with each customer. However,
each customer pool must have its own set of IPv4
addresses which must not overlap with those of any
other pool belonging to the same customer. You can
allocate addresses from customer pools across multiple
Layer 3 VPNs for a particular customer.

For more information on creation an IP pool, see “Creating
an IP Address Pool” on page 107.

IP pool type

Specify the size of the IPv4 IP addressee block allocated
for each provider edge (PE) or customer edge (CE) link.

Range: 28 through 32

To override this setting in the service order, you can select
the Editable in Service Order check box.

Size of address block

2. Click Finish to save the connectivity settings and create the Layer 3 VPN service definition.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Viewing Service Definitions | 268

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet Service Order | 719

Junos Space Layer 3 Services Overview | 172

Service Templates Overview | 114

Creating a Service Template | 117
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Importing a Service Template | 126

Specifying IPv4 Addressing Assignment in Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions | 111

Creating a Hub-and-Spoke (One Interface) Layer 3 VPN Service Definition

You can create a one-interface hub-and-spoke BGP/static or OSPF/static Layer 3 VPN service definition,
for this version of theNetwork Activate application, using predefined service definitions located in Service
Design>ManageServiceDefinitions>Create L3VPNServiceDefinitions. In a one-interface hub-and-spoke
topology, there is only one interface using a combination of static routes, BGP, and OSPF routes between
CE hub and PE hub routers. Use a one-interface hub-and-spoke Layer 3 VPN service definition to configure
a service to advertise a default route from a hub to the spokes.

For more information about predefined one-interface hub-and-spoke BGP/static or OSPF/static Layer 3
VPN service definitions, see “Predefined Hub-and Spoke Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions” on page 573.
You can, however create a customized service definition—for example, to set different bandwidth limits
on the service than those offered in the standard service definitions.

You must have a Service Designer user role to create Layer 3 VPN hub-and-spoke service definitions.
When you create and publish a new service definition, network operators or service provisioners with a
Service Activator role can use the completed service definition as a base for creating and then activating
hub-and-spoke Ethernet services on the network.

You can create a service definition, using the Create L3 VPN Service Definition General, UNI Settings, or
Connectivity window in any order by clicking the task links in the right panel. You can hide the task links
by clicking the show/hide button at the top-left of any of the Create L3 VPN Service Definition windows.

1. Specifying General Information | 388

2. Specifying UNI Settings | 389

3. Specifying Connectivity Settings | 393
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Specifying General Information

To specify general information for a hub-and-spoke service definition:

1. Fill in the fields on the General page as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Type a unique name that identifies the hub-and-spoke Layer 3 VPN definition.

Range: 3 through 50 characters.

Name

Select L3 VPN (Hub-Spoke 1 Interface).Service type

Type a comment that identifies or describes the definition.

Range: 1 through 200 characters.

Comments

Select this check box to isolate the events related to an interface in OpenNMS.

NOTE: When you select this check box, only theMPLS traps aremonitored, not the jnxVpnIfVpn
traps.

By default, all events are saved in the OpenNMS database.

Decouple Service
Status From Port
Status

When you enable QoS in the service definition, you must specify a QoS profile in the service
order to classify traffic into defined service groups to provide special treatment of traffic across
the network service. For example, voice traffic can be sent across certain links, and data traffic
can use other links.

NOTE: The EnableQoS check box appears only if you have installed theQoSDesign application.

Enable QoS
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ActionField

(Optional) To include a service template for the service, select a service template from the
Service Template list.

The selected service template appears in the Default Service Template field.

You can select one or more service templates as the default service template. By default, the
default service templates are attached to the endpoints.

NOTE: You cannot add or delete a service template while creating a service order.

The remaining service templates on the Service Template list are termed as optional service
templates. You can attach the optional service templates to the endpoints on a need basis.

In the View Service Definition Details window, the value for the default service template in
the Default Service Template column is True.

For instructions on creating a service template, see “Creating a Service Template” on page 117.

NOTE: To provision a Layer 3 VPN service for QinQUNI type, you can create a service template
with service variables as interface name and unit name.

Service Template

2. Click Next to save the General information.

The UNI Settings-Create L3 VPN Service Definition page appears.

Specifying UNI Settings

To specify UNI interface settings for the service definition:
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1. Fill in the fields on the UNI Settings page as indicated in the table as indicated in the table.

ActionField

By default, this check box is unavailable.Ethernet

Specify how the VLAN ID is determined:

• To allow the service provider to specify the VLAN ID, choose Select manually. Specify
the range in VLAN range for manual input.

• To cause the VLAN ID to be selected automatically from the VLAN ID pool, selectAuto
pick. This option is used typically when VLAN normalization is applied. Specify the
range in VLAN range for auto-pick

NOTE: Select the Editable in Service Order check box, if you want to override VLAN ID
selection setting in the service order.

VLAN ID selection

Specify the range.

Range: 1 through 4094.

VLAN range for auto-pick
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ActionField

Specify the range.

Range: 1 through 4094.

NOTE: This parameter reserves a range of VLANs for provisioning L3VPNs. These VLANs
are not used to transport data from one end of a connection to the other.

VLAN range for manual
input

You can specify an MTU value in this field. The default value for MTU is 1522 bytes.

To see the permitted range for theMTU value, select the Editable in ServiceOrder check
box. The MTU range is 1522 through 9192.

For a predefined service definition, the default MTU is 1522 bytes.

Default MTU (Bytes)

If you select the Editable in Service Order check box, you can specify a value range for
MTU (in bytes). .

Default: 1522 bytes

Range: 1522 bytes through 9192 bytes

NOTE: Ultimately, the system establishes the MTU by multiplying the value you specify
in the Default MTU (Bytes) field by the value you specify for MTU Factor.

MTU Range (Bytes)

The Bandwidth Settings panel, appears if you do not select the Enable QoS check box in
the preceding General settings window. This panel includes the following fields:

• Enable rate limiting

• Default bandwidth (Mbps)

• Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

• Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

• Increment (Kbps)

Bandwidth Settings

If you select this check box, you can override the MTU setting.Enable rate limiting

Specify the default bandwidth value, in Mbps.

Default: 10 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

For a predefined service definition, the default bandwidth value is 10 Mbps.

Default bandwidth (Mbps)
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ActionField

To override the default bandwidth value, select the Editable in Service Order check box.

Specify the minimum bandwidth value in Kbps:

Default: 1000 Kbps

Range: 64 Kbps through 100,000 Kbps

Min Bandwidth (Kbps)

Specify the maximum bandwidth value, in Mbps.

Default: 100 Mbps

Range: 1 Mbps through 100,000 Mbps

Max Bandwidth (Mbps)

Specify a value in the range that is made available to the service provisioner.Increment (Kbps)

Select the preferred option for calculating the burst size:

• MTU Based

If you select theMTU Based option, you can specify a value forMTU Factor.

Default: 10

Range: 10 through 1,087,902

• Line Rate Based

If you select the Line Rate Based option, you can specify a value for Burst Period.

Default: 5 milliseconds

Range: 5 through 7450 milliseconds

NOTE: The Calculate Burst Size list is enabled only when you select the Enable rate
limiting check box.

Calculate Burst Size

The following table lists theMaxBandwidth (Mbps) for theMSeries,MX Series, and ACX Series routers:

Table 21: Maximum Bandwidth for M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series Routers

ACX 2000
MXSeriesNon-3D
PICMX Series 3D PICM Series IQ2 PICM Series IQ2E PIC

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

XE Port
(10G)

GE Port
(1G)

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

100,000
Mbps or
100
Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

50,000
Kbps or
50 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps

32,000
Mbps or
32 Gbps
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2. Click Next to save the UNI Settings step information.

The Connectivity window appears.

Specifying Connectivity Settings

On the Connectivity-Create L3 VPN Service Definition window, specify the attributes that define the
connectivity among remote sites across the service provider network.

The Connectivity window includes two setting sections: PE-Core and PE-CE.

To specify connectivity between sites across the network:

1. Fill in the fields on the Connectivity page as indicated in the table.

ActionField

PE-Core Settings

Select a route target option:

• Select manually—Allows the service provider to specify the route target.

• Auto pick—Route target is selected automatically.

To override this setting in the service order, you can select the Editable in Service Order check
box.

Route target
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ActionField

Select a route distinguisher option:

• Select manually—Allows the service provider to specify the route distinguisher.

• Auto pick—Route distinguisher is selected automatically.

To override this setting in the service order, you can select the Editable in Service Order check
box.

Route distinguisher

Select this check box to configure a separate label for each VRF to provide double lookup and
egress filtering.

To override this setting in the service order, you can select the Editable in Service Order check
box.

VRF Table label

Select this check box to export direct routes.Export Direct
Routes

PE-CE Settings

Select an option to use to allow each PE router to distribute VPN-related routes to and from
connected CE routers:

• OSPF/Static Route—OSPF routes IP packets based solely on the destination IP address
contained in the IP packet header. OSPF quickly detects topological changes, such as when
router interfaces become unavailable, and calculates new loop-free routes quickly and with
a minimum of routing overhead traffic. Static routes are routes that are manually configured
and entered into the routing table.

• BGP/Static Route—BGP routing information includes the complete route to each destination.
BGP uses the routing information tomaintain a database of network reachability information,
which it exchanges with other BGP systems. BGP uses the network reachability information
to construct a graph of AS connectivity, thus allowing BGP to remove routing loops and
enforce policy decisions at the AS level. Static routes are routes that are manually configured
and entered into the routing table.

Allowed Routing
Protocols

IP Address Settings

Select an option:

• Select manually—Allows the service provider to specify the IP address of a provider edge
(PE) interface.

• Auto pick— IP address of a provider edge (PE) interface is selected automatically.

To override this setting in the service order, you can select the Editable in Service Order check
box.

PE Interface IP
Address
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ActionField

Select an IP pool type option:

• Global—A Global IP address pool pertains to the service provider. There can be more than
one global IPv4 address pool. However, each global pool must have its own unique name
and its set of IPv4 addresses must not overlap with those of any other global pool. You can
allocate addresses from global pools acrossmultiple Layer 3 VPNs acrossmultiple customers.

• Customer—A Customer IP address pool pertains to an existing customer. These pools are
associated with the corresponding customer. You can associate more than one customer
IPv4 pool with each customer. However, each customer pool must have its own set of IPv4
addresses which must not overlap with those of any other pool belonging to the same
customer. You can allocate addresses from customer pools across multiple Layer 3 VPNs for
a particular customer.

For more information on creation an IP pool, see “Creating an IP Address Pool” on page 107.

IP pool type

Specify the size of the IPv4 IP addressee block allocated for each provider edge (PE) or customer
edge (CE) link.

Range: 28 through 32

To override this setting in the service order, you can select the Editable in Service Order check
box.

Size of address
block

2. The VRF Table label option is selected by default .

3. Click Finish to save the connectivity settings and create the Layer 3 VPN service definition.
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Creating a Service Definition for Point-to-Point Pseudowire Access into a
Layer 3 VPN

Creating a pseudowire between two terminating PE devices allows you to encapsulate traffic from the
Layer 2 VPN into a Layer 3 VPN, thereby providing access to Layer-3 services. Also known as pseudowire
stitching, the benefit of this feature is that devices running older technologies will continue to function
when networks are upgraded and Layer-3 technologies are in play.

To use this feature, the following prerequisites must be met:

• An existing Layer 3 VPN must be used as the target VPN.

• A device with an LT interface must be used to create the pseudowire.
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To create the pseudowire, in the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design > Create P2P Service
Definition.

1. Define the general settings for the service definition.

ActionField

Provide a name for the service definition.Name

The service type is point-to-point pseudowireService type

Enter any comments that will help describe the service definition and its purpose.Comments

Specify the type of interface as Ethernet. Also check the box to enable pseudowire
access into the Layer 3 VPN network.

Interface type

2. Click Next to display the Connectivity window.
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ActionField

Choose from Auto pick or Select Manually for VC ID assignment.VC ID selection

Indicate the MTU size or use the default that appears in the field.Default MTU (Bytes)

3. Click Next to display the UNI Settings window.

4. Define the UNI settings for the service definition. This definition can be created as a port-to-port or
802.1q link. This procedure shows the port-to-port Ethernet settings.
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ActionUNI Settings Field

Traffic Treatment Settings

Indicate the Ethernet option to use for this point-to-point service definition. Choices
are port-port or dot1q.

Ethernet option

This field can be left blank.Customer traffic type

This field can be left blank.VLAN ID selection

Interface Settings

The interface encapsulation for the port-to-port link must be specified as
ethernet-ccc.

Physical IF encapsulation

This field is not used.Logical IF encapsulation

MTU Settings

This field is populated with the default MTU value of 1522. If you are not using
the default value, enter the MTU value in bytes.

Default MTU (Bytes)
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ActionUNI Settings Field

If you are specifying a custom MTU value, indicate the range of values in bytes.MTU range (Bytes)

If you are creating an 802.1q link, use the following settings:

5. Click Finish and then create the service order.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Creating a Layer 3 VPN Service Definition in Cross Provisioning Platform
for Third-Party Devices

Cross Provisioning Platform is an extension of theNetwork Activate applicationwithin Junos Space, which
provides a single pane of interaction to deploy services across vendors. This topic discusses how a Layer
3 VPN service definition is created and deployed across third-party devices involved in Cross Provisioning
Platform.

To create an Layer 3 VPN service definition, you need to create a configuration script in XSLT format and
GUI script in JS format and upload these scripts from the local machine to Cross Provisioning Platform.
You can add the scripts by selecting Cross Provisioning Platform > CPP > Scripts > Add Script.

To create a Layer 3 VPN service definition:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Definitions.

The Service Definitions page that appears displays a list of the existing service definitions.

2. Click the Create CPP Service Definition icon above the tool grid.
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The Create Service Definition page that appears displays General, the SAM Service Scripts and the
JUNOS Space Server Scripts sections.

3. On the Create Service Definition page, perform the following steps:

• In the General section:

a. In theName field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to identify the name of the service
definition.

b. In the ID field, type 1 through 2147483647 integers to identify the service definition by a unique
value.
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NOTE: The service definition ID is optional. If you do not provide any value in this field,
the default value is -1. In the service definition selection grid, no value is displayed in
the ID column. Each service definition is assigned a unique ID. If you give an existing
ID value while creating a new service definition, exception occurs.

c. In theDescription field, type 3 through 256 alphanumeric characters to further identify the service
definition you named.

d. From the Type drop-down list, select L3VPN.

• Select one of the following operation type:

• Create

• Modify

• In the Select Scripts, select a script.

The Select Scripts section lists the scripts that belong to various vendors alongwith the script version
number. To find the script that you want to add, you can perform a search in the search box.

• Click Add Scripts to add a script to the service definition.

The Selected Scripts section lists the scripts that you have selected. The scripts are listed based on
the vendor type and operation type.

To delete a script, in the Action column click the delete icon.

4. Click Create to create the service definition.

The Service Definitions page that appears displays the list of existing service definitions along with the
service definition that you created.

5. Right-click the service definition that you created and select Publish Service Definition.

The Publish Service Definitions dialog box that appears asks you to confirm the selection.

6. Click Publish.

The Service Definitions page that appears displays the service definition that you created along with
the existing service definitions.

7. Double-click the service definition that you created to view the details.

The Service Definition Details page that appears displays the details of the service definition along
with the scripts that you uploaded.
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Creating a Multicast VPN Service Definition

This topic describes how theNetwork Activate application enables you to create an L3VPN service definition
preliminary to creating a Multicast VPN (MVPN) service order.

Refer to the topic “Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definition” on page 377.

NOTE: Multicast VPN services are supported on LN2600, SRX 550/650, and MX devices only.

To create a L3VPN Service definition upon which to base a MVPN service order, in the Network Activate
task pane, select Service Design > Manage Service Definitions > Create L3VPN Service Definition.

1. Specify values for the parameters in the General, UNI Settings, and Connectivity Settingswindows as
described in the following tables.

In the General settings window, add information in the relevant fields as described in the following
table:

DescriptionField

Type a name for this service definition.Name

Select L3VPN (Full Mesh)Service type

Type comments to describe the service definition.Comments

NoneService Template

Select this check box to enableMVPN settings in L3VPN service orders
to be based on this service definition.

Enable MVPN

Do not select this check box.Decouple Service Status from Port Status
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2. Click Next.

3. In the UNI Settings window, add information in the relevant fields as described in the following table:

DescriptionField

Select this check box.Ethernet

Select Auto pick.VLAN ID selection

N/AVLAN range for auto-pick

N/AVLAN range for manual input

4. Click Next.
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5. In theConnectivity Settingswindow, add information in the relevant fields as described in the following
table:

DescriptionField

A site within a VPN that a PE router services and to which the PE router will distribute
routes.

Route target

An identifier attached to a route that distinguishes the VPN to which the route belongs.
Each routing instance must have a unique route distinguisher associated with it.

Select Auto pick. JUNOS Space selects the route distinguisher automatically.

Router distinguisher

AVRF table label distinguishes one VRF instance from another and enables double lookup
and egress filtering.

Select this check box.

VRF Table label

Select this check box.Export Direct Routes

Select BGP/Static RouteAllowedRoutingProtocols

The IP address of the interface on the PE device.

Select Auto pick.

PE Interface IP Address

Global—A Global IP address pertains to the service provider. There can be more than
one global IPv4 address pool. However, each global pool must have its own unique name
and its set of IPv4 addresses must not overlap with those of any other global pool. You
can allocate addresses from global pools across multiple Layer 3 VPNs across multiple
customers.

Customer—A Customer IP address pool pertains to an existing customer. These pools
are associated with the corresponding customer. You can associate more than one
customer IPv4 pool with each customer. However, each customer pool must have its
own set of IPv4 addresses whichmust not overlapwith those of any other pool belonging
to the same customer. You can allocate addresses from customer pools across multiple
Layer 3 VPNs for a particular customer.

IP pool type

The size of the IPv4 addresses block allocated for each PE/CE link.

Range: 28–32

Size of address block

See “Specifying IPv4 Addressing Assignment in Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions” on page 111.

6. Click Finish.
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CHAPTER 17

Predefined Service Definitions

IN THIS CHAPTER

Predefined Service Definitions | 409

Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions | 478

Predefined Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 522

Predefined Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 555

Predefined Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions | 572

Predefined Hub-and Spoke Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions | 573

Predefined Service Definitions

Network Activate provides predefined service definitions that a service provisioner can use when creating
a service order.

If none of the predefined service definitions is appropriate for your needs, you can create a service definition
as described in “Creating an E-Line Service Definition” on page 189, “Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS
ServiceDefinition” on page238, or “Creating aMultipoint-to-MultipointVPLSServiceDefinition” on page215.

The Junos Space product provides predefined service definitions for Ethernet point-to-point services and
for VPLS services. The following sections describe these service definitions:

• Ethernet Point-to-Point Predefined Service Definitions on page 409

• Multipoint-to-Multipoint Predefined Service Definitions on page 441

• Point-to-Multipoint Service Definitions on page 474

Ethernet Point-to-Point Predefined Service Definitions

The Ethernet Activator software provides predefined service definitions for Ethernet point-to-point services
that use LDP switching in the network core. These services are sometimes knows as E-LineMartini services.
Figure 15 on page 410 shows an example of such a service.
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Figure 15: Point-to-Point Service

Information specific to each service instance, such as the device name, endpoint name, and customer
VLAN ID, is provided in the service order. Attributes that can apply across many service instances are
typically defined in the service definition. These attributes include:

• Ethernet option (dot1.q, port-port, qinq)

• Traffic type (single VLAN, multiple VLAN, all traffic)

• Physical interface encapsulation

• Logical interface encapsulation

• Rate limit range

Table 22 on page 410 lists each of the standard Ethernet point-to-point service definitions. Each standard
service definition is then described in detail in the sections that follow.

Table 22: Standard Service Definitions

Service AttributesStandard ServiceDefinitionName

• Point-to-point service for M Series and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN” on
page 412

• Point-to-point service for J Series, M Series, and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN-CCC” on
page 415
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Table 22: Standard Service Definitions (continued)

Service AttributesStandard ServiceDefinitionName

• Point-to-point service for J Series, M Series, and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Extended-vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN-Ext-CCC”
on page 418

• Point-to-point service for J Series, M Series, and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Port-based UNI

• Ethernet-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-PortBased” on page 421

• Point-to-point service for M Series and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN” on page 424

• Point-to-point service for J series, M Series, and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN-CCC” on
page 427

• Point-to-point service for J Series, M Series, and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Extended-vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN-Ext-CCC” on
page 430
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Table 22: Standard Service Definitions (continued)

Service AttributesStandard ServiceDefinitionName

• Point-to-point service for MX Series devices only

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is range of VLANs

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-QinQ-VLANRange”onpage433

• Point-to-point service for MX Series devices only

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is range of VLANs

• Vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-QinQ-VLANRange-CCC” on
page 436

• Point-to-point service for MX Series devices only

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is range of VLANs

• Extended-vlan-ccc physical encapsulation

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-QinQ-VLANRange-Ext-CCC”
on page 439

ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 413

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 414

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport a single VLAN
across an LDP network core using 802.1Q endpoint interface types and flexible-ethernet-services as the
physical encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service
definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:
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Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {

      flexible-vlan-tagging;

      mtu 1522;

      encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

      unit 1 {

        description "Dot1q Eline Martini ";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-id 1;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

   policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

    if-exceeding {

        bandwidth-limit 100m;

        burst-size-limit 62500000;

    }               

    then discard;   

} 

family ccc {    

 filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

protocols {

    l2circuit {

       neighbor 192.168.1.40

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;
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                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

      flexible-vlan-tagging;

      mtu 1522;

      encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

      unit 1 {

        description "Dot1q Eline Martini ";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-id 1;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

   policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

    if-exceeding {

        bandwidth-limit 100m;

        burst-size-limit 62500000;

    }               

    then discard;   

} 

family ccc {    

 filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;
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                }

protocols {

    l2circuit {

       neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

}

ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN-CCC

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 415

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 417

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport a single VLAN
across an LDP network core using 802.1Q endpoint interface types and vlan-ccc as the physical
encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition
to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 { 

     flexible-vlan-tagging;

     mtu 1522;

     encapsulation vlan-ccc;

     unit 513 {

        description VLANCCC-SR;

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;
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        vlan-id 513;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_513;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_513 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_513 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_513;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {     

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.513 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}
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Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

 ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation vlan-ccc;

    unit 513 {

        description VLANCCC-SR;

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-id 513;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_513;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_513 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_513 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_513;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {
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            interface ge-0/1/1.513 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}

ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN-Ext-CCC

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 418

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 420

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport a single VLAN
across an LDP network core using 802.1Q endpoint interface types and extended-vlan-ccc as the physical
encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition
to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation extended-vlan-ccc;

    unit 1 {

        description Extended-SR;

        vlan-id 1;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

            }
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        }

    }           

}               

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}   

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}
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Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation extended-vlan-ccc;

    unit 1 {

        description Extended-SR;

        vlan-id 1;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }           

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

} 

protocols {

   l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {
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                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}

ELine-PortBased

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 421

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 422

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport all traffic across
an LDP network core using an entire port at each endpoint using ethernet-ccc as the physical encapsulation
type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific
values from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {

    encapsulation ethernet-ccc;

    unit 0 {

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {
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    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

            burst-size-limit 6250000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {     

            interface ge-0/1/1.0 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

        encapsulation ethernet-ccc;

        unit 0 {

            family ccc {

                filter {
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                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

            burst-size-limit 6250000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {           

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}      

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.0 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}
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ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 424

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 425

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport all customer
traffic across an LDP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and flexible-ethernet-services
as the physical encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this
service definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

 ge-0/1/1 {           

      flexible-vlan-tagging;

      mtu 1522;

      encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

      unit 1 {

        description "AllVlanTransport";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-tags outer 1;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

            }

        }

    }

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;
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                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

    unit 1 {

        description "AllVlanTransport";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-tags outer 1;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

            }   

        }       
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    }           

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }           

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }       

        }

    }

}
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ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN-CCC

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 427

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 428

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport all customer
traffic across an LDP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and vlan-ccc as the physical
encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition
to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        unit 515 {  

            description QinQ-ALLVLAN;

            encapsulation vlan-ccc;

            vlan-tags outer 515;

            family ccc {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_515;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_515 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }
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        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_515 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_515;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.515 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }   

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation vlan-ccc;

    unit 515 {

        description QinQ-ALLVLAN;

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-tags outer 515;

        family ccc {

            filter {
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                 input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_515;

            }   

        }

    }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_515 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {    

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_515 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_515;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.515 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }   

    }

}
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ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN-Ext-CCC

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 430

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 431

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport all customer
traffic across an LDP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and extended-vlan-ccc as the
physical encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service
definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation extended-vlan-ccc;

        unit 1 {

            description Ext-AllVLAN;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family ccc {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                }

            }       

        }           

    }               

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }
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        then discard;

    }               

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation extended-vlan-ccc;

        unit 1 {

            description Ext-AllVLAN;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family ccc {
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                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }               

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {     

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}
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ELine-QinQ-VLANRange

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 433

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 434

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport a range of VLANs
across an LDP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and flexible-ethernet-services as the
physical encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service
definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {                                    

       flexible-vlan-tagging;

       mtu 1522;

       encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

         unit 2 {

         description "QinQ Eline Martini";

         encapsulation vlan-ccc;

         vlan-tags outer 2 inner-range 100-110;

         family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

    if-exceeding {

        bandwidth-limit 100m;

        burst-size-limit 62500000;
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    }

family ccc {

    filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

        interface-specific;

        term 1 {

            then {

                policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

                accept;

            }

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.2 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

    unit 2 {

        description "QinQ Eline Martini";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-tags outer 2 inner-range 100-110;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

            }

        }

    }
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}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

                    accept;

                }   

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {     

            interface ge-0/1/1.2 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}
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ELine-QinQ-VLANRange-CCC

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 436

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 437

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport a range of VLANs
across an LDP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and vlan-ccc as the physical
encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition
to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

    ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        unit 514 {

            description VLANRANGE-SR;

            encapsulation vlan-ccc;

            vlan-tags outer 514 inner-range 600-610;

            family ccc {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_514;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_514 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }
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        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_514 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_514;

                    accept;

                }   

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.514 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

 ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        unit 514 {

            description VLANRANGE-SR;

            encapsulation vlan-ccc;

            vlan-tags outer 514 inner-range 600-610;

            family ccc {

                filter {
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                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_514;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_514 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_514 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_514;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.514 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}
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ELine-QinQ-VLANRange-Ext-CCC

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 439

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 440

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport a range of VLANs
across an LDP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and extended-vlan-ccc as the physical
encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition
to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation extended-vlan-ccc;

    unit 2 {    

        description Ext-VLANRange;

        vlan-tags outer 2 inner-range 100-110;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

            }   

        }       

    }           

}   

firewall {          

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;
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        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}     

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.2 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

             }

         }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation extended-vlan-ccc;

    unit 2 {

        description Ext-VLANRange;

        vlan-tags outer 2 inner-range 100-110;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2;
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            }   

        }

    }

} 

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }               

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.2 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

             }

         }

    }

}

Multipoint-to-Multipoint Predefined Service Definitions

The Ethernet Activator software provides predefined service definitions for VPLS services that use BGP
switching in the network core. These services are sometimes knows as E-LAN services. This section covers
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multipoint-to-multipoint (or full mesh) service definitions. Figure 16 on page 442 shows an example of such
a service.

Figure 16: Multipoint—to—Multipoint Service

Information specific to each service instance, such as the device name, endpoint name, and customer
VLAN ID, is provided in the service order. Attributes that can apply across many service instances are
typically defined in the service definition. These attributes include:

• Ethernet option (dot1.q, port-port, qinq)

• Traffic type (single VLAN, VLAN range, all traffic)

• VLAN normalization

• Physical interface encapsulation

• Logical interface encapsulation

• Rate limit range

Table 23 on page 443 lists each of the standard VPLS service definitions. Each standard service definition
is then described in detail in the sections that follow.
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Table 23: Standard Service Definitions

Service AttributesStandard Service Definition Name

• Multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries andMXSeries devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs are not preserved

• 802.1Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-Dot1q-Normalized-VLAN-None”
on page 444

• Multipoint Ethernet service forM Series orMX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-Dot1Q-SingleVLAN” on page 449

• Multipoint Ethernet service forM series andMXSeries devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Port-based UNIs

• Transports all customer traffic

• Ethernet VPLS as physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-PortBased” on page 453

• Multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries andMXSeries devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN” on page 458
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Table 23: Standard Service Definitions (continued)

Service AttributesStandard Service Definition Name

• Multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries andMXSeries devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs preserved

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-All” on
page 462

• Multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries andMXSeries devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• VLAN IDs not preserved

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-None”
on page 467

• Multipoint Ethernet service for MX Series devices only

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs preserved

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• Transports specified VLAN range

• Flexible Ethernet services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-QinQ-Range-Normalized-VLAN”on
page 471

ELAN-BGP-Dot1q-Normalized-VLAN-None

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 445

Configuration on Endpoint B | 446

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 447
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This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
traffic from a single VLAN on an endpoint across a BGP network core using 802.1Q endpoint interface
types and flexible-ethernet-services as the physical encapsulation type. VLAN IDs are not preserved across
the network—traffic passes from the single VLAN on an endpoint to any VLANs in the broadcast domain.
Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific values
from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 16 on page 442:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

ge-0/0/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-id 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                    accept;

                }
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            }

        }

    }               

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-Dot1q-Normalized-VLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/1.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:1;

        vrf-target target:65410:0;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/1.1;

                }

            }

        }

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

    ge-0/0/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-id 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {
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            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-Dot1q-Normalized-VLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/1.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:0;

        vrf-target target:65410:0;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/1.1;

                }

            }

        }           

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

SJC:
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    ge-0/0/1 {      

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-id 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-Dot1q-Normalized-VLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/1.1;

        vlan-id none;

        route-distinguisher 65410:2;

        vrf-target target:65410:0;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;
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                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/1.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

ELAN-BGP-Dot1Q-SingleVLAN

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 449

Configuration on Endpoint B | 451

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 452

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
traffic on a single VLAN across a BGP network core using 802.1Q endpoint interface types and
flexible-ethernet-services as the physical encapsulation type. No VLANmapping is performed—the VLAN
ID must be the same on all endpoints. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from
this service definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 16 on page 442:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

    ge-0/0/2 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-id 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/2_1;
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                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/2_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-Dot1Q-SingleVLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/2.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:4;

        vrf-target target:65410:1;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/2.1;

                }

            }

        }           

    }
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Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

    ge-0/0/2 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-id 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/2_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/2_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-Dot1Q-SingleVLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/2.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:3;

        vrf-target target:65410:1;
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        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/2.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

    ge-0/0/2 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-id 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/2_1;

                }

            }       

        }           

    }               

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {   

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/2_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {
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                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-Dot1Q-SingleVLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/2.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:5;

        vrf-target target:65410:1;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/2.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

ELAN-BGP-PortBased

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 454

Configuration on Endpoint B | 455

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 456

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
all traffic on an entire port across a BGP network core using ethernet-vpls as the physical encapsulation
type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific
values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.
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The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 16 on page 442:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

 ge-0/1/3 {      

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation ethernet-vpls;

        unit 0 {

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/3;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/3 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 15220;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/3 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/3;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    ELAN_BGP_PortBased_10_100M {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/1/3.0;

        route-distinguisher 65410:3;
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        vrf-target target:65410:1;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/1/3.0;

                }

            }

        }

    }

} 

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

 ge-0/1/3 {

        mtu 1522;   

        encapsulation ethernet-vpls;

        unit 0 {

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/3;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/3 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 15220;

        }           

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/3 {

            interface-specific;
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            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/3;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    ELAN_BGP_PortBased_10_100M {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/1/3.0;

        route-distinguisher 65410:2;

        vrf-target target:65410:1;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/1/3.0;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

 ge-0/2/2 {

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation ethernet-vpls;

        unit 0 {

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/2/2;

                }

            }

        }
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    }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/2/2 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 15220;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/2/2 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/2/2;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    ELAN_BGP_PortBased_10_100M {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/2/2.0;

        route-distinguisher 65410:4;

        vrf-target target:65410:1;

        protocols { 

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/2/2.0;

                }

            }

        }

    }
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ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 458

Configuration on Endpoint B | 459

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 461

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
all traffic across a BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and flexible-ethernet-services
as the physical encapsulation type. No VLAN mapping is performed—customer VLAN IDs and service
provider VLAN IDs must match on each endpoint that is to send or receive traffic. Service provisioners
can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific values from 10 Mbps
through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 16 on page 442:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;
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        }

        then discard;

    }               

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }           

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/1/1.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:13;

        vrf-target target:65410:4;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/1/1.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {
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            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/1/1.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:12;

        vrf-target target:65410:4;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/1/1.1;

                }
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            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

ge-0/0/5 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/5_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/5_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/5_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/5_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }
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}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/5.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:14;

        vrf-target target:65410:4;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/5.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-All

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 463

Configuration on Endpoint B | 464

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 465

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
all traffic across a BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and flexible-ethernet-services
as the physical encapsulation type. Customer VLAN IDs are preserved across the network—traffic passes
only among matching customer VLAN IDs. However, traffic can pass among any service provider VLAN
ID in the broadcast domain. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service
definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 16 on page 442:
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Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

ge-0/1/0 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {    

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/0_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/0_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/0_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/0_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-All-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/1/0.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:10;

        vrf-target target:65410:3;
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        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/1/0.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

ge-0/1/0 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/0_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/0_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/0_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {
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                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/0_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }           

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-All-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/1/0.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:9;

        vrf-target target:65410:3;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/1/0.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

ge-0/0/4 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/4_1;

                }

            }

        }
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    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/4_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/4_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/4_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {             

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-All-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/4.1;

        vlan-id all;

        route-distinguisher 65410:11;

        vrf-target target:65410:3;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/4.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }
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ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-None

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 467

Configuration on Endpoint B | 468

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 470

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
all traffic across a BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and flexible-ethernet-services
as the physical encapsulation type. VLAN IDs are not preserved across the network—traffic passes between
any customer VLAN or service provider VLAN in the broadcast domain. Service provisioners can limit the
bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific values from 10Mbps through 100Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 16 on page 442:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

ge-0/0/3 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/3_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }
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        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/3_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {          

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/3.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:7;

        vrf-target target:65410:2;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/3.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

ge-0/0/3 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;
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            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/3_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/3_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/3.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:6;

        vrf-target target:65410:2;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/3.1;

                }

            }
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        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

ge-0/0/3 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/3_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }               

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/3_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}
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routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/3.1;

        vlan-id none;

        route-distinguisher 65410:8;

        vrf-target target:65410:2;

        protocols { 

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/3.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

ELAN-BGP-QinQ-Range-Normalized-VLAN

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 472

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 473

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
traffic from a range of VLANs on an endpoint across a BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface
types and flexible-ethernet-services as the physical encapsulation type. Services built from this service
definition must use MX Series devices on the provider edge. Customer VLAN IDs are preserved across
the network—traffic passes among like customer VLAN IDs on any service provider VLAN in the broadcast
domain. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific
values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data for a service with only two endpoints, SJC and SFO.
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Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device SJC):

ge-0/0/6 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 2 {    

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 2 inner-range 1500-2000;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/6_2;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/6_2 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/6_2 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/6_2;

                    accept;

                }

            }       

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-Range-Normalized-VLAN-SR1 {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id all;

        interface ge-0/0/6.2;
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        vlan-id all;

        route-distinguisher 65410:19;

        vrf-target target:65410:6;

        protocols {

            vpls {  

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/6.2;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SFO):

ge-0/0/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1 inner-range 1500-2000;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                }   

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;
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    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-Range-Normalized-VLAN-SR1 {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id all;

        interface ge-0/0/1.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:18;

        vrf-target target:65410:6;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/1.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

Point-to-Multipoint Service Definitions

The Ethernet Activator software provides predefined service definitions for VPLS services that use BGP
switching in the network core. These services are sometimes knows as E-LAN services. This section covers
point-to-multipoint (or hub and spoke) service definitions. Figure 17 on page 475 shows an example of such
a service.
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Figure 17: Point-to-Multipoint Service

Information specific to each service instance, such as the device name, endpoint name, customer VLAN
ID, and whether a specific endpoint is a hub or a spoke is provided in the service order. Attributes that
can apply across many service instances are typically defined in the service definition. These attributes
include:

• Ethernet option (dot1.q, port-port, qinq)

• Traffic type (single VLAN, VLAN range, all traffic)

• VLAN normalization

• Physical interface encapsulation

• Logical interface encapsulation

• Rate limit range

Table 24 on page 476 lists each of the standard VPLS service definitions. Each standard service definition
is then described in detail in the sections that follow.
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Table 24: Standard Service Definitions

Service AttributesStandard Service Definition Name

• Multipoint Ethernet service for M Series and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs are not preserved

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELAN-Hub-Spoke-QinQ-AllVLAN” on
page 476

• Multipoint Ethernet service for M Series or MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs are preserved

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELAN-Hub-Spoke-QinQ-AllVLAN-No”
on page 477

ELAN-Hub-Spoke-QinQ-AllVLAN

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 477

Configuration on Endpoint B | 477

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 477

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport all
traffic on an endpoint across a BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and
flexible-ethernet-services as the physical encapsulation type. Customer VLAN IDs are preserved across
the network—traffic passes among like customer VLAN IDs on any service provider VLAN in the broadcast
domain. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific
values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 17 on page 475:
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Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

ELAN-Hub-Spoke-QinQ-AllVLAN-No

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 477

Configuration on Endpoint B | 477

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 477

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport all
traffic on an endpoint across a BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and
flexible-ethernet-services as the physical encapsulation type. VLAN IDs are not preserved across the
network—traffic passes from the single VLAN on an endpoint to any VLANs in the broadcast domain.
Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific values
from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 17 on page 475:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A(device IND):

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):
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RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating an E-Line Service Definition | 189

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 215

Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions

The Network Activate software provides predefined service definitions that a service provisioner can
choose from when creating a service order. This section provides information about predefined service
definitions used for creating Ethernet point-to-point services. For information about predefined service
definitions used to create other types of service, see the following topics:

• Predefined Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions on page 522

• Predefined Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions on page 555

• Predefined Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions on page 572

• Predefined Hub-and Spoke Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions on page 573

If none of the point-to-point predefined service definitions described here is appropriate for your needs,
you can create a service definition as described in “Creating an E-Line Service Definition” on page 189,

TheNetwork Activate software provides predefined service definitions for Ethernet point-to-point services
that use LDP switching or BGP in the network core. The LDP based services are sometimes known as
E-Line Martini services, and the BGP based services are sometimes known as E-Line Kompella services.
Figure 15 on page 410 shows an example of such a service.

Figure 18: Point-to-Point Service

Information specific to each service instance, such as the device name, endpoint name, and customer
VLAN ID, is provided in the service order. Attributes that can apply across many service instances are
typically defined in the service definition. These attributes include:
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• Ethernet option (dot1.q, port-port, qinq)

• Traffic type (single VLAN, multiple VLAN, all traffic)

• Physical interface encapsulation

• Logical interface encapsulation

• Rate limit range

Table 22 on page 410 lists each of the standard point-to-point service definitions. Each standard service
definition is then described in detail in the sections that follow.

Table 25: Standard Ethernet Point-to-Point Ethernet Service Definitions

Service AttributesStandard ServiceDefinitionName

• Point-to-point service for M Series and MX Series routers

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN” on
page 412

• Point-to-point service for M Series and MX Series routers

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN-CCC” on
page 415

• Point-to-point service for M Series and MX Series routers

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Extended-vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN-Ext-CCC”
on page 418

• Point-to-point service for M Series and MX Series routers

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Port-based UNI

• Ethernet-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-PortBased” on page 421
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Table 25: Standard Ethernet Point-to-Point Ethernet Service Definitions (continued)

Service AttributesStandard ServiceDefinitionName

• Point-to-point service for M Series and MX Series routers

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN” on page 424

• Point-to-point service for M Series and MX Series routers

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN-CCC” on
page 427

• Point-to-point service for M Series and MX Series routers

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Extended-vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN-Ext-CCC” on
page 430

• Point-to-point service for MX Series routers only

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is range of VLANs

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-QinQ-VLANRange”onpage433

• Point-to-point service for MX Series routers only

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is range of VLANs

• Vlan-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-QinQ-VLANRange-CCC” on
page 436
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Table 25: Standard Ethernet Point-to-Point Ethernet Service Definitions (continued)

Service AttributesStandard ServiceDefinitionName

• Point-to-point service for MX Series routers only

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is range of VLANs

• Extended-vlan-ccc physical encapsulation

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-QinQ-VLANRange-Ext-CCC”
on page 439

• Point-to-point service forMX Series routers and BX7000Gateways only

• T1 interfaces

• satop physical encapsulation

TDM Interface

• Point-to-point service forMX Series routers and BX7000Gateways only

• T1 interfaces

• satop physical encapsulation

• Static pseudowire

Static TDM pseudowire

• Point-to-point service forMX Series routers and BX7000Gateways only

• ATM/T1interfaces

• atm-cc-cell-relay physical encapsulation

ATM pseudowire

• Point-to-point service forMX Series routers and BX7000Gateways only

• ATM/T1interfaces

• atm-ccc-vc-mux/aal5 physical encapsulation

ATM-AAL5 pseudowire

• Point-to-point service forMX Series routers and BX7000Gateways only

• ATM/T1 interfaces

• atm-ccc-cell-relay/atm physical encapsulation

• Static pseudowire

Static ATM pseudowire

• Point-to-point service forMX Series routers and BX7000Gateways only

• ATM/T1 interfaces

• atm-ccc-vc-mux / aal5 physical encapsulation

• Static pseudowire

Static ATM-AAL5 pseudowire
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Table 25: Standard Ethernet Point-to-Point Ethernet Service Definitions (continued)

Service AttributesStandard ServiceDefinitionName

• Ethernet service for M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series routers

• Gigabit Ethernet interface

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface type

• Transport all traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limit from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“Eline-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN” on
page 518

• Ethernet service for M Series, MX Series, and ACX Series routers

• Gigabit Ethernet interface

• 802.1Q endpoint interface types

• Single VLAN traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limit from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“Eline-BGP-Dot1q-SingleVLAN” on
page 515

• Ethernet service for M Series, MX Series, and ACX routers

• Gigabit Ethernet interface

• Port-based UNIs

• Ethernet-ccc physical encapsulation type

• Rate limit from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELine-BGP-Port-Based” on page 512

ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 483

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 484

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport a single VLAN
across an LDP or BGP network core using 802.1Q endpoint interface types and flexible-ethernet-services
as the physical encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this
service definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:
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Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {

      flexible-vlan-tagging;

      mtu 1522;

      encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

      unit 1 {

        description "Dot1q Eline Martini ";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-id 1;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

   policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

    if-exceeding {

        bandwidth-limit 100m;

        burst-size-limit 62500000;

    }               

    then discard;   

} 

family ccc {    

 filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

protocols {

    l2circuit {

       neighbor 192.168.1.40

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;
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                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

      flexible-vlan-tagging;

      mtu 1522;

      encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

      unit 1 {

        description "Dot1q Eline Martini ";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-id 1;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

   policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

    if-exceeding {

        bandwidth-limit 100m;

        burst-size-limit 62500000;

    }               

    then discard;   

} 

family ccc {    

 filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;
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                }

protocols {

    l2circuit {

       neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

}

ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN-CCC Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 485

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 487

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport a single VLAN
across an LDP or BGP network core using 802.1Q endpoint interface types and vlan-ccc as the physical
encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition
to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 { 

     flexible-vlan-tagging;

     mtu 1522;

     encapsulation vlan-ccc;

     unit 513 {

        description VLANCCC-SR;
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        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-id 513;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_513;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_513 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_513 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_513;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {     

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.513 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}
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Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

 ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation vlan-ccc;

    unit 513 {

        description VLANCCC-SR;

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-id 513;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_513;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_513 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_513 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_513;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {
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            interface ge-0/1/1.513 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}

ELine-Dot1q-SingleVLAN-Ext-CCC Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 488

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 490

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport a single VLAN
across an LDP or BGP network core using 802.1Q endpoint interface types and extended-vlan-ccc as the
physical encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service
definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation extended-vlan-ccc;

    unit 1 {

        description Extended-SR;

        vlan-id 1;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;
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            }

        }

    }           

}               

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}   

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}
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Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation extended-vlan-ccc;

    unit 1 {

        description Extended-SR;

        vlan-id 1;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }           

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

} 

protocols {

   l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {
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                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}

ELine-PortBased Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 491

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 492

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport all traffic across
an LDP or BGP network core using an entire port at each endpoint using ethernet-ccc as the physical
encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition
to specific values from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {

    encapsulation ethernet-ccc;

    unit 0 {

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1;

            }

        }

    }

}
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firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

            burst-size-limit 6250000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {     

            interface ge-0/1/1.0 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

        encapsulation ethernet-ccc;

        unit 0 {

            family ccc {
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                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

            burst-size-limit 6250000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {           

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}      

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.0 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}
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ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 494

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 495

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport all customer
traffic across an LDP or BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and
flexible-ethernet-services as the physical encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth
of services built from this service definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

 ge-0/1/1 {           

      flexible-vlan-tagging;

      mtu 1522;

      encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

      unit 1 {

        description "AllVlanTransport";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-tags outer 1;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

            }

        }

    }

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;
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                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

    unit 1 {

        description "AllVlanTransport";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-tags outer 1;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

            }   
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        }       

    }           

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }           

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }       

        }

    }

}
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ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN-CCC Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 497

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 498

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport all customer
traffic across an LDP or BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and vlan-ccc as the
physical encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service
definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        unit 515 {  

            description QinQ-ALLVLAN;

            encapsulation vlan-ccc;

            vlan-tags outer 515;

            family ccc {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_515;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_515 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;
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        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_515 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_515;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.515 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }   

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation vlan-ccc;

    unit 515 {

        description QinQ-ALLVLAN;

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-tags outer 515;

        family ccc {
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            filter {

                 input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_515;

            }   

        }

    }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_515 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {    

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_515 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_515;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.515 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }   

    }

}
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ELine-QinQ-AllVLAN-Ext-CCC Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 500

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 501

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport all customer
traffic across an LDP or BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and extended-vlan-ccc
as the physical encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this
service definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation extended-vlan-ccc;

        unit 1 {

            description Ext-AllVLAN;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family ccc {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                }

            }       

        }           

    }               

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;
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        }

        then discard;

    }               

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation extended-vlan-ccc;

        unit 1 {

            description Ext-AllVLAN;

            vlan-tags outer 1;
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            family ccc {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }               

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {     

            interface ge-0/1/1.1 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}
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ELine-QinQ-VLANRange Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 503

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 504

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport a range of VLANs
across an LDP or BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and flexible-ethernet-services
as the physical encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this
service definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {                                    

       flexible-vlan-tagging;

       mtu 1522;

       encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

         unit 2 {

         description "QinQ Eline Martini";

         encapsulation vlan-ccc;

         vlan-tags outer 2 inner-range 100-110;

         family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

    if-exceeding {

        bandwidth-limit 100m;
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        burst-size-limit 62500000;

    }

family ccc {

    filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

        interface-specific;

        term 1 {

            then {

                policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

                accept;

            }

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.2 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

    unit 2 {

        description "QinQ Eline Martini";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-tags outer 2 inner-range 100-110;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

            }

        }
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    }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

                    accept;

                }   

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {     

            interface ge-0/1/1.2 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}
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ELine-QinQ-VLANRange-CCC Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 506

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 507

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport a range of VLANs
across an LDP or BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and vlan-ccc as the physical
encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition
to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

    ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        unit 514 {

            description VLANRANGE-SR;

            encapsulation vlan-ccc;

            vlan-tags outer 514 inner-range 600-610;

            family ccc {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_514;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_514 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;
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        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_514 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_514;

                    accept;

                }   

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.40 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.514 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

 ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        unit 514 {

            description VLANRANGE-SR;

            encapsulation vlan-ccc;

            vlan-tags outer 514 inner-range 600-610;

            family ccc {
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                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_514;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_514 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_514 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_514;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.514 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

            }

        }

    }

}
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ELine-QinQ-VLANRange-Ext-CCC Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 509

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 510

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-point services that transport a range of VLANs
across an LDP or BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and extended-vlan-ccc as the
physical encapsulation type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service
definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation extended-vlan-ccc;

    unit 2 {    

        description Ext-VLANRange;

        vlan-tags outer 2 inner-range 100-110;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

            }   

        }       

    }           

}   

firewall {          

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;
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            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}     

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.2 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

             }

         }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

ge-0/1/1 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation extended-vlan-ccc;

    unit 2 {

        description Ext-VLANRange;

        vlan-tags outer 2 inner-range 100-110;

        family ccc {

            filter {
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                input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

            }   

        }

    }

} 

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }               

    family ccc {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_2 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_2;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    l2circuit {

        neighbor 192.168.1.30 {

            interface ge-0/1/1.2 {

                virtual-circuit-id 786;

                no-control-word;

                mtu 1522;

             }

         }

    }

}
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ELine-BGP-Port-Based

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 512

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 513

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

routing-instances{

    instance-type l2vpn;

    interface ge-1/0/7.0;

    route-distinguisher 69:27;

    vrf-target target:69:49165;

    protocols {

        l2vpn {

            encapsulation-type ethernet-vlan;

            no-control-word;

            site L2VPN_Site_1 {

                site-identifier 1;

                mtu 1522;

                interface ge-1/0/7.0 {

                   remote-site-id 2;

                   description P2P-BGP-PortBased;

               }

           }

        }

    }

}

ge-1/0/7 {

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation ethernet-ccc;

    unit 0 {

        family ccc {
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            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-1/0/7;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall{

    family ccc {

       filter filter_in_ge-1/0/7 {

           interface-specific;

            term 1 {

               then {

                   policer policer_in_ge-1/0/7;

                   accept;

               }

           }

        }

    }

    policer policer_in_ge-1/0/7 {

     if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

     burst-size-limit 15220;

 }

 then discard;

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

routing-instances{

    instance-type l2vpn;

    interface ge-1/0/8.0;

    route-distinguisher 69:27;

    vrf-target target:69:49165;

    protocols {

        l2vpn {

            encapsulation-type ethernet-vlan;
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            no-control-word;

            site L2VPN_Site_2 {

                site-identifier 2;

                mtu 1522;

                interface ge-1/0/8.0 {

                   remote-site-id 1;

                   description P2P-BGP-PortBased;

               }

           }

        }

    }

}

ge-1/0/8 {

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation ethernet-ccc;

    unit 0 {

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-1/0/8;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall{

    family ccc {

       filter filter_in_ge-1/0/8 {

           interface-specific;

            term 1 {

               then {

                   policer policer_in_ge-1/0/8;

                   accept;

               }

           }

        }

    }

    policer policer_in_ge-1/0/8 {

     if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

     burst-size-limit 15220;

 }
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 then discard;

    }

}

Eline-BGP-Dot1q-SingleVLAN

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 515

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 517

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

routing-instances {

    instance-type l2vpn;

    interface ge-0/0/2.823;

    route-distinguisher 69:26;

    vrf-target target:69:49164;

    protocols {

        l2vpn {

            encapsulation-type ethernet-vlan;

            no-control-word;

            site L2VPN_Site_1 {

                site-identifier 1;

                interface ge-0/0/2.823 {

                    remote-site-id 2;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

ge-0/0/2 {
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    enable;

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

    unit 823 {

        description "ELine-BGP-Dot1Q";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-id 823;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/0/2_823;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall{

    family ccc {

       filter filter_in_ge-0/0/2_823 {

           interface-specific;

            term 1 {

               then {

                   policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_823;

                   accept;

               }

           }

        }

    }

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_823 {

     if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

     burst-size-limit 15220;

 }

 then discard;

    }

}
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Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

routing-instances {

    instance-type l2vpn;

    interface ge-0/0/3.823;

    route-distinguisher 69:26;

    vrf-target target:69:49164;

    protocols {

        l2vpn {

            encapsulation-type ethernet-vlan;

            no-control-word;

            site L2VPN_Site_2 {

                site-identifier 2;

                interface ge-0/0/3.823 {

                    remote-site-id 1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

ge-0/0/3 {

    enable;

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

    unit 823 {

        description "ELine-BGP-Dot1Q";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-id 823;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/0/3_823;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall{

    family ccc {
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       filter filter_in_ge-0/0/3_823 {

           interface-specific;

            term 1 {

               then {

                   policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_823;

                   accept;

               }

           }

        }

    }

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_823 {

     if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

     burst-size-limit 15220;

 }

 then discard;

    }

}

Eline-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 518

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 520

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 15 on page 410:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A:

routing-instances {

    instance-type l2vpn;

    interface ge-0/0/1.981;

    route-distinguisher 69:15;

    vrf-target target:69:49160;
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    protocols {

        l2vpn {

            encapsulation-type ethernet-vlan;

            no-control-word;

            site L2VPN_Site_1 {

                site-identifier 1;

                mtu 1522;

                interface ge-0/0/1.981 {

                    remote-site-id 2;

                    description P2P-BGP-QnQAllVLan;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

ge-0/0/3 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;    

    unit 981 {

        description "No description available for selected UNI interface.";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-tags outer 981;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/0/3_981;

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall{

    family ccc {

       filter filter_in_ge-0/0/3_981;{

           interface-specific;

            term 1 {

               then {

                   policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_981;

                   accept;

               }
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           }

        }

    }

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_981;{

     if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

     burst-size-limit 15220;

 }

 then discard;

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z:

routing-instances {

    instance-type l2vpn;

    interface ge-0/0/5.981;

    route-distinguisher 69:15;

    vrf-target target:69:49160;

    protocols {

        l2vpn {

            encapsulation-type ethernet-vlan;

            no-control-word;

            site L2VPN_Site_2 {

                site-identifier 2;

                mtu 1522;

                interface ge-0/0/5.981 {

                    remote-site-id 1;

                    description P2P-BGP-QnQAllVLan;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

ge-0/0/5 {

    flexible-vlan-tagging;

    mtu 1522;

    encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;    
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    unit 981 {

        description "No description available for selected UNI interface.";

        encapsulation vlan-ccc;

        vlan-tags outer 981;

        family ccc {

            filter {

                input filter_in_ge-0/0/5.981 

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall{

    family ccc {

       filter filter_in_ge-0/0/5.981 {

           interface-specific;

            term 1 {

               then {

                   policer policer_in_ge-0/0/5.981 

                   accept;

               }

           }

        }

    }

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/5.981 {

     if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

     burst-size-limit 15220;

 }

 then discard;

    }

}
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Predefined Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions

The Network Activate software provides predefined service definitions that a service provisioner can
choose from when creating a service order. This section provides information about predefined service
definitions used for creating mutlipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services. For information about predefined
service definitions used to create point-to-point service definitions or point-to-multipoint service definitions,
see the following topics:

• Predefined Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions on page 555

• Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions on page 478

If none of the multipoint-to-multipoint predefined service definitions described here is appropriate for
your needs, you can create a service definition as described in “Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS
Service Definition” on page 215.

The Network Activate software provides predefined service definitions for VPLS services that use BGP
switching in the network core. These services are sometimes known as E-LAN services. This section covers
multipoint-to-multipoint (or full mesh) service definitions. Figure 16 on page 442 shows an example of such
a service.

Figure 19: Multipoint-to-Multipoint Service

Information specific to each service instance, such as the device name, endpoint name, and customer
VLAN ID, is provided in the service order. Attributes that can apply across many service instances are
typically defined in the service definition. These attributes include:

• Ethernet option (dot1.q, port-port, qinq)

• Traffic type (single VLAN, VLAN range, all traffic)
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• VLAN normalization

• Physical interface encapsulation

• Logical interface encapsulation

• Rate limit range

Table 24 on page 476 lists each of the standard VPLS service definitions. Each standard service definition
is then described in detail in the sections that follow.

Table 26: Standard Multipoint-to-Multipoint Service Definitions

Service AttributesStandard Service Definition Name

• Multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries andMXSeries devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs are not preserved

• 802.1Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-Dot1q-Normalized-VLAN-None”
on page 444

• Multipoint Ethernet service forM Series orMX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• 802.1Q endpoint interface types

• Customer traffic is single VLAN

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-Dot1Q-SingleVLAN” on page 449

• Multipoint Ethernet service forM series andMXSeries devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Port-based UNIs

• Transports all customer traffic

• Ethernet VPLS as physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-PortBased” on page 453
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Table 26: Standard Multipoint-to-Multipoint Service Definitions (continued)

Service AttributesStandard Service Definition Name

• Multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries andMXSeries devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN” on page 458

• Multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries andMXSeries devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs preserved

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-All” on
page 462

• Multipoint Ethernet service forMSeries andMXSeries devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• VLAN IDs not preserved

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-None”
on page 467

• Multipoint Ethernet service for MX Series devices only

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs preserved

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• Transports specified VLAN range

• Flexible Ethernet services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps
increment

“ELAN-BGP-QinQ-Range-Normalized-VLAN”on
page 471
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ELAN-BGP-Dot1q-Normalized-VLAN-None Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 525

Configuration on Endpoint B | 526

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 528

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
traffic from a single VLAN on an endpoint across a BGP network core using 802.1Q endpoint interface
types and flexible-ethernet-services as the physical encapsulation type. VLAN IDs are not preserved across
the network—traffic passes from the single VLAN on an endpoint to any VLANs in the broadcast domain.
Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific values
from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 16 on page 442:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

ge-0/0/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-id 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;
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            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }               

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-Dot1q-Normalized-VLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id none;

        interface ge-0/0/1.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:1;

        vrf-target target:65410:0;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/1.1;

                }

            }

        }

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

    ge-0/0/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {
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            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-id 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-Dot1q-Normalized-VLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id none;

        interface ge-0/0/1.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:0;

        vrf-target target:65410:0;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/1.1;
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                }

            }

        }           

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

    ge-0/0/1 {      

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-id 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }
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    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-Dot1q-Normalized-VLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id none;

        interface ge-0/0/1.1;

        vlan-id none;

        route-distinguisher 65410:2;

        vrf-target target:65410:0;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/1.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

ELAN-BGP-Dot1Q-SingleVLAN Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 530

Configuration on Endpoint B | 531

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 532

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
traffic on a single VLAN across a BGP network core using 802.1Q endpoint interface types and
flexible-ethernet-services as the physical encapsulation type. No VLANmapping is performed—the VLAN
ID must be the same on all endpoints. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from
this service definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 16 on page 442:
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Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

    ge-0/0/2 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-id 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/2_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/2_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-Dot1Q-SingleVLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/2.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:4;

        vrf-target target:65410:1;
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        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/2.1;

                }

            }

        }           

    }

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

    ge-0/0/2 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-id 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/2_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/2_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {
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                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-Dot1Q-SingleVLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/2.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:3;

        vrf-target target:65410:1;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/2.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

    ge-0/0/2 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-id 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/2_1;

                }

            }       

        }           
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    }               

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {   

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/2_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-Dot1Q-SingleVLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/2.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:5;

        vrf-target target:65410:1;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/2.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }
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ELAN-BGP-PortBased Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 534

Configuration on Endpoint B | 535

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 537

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
all traffic on an entire port across a BGP network core using ethernet-vpls as the physical encapsulation
type. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific
values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 16 on page 442:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

 ge-0/1/3 {      

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation ethernet-vpls;

        unit 0 {

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/3;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/3 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 15220;

        }

        then discard;

    }
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    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/3 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/3;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    ELAN_BGP_PortBased_10_100M {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/1/3.0;

        route-distinguisher 65410:3;

        vrf-target target:65410:1;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/1/3.0;

                }

            }

        }

    }

} 

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

 ge-0/1/3 {

        mtu 1522;   

        encapsulation ethernet-vpls;

        unit 0 {

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/3;
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                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/3 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 15220;

        }           

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/3 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/3;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    ELAN_BGP_PortBased_10_100M {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/1/3.0;

        route-distinguisher 65410:2;

        vrf-target target:65410:1;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/1/3.0;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}
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Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

 ge-0/2/2 {

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation ethernet-vpls;

        unit 0 {

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/2/2;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/2/2 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 15220;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/2/2 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/2/2;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    ELAN_BGP_PortBased_10_100M {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/2/2.0;

        route-distinguisher 65410:4;

        vrf-target target:65410:1;
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        protocols { 

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/2/2.0;

                }

            }

        }

    }

ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 538

Configuration on Endpoint B | 540

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 541

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
all traffic across a BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and flexible-ethernet-services
as the physical encapsulation type. No VLAN mapping is performed—customer VLAN IDs and service
provider VLAN IDs must match on each endpoint that is to send or receive traffic. Service provisioners
can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific values from 10 Mbps
through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 16 on page 442:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {
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            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }               

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }           

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/1/1.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:13;

        vrf-target target:65410:4;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/1/1.1;

                }
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            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

ge-0/1/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }
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}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/1/1.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:12;

        vrf-target target:65410:4;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/1/1.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

ge-0/0/5 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/5_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/5_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;
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            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/5_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/5_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/5.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:14;

        vrf-target target:65410:4;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/5.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}
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ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-All Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 543

Configuration on Endpoint B | 544

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 546

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
all traffic across a BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and flexible-ethernet-services
as the physical encapsulation type. Customer VLAN IDs are preserved across the network—traffic passes
only among matching customer VLAN IDs. However, traffic can pass among any service provider VLAN
ID in the broadcast domain. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service
definition to specific values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 16 on page 442:

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

ge-0/1/0 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {    

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/0_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/0_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;
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            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/0_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/0_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-All-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id all;

        interface ge-0/1/0.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:10;

        vrf-target target:65410:3;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/1/0.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

ge-0/1/0 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;
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        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/1/0_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/0_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/1/0_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/1/0_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }           

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-All-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id all;

        interface ge-0/1/0.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:9;

        vrf-target target:65410:3;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;
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                    interface ge-0/1/0.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

ge-0/0/4 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/4_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/4_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/4_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/4_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }
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}

routing-instances {             

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-All-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id all;

        interface ge-0/0/4.1;

        vlan-id all;

        route-distinguisher 65410:11;

        vrf-target target:65410:3;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/4.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-None Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 548

Configuration on Endpoint B | 549

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 550

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
all traffic across a BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and flexible-ethernet-services
as the physical encapsulation type. VLAN IDs are not preserved across the network—traffic passes between
any customer VLAN or service provider VLAN in the broadcast domain. Service provisioners can limit the
bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific values from 10Mbps through 100Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 16 on page 442:
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Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device IND):

ge-0/0/3 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/3_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/3_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {          

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id none;

        interface ge-0/0/3.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:7;
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        vrf-target target:65410:2;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/3.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device BLR):

ge-0/0/3 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/3_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/3_1 {
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            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id none;

        interface ge-0/0/3.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:6;

        vrf-target target:65410:2;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/3.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SJC):

ge-0/0/3 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {
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                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/3_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }               

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/3_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/3_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-SR {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id none;

        interface ge-0/0/3.1;

        vlan-id none;

        route-distinguisher 65410:8;

        vrf-target target:65410:2;

        protocols { 

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/3.1;

                }

            }

        }
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    }

}

ELAN-BGP-QinQ-Range-Normalized-VLAN Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 552

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 554

This service definition provides a base for creatingmultipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport
traffic from a range of VLANs on an endpoint across a BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface
types and flexible-ethernet-services as the physical encapsulation type. Services built from this service
definition must use MX Series devices on the provider edge. Customer VLAN IDs are preserved across
the network—traffic passes among like customer VLAN IDs on any service provider VLAN in the broadcast
domain. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific
values from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data for a service with only two endpoints, SJC and SFO.

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device SJC):

ge-0/0/6 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 2 {    

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 2 inner-range 1500-2000;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/6_2;

                }

            }

        }

    }
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firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/6_2 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/6_2 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/6_2;

                    accept;

                }

            }       

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-Range-Normalized-VLAN-SR1 {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id all;

        interface ge-0/0/6.2;

        vlan-id all;

        route-distinguisher 65410:19;

        vrf-target target:65410:6;

        protocols {

            vpls {  

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/6.2;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}
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Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device SFO):

ge-0/0/1 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1 inner-range 1500-2000;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                }   

            }

        }

    }

firewall {

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 100m;

            burst-size-limit 62500000;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/1_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/1_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

routing-instances {

    BestCustomer_ELAN-BGP-QinQ-Range-Normalized-VLAN-SR1 {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id all;

        interface ge-0/0/1.1;
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        route-distinguisher 65410:18;

        vrf-target target:65410:6;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/1.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 215

Predefined Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 555

Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions | 478

Predefined Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions

The Network Activate software provides predefined service definitions that a service provisioner can
choose from when creating a service order. This section provides information about predefined service
definitions used for creating point-to-multipoint services. For information about predefined service
definitions used to create point-to-point service definitions or multipoint-to-multipoint service definitions,
see the following topics:

• Predefined Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions on page 522

• Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions on page 478

If none of the point-to-multipoint predefined service definitions described here is appropriate for your
needs, you can create a service definition as described in “Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service
Definition” on page 238.

The Network Activate software provides predefined service definitions for VPLS services that use BGP
switching in the network core. These services are sometimes known as E-LAN services. This section covers
point-to-multipoint (or hub-and-spoke) service definitions.
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Information specific to each service instance, such as the device name, endpoint name, customer VLAN
ID, and whether a specific endpoint is a hub or a spoke is provided in the service order. Attributes that
can apply across many service instances are typically defined in the service definition. These attributes
include:

• Ethernet option (dot1.q, qinq)

• Traffic type (single VLAN, VLAN range, all traffic)

• VLAN normalization

• Physical interface encapsulation

• Logical interface encapsulation

• Rate limit range

Table 27 on page 556 lists each of the standard VPLS service definitions. Each standard service definition
is then described in detail in the sections that follow.

Table 27: Standard Point-to-Multipoint Service Definitions

Service AttributesStandard Service Definition Name

• Multipoint Ethernet service for M Series or MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs are preserved

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELAN-Hub-Spoke-QinQ-AllVLAN” on
page 476

• Multipoint Ethernet service for M Series and MX Series devices

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

• Customer VLAN IDs are not preserved

• Q-in-Q endpoint interface types

• All customer traffic

• Flexible-ethernet-services physical encapsulation type

• Rate limiting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps with 10 Mbps increment

“ELAN-Hub-Spoke-QinQ-AllVLAN-No”
on page 477
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ELAN-Hub-Spoke-QinQ-AllVLAN-Normalized-All Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 558

Configuration on Endpoint B | 560

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 562

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport all
traffic on an endpoint across a BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and
flexible-ethernet-services as the physical encapsulation type. VLAN IDs are not preserved across the
network—traffic passes from the single VLAN on an endpoint to any VLANs in the broadcast domain.
Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific values
from 10 Mbps through 100 Mbps.

The following sections show the configuration data on each endpoint when you use this service definition
to create the service shown in Figure 17 on page 475—a point-to-multipoint service with one hub and two
spokes.

Figure 20: Point-to-Multipoint Service with One Hub
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Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device SFO). This device is configured as the service hub.

interfaces {

    ge-0/0/2 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 4 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 4;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/2_4;

                }

            }

        }

    }

policy-options {    

    policy-statement ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-hm-export {

        term 1 {

            then {

                community add 

export-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:8;

                accept;

            }

        }

        term 2 {

            then reject;

        }

    }

    policy-statement ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-hm-import {

        term 1 {

            from {

                protocol bgp;

                community [ 

import-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:9 

import-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:8 ];

            }

            then accept;

        }

        term 2 {

            then reject;
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        }

    }

    community export-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:8 

members target:65410:8;

    community import-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:8 

members target:65410:8;

    community import-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:9 

members target:65410:9;

}

firewall {          

    family vpls {       

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/2_4 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_4;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_4 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

            burst-size-limit 15220;

        }

        then discard;

    }

}

routing-instances {

    ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id all;

        interface ge-0/0/2.4;

        route-distinguisher 65410:15;

        vrf-import ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-hm-import;

        vrf-export ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-hm-export;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                mac-table-size {

                    5120;

                }

                interface-mac-limit {

                    1024;
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                }

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/2.4;

                }

            }

        }

Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device SJC). This device is a service spoke.

interfaces {

    ge-0/0/4 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 4 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 4;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/4_4;

                }

            }

        }

    }

policy-options {

    policy-statement ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-export {

        term 1 {

            then {

                community add 

export-comm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:9;

                accept;

            }

        }

        term 2 {

            then reject;

        }
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    }

    policy-statement ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-import {

        term 1 {

            from {

                protocol bgp;

                community 

import-comm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:8;

            }

            then accept;

        }

        term 2 {    

            then reject;

        }

    }

    community export-comm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:9 members

 target:65410:9;

    community import-comm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:8 members

 target:65410:8;

}

firewall {

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/4_4 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/4_4;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/4_4 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

            burst-size-limit 15220;

        }           

        then discard;

    }

}

routing-instances {

    ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All {

        instance-type vpls;
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        vlan-id all;

        interface ge-0/0/4.4;

        route-distinguisher 65410:16;

        vrf-import ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-import;

        vrf-export ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-export;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                mac-table-size {

                    5120;

                }

                interface-mac-limit {

                    1024;

                }

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {

                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/4.4;

                }

            }

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device Beijing). Thus device is a service spoke.

interfaces{

 ge-5/0/2 {

        unit 2 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 2;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-5/0/2_2;

                }

            }

        }

    }               

policy-options {

    policy-statement ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-export {

        term 1 {

            then {
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                community add 

export-comm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:9;

                accept;

            }

        }

        term 2 {

            then reject;

        }

    }

    policy-statement ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-import {

        term 1 {

            from {

                protocol bgp;

                community 

import-comm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:8;

            }

            then accept;

        }

        term 2 {

            then reject;

        }

    }

    community export-comm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:9 members

 target:65410:9;

    community import-comm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-65410:8 members

 target:65410:8;

}

firewall {

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-5/0/2_2 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-5/0/2_2;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    }

    policer policer_in_ge-5/0/2_2 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

            burst-size-limit 15220;

        }
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        then discard;

    }

}

    ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All {

        instance-type vpls;

        vlan-id all;

        interface ge-5/0/2.2;

        route-distinguisher 65410:14;

        vrf-import ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-import;

        vrf-export ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN_Normalized_All-export;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                mac-table-size {

                    5120;

                }

                interface-mac-limit {

                    1024;

                }

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-5/0/2.2;

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

ELAN-Hub-Spoke-QinQ-AllVLAN Service Definition

IN THIS SECTION

Configuration on Endpoint A | 565

Configuration on Endpoint B | 568

Configuration on Endpoint Z | 570

This service definition provides a base for creating point-to-multipoint Ethernet services that transport all
traffic on an endpoint across a BGP network core using Q-in-Q endpoint interface types and
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flexible-ethernet-services as the physical encapsulation type. Customer VLAN IDs are preserved across
the network—traffic passes among like customer VLAN IDs on any service provider VLAN in the broadcast
domain. Service provisioners can limit the bandwidth of services built from this service definition to specific
values from 10Mbps through 100Mbps. Figure 21 on page 565 shows a point-to-multipoint service with
two hubs.

The following sections show the configuration data on endpoints A, B, and Z when you use this service
definition to create the service shown in Figure 21 on page 565—a point-to-multipoint service with two
service hubs and two spokes. The configuration for endpoint Y is not described.

Figure 21: Point-to-Multipoint Service with Two Hubs

Configuration on Endpoint A

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint A (device SFO). This device is configured as a service hub.

interfaces {

    ge-0/0/2 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 3 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 3;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/2_3;

                }

            }
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        }

    }

policy-options {

    policy-statement ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-hm-export {

        term 1 {

            then {

                community add export-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:4;

                accept;

            }

        }

        term 2 {    

            then reject;

        }

    }

    policy-statement ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-hm-import {

        term 1 {

            from {

                protocol bgp;

                community [ import-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:5 

import-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:4 ];

            }

            then accept;

        }

        term 2 {

            then reject;

        }

    }

    community export-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:4 members 

target:65410:4;

    community import-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:4 members 

target:65410:4;

    community import-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:5 members 

target:65410:5;

}

firewall {

    family vpls {  

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/2_3 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_3;
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                    accept;

                }

            }

    }

    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/2_3 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

            burst-size-limit 15220;

        }

        then discard;

}

    ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/2.3;

        route-distinguisher 65410:9;

        vrf-import ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-hm-import;

        vrf-export ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-hm-export;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                mac-table-size {

                    5120;

                }

                interface-mac-limit {

                    1024;

                }

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_2 {

                    site-identifier 2;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/2.3;

                }

            }

        }

    }
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Configuration on Endpoint B

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint B (device SJC). This device is configured as a service hub.

interfaces {

  ge-0/0/4 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services

        unit 3 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 3;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-0/0/4_3;

                }

           }

 }

policy-options {

    policy-statement ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-hm-export {

        term 1 {

            then {

                community add export-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:4;

                accept;

            }

        }

        term 2 {

            then reject;

        }

    }

    policy-statement ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-hm-import {

        term 1 {

            from {

                protocol bgp;

                community [ import-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:5 

import-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:4 ];

            }

            then accept;

        }

        term 2 {

            then reject;

        }

    }
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    community export-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:4 members 

target:65410:4;

    community import-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:4 members 

target:65410:4;

    community import-comm-hm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:5 members 

target:65410:5;

}

firewall {

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-0/0/4_3 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-0/0/4_3;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

 policer policer_in_ge-0/0/4_3 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

            burst-size-limit 15220;

        }

        then discard;

    }

    ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-0/0/4.3;

        route-distinguisher 65410:10;

        vrf-import ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-hm-import;

        vrf-export ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-hm-export;

        protocols {

            vpls {

                mac-table-size {

                    5120;

                }

                interface-mac-limit {

                    1024;

                }

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_3 {
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                    site-identifier 3;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-0/0/4.3;

                }

            }

        }

    }

Configuration on Endpoint Z

The following statements show the interface configuration, the filter configuration, and connectivity
configuration on endpoint Z (device Beijing). This device is configured as a service spoke.

interfaces {

    ge-5/0/2 {

        flexible-vlan-tagging;

        mtu 1522;

        encapsulation flexible-ethernet-services;

        unit 1 {

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 1;

            family vpls {

                filter {

                    input filter_in_ge-5/0/2_1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

policy-options {

    policy-statement ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-export {

        term 1 {

            then {

                community add export-comm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:5;

                accept;

            }

        }

        term 2 {

            then reject;

        }

    }

    policy-statement ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-import {
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        term 1 {    

            from {

                protocol bgp;

                community import-comm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:4;

            }

            then accept;

        }

        term 2 {

            then reject;

        }

    }

    community export-comm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:5 members 

target:65410:5;

    community import-comm-ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-65410:4 members 

target:65410:4;

}

firewall {

    family vpls {

        filter filter_in_ge-5/0/2_1 {

            interface-specific;

            term 1 {

                then {

                    policer policer_in_ge-5/0/2_1;

                    accept;

                }

            }

        }

    policer policer_in_ge-5/0/2_1 {

        if-exceeding {

            bandwidth-limit 10m;

            burst-size-limit 15220;

        }

        then discard;

    }

}

routing-instances {

    ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN {

        instance-type vpls;

        interface ge-5/0/2.1;

        route-distinguisher 65410:8;

        vrf-import ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-import;

        vrf-export ELAN_Hub_Spoke_QinQ_AllVLAN-export;

        protocols {

            vpls {
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                mac-table-size {

                    5120;

                }

                interface-mac-limit {

                    1024;

                }

                no-tunnel-services;

                site Site_1 {

                    site-identifier 1;

                    site-preference primary;

                    interface ge-5/0/2.1;

                }

            }

        }

    }

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 238

Predefined Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 522

Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions | 478

Predefined Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions

The Network Activate software section provides information about predefined service definitions used
for creating Layer 3 VPN full mesh services.

If neither of the predefined service definitions described here is appropriate for your needs, you can create
a service definition as described in “Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definition” on page 377.

The Network Activate software provides predefined service definitions for Layer 3 VPN services that use
the BGP or OSPF protocols.

Information specific to each service instance, such as the device name, endpoint name, VLAN ID, Interface
IP, Peer AS (BGP), and whether you want to allow a service provisioner to create static routes on the
service, is provided in the service order.

Table 12 on page 188 lists each of the standard VPLS service definitions. Each standard service definition
is then described in detail in the sections that follow.
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Table 28: Standard Point-to-Multipoint Service Definitions

Predefined Service AttributesStandard Service Definition Name

• VLAN ID selection: Auto pick

• Route target: Auto pick

• Route distinguisher: Auto pick

• Allowed Routing Protocols: OSPF/Static Route

L3VPN-OSPF-STATIC L3 VPN (Full Mesh)

• VLAN ID selection : Auto pick

• Route target: Auto pick

• Route distinguisher: Auto pick

• Allowed Routing Protocols: BGP/Static Route

L3VPN-BGP-STATIC L3 VPN (Full Mesh)

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definition | 377

Predefined Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 522

Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions | 478

Predefined Hub-and Spoke Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions

The Network Activate software provides predefined service definitions that use BGP or OSPF routing
protocols that you, the service provisioner, can use to create a service order. You must have a Service
Designer user role to use Layer 3 VPN hub-and-spoke service definitions.

You view predefined and custom service definitions in the Service Design >Manage Service Definitions
inventory page. You can view service definition details or attributes in theManage Service Definitions
inventory page by double-clicking the service definition.

You can also view service instance details by selecting Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders.

Table 29 on page 574 describes the predefined or standard hub-and-spoke (one interface) service definitions
and their preconfigured service attributes. You can not reconfigure attributes in these predefined services.
However, if you need custom attributes, create a new hub-and-spoke service definition to use, as described
in Creating a Layer 3 VPN Hub-and-Spoke Service Definition.
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Table 29: Standard Hub-and-Spoke Service Definitions

Predefined Service AttributesDescription
Standard Service
Definition Name

• VLAN ID selection: Auto pick

This attribute is editable in the service order.

• Route target: Auto pick

• Pick VLAN within this range: N/A

• Route target: Auto pick

• Route distinguisher: Auto pick

This attribute is editable in the service order.

The VRF table label option is selected.

• Allowed Routing Protocols: OSPF/Static Route

L3VPN Hub and Spoke 1
interface with OSPF/Static
as PE-CE routing protocol

L3VPN-OSPF-Static
(Hub-Spoke-1-Interface)

• VLAN ID selection: Auto pick

This attribute is editable in the service order.

• Route target: Auto pick

• Pick VLAN within this range: N/A

• Route target: Auto pick

• Route distinguisher: Auto pick

This attribute is editable in the service order.

The VRF table label option is selected.

• Allowed Routing Protocols: BGP/Static Route

L3VPN Hub and Spoke 1
interfacewith BGP/Static as
PE-CE routing protocol

L3VPN-BGP-Static
(Hub-Spoke-1-Interface)
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Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet Service Order | 719

Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions | 478

Predefined Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 522

Predefined Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 555
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Service Order States and Service States Overview

Service provisioners create service orders which are requests to provision a service, validate a service, or
decommission a service. The service order for provisioning a service defines all the service attributes.

Service Order States

Before a service order can affect a service, it must transition through several states as shown in
Figure 22 on page 577.

Figure 22: Service Order States and State Transitions

When the service provisioner has created the service order, but has not yet attempted to deploy it or
schedule it for deployment, the service order is in the Requested state.

After the service provisioner has scheduled the service order for deployment, the service order transitions
to the Scheduled state. If the service provisioner schedules the service order for immediate deployment,
then the service order will be in the Scheduled state only briefly. However, if the service provisioner has
scheduled a later deployment, the service order could be in this state for several hours or days.

When a scheduled service order reaches its time for deployment, it transitions to the transitory In Progress
state. From this state, the Junos Space software attempts to deploy the service. Successful deployment
transitions the service order to the Completed state.

If the Junos Space software cannot deploy the service because of invalid information in the service order
itself, the service order enters the Invalid state. The service provisioner must resolve the issues that cause
the failure before re-creating the service order and rescheduling it for deployment.

If the device is down or the Junos Space software is unable to push the service configuration to the device,
the service order transitions to the Failed Deploy state. A network operator might need to resolve the
problem before the service provisioner reschedules the service order.
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When you cancel a job, the service order may not fail in Cross Provisioning Platform but changes the
service order state to Scheduled. When the job state is In Progress and until the device responds, the
service order state is Scheduled. When the job is Cancelled, the job state becomes Cancelled and the
service order state is Scheduled. As a result, the service order cannot be deleted or edited. However, you
can move the service order state to Requested by right-clicking any service order or by clicking Actions
at the header of the grid and selectingCancelOrder option. TheCancelOrder option is enabled or disabled,
depending on the state of the service order. This option is enabled only when the service order state is
Scheduled and the job state is Cancelled while it is disabled for all the other service order states. When
the state of the service order is Requested, you can modify and deploy or delete the service order.

Service States

A service is created when a service order to provision a service reaches the Completed state.

If a service exists, it is in the Deployed state. If a new service fails to deploy, the service does not exist.

If an attempt to modify a service fails, the service enters the Fail Deploy state. When a service is in the
Fail Deploy state, you can attempt to redeploy it, or you can delete it.

The service also has an audit state of Up or Down, depending on whether the service passed or failed
functional audit.

If you modify a service order and successfully redeploy the service, the modified service will operate
according to the updated configuration.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing Service Orders | 621

Viewing Services | 833

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Understanding Service Validation | 876

Creating a Service Order

A service order is an instance of the service definition that completes the definition for a specific customer’s
use. The service order always specifies the customer and the endpoints that link the customer sites through
the MPLS network. For each endpoint, the service provisioner specifies the N-PE device and the UNI on
that device that connects the customer site to the N-PE device. The service order can also specify any
additional attributes that are configured in the service definition as editable in the service order. These
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attributesmight include the VCID,MTU for the UNI,MTU for the connection across the network, VLAN-ID,
rate limiting bandwidth, and so forth.

To create a point-to-point Ethernet service order, see “Creating a Point-to-Point ServiceOrder” on page 587

To create a VPLS service order, see “Creating aMultipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS ServiceOrder” on page 661
or “Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order” on page 679.

Creating a Point-to-Point ATM or TDM Pseudowire Service Order

To create a point-to-point Ethernet service order, complete the following tasks in order:

1. Selecting the Service Definition | 579

2. Entering General/Connectivity Settings Information | 580

3. Specifying Endpoint Information | 583

4. Deploying the New Service | 586

Selecting the Service Definition

To select a service definition on which to base the new service order:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create P2P
Service Order.

The Create P2P Service Order page displays an inventory of all available point-to-point service
definitions.

2. Select the service definition you want to base your service order on, and click Next.

A graphical image of a service order appears.
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The image in the left panel of the main display area has multiple selectable elements. The right panel
requests information depending on which element is selected.

If a template was attached to the service definition on which the service order is based, the link to
invoke the template editor also appears in the bottom of the right panel.

The two router images represent the two endpoints of the point-to-point service. Text above the cloud
image provides general information about the service. The cloud represents the connectivity across
the network between the two endpoints.

When you select the cloud or the text, the right panel requests general information about the service
order as well as connectivity information.

The General/Connectivity Settings panel appears initially in the right panel, as shown in the example.

Entering General/Connectivity Settings Information

The General Settings panel is displayed on the right side of the service order window.
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To configure general settings in the General Settings/Connectivity Settings panel, provide the following
information:

1. In the Name box, enter a unique name for the service.

The service order name can consist of only letters, numbers, and underscores.

NOTE: The name you specify for a service order becomes the routing-instance name in the
device configurationwhen you deploy the service. Consequently, you cannot use any Juniper
Networks keywords, for example, “bgp” or “vpls”, as the name of a service order.

2. In the Customer box, select the customer requesting the service.

If the customer is not in the list, you must add the customer to the database before proceeding. See
“Adding a New Customer” on page 1064.

3. In theComments box, enter a description of the service. This description appears in informationwindows
about the request or service instance created from the request.

4. In the Connectivity Settings box, specify the MTU for the connection across the network.

The service definition can constrain the MTU to a specific value or allow the service provisioner to
override it in the service order. In this example, the service definition sets the MTU, but allows the
service provisioner to change the value.

When you advance to the next step in creating your service order, your new connectivity settings
appear under the Connectivity image in the main graphic and new general information is added to the
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text above the cloud. If you have incomplete or invalid information in theGeneral/Connectivity Settings
panel, a warning icon appears next to the cloud image.

5. Specify the virtual path identifier (VPI). This field is available only if you have selected an ATM
point-to-point service definition.

The combination of the VPI and VCID defines the next destination for a cell in the ATM network.

Range: 0 through 255

6. Specify the virtual channel identifier (VCI). This field is available only if you have selected an ATM
point-to-point service definition.

Range: 0 through 65535

7. Enter the virtual circuit identifier (VCID). This integer uniquely identifies the virtual circuit that the
service uses.

The VCID can be set either automatically by the Junos Space software, or the service provisioner can
set it manually in the service order. The service definition can force the system to pick the VCID, force
the service provisioner to pick the VCID, or allow the service provisioner to override the settings in
the service definition.

We recommend allocating the VCID automatically; however, service providers with their own systems
for allocating VCIDs can choose the manual setting.

By default, the system picks a VCID from its pool automatically, but allows the service provisioner to
override this value in the service order. The form expands to include an additional field for typing the
VCID manually.

This field is displayed only if the selected definition’s signaling type is LDP. You cannot edit this field
if you have not selected the Editable in Service Order in the service definition.

8. Select theMC APS check box to add the run show aps extensive command.

NOTE: This check box is available only in an LDP-based point-to-point service order with
PW Resilency enabled. The Interface type must be ATM/TDM.

For more information on MC-APS, see “Multi-Chassis Automatic Protection Switching Overview” on
page 170.

9. Enter the Route Distinguisher value.
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NOTE: The IPv4 and IPv6 addresses that you use must be valid addresses. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space for the list of restricted IPv4 addresses
and http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space for the list of restricted IPv6
addresses.

This field is displayed only if the selected definition’s signaling type is BGP. You cannot edit this field
if you have not selected the Editable in Service Order in the service definition.

10. Specify the Route Target.

1. Clear the Auto pick Route Target check box.

2. Enter the Route Target value.

NOTE: The IPv4 and IPv6 addresses that you use must be valid addresses. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space for the list of restricted IPv4
addresses and http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space for the list of
restricted IPv6 addresses.

This field is displayed only if the selected definition’s signaling type is BGP. You cannot edit this field
if you have not selected the Editable in Service Order in the service definition.

11. Provide endpoint information for the first endpoint: click the Endpoint A graphic element or clickNext.

The Endpoint Settings form appears in the right panel.

Specifying Endpoint Information

On M Series, MX Series, and ACX routers:

• The ATM interfaces always appear as an AT interface.

• The TDM interfaces with SAToP encapsulation always appear as a T1 interface; TDM interfaces with
CESoPSN encapsulation always appear as a DS interfaces.

The service templates settings are the same for both the endpoints.
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To configure the endpoint settings:

1. In the PE Device box, select the N-PE device you want to use for the first endpoint.

If you are unsure about which PE device to choose, go to the Prestaging Devices workspace landing
page, which shows capacity information about UNIs on PE devices. You must pick a device that has
available UNIs.

This step is required for all service orders.

2. In the UNI interface box, select a UNI. The list includes all UNIs available on the selected device.

You can enter the description of the UNI interface in the UNI description field.

If you have selected the Enable Multi Segment Pseudowire check box in the service definition, the
UNI interface of the second endpoint lists the interworking (iw) interfaces only.

For more information on point-to-point pseudowire stitching, see “Stitching Two Point-to-Point
Pseudowires” on page 646.

This step is required for all service orders.

You cannot change the type of Physical IF encapsulation. This value is set in the service definition.

Based on the type of Physical IF encapsulation, the corresponding fields are displayed. For example,
if the Physical IF encapsulation is CESoPSN, the following fields are displayed:

• Jitter buffer

• Idle pattern

• Excessive packet loss rate

NOTE: These fields are editable if you have selected the Editable in Service Order check
box in the service definition.

3. Specify the stitching unit.

Default: 0

Range: 0 through 255

NOTE: This field is displayed only in the second endpoint. Youmust have selected the Enable
Multi Segment Pseudowire check box in the service definition.

4. If the Physical IF encapsulation type is CESoPSN, specify the Packetization Latency. Packetization
latency is the time required to create packets.
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Range: 1000 through 8000 microseconds

NOTE: Based on the number of time slots, the default Packetization Latency value is as
follows:

• If the number of time slots is equal to 1, the default value is either 5000 microseconds or
8000 microseconds.

• If the number of time slots is 2, 3, or 4, the default value is 4000 microseconds.

• If the number of time slots is greater than 4, the default value is 1000 microseconds.

5. In the LSP tunnel name box, select the LSP tunnel you want to use for this device.

You must supply an LSP tunnel name for the interface on BX devices. If one is not defined, you must
first use the Transport Activate application to create an LSP on the BX7000 Gateway.

On the M Series router, the LSP tunnel is chosen automatically.

This field is displayed only if the selected definition’s signaling type is LDP.

6. Specify the cell bundle size. The value of the cell bundle size can be from 1 through 34.

7. If you have enabled the Enable PW Resiliency check box in the selected service definition, fill in the
following fields in the Backup settings and Resiliency settings:

• Enable

• PE device

• UNI interface

• MTU (Bytes)

• LSP tunnel name

• Revert time (sec)

• Switch Over Delay (sec)

For more information of pseudowire redundancy, see “Redundant Pseudowires for Layer 2 Circuits
and VPLS” on page 166.

8. If you selected the Static pseudowire check box in the selected service definition, you need to specify
the Outgoing label for the static pseudowire.

Range: 1000000 through 1048575

In case ofmulti-segment pseudowire, you have to specify a new outgoing label for the second segment.
The outgoing label for the second segment is not prepopulated from the first segment.
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NOTE: You must manually compare the encapsulation, TDM bit rate, and control word of
the router with the remote peer router and ensure that these parameters match; otherwise
the static pseudowire might not work.

9. Select the Enable send-oam config check box to enable the send-oam command. You can select or
clear this check box even in the Modify Service page.

10. If you have attached a service template in the service definition, the Flexible Service Attributes link
appears. To enable this link, select a PEDevice. Click the link to modify the service template attributes.
For more information about configuring the flexible service attributes, see “Configuring Flexible Service
Attributes to Modify Service Template Attributes” on page 939

11.Click Create.

The service order that you have created is graphically represented in the topology. To view the service
order that you have created in the topology, select Platform > Network Monitoring > Topology >
Services > NA > service order name.

For more information on topology, see “Junos Space Network Topology Overview” on page 32.

Deploying the New Service

To deploy the new service:

1. Perform one of the following actions:

• To save the request without deploying the service, select Save only, then click OK.

See “Deploying a Service Order” on page 632 for information about how to deploy a saved service at
a later time.

• To deploy the service immediately, select Deploy now, then click OK.

• To deploy the service later, select Schedule deployment, select a date and time, then click OK.

The time field specifies the time kept by the server, but in the time zone of the client.

2. To monitor the progress and status of the deployment, use the Jobs workspace. See Viewing Jobs in
the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

Related Documentation
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[Warning: element unresolved in stylesheets: <title> (in <related-topics>). This is probably a new element
that is not yet supported in the stylesheets.]
Related Documentation

Prestaging ATM and TDM Pseudowire Devices | 47

Prestaging ATM and TDM Pseudowire Devices | 47

Creating a Point-to-Point ATM or TDM Pseudowire Service Definition | 271

Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order

To create a point-to-point service order, complete the following tasks in order:

1. Selecting the Service Definition | 587

2. Entering General Settings Information | 588

3. Specifying the Connectivity | 589

4. Specifying QoS Settings | 592

5. Specifying OAM Settings | 593

6. Specifying Endpoint Information | 593

7. Specifying Connectivity and Endpoint Information for Managing VLANs | 599

8. Deploying and Monitoring the Progress of the New Service | 602

Selecting the Service Definition

To select a service definition on which to base the new service order:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create P2P
Service Order.

The Create P2P Service Order page displays an inventory of all available point-to-point service
definitions.

2. Select the service definition you want to base your service order on, and click Next.

A graphical image of a service order appears.
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The image in the left part of the main display area has multiple selectable elements. The right panel
requests information depending on which element is selected.

If a template is attached to the service definition on which the service order is based, the link to invoke
the template editor also appears in the bottom of the right panel.

The two router images represent the two endpoints of the point-to-point service. Text above the cloud
image provides general information about the service. The cloud represents the connectivity across
the network between the two endpoints.

When you select the cloud or the text, the right panel requests general information about the service
order as well as connectivity information.

The General/Connectivity Settings panel appears initially in the right panel, as shown in the example.

Entering General Settings Information

To enter General Settings in the General Settings box:
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1. In the Name field, enter a unique name for the service.

The service order name can consist of only letters, numbers, and underscores.

NOTE: The name you specify for a VPLS service order becomes the routing-instance name
in the device configuration when you deploy the service. Consequently, you cannot use any
Juniper Networks keywords, for example, “bgp” or “vpls”, as the name of a service order.

2. In the Customer field, select the customer requesting the service.

If the customer is not in the list, you must add the customer to the database before proceeding. See
“Adding a New Customer” on page 1064.

3. In the Comments field, enter a description of the service that you want to appear in the request or in
a service instance created from the request.

This description is displayed in the Manage Service Order page.

4. Configure connectivity settings. See “Specifying the Connectivity” on page 589.

Specifying the Connectivity

In the Connectivity Settings box of the General/Connectivity Settings panel, specify VCID and MTU
information.
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1. Specify the VCID. This is an integer that uniquely identifies the virtual circuit that the service will use.

The VCID can be either set automatically by the Junos Space software, or it can be set manually by the
service provisioner in the service order. The service definition can force the system to pick the VCID,
force the service provisioner to pick the VCID, or allow the service provisioner to override the settings
in the service definition.

This field is displayed only if the selected definition’s signaling type is LDP. You cannot edit this field
if you have not selected Editable in Service Order in the service definition.

We recommend allocating the VCID automatically; however, service providers with their own systems
for allocating VCIDs can choose the manual setting.

In the previous example, by default, the system picks a VCID from its pool automatically, but allows
the service provisioner to override this value in the service order. Clear the check box to override the
service definition setting. The form expands to include an additional field for entering the VCIDmanually.

2. Specify the MTU for the connection across the network.

The service definition can constrain the MTU to a specific value or allow the service provisioner to
override it in the service order. In this example, the service definition sets the MTU, but allows the
service provisioner to change the value.

When you advance to the next step in creating your service order, your new connectivity settings
appear under the Connectivity image in the main graphic and new general information is added to the
text above the cloud. If you have incomplete or invalid information in the General/Connectivity Settings
panel, a warning icon appears next to the cloud image.

3. Select theMC LAG check box if you want the following configuration to be pushed to the selected
endpoint.

set protocols l2circuit neighbor x.x.x.x interface interface name

pseudowire-status-tlv

NOTE: This check box is available only for an LDP-based point-to-point service order with
PW Resilency enabled. The Interface type must be Ethernet.
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For more information on multichassis link aggregation groups (MC-LAGs), see “Multichassis Link
Aggregation Group Overview” on page 169.

4. Specify the Route Distinguisher value.

NOTE: The IPv4 and IPv6 addresses that you use must be valid addresses. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space for the list of restricted IPv4 addresses
and http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space for the list of restricted IPv6
addresses.

This field is displayed only if the selected definition’s signaling type is BGP. You cannot edit this field
if you have not selected the Editable in Service Order check box in the service definition.

5. To specify the Route Target, clear the Auto pick Route Target check box.

NOTE: The IPv4 and IPv6 addresses that you use must be valid addresses. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space for the list of restricted IPv4 addresses
and http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space for the list of restricted IPv6
addresses.

This field is displayed only if the selected definition’s signaling type is BGP. You cannot edit this field
if you have not selected the Editable in Service Order check box in the service definition.

6. TheVLANnormalization displays the information based on the option you have selected in the service
definition.

7. If VLAN normalization is Normalize to Dot1q tag, specify the VLAN Tag to stack.

Default: 1

Range: 1 through 4094

8. If VLAN normalization isNormalize to QinQ tags, specify theOuter VLAN Tag to stack and Inner VLAN
Tag to stack fields.

Default: 1

Range: 1 through 4094

9. To provide endpoint information for the first endpoint, click the Endpoint A graphic element or click
Next.

The Endpoint Settings form appears in the right panel.

10.If you have enabled QoS, configure QoS settings. See “Specifying QoS Settings” on page 592.

If QoS is not enabled, configure endpoint settings. See “Specifying Endpoint Information” on page 593.
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Specifying QoS Settings

If QoS is enabled on the service definition, configure theQoS Settings of the General/Connectivity Settings
panel.

1. In the QoS profile field, select a profile from the list.

TheQoS profile list displays the QoS profiles that are currently configured in the QoS Design software.

A QoS profile classifies traffic into defined service groups to provide the special treatment of traffic
across the network service.

NOTE: For OAM Settings, if you specify a CFM profile (for example, a CFM action profile
with remoteMEP), or an SLA-Iterator profile, first youmust ensure that the profile is attached
to the same device upon which you intend to deploy the P2P service order. If the profile is
not previously attached (using the OAM Insight application), it is not on the device to support
the service order.

2. In the CIR field, select the committed information rate (CIR) from the list.

The CIR is the guaranteed rate and specifies the minimum bandwidth available if all sources are active
at the same time. Make sure that the CIR value is less than the PIR value.

NOTE: For bursty traffic, the CIR represents the average rate of traffic per unit time and the
PIR represents the maximum amount of traffic that can be transmitted in a given interval.

3. In the PIR field, select the peak information rate (PIR) from the list. The PIR is the shaping rate.
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NOTE: If theQoS profile that you selected in Step 1 is configuredwith a level-three scheduler
and interface oversubscription is enabled, then PIR is not used.

4. Configure endpoint information. See “Specifying Endpoint Information” on page 593.

Specifying OAM Settings

If OAM is enabled on the service definition, enter information in the OAM Settings of the
General/Connectivity Settings panel.

1. In the CFM Definition field, select a profile from the list.

NOTE: For OAM Settings, if you specify a CFM profile (for example, a CFM action profile
with remoteMEP), or an SLA-Iterator profile, first youmust ensure that the profile is attached
to the same device upon which you intend to deploy the P2P service order. If the profile is
not previously attached (using the OAM Insight application), it is not on the device to support
the service order.

NOTE: For Juniper Networks PTX3000 Packet Transport Routers, if you attach a CFM
Definition to the service order, the CFM session operates for MEPs in either the Up or Down
direction when the service is deployed.

2. Configure endpoint information. See “Specifying Endpoint Information” on page 593.

Specifying Endpoint Information

An example Endpoint Settings window follows.
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If a service template is attached to the service definition, a link to that template is listed at the bottom of
the Endpoint Settings section of thewindow. The service templates settings are same for both the endpoints.
For instructions on working with service templates in service orders, see “Creating a Service Order Based
on a Service Definition with a Template” on page 757.

Some of the fields differ from one interface type to another and also differ depending on permissions
assigned in the service definition.

To specify endpoint information:
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1. In the PE device field, select the N-PE device you want to use for the first endpoint.

If you are unsure about which PE device to choose, go to the Prestaging Devices workspace landing
page, which shows capacity information about UNIs on PE devices. You must pick a device that has
available UNIs.

This step is required for all service orders.

NOTE: If this endpoint is a third-party device, selectUnmanaged device from the PEDevice
field list. You need to specify only the IP Address and Unmanaged Interface. For more
information, see “Provisioning a Single-Ended Point-to-Point Service” on page 637.

2. In the UNI interface field, select a UNI.

The list includes all UNIs available on the selected device.

This step is mandatory for all service orders.

If you have selected the Enable Multi Segment Pseudowire check box in the service definition, the
UNI interface of the second endpoint lists the interworking (iw) interfaces only.

For more information on point-to-point pseudowire stitching, see “Stitching Two Point-to-Point
Pseudowires” on page 646.

You can enter the description of the UNI interface in the UNI description field.

3. Specify the stitching unit.

Default: 0

Range: 0 through 255

NOTE: This field is displayed only in the second endpoint. Youmust have selected the Enable
Multi Segment Pseudowire check box in the service definition.

4. In the Traffic type field, designate whether you want the service to transport all traffic, a single VLAN,
or multiple VLANs.

Although this field is present for all service orders, the value is predetermined for some types of
interfaces. For example, a port-to-port interface always transports all traffic. Moreover, for interface
types that do support multiple traffic types, you can select this value only if the service definition allows
you to do so.

If you are allowed to select this field, depending on the interface type, you can choose from the following
values:
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• Transport single VLAN

• Transport VLAN range

• Transport all traffic

NOTE: The Physical IF encapsulation and Logical IF encapsulation fields are not selectable.
These values are set in the service definition.

TheVlan Range formanual input field displays the VLAN range that is specified in the service definition.

If the Ethernet option is do1q or qinq, and the VLAN selection is Transport single vlan type, the Vlan
Range for manual input range is used for validation of manually entered VLAN.

If the Ethernet option is qinq, and the VLAN selection is Transport vlan range type, the Vlan Range for
manual input range is used for validation of manually entered outer VLAN.

If the Ethernet option is do1q, and the VLAN selection is Transport vlan range type, the Vlan Range for
manual input range is used for validation of manually entered customer's VLAN start and VLAN end.

5. In the C-VLAN ID field (or VLAN ID field), enter the customer’s VLAN ID.

This field is mandatory for service orders that transport a single customer VLAN. The ID is provided
by the customer.

6. In the C-Vlan Start and C-Vlan End fields, specify the beginning and end of the range of customer
VLANs that you want the service to transport.

This field is mandatory for all services that transport a specific range of customer VLANs. These VLAN
IDs are provided by the customer.

7. Select the Auto pick VLAN ID check box to have the system choose a service VLAN ID automatically.

This field is present only for interface types that provide double tagging; that is, only for Q-in-Q endpoint
interface types. If this field is not set, then you must enter a service VLAN ID manually.

8. In the VLAN ID field, specify the service VLAN ID that you want be used to provide the outer tag for
the service.

This field is present only for interface types that provide double tagging, and only if theAuto pick VLAN
ID check box is not selected.

9. Specify whether the Autopick UNIT ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the UNIT ID automatically, select the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

• To assign the UNIT ID manually, clear the Autopick UNIT ID check box.
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The window expands to include the UNIT ID field. In the UNIT ID field, type a value.

Range: 1 through 1073741823

NOTE: You can edit this field only if you have selected the Editable in Service Order check
box for the VLAN ID selection in the service definition.

10. In theMTU (Bytes) field, specify the maximum transmission unit size for the UNI.

This field is present in all service orders. However, you can set this field only if the service definition
allows you to do so.

11. If you selected the Static pseudowire check box in the selected service definition, you need to specify
the Outgoing label for the static pseudowire.

Range: 1000000 through 1048575

In case ofmulti-segment pseudowire, you have to specify a new outgoing label for the second segment.
The outgoing label for the second segment is not prepopulated from the first segment.

NOTE: You must manually compare the encapsulation, TDM bit rate, and control word of
the router with the remote peer router and ensure that these parameters match; otherwise
the static pseudowire might not work.

12. In the Bandwidth (Mbps) field, select a value from the list to limit the bandwidth of the service you are
creating.

This field is present only if bandwidth limiting is allowed by the service definition, and is configurable
in the service order only if the service definition allows you to do so.

When you click another graphic element in themain graphic area, the selected device name and interface
name appear beneath the endpoint image in the main graphic.

13. To change the committed information rate (CIR) on an endpoint, click the CIR value for the endpoint
and select another value from the list. Make sure the CIR value is less than the PIR value.

Only QoS-enabled services specify CIR and PIR values.

14. To change the peak information rate (PIR) on an endpoint, click the PIR value for the endpoint and
select another value from the list. Make sure the CIR value is less than the PIR value.

Only QoS-enabled services specify CIR and PIR values.
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15. If you have enabled the Enable PW access to L3 VPN network check box in the selected service
definition, fill in the following fields in PW Stitching:

• L3 routing instance name—Specify the name of the Layer 3 routing instance.

• Autopick interface IP—If this field is enabled, specify IP block size and IP address pool; otherwise
specify the Interface IP address.

• Autopick peer unit—To select the logical system unit number automatically, select the check box;
otherwise specify the Peer unit name.

NOTE: These fields are available only if you have selected an LT interface in theUNI interface.

16. If you have enabled the Enable PW Resiliency check box in the selected service definition, fill in the
following fields in the Backup settings and Resiliency settings:

• Enable

• PE device

• UNI interface

• MTU (Bytes)

• LSP tunnel name

• Revert time (sec)

• Switch Over Delay (sec)

For more information of pseudowire redundancy, see “Redundant Pseudowires for Layer 2 Circuits
and VPLS” on page 166.

17. Select the Enable send-oam config check box to enable the send-oam command. You can enable or
disable this check box even in the Modify Service page.

18. If you have attached a service template in the service definition, the Flexible Service Attributes link
appears. To enable this link, select a PEDevice. Click the link to modify the service template attributes.
For more information about configuring the flexible service attributes, see “Configuring Flexible Service
Attributes to Modify Service Template Attributes” on page 939.

19. To provide endpoint information for the second endpoint, click the Endpoint Z graphic element (or
click Next).
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The Endpoint Settings form appears in the right panel for the second endpoint. Complete this form as
for the first endpoint (repeat Step 1 through Step 18).

20.Click Create.

The deployment options window appears.

The service order that you have created is graphically represented in the topology. To view the service
order that you have created in the topology, select Platform > Network Monitoring > Topology >
Service > NA service order name.

For more information on topology, see “Junos Space Network Topology Overview” on page 32.

Specifying Connectivity and Endpoint Information for Managing VLANs

The Network Activate application in Junos Space release 14.1 provides greater flexibility for provisioning
VLANs for Point-to-Point service orders.

Network Activate release 14.1 extends the VLAN normalization options.

NOTE: Prior to release 14.1, Network Activate enabled specification of the VLAN normalization
types Swap and Normalize to None only.

You can create logical interfaces that define both the Outer-VLAN-tag-to-stack protocol ID and
Inner-VLAN-tag-to-stack protocol ID. The following illustration shows theGeneral/Connectivitywindow.
The Connectivity Settings panel displays the Outer-VLAN-tag-to-stack and Inner-VLAN-tag-to-stack
parameters.
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Network Activate now enables you to manually select a value for the Outer VLAN tag to stack and Inner
VLAN tag to stack parameters for a service that specifies the qinq Ethernet option.

The following illustration displays the service order Connectivity Settings based upon a service definition
that set the VLAN normalization parameter to Normalize to Dot1q tag.
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For service orders that are based on service definitions that set the Ethernet option to dot1q or qinq, the
Unit ID parameter appears in the Logical IF Settings panel in the service order Endpoint Settingswindow.
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Deploying and Monitoring the Progress of the New Service

To deploy the new service:

1. Perform one of the following actions:

• To save the request without deploying the service, select Save only, then click OK.

See “Deploying a Service Order” on page 632 for information about how to deploy a saved service at
a later time.
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• To deploy the service immediately, select Deploy now, then click OK.

• To deploy the service later, select Schedule deployment, select a date and time, then click OK.

The time field specifies the time kept by the server, but in the time zone of the client.

2. To monitor the progress and status of the deployment, use the Jobs workspace.

See Viewing Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing Service Orders | 621

Viewing Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Service Attributes Overview | 153

Adding a New Customer | 1064

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order | 679

Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template | 757

Cloning Deployed Point-to-Point Services

You can use a deployed Eline-LDP service as a template to create multiple point-to-point services. Cloning
can be used to create a maximum of fifteen copies of an existing service

Prerequisites for Cloning a Deployed Service
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• At least one deployed point-to-point service with two endpoints defined.

To begin the cloning service order, in the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >
Manage Services. The service inventory page appears.

1. Locate the entry for a service that has two endpoints defined.

2. Right-click on the service to see the list of available actions, and selectClone Service. TheClone Service
window appears in which you manage the copied instances of the service.
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The Clone Service window enables you to specify the number of copies to create from the source
deployed service. In this case, we are creating 3 copies of the source service.

a.

Each row in the clone table represents one point-to-point service with two endpoints. The top row is
the deployed service you used to create the copies. The parameters displayed in the attributes table
differ based on the definition of the source deployed service. For example, if the original service was
an ATM interface definition, the parameters will include VCI and VPI as column headers.

You can edit many of the attribute values of the cloned services as necessary by clicking on the cells
in the table. One of the attributes you must change is the Interface for each new service. You may edit
the other fields as necessary. For example, theOrder name is auto-generated from the original service
name. If you want to change it, just click on the cell and enter a new name. The editable attributes are

• Name

• VCID

• Device

• Interface

• Bandwidth

• VLAN ID
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All other attributes, such asMTU, are copied from the original service andwill not appear in the attributes
table.

You may also select one of the copies and create clones from that so that the copies have the same
attributes as the clone that you selected.

Once you have finished editing the service values, click Create to deploy the cloned services. You will
be given the standard deployment options.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Example: Configuring and Deploying a Point-to-Point Ethernet Service | 968

Creating a Bulk-Provisioning Service Order for Pseudowire Services

Bulk provisioning allows for devices with similar configurations to be deployed as a group. The groups can
be defined based on some characteristic common to all of the devices in a group, such as their functional
role. Mobile backhaul deployments, for example, can run into hundreds of thousands of devices. These
devices are commonly grouped according to their functional rules such as Cell Site Devices, Pre-aggregation
or Hub-site devices, AggregationDevices, Edge Routers and so on. To use this feature, tagsmust be defined
and created so that groups can be selected. This feature is intended to simplify deployments of large groups
of devices.

Prerequisites

• Existing point-to-point pseudowire service definitions that will be used for the bulk-provisioning service
order.

• Tags - You must have defined tags in the Prestaging workspace that you intend to use for groups of
devices for which you will be creating the bulk service order. If you do not have tags already created,
you can select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles and either select existing tags to apply to
devices or create new tags.
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To begin the bulk provisioning process, in the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >
Manage Device Roles and choose a service definition from the list. Click on the tag view of the inventory
list.

1. Select the tag you want to use from the left Tag panel.

2. Select the devices you want to include in the tagged group.

3. Click, Apply Tag.

4. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions. The Manage
Services Definitions page displays a list of service definitions.

5. Right-click on the point-to-point service definition, and select Create Bulk P2P Service Order.

The Create Bulk P2P Service Order window appears.
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6. In the Bulk point-to-point provisioning window, define the settings for the service order.
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ActionField

Provide a name for the bulk service orderName

Select the customer name from the list of defined customers.Customer

The options available in the VLAN normalization are based on the value set for
the Ethernet interface.

For information on VLAN normalization, see “Creating an E-Line Service
Definition” on page 189.

VLAN normalization
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ActionField

Specify the bandwidth for the endpointsBandwidth

Specify the MTU size in bytes.MTU (Bytes)

Select the service tag from the defined list. This tag will be applied to the services
you create.

Service tag

Provide a description for the service tag.Description

Defining the Endpoint Settings

To define the endpoint settings, you will define both the A endpoint and the Z endpoint.

As an example of how you can use the bulk provisioning and how the endpoints work, if you want to establish a
hub-spoke pseudowire between an Aggregation PE and a set of CSR devices, you can tag all the CSRs with a certain
tag in theManage Device Roles page. You can then select the PE device on the A end and the tag that you have
already created for all the CSR devices on the Z end. If the endpoint is a tag then you can provide a wild-card interface
(for example, ge-0/*/*) that matches all the devices under that tag.

Define the A End Settings

Select the device or tag from the defined list.PE Device/Tag

Select the UNI interface from the listUNI interface

VLANs are created as part of this process. Enter the beginning VLAN ID that
you want to use for creating the new service orders.

VLAN ID

Indicate how the VLAN IDs will be assigned for each of the new services. The
number of VLANs created depends on the number of new services you are
creating. One service order will be created for each device in the tag group.

VLAN ID increment

Specify the unit ID.

Range: 1 through 1073741823

UNIT ID

Indicate how the unit IDs are assigned for each of the new services. The number
of units created depends on the number of new services you are creating. One
service order will be created for each device in the tag group.

UNIT ID increment

Define the Z End Settings

Select the device or tag from the defined list.PE Device/Tag
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ActionField

Select the UNI interface from the listUNI interface

Enter the VLAN ID from the list of existing VLANs. VLAN range cannot be used
for this feature.

VLAN ID

Indicate how the VLAN IDVLAN ID increment

Specify the unit ID.

Range: 1 through 1073741823

UNIT ID

Indicate how the unit IDs are assigned for each of the new services. The number
of units created depends on the number of new services you are creating. One
service order will be created for each device in the tag group.

UNIT ID increment

7. When required information has been entered, click Create.

The service order that you have created is graphically represented in the topology. To view the service
order that you have created in the topology, select Platform > Network Monitoring > Topology >
Service > NA service order name. Select the service order to view its parameters.

For more information on topology, see “Junos Space Network Topology Overview” on page 32.

8. From the Deploy Service window, select the deployment method you wish to use.
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Inverse Multiplexing for ATM Overview

The Inverse multiplexing for ATM (IMA) protocol defines a technique for transporting ATM traffic over a
bundle of T1 or E1 interfaces. IMA processes traffic differently from multiplexing. While multiplexing
combines multiple signals into a single signal, IMA divides a data stream into multiple concurrent streams
that are transmitted at the same time across separate channels (such as T1 or E1 interfaces). The data
streams are reconstructed into the original data stream at the far end. IMA speeds up the flow of data
across a slower interface, such as a T1 or E1 interface, by load balancing the data stream across multiple
T1 or E1 interfaces, which increases the line capacity.

You can deploy IMAon Juniper NetworksM7,MX andACX devices. IMA includes the following operational
features:

• Aggregated device count—A device count is the number of IMA group interfaces created on a CT1 or
CE1 interface. As part of an IMA group, a logical ATM interface is identified by the naming format:
“at-fpc/pic/port”. The port number is derived from the last port on the MIC plus 1.

For example, for an ACX2000 router with a 16-port built-in T1/E1 TDMMIC, IMA group interface
numbering starts with at-0/0/16. That interface number is incremented by 1 to at-0/0/17, and so on.
For an ACX1000 router with an 8-port built-in T1/E1 TDMMIC, IMA group interface numbering starts
with at-0/0/8. That interface number is incremented by 1 to at-0/0/9, and so on.

• Framing mode—An emulation mechanism duplicates the essential attributes of a service, such as T1 or
E1, over a packet-switched network. On the ACX Series routers, you can configure the built-in channelized
T1 and E1 interfaces (CT1 and CE1) to work in either T1 or E1 mode. You can configure these child T1
and E1 interfaces to carry ATM services over the packet-switched network.

• Built-in channelized interface—The Juniper Networks devices that support ATM IMA are deployed with
one full T1 or E1 interface on the channelized CT1 or CE1 interface. You cannot configure the built-in
interface. However, on the built-in interface, you configure the parameters for a child T1 or E1 interface.

• T1 or E1 interface member of IMA group for IMA link—Each child T1 or E1 interface of a channelized
CT1 or CE1 interface is the physical interface over which the ATM signals are transmitted. To ensure
that the IMA link operates correctly, you specify the T1 or E1 interface to be a member of an IMA group.

• IMA group interface configuration—To ensure proper operation, you must configure each IMA group
interface (at-fpc/pic/g) with all ATM properties, which include the logical link-layer encapsulation type
and the circuit cross-connect protocol suite. Further, you must dedicate the entire ATM device to the
ATM cell relay circuit.
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Creating an Inverse Multiplexing for ATM Service Order

Before you can create a service order that implements Inverse Multiplexing for ATM (IMA), you must
preconfigure a T1 or E1 IMAGroup interface (at-fpc/pic/g) on the devices upon which you want to deploy
the service, before you prestage the devices in the Junos Space Network Activate application.

To create an Inverse Multiplexing for ATM service order:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create P2P
Service Orders. The Create P2P Service Order window appears.

2. Select the service definition upon which you want to create the service order. The Create P2P Service
Orderwindow appears. The left panel displays a representation of the connection you are configuring.
The right panel displays the General/Connectivity Settings.

3. Fill in the fields in the General/Connectivity panel.

4. Click Next. The Endpoint Settings panel for Endpoint A appears.
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5. Fill in the Endpoint A settings. Ensure that you select a device on which a T1 or E1 IMAGroup interface
was preconfigured.

6. Click Next. The Endpoint Settings panel for Endpoint Z appears.
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7. Fill in the Endpoint Z settings. Ensure that you select a device on which a T1 or E1 IMAGroup interface
was preconfigured.

8. Click Create. The Deployment Options window appears.

9. Select the deployment option you want and click OK:

• Save only

• Deploy now

• Schedule deployment (Specify the date and time.)

The Network Activate application displays the Job Details window, which includes a Job Details ID
number.

10. In the Network Activate task pane, select Jobs > Job Management.

11. In the Job Management window, you can view the status of the service that corresponds to the Job
Details ID number.
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Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order

Before you create a Cross Provisioning Platform service order, you must complete the following tasks:

• Import into the system the scripts that define the Juniper Networks devices.

• Import into the system the scripts that define the third-party devices.

• Create the service definition upon which to base the service order.

To create a Cross Provisioning Platform service order:

1. in the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Orders.

2. In the Service Orders window, click the + button. The Create CPP Service Order window appears.
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3. In the General Settings section, select a service definition based on the unique ID, name or type.

NOTE: The value in the ID field is associated with a service definition. This identifier can be
usedwhen you are searching for a particular service definitionwhile creating a device configlet
order. You can search the service definition by its name, type or unique ID. You can modify
the ID only during the migration of old service definition IDs.

4. In the Order description field, enter a description of the service that distinguishes its operation from
others.

5. Click Next.

The Endpoint Settings window appears.

NOTE: The following representation of the Endpoint Settings window is a sample only. The
appearance of this window is based on the scripts that are associated with the service
definition upon which the service is based.
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6. Enter information for the parameters of the GUI script window according to the descriptions in the
following table:

DescriptionParameter

General

Enter a unique name for the service order to distinguish it from others that operate
differently.

Name

Jumbo

Sets the MTU frame size to 3900

Sets the MTU frame size to 9000

Default: 1596

Jumbo frame 3900

Jumbo frame 9000

Site B Selector

Customer Facing Port

Network Facing Port

Site B port type

Site A – Customer Facing Port

Select the device from the list of devices displayed.Site name

Resyncs the interface on the selected device.

NOTE: This parameter pertains to third-party devices only.

Resync now

Select a port from the list of ports displayed.Port

Select the appropriate bandwidth for the selected site.Service speed

If you select this check box, the software checks to determinewhether the device
is a Canoga device.

Canoga device?

If you select this check box, the software checks to determinewhether the device
is an untagged Anda device.

Anda untagged?

Enter an integer, or select the up or down arrow to select a value for the Outer
encapsulation.

Outer encapsulation

If this check box is selected, the system validates the encapsulation value with
the specified site and port.

Validate
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DescriptionParameter

If this check box is selected, the software checks to determine whether 802.1q
was specified as the Ethernet option in UNI Settings.

Untagged/802.1q?

Enter an integer, or select the up or down arrow to select a value for the Inner
encapsulation.

Inner encapsulation

L2 Extension

Select the device from the list of devices displayed.Site name

Select a UNI port from the list of ports displayed.UNI port

Select a NNI port form the list of ports displayed.Uplink port

Enter an integer, or select the up or down arrow to select a value for the UNI
encapsulation.

UNI encapsulation

If this check box is selected, the system validates the encapsulation value with
the specified site and port.

Validate

Site B – Customer Facing Port

Select the device from the list of devices displayed.Site name

Resyncs the interface on the selected device.

NOTE: This parameter pertains to third-party devices only.

Resync now

Select a port from the list of ports displayed.Port

Select the appropriate bandwidth for the selected site.Service speed

If you select this check box, the software checks to determinewhether the device
is a Canoga device.

Canoga device?

If you select this check box, the software checks to determinewhether the device
is an untagged Anda device.

Anda untagged?

Enter an integer, or select the up or down arrow to select a value for the Outer
encapsulation.

Outer encapsulation

If this check box is selected, the system validates the encapsulation value with
the specified site and port.

Validate
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DescriptionParameter

If this check box is selected, the software checks to determine whether 802.1q
was specified as the Ethernet option in UNI Settings.

Untagged/802.1q?

Enter an integer, or select the up or down arrow to select a value for the Inner
encapsulation.

Inner encapsulation

L2 Extension

Select the device from the list of devices displayed.Site name

Select a UNI port from the list of ports displayed.UNI port

Select a NNI port from the list of ports displayed.Uplink port

Enter an integer, or select the up or down arrow to select a value for the UNI
encapsulation.

UNI encapsulation

If this check box is selected, the system validates the encapsulation value with
the specified site and port.

Validate

7. Click Create or click Create More to provision additional endpoints.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Definition | 306

Viewing Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order Details | 623

Viewing Service Orders

The following topic describes how you can view service orders.

Viewing Service Orders in a Table | 622
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Viewing Service Orders in a Table

To view and determine the status of service orders in a tabular form:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders.

2. In the filter bar, click the table view icon.

A table of service orders on the system appears in the main display area.

Table 30 on page 622 describes the fields in the service orders table.

Table 30: Fields in the Service Orders Table

DescriptionField

Name of the service order assigned during service creation or edit.Name

Status of the service order:

• Completed—Service order has been successfully deployed.

• Deploy failed—Device is down or theNetwork Activate softwarewas unable to push
the service configuration to a device configured for the service.

• In-progress—Network Activate software is in the process of deploying the service.

• Requested—Service provisioner has created the service order, but has not yet
attempted to deploy it or schedule it for deployment.

• Scheduled—Service provisioner has scheduled the service order for deployment.

• Invalid—Service order contains invalid data.

Order State

Name of the enterprise customer who placed an order for the service.Customer

One of the following:

• Point-to-Point Ethernet (LDP)

• VPLS—Either a multipoint-to-multipoint service or a point-to-multipoint service

Service Type

Type of signaling:

• BGP

• LDP

Signaling

Date that the service provisioner created the request.Created Date

Screen name of the service provisioner who created the service order.Created By

3. To view details of a specific service order, double-click the table row that summarizes the service order.
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For a point-to-point service order, a graphical illustration of the service order appears. See “Creating
a Point-to-Point Service Order” on page 587 for information about interpreting this graphic.

For a multipoint service order, a table of information about the service order appears. See “Creating a
Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order” on page 679 for information about interpreting this graphic.

SEE ALSO

Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order | 587

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order | 661

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Deleting a Service Order | 656

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Deleting a Service Order | 656

Viewing Services | 833

Viewing Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order Details

To view the details of a Cross Provisioning Platform service order:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Services. The CPP > Services window
appears, which displays a list of the provisioned Cross Provisioning Platform service orders.
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2. Double-click a listed service order, or select a service order and click on the View Service Details icon.
The CPP > Service Details window appears, which displays the details of the service.

A new field Service Version is added in the View Service Order Details and View Service Details
windows. This field indicates the total number of times a service order or a service is modified. Each
time you successfully modify a service order or a service, the service version number is incremented
by one.

The Advanced Details For Device pane includes four tabs, which provide details on additional parts of the
device configuration:
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• General (See previous illustration.)—The General tab displays theMtu and Vcid values for the device
selected in the left panel.

• Interface—The Interface tab displays theMtu, OuterTag and VlanType values for the device selected
in the left panel.

• Firewall—The Firewall tab displays the Ingress-filter value for the device selected in the left panel.

• Configuration—The Configuration tab displays the configuration code for the device selected in the left
panel.
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RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Definition | 306

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order | 617

Service Lock for Cross Provisioning Platform

Multiple usersmight attempt tomodify the same service at the same time. This conflict might cause another
user's modifications to be overwritten. To overcome such a scenario, the Cross Provisioning Platform’s
service lock feature provides you the flexibility to serialize the service order creation, and allow only one
operator to modify a service at any given time.

To enable the service lock feature:
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1. Select Network Management Platform > Administration > Applications.

The Applications page displays the list of applications.

2. Right-click the Network Activate row and selectModify Applications Settings.

The Modify Network Activate Settings page displays the list of parameters that can be modified.

3. Select Deployment.

4. Select the Check service version check box.

5. ClickModify.

To identify the service order that is blocking you from modifying a service:

1. Select Cross Provisioning Platform > CPP > Services.

The Cross Provisioning Platform Services inventory page displays the list of services.

2. Right-click a service, and select View Service Order.

You are directed to the Cross Provisioning Platform Service Orders inventory page.

The Service Orders inventory page displays the list of service orders.

The Order State column helps you to decide if that service order is blocking you from modifying a service.
If necessary, you can delete the failed or invalid service orders.

The Service Version field in the View Service Order Details and View Service Details windows indicates
the total number of times a service order or a service has beenmodified. Each time you successfullymodify
a service order or a service, the service version number increases by one.

NOTE: For failed modifications the Service Version field does not increase.

When you create a service order, the View Service Order Details window displays the Service Version
number as zero. When you modify a service, the Service Version in View Service Order Details window
increases by one.

When you perform a configuration audit or view the service configuration changes, the service version in
the View Service Details window does not change.

The following error messages are displayed when multiple operators attempt to modify a service at same
time:
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• There are multiple users trying to modify the current service concurrently. Please close the current
window and try again.

• There are one or more pending service request(s) for this service. Please check the pending service
order(s) for this service and take appropriate action as necessary.

• The service version in current service request is older/outdated than the latest service version. Please
close the current window and try again.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order | 617

Viewing Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order Details | 623
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Modifying a Saved Service Order

Before a service order can affect a service, it must transition through the following states:

• Requested—When the service provisioner has created the service order, but has not yet attempted to
deploy it or schedule it for deployment, the service order is in the Requested state.

• Scheduled—After the service provisioner has scheduled the service order for deployment, the service
order transitions to the Scheduled state.

• In Progress—When a scheduled service order reaches its time for deployment, it transitions to the
transitory In Progress state. From this state, the Junos Space software attempts to deploy the service.

• Validated—When all the information in the service order is successfully validated, the service order
transitions to the Validated state.

• Completed—Successful deployment transitions the service order to the Completed state.

• Invalid—If the Junos Space software cannot deploy the service because of invalid information in the
service order itself, the service order enters the Invalid state. The service provisioner must resolve the
issues that cause the failure before re-creating the service order and rescheduling it for deployment.

• Failed Deploy—If the device is down or the Junos Space software is unable to push the service
configuration to the device, the service order transitions to the Failed Deploy state.

Figure 23 on page 629 illustrates the service order states.

Figure 23: Service Order States

To view the state of a service order, select Network Activate > Service Provisioning >Manage Service
Orders. The Manage Service Orders inventory page lists the service orders and their state.
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The Junos Space Network Activate application provides the flexibility to modify an existing service order.
You canmodify a service order when the order state is Requested, Validated, or Invalid. You cannotmodify
a service order when the order state is Scheduled, Completed, or Failed Deploy.

To modify a service order:

1. Select Network Activate > Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders.

2. Right-click an existing service order, and then select Service >Modify.

The Modify Service Order window appears.

NOTE: The modify option is unavailable if the service order is in Scheduled, or Completed,
or Failed Deployed state.

3. Modify the fields as needed.

The following table lists the fields that you can modify in a point-to-point service order, VPLS service
order, and Layer 3 VPN service order.

Layer 3 VPN Service OrderVPLS Service OrderPoint-to-Point Service Order

NameNameName

CustomerCustomerCustomer

CommentsCommentsComments

VLAN IDVLAN IDVLAN ID

Route TargetInner VLAN IDVCID

Hub Route TargetVLAN Tag to stackCFM

Spoke Route TargetPE devicePE device

UNI InterfaceUNI interfaceUNI interface

Route DistinguisherUNI descriptionUNI description

Hub Route DistinguisherMTUMTU (Bytes)

Spoke Route DistinguisherBandwidthBandwidth
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Layer 3 VPN Service OrderVPLS Service OrderPoint-to-Point Service Order

Autopick Interface IP AddressEnable P2P-SpokeRSVP LSP name

VRF Table labelEthernet Option in case of
Asymmetric

PW backup settings

Export Direct RoutesNeighbor HubVPI

AS overrideBackup NeighborHubVCI

HubHubOutgoing label

Maximum prefixesCustomer VLAN Range Start-

IP address pool

NOTE: While modifying a Layer 3
VPN service order, you must select
the IP address pool.

Customer VLAN Range End-

Peer ASMAC learning-

-Interface MAC limit-

-MAC statistics-

-MAC table size-

-Disable tunnel services-

-Disable local switching-

-Fast reroute priority-

-Label block size-

-Connectivity type-
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NOTE: You can change amanaged device to an unmanaged device, and an unmanaged device
to a managed device. You can also change a local switching service order to a normal
point-to-point service order.

4. Click Save.

The service order is modified. You can now deploy the service order with modified parameters to the
device.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Point-to-Point ATM or TDM Pseudowire Service Order | 579

Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order | 587

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order | 661

Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order | 679

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet Service Order | 719

Creating a Hub-and-Spoke Layer 3 VPN Service Order | 734

Deploying a Service Order

This procedure schedules a service for deployment on the network. Use this procedure to perform the
following tasks:

• Deploy a new service.

• Deploy a modified service.

• Redeploy a service order that failed deployment.

You cannot deploy an invalid service order.

To schedule a service for deployment:

1. In the CPP task pane, select Service Orders.

2. In the Service Order pie chart, click the Requested segment.

TheManage Service Orders page shows only those service orders in the Requested state.
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3. Select the service order you want to deploy.

4. Open the Actions menu and click Deploy Service Order.

The Deploy Service window appears.

5. To deploy the service immediately, select Deploy now, and click OK.

To deploy the service at a later time, select Deploy later, and select a date and time for deployment,
then click OK.

The time field specifies the time kept by the server, but in the time zone of the client.

After scheduling the service order for deployment, the provisioning software begins validating the
service order.

6. Use the Jobs workspace to monitor the outcome of the deployment. See Viewing Jobs in the Junos
Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details about the Jobs workspace.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Viewing Services | 833

Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template | 757.

Force-Deploying a Service

When a service fails a configuration audit because configuration changes on a PE device do not match the
configuration required for the service, you can force-deploy the service to push the configuration to the
device.

Force deployment pushes the same configuration to the device that was pushed during the deployment
of the service, thus allowing the operator to recover from a state in which the configuration on the device
was lost or changed out-of-band.

The validation before generating the configuration for a force-deployed service order will be performed
against the current configuration on the device and the configuration is not pushed if the validation fails.
If the forced deployment is unable to push the configuration again, then you might need to manually
configure the device.

This procedure forces deployment of a service on the network.
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You cannot force-deploy an invalid service order.

To schedule a service for forced deployment:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service you want to force deploy.

3. Open the Actions menu and click Force Deploy Service.

The Schedule Force Deployment window appears.

4. To deploy the service immediately, select Force deploy now, and click OK .

To deploy the service at a later time, select Force deploy later, select a date and time for deployment,
then click OK.

The time field specifies the time kept by the server, but in the time zone of the client.

After scheduling the service order for deployment, the provisioning software begins validating the
service order.

5. Use the Jobs workspace to monitor the outcome of the forced deployment. See Viewing Jobs in the
Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details about the Jobs workspace.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing Services | 833

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template | 757.
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Viewing the Configuration of a Pending Service Order

You can view the configuration of a service order that is in the requested state, the scheduled state, the
invalid state, or the failed deployment state.

To view the configuration of such service orders:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders. A list of
service orders is displayed.

2. Select a service order that is in either of the following states:

• Requested

• Invalid

• Scheduled

• Failed deployment

NOTE: The Order State column displays the state of the service order.

3. Right-click the service order and select the View Pending Order Configuration. The Pending Order
Configuration window is displayed. The configuration is displayed in xml format.
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NOTE: The View Pending Order Configuration appears to be dimmed if the service order
state is Completed.

4. Select a device to view the configuration details. You can also view the template configuration if a
template is attached to the service order.

Based on the application’s settings, the configuration is displayed in xml format or in set format. To view
the configuration in set format:

1. Select Platform > Administration > Applications > Network Activate.

2. Right-click the Network Activate application and selectModify Application Settings. The Modify
Network Activate Settings window is displayed.

3. Select the show configuration in set format check box.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Service Order States and Service States Overview | 577
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Creating a Service Order | 578

Provisioning a Single-Ended Point-to-Point Service

You can create a point-to-point link between the end points of a managed device and an unmanaged
device. An unmanaged device is a third-party device. In cases where interoperability with a third-party
device is necessary, Junos Space allows you to define the link between a Juniper Networksmanaged device
and the third-party device. You need to specify the IP address and the end point interface name of the
unmanaged device. The Junos Space does not validates the information of an unmanaged device. You
cannot configure an unmanaged device. The Junos Space pushes the configuration only tomanaged device.

To create a point-to-point link to an end point that is not managed by Junos Space, in the Network Activate
task pane, select Service Provisioning>Manage Service Orders> Create P2P Service Orders. The Create
P2P Service Orders page displays an inventory of all available point-to-point service definitions.

1. Select the service definition upon which you want to base your service order, and click Next.

2. Specify the general/connectivity settings. For details on creating a point-to-point service order, see
“Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order” on page 587

3. Click Next to specify the endpoint settings.

• If this end point is N-PE device, select a device from the PE Device. Configure the endpoint settings
as mentioned in “Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order” on page 587

• If this endpoint is a third-party device, select Unmanaged device from the PE Device.
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Fill in the fields as indicated in the table:

ActionsField

Since the endpoint is a third-party device, select Unmanaged device from the
list.

PE Device

Specify the loopback IP address of the third-party device.

Range: 127.0.0.0 through 127.255.255.255

Loopback IP Address

Specify the end point interface name of the unmanaged device, which is the
third-party device.

Unmanaged Interface

4. Click Next to specify another endpoint settings.

NOTE: Both the endpoints cannot be a third-party device.

5. To finish creating the service order, click Create.
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NOTE: The functional audit is performed only on the Juniper Networks devices (managed
devices). To perform a successful functional audit of an unmanaged device, configure the following
attributes of an unmanaged device:

• Neighbor IP

• Virtual circuit ID

• Unit ID

• Encapsulation

• Filter

• Policer

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order | 587

Selecting Specific LSPs for Network Activate Services

IN THIS SECTION

Associating an LSP with a Point-to-Point Service | 640

Viewing LSP Details in a Service Order | 641

Viewing LSP Details in a Service | 642

Viewing LSP Configuration Details | 643

This feature allows you to associate a policy with a point-to-point service. This in turn attaches the
pseudowire to an LSP, which satisfies the conditions of the policy. The configuration for the service order
includes the LSP name as the Next hop name. The following topics provide information on attaching an
LSP and viewing its details:
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Associating an LSP with a Point-to-Point Service

To associate an LSP with a point-to-point service:

1. Create a point-to-point service order.

a. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create
P2P Service Order.

The Create P2P Service Order page displays an inventory of all available point-to-point service
definitions.

b. Select the service definition you want to base your service order on, and click Next. The
General/Connectivity Settings window is displayed.

c. Specify the general/connectivity settings.

d. Click Next. The Endpoint Settings window is displayed. You can now attach an LSP tunnel to a
service order. To provision the specific LSP, select an LSP tunnel from the LSP tunnel.

NOTE: The LSP tunnel is not a mandatory field. The service order is created even if you
do not specify the LSP tunnel name.
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e. Click Next to configure another endpoint. To provision the specific LSP, select an LSP tunnel from
the LSP tunnel

f. To create a point-to-point service order, Click Create.

For more information on creating a point-to-point service order, see “Creating a Point-to-Point Service
Order” on page 587

2. Deploy the point-to-point service order.

The LSP is now associated with the point-to-point service order.

Viewing LSP Details in a Service Order

In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders.

To view the details of a point-to-point service order, double-click a point-to-point service order in the
Manage Service Orders inventory page. If an LSP is associated with a point-to-point service order, the
Endpoint Details window includes the following information:

• LSP tunnel name—Name of the LSP tunnel attached to the point-to-point service order.

• Community name—Name of the community. A community is a group of destinations that share a common
property.

• Community member—One or more community members.
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Viewing LSP Details in a Service

In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services. To view the details of
a point-to-point service, double-click a point-to-point service in theManage Services inventory page.

If an LSP is associated with a point-to-point service order, the Endpoint Details of a point-to-point service
includes the information on the LSP.
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NOTE: You cannot modify the LSP tunnel in a service.

Viewing LSP Configuration Details

In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services. Right-click a service
and select View Service Configuration Change.

If an LSP selection is provisioned, you can view the LSP selection configuration in the Service Configuration
window.
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Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order | 587

Viewing Service Orders | 621

Validating a Service Order

This procedure validates a service order but does not push the configuration to the device. Use this
procedure to perform the following tasks:

• Validate a service request in the REQUESTED state.

• Validate a service request in the INVALID state after making necessary configuration changes on one
or more PE devices associated with the service order.

To schedule a service order for validation, follow these steps:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning.

2. In the Service Order States pie chart, click the Requested or Failed Deployment segment.
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TheManage Service Orders page shows only those service orders in the Requested state.

3. Select the service order you want to validate and save.

4. Open the Actions menu and click Validate Service Order.

The Schedule Service Request Validation window appears.

5. You can validate a service now or at some future time:

• To validate the service immediately, select Validate now, and click OK.

• To validate the service at a later time, select Validate later, select a date and time for deployment,
and then click OK.

NOTE: When specifying a time to validate the service, the time field specifies the time
kept by the server, but in the time zone of the client.

After scheduling the service order for validation, the provisioning software begins validating the service
order.

6. Click on the Job ID in the Job Management window to view details about the service validation.

7. Use the Jobs workspace to monitor the outcome of the validation. See Viewing Scheduled Jobs in the
Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details about the Jobs workspace.
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Stitching Two Point-to-Point Pseudowires

Amulti-segment pseudowire (MS-PW) is a static or dynamically configured set of two or more contiguous
pseudowire segments that behave and function as a single point-to-point pseudowire. Each end of an
MS-PW, by definition, terminates on a T-PE.

Pseudowires are deployed in large networks. Such networks typically encompass hundreds or thousands
of aggregation devices at the edge, each of which would be a provider edge (PE). These networks can be
partitioned into separatemetro and core pseudowire domains, withmulti-segment pseudowires connecting
endpoints across the various domains. You can stitch two point-to-point pseudowires.

To stitch two point-to-point pseudowires:

1. Create a point-to-point service definition.

In the General tab, you must select the Enable Multi Segment Pseudowire check box to enable
multi-segment pseudowire.

For more information on creating a point-to-point service definition, see “Creating an E-Line Service
Definition” on page 189.

2. Create a point-to-point service order.

The fields displayed in the point-to-point service order are based on the point-to-point service definition
that you created in Step 1. In the second endpoint settings page, select an interworking (iw) interface
and specify the stitching unit.

For more information on creating a point-to-point service order, see “Creating a Point-to-Point Service
Order” on page 587.

3. Deploy the point-to-point service order.

a. In the Manage Service Orders inventory page, select the point-to-point service order you created
in Step 2.

b. Right-click the point-to-point service order and selectDeploy Service Order. The Schedule Service
Order Deployment window appears.

c. Select the Deploy now option button and click Ok.

The service order is deployed.

4. In the Manage Services inventory page, right-click the point-to-point service that you created and
select Service > Stitch PW Segment. The Stitch PW Segment inventory page is displayed.

The Stitch PW Segment inventory page lists only the point-to-point service definitions with the Enable
Multi Segment Pseudowire check box enabled. This inventory page must also list the point-to-point
service definition you created in Step 1.
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5. Select a point-to-point service definition and click Next.

6. Specify the General Setting, Connectivity Settings, and Endpoints details. For more information on
these fields, see “Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order” on page 587.

NOTE: The fields of the first endpoint are auto-filled. Notice that the second endpoint fields
of the service order you created in Step 2 and the first endpoint fields of this service order
are same.

7. Deploy the stitched service order.

a. In the Manage Service Orders inventory page, select the point-to-point service order you created
in Step 6.

b. Right-click the point-to-point service order and selectDeploy Service Order. The Schedule Service
Order Deployment window appears.

c. Select the Deploy now option button and click Ok.

The service order is deployed.

The two point-to-point pseudowires are stitched.

The Manage Services lists both services. The point-to-point Service Details window displays the Stitch
PW Segment details.

NOTE: The number of pseudowire segments that you can stitch is limited to two.
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You can perform a functional audit to the first service only. You can view the details of the stitched
pseudowire in the Functional Audit Results window.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Providing Broadband Network Gateway Service Support with Cross
Provisioning Platform

IN THIS SECTION

Create Workflow for Broadband Network Gateway Services | 650

Modify Workflow for Broadband Network Gateway Services | 652

Viewing Broadband Network Gateway Services Details | 654

Child-Endpoint Support for Broadband Network Gateway Services | 655

API for Finding the Service Element ID | 655

The following are the three kinds of broadband network gateway (BNG) services offered to residential
subscribers:

• IPTV

• Broadband Remote Access Server (B-RAS)

• Wholesale

With Cross Provisioning Platform (CPP), you can provision, maintain, and troubleshoot BNG services. For
example, you can add or remove BNG devices to or from the existing Layer 3 VPN services. You can add
or remove underlying interfaces for any given BNG device. You can also troubleshoot subscriber issues
by using the Report Management functionality through Juniper Networks devices.

NOTE: BNG service support is provided only for Juniper Networks devices. CPP multistaged
service support is provided to all MX Series products of Juniper Networks and to third-party
devices. A test service can be implemented only by using device configlets. The device configlets
of third-party devices are not supported. Hence, you cannot create a test service for third-party
devices through CPP.

Provisioning a BNG service involves multiple steps. For example, the following steps are involved in
provisioning a B-RAS service in third-party devices:

• Create a prefix-list.

• Create a community.

• Create an export policy.
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• Create an import policy.

• Create a virtual private routed network (VPRN) B-RAS service site.

Sending a validation or pretesting command may also be included in these steps to provision the service.
If any one of the steps fails, you may manually intervene to correct the issue and resume from the failed
step. This eliminates the need to repeat the previously completed successful steps. The GUI script controls
the provisioning flow internally and shows the status of each step.

You can troubleshoot connectivity and networking issues for subscribers availing different BNG services.
To troubleshoot, you can perform any one of the following tasks:

• You can issue remote procedure call (RPC) commands against the BNG devices to obtain information
about active subscribers and to obtain a history of service utilization for a given BNG device that includes
the number of current active subscribers and the peak subscriber count.

• You can execute operational scripts for all MX Series devices on a daily basis and generate graphs of
the RPC commands.

• Subscribers can launch test commands from their devices at home to determine whether a physical
connection exists from their homes to a BNG device. To enable subscribers to launch test commands,
you need to create a test virtual routing and forwarding (VRF) on MX Series devices.

The CPP framework requires that information about the device and interface at every step to create a
service order. The CPP multistage framework supports multiple devices at a time.

The BNG service type supports all three kinds of BNG services. In amultistagedworkflow, all steps involved
should include the creation of a new service order and the service endpoint common attribute.

This topic has the following sections:

Create Workflow for Broadband Network Gateway Services

The procedure to create a BNG service order is the same for Juniper Networks devices and third-party
devices.

The create workflow for BNG services is as follows:

1. While creating a BNG service order, the GUI collects the data and sends CreateRequest with the
Multistaged tag. The initial service order type must be ADD.

NOTE: You need to create a service definition with the BNG type and a service order based
on this BNG service definition. The number of service orders you need to create is equal to
the number of tasks you need to perform to troubleshoot the services.

The CPP returns the job information, polls the status of the job, and invokes the configuration script.
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2. The configuration script verifies the value of the Multistaged tag.

• If you have specified the Multistaged tag as SINGLETON, the configuration script executes the
specified single task.

If the single task is successful, the job status is updated. The service order status is changed to
Completed, and the service status is changed to Deployed.

If the single task fails, the service order status is changed to Failed_Deployment. To fix the issue
manually, you can modify or re-create the service order from the previously successful service order.

NOTE: The single-task BNG service must have an endpoint.

• If you have specified the Multistaged tag value as INIT, the configuration script executes all the
specified tasks.

If the first task is successful, the job status is updated. The service order status is changed to Completed
and the service status is changed to Deploying.

The configuration script again verifies the value of the Multistaged tag, and executes each task until
the Multistaged tag value is LAST.

After the last task is successful, the job status is updated. The service order status is changed to
Completed and the service status is changed to Deployed.

After you complete all the steps, the service modification options are enabled.
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NOTE: If you close any page by mistake while performing a step, you can always go to the
Service Orders landing page and perform the remaining steps by using the Recreate Service
Order option. The Recreate Service Order option is available only in the previous successful
service order. If the service is in the Deploying state, you cannot perform the following actions
on the Services page:

• Modify

• Configuration Audit

• View Service Configuration

To poll a job, go to the following URL:

’/serviceui/resteasy/cpp-service-order/order-job-status/’+jobId

To delete a service order, go to the following URL:

'/serviceui/resteasy/cpp-service-order/’+serviceRequestId

To find the service element ID, go to the following URL:

’/serviceui/resteasy/cpp-service/seId

The troubleshooting procedure, which involves the execution of operational scripts and CLI configlets, is
applicable only to Juniper Networks devices. The configuration audit function is enabled only when the
BNG service state is Deployed. The option to decommission is enabled only when the service state is
Deploying or Deployed.

Modify Workflow for Broadband Network Gateway Services

The modify workflow for BNG services is as follows:

1. While modifying a BNG service order, the GUI collects the data and sends CreateRequest with the
Multistaged tag.

The following tags are mandatory for modifying a BNG service:

• Service order type—The service order type must be MODIFY.

• Workflow type—The workflow type must be MODIFY.

• Record OP type—The record operation type must be MODIFY.

• Service Element ID—To identify the service element ID, you can call the findServiceEndpointId API.

The CPP returns job information, polls the status of the job, and invokes the configuration script.
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2. The configuration script verifies the value of the Multistaged tag.

• If you have specified the Multistaged tag as SINGLETON, the configuration script executes the
specified single task.

If modifying the single task is successful, the job status is updated. The service order status is changed
to Completed and the service status is changed to Deployed.

If modifying the single task fails, the service order status is changed to Failed_Deployment. To fix
the issue manually you can modify or re-create the service order from the previously successful
service order.

NOTE: The single-task BNG service must have an endpoint.

• If you have specified theMultistaged tag value as INIT, the configuration script executes all specified
tasks.

If modifying the first task is successful, the job status is updated. The service order status is changed
to Completed and the service status is changed to Deploying.

The configuration script again verifies the value of the Multistaged tag and modifies each task until
the Multistaged tag value is LAST.

After the last task is successful, the job status is updated. The service order status is changed to
Completed and the service status is changed to Deployed.

After you complete all the steps, the service order status is changed to Completed.
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Viewing Broadband Network Gateway Services Details

ABNG service is created only with common artifacts and no VPRN service is associatedwith a BNG service.
Hence, the service details are not displayed in CPP. In this case, instead of service details, the following
tabs are displayed, if available:

• General–Displays the service name, device name, artifact, and vendor type

• Configuration–Displays configuration details

• Artifact–Displays common artifact information from the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) response

• Igmp–Displays information about group addresses and interfaces

• Interface–Displays dynamic profile-related information.

• MVPN–Displays neighbor ID and provider tunnel ID.

• AAA Info–Displays AAA-related information

• QoS Info–Displays QoS-related information

The Juniper Subscriber Service Details tab displays details of Dynamic Host Configuration Protocols server
(DHCP) address pool, and RADIUS servers. In the case of IPTV, pool information and RADIUS are not
displayed. In the case of B-RAS, DHCP server details are not displayed. All tabs of the Layer 3 VPN service
are displayed in the case of the BNG service. The ALU Subcriber Service Details tab displays details of
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP), Physical
Interface Module (PIM), and multicast virtual private network (MVPN).
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Child-Endpoint Support for Broadband Network Gateway Services

For a BNG service, you can provision parent-child relationships between the endpoints. You can provision
it as a single-task workflow or multitask workflow.

For a multitask workflow, you can select a parent endpoint in a task and then attach the child endpoint in
the subsequent tasks.

API for Finding the Service Element ID

To modify or delete an endpoint, you must specify the service element ID and set the Record OP type tag
as Modify or Delete.

The findServiceEndpointId API is used to find the service element ID. The GUI script validates the service
element ID and identifies the end point that must be modified or deleted.

Following is the query to find the service element ID:

public String findServiceEndpointId(@QueryParam(serviceID) String serviceId, @QueryParam(deviceId)
String deviceID,@QueryParam(port) String port, @QueryParam(outerEncap) String outerEncap)

This API returns the service element ID in string format with the following parameters:

• serviceID—ID of the service that is modified

• deviceId—Provider edge device ID

• port—Port of an interface

• outerEncap—Outer encapsulation VLAN value

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Managing Reports for Broadband Network Gateway Services in Cross Provisioning Platform | 1058

Deleting a Partial Configuration

A failed service order of type Provisioning can leave parts of the service configuration on the devices. To
remove this partial configuration:
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1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders.

2. In theManage Service Orders page, select the failed service order for which you want to delete the
partial configuration.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Delete Partial Configuration.

4. In the confirmation screen, select Delete.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing Service Orders | 621

Deleting a Service Order

You can delete a service order that is in the requested state, the scheduled state, the invalid state, or the
failed deployment state. To correct a service order in the invalid state, youmust delete it and then recreate
it; the Network Activate software does not support modifying the service order directly.

To delete a service order from the database:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Requests.

2. In theManage Service Orders page, select the service order you want to delete.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Delete Service Order.

A pop-up window appears requesting confirmation.

4. Click Delete.

TheManage Service Orders page reappears with the deleted service orders removed.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order | 587

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order | 661

Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order | 679
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Viewing Service Orders | 621

Re-creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order After a Failed
Deployment

If a service order fails to deploy, you need not create a new service order. The Cross Provisioning Platform
application allows you to re-create an existing service order whose order state is Failed_Deployed or Invalid.

To re-create a service order after a failed deployment:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Orders.

The Service Orders page is displayed.

2. Right-click a service order whose order state is Failed_Deployed or Invalid and select Recreate Service
Order.

The output of the attached script is displayed.

NOTE: TheRecreate ServiceOrder option is available only if theOrder Type column displays
ADD orMODIFY.

If the Order Type column displays ADD, the output of the GUI script that you attached in
the Creation field while creating a service definition is displayed.

If the Order Type column displaysMODIFY, the output of the GUI script that you attached
in theModification field while creating a service definition is displayed.

NOTE: The Recreate Service Order option is available even after you decommission the
corresponding service. If you have decommissioned a service, on the Service Orders page,
the Order Type column displays DELETE and the order state is Completed. When you select
the Recreate Service Order for such service orders, the output of the GUI script that you
attached in the Creation field while creating a service definition is displayed.

3. (Optional) Before you clickModify, you can verify themodified parameters in the script output window
by clicking Verify.
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The Verify Service Order window is displayed. You can view the service order configuration details.

4. To modify the parameters in the script output window, clickModify.

The Job Details window appears. Click the JOB ID link to view the job status on the Job Management
page.

If the job is successfully completed, the service order status changes to Deployed.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order | 617

Viewing the Script Output on the Service Orders Inventory Page | 659

Re-creating a Cross Provisioning Platform ServiceOrder After a Successful
Deployment

If you want to replicate a service order that is successfully deployed, you need not create a new service
order. The Cross Provisioning Platform application allows you to re-create an existing service order whose
order state is Completed.

To re-create a service order after a successful deployment:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Orders.

The Service Orders page is displayed.

2. Right-click a service order whose order state is Completed and select Recreate Service Order.

The output of the attached script is displayed.

NOTE: TheRecreate ServiceOrder option is available only if theOrder Type column displays
ADD.

If the Order Type column displays ADD, the output of the GUI script that you attached in
the Creation field while creating a service definition is displayed.

3. (Optional) Before you click Create, you can verify the modified parameters in the script output window
by clicking Verify.
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The Verify Service Order window is displayed. You can view the service order configuration details.

4. To modify the parameters in the script output window, click Create.

The Job Details window appears. Click the JOB ID link to view the job status on the Job Management
page.

If the job is successfully completed, the service order status changes to Deployed.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Re-creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order After a Failed Deployment | 657

Viewing the Script Output on the Service Orders Inventory Page

In releases earlier than Cross Provisioning Platform Release 15.1R1, to view the output of the script that
you attached while creating a service definition, you must deploy the service order.

With Cross Provisioning Platform Release 15.1R1, you can view the output of an attached script on the
Service Orders inventory page, even before deploying the service order.

To view the output of a script on the Service Orders inventory page:

1. On the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Orders.

The Service Orders page is displayed.

2. Right-click a service order and select View Service Order Details.

NOTE: If you select multiple service orders, the View Service Order Details option is
unavailable.

The View Service Order Details option is available only if the Order Type column displays
the following types: ADD, MODIFY, or RECOVER.

The output of the attached script is displayed. You cannot modify the parameters of the script because
the output is displayed in the read-only format.

The following error message is displayed if the attached script does not include a method to call the
View Service Order Details action:

Service order details view is not supported in GUI script.
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RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Adding Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 776

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Definition | 306

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order | 617
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CHAPTER 19

Layer 2 VPLS Service Orders

IN THIS CHAPTER

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order | 661

Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order | 679

Creating a Service Order for VPLS Access into Layer 3 Networks | 699

Creating a VPLS Service Order in Cross Provisioning Platform | 706

Seamless MPLS Support in Junos Space Overview | 709

Understanding VLAN Manipulation (Normalization and VLAN Mapping) on Ethernet Services | 711

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order

The Network Activate software implements multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet services as virtual private
LAN (VPLS) services.

To create a multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service order, complete these tasks in order:

1. Selecting the Service Definition | 661

2. Entering General Settings Information | 662

3. Specifying QoS Settings | 663

4. Specifying OAM Settings | 664

5. Configuring Connectivity Settings | 664

6. Setting Attributes for All Endpoints | 666

7. Selecting N-PE Devices and Multihomed Groups | 672

8. Modifying Endpoint Settings | 673

9. Deploying the New Service | 678

Selecting the Service Definition

To select a service definition on which to base the new service order:
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1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create
VPLS Service Order.

The Create VPLS Service Order window appears and shows a filtered inventory view of only those
published service definitions designed to work with multipoint Ethernet services. You can select the
service definition based on the signaling type.

2. Select the service definition you want to base your service order on, then click Next.

The Enter Order Information window appears.

Entering General Settings Information

This part of the create multipoint Ethernet service order procedure sets general information about the
service order in the General Settings box of the Enter Order Information window:

To enter general settings information:

1. In the Name field, type a unique name for the multipoint service.

The service order name can consist of only letters, numbers, and underscores.

NOTE: The name you specify for a VPLS service order becomes the routing-instance name
in the device configuration when you deploy the service. Consequently, you cannot use any
Juniper Networks keywords, for example, “bgp” or “vpls”, as the name of a service order.

2. In the Customer field, select the customer requesting the service. To speed your search, type the first
few letters of the customer name and then select from the list.

If the customer is not in the list, you must add the customer to the database before proceeding. See
“Adding a New Customer” on page 1064.
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3. In the Comments field, provide a description of the service. This description appears in information
windows about the request or service instance created from the request.

The Customer traffic type is not selectable. Its value is set in the service definition.

The Signaling cannot be changed in the service order.

4. If QoS is enabled, continue with "Specifying QoS Settings" next. Otherwise, skip to "Setting Attributes
for all Endpoints."

Specifying QoS Settings

If QoS is enabled on the service definition, type information in the QoS Settings box of the Enter Order
Information window.

NOTE: QoS features appear in the Junos Space user interface only if you deploy theQoSDesign
application in Junos Space.

To specify QoS settings:

1. In the QoS profile field, select a profile from the list.

The QoS profile list displays the QoS profiles that are currently configured in the QoS Design software.

A QoS profile classifies traffic into defined service groups to provide the special treatment of traffic
across the network service.

2. In the CIR field, select the committed information rate (CIR) from the list.

The CIR is the guaranteed rate and specifies the minimum bandwidth available if all sources are active
at the same time. The value for CIR should be less than the value for PIR.

NOTE: For bursty traffic, the CIR represents the average rate of traffic per unit time, and the
PIR represents the maximum amount of traffic that can be transmitted in a given interval.

3. In the PIR field, select the peak information rate (PIR) from the list. The PIR is the shaping rate.
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NOTE: If theQoS profile that you selected in Step 1 is configuredwith a level-three scheduler
and interface oversubscription is enabled, then PIR is not used.

4. Continue with "Setting Attributes for All Endpoints," next.

Specifying OAM Settings

To enableOAMon the service definition, type information in theOAMSettings of theGeneral/Connectivity
Settings panel.

1. In the CFM Definition field, select a profile from the list.

NOTE: For OAM Settings, if you specify a CFM profile (for example, a CFM action profile
with remoteMEP), or an SLA-Iterator profile, first youmust ensure that the profile is attached
to the same device upon which you intend to deploy the P2P service order. If the profile is
not previously attached (using the OAM Insight application), it will not be present on the
device to support the service order.

NOTE: For Juniper Networks PTX3000 Packet Transport Routers and Junos Space Release
13.1P1, if you attach a CFMDefinition to the service order, the CFM session will operate for
MEPs in either the Up or Down direction when the service is deployed.

2. Continue with configuring the connectivity settings.

Configuring Connectivity Settings

In this procedure, you specify the attributes that define the connectivity among remote sites across the
service provider network and the service security. The following illustration is a sample Connectivity
window.
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To configure connectivity settings for connectivity between sites across the network:

1. Specify whether the route distinguisher can be selected automatically or manually.

NOTE: You cannot edit the route distinguisher if you have not selected the Editable in Service
Order check box in the service definition.

• To assign the route distinguisher automatically, select the Autopick Route Distinguisher check box.

• To assign the route distinguisher manually, clear the Autopick Route Distinguisher check box.

If you choose to assign the route distinguisher manually, the window expands to include the Route
distinguisher field. In the Route distinguisher field, type a value. Junos Space accepts either of the
following two formats:

• prefix-number: assigned-number

Where prefix-number can be any numeric value from 1 through 65,535, and assigned-number can
be any numeric value from 0 through 2,147,483,647

• IPV4-address: assigned-number

Where IPV4-address can be any valid IPv4 address, and assigned-number can be any numeric value
from 0 through 65,535

NOTE: The Route distinguisher field is available in either of the following cases:

• The Signaling type is BGP.

• The Signaling type is LDP and Auto Discovery is enabled.

2. Specify whether the route target can be selected automatically or manually.

NOTE: You cannot edit the route target if you have not selected the Editable in Service
Order check box in the service definition.

• To assign the route target automatically, select the Autopick Route target check box.

• To assign the route target manually, clear the Autopick Route target check box.

If you choose to assign the route target manually, the window expands to include the Route Target
field. In the Route Target field, type a value. Junos Space accepts either of the following two formats:

• prefix-number:assigned-number
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Where prefix-number can be any numeric value from 1 through 65,535, and assigned-number can
be any numeric value from 0 through 2,147,483,647

• IPV4-address:assigned-number

Where IPV4-address can be any valid IPv4 address, and assigned-number can be any numeric value
from 0 through 65,535

NOTE: The Route Target field is available in either of the following cases:

• The Signaling type is BGP.

• The Signaling type is LDP and Auto Discovery is enabled.

3. In the Revert time (sec) field, specify the revert time for redundant Layer 2 circuits and VPLS
pseudowires.

Default: 5 seconds

Range: 0 through 65,535 seconds

This field is available only if you have enabled the Enable PW Resiliency check box in the selected
service definition.

4. In the SwitchOver Delay (sec) field, specify the time to wait before the backup pseudowire takes over.

Default: 0 seconds

Range: 0 through 180 seconds

This field is available only if you have enabled the Enable PW Resiliency check box in the selected
service definition.

5. Click Next.

You can edit the VPLS ID field, if you have selected the Select manually option for the VPLS ID field in
the service definition.

TheAutoDiscovery andAutopick VPLS ID fields appears dimmed in theConnectivity Settings dialog box.
These fields are not editable in the service order.

Setting Attributes for All Endpoints

This part of the create multipoint Ethernet service order procedure sets the attributes that are usually
common for all endpoints in the service.
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NOTE: If you are using a definition with multiple templates, you can set different attributes for
the endpoints.

In any case, the values that you type depend on the service definition on which the service order is based.
Follow the steps in one of the following tasks, depending on whether or not the service provides flexible
VLAN tagging. To create a service with flexible VLAN tagging, the service definition that you selected for
the service order must include the Ethernet option asymmetric tag depth in the UNI settings step.

Setting Attributes for Endpoints on a Service | 667

Setting Attributes for Endpoints on a Service with Flexible VLAN Tagging | 670

Setting Attributes for Endpoints on a Service

If these attributes are not the same on all endpoints, you can set them to be the same for now and then
make changes later, or you can choose to skip this step and apply the attribute values one at a time later,
or use a definition with multiple templates.

This procedure sets the attributes listed in the End Point Settings box of the Enter Order Information
window. The attributes shown depend on the interface type and the signaling type.
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NOTE: When the Allow multihoming check box is selected for the service definition on which
the service order based, the EndPoint Settings box displays theAllowmultihoming on endpoints
check box to indicate that the service can include multihomed groups.

To set attributes common to most endpoints:

1. In the Bandwidth field, select a value from the drop-down list to limit the bandwidth of the service you
are creating.

This field is present only if bandwidth limiting is allowed by the service definition, and is configurable
in the service order only if the service definition allows it.

2. In theMTU field, type the maximum transmission unit size for the UNI.

This field is present in all service orders. However, you can set this field only if the service definition
allows it.

3. If the signaling type is LDP and the if the auto discovery is enabled, the Autopick VPN ID appears
dimmed. This field is not editable in the service order.

4. Specify the VPLS ID if the Autopick VPLS ID is disabled.

Range: 1 through 2147483647

5. Specify the VPN ID if the Autopick VPN ID is disabled.

Range: 1 through 65535

The Auto-pick VLAN range constraint field is displayed and validates the VLAN range specified in the
service definition.

6. Specify the Logical If Settings.

NOTE: The Logical If Settings box is not available if you have selected the Ethernet option
as port.

• Specify whether the Autopick UNIT ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the UNIT ID automatically, select the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

• To assign the UNIT ID manually, clear the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

The window expands to include the UNIT ID field. In the UNIT ID field, type a value.
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Range: 1 through 1073741823

NOTE: You can edit this field only if you have selected the Editable in ServiceOrder check
box for the VLAN ID selection in the service definition.

• Specify whether the Autopick VLAN ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the VLAN ID automatically, select the Autopick VLAN ID check box.

• To assign the VLAN ID manually, clear the Autopick VLAN ID check box.

The window expands to include the VLAN ID field. In the VLAN ID field, type a value.

7. In the Customer VLANRange Start and Customer VLANRange End fields, type the first and last VLAN
ID of the range of customer VLANs to be transported over the network.

These fields are present only for services with UNIs that have Q-in-Q interface types and allow a range
of VLANs to be transported.

8. The Physical IF encapsulation and Logical IF encapsulation fields are not selectable. These values are
set in the service definition.

In the VLAN Tag to stack field, type a value for the customer VLAN.

This field is present only for services that specify Normalize to Dot1q tags.

9. In the Inner VLAN Tag (for QinQ) field, type a value to provide a default inner VLAN tag for the UNI
endpoints.

This field is present only for services that specify Normalize to QinQ tags.

10. In the Outer VLAN Tag to Stack field, type a value to provide an outer VLAN tag that matches the
Outer VLAN tag of at least one of the UNI endpoints.

11. In the Inner VLAN Tag to Stack field, type a value to provide a default inner VLAN tag for the UNI
endpoints to provide a common inner VLAN tag for the routing instance.

This field is present only for services that specify Normalize to QinQ tags.

12.Click Next.

The Select Endpoint PE Devices window appears.

13.Continue with "Selecting N-PE Devices and Multihomed Groups."
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Setting Attributes for Endpoints on a Service with Flexible VLAN Tagging

A service with flexible VLAN tagging can include port-based, 802.1Q, and Q-in-Q interfaces.

If these attributes are not the same on all endpoints, you can set them to be the same for now and then
make changes later, or you can choose to skip this step and apply the attribute values one at a time later,
or you can use a definition with multiple templates.

If there is a service template attached to the service definition, there is a link to that template at the bottom
of the Endpoint Settings section of the window. For instructions on working with service templates in
service orders, see “Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template” on page 757.

This procedure sets the attributes listed in the End Point Settings box of the Enter Order Information
window. The attributes shown depend on the signaling type and interface type. The following example
shows the endpoints settings box for a multipoint-to-multipoint service with flexible VLAN tagging that
transports a single VLAN and specifies Normalize to Dot1Q tag.

NOTE: When the Allow multihoming check box is selected for the service definition on which
the service order based, the EndPoint Settings box displays theAllowmultihoming on endpoints
check box to indicate that the service can include multihomed groups.

To set attributes common to most endpoints:

1. In theBandwidth field, select a value from the list to limit the bandwidth of the service you are creating.

This field is present only if bandwidth limiting is allowed by the service definition, and is configurable
in the service order only if the service definition allows it.

2. In theMTU field, type the maximum transmission unit size for the UNI.

This field is present in all service orders. However, you can set this field only if the service definition
allows it.

3. If the signaling type is LDP and the if the auto discovery is enabled, the Autopick VPN ID appears
dimmed. This field is not editable in the service order.

4. Specify the VPLS ID if the Autopick VPLS ID is disabled.

Range: 1 through 2147483647

5. Specify the VPN ID if the Autopick VPN ID is disabled.

Range: 1 through 65535
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6. To configure VLANs, choose from the following options depending on the VLAN transport type and
Normalization that the service specifies:

• If the service transports single VLANs and specifies Normalize to Dot1Q tags:

a. In the Inner VLAN (for Q-in-Q) field, type a VLAN ID to swap.

b. In the VLAN Tag to stack field, type a VLAN ID to push or swap at the relevant UNI endpoints.

• If the service transports single VLANs and specifies Normalize to QinQ tags:

a. To manually assign an VLAN ID:

i. Clear the Autopick VLAN ID check box. The window expands to include the VLAN ID field.

This field is present in the service order only if the service definition allows it.

ii. In the VLAN ID field, type a value.

This field is configurable in the service order only if the service definition allows it.

b. In the Inner VLAN (for Q-in-Q) field, type a VLAN ID to swap.

c. In the Outer VLAN Tag to stack field, type a VLAN ID to push or swap at the relevant UNI
endpoints.

d. In the Inner VLAN Tag to stack field, type a VLAN ID to push or swap at the relevant UNI
endpoints.

• If the service transports single VLANs and specifies Normalize to VLAN none:

• In the Inner VLAN (for Q-in-Q) field, type a VLAN ID to swap.

• If the service transports all traffic and specifies Normalize to VLAN all:

a. In the Customer VLAN Range Start and Customer VLAN Range End fields, type the first and last
VLAN ID of the range of customer VLANs to be transported over the network.

b. In the VLAN Tag to stack field, type a VLAN ID to push or swap at the relevant UNI endpoints.

• If the service transports a range of VLANs and specifies Normalize to VLAN all:

a. In the Customer VLAN Range Start and Customer VLAN Range End fields, type the first and last
VLAN ID of the range of customer VLANs to be transported over the network.

b. In the VLAN Tag to stack field, type a VLAN ID to push or swap at the relevant UNI endpoints.
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NOTE: A service that transports a range of VLANs and specifies Normalize to VLAN
all allows only 802.1Q, and Q-in-Q interfaces for the UNI endpoints.

7. Click Next.

The Select Endpoint PE Devices window appears.

8. Continue with "Selecting N-PE Devices and Multihomed Groups," next.

Selecting N-PE Devices and Multihomed Groups

This part of the createmultipoint Ethernet service order procedure selects theN-PE devices and, optionally,
multihomed groups that hosts the service endpoints. The selection is made from the Select Endpoint PE
Devices window.

If there is a service template attached to the service definition, there is a link to that template at the bottom
of the Endpoint Settings section of the window. For instructions on working with service templates in
service orders, see “Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template” on page 757.

NOTE: If multihoming is enabled on the service definition on which the service order is based
and you have configured and imported the connectivity file, you can select one or more
multihomed groups that are configured in themultihomed groups connectivity file for the service
endpoints.

NOTE: The Select Endpoint PE Deviceswindow shows only assigned NPE devices that have an
AS number configured. If you do not see the device you are looking for, use the CLI on the device
to check for and assign an AS number.

To select endpoint N-PE devices:

1. In the Select Endpoint PEDeviceswindow, select the devices that youwant to participate in the service.
Use the multiple selection feature to select one or more devices.

2. Click Next.

The Endpoint Settings window appears.
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3. Continue with "Modifying Endpoint Settings," next.

Modifying Endpoint Settings

This part of the create multipoint Ethernet service order procedure sets the attributes for each endpoint
in the service. Selection is made using the Endpoint Settings window.

This window shows one endpoint for each device that you selected from the Select Endpoint PE Devices
window, as described in “Selecting N-PE Devices and Multihomed Groups” on page 672.

The interface shown in theUNI Interface field is automatically selected by the Network Activate software,
which chooses the UNI that has the highest available capacity among interfaces that are in the Up state.
To calculate the available capacity of the interface, the system subtracts the bandwidth reserved for each
service deployed on that interface from the total capacity of the interface.

For each endpoint, the Endpoint Settings window shows the following value for each UNI attribute:

• For port-to-port services, the displayed values are Bandwidth and MTU.

• For 802.1Q UNIs, the displayed attributes are Bandwidth, Autopick VLAN ID, VLAN ID, and MTU.

• For Q-in-Q UNIs, the displayed attributes include Bandwidth, AutoPick VLAN ID, and VLAN ID. For a
service with Q-in-Q UNIs that specifies a customer VLAN range, the displayed attributes also include
C-VLAN ID Start and C VLAN End.

For each endpoint on a service with flexible VLAN tagging, the Endpoint Settings window shows the
following value for each UNI attribute:

• For a service with flexible VLAN tagging that transports a single VLAN and specifies Normalize to Dot1q
tags, the displayed attributes include Ethernet Option, Bandwidth, AutoPick VLAN ID, Inner VLAN ID,
and MTU. For a service with flexible VLAN tagging that specifies a customer VLAN range, the displayed
attributes also include C-VLAN ID Start and C VLAN End.

• For a service with flexible VLAN tagging that transports a single VLAN and specifies Normalized toQinQ
tags, the displayed attributes include Bandwidth, AutoPick VLAN ID, and VLAN ID. For a service with
flexible VLAN tagging that specifies a customer VLAN range, the displayed attributes also include C-VLAN
ID Start and C VLAN End.
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• For a service with flexible VLAN tagging that transports a VLAN range, the displayed attributes include
Bandwidth, AutoPick VLAN ID, and VLAN ID. For a service with flexible VLAN tagging that specifies a
customer VLAN range, the displayed attributes also include C-VLAN ID Start and C VLAN End.

The values shown are initially the values you set earlier on the EnterOrder Informationwindow, as described
in “Setting Attributes for All Endpoints” on page 666.

To modify the endpoint settings:

1. For a service with flexible VLAN tagging, set the interface type in the Ethernet Option column for each
endpoint in the service.

2. To select a different UNI on a device, on the Endpoint Settings window, click the UNI name you want
to change and choose another interface from the list.

Modified values are indicated by a small red triangle in the corner of the table cell.

3. To enter the description for an UNI interface, click the corresponding Description cell.

4. To change the bandwidth on an endpoint, click the bandwidth value for the endpoint and select another
value from the list.

5. To change the committed information rate (CIR) on an endpoint, click the CIR value for the endpoint
and select another value from the list. Make sure that the CIR value is less than the PIR value.

Only QoS-enabled services specify CIR and PIR values.

6. To change the peak information rate (PIR) on an endpoint, click the PIR value for the endpoint and
select another value from the list. Make sure that the PIR value is greater than the CIR value.

Only QoS-enabled services specify CIR and PIR values.

7. The AutoPick UNIT ID and the UNIT ID columns appear, if you have not selected the Ethernet option
as port-to-port.

• To change an automatically selected service UNIT ID to manual selection, clear the AutoPick UNIT
ID check box, and type a service UNIT ID value in the UNIT ID field.

• To change from manual selection to automatic selection, select the AutoPick UNIT ID check box.

• To change the value of a manually selected service UNIT ID, type a new value in the UNIT ID field.

NOTE: The unit ID value that you have specified in the Enter Order Information page is
displayed in the UNIT ID field.
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8. For Q-in-Q interface endpoints, you can change how the service VLAN ID is selected:

• To change an automatically selected service VLAN ID to manual selection, clear the AutoPick VLAN
ID check box, and type an VLAN ID value in the VLAN ID field.

• To change from manual selection to automatic selection, select the AutoPick VLAN ID check box.

• To change the value of a manually selected service VLAN ID, type a new value in the VLAN ID field.

9. For Q-in-Q interface endpoints with customer VLAN ranges specified, you can also change the range
limits for an endpoint.

10. For 802.1Q interface endpoints, you can change the customer VLAN ID.

11. To change the MTU for the UNI, click the value in theMTU field and type a new value.

12. To add a UNI on a selected device, select Add UNI Interface in the Action column, and then select the
interface you want from the UNI interface list.

13. If the interface you selected in the previous step is already configured (duplicate) you must either type
a different value in the VLAN ID field manually, or check the Autopick VLAN ID field.

14. To delete a UNI from a device, in the Action column, click Delete UNI Interface.

If the deleted UNI is the only UNI selected from the device, then the device is deleted form the service
configuration.

15. To specify the value of Outgoing Label for any device, click the Add Label link that is associated with
that device. Specify the value in the Outgoing Label Settings window and click OK to save the value.
All the devices act as hubs and no spoke devices are present.

16. To view the values of the Incoming Label and the Outgoing Label of any device, use the following
method:

a. SelectManage Service Orders > View Service Order Details.

b. Click the Label Details link associated with any device.
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17.To specify a different primary device for a multihomed group:

a. To select a different primary device, in the Endpoint Settings box, click the Edit icon (indicated by
a pencil).

b. From the list of secondary devices, select the radio button for the secondary device that you want
to specify as the primary device in the multihomed group.

c. Click Set As Primary.

d. Click Create.

The secondary device is configured as the primary device in the multihomed group.

18.Configuring advanced settings is optional. You can click on theAdvanced link to view the default values
for Advanced Settings. If the advanced settings can be edited in the service order, you can override
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the default values. If you do not click the Advanced link, the default advanced settings are applied to
the service order.

To configure advanced settings for a device in the service order:

a. Click Advanced in the Action column.

The Advanced Setting window displays the security and advanced settings that you can configure
for a device.

b. In theMAC Security Settings box, make selections for MAC learning and MAC statistics and type
values for Interface MAC limit, MAC table size, and MAC table aging time.

c. Enable or disable tunnel services by selecting or clearing the disable-tunnel-service check box.

d. Enable or disable local switching by selecting or clearing the disable-local-switching check box.

e. In the Fast reroute priority field, select the reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance.

f. In the Label block size field, type the label block size for VPLS labels.
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g. In the Connectivity type field, select a connection-type to specify when a VPLS connection is taken
down, depending on whether the interface for the VPLS routing instance is customer-facing or
integrated routing and bridging (IRB)

h. Click OK to save your Advanced Setting changes for the device.

19. To add an endpoint on a device not listed in the Endpoint Settings window:

a. Click Add Endpoints.

The Add Endpoint PE Devices window displays the available N-PE devices that you did not assign
when you first made your device selections from the Select Endpoint PE Devices window.

b. Select additional devices, then click Next.

The Endpoint Settings window appears with the new devices added.

c. Modify the endpoint settings for this device, as required.

20. If you have attached a service template in the service definition, the Flexible Service Attributes link
appears. Click the link tomodify the service template attributes. For more information about configuring
the flexible Service Attributes, see “Configuring Flexible Service Attributes toModify Service Template
Attributes” on page 939.

21.When you have finished modifying the endpoint settings, click Create.

The Deployment Options window appears.

The service order that you have created is graphically represented in the topology. To view the service
order that you have created in the topology, select Platform > Network Monitoring > Topology >
Service > NA service order name.

For more information on topology, see “Junos Space Network Topology Overview” on page 32

22.Continue with "Deploying the New Service," next.

Deploying the New Service

This part of the create multipoint Ethernet service order procedure deploys the service.

To deploy the service from the Deployment Options window:

1. Perform one of the following actions:

• To save the request without deploying the service, select Save only, then click OK.
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See “Deploying a Service Order” on page 632 for information about how to deploy a saved service at
a later time.

• To deploy the service immediately, select Deploy now, then click OK.

• To deploy the service later, select Schedule deployment, select a date and time, then click OK.

The time field specifies the time kept by the server, but in the time zone of the client.

2. To monitor the status of the deployment, use the Jobs workspace.

The service order is now complete.

TheManage Service Orders page shows the service order you just added. See Viewing Jobs in the Junos
Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details about the Jobs workspace.
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The Network Activate software implements point-to-multipoint Ethernet services as virtual private LAN
(VPLS) services. These services are also referred to as hub-and-spoke services.

To create a point-to-multipoint Ethernet service order, complete the following tasks in order:

Selecting the Service Definition

To select a service definition on which to base the new service order:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create
VPLS Service Order.

The Create VPLS Service Order window displays a filtered inventory view of only those published
service definitions that are designed to work with multipoint Ethernet services. You can select the
service definition based on the signaling type.

2. Select the point-to-multipoint service definition you want to base your service order on and then click
Next.

The Enter Order Information window appears.

Entering General Settings Information

This part of the create point-to-multipoint Ethernet service order procedure sets general information about
the service order in the General Settings box of the Enter Order Information window:
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To specify general settings information:

1. In the Name field, type a unique name for the point-to-multipoint service.

The service order name can consist of only letters, numbers, and underscores.

NOTE: The name you specify for a VPLS service order becomes the routing-instance name
in the device configuration when you deploy the service. Consequently, you cannot use any
Juniper Networks keywords, for example, “bgp” or “vpls”, as the name of a service order.

2. In the Customer field, select the customer requesting the service.

If the customer is not in the list, you must add the customer to the database before proceeding. See
“Adding a New Customer” on page 1064.

3. In theComments field, type a description of the service. This description appears in informationwindow
about the request or service instance created from the request.

You cannot select the Customer traffic type. Its value is set in the service definition.

You cannot change the Signaling type in the service order.

The following check boxes are displayed based on the service definition you have selected:

• Enable PW Extension

• Enable PW Resiliency

• Allow access to L3 network

You cannot change these check boxes in the service order.

4. If QoS is enabled, continue with "Specifying QoS Settings," next. Otherwise skip to "Setting Attributes
for all Endpoints."
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Configuring Connectivity Settings

In this procedure, you specify the attributes that define the connectivity among remote sites across the
service provider network and the service security. The following illustration is a sample Connectivity
window.

To configure connectivity settings for connectivity between sites across the network:

1. Specify whether the route distinguisher can be selected automatically or manually.

NOTE: You cannot edit the route distinguisher if you have not selected the Editable in Service
Order check box in the service definition.

• To assign the route distinguisher automatically, select the Autopick Route Distinguisher check box.

• To assign the route distinguisher manually, clear the Autopick Route Distinguisher check box.

If you choose to assign the route distinguisher manually, the window expands to include the Route
distinguisher field. In the Route distinguisher field, type a value. Junos Space accepts either of the
following two formats:

• prefix-number: assigned-number

Where prefix-number can be any numeric value from 1 through 65,535, and assigned-number can
be any numeric value from 0 through 2,147,483,647

• IPV4-address: assigned-number

Where IPV4-address can be any valid IPv4 address, and assigned-number can be any numeric value
from 0 through 65,535

NOTE: The Route distinguisher field is available in either of the following cases:

• The Signaling type is BGP.

• The Signaling type is LDP and Auto Discovery is enabled.

2. Specify whether the route target can be selected automatically or manually.
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NOTE: You cannot edit the route target if you have not selected the Editable in Service
Order check box in the service definition.

• To assign the route target automatically, select the Autopick Route target check box.

• To assign the route target manually, clear the Autopick Route target check box.

If you choose to assign the route target manually, the window expands to include the Route Target
field. In the Route Target field, type a value. Junos Space accepts either of the following two formats:

• prefix-number:assigned-number

Where prefix-number can be any numeric value from 1 through 65,535, and assigned-number can
be any numeric value from 0 through 2,147,483,647

• IPV4-address:assigned-number

Where IPV4-address can be any valid IPv4 address, and assigned-number can be any numeric value
from 0 through 65,535

NOTE: The Route Target field is available in either of the following cases:

• The Signaling type is BGP.

• The Signaling type is LDP and Auto Discovery is enabled.

3. In the Revert time (sec) field, specify the revert time for redundant Layer 2 circuits and VPLS
pseudowires.

Default: 5 seconds

Range: 0 through 65,535 seconds

This field is available only if you have enabled the Enable PW Resiliency check box in the selected
service definition.

4. In the SwitchOver Delay (sec) field, specify the time to wait before the backup pseudowire takes over.

Default: 0 seconds

Range: 0 through 180 seconds

This field is available only if you have enabled the Enable PW Resiliency check box in the selected
service definition.

5. Continue with specifying the QoS settings.
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You can edit the VPLS ID field, if you have selected the Select manually option for the VPLS ID field in
the service definition.

The Auto Discovery and Autopick VPLS ID fields appears dimmed in Connectivity Settings dialog box.
These fields are not editable in the service order.

Specifying QoS Settings

If QoS is enabled in the service definition, enter information in the QoS Settings box.

NOTE: QoS features appear in the Junos Space user interface only if you deploy theQoSDesign
application in Junos Space.

1. In the QoS profile field, select a profile from the list.

The QoS profile list displays the QoS profiles that are currently configured in the QoS Design software.

A QoS profile classifies traffic into defined service groups to provide the special treatment of traffic
across the network service.

2. In the CIR field, select the committed information rate (CIR) from the list.

The CIR is the guaranteed rate and specifies the minimum bandwidth available if all sources are active
at the same time. The value for CIR should be less than the value for PIR.

NOTE: For bursty traffic, the CIR represents the average rate of traffic per unit time, and the
peak information rate (PIR) represents themaximum amount of traffic that can be transmitted
in a given interval.

3. In the PIR field, select the peak information rate (PIR) from the list. The PIR is the shaping rate.

NOTE: If theQoS profile that you selected in Step 1 is configuredwith a level-three scheduler
and interface oversubscription is enabled, then PIR is not used.

Specifying OAM Settings

To enableOAMon the service definition, enter information in theOAMSettings of theGeneral/Connectivity
Settings panel.
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1. In the CFM Definition field, select a profile from the list.

NOTE: For OAM Settings, if you specify a CFM profile (for example, a CFM action profile
with remoteMEP), or an SLA-Iterator profile, first youmust ensure that the profile is attached
to the same device upon which you intend to deploy the P2P service order. If the profile is
not previously attached (using the OAM Insight application), it will not be present on the
device to support the service order.

NOTE: For Juniper Networks PTX3000 Packet Transport Routers and Junos Space Release
13.1P1, if you attach a CFMDefinition to the service order, the CFM session will operate for
MEPs in either the Up or Down direction when the service is deployed.

2. Continue with "Specifying Endpoint Information," next.

Setting Attributes for All Endpoints

This part of the create multipoint Ethernet service order procedure sets the attributes that are usually
common for all endpoints in the service.

If a template was attached to the service definition on which the service order is based, the link to invoke
the template editor appears on the Endpoint Settings page.

The values that you type varies, depending on the service definition on which the service order is based.
Follow the steps in one of the following tasks, depending on whether or not the service provides flexible
VLAN tagging. To create a service with flexible VLAN tagging, the service definition that you selected for
the service order must include the Ethernet option asymmetric tag depth in the UNI settings step.

If there is a service template attached to the service definition, there is a link to that template at the bottom
of the Endpoint Settings section of the window. For instructions on working with service templates in
service orders, see “Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template” on page 757.

Setting Attributes for Endpoints on a Service

If these attributes are not the same on all endpoints, you can set them to be the same for now and then
make changes later, or you can choose to skip this step and apply the attribute values one at a time later.

This procedure sets the attributes listed in the End Point Settings box of the Enter Order Information
window. The attributes shown depend on the interface type and the signaling type. The following example
shows the endpoints settings box for a point-to-multipoint service orderwithQ-in-Q interfaces, transporting
a VLAN range.
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NOTE: When the Allow multihoming check box is selected for the service definition on which
the service order based, the EndPoint Settings box displays theAllowmultihoming on endpoints
check box to indicate that the service can include multihomed groups.

To set attributes common to most endpoints:

1. In theBandwidth field, select a value from the list to limit the bandwidth of the service you are creating.

This field is present only if bandwidth limiting is allowed by the service definition, and is configurable
in the service order only if the service definition allows it.

2. In theMTU field, type the maximum transmission unit size for the UNI.

This field is present in all service orders. However, you can set this field only if the service definition
allows it.

The Auto-pick VLAN range constraint field is displayed and validates the VLAN range specified in the
service definition.

3. If Autopick VPLS ID is disabled, specify the VPLS ID.

Range: 1 through 2147483647
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NOTE: If the signaling type is LDP and if auto discovery is enabled,AutopickVPLS ID appears
dimmed. This field is not editable in the service order.

If the signaling type is BGP, Autopick VPLS ID is not available.

4. If Autopick VPN ID is enabled, specify the VPN ID.

Range: 1 through 65535

NOTE: If the signaling type is LDP and if auto discovery is enabled,AutopickVPN ID appears
dimmed. This field is not editable in the service order.

If the signaling type is BGP, Autopick VPN ID is not available.

5. In the Customer VLANRange Start and Customer VLANRange End fields, type the first and last VLAN
ID of the range of customer VLANs to be transported over the network.

These fields are present only for services with UNIs that have Q-in-Q interface types and allow a range
of VLANs to be transported.

6. In the VLAN Tag to stack field, type a value for the customer VLAN.

This field is present only for services that specify Normalize to Dot1q tags.

7. In the Inner VLAN Tag (for QinQ) field, type a value to provide a default inner VLAN tag for the UNI
endpoints.

This field is present only for services that specify Normalize to QinQ tags.

8. In the Outer VLAN Tag to Stack field, type a value to provide an outer VLAN tag that matches the
Outer VLAN tag of at least one of the UNI endpoints.

9. In the Inner VLAN Tag to Stack field, type a value to provide a default inner VLAN tag for the UNI
endpoints to provide a common inner VLAN tag for the routing instance.

This field is present only for services that specify Normalize to QinQ tags.

10. The LDP PW Extension Settings field is available only if you have enabled the Enable PW Extension
check box in the selected service definition.

The Physical IF encapsulation and Logical IF encapsulation fields are not selectable. These values are
set in the service definition.
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11. Specify the Logical If Settings:

NOTE: The Logical If Settings box is not available if you have selected the Ethernet option
as Port.

• Specify whether the Autopick UNIT ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the UNIT ID automatically, select the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

• To assign the UNIT ID manually, clear the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

The window expands to include the UNIT ID field. In the UNIT ID field, type a value.

Range: 1 through 1073741823

NOTE: You can edit this field only if you have selected the Editable in ServiceOrder check
box for the VLAN ID selection in the service definition.

• Specify whether the Autopick VLAN ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the VLAN ID automatically, select the Autopick VLAN ID check box.

• To assign the VLAN ID manually, clear the Autopick VLAN ID check box.

The window expands to include the VLAN ID field. In the VLAN ID field, type a value.

12.Click Next.

The Select Endpoint PE Devices window appears.

13.Continue with "Selecting N-PE Devices and Multihomed Groups."

Setting Attributes for Endpoints on a Service with Flexible VLAN Tagging

A service with flexible VLAN tagging can include port-based, 802.1Q, and Q-in-Q interfaces.

If these attributes are not the same on all endpoints, you can set them to be the same for now and then
make changes later, or you can choose to skip this step and apply the attribute values one at a time later.

This procedure sets the attributes listed in the End Point Settings box of the Enter Order Information
window. The attributes shown depend on the signaling type and interface type. The following example
shows the endpoints settings box for a point-to-multipoint service order that specifies a service with
flexible VLAN tagging that is normalized to Dot1Q and transports a single VLAN.
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NOTE: When the Allow multihoming check box is selected for the service definition on which
the service order based, the EndPoint Settings box displays theAllowmultihoming on endpoints
check box to indicate that the service can include multihomed groups.

To set attributes common to most endpoints:

1. In theBandwidth field, select a value from the list to limit the bandwidth of the service you are creating.

This field is present only if bandwidth limiting is allowed by the service definition, and can be configured
in the service order only if the service definition allows it.

2. In theMTU field, type the maximum transmission unit size for the UNI.

This field is present in all service orders. However, you can set this field only if the service definition
allows it.

3. If the signaling type is LDP and the if the auto discovery is enabled, the Autopick VPN ID appears
dimmed. This field is not editable in the service order,

4. Specify the VPLS ID if the Autopick VPLS ID is disabled.

Range: 1 through 2147483647

5. Specify the VPN ID if the Autopick VPN ID is enabled.

Range: 1 through 65535

6. The LDP PW Extension Settings is available only if you have enabled the Enable PW Extension check
box in the selected service definition.

7. To configure VLANs, choose from the following options depending on the VLAN transport type and
Normalization that the service specifies:

• If the service transports single VLANs and traffic is Normalized to Dot1Q tag:

a. In the Inner VLAN (for Q-in-Q) field, type a VLAN ID to swap.

b. In the VLAN Tag to stack field, type a VLAN ID to push or swap at the relevant UNI endpoints.

• If the service transports single VLANs and traffic is Normalized to QinQ tags:

a. To manually assign an VLAN ID:

i. Clear the Autopick VLAN ID check box. The window expands to include the VLAN ID field.
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This field is present in the service order only if the service definition allows it.

ii. In the VLAN ID field, type a value.

This field is configurable in the service order only if the service definition allows it.

b. In the Inner VLAN (for Q-in-Q) field, type a VLAN ID to swap.

c. In the Outer VLAN Tag to stack field, type a VLAN ID to push or swap at the relevant UNI
endpoints.

d. In the Inner VLAN Tag to stack field, type a VLAN ID to push or swap at the relevant UNI
endpoints.

• If the service transports single VLANs and traffic is Normalized to VLAN none:

• In the Inner VLAN (for Q-in-Q) field, type a VLAN ID to swap.

• If the service transports all traffic and specifies Normalize to VLAN all:

a. In the Customer VLAN Range Start and Customer VLAN Range End fields, type the first and last
VLAN ID of the range of customer VLANs to be transported over the network.

b. In the VLAN Tag to stack field, type a VLAN ID to push or swap at the relevant UNI endpoints.

• If the service transports a range of VLANs and specifies Normalized VLAN all:

a. In the Customer VLAN Range Start and Customer VLAN Range End fields, type the first and last
VLAN ID of the range of customer VLANs to be transported over the network.

b. In the VLAN Tag to stack field, type a VLAN ID to push or swap at the relevant UNI endpoints.

NOTE: A service that transports of a range of VLANs and specifies Normalized VLAN
all allows only 802.1Q, and Q-in-Q interfaces for the UNI endpoints.

8. Click Next.

The Select Endpoint PE Devices window appears.

9. Continue with "Selecting N-PE Devices and Multihomed Groups," next.
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Selecting N-PE Devices and Multihomed Groups

This part of the create point-to-multipoint Ethernet service order procedure selects the N-PE devices and,
optionally, multihomed groups that hosts the service endpoints. The selection is made from the Select
Endpoint PE devices window.

NOTE: If multihoming is enabled on the service definition on which the service order is based
and you have configured and imported the connectivity file, you can select PE devices and
multihomed groups that are specified in the multihomed groups connectivity file for the service
endpoints.

NOTE: The Select Endpoint PE devices window shows only assigned N-PE devices that have
an AS number configured. If you do not see the device you are looking for, use the CLI on the
device to check for and assign an AS number.

To select endpoint N-PE devices and multihomed groups:

1. In the Select Endpoint PE devices window, select the devices and multihomed groups that you want
to participate in the service. Use the multiple selection feature to select one or more devices.

2. Click Next.

The Endpoint Settings window appears.

Selecting Hubs and Modifying Endpoint Settings

This part of the create point-to-multipoint Ethernet service order procedure selects the devices that are
service hubs and sets the attributes for each endpoint in the service. Selection is made using the Endpoint
Settings window.

This window shows one endpoint for each device that you selected from the Select Endpoint PE devices
window, as described in “Selecting N-PE Devices and Multihomed Groups” on page 691.
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The interface shown in theUNI Interface field is automatically selected by the Network Activate software,
which chooses the UNI that has the highest available capacity among interfaces that are in the Up state.
To calculate the available capacity of the interface, the system subtracts the bandwidth reserved for each
service deployed on that interface from the total capacity of the interface.

For each endpoint, the Endpoint Settings window shows the value for each UNI attribute.

• For port-to-port services, the displayed values are for Bandwidth and MTU.

• For 802.1Q UNIs, the displayed attributes are for Bandwidth, Autopick VLAN ID, VLAN ID, and MTU.

• For Q-in-Q UNIs, the displayed attributes include Bandwidth, AutoPick VLAN ID, and VLAN ID. For a
service with Q-in-Q UNIs that specifies a customer VLAN range, the displayed attributes also include
C-VLAN ID Start and C VLAN End.

The values shown are initially the values you set earlier on the Enter Order Information window, as
described in “Setting Attributes for Endpoints on a Service” on page 685.

To modify the endpoint settings:

1. For a service with flexible VLAN tagging, set the interface type in the Ethernet Option column for each
endpoint in the service.

2. To select a hub, choose the device you want to serve as a hub and, above the device name, selectHub.
The Neighbor Hub link is not applicable for hub devices.

To provide a higher level of availability, you can select multiple hubs.

3. To fill in the neighbor hub details for a spoke device, click the Neighbor Hub link. The Neighbor Hub
Setting window is displayed.

For spoke devices you can update the Neighbor Hub details only if:

• The Signaling type is LDP and the Auto discovery check box is disabled

• The Signaling type is BGP and the Enable PW Extension check box is enabled

Fill in the following information:

• Enable P2P-Spoke—If selected, the spoke acts as a stitched point-to-point pseudowire. This check
box is available only if you have enabled the Enable PW Extension in the selected service definition.
If you have added more than one UNI interface for a spoke device, you cannot select this check box.

• NeighborHub—Select the neighbor hub device from the list. If the Signaling type is BGP, enable the
Enable P2P-Spoke check box to select the neighbor hub.

• Backup neighbor—Select the backup neighbor hub device from the list. This field is available if the
Enable PW Resiliency check box is enabled in the selected service definition. If the Signaling type
is BGP, enable the Enable P2P-Spoke check box to select the backup neighbor.
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NOTE: You cannot select the same device for NeighborHub and Backup neighbor.

• PW-Hub Connectivity name— If the Signaling type is BGP and if you have enabled the Enable
P2P-Spoke check box, select or type the mesh group name from other pseudowire spoke.

Range: 1 through 32 characters

If the Signaling type is LDP, the pseudowire-hub connectivity name is auto generated.

• Auto pick VC ID—This field is available if the Signaling type is BGP and if you have enabled the
Enable P2P-Spoke.

If the Signaling type is LDP, the VPLS ID of the routing instance is used.

• VC ID—If the Signaling type is BGP and if you have enabled Enable P2P-Spoke, specify the VC ID.

You can also modify the VCID field in the Modify Service Order window.

Range: 1 through 2147483647

If the Signaling type is LDP, the VPLS ID of the routing instance is used.

4. To select a different UNI on a device, on the Endpoint Settings window, click the UNI name you want
to change and choose another interface from the list.

Modified values are indicated by a small red triangle in the corner of the table cell.

5. To enter the description for an UNI interface, click the corresponding Description cell.

6. To change the bandwidth on an endpoint, click the bandwidth value for the endpoint and select another
value from the list.

7. To change the committed information rate (CIR) on an endpoint, click the CIR value for the endpoint
and select another value from the list. The value for CIR should be less than the value for PIR.

Only QoS-enabled services specify CIR and PIR values.

8. To change the peak information rate (PIR) on an endpoint, click the PIR value for the endpoint and
select another value from the list. The value for PIR should be greater than the value for CIR.

Only QoS-enabled services specify CIR and PIR values.

9. The AutoPick UNIT ID and the UNIT ID columns appear, if you have not selected the Ethernet option
as port-to-port.

• To change an automatically selected service UNIT ID to manual selection, clear the AutoPick UNIT
ID check box, and type a service UNIT ID value in the UNIT ID field.
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• To change from manual selection to automatic selection, select the AutoPick UNIT ID check box.

• To change the value of a manually selected service UNIT ID, type a new value in the UNIT ID field.

NOTE: The unit ID value that you have specified in the Enter Order Information page is
displayed in the UNIT ID field.

10. For Q-in-Q interface endpoints, you can change how the service VLAN ID is selected:

• To change an automatically selected service VLAN ID to manual selection, clear the AutoPick VLAN
ID check box, and type a service VLAN ID value in the VLAN ID field.

• To change from manual selection to automatic selection, select the AutoPick VLAN ID check box.

• To change the value of a manually selected service VLAN ID, type a new value in the VLAN ID field.

11. For Q-in-Q interface endpoints with customer VLAN ranges specified, you can also change the range
limits for an endpoint.

12. For 802.1Q interface endpoints, you can change the customer VLAN ID.

13. To change the MTU for the UNI, click the value in the MTU field and type a new value.

14. To add a UNI on a selected device, select Add UNI Interface in the Action column, and then select the
interface you want from the UNI interface list.

You can add only one UNI interface for the point-to-point spoke device. If more than one UNI interface
exists for a spoke device, you cannot select the Enable P2P-Spoke check box in theNeighbor Hub link.

15. If the interface you selected in the previous step is already configured (duplicate) you must either type
a different value in the service VLAN ID field manually, or select the Autopick VLAN ID check box.

16. To delete a UNI from a device, in the Action column, click Delete UNI Interface.

If the deleted UNI is the only UNI selected from the device, then the device is deleted from the service
configuration.

If a hub device is neighbor of a point-to-point spoke device, you cannot delete the device. To delete
such device, you must delete the point-to-point spoke device, or change the point-to-point spoke to
VPLS spoke.

17. To enter the value of Outgoing Label for any device, click the Add Label link that is associated with
that device. You can enter the value in the Outgoing Label Settings window and click OK to save the
value. Select the hub and spoke devices in the Endpoint Settings window.
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18.To view the values of the Incoming Label, Outgoing Label and the Neighboring Device of any device,
use the following method:

a. SelectManage Service Orders > View Service Order Details

b. Click the Label Details link associated with any device.

NOTE: When the signaling type is BGP and the service type is Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet
VPLS, the Label Details link is not available under the Endpoint Settings link when you create
or modify a service order. In the Endpoint Settings window, you need to select the devices
that are going to act as hub because some devices act as hub and some act as spoke when
the service type is Point-to-Multipoint. Now click the Neighbor Hub link that is associated
with the devices acting as spokes. The Neighborhub Setting window that appears for the
selected spoke device allows you to enter the details of the outgoing label values of
P2P-Spokeand neighbor hub. The window displays details about the Neighborhub device,
the Backup Neighborhub device, Hub Connectivity Name and VC ID. To specify and view
these details, you need to select the Enable P2P-Spoke checkbox. If the Enable P2P-Spoke
checkbox is not selected, you cannot specify any of these values.

19. To specify a different primary device for a multihomed group in the service:

a. From the list of secondary devices, select a secondary device that youwant to specify as the primary
device in the multihomed group.

b. Click Set As Primary.

c. Click Create.

The secondary device is configured as the primary device in the multihomed group.

20. For spoke devices, in the Neighbor Hub select the hub device.
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21.Click on the Advanced link to view the default values for Advanced Settings. If the advanced settings
can be edited in the service order, you can override the default values. If you do not click theAdvanced
link, the default advanced settings are applied to the service order.

NOTE: The Advanced link is not available for a point-to-point spoke.

To change settings on an endpoint that has editable advanced settings:

a. Click Advanced in the Action column.

The Advanced Setting window displays the security and advanced settings that you can configure
for a device.

See “Service AttributesOverview” on page 153 for complete information aboutMAC security settings
and advanced settings.

b. In theMAC Security Settings box, make selections for MAC learning and MAC statistics and type
values for Interface MAC limit, MAC table size, and MAC table aging time.

c. Enable or disable tunnel services by selecting or clearing the disable-tunnel-service check box.

d. Enable or disable local switching by selecting or clearing the disable-local-switching check box.
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e. In the Fast reroute priority field, specify the reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance.

f. In the Label block size field, specify the label block size for VPLS labels.

g. In the Connectivity type field, select a connection-type to specify when a VPLS connection is taken
down, depending on whether the interface for the VPLS routing instance is customer-facing or
integrated routing and bridging (IRB)

h. Click OK to save your changes in the Advanced window.

22. To add an endpoint on a device not listed in the Endpoint Settings window:

a. Click Add Endpoints.

The Add Endpoint PE Devices window displays the available N-PE devices that you did not assign
when you first made your device selections from the Select Endpoint PE devices window.

b. Select additional devices, then click Next.

The Endpoint Settings window appears with the new devices added.

c. Modify the endpoint settings for this device, as required.

23. If you have attached a service template in the service definition, the Flexible Service Attributes link
appears. Click the link tomodify the service template attributes. For more information about configuring
the flexible service attributes, see “Configuring Flexible Service Attributes to Modify Service Template
Attributes” on page 939.

24.When you have finished modifying the endpoint settings, click Create.

The Deployment Options window appears.

The service order that you have created is graphically represented in the network topology. In the
network topology, to view the service order that you have created , select Platform > Network
Monitoring > Topology > Service > NA service order name.

Formore information on network topology, see “Junos SpaceNetwork TopologyOverview” on page 32.

25.Continue with "Deploying the New Service," next.

Deploying the New Service

This part of the create multipoint Ethernet service order procedure deploys the service.
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To deploy the service from the Deployment Options window:

1. Perform one of the following actions:

• To validate and save the request without deploying the service, select the Validate check box, select
Save only, then click OK.

See “Deploying a Service Order” on page 632 for information about how to deploy a saved service at
a later time.

• To save the request without validating the service, clear the Validate check box, select Save only,
then click OK.

See “Deploying a Service Order” on page 632 for information about how to deploy a saved service at
a later time.

• To deploy the service immediately, select Deploy now and then click OK.

• To deploy the service later, select Schedule deployment, select a date and time, and then click OK.

The time field specifies the time kept by the server, but in the time zone of the client.

2. Monitor the status of the deployment using the Jobs workspace.

The service order is now complete.

TheManage Service Orders page shows the service order you just added. See Viewing Jobs in the Junos
Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details about the Jobs workspace.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Understanding VLAN Manipulation (Normalization and VLAN Mapping) on Ethernet Services | 711

Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template | 757
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Creating a Service Order for VPLS Access into Layer 3 Networks

To select a service definition on which to base the new service order:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create
VPLS Service Order.

The Create VPLS Service Order window appears and shows a filtered inventory view of only those
published service definitions designed to work with multipoint Ethernet services.

2. Select the service definition you want to base your service order on, then click Next.

The Enter Order Information window appears.
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General Settings

ActionField

Enter a unique name for the VPLS multipoint service.Name

The service order name can consist of only letters, numbers, and underscores.

NOTE: The name you specify for a VPLS service order becomes the routing-instance
name in the device configuration when you deploy the service. Consequently, you
cannot use any Juniper Networks keywords, for example, “bgp” or “vpls”, as the name
of a service order.

Select the customer requesting the service. To speed your search, enter the first few
letters of the customer name and then select from the list.

Customer

If the customer is not in the list, you must add the customer to the database before
proceeding. See “Adding a New Customer” on page 1064.
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ActionField

Enter a description of the service. This description appears in the information screens
about the request or service instance created from the request.

TheCustomer traffic type field is not selectable. Its value is set in the service definition.

The Autopick Route Target field cannot be changed. Route targets are always selected
automatically.

Comments

Check the box if you are allowing the system to choose the VPLS routing instance.

NOTE: TheAutopick route target is not editable in service order. By default, the check
box is always selected.

Autopick route target
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ActionField

Check this box to create the access path into the Layer 3 network.

Required for VPLS service orders with access into Layer 3 networks.

NOTE: The Allow access to L3 network is not editable in service order. By default, the
check box is always selected.

Allow access to L3 network

1. Continue with the End Point Settings panel.
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End Point Settings

ActionField

Check this box if you want these settings applied to all end points for this VPLS service
order.

Apply to all

Specify the bandwidth or use the default that appears in the field.Bandwidth

Specify the MTU value or use the default that appears in the field.MTU (Bytes)

Specify the VLAN ID associated with the IRB subinterface that will provide the link into
the Layer 3 network. This must be a VLAN that already exists.

VLAN ID

The VPLS service definition requires a normalized VLAN. Indicate the VLAN to push at
the relevant end points. This should be the same VLAN specified as the VLAN ID.

VLAN Tag to stack
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1. Click Next to display the device list where you will select the end point devices.

2. Select the devices you will use for this Layer 3 access.

3. The VPLS service order requires three interface: One IRB interface for the tunnel and two endpoints
to ping end-to-end. Add your three interfaces using the Endpoint Settings panel.
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4. Select the IRB interface and click Create. You will be prompted to deploy the service with the standard
Deploy Service. panel.

Verify the Service Order Results

After you have created the VPLS service order, return to theManage Service screen.

1. Select the service you just deployed and right-click to display the action menu.

2. Select View Service Configuration Change to display the service configuration.
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RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Service Definition for VPLS Access into Layer 3 Networks | 370

Performing a Functional Audit | 1072

Creating a VPLS Service Order in Cross Provisioning Platform

Cross Provisioning Platform is an extension of theNetwork Activate applicationwithin Junos Space, which
provides a single pane of interaction to deploy services across vendor network devices. This topic discusses
how to create and deploy a VPLS service order across the devices of Juniper Networks involved in Cross
Provisioning Platform.

You need to create VPLS service definition before you can create VPLS service order. Refer to “Creating
a VPLS ServiceDefinition in Cross Provisioning Platform” on page 312 for information about how to create
a VPLS service definition.
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To create a VPLS service order:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Orders.

The Service Orders page that appears displays a list of the existing service orders.

2. Click the Create Service Order icon above the tool grid.

The Create CPP Service Order page that appears contains the General section.

3. In the General Settings section, perform the following steps:

a. In the Select Service Definition section, select a service definition based on the unique ID, name
or type.

NOTE: The value in the ID field is associated with a service definition. This identifier can
be used when you are searching for a particular service definition while creating a device
configlet order. You can search the service definition by its name, type or unique ID. You
can modify the ID only during the migration of old service definition IDs.
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b. In the Order description field, type 3 through 256 alphanumeric characters to describe the service
order.

4. Click Create.

The VPLS service order page appears.

NOTE: The name of the page depends according to the details of the service definition.

5. In the VPLS service order page, enter the General, Jumbo, Site B selector, Site A - Customer Facing
Port, and Site B - Customer Facing Port details.

NOTE: The fields that appear on the Endpoint Settings page are determined by the information
that you provide while creating the VPLS service definition that you attach with this service
order.
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6. Enter the Site name, Port, Service speed, Outer encapsulation, and Inner encapsulation details in the
customer-facing port section of site A and site B.

7. Enter the details of Site name, UNI port, Uplink port, and UNI encapsulation in the customer-facing
port section of site A and site B if the L2 Extension check box is selected for both the sections.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a VPLS Service Definition in Cross Provisioning Platform | 312

Seamless MPLS Support in Junos Space Overview

MPLS-based Layer 2 services are growing in demand among enterprise and service providers, creating
new challenges related to interoperability between Layer 2 and Layer 3 services for service providers who
want to provide end-to-end value-added services. Service providers are able to expand service offerings,
support multiple Layer 2 services and protocols at the same time, and to expand geographically by stitching
different Layer 2 services to one another and to Layer 3 services, moving toward a seamless MPLS
environment.

Interconnecting a Layer 2 VPLS network with a Layer 3 network enables the sharing of a service provider's
core network infrastructure between IP and Layer 2 services, reducing the cost of providing those services.
A Layer 2 MPLS circuit allows service providers to create a Layer 2 circuit service over an existing IP and
MPLS backbone.

Service providers do not have to invest in separate Layer 2 equipment to provide Layer 2 services. A
service provider can configure a provider edge router to run any Layer 3 protocol in addition to the Layer
2 protocols. Customers who prefer to maintain control over most of the administration of their own
networks want Layer 2 circuit connections with their service provider instead of a Layer 3 VPN connection.

Using MPLS pseudowires makes it possible to encapsulate Layer 2 packets and extend Layer 2 services
into Layer 3 networks. Junos Space supports the trend toward accomplishing Seamless MPLS with these
two features:

• VPLS Access Into Layer 3 Networks

• Pseudowire Access Into a Layer 3 VPN

VPLS Access Into Layer 3 Networks

Integrated Routing and Bridging (IRB) provides simultaneous support for Layer 2 bridging and Layer 3
routing within the same bridge domain, and as well as in the same routing instance. If the IRB interface
configured as a Layer 3 interface is being used in a routing instance, that routing instance will specifically
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declare it as routing-interface rather than regular VPLS interface (which acts like the interface on a specific
VPLS Site). This feature requires a normalized VLAN (vlan-id=xxx which is the same as the unit name on
which the inet4 address is specified)

L3 Network

PE-2
Site C

PE-0
Site A

PE-3
Site D

PE-1
Site B

IRB

VPLS Network

UNI

UNI

UNI

g0
17

79
5

Junos Space uses the two peer subinterfaces of the IRB to create the link between an existing VLAN and
the Layer 3 network. An extra VPLS node is required to support the IRB interface which allows the rest
of the VPLS nodes to be able to access all Layer 3 networks reachable through that interface. Providing
the VPLS access into Layer 3 networks enhances basic VPLS services. Because this feature requires a
normalized VLAN, it is available only on the Juniper Networks MX 3D Router series.

Pseudowire Access Into Layer 3 VPNs

While technically not a VPLS feature, Junos Space uses pseudowires, also known as pseudowire stitching,
to link Layer 2 services together and to Layer 3 services. Pseudowire access into the L3 VPN enhances
the standard Eline LDP and point-to-point services. The link into the L3VPN network can be port-based
or VLAN-based. At least one node in the peer must be a logical tunnel (LT) interface. The peer must appear
in the L3VPN configuration.

PE-2
BGP group

PE-0
BGP group

PE-1
BGP group L3VPN Network

UNI

UNI

UNI

g0
17

79
4

ge-1/1/1

lt-1/1/1.0

Interface UNI
Interface lt-1/1/1.1

pseudowire
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In Junos, this Layer 2 access into Layer 3 VPNs is accomplished by using a tunnel PIC to create a peer link
between pseudowire and a Layer 3 network interface.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Service Definition for VPLS Access into Layer 3 Networks | 370

Creating a Service Order for VPLS Access into Layer 3 Networks | 699

UnderstandingVLANManipulation (Normalization andVLANMapping) on
Ethernet Services

To effectively manage Ethernet frames that are transported across bridge domains and VPLS routing
instances, frames are processed and, if necessary, translated to provide the required VLAN tags. When
the customer sites participating in a VPLS domain send traffic of different tag heights (untaggged, single
tagged, or dual tagged packets) across a service, Internet service providers (ISPs) need to provide a network
environment to transport traffic of different tag heights. The Network Activate software supports VLAN
manipulation on VPLS services. VLAN manipulation allows transport of traffic with different tag heights
between different customer access sites while preserving the customer traffic profiles that are transported
over an MPLS core. You can also use VLAN manipulation for the following purposes:

• Specify different normalized values for outer and inner VLAN tags while troubleshooting packet captures
to identify wrong inner/ outer VLAN tag configuration issues.

• Simplify provisioning across a BGP/LDP scenario because VLAN tag manipulation is performed on
customer facing interfaces only.

• Simplify the process for troubleshooting predetermined tag values.

• Enable end-to-end communication between clients employing different VLAN topologies.

• Provide ISPs the flexibility to enforce their own QoS policies through metro area and core networks
because customer traffic classification is not impacted.

NOTE: To support all access types (port-based [untagged], single-tag, and dual-tag) in a VPLS
instance, we recommend that normalization is based on a two-tag operation. However, when
only port-based or single-tag access is required, normalizing traffic to a single tag might be
sufficient.

For Ethernet services and Ethernet services with flexible VLAN tagging (asymmetric tag height), the type
of VLAN manipulation applied depends on the type of device sending and receiving packets. MX Series
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devices can use VLANmapping or normalization to translate VLANs tags. M Series devices use only VLAN
mapping to translate VLAN tags.

VLAN Translation (Normalization) for VPLS Services

A packet received on a physical port is only accepted for processing if the VLAN tags of the received
packet match the VLAN tags associated with one of the logical interfaces configured on the physical port.
The VLAN tags of the received packet are translated only if they are different than the normalized VLAN
tags. For the translation case, the VLAN identifier tags specify the normalized VLAN.

The VLAN tags of a received packet are compared with the normalized VLAN tags specified with either
the vlan-id or vlan-tags statements. If the VLAN tags of the received packet are different from the
normalized VLAN tags, then appropriate VLAN tag operations (such as push-push, pop-pop, pop-swap,
swap-swap, swap, and others) are implicitly made to convert the received VLAN tags to the normalized
VLAN tags. Then, the source MAC address of a received packet is learned based on the normalized VLAN
configuration. For output packets, if the VLAN tags associated with an egress logical interface do not
match the normalized VLAN tags within the packet, then appropriate VLAN tag operations (such as
push-push, pop-pop, pop-swap, swap-swap, swap, and others) are implicitlymade to convert the normalized
VLAN tags to the VLAN tags for the egress logical interface. For more information about these operations,
see the Junos OS Routing Protocols Configuration Guide.

VLANMapping for VPLS Services

For Ethernet services and Ethernet serviceswith flexible VLAN tagging (asymmetric tag depth), theNetwork
Activate software uses the VLAN configuration data that you specified in the service order to apply the
appropriate VLAN tags to the input and output VLAN maps for the ingress and egress logical interfaces,
respectively. The following steps outline the process of bridging a packet received over a Layer 2 logical
interface when a normalizing VLAN identifier (vlan-id number or vlan-tags statement) is specified for a
bridge domain or VPLS routing instance:

1. When a packet is received on a physical port, it is accepted only if the VLAN identifier of the packet
matches the VLAN identifier of one of the logical interfaces configured on that port.

2. The VLAN tags of the received packet are then compared with the normalizing VLAN identifier. If the
VLAN tags of the packet are different from the normalizing VLAN identifier, the VLAN tags are rewritten,
as described in Table 31 on page 713.

3. If the source MAC address of the received packed is not present in the source MAC table, it is learned
based on the normalizing VLAN identifier.

4. The packet is then forwarded toward one or more outbound Layer 2 logical interfaces based on the
destination MAC address. A packet with a known unicast destination MAC address is forwarded only
to one outbound logical interface. For each outbound Layer 2 logical interface, the normalized VLAN
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identifier configured for the bridge domain or VPLS routing instance is compared with the VLANs tags
that are configured on that logical interface. If the VLAN tags associated with an outbound logical
interface do not match the normalizing VLAN identifier that is configured for the bridge domain or
VPLS routing instance, the VLAN tags are rewritten, as described in Table 32 on page 714.

Table 31 on page 713 and Table 32 on page 714 show how VLAN tags are applied when traffic is sent to
and from the bridge domain, depending on how the VLAN IDs and VLAN tags (inner and outer) are
configured for the bridge domain and on how VLAN identifiers are configured for the logical interfaces in
a bridge domain or VPLS routing instance. Depending on the configuration of the Ethernet services that
you create in Network Activate, the following rewrite operations are performed on VLAN tags:

• pop—Remove the VLAN tag from the top of the VLAN tag stack.

• pop/pop—Remove both the outer and inner VLAN tags of the frame.

• pop/swap—Remove the outer VLAN tag of the frame and replace the inner VLAN tag of the frame.

• swap—Replace the inner VLAN tag of the frame.

• push—Add a new VLAN tag to the top of the VLAN stack.

• push/push—Push two VLAN tags in front of the frame.

• swap/push—Replace the VLAN tag of the frame and add a new VLAN tag to the top of the VLAN stack.

• swap/swap—Replace both the outer and inner VLAN tags of the frame.

No operation means that the VLAN tags of the inbound or outbound packet are not translated for the
specified output logical interface or input logical interface. NA means not applicable.

Table 31: VLAN Tag Rewrite Operations at UNI Ingress for Ethernet Services

vlan tags outer 100,
inner 300

vlan-id allvlan-id 200vlan-id noneVLAN Identifier of
Logical Interface

push 100, push 300NApush 200no operationnone

swap 200 to 300, push
100

no operationno operationpop 200200

swap 1000 to 300, push
100

no operationswap 1000 to 200,pop 10001000

swap 2000 to 100pop 200pop 2000, swap
300 to 200

pop 2000, pop
300

vlan-tags outer 2000, inner
300

NAno operationNANAvlan-id range 10-100

NApop 200NANAvlan-tags outer 200, inner
range 10-100
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Table 32: VLAN Tag Rewrite Operations at UNI Egress for Ethernet Services

vlan tags outer 100,
inner 300

vlan-id allvlan-id 200vlan-id noneVLAN Identifier of
Logical Interface

pop 100, pop 300NApop 200no operationnone

pop 200, swap 300 to
200

no operationno operationpush 200200

pop 100, swap 300 to
1000

no operationswap 200 to 1000push 10001000

swap 100 to 2000push 2000swap 200 to 300,
push 3000

push 2000, push
300

vlan-tags outer 2000, inner
300

NAno operationNANAvlan-id range 10-100

NApush 200NANAvlan-tags outer 200, inner
range 10-100

Sample VLAN Configuration on MX Series and M Series PE Routers

MX Series devices can use VLAN mapping or normalization to translate VLANs tags. M Series devices use
only VLAN mapping to translate VLAN tags. The following sample configurations show the VLAN and
VPLS routing-instance configurations for an MX960 PE interface and M320 PE interface.

M320 PE Interface ConfigurationMX960 PE Interface Configuration
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interfaces {   

 ge-1/1/1 {

    unit 1 {    

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 22 inner 2;

## Q-in-Q tags configured on the PE interface ##

input-vlan-map {

swap-swap;

##normalizing the inner and outer tags towards 

the core by swapping both tags##

  vlan-id 2;

  inner-vlan-id 1;

  }

 output-vlan-map swap-swap; 

## Put the original tags back for the packets 

towards the VPLS CE ##  

  family vpls

 }

  }

   }

interfaces {   

 ge-0/0/0 {

    unit 1 {    

            encapsulation vlan-vpls;

            vlan-tags outer 5 inner

 5;

##normalizing the inner and outer 

tags towards the core with Push/Push

 operations##           

 family vpls

  }

   }

    }
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CHAPTER 20

Layer 3 VPN Service Orders

IN THIS CHAPTER

Stitching a Pseudowire to an L3VPN Service | 716

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet Service Order | 719

Creating a Hub-and-Spoke Layer 3 VPN Service Order | 734

Creating a Multicast VPN Service Order | 749

Selecting a Published L3VPN Service Definition for a Service Order | 754

Entering Layer 3 VPN Order Information | 754

Selecting Endpoint PE Devices | 756

Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template | 757

Deploying a Layer 3 VPN Service Order | 760

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Layer 3 VPN Service Order | 761

Creating a Layer 3 VPN Service Order in Cross Provisioning Platform for Third-Party Devices | 766

Stitching a Pseudowire to an L3VPN Service

You can terminate a point-to-point pseudowire service into an existing Layer 3 VPN, thereby providing
access to Layer 3 services. The benefit of the pseudowire stitching feature is that devices running on Layer
2 technology continue to function when networks are upgraded and Layer 3 technologies are used. In
order to stitch Layer 2 services to one another and to Layer 3 services, Junos Space utilizes tunnel PICs
to peer up a pseudowire and a Layer 3 VPN.

To stitch a pseudowire to a Layer 3 VPN service:

1. Create a point-to-point service definition.

In the General tab, select the Enable PW access to L3 VPN network check box to enable pseudowire
access to the Layer 3 VPN network.

For more information on creating a point-to-point service definition, see “Creating an E-Line Service
Definition” on page 189.

2. Create a Layer 3 VPN service definition.
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For information about creating a full mesh Layer 3 VPN service definition, see “Creating a Full Mesh
Layer 3 VPN Service Definition” on page 377. For information about creating a hub-and-spoke service
definition, see “Creating a Hub-and-Spoke (One Interface) Layer 3 VPN Service Definition” on page 387.

3. Create and deploy a Layer 3 VPN service order.

For information about creating a full mesh Layer 3 VPN service order, see “Creating a Full Mesh Layer
3 VPN Ethernet Service Order” on page 719. For information about creating a hub-and-spoke service
order, see “Creating a Hub-and-Spoke Layer 3 VPN Service Order” on page 734.

4. In the Manage Services inventory page, right-click a Layer 3 VPN service that you created and select
Service > Extend PW Service.

The Extend PW Service inventory page lists the point-to-point service definitions that are enabled for
Layer 3 access. This inventory page must also list the point-to-point service definition you created in
Step 1.

5. Select the point-to-point service definition and click Next.

6. Create a point-to-point service order.

The stitched end of the point-to-point service is prepopulated with Layer 3 VPN service details.

The fields displayed in the point-to-point service order are based on the point-to-point service definition
selected in Step 5. For example, in the point-to-point service definition, when pseudowire resiliency is
enabled, then the Revert time (sec) and the Switch Over Delay (sec) fields are available in the service
order.

You can select any one of the devices from the PE device field. Only the devices with logical tunnel
interfaces are listed. These devices are associated with the Layer 3 VPN service.

Specify the following information in the PW Stitching box:

• L3 routing instance name—Name of the Layer 3 routing instance

NOTE: This field is prepopulated for a stitched end of the point-to-point service.

• Autopick interface IP—If enabled, specify IP block size and IP address pool; otherwise specify the
Interface IP address.

• Autopick peer unit—To peer logical system unit number, select the check box; otherwise specify the
Peer unit name.

For more information on creating a point-to-point service order, see “Creating a Point-to-Point Service
Order” on page 587.
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The Layer 3 VPN Service Details window now displays the PW Extension details.

When you perform a functional audit for a Layer 3 VPN service with pseudowire termination, by default
the functional audit is applicable only to the Layer 3 VPN service. To perform a functional audit for the
pseudowires, select the Include all extensions check box in the Schedule Functional Audit window.

NOTE: For pseudowires, the functional audit is launched as a separate job.

Similarly, to perform a Force Deploy for the pseudowires, select the Include all extensions check box in
the Schedule Force Deployment window.

You can view the details of the stitched pseudowire in the Functional Audit Results window.
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RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Point-to-Point ATM or TDM Pseudowire Service Order | 579

Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order | 587

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet Service Order

You can use the Network Activate software to implement Layer 3 VPN Ethernet services.

To create a Layer 3 VPN full mesh Ethernet service order, complete the following tasks in order:

1. Selecting the Service Definition | 720

2. Configuring Order Information | 720

3. Selecting N-PE Devices | 726

4. Setting Attributes for UNI Endpoints | 727
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5. Adding, Deleting, and Modifying Endpoints | 732

6. Deploying the New Service | 733

Selecting the Service Definition

To select a service definition on which to base the new service order:

1. Select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create L3 VPN Service Order.

The Select ServiceDefinition page appears and shows a filtered inventory view of only those published
service definitions designed to work with Layer 3 VPN full mesh Ethernet services.

2. Select the service definition on which you want to base your service order, and then click Next.

The Enter Order Information window appears.

Configuring Order Information

IN THIS SECTION

Specifying General Settings | 720

Specifying QoS Settings | 721

Specifying VPN Settings and PE-CE Settings Information | 722

You can configure general settings, VPN settings that can be applied to all end points, and routing protocol
settings for provider edge (PE) and customer edge (CE) devices.

Specifying General Settings

You configure general information about the service order in the General Settings section of the Enter
Order Information window.

If a service template is attached to the service definition, a link to that template is provided at the bottom
of the Endpoint Settings section of the window. For instructions on working with service templates in
service orders, see “Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template” on page 757.

Youmust add the customer to the database before proceeding. See “Adding aNewCustomer” on page 1064.
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To enter general settings information:

1. In the Name field, type a unique name for the full mesh service.

The service order name can consist of only letters, numbers, periods, hyphens, and underscores.

NOTE: The name you specify for a Layer 3 VPN service order becomes the routing-instance
name in the device configuration when you deploy the service. Consequently, you cannot
use any Juniper Networks keywords—for example, “bgp” or “ospf”—as the name of a service
order.

2. In the Customer field, select the customer who is requesting the service.

3. In the Comments field, type a description of the service.

This description appears in information windows about the request or service instance created from
the request.

4. Select the Enable MVPN check box to enable multicast virtual private network (MVPN).

5. Select the Enable MC LAG check box to enable the multichassis link aggregation group. If you select
this check box, the Enable MVPN check box is disabled.

For more information about multichassis link aggregation groups (MC-LAGs), see “Multichassis Link
Aggregation Group Overview” on page 169.

Specifying QoS Settings

If you have selected the Enable QoS check box in the selected service definition, you must configure QoS
settings.
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To configure QoS settings:

1. In the QoS profile field, select a profile from the list.

TheQoS profile list displays the QoS profiles that are currently configured in the QoS Design software.

A QoS profile classifies traffic into defined service groups to provide special treatment of traffic across
the network service.

2. In the CIR field, select the committed information rate (CIR) from the list.

The CIR is the guaranteed rate, which specifies the minimum bandwidth available if all sources are
active at the same time. Make sure that the CIR value is less than the PIR value.

NOTE: For bursty traffic, the CIR represents the average rate of traffic per unit time and the
PIR represents the maximum amount of traffic that can be transmitted in a given interval.

3. In the PIR field, select the peak information rate (PIR) from the list. The PIR is the shaping rate.

NOTE: If theQoS profile that you selected in Step 1 is configuredwith a level-three scheduler
and interface oversubscription is enabled, then PIR is not used.

Specifying VPN Settings and PE-CE Settings Information

You configure VPN attributes that are usually common for all endpoints in the service. The values that
you provide vary, depending on the service definition on which the service order is based.

If you do not expect these attributes to be the same on all endpoints, you can set them to be the same for
now and then make changes later, or you can skip this step and apply the attribute values one at a time
later.
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To set attributes common to most endpoints on a service:

1. In theMTU (Bytes) field, specify the maximum transmission unit size for the UNI.

This field is present in all service orders. However, you can set this field only if the service definition
allows you to do so.

2. Specify theMTU Factor or Burst Period, based on the Calculate Burst Size you have selected in the
service definition.

NOTE: You cannot edit these fields if you have not selected the Editable in Service Order
check box in the service definition.

3. Select the bandwidth from the Bandwidth list. The Bandwidth Range and Bandwidth fields appear
only if you have cleared the Enable QoS check box in the selected service definition:

NOTE: You cannot edit these fields if you have not selected the Editable in Service Order
check box in the service definition.
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4.
NOTE: The fields specified in the Logical IF Settings section are based on the Ethernet option
type. The Logical IF Settings section is not available if you have selected the Ethernet option
as Port.

Specify whether the Autopick UNIT ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the UNIT ID automatically, select the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

• To assign the UNIT ID manually, clear the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

The window expands to include the UNIT ID field. In the UNIT ID field, type a value.

Range: 1 through 1073741823

NOTE: You can edit this field only if you have selected the Editable in Service Order check
box for the VLAN ID selection in the service definition.

5. Specify whether the Autopick VLAN ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the VLAN ID automatically, select the Autopick VLAN ID check box.

• To assign the VLAN ID manually, clear the Autopick VLAN ID check box.

The window expands to include the VLAN ID field. In the VLAN ID field, type a value.

NOTE: You cannot edit this field if you have not selected the Editable in ServiceOrder check
box in the service definition.

6. Specify whether the Autopick Route target can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the Route Target automatically, select the Autopick Route target check box.

• To assign the Route Target, clear the Autopick Route target check box.

The window expands to include the Route Target field. In the Route Target field, type a value.

NOTE: For Hub-and-Spoke service order, clear the Autopick Hub Route Target and
Autopick Spoke Route Target check boxes to activate the Hub Route Target and Spoke
Route Target fields, respectively.

When you manually type a route target, Junos Space accepts either of the following two formats:
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• prefix-number:assigned-number

Where prefix-number can be any numeric value from 1 through 65,535. The assigned-number can
be any numeric value from 0 through 2,147,483,647.

• IPV4-address:assigned-number

Where IPV4-address can be any valid IPv4 address, and assigned-number can be any numeric value
from 0 through 65,535.

NOTE: You cannot edit this field if you have not selected the Editable in ServiceOrder check
box in the service definition.

7. Specify whether the Autopick VLAN ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the Route distinguisher automatically, select the Autopick Route Distinguisher check box.

• To assign the Route distinguisher manually, clear the Autopick Route Distinguisher check box.

The window expands to include the Route distinguisher field. In the Route distinguisher field, type
a value.

When you manually type route distinguishers, Junos Space accepts either of the following two
formats:

• prefix-number: assigned-number

Where prefix-number can be any numeric value from 1 through 65,535. The assigned-number can
be any numeric value from 0 through 2,147,483,647.

• IPV4-address: assigned-number

Where IPV4-address can be any valid IPv4 address, and assigned-number can be any numeric value
from 0 through 65,535.

NOTE: You cannot edit this field if you have not selected the Editable in ServiceOrder check
box in the service definition.

8. To configure a separate label for each VRF to provide double lookup and egress filtering, select the
VRF Table label check box.

NOTE: You cannot edit this field if you have not selected the Editable in ServiceOrder check
box in the service definition.
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The Export Direct Routes check box is not editable in the service order.

9. Specify whether a service provider can create static routes on the service.

• To allow the service provisioner to create static routes on the service, select the Static Route check
box.

• To prevent the service provisioner from creating static routes on the service, clear the Static Route
check box.

10. If BGP routing protocol is specified in the service definition, specify whether the service provider can
override the AS number.

• To allow the service provisioner to override the AS number, select the AS override check box.

• To prevent the service provisioner from overriding the AS number, clear the AS override check box.

IfOSPF routing protocol is specified in the service definition, in theOSPF domain ID field, specify any
valid IPv4 address.

11.Click Next.

The Select Endpoint PE Devices window appears.

Selecting N-PE Devices

In this topic you select the N-PE devices that you want to host the service endpoints. The selection is
made from the Select Endpoint PE Devices window.

NOTE: The Select Endpoint PE Devices window shows only assigned N-PE devices that have
an AS number configured. If you do not see the device you are looking for, use the CLI on the
device to check for and assign an AS number.

N-PE devices that have L2VPN only do not appear.
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To select endpoint N-PE devices:

1. In the Select Endpoint PE devices window, select the devices that youwant to participate in the service.
You can select more than one device.

2. Click Next.

The Endpoint Settings window appears.

Setting Attributes for UNI Endpoints

If a service template is attached to the service definition, there is a link to that template at the bottom of
the Endpoint Settings section of the window. For instructions onworking with service templates in service
orders, see “Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template” on page 757.

You set attributes for each endpoint in the service from the Endpoint Settings window.

The interface shown in the UNI Interface field is automatically selected by the Network Activate software,
which chooses the UNI that has the highest available capacity among interfaces that are in the Up state.
To calculate the available capacity of the interface, the system subtracts the bandwidth reserved for each
service deployed on that interface from the total capacity of the interface.

For each endpoint, the Endpoint Settings window shows the value for each UNI attribute.
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If you have selected the Enable MC- LAG check box in the General Settings section, the Stitching point
check box is available for each endpoint. If you select this check box, all the parameters of that endpoint
are disabled.

To configure or change the endpoint settings:

1. Make sure the Stitching point check box is not selected.

2. To add the loopback interface for a Layer 3 VPN service, select the Set loopback check box.

NOTE: If you provision a loopback interface for an L3VPN service, an operator is able to
identify a VRF routing instance. Thereafter, an operator canmanually ping a remote CE router
from a local PE router.

3. Select a value for Ethernet option:

• Port

• Dot1Q

Specifying the Dot1Q Ethernet option enables you to apply a Unit ID, a single VLAN ID, a VLAN
Range, or a VLAN list to the service order.

• QinQ
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Specifying theQinQ Ethernet option enables you to apply a single VLAN, a VLAN Range, or a VLAN
list to the service order. For an L3VPN service deployed on a dual tagged interface, the inner tag
determines the VPN routing and forwarding instance(VRF).

• Flexible UNI

Specifying the Flexible UNI Ethernet option enables you to apply different values for the Unit ID and
vlan-tags.

NOTE: Prior to release 13.1P6.1, Network Activate set the unit and vlan-id parameters to
the same value.

To create a service order that specifies the Flexible UNI Ethernet option, you must complete two
preliminary tasks. First you must create a service template in which you specify both outer and inner
vlan tags. Then you must create a service definition that associates the service template with the
service definition.

See “Creating a Service Template” on page 117

When you create a service order based on a service definition with which a service template is
associated, the Add Endpoints window includes a link labeled Flexible Service Attributes. If you click
the link, the you can specify Outer and Inner vlan-tags in the Flexible Service Attributes window.

4. To select a different UNI on a device, click the UNI name you want to change and choose another
interface from the list.
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NOTE: If you have selected the Enable MC-LAG check box in the General Settings window,
the UNI interface field displays integrated routing and bridging (IRB) interfaces along with
the other interfaces.

5. In the UNI interface, if you select the integrated routing and bridging (IRB) interface theMC LAG
Interface field is displayed. Select an interface for MC LAG.

6. In the UNI Description, provide a description for the selected UNI interface.

TheDescription field is displayed inModify Service Order, View Service Order Details, Modify Service,
and View Service windows. You can edit this field while modifying a Layer 3 VPN service order or
service.

Range: 0 through 128 characters

7. Specifying the Logical IF Settings:

NOTE: The fields specified in the Logical IF Settings section are based on the Ethernet option
type. The Logical IF Settings section is not available if you have selected the Ethernet option
as Port.

• If you have selected the Ethernet option as Dot1Q, or, QinQ, or Flexible UNI, specify whether the
Autopick UNIT ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the UNIT ID automatically, select the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

• To assign the UNIT ID manually, clear the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

The window expands to include the UNIT ID field. In the UNIT ID field, type a value.

Range: 1 through 1073741823

NOTE: The unit ID value that you have specified in the Enter Order Information page is
displayed in the UNIT ID field.

• If you have selected the Ethernet option as Dot1Q, or, QinQ, or Flexible UNI, specify whether the
Autopick VLAN ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the VLAN ID automatically, select the Autopick VLAN ID check box.

• To assign the VLAN ID manually, clear the Autopick VLAN ID check box.
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The window expands to include the VLAN ID field. In the VLAN ID field, type a value.

NOTE: The unit ID value that you have specified in the Enter Order Information page is
displayed in the UNIT ID field.

• If you have selected the Ethernet option as QinQ, select the Customer VLAN Type.

If the Customer VLAN type is Transport all traffic, select Outer Tag Protocol ID.

If the Customer VLAN type is Transport single vlan, select Customer VLAN, Inner Tag Protocol ID,
and Outer Tag Protocol ID.

NOTE: You can optionally specify Inner Tag Protocol ID and Outer Tag Protocol ID.

8. Clear or select the Autopick interface IP check box.

• To specify the Interface IP address, clear the Autopick interface IP check box.

• To specify the IP address pool and IP block size, select the Autopick interface IP check box.

If you have selected the Enable MC- LAG check box in the General Settings window, the maximum
and minimum values for IP block size are 29 and 28 respectively.

NOTE: You cannot edit the Autopick interface IP check box if you have not selected the
Editable in Service Order check box in the service definition.

9. Clear the Autopick VLAN ID check box to specify VLAN ID.

10. Select Routing protocol type.

• If Routing protocol type is BGP, specify the following information:

• Neighbor IP address

NOTE: You need to clear the Autopick neighbor IP check box to specify Neighbor IP
address.

• Peer AS

• If Routing protocol type is OSPF, specify the following information:
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• OSPF area ID—Specify any valid IPv4 address.

NOTE: The IPv4 address that you use must be valid addresses. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space for the list of restricted IPv4
addresses.

• OSPF version—Select the OSPF version from the list.

11. If you have attached a service template to the service definition, the Flexible Service Attributes link
appears. Click the link tomodify the service template attributes. For more information about configuring
flexible service attributes, see “Configuring Flexible Service Attributes to Modify Service Template
Attributes” on page 939.

12. If you have selected the Enable QoS check box in the service definition, specify the following fields:

• CIR

• PIR

• MTU(Bytes)

• QoS Profile

If you have cleared the Enable QoS check box in the service definition, specify the following fields:

• Bandwidth

• Default MTU

For more information about these fields, see “Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definition” on
page 377.

13.When you have finished configuring the endpoint settings, click Create.

The Deployment Options window appears.

Adding, Deleting, and Modifying Endpoints

You can add or delete UNI interfaces on the PE devices that participate in a service:

To add a UNI interface on a selected device:

1. Select the Add UNI Interface icon in the Actions column, and then select the interface you want from
the UNI interface list.

2. If the interface you selected in the previous step is already configured (duplicate), either type a different
value in the VLAN ID field manually or select the Autopick VLAN ID check box.
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To delete a UNI interface from a selected device:

• In the Actions column, click the Delete UNI Interface icon in the Actions column.

If the deleted UNI is the only UNI selected from the device, then the device is deleted from the service
configuration.

You can set or modify attributes for a UNI endpoint.

To modify a UNI interface for a selected device:

1. Select the row for the UNI endpoint that you want to modify.

UNI Settings appears on the right side of the window.

2. Modify the UNI Settings fields in the right pane.

3. Either apply the attributes you already specified or modify the attributes for other UNI endpoints:

• To apply the attributes to the UNI interface, select Save.

• To save your changes andmodify attributes for other UNI endpoints on the service, selectAddMore.

4. When you have finished modifying the endpoint settings, click Create.

The Deployment Options window appears.

The service order that you have created is graphically represented in the topology. To view the service
order that you have created in the topology, select Platform >NetworkMonitoring > Topology > Service
> NA service order name.

For more information on topology, see the “Junos Space Network Topology Overview” on page 32.

Deploying the New Service

To deploy the service:

1. From the Deployment Options window, perform one of these actions:

• To save the request without deploying the service, select Save only and then click OK.

See “Deploying a Service Order” on page 632 for information about how to deploy a saved service at
a later time.

• To deploy the service immediately, select Deploy now and then click OK.

• To deploy the service later, select Schedule deployment, select a date and time, and then click OK.

The time field specifies the time kept by the server, but in the time zone of the client.

• To validate the service, click Validate.

The Job ID dialog box appears.
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2. Click the Job ID link to monitor the status of the service deployment.

The Deployment Service job appears on the Platform > Jobs > Job Management inventory page.

3. To view the Deploy Service Order username, user IP address, task, timestamp, description, and job ID,
select Platform > Audit Logs > Audit Log inventory page to view the Deploy Service Order username,
user IP address, task, timestamp, description, and job ID.

The service order is now complete.

TheManage Service Orders inventory view shows the service order you just added. See Viewing Jobs in
the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details about the Jobs workspace.
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Creating a Hub-and-Spoke Layer 3 VPN Service Order
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Selecting the Service Definition

To select a service definition on which to base the new service order:

1. Select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create L3 VPN Service Order.

The Select ServiceDefinition page appears and shows a filtered inventory view of only those published
service definitions designed to work with Layer 3 VPN hub-and-spoke Ethernet services.

2. Select the service definition you want to base your service order on, and then click Next.

You must select only those published service definitions configured to work with Layer 3 VPN
hub-and-spoke services. See “Selecting a Published L3VPN Service Definition for a Service Order” on
page 754.

The Enter Order Information screen appears.

Entering Order Information

IN THIS SECTION

Entering General Settings Information | 735

Specifying QoS Settings | 736

Entering VPN Settings and PE-CE Settings Information | 737

This part of the create a Layer 3 VPN hub-and-spoke service order procedure sets general settings, VPN
settings that can be applied to all end points, and routing protocol settings for the PE and CE devices.

You must enter the service order general settings, VPN settings, and PE-CE settings on the Enter Order
Information page. See “Entering Layer 3 VPN Order Information” on page 754.

Entering General Settings Information

This part of the create Layer 3 VPN hub-and-spoke Ethernet service order procedure sets general
information about the service order in the General Settings box of the Enter Order Information screen.
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Enter the following information:

1. In the Name field, enter a unique name for the hub-and-spoke service.

The service order name can consist of only letters, numbers, periods, hyphens, and underscores.

NOTE: The name you specify for a Layer 3 VPN service order becomes the routing-instance
name in the device configuration when you deploy the service. Consequently, you cannot
use any Juniper Networks keywords—for example, “bgp” or “ospf”—as the name of a service
order.

2. In the Customer field, select the customer who is requesting the service.

If the customer is not in the list, you must add the customer to the database before proceeding. See
“Adding a New Customer” on page 1064.

3. In theComments field, enter a description of the service. This description appears in information screens
about the request or service instance created from the request.

You cannot change the Route Target field. Route targets are always selected automatically.

Specifying QoS Settings

If you have selected the Enable QoS check box in the selected service definition, you must configure QoS
settings.

To configure QoS settings:

1. In the QoS profile field, select a profile from the list.

TheQoS profile list displays the QoS profiles that are currently configured in the QoS Design software.

A QoS profile classifies traffic into defined service groups to provide special treatment of traffic across
the network service.

2. In the CIR field, select the committed information rate (CIR) from the list.
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The CIR is the guaranteed rate, which specifies the minimum bandwidth available if all sources are
active at the same time. Make sure that the CIR value is less than the PIR value.

NOTE: For bursty traffic, the CIR represents the average rate of traffic per unit time and the
PIR represents the maximum amount of traffic that can be transmitted in a given interval.

3. In the PIR field, select the peak information rate (PIR) from the list. The PIR is the shaping rate.

NOTE: If theQoS profile that you selected in Step 1 is configuredwith a level-three scheduler
and interface oversubscription is enabled, then PIR is not used.

Entering VPN Settings and PE-CE Settings Information

This part of the create Layer 3 VPN full mesh Ethernet service order procedure sets VPN attributes that
are usually common for all endpoints in the service. The values that you enter will vary, depending on the
service definition on which the service order is based.

If these attributes will not be the same on all endpoints, you can set them to be the same for now and then
make changes later, or you can choose to skip this step and apply the attribute values one at a time later.
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To set attributes common to most endpoints on a service:

1. In theMTU (Bytes) field, specify the maximum transmission unit size for the UNI.

This field is present in all service orders. However, you can set this field only if the service definition
allows you to do so.

2. Specify theMTU Factor or Burst Period, based on the Calculate Burst Size you have selected in the
service definition.

NOTE: You cannot edit these fields if you have not selected the Editable in Service Order
check box in the service definition.

3. Select the bandwidth from the Bandwidth list. The Bandwidth Range and Bandwidth fields appear
only if you have cleared the Enable QoS check box in the selected service definition:
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NOTE: You cannot edit these fields if you have not selected the Editable in Service Order
check box in the service definition.

4.
NOTE: The fields specified in the Logical IF Settings box are based on the Ethernet option
type. The Logical IF Settings box is not available if you have selected the Ethernet option as
Port.

Specify whether the Autopick UNIT ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the UNIT ID automatically, select the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

• To assign the UNIT ID manually, clear the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

The window expands to include the UNIT ID field. In the UNIT ID field, type a value.

Range: 1 through 1073741823

NOTE: You can edit this field only if you have selected the Editable in Service Order check
box for the VLAN ID selection in the service definition.

5. Clear the Autopick VLAN ID check box if you want the VLAN ID chosen automatically by the Network
Activate software. Select the check box to have the ID assigned manually.

NOTE: You cannot edit this field if you have not selected the Editable in ServiceOrder check
box in the service definition.

To manually assign a VLAN ID:

1. Clear the Autopick VLAN ID check box. The screen expands to include the VLAN ID field.

2. In the VLAN ID field, enter a value.

6. Select the Autopick Hub Route Target and Autopick Spoke Route Target check boxes if you want the
Route target chosen automatically by the Network Activate software.

NOTE: You cannot edit this field if you have not selected the Editable in ServiceOrder check
box in the service definition.
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To manually assign a Route target:

1. Clear the Autopick Hub Route Target and Autopick Spoke Route Target check boxes to activate
the Hub Route Target and Spoke Route Target fields respectively.

2. In the Route Target field, enter a value.

When you manually enter route target, Junos Space accepts either of the following two formats:

• <prefix-number>: <assigned-number>

Where <prefix-number> can be any numeric value from 1 to 65535, inclusive. The
<assigned-number> can be any numeric value from 0 to 2,147,483,647, inclusive.

• <IPV4-address>: <assigned-number>

Where <IPV4-address> can be any valid IPV4 address (in W.X.Y.Z "dot" notation), and
<assigned-number> can be any numeric value from 0 to 65535, inclusive.

7.

8. Select theAutopickHubRouteDistinguisher and theAutopick SpokeRouteDistinguisher check boxes
if you want the Route distinguisher chosen automatically by the Network Activate software.

To manually assign a Route distinguisher:

1. Clear the Autopick Hub Route Distinguisher and the Autopick Spoke Route Distinguisher check
boxes to activate the Hub Route distinguisher and Spoke Route distinguisher fields respectively.

2. In the Route distinguisher field, enter a value.

When you manually enter route distinguishers, Junos Space accepts either of the following two
formats:

• <prefix-number>: <assigned-number>

Where <prefix-number> can be any numeric value from 1 to 65535, inclusive. The
<assigned-number> can be any numeric value from 0 to 2,147,483,647, inclusive.

• <IPV4-address>: <assigned-number>

Where <IPV4-address> can be any valid IPV4 address (in W.X.Y.Z "dot" notation), and
<assigned-number> can be any numeric value from 0 to 65535, inclusive.

9. To configure a separate label for each VRF to provide double lookup and egress filtering, select the
VRF Table label check box

NOTE: You cannot edit this field if you have not selected the Editable in ServiceOrder check
box in the service definition.

The Export Direct Routes check box is not editable in service order.
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10. In the PE-CE Settings box, select the Static Route check box if you want to allow a service provisioner
to create static routes on the service. Clear the Static Route check box to prevent a service provisioner
from creating static routes on the service.

11. If BGP routing protocol is specified in the service definition, select the AS override check box to allow
a service provisioner to override the AS number. Clear the AS override check box to prevent a service
provisioner from overriding the AS number.

IfOSPF routing protocol is specified in the service definition, in theOSPF domain ID field, specify any
valid IPV4 address in W.X.Y.Z "dot" notation.

12.Click Next.

The Select Endpoint PE Devices screen appears.

Selecting Endpoint PE Devices

Youmust select the endpoint PE devices that youwant to participate in the service. See “Selecting Endpoint
PE Devices” on page 756.

Configuring Endpoint Settings

This part of the create multipoint Ethernet service order procedure selects the N-PE devices that will host
the service endpoints. The selection is made from the Select Endpoint PE Devices screen.

NOTE: The Select Endpoint PE Devices screen shows only assigned NPE devices that have an
AS number configured. If you do not see the device you are looking for, use the CLI on the device
to check for and assign an AS number.

N-PE devices that have L2VPN only will not appear.
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To select endpoint N-PE devices: For instructions on working with service templates in service orders, see
“Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template” on page 757.

1. In the Select Endpoint PE devices screen, select the devices that you want to participate in the service.
Use the multiple selection feature to select more than one device.

2. Click Next.

The Endpoint Settings screen appears.

Setting Attributes for UNI Endpoints

If there is a service template attached to the service definition, there is a link to that template at the bottom
of the Endpoint Settings section of the screen. For instructions onworkingwith service templates in service
orders, see “Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template” on page 757.

This part of the create Ethernet service order procedure sets the attributes for each endpoint in the service.
Selection is made using the Endpoint Settings screen.

The interface shown in the UNI Interface field is automatically selected by the Network Activate software,
which chooses the UNI that has the highest available capacity among interfaces that are in the Up state.
To calculate the available capacity of the interface, the system subtracts the bandwidth reserved for each
service deployed on that interface from the total capacity of the interface.

For each endpoint, the Endpoint Settings screen shows the value for each UNI attribute.
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To configure or change the endpoint settings:

1. To add the loopback interface for a Layer 3 VPN service, select the Set loopback check box.

NOTE: If you provision a loopback interface for an L3VPN service, an operator is able to
identify a VRF routing instance. Thereafter, an operator canmanually ping a remote CE router
from a local PE router.

2. Select a value for Ethernet option.

• Port

• Dot1Q

Specifying the Dot1Q Ethernet option enables you to apply a Unit ID, a single VLAN ID, a VLAN
Range, or a VLAN list to the service order.

• QinQ

Specifying theQinQ Ethernet option enables you to apply a single VLAN, a VLAN Range, or a VLAN
list to the service order. For an L3VPN service deployed on a dual tagged interface, the inner tag
determines the VPN routing and forwarding instance(VRF).

• Flexible UNI

Specifying the Flexible UNI Ethernet option enables you to apply different values for the Unit ID and
vlan-tags.

NOTE: Prior to release 13.1P6.1, Network Activate set the unit and vlan-id parameters to
the same value.

To create a service order that specifies the Flexible UNI Ethernet option, you must complete two
preliminary tasks. First you must create a service template in which you specify both outer and inner
vlan tags. Then you must create a service definition that associates the service template with the
service definition.

See “Creating a Service Template” on page 117

When you create a service order based on a service definition with which a service template is
associated, the Add Endpoints window includes a link labeled Flexible Service Attributes. If you click
the link, the you can specify Outer and Inner vlan-tags in the Flexible Service Attributes window.
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3. To select a different UNI on a device, click the UNI interface and choose another interface from the
list.

4. In the UNI Description, you can enter the description for the selected UNI interface. The Description
field is displayed inModify Service Order, View Service Order Details, Modify Service, and View Service
windows. You can edit this field while modifying a Layer 3 VPN service order or service.

Range: 0 through 128 characters

5. Specifying the Logical IF Settings:

NOTE: The fields specified in the Logical IF Settings box are based on the Ethernet option
type. The Logical IF Settings box is not available if you have selected the Ethernet option as
Port.

• If you have selected the Ethernet option as Dot1Q, or, QinQ, or Flexible UNI, specify whether the
Autopick UNIT ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the UNIT ID automatically, select the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

• To assign the UNIT ID manually, clear the Autopick UNIT ID check box.

The window expands to include the UNIT ID field. In the UNIT ID field, type a value.

Range: 1 through 1073741823
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NOTE: The unit ID value that you have specified in the Enter Order Information page is
displayed in the UNIT ID field.

• If you have selected the Ethernet option as Dot1Q, or, QinQ, or Flexible UNI, specify whether the
Autopick VLAN ID can be selected automatically or manually.

• To assign the VLAN ID automatically, select the Autopick VLAN ID check box.

• To assign the VLAN ID manually, clear the Autopick VLAN ID check box.

The window expands to include the VLAN ID field. In the VLAN ID field, type a value.

NOTE: The unit ID value that you have specified in the Enter Order Information page is
displayed in the UNIT ID field.

• If you have selected the Ethernet option as QinQ, select the Customer VLAN Type.

If the Customer VLAN type is Transport all traffic, select the Outer Tag Protocol ID.

If the Customer VLAN type is Transport single vlan, select the Customer VLAN, Inner Tag Protocol
ID, and Outer Tag Protocol ID.

NOTE: You can optionally specify Inner Tag Protocol ID and Outer Tag Protocol ID.

6. Clear the Autopick interface IP check box to specify the Interface IP address.

Select the Autopick interface IP check box to specify the IP address pool and IP block size.

NOTE: You cannot edit the Autopick interface IP check box if you have not selected the
Editable in Service Order check box in the service definition.

7. Select the Routing protocol type.

If the Routing protocol type is BGP, specify the following information:

• Neighbor IP address
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NOTE: You need to clear the Autopick neighbor IP check box to specify the Neighbor IP
address.

• Peer AS

If the Routing protocol type is OSPF, specify the following information:

• OSPF area ID-–Specify any valid IPV4 address in W.X.Y.Z "dot" notation.

NOTE: The IPv4 address that you use must be valid addresses. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space for the list of restricted IPv4
addresses.

• OSPF version-–Select the OSPF version from the list.

8. If you have attached a service template in the service definition, the Flexible Service Attributes link
appears. Click the link tomodify the service template attributes. For more information about configuring
the flexible service attributes, see “Configuring Flexible Service Attributes to Modify Service Template
Attributes” on page 939.

9. If you have selected the Enable QoS check box in the service definition, specify the following fields:

• CIR

• PIR

• MTU(Bytes)

• QoS Profile

If you have cleared the Enable QoS check box in the service definition, specify the following fields:

• Bandwidth

• Default MTU

For more information about these fields, see “Creating a Hub-and-Spoke (One Interface) Layer 3 VPN
Service Definition” on page 387.

10.When you have finished configuring the endpoint settings, click Create.

The Deployment Options window appears.
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Adding, Deleting and Modifying Endpoints

You can add or delete UNI interfaces on the PE devices that participate in a service.

1. To add a UNI on a selected device, select the Add UNI Interface icon in the Actions column, and then
select the interface you want from the UNI interface list.

2. If the interface you selected in the previous step is already configured (duplicate) youmust either enter
a different value in the VLAN ID field manually, or check the Autopick VLAN ID field.

3. To delete a UNI from a device, in the Actions column, click theDelete UNI Interface icon in the Actions
column.

If the deleted UNI is the only UNI selected from the device, then the device is deleted form the service
configuration.

4. To set or modify attributes for a UNI endpoint:

a. Select the row for the UNI endpoint that you want to modify.

A UNI Settings dialog box appears on the right side of the screen.

b. Modify the fields in right pane.

c. Select Save to apply the attributes to the UNI interface, or select Add More to save your changes
and modify attributes for other UNI endpoints on the service.

5. When you have finished modifying the endpoint settings, click Create.

The Deployment Options window appears.

The service order that you have created is graphically represented in the topology. To view the service
order that you have created in the topology, select Platform > Network Monitoring > Topology >
Service > NA service order name.

For more information on topology, see “Junos Space Network Topology Overview” on page 32

Deploying the New Service

This part of the create multipoint Ethernet service order procedure deploys the service.

To deploy the service, make selections from the Deployment Options window.

1. Perform one of these actions:
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• To save the request without deploying the service, select Save only and then click OK.

See “Deploying a Service Order” on page 632 for information about how to deploy a saved service at
a later time.

• To deploy the service immediately, select Deploy now and then click OK.

• To deploy the service later, select Schedule deployment, select a date and time, and then click OK.

The time field specifies the time kept by the server, but in the time zone of the client.

• To validate the service, click Validate.

The Job ID dialog box appears.

2. Click the Job ID link to monitor the status of the service deployment.

The Deployment Service job appears on the Platform > Jobs > Job Management inventory page.

3. You can also view the Platform > Audit Logs > Audit Log inventory page to view the Deploy Service
Order username, user IP address, task, timestamp, description, and job ID.

The service order is now complete.

TheManage Service Orders inventory view shows the service order you just added. See Viewing Jobs in
the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details about the Jobs workspace.
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Creating a Multicast VPN Service Order

This topic describes how to use theNetwork Activate application to create aMulticast VPN (MVPN) service
order.

NOTE: Multicast VPN services are supported on LN2600, SRX 550/650, and MX devices only.

1. To select a service definition on which to base the new service order, in the Network Activate task
pane, select Service Provisioning > Manage Service Orders > Create L3VPN Service Order.

2. In the Select Service Definition window, select the service definition upon which you want to base
your service order, then click Next.
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3. In the Enter Order Information window, enter information in the relevant fields as described in the
following table:

DescriptionField

The service definition upon which this service order is based.Service Definition

Type a name for the service order.Name

Enter the customer for which you are creating the service order.Customer

Enter comments to describe the service order (optional).Comments

If selected, this check box indicates that the service order is intended to function
in a Multicast VPN. This check box is selected if it was selected in the service
definition upon which this service order is based.

MVPN

The VPN settings listed in this panel correspond to the settings selected in the
service definition upon which this service order is based.

VPN Settings

This check box is selected automatically if it was selected in the service definition
upon which this service order is based.

Autopick VLAN ID
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DescriptionField

This check box is selected automatically if it was selected in the service definition
upon which this service order is based.

Autopick Hub Route Target

This check box is selected automatically if it was selected in the service definition
upon which this service order is based.

Autopick Spoke Route Target

This check box is selected automatically if it was selected in the service definition
upon which this service order is based.

AutopickHubRouteDistinguisher

This check box is selected automatically if it was selected in the service definition
upon which this service order is based.

Autopick Spoke Route
Distinguisher

This check box is selected automatically if it was selected in the service definition
upon which this service order is based.

Autopick Interface IP Address

This check box is selected automatically if it was selected in the service definition
upon which this service order is based.

VRF Table Label

This check box is selected automatically if it was selected in the service definition
upon which this service order is based.

Export Direct Routes

PE-CE Settings

OSPF/Static Route–This routing protocol corresponds to the protocol selected
in the service definition upon which this service order is based.

Routing Protocol

This field is optional.OSPF domain ID

4. Click Next.

5. Select the device for which you want to implement the service order.

6. Click Next.
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7. In the Endpoint Settings window, enter information as described in the following table:

DescriptionField

Add Endpoints

Add the devices for which you intend to implement this service order.Device

Select the interface on each device for which you intend to implement this service
order.

UNI Interface

Enter the description for the selectedUNI interface. TheDescription field is displayed
inModify Service Order, View Service Order Details, Modify Service, and View Service
windows. You can edit this field while modifying a Layer 3 VPN service order or service.

Range: 0 through 128 characters

UNI Description

Select this check box to create a loopback interface for the service order.

NOTE: If you provision a loopback interface for an L3VPN service, an operator is able
to identify a VRF routing instance. Thereafter, an operator can manually ping a remote
CE router from a local PE router.

Set loopback

VLAN

This field displays the value specified in the service definition upon which you are
basing this service order.

Ethernet option
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DescriptionField

Select the interface on the device for which you intend to implement this service order.UNI interface

This check box is selected automatically if it was selected in the service definition upon
which this service order is based.

Autopick interface IP

Global

This field displays the value specified in the service definition upon which this service
order is based.

IP pool type

Select the IP address pool from the list.IP address pool

This field displays the value specified in the service definition upon which this service
order is based.

IP block size

This check box is selected automatically if it was selected in the service definition upon
which this service order is based.

Autopick VLAN ID

BGP

This field displays the value specified in the service definition upon which this service
order is based.

Routing protocol

This check box is selected automatically if it was selected in the service definition upon
which this service order is based.

Autopick neighbor IP

The peer autonomous system number.

Select a Peer AS from the list.

Peer AS

8. Click Create.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definition | 377

Multicast L3VPN Overview | 174

Creating a Multicast VPN Service Definition | 405
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Selecting a Published L3VPN Service Definition for a Service Order

To select a service definition on which to base the new service order:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create L3
VPN Service Order.

The Select ServiceDefinition inventory page displays a view of only those published service definitions
designed to work with Layer 3 VPN Ethernet services you need.

2. Select the service definition you want to base your service order on, then click Next to display the
Enter Order Information window.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Entering Layer 3 VPN Order Information

You, the Service Activator must set settings for a L3 VPN service order, including general settings, VPN
settings that are applied to all end points, and routing protocol settings for the PE and CE devices.

1. Setting General Settings | 754

2. Entering VPN Settings Information | 755

3. Entering PE-CE Settings | 756

Setting General Settings

Before You Begin

• You must add the customer to the database that requested the service order before proceeding. See
“Adding a New Customer” on page 1064.

You must specify the following general information about the service order in the General Settings box
of the Enter Order Information page:

1. In the Name field, enter a unique name for the Layer 3 VPN service.

The service order name can consist of only letters, numbers, and underscores. It must be no longer
than 50 characters.
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NOTE: The name you specify for a Layer 3 VPN service order becomes the routing-instance
name in the device configuration when you deploy the service. Consequently, you cannot
use any Juniper Networks keywords, for example, “bgp” or “ospf”, as the name of a service
order.

2. In the Customer drop-down list box, select the customer who requested the service.

If the customer is not in the list, you must add the customer to the database before proceeding. See
“Adding a New Customer” on page 1064.

3. In theComments field, enter a description of the service no longer than 200 characters. This description
appears in information screens about the request or service instance created from the request.

You cannot change the Route Target field. Route targets are always selected automatically.

Entering VPN Settings Information

You must set VPN attributes that are usually common for all the endpoints in the service. The values that
you enter vary, depending on the service definition on which the service order is based.

If these attributes will not be the same on all endpoints, you can set them to be the same for now and then
make changes later, or you can choose to skip this step and apply the attribute values one at a time later.

To set attributes common to most endpoints on a service:

1. In the VPN Settings box, the Apply to all check box is selected by default. If the Apply to all option is
selected, you enter the endpoint parameter values only once. If you clear the Apply to all check box
and enter all the endpoint attributes individually later.

2. The Autopick VLAN ID option is automatically selected for Network Activate to automatically chose
the VLAN ID. Deselect the check box if you want to manually assigned the VLAN ID.

The VLAN ID text box appears.

3. If you deselected the Autopick VLAN ID option, enter a value in the VLAN ID field.

4. TheAutopickRouteTarget option is selected, and you cannot deselect it. NetworkActivate automatically
selects the route target.

5. The Autopick Route Distinguisher option is selected, and you cannot deselect it.
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6. The Autopick Interface IP Address option is selected, and you cannot deselect it. Network Activate
automatically selects the interface IP address.

7. The VRF Table label option is selected, and you cannot deselect it. Network Activate automatically
selects the interface IP address.

Entering PE-CE Settings

In the PE-CE Settings box, depending on the PE-CE routing protocol—OSPF/Static Route or BGP/Static
Route—do one of the following:

• If BGP/Static Route routing protocol is specified in the service definition:

a. The AS override option is selected to allow a service provisioner to override the AS number. Clear
the AS override check box to prevent a service provisioner from overriding the AS number.

b. Enter a value for the maximum number of prefixes accepted by a PE router from a CE router.

• IfOSPF/Static Route routing protocol is specified in the service definition, in theOSPF domain ID field,
enter a IP address.

1. Click Next.

The Select Endpoint PE Devices window appears.

Selecting Endpoint PE Devices

NOTE: The Select Endpoint PE Deviceswindow shows only assigned NPE devices that have an
AS number configured. If you do not see the device you are looking for, use the CLI on the device
to check for and assign an AS number.

N-PE devices that are L2VPN-only will not appear.

To select endpoint N-PE devices:

1. In the Select Endpoint PE Devices inventory list, select the devices that you want to participate in the
service. Use the multiple selection feature to select more than one device.

2. Click Next to display the Endpoint Settings page.
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The

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template

Creating a service order using a service definition with service templates attached to it facilitates endpoint
configuration.

By means of a template, a number of service attributes identified by the service definition designer can
be not only applied as a group to one or more endpoints in a service order, but also, in some cases, edited.
Some attributes can only be set by service provisioners. For this reason, service definition designers can
make these values editable by the service provisioner during service order creation.

A service definition can have multiple templates attached to it. If you use a definition with more than one
template, you are not obliged to apply the same settings to all endpoints. You can create a service order
in which each endpoint is configured using a different template. In other words, each endpoint can use a
subset of templates defined in the service definition, and there, template choice is per service order.

From a service provisioner’s perspective, the service template takes the form of a collection of flexible
service attributes accessible through a link in the service order.

This topic describes how towork with a service template fromwithin a service order, that is, while creating
the service order.

These instructions assume that the service order is based on a service definition that has at least one
template attached to it. The instructions apply to a definitionwithmultiple templates, because the procedure
for a definition with a single template is simpler.

To see if a definition has any templates before you begin creating a service order, view the details of the
definition on the Select Service Definition page of Create... Service Order. The presence or absence of
an attached Service Template is indicated below Name and Type.
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To configure a service order based on a service definition with multiple templates:

1. To start creating a service order, follow the instructions in the topic listed below that is relevant to
your service order type :

• Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order on page 587

• Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order on page 661

• Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order on page 679

• Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet Service Order on page 719

• Creating a Hub-and-Spoke Layer 3 VPN Service Order on page 734

2. At the Endpoint Settings page, with an endpoint selected, make the appropriate selection or enter the
appropriate data (guidelines for this are in “Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order” on page 587).

3. Click Flexible Service Attributes.

The Flexible Service Attributes window opens. On the left, under Flexible Configuration, at the top
level, are the names of the templates attached to the service definition. Each template contains at least
one page, which appears below the name of the template. By default, such pages are called “Config
Page 1.”

NOTE: We recommend you avoid using this default name: if multiple pages all share the
same name, the template editor could save the page data wrongly.

Since template designers should group configuration options logically in pages, the designer can also
name a page more usefully, for example, “UNI Description.”

4. (Optional for a service definition containing multiple templates). Examine all the attributes in all the
templates to determine whether to apply all templates to all endpoints. You can delete templates and
add templates back at will.

5. To display and, if necessary, edit the attributes a page contains, select the page in the panel on the left.

On the right, underneath the name of the page, appear the attributes on the selected page of the
template.

Usually the names of the attributes are ambiguous (for example, “description,”), therefore you must
mouse over the field next to the name to see its context in the DMI schema hierarchy.

6. For each page in each applicable template, make the appropriate changes in the field on the right.
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7. (Optional) If you determine that one of the templates contained in the definition is superfluous, select
it in the panel on the left.

The name of the first page of the template appears at the top of the panel on the right.

8. Click the red “X” icon near the top of the panel on the left.

The template disappears.

NOTE: If you delete a template by mistake, you can add it again. Click the green “+” icon.

The Add Template window appears, displaying a list of all the templates previously deleted
from the current endpoint’s group of flexible service attributes.

Select the templates you want to add, and click Add Template.

The Flexible Service Attributes window reappears, displaying the newly added templates

9. When you have finished configuring the current endpoint’s group of flexible service attributes, click
OK.

The Endpoint Settings page reappears.

10. (Optional) Repeat the preceding steps for other endpoints.

NOTE: Once a set of flexible service attributes has been deployed, it cannot be modified.
However, you can modify that set of flexible service attributes to add a new endpoint if you
modify the service (see, for example, “Modifying a Point-to-Point Ethernet Service” on page 872
Find references to the other topics relevant tomodifying under the rubric RelatedDocumentation).

To verify your work:

1. Navigate toManage Services, select the service you deployed, and select View Service Configuration
Change either from the Actions drawer, or from the right mouse-click menu.

The Service Configuration window opens.

2. Select the appropriate device from the panel on the left.

If a template was deployed to the device, the Template Configuration tab appears to the right of the
Service Configuration tab.
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3. Click the Template Configuration tab to display the configlet that was deployed as a result of the
template.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Service Templates Overview | 114

Service Templates Workflow | 115

Creating a Service Template | 117

Specifying Service-Specific Values | 129

Modifying a Service Template | 128

Modifying a Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service | 845

Modifying a Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service | 856

Deploying a Layer 3 VPN Service Order

You must deploy a service for it to run on devices in the network.

To deploy the service, make selections from the Deployment Options window.

1. Perform one of these actions:

• To save the request without deploying the service, select Save only and then click OK.

See “Deploying a Service Order” on page 632 for information about how to deploy a saved service at
a later time.

• To deploy the service immediately, select Deploy now and then click OK.

• To deploy the service later, select Schedule deployment, select a date and time, and then click OK.

The time field specifies the time kept by the server, but in the time zone of the client.

• To validate the service, click Validate.

The Job ID dialog box appears.

2. Click the Job ID link to monitor the status of the service deployment.

The Deployment Service job appears on the Platform > Jobs > Job Management inventory page.

3. You can also view the Platform > Audit Logs > Audit Log inventory page to view the Deploy Service
Order username, user IP address, task, timestamp, description, and job ID.
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Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Layer 3 VPN Service Order

The Cross Provisioning Platform(CPP) feature enables you to create an L3VPN service to operate across
the platforms of different vendors.

Before creating the service, a service designer creates both a GUI script and a configuration script for the
Juniper Networks device and for the device of the other vendor. The designer creates the GUI script using
JavaScript and the Sencha Architecture tool to build the sequence of GUI windows to support the service
creation procedure. The designer must also create a configuration script to define the configuration
procedure.

To upload the GUI and configuration scripts, in the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >
Manage Scripts.

1. In theManage Scripts window, click the Add Script icon (+) in the command bar.

2. In the Add Scriptwindow, type a name for the L3VPN script, select the Vendor type, and browse your
local system for the Configuration script you want to add.

3. Click Create.
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To create a CPP L3VPN service definition, in the Cross Provisioning Platform pane, select CPP > Service
Definitions.

1. In the CPP > Service Definitions window, click the Create CPP Service Definition icon (+) in the
command bar.

2. In the Create Service Definition window, type a name for the service definition in the Name field.

3. In the ID field, type 1 through 2147483647 integers to identify the service definition by a unique value.

NOTE: The service definition ID is optional. If you do not provide any value in this field, the
default value is -1. In the service definition selection grid, no value is displayed in the ID
column. Each service definition is assigned a unique ID. If you give an existing ID value while
creating a new service definition, exception occurs.
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4. In theDescription field, enter a description of the service definition to distinguish it from other service
definitions.

5. In the Type field, select L3VPN.

6. Perform the following steps:

• In the JUNOS Space Service Scripts section:

a. From the Select Junos Creation Script column, select a Junos Space service script that was written
for the creation of the service definition. The script that you selected is automatically populated
in the corresponding Creation text field.

b. From the Select Junos Modification Script column, select a Junos Space service script that was
written for the modification of the service definition. The script that you selected is automatically
populated in the correspondingModification text field.

NOTE: The Junos Space service scripts are mandatory to create a Layer 3 VPN service
definition, whereas the SAM service scripts are optional.

• In the SAM Service Scripts section:

a. From the Select SAM Creation Script column, select a SAM service script that was written for
the creation of the service definition. The script that you selected is automatically populated in
the corresponding Creation text field.

b. From the Select SAMModification Script column, select a SAM service script that was written
for themodification of the service definition. The script that you selected is automatically populated
in the correspondingModification text field.

7. Click Create.

After the service definition is published, you can create the CPP L3VPN service order.

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Orders.

2. In the CPP Service Orders window, click the Create Service Order icon (+) in the command bar.

3. In the General Settings section ofCreate CPP Service Order, select a service definition based on the
unique ID, name or type.
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NOTE: The value in the ID field is associated with a service definition. This identifier can be
usedwhen you are searching for a particular service definitionwhile creating a device configlet
order. You can search the service definition by its name, type or unique ID. You can modify
the ID only during the migration of old service definition IDs.

4. In the Description field, enter a description of the service order to distinguish it from other service
orders.

5. Click Next.

The Create L3VPN Service window appears, which the designer created specifically to support the
configuration of the CPP L3VPN service order.

6. Enter the endpoint information required to complete the service order.
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NOTE: The CPP system automatically inserts a value in the Name field when you click Next
in the preceding window.

In the External ID field, enter a unique text value to distinguish this service from all other
services.

7. Click Create.

After you create a CPP L3VPN service order, you can view its details.

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select CPP > Service Orders.

2. In the CPP Service Orders window, double-click the listed service order for which you want to view
the details.

3. When you are finished viewing the service details, click OK.
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Creating a Layer 3 VPN Service Order in Cross Provisioning Platform for
Third-Party Devices

Cross Provisioning Platform is an extension of theNetwork Activate applicationwithin Junos Space, which
provides a single pane of interaction to deploy services across vendor network devices. This topic discusses
how Layer 3 VPN service order is created and deployed across third-party devices involved in Cross
Provisioning Platform.

You need to create a Layer 3 VPN service definition before you create a Layer 3 VPN service order. Refer
to “Creating a Layer 3 VPN Service Definition in Cross Provisioning Platform for Third-Party Devices” on
page 401 for information about how to create a Layer 3 VPN service definition.

To create a Layer 3 VPN service order:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Orders.

The Service Orders page that appears displays a list of the existing service orders.

2. Click the Create CPP Service Order icon above the tool grid.

The Create CPP Service Order page that appears contains the General Settings section.

3. In the General Settings section, perform the following steps:

a. In the Select Service Definition section, select a service definition based on the unique ID, name
or type.

NOTE: The value in the ID field is associated with a service definition. This identifier can
be used when you are searching for a particular service definition while creating a device
configlet order. You can search the service definition by its name, type or unique ID. You
can modify the ID only during the migration of old service definition IDs.
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b. In the Order description field, type 3 through 256 alphanumeric characters to describe the service
order.

4. Click Next.
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The Create L3VPN Service page that appears contains the General , RD/RT,MVPN Settings, Step:1
Select Site, Step:2 Select Site Interface, and Step:3 Enter Staged Interface Details sections.

5. On the Create L3VPN Service page, perform the following steps:

• In the General section:

The Name field is filled by default with the name of the service order.

a. In the External ID field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to specify the external ID.

b. In the Customer ID section, click View to view and select a customer ID from the list of customer
IDs.

• In the RD/RT section:

• Select theManual RT/RD check box to enter the route target (RT) and route distinguisher (RD)
values manually.

a. From the RD spin box, select any value.
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b. From the RT spin box, select any value.

• In theMVPN Settings section:

• Select the Enable MVPN check box to enable multicast VPN (MVPN) settings.

• In the Step:1 Select Site section:

• Select any site from the list of available sites.

The site interfaces for the selected site automatically appear in the Step:2 Select Site Interface
section.

• In the Step:2 Select Site Interface section:

• Select one or more site interfaces from the list of available site interfaces.

• Click Add to Staged Interfaces.

The site interfaces that you selected are added to the staged interfaces and appear in the Step:3
Enter Staged Interface Details section.

• In the Step:3 Enter Staged Interface Details section, perform the following steps for all staged
interfaces:

The Site Name and Port fields are automatically populated as soon as you add the site interfaces to
the staged interfaces. Because the validation of VLAN is also done automatically, the Validate VLAN
field is also filled.

a. From the Ethernet Option spin box, select any Ethernet switching option.

b. From the VLAN ID spin box, select any VLAN ID.

c. Select the IP Address field to enter the corresponding IP address of the staged interface.

d. Select the Subnet field to enter the subnet range.

e. Select the Settings field to access the Advanced Settings page.

NOTE: The Advanced Settings page contains the routing protocol and L2 extension
field sets that are UNI specific. If you select theMVPN check box, you can view and
edit the MVPN settings. You can add or remove a UNI interface in the Action column.
The option to delete the previously added sites is also offered in the Action column.

6. Click Create.

The Job Details dialog box that appears displays the job ID. You can click the Job ID link to view the
job details.
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NOTE: Click Create More to further modify the service order settings. The details that you
provide on the Create L3VPN Service page determine which fields are displayed to help you
further modify the service order settings.
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ManagingServiceTypes inCrossProvisioningPlatform

The Service Types inventory page displays table of predefined and customized Cross Provisional Platform
service types. The Service Types page displays information in a table categorized by service type name,
whether the service type is predefined or customized, creation date, and troubleshooting context path.
To view more detailed information about the service type double-click the service type.

You can perform the following actions on the Service Types inventory page:

• Create Service Types—See “Creating Service Types in Cross Provisioning Platform” on page 772.

• Modify Service Types—See “Modifying a Service Type in Cross Provisioning Platform” on page 773.

• Delete Service Types—See “Deleting a Service Type in Cross Provisioning Platform” on page 774.

• Tag It—See Tagging an Object.

• View Tags—SeeManaging Tags.

• Untag It—See Untagging Objects.

Creating Service Types in Cross Provisioning Platform

To create a service type:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Types.

The Service Type landing page appears.

2. Click the + button to create a service type.

The Create Service Type window appears.

3. Specify the information in the Create Service Type window using the following table as an aid:

DescriptionParameter

Enter a name for the service type.Service Type
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DescriptionParameter

Specify the context path for a script.

Troubleshooting context path is an XPATH expression specific to service types
to retrieve the service-related information. The context path is usedwhile fetching
service-related information from device configuration and while executing OP
scripts.

Troubleshooting Context Path

Based on the vendor type, select the scripts from the list.Available Scripts

Lists the script that you have selected from Available ScriptsSelected Scripts

4. Click Create.

The data that you have specified for a service type is stored in the database. This data is retrieved when
you click an endpoint on the View Service Details > Advance Details tab.

Modifying a Service Type in Cross Provisioning
Platform

To modify a service type:

1. Select CPP > Service Types.

The Service Types page appears.

2. On the Service Types page, select and right-click the service type that you want to modify.

NOTE: You can modify both predefined and customized service types.

3. SelectModify Service Type.

The Modify CPP Service Type page appears.

4. (Optional)You can modify the following fields in theModify CPP Service Type dialog box:

• Troubleshooting Context Path
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• Available Scripts

• Selected Scripts

5. ClickModify.

The selected service type is modified.

Deleting a Service Type in Cross Provisioning Platform

To delete a service type:

1. Select CPP > Service Types.

The Service Types page appears.

2. On the Service Types page, select and right-click the service type that you want to delete.

NOTE: You cannot delete a service type, if:

• The service type is a predefined service type.

• The service type is associated with a service definition.

3. Select Delete Service Type.

The Delete Service Type page appears.

4. Select the service type and click Delete.

The service type is removed from the database.

TheManage Service Types page appears, displaying the remaining service types.
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Adding ScriptsCreated forCrossProvisioningPlatform

Before you can create a Cross Provisioning Platform service definition, you must add scripts to the system
that enable management of the Juniper Networks devices and the devices of another vendor.

To enable cross provisioning platform, you add three types of scripts:

• GUI Script—Provides the code that renders the Cross Provisioning Platform GUI window required for
provisioning a Juniper Networks device.

• Junos Configuration Script—Provides the code that enables provisioning a particular Juniper Networks
device.

• Nokia or Canoga Configuration Script—Provides the code that enables provisioning the device of another
vendor.

To view the scripts that have been loaded into the system:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Scripts.

2. In the Scripts window, select the Add Scripts icon on the command bar (+).

3. In the Add Script(s) window, select a feature type and its corresponding vendor type from a list of
features in the Feature Type drop-down list. These features require scripts in the cross provisioning
platform.

4. In the Add Script(s) window, you can browse your local client file system for the scripts you want to
be available to the Cross Provisioning Platform application. You can add scripts for Juniper Networks
devices and for the devices of other vendors. If you select Alcatel or Canoga in the Vendor type field,
the window displays fields for selecting both Configuration script and GUI script.

NOTE: If you want to do service interface migration, you need to upload both Configuration
script and the GUI script.

If you select a third-party in the Vendor type field, the window displays a field for selecting a
Configuration script only.
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NOTE: If you access the server on which the Junos Space software is installed as a remote
client, you must copy the scripts you intend to add to the CPP system to your local client file
system. That is, when you click on Browse to select a script, which you want to add, Junos
Space opens the local client file system, not the file system of the server on which Junos
Space is installed.

5. Click Create.

The script is added to the CPP application.
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Exporting Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning
Platform

To export scripts created for cross provisioning platform:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Scripts.

2. In the Scripts inventory page, select the script that you want to export and click the Export Script icon
in the command bar.
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3. In the Export Scriptwindow, click the link that enables you to bundle scripts into a ZIP file for exporting
to a local file system.

4. In the Open exportscript_name.zip window, browse to the location in the local file system to which
you want to export the script bundle.

5. Click OK.
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Importing Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning
Platform

To import scripts created for cross provisioning platform:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Scripts.

2. In the Scripts inventory page, click the Import Script icon in the command bar.

3. In the Import Scriptswindow, browse the local file system to locate the script you want to import into
the CPP system.

4. Click Import.

The imported script is displayed in theManage Scripts window.

NOTE: The IE browser enables importing only a single script at time.
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Modifying Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning
Platform

The Cross Provisioning Platform application allows you to modify an existing script.

To modify an existing configuration or GUI script:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Scripts.

The Scripts inventory page appears.

2. Select a script from the list of displayed scripts and click theModify Script icon in the command bar.

The Modify Script window appears.

3. In theModify Script window, modify the script by performing one of the following tasks:

• Browse the local file system to upload the script that you have modified in your local file system.

• Modify the script directly in the text area.

The fields in the Modify Script window are described in Table 33 on page 781.
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Table 33: Fields in the Modify Script Window

DescriptionField

The Name field displays the name of the selected script.Name

If you have entered a descriptionwhile creating a script, theDescription field displays
the description of the selected script.

Description

The Version list displays the latest version number of the script. You can select the
preferred version from the list. For more information about the script version, see
“Viewing Script Version Support for Cross Provisioning Platform” on page 788.

NOTE: By default, the latest version of the script is populated in the text area.

Version

The Vendor Type field displays the name of the vendor.

• Junos Space

• Alcatel SAM

Vendor Type

On clicking theConfiguration Script tab, you can browse and upload the configuration
script from your local file system. After uploading the configuration script from your
local file system, the newly uploaded script is displayed in the text area.

If you prefer to make changes to the existing configuration script, the Cross
Provisioning Platform application provides you with the option to modify the
configuration script directly in the text area.

Configuration Script

On clicking the GUI Script tab, you can browse and upload the GUI script from your
local file system. After uploading the GUI script from your local file system, the newly
uploaded script is displayed in the text area.

If you prefer to make changes to the existing configuration script, the Cross
Provisioning Platform application provides you with the option to modify the
configuration script directly in the text area.

NOTE: If the vendor type is Alcatel SAM, the GUI Script tab is not displayed.

GUI Script

To save the changes, click Save.Save

To preview the changes, click Preview. You can preview the GUI script output before
creating a service.

Preview

To discard the changes, click Cancel.Cancel

4. Click Save.
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The system modifies the script and updates the version number.
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Viewing Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning
Platform

To view the details of the scripts added to the system to enabled cross provisioning platform:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Scripts.

2. In the Scripts inventory page, double-click the script for which you want to view its details.

The Script Details window displays a Configuration Script tab and a GUI Script tab.

The Configuration Script tab displays the script for the particular Juniper Networks device.

NOTE: If you select a script that was created for managing the device of another vendor,
the Script Details window displays the Configuration Script tab only.
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3. Click theGUI Script tab to display the code that generates theGUIwindow for configuring the associated
Juniper Networks device.
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4. Click Preview to display the Endpoint Settings window that is generated by the GUI script.
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Cross Provisioning Platform provides predefined scripts that a service provisioner can use while creating
a service. There are two types of scripts:

• GUI Script

In the Junos Space CPP context, the GUI script generates the user interface for interacting with the
Cross Provisioning Platform service. The GUI defines the parameters for which a user specifies values.
The GUI can define hidden fields and values that are passed to the server. The GUI also guides a user
to enter valid values for the parameters to define a service order. In addition, the GUI script can provide
some client-side validation.

• Flex scripts or Configuration scripts

The Juniper Networks XSLT Flex script derives input variables from the ServiceRequest.xml document,
which is created from data a user inputs into the Junos Space CPP GUI, and generates JUNOS XML
configuration that is passed to the intended Juniper Networks device. An XSLT Flex script for a Juniper
device has two major components:

• Derivations Logic—In this section, input variables are extracted and additional parameters are derived.

• Configuration Logic—In this section, parameters derived from the derivation logic are used to construct
the XML configuration that activates the service on a Juniper Networks device.

The Cross Provisioning Platform application provides predefined scripts based on the service type, feature
type, and for troubleshooting. The following sections list these predefined scripts:

Predefined Service Scripts

Table 34 on page 786 describes the predefined scripts based on the service type.

Table 34: List of Predefined Scripts Based on Service Type

GUI ScriptConfiguration Script

VendorService Type Script to MODIFY ServiceScript to CREATE ServiceScript to Modify ServiceScript to CREATE Service

PD_P2P_LDP_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_P2P_LDP_Create_Script_JNPRPD_P2P_LDP_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_P2P_LDP_Create_Script_JNPRJuniper
Networks

LDP-based
Point-to-Point
service

PD_P2P_LDP_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_P2P_LDP_Create_Script_JNPRPD_P2P_LDP_Modify_Script_ALUPD_P2P_LDP_Create_Script_ALUAlcatel-LucentLDP-based
Point-to-Point
service
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Table 34: List of Predefined Scripts Based on Service Type (continued)

GUI ScriptConfiguration Script

VendorService Type Script to MODIFY ServiceScript to CREATE ServiceScript to Modify ServiceScript to CREATE Service

PD_P2P_BGP_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_P2P_BGP_Create_Script_JNPRPD_P2P_BGP_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_P2P_BGP_Create_Script_JNPRJuniper
Networks

BGP-based
Point-to-Point
service

PD_L3VPN_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_L3VPN_Create_Script_JNPRPD_L3VPN_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_L3VPN_Create_Script_JNPRJuniper
Networks

L3VPN service

PD_L3VPN_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_L3VPN_Create_Script_JNPRPD_L3VPN_Modify_Script_ALUPD_L3VPN_Create_Script_ALUAlcatel-LucentL3VPN service

PD_VPLS_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_VPLS_Create_Script_JNPRPD_VPLS_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_VPLS_Create_Script_JNPRJuniper
Networks

VPLS service

PD_Device_Turn_Up_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_Device_Turn_Up_Create_Script_JNPRPD_Device_Turn_Up_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_Device_Turn_Up_Create_Script_JNPRJuniper
Networks

Device
Configlet
service

Predefined Feature Scripts

Table 35 on page 787 describes the predefined scripts based on the feature type.

Table 35: List of Predefined Scripts Based on Feature Type

GUI ScriptConfiguration ScriptVendorFeature Type

PD_Bulk_Service_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_Bulk_Service_Modify_Script_JNPRJuniper
Networks

Bulk Service
Modify
Interface
Migration

PD_Bulk_Device_Modify_Script_JNPRPD_Bulk_Device_Modify_Script_JNPRJuniper
Networks

Bulk Device
Modify

PD_Interface_Migration_Script_JNPRPD_Interface_Migration_Script_JNPRJuniper
Networks

Interface
Migration

PD_Interface_Migration_Script_JNPRPD_Interface_Migration_Script_ALUAlcatel-LucentInterface
Migration
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Predefined Troubleshooting Scripts

Table 36 on page 788 describes the troubleshooting scripts.

Table 36: List of Predefined Scripts Based for Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting ScriptService Type

P2PLDPPredefinedScriptLDP-based Point-to-Point service

P2PBGPPredefinedScriptBGP-based Point-to-Point service

L3VPNPredefinedScriptL3VPN service

VPLSPredefinedScriptVPLS service
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Viewing Script Version Support for Cross Provisioning
Platform

The script version support in Cross Provisioning Platform enables you to view the older versions of the
script and set the preferred version to active while creating the service order.

To view script version support for Cross Provisioning Platform:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Scripts.

The page that appears displays a list of the existing scripts.

2. Double-click any script from the list of the existing scripts.
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The Script Details page that appears provides information on the script that you selected. You can also
click the View Script icon above the tool grid to view the Script Details page.

3. From the Version# drop-down list, select the preferred version.

4. Click Set as default to set the selected version as default.

A confirmation dialog box that appears asks you to confirm the selection.

5. Click OK.

A dialog box that appears confirms the selection of the new version of the script.

NOTE: If a service definition has already been created with a particular version, the script
contents of the service order will point to the same version.
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On the Script Details page, you can see a list of script versions on the drop-down list, from which you can
select a version to view its contents and set it as the active version. Internally, a new version is created,
pointing to the selected older version and the same version contents are effective while creating the Cross
Provisioning Platform service order.

For example, if you change the version number from 3 to 2 and set it as the active version, a new version
number 4 is created internally, pointing to the contents of version 2 and making this the active version.

After you set the script version, you are redirected to the landing page of Scripts.
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In releases prior to Cross Provisioning Platform Release 14.3R1, you can identify script-related issues only
after you create a service. You cannot preview the XML configuration that is being pushed to the device.

With Cross Provisioning Platform Release 14.3R1, you can debug both the configuration script and the
GUI script while you are still creating a service. This enables you to identify and rectify all script-related
issues before you create a service. You can debug both Juniper Networks and Nokia scripts.

You can debug a Cross Provisioning Platform script by performing the following tasks:

Modifying a Cross Provisioning Platform Script

In releases prior to Cross Provisioning Platform Release 14.3R1, you need to upload the modified script
from your local file system. In Cross Provisioning Platform Release 14.3R1, you can modify the script
directly in the text area included in the Modify Script window. By default, the latest version of the script
is populated in the text area.

To modify a Cross Provisioning Platform script, perform one of the following tasks:

• Browse the local file system to upload the script that you have modified in your local file system.

The uploaded script is displayed in the text area, included in the Modify Script window.

• Modify the script directly in the text area.

NOTE: In the text area in the Modify Script window, you can also modify the script that you
have uploaded from your local file system. For more information about modifying an existing
script, see “Modifying Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform” on page 780.

Use the Preview option in the Modify Script window to preview the script output. In the script output,
use the Verify option to verify the script output.

Previewing a Cross Provisioning Platform Script

With Cross Provisioning Platform Release 14.3R1, you can preview the script output before you create a
service.

To preview the output of a GUI script, perform one of the following tasks:

• On the Scripts inventory page, right-click a script and select Preview.

• In the Modify Script window, click the Preview option.
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Verifying a Cross Provisioning Platform Script

Verify the script output to identify and troubleshoot issues, if any. The Cross Provisioning Platform
application provides you with the option to specify real-time data while you preview the script output.

To verify the Cross Provisioning Platform script output:

1. In the Modify Script window, click the Preview option.

You can preview the script output.

2. In the script output window, specify real-time data.

3. Click Verify.

NOTE: For the Verify option to appear in the script output window and to generate the
required XML output, you must append the GUI script with the newly created script utility
function, scriptUtils.verifyForm(this,data).

Following is the code snippet to add the Verify option:

{

xtype: 'button',

handler: function(button, event) {

        var data = this.getDataJSON();

        this.scriptUtils.verifyForm(this,data)

},

scope: this,

text: 'Verify'

}

All necessary information required for debugging the Cross Provisioning Platform script is displayed in a
new window.
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Creating and Deploying a Device Configlet Order for
Cross Provisioning Platform

To create a device configlet for Cross Provisioning Platform:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Device Configlets Order.

2. In the Device Configlets Order window, click the Create CPP Device Configlet icon (+).

3. In the Create CPP Device Configlet Order, select the Service definition using the unique identifier ID
associated with each service definition or name of the service definition.

NOTE: The value in the ID field is associated with a service definition. This identifier can be
usedwhen you are searching for a particular service definitionwhile creating a device configlet
order. You can search the service definition by its name, type or unique ID. You can modify
the ID only during the migration of old service definition IDs.
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4. In the Order description field, type a description for the service configlet.

5. Click Next.

6. Fill in the fields in the Create Device Configlet Order window as described in the following table.

DescriptionField

Type a name for the configletName

Browse to locate the device upon which you want the configlet to operate.Device

Type the hostname of the device upon which you want the configlet to operate.Host Name

Type the loopback address of the device.Primary Lookback IP

Select the role that you want the device to serve in the network:

• L2E

• Edge

• Trunk

Device Role

Select the region where the device is located.Region

Select an interface connected to the upstream provider-edge device.Uplink Interface 1

Select an interface connected to the upstream provider-edge device.Uplink Interface 2
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DescriptionField

This field is displayed if you selected L2E as the Device Role.

Select the L2E UNI interface.

L2E UNI Interface

This field is displayed if you selected L2E as the Device Role.

Specify the inner VLAN ID of the L2E UNI interface.

L2E UNI Inner VLAN Id

This field is displayed if you selected L2E as the Device Role.

Specify the outer VLAN ID of the L2E UNI interface.

L2E UNI Outer VLAN Id

7. Click Create.

The device configlet order is deployed, and you can view the device configlet order in the Device
Configlet Orders inventory page.

If you want to create and deploy more orders, click Create More.
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Administering a Device Configlet Service Order for
Cross Provisioning Platform

To administer a device configlet service order for cross provisioning platform:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Device Configlet Orders.
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2. In the Device Configlet Orders inventory page, display or delete a device configlet order, as indicated
in the following table.

ProcedureAction

To view the configuration of a device configlet order, do one of the following:

• Select and right-click a device configlet order, and then selectViewOrder Configuration.

• Select a device configlet order and then click the View CPP Device Configlet icon.

View Order
Configuration

To delete a device configlet order:

1. Select and right-click a device configlet order.

2. Select Delete Device Configlet.

DeleteDevice Configlet

To view the output of an attached script:

1. Select and right-click a device configlet order.

NOTE: If you select multiple device configlet orders, the ViewDevice Configlet Order
Details field is unavailable.

2. Select View Device Configlet Order Details.

The output of the attached script is displayed.

NOTE: The View Device Configlet Order Details field is available, only if the Order
Type is ADD orMODIFY.

You cannot modify the parameters of the script as the output is displayed in Read Only
format.

The following errormessage is thrown if the attached script does not include anymethod
to implicate the action:

Service order details view is not supported in GUI script.

View Device Configlet
Order Details
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Administering a Device Configlet Service for Cross
Provisioning Platform

Use the Device Configlet Services page to view or decommission a device configlet service, perform a
configuration audit on a device configlet service, or view service configuration changes.

To administer a device configlet service for Cross Provisioning Platform:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Device Configlet Services.

2. In the Devices Configlet Services inventory page, you can perform any of the actions as indicated in
the following table:

ProcedureAction

To view the device configlet service details:

1. Select a device configlet service.

2. Click the View CPP Device Configlet icon.

The CPP Device Configlet Service Details window appears. You can view the service
details, configurations, and service order audit status on the Service Details,
Configuration, and SO Audit tabs respectively.

Viewing the Device
Configlet Service details

To decommission a device configlet service:

1. Select a device configlet service.

2. Right-click the device configlet service, and select Service > Decommission Device
Configlet.

3. Do one of the following:

• To decommission the service immediately, select Decommission now, and clickOK.
In the Order Information window, click the job ID of the decommission job.

The Job Management page appears and shows a filtered view of the job inventory,
showing only the decommission job.

• To deploy the service at a later time, select Decommission later, select a date and
time, then click OK.

Decommissioning a
DeviceConfiglet Service
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ProcedureAction

To perform a configuration audit on a device configlet service:

1. Select a device configlet service.

2. Right-click the device configlet service, and selectAudit > PerformConfigurationAudit.

3. In the Schedule Configuration Audit window, do one of the following:

• To audit the service configuration immediately, select Audit Now, then click OK.
An Audit Information window appears, providing a link to details about the audit in
the Job Management workspace, and an OK button.

• To audit the service configuration at a later time, select Audit Later, enter a date and
time, then click OK.

Performing a
Configuration Audit

To view the service configuration changes:

1. Select a device configlet service.

2. Right-click the device configlet service, and select Audit > Service Configuration
Changes.

The Service Configuration window displays the list of devices and its configuration.

Viewing the Service
Configuration Changes
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Decommissioning Bulk Device Configlet Services in
Cross Provisioning Platform

Use the Device Configlet Services page to decommission multiple device configlet services of Cross
Provisioning Platform in bulk. You can select the number of services that a single page displays, by selecting
one of the following values from the Show items drop-down list at the bottom of the page:

• 10

• 20

• 40

• 60

• 80

• 100

• 200

To decommission device configlet services in bulk:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Device Configlet Services.

The Device Configlet Services page that appears displays a list of existing services.

2. Select the check boxes against the device configlet services that you want to decommission.

3. Either right-click and select Service > Decommission or click the Decommission icon on the grid tool
bar. You can also decommission a service by selecting Actions > Service > Decommission.

The Schedule Decommission page appears where the selected services are listed. You can schedule
the decommissioning to happen immediately or later at a scheduled time.

NOTE: You cannot decommission a service that has been modified on the Services page
unless the value of theOrder State field of the corresponding service is Completed. You can
decommission only 25 services at a time. If the count exceeds 25, the following error message
appears:

Service decommissioning cannot be scheduled if the selected services count is greater than
25.
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4. Select the Decommission now option button to decommission the services immediately. You can also
decommission the selected services later by selecting theDecommission later option button and setting
the preferred date and time.

5. Click OK to decommission the selected device configlet services.

The Job Details dialog box appears with a list of job IDs.

NOTE: For every device configlet service that is selected to be decommissioned, a unique
job ID is assigned. You can view the details of each job on the Job Management page by
clicking the corresponding job ID.

For every device configlet service that is decommissioned, a message is logged on the Audit Log page. To
view the Audit Log page, select Network Management Platform > Audit Logs > Audit Log.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Modifying a Device Configlet Service in Cross
Provisioning Platform

Use the Device Configlet Services landing page to modify a device configlet service in Cross Provisioning
Platform. You can modify a device configlet service only if a modification script is attached to the device
configlet service.

To modify a device configlet service:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Device Configlet Services.

The Device Configlet Services page that appears displays a list of existing device configlet services.

2. Select and right-click a device configlet service that you want to modify.

3. Either right-click a device configlet service and select Service >Modify or select a service and click the
Modify icon on the grid tool bar. You can alsomodify a service by selecting the service and then selecting
Actions >Modify.

TheModify Service page appears.

NOTE: TheModify Service page details vary according to the type of the selected device
configlet service.

4. Modify the device configlet service details and clickModify.
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The Job Details dialog box appears along with a job ID link.

5. Click the Job ID link to view the job details.

The Job Management page that appears contains a list of the jobs, along with the status of the jobs.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Deleting Bulk Device Configlet Orders in Cross
Provisioning Platform

Use theDevice Configlet Orders landing page to select and delete multiple device configlet orders in bulk.
You can select the number of services that a single page displays, by selecting one of the following values
from the Show items drop-down list at the bottom of the page:

• 10

• 20

• 40

• 60

• 80

• 100

• 200

To delete device configlet orders of Cross Provisioning Platform in bulk:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Device Configlet Orders.

The Device Configlet Orders page that appears displays a list of existing device configlet orders.

2. Select the check boxes against the device configlet orders that you want to delete.

3. Right-click any device configlet order and select Delete Device Configlet or click the Delete Device
Configlet icon on the grid tool bar.

The Delete Device Configlet page appears asking you to confirm the selection of the device configlet
orders to be deleted.
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NOTE: When you select multiple device configlet orders, theDeleteDevice Configlet option
is enabled only if the order state of the selected device configlet orders is either
Failed_Deployed, Requested or Invalid.

When the order state is Completed, the following points hold true:

• You cannot delete a device configlet order if its order state is Completed and the related
service is listed on the Device Configlet Services landing page.

• You cannot delete the first and the last device configlet order created for a service if their
order state is Completed and the related service is listed on the Device Configlet Services
landing page.

• The device configlet orders that are in the Completed state for a service can be deleted
only if the related service is not listed on the Device Configlet Services landing page.

You can delete 25 device configlet orders at a time. If the count exceeds 25, the following
error message appears:

Device configlet orders cannot be deleted if the selected device configlet order count is
greater than 25.

4. Click Delete to delete the selected device configlet orders.

The selected device configlet orders are deleted and the landing grid is refreshed. For every device
configlet order that is deleted, a message is logged on the Audit Log page. To view the Audit Log page,
select Network Management Platform > Audit Logs > Audit Log.
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Adding a Third-PartyDevice to the Cross Provisioning
Platform System

To add a third-party device to the cross provisioning platform system:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Third-Party Devices.

2. In the Third-Party Devices window, click the Add Third-Party Device icon (+).

The Add OSS Device appears.

3. In theAddOSSDevicewindow, click theHostName or IP Address button and then enter the hostname
or IP address of the device.

4. In the Vendor, select the third-party vendor.

5. Click Add.

The Cross Provisioning Platform application discovers and displays the device that you have added. In
the Third-Party landing page, you can view and filter devices based on the vendor type.
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Viewing Third-Party Device Details for Cross
Provisioning Platform

To view the details of a device added for cross provisioning platform:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Third-Party Devices.

2. In the Third-Party Device window, select a device from the list and click the View Device Details icon
in the command bar.

3. When you are done viewing the device details, click OK.
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Synchronizing Third-Party Devices with the OSS for Cross Provisioning Platform | 809

Synchronizing Third-Party Devices with the OSS for
Cross Provisioning Platform

The Cross Provisioning Platform (CPP) application enables you to synchronize newly added third-party
devices added to the CPP system with the Operations Support System (OSS) of the third party.

You can set a synchronization job to run daily at a specified scheduled time (default 5:00 AM). The job
synchronizes the following data with the CPP system:

• The job synchronizes newly added third-party devices.

• The job synchronizes ports newly added or deleted from existing devices.

• Third-party devices are deleted from the CPP system if the device is no longer associated with an active
service that was created in CPP.

To set the time at which you want the synchronization job to run:

1. In the Network Management Platform task pane, select Administration > Applications.

2. In the Applications window, select Network Activate.

3. From the Actions menu, selectModify Application Settings.

4. In theModify Application Settings window, select OSSConfigParameters.
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NOTE: The HTTP Connection Timeout parameter is measured in milliseconds.

5. In the Synchronize OSS Inventory daily at given time field of theOSSConfigParameters panel, set the
time at which you want the synchronization job to run.

NOTE: The time at which the synchronization job runs is associated with the location of the
browser in which you are using the Junos Space software. That is, the synchronization job
runs according to the browser time where the job is scheduled, not according to the time
where the Junos Space server is located.

You can also manage synchronization operations from the Cross Provisioning Platform application. To
synchronize devices:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Third-Party Devices.

The Third-Party Devices window appears.

2. Select a synchronize operation.
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The Third-Party Devices window displays four icons in the command bar, which enable you to run the
following synchronization operations:

• Synchronize all the devices with OSS—This operation discovers new devices and synchronizes old
devices with OSS.

• Synchronize selected device with OSS—This operation synchronizes only the selected devices with
the OSS.

• Schedule OSS synchronization job—This operation schedules daily synchronization.

• Cancel OSS synchronization job—This cancels the daily synchronization job.

3. In Vendor, select the vendor type.

4. Click OK.
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Confirming Communicationwith the Third-PartyOSS
Server for Cross Provisioning Platform

To confirm that the cross provisioning platform system can communicate with the OSS server:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Third Party Devices.

2. In the Third-Party Devices window, click the Ping OSS Server icon in the command bar.
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The Select Vendor window appears.

3. In the Select Vendor window, select the vendor type.

The primary address and the secondary address of the vendor is displayed.

4. Click Ok.

The Ping OSS – Statuswindow indicates whether or not the CPP system has access to the OSS server.

NOTE: You must have configured the OSS server parameters in the application settings. For
more information about configuring theOSS parameters, see “Preconfiguring the Third-Party
OSS Device for Cross Provisioning Platform” on page 812.
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Preconfiguring the Third-Party OSS Device for Cross
Provisioning Platform

To preconfigure the third-party OSS device:

1. In the Network Management Platform, select Administration > Applications.

The Applications window appears.

2. In the Applications window, select Cross Provisioning Platform.
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3. From the Actions menu, selectModify Application Settings.

The Modify Application Settings window appears.

4. In theModify Application Settings window, select OSSConfigParameters.

The OSSConfigParameters pane lists the OSS configuration parameters that you must configure for
the following vendors:

• Alcatel OSS Configuration

• Canoga OSS Configuration

You can view or configure for the OSS parameters.

5. In the OSSConfigParameters pane, select Alcatel OSS Configuration or Canoga OSS Configuration.

The OSSConfigParameters pane lists a set of parameters that you can configure for Nokia or Canoga
Perkins.

6. Fill in the fields in the OSSConfigParameters panel for a specific vendor as described in the following
table.

DescriptionOSS Parameter

IP address of the primary server.Primary Server IP
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DescriptionOSS Parameter

Port number of the primary server.Primary Server Port

IP address of the backup server.Backup Server IP

Port number of the backup server.Backup Server Port:

Duration of HTTP connection (in milliseconds) before the timeout elapses.HTTP Connection Timeout
(milliseconds)

Maximum number of simultaneous API requests permitted.Maximum API Requests

Fetched the port details for the number of devices that you have specified
here.

Number of Device for Port Sync
Request

Username for accessing the OSS server.OSS User Name

Hashed password for accessing the OSS server.OSS User Password

Sets the daily time at which the CPP system synchronizes third-party devices,
added or deleted from the CPP system, with the OSS server.

NOTE: The time at which the synchronization job runs is associated with
the location of the browser in which you are using the Junos Space software.
That is, the synchronization job runs according to the browser time where
the job is scheduled, not according to the timewhere the Junos Space server
is located.

Synchronize OSS Inventory daily at
given time

If this check box is selected, the CPP system uses the HTTP protocol.

The default protocol is HTTPS.

Use HTTP Protocol

If this check box is selected, the CPP system communicates with the primary
OSS server. If the check box is not selected, the system interacts with the
backup server.

Use primary server

7. When you are done entering information in the OSSConfigParameters fields, clickModify.

If you want to modify the application settings of the Cross Provisioning Platform application, select
Administration > Applications > Cross Provisioning Platform and selectModify Application Settings in
the Network Management platform. You can uninstall the application by selecting Cross Provisioning
Platform > Uninstall Application.
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NOTE: The OSS configuration values are still retained and reflected in the corresponding fields
even after you uninstall and reinstall the application.
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Modifying Bulk Services and Devices in Cross
Provisioning Platform

IN THIS SECTION

Modifying Bulk Services in Cross Provisioning Platform | 817

Modifying Bulk Devices in Cross Provisioning Platform | 820

Cross Provisioning Platform is an extension of theNetwork Activate applicationwithin Junos Space, which
provides a single pane of interaction to deploy services across vendor network devices. You can modify
the device and the service configuration in bulk on the basis of the service definition. This feature is
applicable only to Juniper Networks devices.

With this feature, you can modify all the services on the basis of a particular service definition or all the
devices within a particular service definition. To modify services or devices in bulk, you need to create a
configuration script in XSLT format and a GUI script in JS format.

NOTE: Bulk modification cannot be applied on services and devices simultaneously.

Make sure that you have the configuration and the GUI scripts present on the local machine.

To modify and deploy services and devices in bulk:

Modifying Bulk Services in Cross Provisioning Platform

To modify services in bulk based on a service definition:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Scripts.

The Scripts page that appears displays a list of the existing scripts.

2. Click the Add Script icon above the tool grid.

The Add Script(s) page that appears contains the Script Settings section.

3. In the Script Settings section, perform the following steps:
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• In the Name field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to identify the script that you are
creating.

• In the Description field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to further identify the script.

• Select Junos Space from theVendor Type drop-down list, because this feature supports only Juniper
Networks devices.

NOTE: The GUI Script field appears only when the Vendor Type is Junos Space. If the
vendor type is third-party, the GUI Script field does not appear.

• In the Configuration Script field, click Browse to upload the configuration script from the local
machine.

• In the GUI Script field, click Browse to upload the GUI script from the local machine.

• Click Create to add the uploaded scripts to the Cross Provisioning Platform application.

The Status dialog box that appears confirms the successful addition of scripts.

NOTE: The default value of the Version field is 1.

4. Click OK.

You are redirected to the Scripts page.

5. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Definitions > Create CPP Service
Definition.

The Create Service Definition page appears.

6. Perform the following steps in the Create Service Definition page:

a. In the Name field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to identify the service definition
that you are creating.

b. In theDescription field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to further identify the service
definition.

c. From the Type drop-down list, select the type of the service definition.

d. In the Creation field of the JUNOS Space Service Scripts section, click Browse to upload the script.
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NOTE: TheModification script for JUNOS Space Service Scripts is optional. You do not
have to upload the SAM Service Scripts because this feature is applicable to Juniper
Networks devices.

7. Click Create.

The Service Definitions page that appears displays a list of the existing service definitions along with
the one that you created.

8. Right-click the service definition you created and click Attach Scripts.

The Attach Scripts page appears.

9. Perform the following steps:

a. In the Bulk service modify field, click Browse and upload the bulk service modification script.

b. In the Bulk device modify field, click Browse and upload the bulk device modification script.

c. Click Attach.

A confirmation dialog box appears to confirm the successful attachment of the scripts.

10.Click OK.

11.In the Cross Provisioning Platform, select CPP > Service Definitions.

The Service Definitions page that appears displays a list of the existing service definitions.

12.Right-click the service definition that you created and select Bulk Modify.

The Bulk Modify page appears.

NOTE: The Service option is selected by default in the Apply to section on the Bulk Modify
page.
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13.On the Bulk Modify page, select the services that you want to modify.

Cross Provisioning Platform provides you with an option to modify parameters before you deploy the
services in bulk. Based on the script that you have attached, you have the following options:

• Next—This option is available only if isGUIRequired is set to True in the script you have attached.

• Deploy—This option is available only if isGUIRequired is to as False in the script you have attached.

14.Click Next to modify services in bulk.

The Bulk Service Modify page appears.

15.Modify the parameters.

NOTE: The script you have attached determines which parameters can be modified.

16.Click Deploy.

The Job Details dialog box that appears contains the Job ID. You can click the Job ID link to view the
status of the modified services on the Job Management page.

Modifying Bulk Devices in Cross Provisioning Platform

To modify devices in bulk within a service definition:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Scripts.

The Scripts page that appears displays a list of the existing scripts.

2. Click the Add Script icon above the tool grid.

The Add Script(s) page that appears contains the Script Settings section.

3. In the Script Settings section, perform the following steps:

• In the Name field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to identify the script that you are
creating.

• In the Description field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to further identify the script.

• Select Junos Space from theVendor Type drop-down list, because this feature supports only Juniper
Networks devices.

NOTE: The GUI Script field appears only when the Vendor Type is Junos Space. If the
vendor type is third-party, the GUI Script field does not appear.
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• In the Configuration Script field, click Browse to upload the configuration script from the local
machine.

• In the GUI Script field, click Browse to upload the GUI script from the local machine.

• Click Create to add the uploaded scripts to the Cross Provisioning Platform application.

The Status dialog box that appears confirms the successful addition of scripts.

NOTE: The default value of the Version field is 1.

4. Click OK.

You are redirected to the Scripts page.

5. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Definitions > Create CPP Service
Definition.

The Create Service Definition page appears.

6. Perform the following steps in the Create Service Definition page:

a. In the Name field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to identify the service definition
that you are creating.

b. In theDescription field, type 3 through 128 alphanumeric characters to further identify the service
definition.

c. From the Type drop-down list, select the type of the service definition.

d. In the Creation field of the JUNOS Space Service Scripts section, click Browse to upload the script.

NOTE: TheModification script for JUNOS Space Service Scripts is optional. You do not
have to upload the SAM Service Scripts because this feature is applicable to Juniper
Networks devices.

7. Click Create.

The Service Definitions page that appears displays a list of the existing service definitions along with
the one that you created.

8. Right-click the service definition you created and click Attach Scripts.

The Attach Scripts page appears.

9. Perform the following steps:

a. In the Bulk service modify field, click Browse and upload the bulk service modification script.
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b. In the Bulk device modify field, click Browse and upload the bulk device modification script.

c. Click Attach.

A confirmation dialog box appears to confirm the successful attachment of the scripts.

10.Click OK.

11.In the Cross Provisioning Platform, select CPP > Service Definitions.

The Service Definitions page that appears displays a list of the existing service definitions.

12.Right-click the service definition and select Bulk Modify.

The Bulk Modify page appears.

13.Select the Device option in the Apply to section to modify the devices in bulk.

14.Select the devices that you want to modify.

Cross Provisioning Platform provides you with an option to modify parameters before you deploy the
devices in bulk. Based on the script that you have attached, you have the following options:

• Next—This option is available only if isGUIRequired is set to True in the script you have attached.

• Deploy—This option is available only if isGUIRequired is set to False in the script you have attached.

15.Click Next to modify devices in bulk.

The Bulk Device Modify page appears.

16.Modify the parameters.
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NOTE: The script you have attached determines which parameters can be modified.

17.Click Deploy.

The Job Details dialog box that appears contains the Job ID. You can click the Job ID link to view the
status of the modified services on the Job Management page.
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Importing Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 779

Administering Bulk Service Operations in Cross
Provisioning Platform

Use the Bulk ServiceOperations page to delete services in bulk, migrate service interfaces, or resynchronize
services.

To administer bulk service operations in Cross Provisioning Platform:

1. On the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Bulk Service Operations.
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2. On the Bulk Service Operations inventory page, you can perform the following actions:

ProcedureAction

To delete the services in bulk:

1. Select the Service Deletion option button.

Service Type is displayed.

2. Select an option button from Service Type.

• PW-LDP—Select this option button if you want to delete LDP-based point-to-point
services.

• PW-BGP—Select this option button if you want to delete BGP-based point-to-point
services.

NOTE: Only LDP-based and BGP-based point-to-point services are supported. If
PW-LDP or PW-BGP options are unavailable, you must verify the roles assigned to
your user account. For information about roles, see “Creating a User-Specific Role to
Prevent or Allow Certain Actions on a Service” on page 66.

3. On the Step 1: Select Device grid, select a device.

The corresponding interfaces are listed on the Step 2: Select Interface grid.

4. On the Step 2: Select Interface grid, select an interface.

The corresponding services are listed on the Step 3: Select Service(s) grid.

5. On the Step 3: Select Service(s) grid, select the services.

NOTE: The number of services is restricted to 20.

6. Click Decommission.

The Schedule Decommission window appears.

7. Do one of the following:

• To decommission the service immediately, select Decommission now and click OK.
a. In the Order Information window, click the job ID of the decommission job.
The Job Management page that appears displays a filtered view of the job
inventory, showing only the decommission job.

b. Double-click the job.
The Bulk Service Deletion Deployment window appears. You can view the list
of service orders that are deleted.

• To decommission the service at a later time, selectDecommission later, select a date
and time, then click OK.

Service Deletion
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ProcedureAction

When an interface becomes faulty or needs to be migrated to a higher-capacity port, you
must migrate all services deployed on a specific interface to the destination interface on
the same device. The Cross Provisioning Platform application modifies the device
configuration tomigrate all the services. The Cross Provisioning Platform application deletes
the source interface and adds the destination interface to the service.

For information about migrating service interfaces, see “Migrating Service Interfaces in
Cross Provisioning Platform” on page 62.

Interface Migration
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ProcedureAction

The Cross Provisioning Platform allows you to perform service resynchronization to validate
and merge selected services with the current configuration of the devices or network. You
can resynchronize the configuration changes made within the same device or different
devices. The information about migrated devices is obtained from the latest configuration
of a device using VCID and the IP address of the neighboring device.

When you perform the Resync Services action, the service configurations in the Cross
Provisioning Platform database are updated with the latest values. Following are the
parameters that are updated in the Cross Provisioning Platform database:

• Device

• Interface

• VLAN ID

To perform service resynchronization:

1. Select the Resync Service option button.

The Service Type section is displayed. By default, PW_LDP is selected.

NOTE: This feature is supported only on LDP-based point-to-point services, deployed
on Juniper Networks and Nokia devices. If the LDP-based point-to-point service is
configured for a Layer 2 Ethernet device, Layer 2 Ethernet configurations are not
validated.

2. On the Step 1: Select Device grid, select Vendor and select the device from the list.

The corresponding interfaces are listed on the Step 2: Select Interface grid.

3. On the Step 2: Select Interface grid, select an interface.

The corresponding services are listed on the Step 3: Select Service(s) grid.

4. On the Step 3: Select Service(s) grid, select the services.

5. Click Resync.

6. In the Order Information window, click the job ID.

The Job Management page that appears displays a filtered view of the job inventory,
showing only the resynchronization job.

7. Double-click the job.

The Bulk Deployment window appears. You can view the list of services that are
updated.

Resync Services

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Migrating Service Interfaces in Cross Provisioning Platform | 62

Decommissioning a Service | 835
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Decommissioning Bulk Services in Cross Provisioning
Platform

Use the Services page to decommission multiple services of Cross Provisioning Platform in bulk. You can
select the number of services that a single page displays, by selecting one of the following values from the
Show items drop-down list at the bottom of the page:

• 10

• 20

• 40

• 60

• 80

• 100

• 200

To decommission services in bulk:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Services.

The Services page that appears displays a list of existing services.

2. Select the check boxes against the services that you want to decommission.

3. Either right-click and select Service > Decommission or click the Decommission icon on the grid tool
bar. You can also decommission a service by selecting Actions > Service > Decommission.

The Schedule Decommission page appears where the selected services are listed. You can schedule
the decommissioning process to happen immediately or later.

NOTE: You cannot decommission a service that has been modified in the Services page
unless the value of theOrder State field of the corresponding service is Completed. You can
decommission only 25 services at a time. If the count exceeds 25, the following error message
appears:

Service decommissioning cannot be scheduled if the selected services count is greater than
25.
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4. Select the Decommission now option button to decommission the services immediately. You can also
decommission the selected services later by selecting theDecommission later option button and setting
the preferred date and time.

5. Click OK to decommission the selected services.

The Job Details window appears with a list of job IDs.

NOTE: For every service that is selected to be decommissioned, a unique job ID is assigned.
You can view the details of each job on the Job Management page by clicking the
corresponding job ID.

For every service that is decommissioned, a message is logged on the Audit Log page. To view the Audit
Log page, select Network Management Platform > Audit Logs > Audit Log.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Decommissioning a Service | 835
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Deleting Bulk Service Orders in Cross Provisioning
Platform

Use the Service Orders landing page to select and delete multiple device configlet orders in bulk. You can
select the number of services that a single page displays, by selecting one of the following values from the
Show items drop-down list at the bottom of the page:

• 10

• 20

• 40

• 60

• 80

• 100

• 200

To delete service orders of Cross Provisioning Platform in bulk:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Orders.

The Service Orders page that appears displays a list of existing service orders.

2. Select the check boxes against the service orders that you want to delete.

3. Right-click and select Delete Service Order or click the Delete Service Order icon on the grid tool bar.

The Delete Service Orders page appears asking you to confirm the selection of the service orders to
be deleted.
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NOTE: When you select multiple service orders, theDelete Service Order option is enabled
only if the order state of the selected service orders is either Failed_Deployed, Requested
or Invalid.

When the order state is Completed, the following points hold true:

• You cannot delete a service order if its order state is Completed and the related service is
listed on the Services landing page.

• You cannot delete the first and the last service order created for a service if their order
state is Completed and the related service is listed on the Services landing page.

• The service orders that are in the Completed state for a service can be deleted only if the
related service is not listed on the Services landing page.

You can delete 25 service orders at a time. If the count exceeds 25, the following error
message appears:

Service orders cannot be deleted if the selected service order count is greater than 25.

4. Click Delete to delete the selected service orders.

The selected service orders are deleted and the landing grid is refreshed. For every service order that
is deleted, a message is logged on the Audit Log page. To view the Audit Log page, select Network
Management Platform > Audit Logs > Audit Log.
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Viewing Services

The following topic describes how to view services:

Viewing Services in a Table | 833

Viewing Services in a Table

To view the services inventory in a table:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

The Mange Services page presents information on existing services in a table.

TheManage Services page provides the following information about each service:

• Name—Unique name assigned to the service.

• Customer—Name of the customer for which the service is provided.

• State:

• Deployed—Service does not exist until it is deployed.

• Failed Deploy—An attempt to modify the service failed.

• Status:

• Up—Service passed functional audit.

• Down—Service failed functional audit.

• Definition—Service definition on which the service is based.

• Activation Date—Date and time the service was activated.

• Last Modified Date—Date and time at which the service was last modified.
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2. To restrict the display of services, enter a search criterion of one or more characters in the search bar
and press Enter. All services that match the search criterion are shown in the main display area.

3. To view details of a specific service, double-click the table row that summarizes the service. For a
point-to-point Ethernet service, a graphical illustration of the service appears. See “Creating a
Point-to-Point Service Order” on page 587 for information about interpreting this graphic and obtaining
additional information.

For a VPLS service (point-to-multipoint or multipoint-to-multipoint), a table of service details appears.
See “Creating a Point-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order” on page 679 and “Creating a
Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order” on page 661 for information about interpreting this
graphic.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Decommissioning a Service | 835
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Viewing Service Orders | 621

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Editing a Service Name

You can edit the name of a deployed service. This is applicable only to LDP based pseudowires.

To rename a service:

1. Select Network Activate > Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In the Manage Services inventory page, select the service you want to rename.

3. Open the Actions drawer and select Service > Edit Name. The Edit Service Name window appears.

NOTE: The Edit Name appears to be dimmed if the service selected is BGP based
point-to-point service, or VPLS service or L3VPN service.

4. Type the new name in the Enter New name fields and click Save.

The service is renamed.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Decommissioning a Service | 835

Modifying a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet Service | 838

Modifying a Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service | 845

Modifying a Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service | 856

Modifying a Point-to-Point Ethernet Service | 872

Decommissioning a Service

You can decommission a service that a customer no longer needs.
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You cannot decommission a service if a service order requesting action on that service is in the Requested,
Scheduled, In Progress, or Invalid state.

To decommission a service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service you want to decommission.

3. Open the Actions menu and click Decommission Service.

The Schedule Decommission window appears.

4. Do one of the following:

• To decommission the service immediately, select Decommission now, and click OK.

In the Order Information window, click the job ID of the decommission job.

The JobManagement page appears and shows a filtered view of the job inventory, showing only the
decommission job. See Viewing Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for
details.

• To deploy the service at a later time, select Decommission later, select a date and time to perform
the operation, then click OK.

NOTE: The following error message is displayed if you decommission a service that hasmore
number of devices or endpoints than the specified limit:

Decommission of service cannot be performeddue tomore number of devices or endpoints.
Please modify the service and remove few devices or endpoints before decommissioning
the whole service. (Maximum of 100 devices or 250 endpoints are only allowed)
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If you decommission a service and the device confirms the deletion, the resources associated with the
service are immediately released and are available for reuse without waiting for the device synchronization.
If you want the synchronization to happen before the resources are released, you need to configure the
decommissioning settings.

To configure the service decommissioning settings:

1. SelectNetworkManagement Platform >Administration >Applications. The Applications page displays
the list of applications.

2. Right-click the Network Activate row and selectModify Applications Settings. The Modify Network
Activate Settings page displays the list of parameters that can be modified.

3. Select ServiceDecommission.

4. Specify values for the parameters in the Service Decommission page as described in the following
tables.

ActionField

Select this check box to wait for the device synchronization before resources are
released. To revert the decommissioning to the normal behavior clear this check
box.

Wait for Device Sync Before
Releasing Resource

Specify the device synchronization waiting time. This is the maximum wait time to
complete the device synchronization. After this time duration, irrespective of the
device synchronization status, the resources are released.

Default: 60 seconds

Range: 30 seconds to 300 seconds

Device sync wait time

5. ClickModify.

The service decommissioning settings are configured.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Viewing Services | 833
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Modifying a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet Service

For a full mesh Layer 3 VPN service, you can add a new device endpoint, add or delete a UNI, change
routing protocol parameters, remove or add static routes, change IP addresses, swap between BGP and
static routing protocols (if service definition specifies BGP and Static), swap between OSPF and static
routing protocols (if service definition specifies OSPF and Static).

NOTE: You cannot change the interface of an existingUNI. To perform the equivalent of changing
the interface on an existing UNI, add a new UNI with the desired interface, and then delete the
old UNI.

After modifying a service, the configuration audit and functional audit information is cleared and the
functional audit status is set to pending.

If there is a service template attached to the service definition, there is a link to that template at the bottom
of the Endpoint Settings section of the window. For instructions on working with service templates in
service orders, see “Creating a Service Order Based on a Service Definition with a Template” on page 757.

Modifying a service creates a new service order based on the attribute settings of the existing service.

Adding an Endpoint | 838

Adding a UNI Interface | 842

Deleting a UNI Interface and Deleting an Endpoint | 844

Adding an Endpoint

To add an endpoint to a multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service to which you want to add an endpoint.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.
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TheModify Service page appears.

Current service settings appear in themain display area. TheGeneral Information box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. In the Add Endpoints table, click Add Endpoints.
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When you click a device UNI interface, you see the device and routing protocol settings in the right
Device pane. The Add Endpoint PE Devices inventory page shows the available N-PE devices that are
not part of the service.

6. Select the devices on which you want to add new endpoints, and then click Next.

The servicemodificationwindow shows the added deviceswith system recommended choices for UNI.
To select a different UNI, see “Adding a UNI Interface” on page 842.

7. ClickModify.
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The Deployment Options dialog box appears.

8. In the Deployment Options dialog box, select one of the following:

• Save only and check Validate to save the service modification and validate it.

• Deploy now to deploy modified service immediately when you click, OK

• Schedule deployment to specify a date and time to deploy the modified service later. The default
time is the current date and time when you select the option.

9. Click OK.

The service modification deployment Job ID link appears.

10.Click the Job ID.

You see the service modification deployment job details in the Jobs > JobManagement page. The Job
Management page presents the job information by job ID, Name, Percent complete, State, Job Type,
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Summary, Scheduled Start, Username, and Recurrence. The State column indicateswhether themodified
service deployment is successful.

Adding a UNI Interface

To add a UNI on a device that is already part of a multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service to which you want to add a UNI.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in the main display area. The General Settings box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.
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5. In the Action column of the Endpoint Settings table, click the green plus sign for the device that you
want. An additional UNI appears in the endpoint table for the device. The UNI interface settings fields
appear in the Device pane on the right.

6. In the Device pane, select an Ethernet option from the drop-down list box.

7. Select a UNI interface from the drop-down list box.

8. The Interface IP field displays the interface IP address.

9. The Autopick VLAN ID check box is selected by default to allow Network Activate to select a VLAN
ID. If you deselect the Autopick VLAN ID check box, you must either enter a different value in the
service VLAN ID field manually.

10. Select a routing protocol from the drop-down list box.

11.ClickModify.

12.ClickModify.

The Deployment Options dialog box appears.
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13. In the Deployment Options dialog box, select one of the following:

• Save only and Validate to save the service modification and validate it.

• Deploy now to deploy modified service immediately when you click, OK

• Schedule deployment to specify a date and time to deploy the modified service later. The default
time is the current date and time when you select the option.

14.Click OK.

The service modification deployment Job ID link appears.

15.Click the Job ID.

You see the service modification deployment job details in the Jobs > JobManagement page. The Job
Management page presents the job information by job ID, Name, Percent complete, State, Job Type,
Summary, Scheduled Start, Username, and Recurrence. The State column indicateswhether themodified
service deployment is successful.

Deleting a UNI Interface and Deleting an Endpoint

To delete a UNI from a multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service from which you want to delete a UNI.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in the main display area. The General Settings box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. In the Action column of the Endpoint Settings table, find the UNI you want to delete and click the red
delete button for that table

The selected UNI is removed from the table. If the deleted UNI was the only UNI selected on that
device, then the device is deleted from the Endpoint Settings table.

6. ClickModify.

The Deployment Options dialog box appears.
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7. In the Deployment Options dialog box, select one of the following:

• Save only and Validate to save the service modification and validate it.

• Deploy now to deploy modified service immediately when you click, OK

• Schedule deployment to specify a date and time to deploy the modified service later. The default
time is the current date and time when you select the option.

8. Click OK.

The service modification deployment Job ID link appears.

9. Click the Job ID.

You see the service modification deployment job details in the Jobs > JobManagement page. The Job
Management page presents the job information by job ID, Name, Percent Complete, State, Job Type,
Summary, Scheduled Start, Username, and Recurrence. The State column indicateswhether themodified
service deployment is successful.

To view the modified service in the network topology, select Platform >NetworkMonitoring > Topology
> Service > NA. The parameters of the selected service is displayed.

For more information on topology, see “Junos Space Network Topology Overview” on page 32.

Modifying aMultipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service

For a multipoint-to-multipoint service, you can change the bandwidth or MTU of a specific UNI, add or
delete a UNI, change C-VLAN range values, and change advanced settings for a device endpoint or add a
new device endpoint.

You cannot change the interface of an existing UNI. Neither can you change the service VLAN ID.

To perform the equivalent of changing the interface on an existing UNI, add a new UNI with the desired
interface, and then delete the old UNI.

After modifying a service, the configuration audit and functional audit information is cleared and the
functional audit status is set to pending.
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Modifying a service creates a new service order based on the attribute settings of the existing service.

The following topics provide instructions for modifying a multipoint-to-multipoint (full mesh) Ethernet
service:

Adding an Endpoint | 846

Adding a UNI Interface | 848

Deleting a UNI Interface and Deleting an Endpoint | 850

Changing the Endpoint Bandwidth | 851

Changing the Primary Device in a Multihomed Group | 852

Changing Advanced Settings for an Endpoint | 854

Adding an Endpoint

To add an endpoint to a multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate Task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service to which you want to add an endpoint.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in themain display area. TheGeneral Information box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.
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4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. If you have configured the CFM, the General Information panel provides an option to disable the CFM
service. You can select the Disable CFM check box to disable the CFM service, if desired.

If you have not configured the CFM, the General Information panel provides an option to enable the
CFM service. You can select the CFM definition from the CFM Definition list, if desired.

6. In the Add Endpoints table, click Add Endpoints.

The Add Endpoint PE Devices window shows available N-PE devices that are not part of the service.

7. Select the devices on which you want to add new endpoints, then click Next.

The servicemodificationwindow shows the added deviceswith system recommended choices for UNI.

8. ClickModify.

9. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.
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10.Click OK.

11.Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

Adding a UNI Interface

To add a UNI on a device that is already part of a multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service to which you want to add a UNI.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in themain display area. TheGeneral Information box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. In the Action column of the Add Endpoints table, click UNI Interface for the device, as shown in the
following example, which adds a UNI to the device.
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An additional UNI appears in the endpoint table.

6. If the interface you selected in the previous step is already configured (duplicate) you must either
manually enter a different value in the service VLAN ID fields, or check the Autopick VLAN ID field.

7. Select an interface from the UNI Interface column.

8. ClickModify.

9. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following options:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.

10.Click OK.

11.Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.
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Deleting a UNI Interface and Deleting an Endpoint

To delete a UNI from a multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service from which you want to delete a UNI.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in themain display area. TheGeneral Information box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. In the Action column of the Endpoint Settings table, find the UNI you want to delete and click Delete
UNI Interface for that table row.

The selected UNI is removed from the table. If the deleted UNI was the only UNI selected on that
device, then the device is deleted from the Endpoint Settings table.

6. ClickModify.

7. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.
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• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.

8. Click OK.

9. Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

Changing the Endpoint Bandwidth

To change the rate limit or bandwidth for an endpoint of a multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service on which you want to change the bandwidth of an
endpoint.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in themain display area. TheGeneral Information box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. In theAction column of the Endpoint Settings table, click on theBandwidth entry for the UNI onwhich
you want to change the bandwidth.
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6. From the list of valid bandwidth settings, select the setting you want, then clickModify.

7. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.

8. Click OK.

9. Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

Changing the Primary Device in a Multihomed Group

To change the primary device in a multihomed group in a multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service on which you want to change the primary device in a
multihomed group.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.
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Current service settings appear in themain display area. TheGeneral Information box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modified service order, if desired.

5. To select a different primary device for the multihomed group, in the Endpoint Settings box, click the
Edit icon (indicated by a pencil), located to the left of the current primary device for the multihomed
group.

6. Select the radio button for the secondary device that you want to specify as the primary device in the
multihomed group.

7. Click Set As Primary.

8. ClickModify.

The secondary device is configured as the primary device in the multihomed group.

9. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.

10.Click OK.

11.Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.
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Changing Advanced Settings for an Endpoint

To change advanced settings for an endpoint of a multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service on which you want to change one or more advanced
settings for an endpoint.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in the main display area. The General Settings box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modified service order, if desired.

5. In the Action column of the Endpoint Settings table, find the device endpoint you want to modify, and
click Advanced for that table row.

The Advanced Setting window displays the security and advanced settings that you can configure for
a device.
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See the “Service AttributesOverview” on page 153 formore information about configuringMAC security
settings and advanced settings.

6. In theMAC Security Settings box, make selections for MAC learning and MAC statistics and enter
values for Interface MAC limit, MAC table size, and MAC table aging time.

7. Enable or disable tunnel services by selecting or clearing the disable-tunnel-service check box.

8. Enable or disable local switching by selecting or clearing the disable-local-switching check box.

9. In the Fast reroute priority field, specify the reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance.

10. In the Label block size field, specify the label block size for VPLS labels.

11. In the Connectivity type field, select a connection-type to specify when a VPLS connection is taken
down, depending on whether or not the interface for the VPLS routing instance is customer-facing or
integrated routing and bridging (IRB)

12.Click OK to save all your changes in the Advanced Setting window.

13.ClickModify.
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14. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.

15.Click OK.

16.Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

To view themodified service in the topology, select Platform >NetworkMonitoring > Topology > Service
> NA. The parameters of the selected service is displayed.

For more information on topology, see “Junos Space Network Topology Overview” on page 32

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order | 661

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Viewing Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Viewing Services | 833

Modifying a Point-to-Point Ethernet Service | 872

Modifying a Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service | 856

Modifying a Point-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service

For a point-to-multipoint service, you can add a spoke or a hub, change the role of a device from hub to
spoke or spoke to hub, change the bandwidth or MTU of a specific UNI, or add or delete a UNI.

You cannot change the interface of an existing UNI or the service VLAN ID.

To perform the equivalent of changing the interface on an existing UNI, add a new UNI with the desired
interface, and then delete the old UNI.

After modifying a service, the configuration audit and functional audit information is cleared and the
functional audit status is set to pending.

Modifying a service creates a new service order based on the attribute settings of the existing service.
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The following topics provide instructions for modifying a multipoint Ethernet (VPLS) service:

Adding a Spoke | 857

Adding a Hub | 859

Changing a Spoke to a Hub | 861

Changing a Hub to a Spoke | 862

Adding a UNI Interface | 863

Deleting a UNI Interface or Deleting an Endpoint | 865

Changing the Endpoint Bandwidth | 867

Changing the Primary Device in a Multihomed Group | 868

Changing Advanced Settings for an Endpoint | 869

Adding a Spoke

To add an endpoint configured as a spoke to a multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the point-to-multipoint service to which you want to add a spoke.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in the main display area. The General Settings box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.
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4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. If you have configured the CFM, the General Settings panel provides an option to disable the CFM
service. You can select the Disable CFM check box to disable the CFM service, if desired.

If you have not configured the CFM, the General Settings panel provides an option to enable the CFM
service. You can select the CFM definition from the CFM Definition list, if desired.

6. In the Endpoint Settings table, click Add Endpoints.

The Add Endpoint PE Devices window shows available N-PE devices that are not part of the service.

7. Select the devices on which you want to add new endpoints, and then click Next.

The servicemodificationwindow shows the added deviceswith system recommended choices for UNI.
To select a different UNI, see “Adding a UNI Interface” on page 863. To select a different bandwidth
than the applied default, see “Changing the Endpoint Bandwidth” on page 867.
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8. ClickModify.

9. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.

10.Click OK.

11.Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

Adding a Hub

To add an endpoint to a multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service to which you want to add a hub.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in themain display area. TheGeneral Information box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.
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4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. In the Endpoint Settings table, click Add Endpoints.

The Add Endpoint PE Devices window shows available N-PE devices that are not part of the service.

6. Select the devices on which you want to add new endpoints, and then click Next.

The servicemodificationwindow shows the added deviceswith system recommended choices for UNI.
To select a different UNI, see “Adding a UNI Interface” on page 863. To select a different bandwidth
than the applied default, see “Changing the Endpoint Bandwidth” on page 867.

7. In the Endpoint Settings table, check Hub for the device you just added.

8. ClickModify.

9. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.
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10.Click OK.

11.Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

Changing a Spoke to a Hub

To change a spoke to a hub in a point-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the point-to-multipoint service for which you want to change a
spoke to a hub.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in the main display area. The General Settings box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. In the Device column of the Endpoint Settings table, find the spoke endpoint you want to change to
a hub and select the Hub check box.

6. ClickModify.

7. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.
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8. Click OK.

9. Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

Changing a Hub to a Spoke

NOTE: You cannot change the only hub of a point-to-multipoint service to a spoke. You will
receive an error message when you try to save such a service configuration.

To change a hub to a spoke in a point-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the point-to-multipoint service for which you want to change a
hub to a spoke.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in the main display area. The General Settings box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. In the Device column of the Endpoint Settings table, find the hub endpoint you want to change to a
spoke and clear the Hub check box.

6. ClickModify.

7. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:
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• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.

8. Click OK.

9. Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

Adding a UNI Interface

To add a UNI on a device that is already part of a multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service to which you want to add a UNI.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in the main display area. The General Settings box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. In the Action column of the Endpoint Settings table, click Add UNI Interface for the device, as shown
in the following example, which adds a UNI to the device named SanFrancisco.
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An additional UNI appears in the endpoint table.

6. Select an interface from the UNI Interface column.

7. If the interface you selected in the previous step is already configured (duplicate) youmust either enter
a different value in the service VLAN ID field manually, or check the Autopick VLAN ID field.

8. ClickModify.
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9. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.

10.Click OK.

11.Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobsin the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

Deleting a UNI Interface or Deleting an Endpoint

NOTE: You cannot delete the last endpoint on the only hub device in the service. Youwill receive
an error message when you try to save such a service configuration.

To delete a UNI from a multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service from which you want to delete a UNI.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in the main display area. The General Settings box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. In the Action column of the Endpoint Settings table, find the UNI you want to delete and click Delete
UNI Interface for that table row.
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The selected UNI is removed from the table. If the deleted UNI was the only UNI selected on that
device, then the device is deleted from the Endpoint Settings table.

6. ClickModify.

7. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.

8. Click OK.

9. Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos SpaceNetwork Application PlatformUser Guide in the Junos Space Network Application
Platform User Guide for details.
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Changing the Endpoint Bandwidth

To change the rate limit or bandwidth for an endpoint of a multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service on which you want to change the bandwidth of an
endpoint.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in the main display area. The General Settings box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. In theAction column of the Endpoint Settings table, click on the Bandwidth entry for the UNI onwhich
you want to change the bandwidth.

6. From the list of valid bandwidth settings, select the one you want, then clickModify.

7. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.
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8. Click OK.

9. Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos SpaceNetwork Application PlatformUser Guide in the Junos Space Network Application
Platform User Guide for details.

Changing the Primary Device in a Multihomed Group

To change the primary device in a multihomed group in a point-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service on which you want to change the primary device in a
multihomed group.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in the main display area. The General Settings box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modified service order, if desired.

5. To select a different primary device for the multihomed group, in the Endpoint Settings box, click the
Edit icon (indicated by a pencil), located to the left of the current primary device for the multihomed
group.

6. Select the radio button for the secondary device that you want to specify as the primary device in the
multihomed group.
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7. Click Set As Primary.

8. ClickModify.

The secondary device is configured as the primary device in the multihomed group.

9. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.

10.Click OK.

11.Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

Changing Advanced Settings for an Endpoint

To change advanced settings for an endpoint of a point-to-multipoint Ethernet service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service on which you want to change one or more advanced
settings for an endpoint.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

Current service settings appear in the main display area. The General Settings box contains a unique
name for the service order that will request the change.

4. In the service Order name field, change the name of the modified service order, if desired.

5. In the Action column of the Endpoint Settings table, find the device endpoint you want to modify, and
click Advanced for that table row.
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The Advanced Setting window displays the security and advanced settings that you can configure for
a device.

See the “Service AttributesOverview” on page 153 formore information about configuringMAC security
settings and advanced settings.
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6. In theMAC Security Settings box, make selections for MAC learning and MAC statistics and enter
values for Interface MAC limit, MAC table size, and MAC table aging time.

7. Enable or disable tunnel services by selecting or clearing the disable-tunnel-service check box.

8. Enable or disable local switching by selecting or clearing the disable-local-switching check box.

9. In the Fast reroute priority field, specify the reroute priority for a VPLS routing instance.

10. In the Label block size field, specify the label block size for VPLS labels.

11. In the Connectivity type field, select a connection-type to specify when a VPLS connection is taken
down, depending onwhether the interface for the VPLS routing instance is customer-facing or integrated
routing and bridging (IRB)

12.Click OK to save all your changes in the Advanced Setting window.

13. In the Deployment Options window, select one of the following:

• Save the change without scheduling it.

• Schedule the change for immediate deployment.

• Schedule the change for later deployment.

14.Click OK.

15.Use the JobManagementworkspace tomonitor the progress and status of the deployment. SeeViewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

To view themodified service in the topology, select Platform >NetworkMonitoring > Topology > Service
> NA.

For more information on topology, see “Junos Space Network Topology Overview” on page 32
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Modifying a Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service | 845

Modifying a Point-to-Point Ethernet Service

You can modify the following entities of a point-to-point Ethernet service:

• MTU across the network

• Rate limiting bandwidth of an endpoint

• MTU of an endpoint

After modifying a service, the configuration audit and functional audit information is cleared and the
functional audit status is set to pending.

To modify the attributes of a service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service you want to modify.

3. Open the Actions menu and selectModify Service.

A graphical image of the service appears, showing device images that represent the service endpoints
and a cloud image that represents the network core. By default, the cloud image is selected, which
displays general settings and connectivity information in the right panel. The General Settings box
contains a unique name for the service order that will request the change.
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4. In the Name field, change the name of the modification service order, if desired.

5. Change the MTU setting, as required.

6. If you have configured the CFM, theGeneral/Connectivity Settings panel provides an option to disable
the CFM service. You can select the Disable CFM check box to disable the CFM service, if desired.

If you have not configured the CFM, the General/Connectivity Settings panel provides an option to
enable the CFM service. You can select the CFM definition from the CFM Definition list, if desired.

7. Click Next.

The service order endpoint settings information for endpoint A appears in the right panel.

8. Change the bandwidth or MTU setting as required.

9. Change the Revert time (sec) and Switch Over Delay (sec) as required.

10. Select or clear the Enable send-oam config check box.

11.Click Next and make any required changes to endpoint Z.
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12.ClickModify.

The Network Activate software modifies the service.

13.Use the Job Management workspace to check for successful completion of the action. See Viewing
Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.

To view themodified service in the topology, select Platform >NetworkMonitoring > Topology > Service
> NA.

For more information on topology, see “Junos Space Network Topology Overview” on page 32
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Modifying a Service in Cross Provisioning Platform

Use the Device Configlet Services landing page to modify a device configlet service in Cross Provisioning
Platform. You can modify a device configlet service only if a modification script is attached to the device
configlet service.

To modify a service in Cross Provisioning Platform:

1. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Services.

The Services page that appears displays a list of existing services.

2. Either select Service >Modify or select a service and click theModify icon on the grid tool bar. You
can also modify a service by selecting the service and then selecting Actions >Modify.
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TheModify Service page appears.

NOTE: TheModify Service page details vary according to the type of the selected service.

3. Modify the service details and clickModify.

The Job Details dialog box appears along with a job ID link.

4. Click the Job ID link to view the job details.

The Job Management page that appears contains a list of the jobs, along with the status of the jobs.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Modifying Bulk Services and Devices in Cross Provisioning Platform | 817
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Understanding Service Validation

You can use a functional audit and a configuration audit to monitor the health of a service for any of the
following reasons:

• You have just deployed a service and want to verify that it works before your customer starts to use it.

• You want to perform periodic verification that a service is functioning correctly.

• A customer has reported that a service is not functioning correctly and you need to find out what the
problem is and fix it.

The following sections provide instructions for functional audit and configuration audit:

• Performing a Functional Audit on page 1072

• Performing a Configuration Audit on page 1070
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Service Troubleshooting Overview

Common reasons for the failure of a service are that a PE device configured for that service is down, or
that device has had its service configuration changed so that it no longermatches the service configuration
in the Junos Space database.

The primary tools in Junos Space for troubleshooting service problems are:

• Functional audit

See “Performing a Functional Audit” on page 1072

• Configuration audit

See “Performing a Configuration Audit” on page 1070

• Job Management

See Viewing Jobs in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide
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If the functional audit shows the service to be running, the next step is to perform a configuration audit
to see whether the service configuration has been changed out of band, and is no longer consistent with
the service configuration in the Junos Space database.

You can view the results of both configuration and functional audits from theManage Services page. You
can also view the service configuration from theManage Services page.

In the Job Management page, use the Summary column to obtain information about failed deployments
and failed audits. For deployments in general, the Summary column contains useful service information
such as the VC ID and endpoint information. For some failed deployments, this column also contains
information about why the deployment failed. The following is an example of a failed deployment in the
Job Management page.
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Canceling a Job

Troubleshooting Services in Cross Provisioning
Platform

IN THIS SECTION

Troubleshooting Cross Provisioning Platform Services Using Operational Scripts | 879

Troubleshooting Cross Provisioning Platform Services Using CLI Configlet Scripts | 881
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The troubleshooting feature provides an easy and unique way to troubleshoot the services in Cross
Provisioning Platform. You do not have to manually login to a device to check the status of services in the
Cross Provisioning Platform application, but you can do the same using the functionality of operational
scripts and CLI configlet scripts. You do have the flexibility of writing your own scripts to view the results.

Only JuniperNetworks devices are supported by this functionality and this is not applicable to the third-party
devices.

The operational scripts and the CLI configlet scripts need to be created or imported to the platform from
the local machine before you start troubleshooting the services in the Cross Provisioning Platform
application.

The following table lists the context in which the OP scripts and CLI configlets are written for different
types of services:

Table 37: OP Scripts and CLI Configlets Contexts for Different Service Types

ContextService Type

@CONTEXT = "/device/configuration/protocols/l2circuit/neighbor/interface"

Example :
/device[name="MX80-NGCE-1"]/configuration/protocols/l2circuit/neighbor[name="30.1.2.8"]/interface[name="ge-0/1/5.784"]

P2P

/*@CONTEXT = "/device/configuration/routing-instances/instance/interface" */

Example :
/device[name="kochin"]/configuration/routing-instances/instance[name="SO62441630" and
instance-type="vrf"]/interface[name="ge-0/1/3.934"]

L3VPN

/* @CONTEXT = "/device/configuration/routing-instances/instance/interface" */

Example :
/device[name="kochin"]/configuration/routing-instances/instance[name="SO62441630" and
instance-type="vpls"]/interface[name="ge-0/1/3.945"]

VPLS

/* @CONTEXT = "/device/configuration/protocols/connections/interface-switch/interface"
*/ Example:
/device[name="MX80-1"]/configuration/protocols/connections/interface-switch/interface[name="ge-1/0/0.1801"]

P2P or L3VPN with
L2E

/* @CONTEXT =
"/device/configuration/protocols/l2circuit/local-switching/interface/end-interface" */ Example
/device[name="MX80-1"]/configuration/protocols/l2circuit/local-switching/interface[name="ge-1/0/0.1801"]/end-interface[interface="ge-1/2/2.1881"]

P2P (Local switching)
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Table 37: OP Scripts and CLI Configlets Contexts for Different Service Types (continued)

ContextService Type

/* @CONTEXT = "/device/configuration/protocols/bgp/group" */ Example
/device[name="MX80-1"]/configuration/protocols/bgp/group[type="external"]

NPS (Network
peering)

The following are the options to troubleshoot the services in the Cross Provisioning Platform application:

Troubleshooting Cross Provisioning Platform Services Using Operational
Scripts

The operational scripts or the OP scripts are written to view the statistics of a service in the Cross
Provisioning Platform application. All the commands in theOP scripts are user-defined. To view the contexts
for writing OP scripts for different service types, refer Table 37 on page 878.

To execute the OP scripts and view the status of any service:

1. From the Network Management Platform task pane, select Images and Scripts > Scripts.

The Scripts page that appears displays a list of the existing scripts.

2. From the list of the scripts available in the SLAX format, right-click a script and click Stage Scripts on
Devices to push the script onto a device.

The Stage Scripts onDevice(s) page that appears displays a list of the devices associatedwith the script
that you selected.

3. Select the Select DeviceManually option and select any number of devices to which you want to push
the script.

NOTE: The Enable Scripts on Devices check box is selected by default.

4. Click Stage to stage the script on all the devices that you selected.

The Stage Scripts Information dialog box confirms the successful staging of scripts onto the selected
devices along with the Job ID.

5. Click Job ID to view the status of the job on the Job Management page.

You are redirected to the Scripts page.

6. From the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Services.

The Services page that appears displays a list of the services in Cross Provisioning Platform.
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7. Double-click any service.

The CPP Services Details page that appears displays a list of the devices associated with the service
you selected.

You can view the advanced details of any device in theAdvancedDetails ForDevice section by clicking
the device from the list.

8. Right-click any device from the list and select the Execute OP Scripts option.

9. Select an OP script on the Execute OP Scripts page.

10.Click the Value column to enter any additional parameter for the selected OP script, besides the ones
coded in the script.

NOTE: The selection of parameters is entirely dependent on the OP scripts. If the OP scripts
support parameters, then all the parameters are listed and you need to enter the values.
Parameters can be optional, on the basis of the OP scripts.

11.Click Execute to execute the selected OP scripts with the newly added parameters, if any.

A dialog box confirms the execution of the OP scripts along with the Job ID.

12.Click OK.
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You are redirected to the Execute OP Scripts page.

13.Click View Last Result to view the previous OP scripts execution results.

NOTE: This is an optional step.

Troubleshooting Cross Provisioning Platform Services Using CLI Configlet
Scripts

The CLI configlet scripts are written to set the user-defined configuration to a device in which the cross
provisioning platform services are installed. The commands in the CLI configlet scripts are user-defined.
To view the contexts for writing CLI configlet scripts for different service types, refer Table 37 on page 878.
For more information on applying CLI configlet to devices, see Junos Space Network Management Platform
User Guide.

The process of providing troubleshooting support to Cross Provisioning Platform services using the CLI
configlet scripts is similar to that of the operational scripts. To execute the CLI configlet script and set the
configuration to any device:

1. From theCross Provisioning Platform task pane, selectCPP > Services to view theCPP ServiceDetails
page.

The CPP Service Details page appears.

2. Right-click any device and select the Execute CLI Configlet option.

The Apply CLI Configlet page appears.
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3. Select the Select Device Manually option.

4. Select the devices onto which you need to apply the CLI configlet script.

5. Enter the required parameters in the Value column, besides the ones coded in the CLI configlet script.

6. Click Next.

A preview of the CLI configlet script is shown.

7. Click Validate to validate the CLI configlet script.

The Validation Result page appears showing the status of the validation.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Cross Provisioning Platform for iPASOLINK Devices
Overview

The Cross Provisioning Platform (CPP) software provides a real-time operations support system (OSS) for
creating and deploying multivendor LAN or WAN services.

In addition to provisioning Juniper Networks and Nokia devices, the CPP application can provision services
(that is, microwave links) on NEC’s iPASOLINK devices.

NEC has been involved in developing and providing field-proven, reliable, wireless backhaul solutions
through the iPASOLINK series of microwave radio, for service providers all over theworld. The iPASOLINK
device provide wireless solutions.

Figure 24 on page 884 illustrates the high-level architecture of how CPP communicates with iPASOLINK
devices:

Figure 24: Cross Provisioning Platform High-Level Architecture
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With Cross Provisioning Platform, you can:

• Provision services across Juniper Networks devices and NEC’s iPASOLINK devices
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• Provision microwave links along with QoS configurations on iPASOLINK devices For more information
about provisioningQoS settings on an iPASOLINK device, see “ConfiguringQoS Settings for iPASOLINK
Devices” on page 914.

• Provision pseudowire and Layer 3 VPN services across Juniper Networks devices and use iPASOLINK
devices to deliver the services that span a wireless network.

For more information about provisioning microwave links across Juniper Networks and iPASOLINK
devices , see “Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Definition for iPASOLINK Devices” on
page 906 and “Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform ServiceOrder for iPASOLINKDevices” on page 910.

NOTE: The following functions are part of the native CPP functionality, but are not supported
on iPASOLINK devices:

• Interface migration

• Service resynchronization

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Discovering and Assigning Roles in Cross Provisioning Platform for iPASOLINK Devices | 903

Predefined Scripts for Provisioning iPASOLINK Devices | 905

Worldwide Junos OS Adapter Overview

The Junos Space wwadapter enables you to manage devices running the worldwide version of Junos OS
(ww Junos OS devices) through Junos Space Network Management Platform. ww Junos OS devices use
Telnet instead of Secure Shell (SSH2) to communicate with other network elements. Junos Space Network
Management Platform uses the failover approach when identifying a ww Junos OS device. It first tries to
initiate a connection to the device using SSH2. If it cannot connect to the device, Junos Space Network
Management Platform identifies the device as a ww Junos OS device. Since Junos Space Network
Management Platform does not support Telnet, it uses an adapter to communicate with ww Junos OS
devices. Junos Space NetworkManagement Platform connects to the adapter using SSH2 and the adapter
starts a Telnet session with the device.

NOTE: For ww Junos OS devices, Space as a System of Record (SSOR) mode of device
management is not supported.
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Before you install the wwadapter, complete the following prerequisites:

• Download the adapter image from the local client workstation.

• Ensure that the Junos Space servers have been deployed and are able to access devices.

• Configure Junos Space Network Management Platform to initiate connections with the device.

NOTE: Ensure that you allow at least three Telnet connections between theww JunosOS device
and the Junos Space server. Junos Space Network Management Platform needs a minimum of
three Telnet connections with the device in order to be able to manage it.

NOTE: For ww Junos OS devices, the Junos Space Service Now application works only on
AI-Scripts version 2.5R1 and later.

The Secure Console workspace and the option in the right-click context menu in the Manage
Devices workspace are disabled for ww Junos OS devices.

Installing the Worldwide Junos OS Adapter

You can install and use the wwadapter to manage devices running on the worldwide version of Junos OS
(ww Junos OS devices). Before you install the wwadapter, you must upload the ww Junos OS device
wwadapter image file.

To upload the wwadapter image file:

1. On the Junos Space Network Management Platform user interface, select Devices > Device Adapter
.

The Device Adapter page is displayed.

2. Select the Add Device Adapter icon on the Actions bar.

3. Browse to thewwadapter image file and select the filename so that the full path appears in the Software
File field.

4. Click Upload to bring the image into Junos Space Network Management Platform.
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A status box shows the progress of the image upload. Adding the wwadaptor image file automatically
installs the wwadapter.

Before you connect to any device, you must verify that the installation was successful.

To verify that the installation was successful, look at the device console on the Junos Space server.

1. On the server, change the directories to verify that the wwadapter directory has been created.

cd /home/jmp/wwadapter

2. To verify that the wwadapter is running, enter the following command on the Junos Space server:

prompt > service wwadapter status
wwadapter running

If the wwadapter is not active, you see the following status:

wwadapter stopped

Use the following commands to start or stop the wwadapter:

To start the wwadapter:

service wwadapter start

To stop the wwadapter:

prompt > ps –ef | grep wwadapter
promt > kill -9 {wwadapter pid}

To see the wwAdapter logs, change the directories to the wwadapter directory.

cd /home/jmp/wwadapter/var/errorLog/DmiAdapter.log

To view the contents of the error log file, open the log file with any standard text editor.

To view the contents of the log4j configuration file, change the directories to the wwadapter directory.

cd /home/jmp/wwadapter /wwadapterlog4j.lcf
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Device Discovery Profiles Overview

IN THIS SECTION

Connections Initiated by Junos Space or the Device | 889

Device Information Fetched During Device Discovery | 890

You use the device discovery profile to add devices to Junos Space Network Management Platform from
the Devices workspace. Discovery is the process of finding a device and then synchronizing the device
inventory and configurationwith the Junos SpaceNetworkManagement Platform database. To use device
discovery, you must be able to connect Junos Space Network Management Platform to the device.

A device discovery profile contains preferences used to discover devices, such as discovery targets, probes
used to discover devices, mode and details for authentication, SSH fingerprints of devices, and the schedule
to use this discovery profile. You can start the discovery process using a discovery profile in the following
ways: scheduling a discovery after creating a discovery profile, or selecting a discovery profile and clicking
Run Now.

Executing or running a discovery profile discovers, authenticates, and manages the device on Junos Space
Network Management Platform. With appropriate privileges for discovering devices, you can create
multiple discovery profiles with different combinations of targets, probes, and authentication modes on
your Junos Space setup. You can clone, modify, and delete the device discovery profiles from Junos Space
Network Management Platform. You can also choose whether to share device discovery profiles with
other users with device discovery permissions.

To discover network devices using a device discovery profile, Junos SpaceNetworkManagement Platform
uses the SSH, ICMP Ping, and SNMP protocols. When the device is discovered, device authentication is
handled through the administrator login SSH v2 credentials and SNMP v1, SNMP v2c, or SNMP v3 settings,
keys generated from Junos Space Network Management Platform (RSA, DSS, or ECDSA keys), or custom
keys. You can optionally enter the SSH fingerprint for each device and let Junos SpaceNetworkManagement
Platform save the fingerprint in the database during the discovery process and validate the fingerprint
when the device connects to Junos SpaceNetworkManagement Platform. Fingerprint validation is available
only for SSH-enabled Juniper Networks devices and not for ww Junos OS devices and modeled devices.

For device targets, you can specify a single IP address, a DNS hostname, an IP range, or an IP subnet to
discover devices on a network. When a device discovery profile is executed or run (either instantly or
based on a schedule), Junos Space Network Management Platform connects to the physical device and
retrieves the running configuration and the status information of the device. To connect with and configure
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devices, Junos Space Network Management Platform uses the Device Management Interface (DMI) of
Juniper Networks devices, which is an extension of the NETCONF network configuration protocol.

Connections Initiated by Junos Space or the Device

When a device is discovered , Junos Space Network Management Platform creates an object in the Junos
SpaceNetworkManagement Platformdatabase to represent the physical device andmaintains a connection
between the object and the physical device so that their information is linked.

Junos Space can manage devices in either of the following ways:

• Junos Space initiates and maintains a connection to the device.

• The device initiates and maintains a connection to Junos Space.

By default, Junos Space manages devices by initiating and maintaining a connection to the device. When
Junos Space initiates the connection to the device, you can discover and manage devices irrespective of
whether the management system is behind a Network Address Translation (NAT) server. For ww Junos
OS devices, Junos Space uses SSH with an adapter to manage the devices.

If a device-initiated connection to Junos Space is enabled, the DMI channel and port 7804 are used and
the following (sample) configuration is added on the device to establish the connection to Junos Space:

set system services outbound-ssh client 00111DOCEFAC device-id 7CE5FE

set system services outbound-ssh client 00111DOCEFAC secret “$ABC123”

set system services outbound-ssh client 00111DOCEFAC services netconf

set system services outbound-ssh client 00111DOCEFAC  172.22.199.10 port 7804

To discover and manage devices through a device-initiated connection, clear the Junos Space initiated
connection to device check box on theModify Application Settings page in the Administration workspace.
For information about configuring connections initiated by Junos Space by a device, seeModifying Junos
Space Network Management Platform Settings.

You can configure aNAT server to route connections between the Junos Space setup andmanaged devices.
Both device-initiated connections to a Junos Space setup and connections initiated by Junos Space to
managed devices, when the Junos Space setup is behind the NAT server, are supported on Junos Space
Network Management Platform. If a NAT server is used, the managed devices connect to Junos Space
Network Management Platform through the IP address of Junos Space Network Management Platform
translated by NAT.

When configuration changes aremade in Junos SpaceNetworkManagement Platform—for example, when
you deploy service orders to activate a service on your network devices—the configuration is pushed to
the physical device.
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If the network is the system of record (NSOR), when configuration changes are made on the physical
device (out-of-bandCLI commits and change-request updates), Junos SpaceNetworkManagement Platform
automatically resynchronizes with the device so that the device inventory information in the Junos Space
Network Management Platform database matches the current device inventory and configuration
information. If Junos Space Network Management Platform is the system of record (SSOR), this
resynchronization does not occur and the database is unchanged.

Device Information Fetched During Device Discovery

The following device inventory and configuration data are captured and stored in relational tables in the
Junos Space Network Management Platform database:

• Devices—Hostname, IP address, credentials

• Physical Inventory—Chassis, FPM board, power entry module (PEM), Routing Engine, Control Board
(CB), Flexible PIC Concentrator (FPC), CPU, PIC, transceiver, fan tray

Junos Space Network Management Platform displays the model number, part number, serial number,
and description for each inventory component, when applicable.

• Logical Inventory—Subinterfaces, encapsulation (link-level), type, speed, maximum transmission unit
(MTU), VLAN ID

• License information:

• License usage summary—License feature name, feature description, licensed count, used count, given
count, needed count

• Licensed feature information—Original time allowed, time remaining

• License SKU information—Start date, end date, and time remaining

• Loopback interface

Other device configuration data is stored in the Junos Space Network Management Platform database as
binary large objects and is available only to northbound interface (NBI) users.

Creating a Device Discovery Profile

You create a device discovery profile to create a set of preferences for device targets, probes, authentication
mode and credentials, SSH fingerprints, and the schedule to discover devices to Junos Space Network
Management Platform. In addition to scheduling the discovery, you can manually start the discovery
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process by running the device discovery profile. For more information, see “Running Device Discovery
Profiles” on page 901.

NOTE: To discover a device with dual Routing Engines, always specify the IP address of the
current primary Routing Engine. When the current primary IP address is specified, Junos Space
NetworkManagement Platformmanages the device and the redundancy. If the primary Routing
Engine fails, the backup Routing Engine takes over and Junos Space Network Management
Platform manages the transition automatically without bringing down the device.

NOTE: When you initiate discovery on a device running Junos OS, Junos Space Network
Management Platform automatically enables the NETCONF protocol over SSH by pushing the
following command to the device:

set system services netconf ssh

To create a device discovery profile, complete the following tasks:

1. Specifying Device Targets | 891

2. Specifying Probes | 894

3. Selecting the Authentication Method and Specifying Credentials | 897

4. (Optional) Specifying SSH Fingerprints | 898

5. Scheduling Device Discovery | 899

Specifying Device Targets

Device targets are IP addresses or hostnames of devices that youwant Junos SpaceNetworkManagement
Platform to discover.

To specify the device targets that you want Junos Space Network Management Platform to discover:

1. On the Junos Space NetworkManagement Platform user interface, selectDevices >Device Discovery
> Device Discovery Profiles.

The Discover Discovery Profiles page is displayed.

2. Click the Create Device Discovery Profile icon on the toolbar.
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The Device Discovery Target page is displayed on the left. The list of different tasks that should be
completed to create a profile is displayed on the right: Device Discovery Target, Specify Probes, Specify
Credentials, Specify Device FingerPrint, and Schedule/Recurrence.

NOTE: At any point in time, you can click the links to the different tasks (on the right of the
page) and navigate to those pages.

3. In the Discovery Profile Name field, enter the name of the device discovery profile.

The device discovery profile name cannot exceed 255 characters and can contain letters, numbers,
spaces, and special characters. The special characters allowed are period (.), hyphen (-), and underscore
(_). The device discovery profile name cannot start with letters or numbers and cannot contain leading
or trailing spaces.

NOTE: TheMake Public check box is selected by default so that the device discovery profile
is visible to all users.

4. In the Discovery Parameters field, you can add devicesmanually by specifying the details on theDevice
Discovery Target page or by uploading the details of the devices through a CSV file.

To add devices manually:

a. Click the Add Manually option button.
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b. In the Target Type area, select how you want to specify the targets: IP addresses or hostnames, IP
ranges, or a subnet.

• To enter the IP address or hostname of the device:

i. Select the IP Address/Hostname option button.

ii. In the Target Details field, enter the IP address or hostname.

NOTE: You can enter the IP address in either IPv4 or IPv6 format. Refer to
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space/ipv4-address-space.xhtml
for the list of restricted IPv4 addresses and
http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space/ipv6-address-space.xhtml
for the list of restricted IPv6 addresses.

NOTE: You can enter a combination of the following separated by a comma (,):

• IP addresses

• Hostnames

• IP address range expressions

• Subnet expressions

For example, 192.168.27.1, example.abc.com,
192.168.27.50-192.168.27.60,192.168.26.0/24

• To enter a range of IP addresses for the devices:

i. Select the IP Range option button.

The maximum number of IP addresses for an IP range target is 1024.

ii. In the Start IP Address field, enter the first IP address.

iii. In the End IP Address field, enter the last IP address.

• To enter an IP subnet for the devices:

i. Select the Subnet option button.

ii. In the IP Subnet/CIDR field, enter the subnet details.
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The subnet prefix for IPv4 addresses is 1–32 and for IPv6 addresses is 1–128.

To add devices by using a CSV file:

NOTE: From Junos Space Network Management Platform Release 16.1R1, a Private Key
column has been added in the CSV file to support the custom key option for device discovery.
Ensure that you use the latest sample CSV file. However, backward compatibility is supported.
That is, if you use an existing CSV file (from a previous release), the file is uploaded successfully.

a. Click the Upload CSV option button.

NOTE: The format of the CSV file that you are uploading should exactly match the format
of the sample CSV file.

You can add hundreds of devices to Junos SpaceNetworkManagement Platform by using
a CSV file. You can specify the hostnames, IP addresses, device login credentials, tags,
and SSH fingerprints in the CSV file.

b. (Optional) To view a sample CSV file, click the Sample CSV link.

c. Click Browse.

The CSV File Upload dialog box appears.

d. Navigate to the desired CSV file, select it, and then click Open.

The name of the CSV file is displayed in the CSV File: field.

e. Click Upload to upload the selected CSV file.

5. Click Next to proceed and select probes.

The Specify Probes page is displayed.

Specifying Probes

Probes are protocols used to find devices on the network—ping, SNMP, or SSH.
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To specify probes on the Specify Probes page:

1. To use the NAT configuration to discover devices using this profile, select the theUse NAT check box.

The Use NAT check box is available for selection only if NAT is already configured in Junos Space.

2. To discover devices using ping (if SNMP is not configured on the device), select the Use Ping check
box.

By default, this check box is selected.

3. To discover devices using SNMP (if SNMP is configured on the device), select the Use SNMP check
box.

By default, this check box is selected.

NOTE: If you clear both the Use Ping and Use SNMP check boxes, SSH is used to discover
devices. When both the Use Ping and Use SNMP check boxes are selected (the default),
Junos Space Network Management Platform can discover the target device more quickly,
but only if the device is pingable and SNMP is enabled on the device.
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4. You can select an appropriate version of SNMP during discovery:

• To use SNMP v1 or v2c:

i. Select the SNMP V1/V2C option button.

ii. Specify a community string, which can be public, private, or a predefined string.

The default community string is public.

• To use SNMP v3:

i. Select the SNMP V3 option button.

ii. In the User Name field, enter the username.

iii. In the Authentication type field, select the authentication type (MD5, SHA1, or None).

iv. In the Authentication password field, enter the authentication password. .

This field is available only if you selected MD5 or SHA1 in the Authentication type field. If you
selected None as the authentication type, the authentication function is disabled.

v. Select the privacy type (AES128, AES192, AES256, DES, or None).

vi. Enter the privacy password (if AES128, AES192, AES256, or DES).

If you specify None for the privacy type, the privacy function is disabled.

5. (Optional) Click Back to navigate to the Device Discovery Target page and change the details of the
device targets.

6. Click Next to proceed and select the authentication method.

The Specify Credentials page is displayed.
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Selecting the Authentication Method and Specifying Credentials

You can choose themode of authentication for the devices you are about to discover. For credentials-based
authentication, if you already specified the device login credentials in the CSV file, you can skip the Specify
Credentials page. With credentials-based authentication, you can specify a common administrator name
and password to establish an SSH connection to each target device that you are about to discover. If you
are using key-based authentication, youmust have generated keys from Junos SpaceNetworkManagement
Platform or must have the private key on your computer.

To specify the mode of authentication and credentials on the Specify Credentials page:

1. Select the mode of authentication used to authenticate devices during discovery.

To use credentials-based authentication:

a. In the Authentication Type area, select the Credentials-Based Authentication option button.

b. In the Username field, enter the administrator username.

c. In the Password field, enter the administrator password.

d. In the Confirm Password field, reenter the administrator password.

To use key-based authentication:

a. In the Authentication Type area, select the Key-Based Authentication option button.

b. In the Username field, enter the administrator username.
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You can use a key generated from Junos Space NetworkManagement Platform or a custom private
key uploaded to Junos Space Network Management Platform:

• To use a key generated from Junos Space Network Management Platform:

i. Select the Use Space Key option button.

• To use a custom private key:

i. Select the Use Custom Key option button.

ii. (Optional) In the Passphrase field, enter the passphrase created when you generated the
private key.

iii. Next to the Private Key field, click the Browse button to upload the private key for the
managed devices.

NOTE: If you modify the discovery profile, the Private Key field displays id_rsa
(which is the default filename) instead of the name of the uploaded file.

c. (Optional) Click Back to navigate to the preceding pages and change the probes and device targets.

d. Click Next to proceed and specify device fingerprints.

The Specify Device FingerPrint page is displayed.

(Optional) Specifying SSH Fingerprints

Optionally, specify or modify (if you specified the fingerprints by using the CSV file) the SSH fingerprints
for target devices. If you do not specify the fingerprints, Junos Space Network Management Platform
obtains fingerprint details when it connects to the device for the first time. You can specify fingerprints
during device discovery only for Juniper Networks devices. If you already specified the SSH fingerprints
in the CSV file, you can skip this task.
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To specify the SSH fingerprints on the Specify Device FingerPrint page:

1. Click the Fingerprint column corresponding to the device and enter the SSH fingerprint of the device.

NOTE: You can specify fingerprints for a maximum of 1024 devices simultaneously using
this workflow.

2. (Optional) Repeat step 1 for all devices or devices whose fingerprints you know.

3. (Optional) Click Back to navigate to the preceding pages and change the authentication details, probes,
and device targets.

4. Click Next to proceed and schedule discovery by using this profile.

The Schedule/Recurrence page is displayed.

Scheduling Device Discovery

Schedule the device discovery profile to discover devices to Junos Space NetworkManagement Platform.

To schedule the device discovery profile to discover devices:

1. Select the Schedule at a later time check box.

a. Enter the date in the Date field in the MM/DD/YYYY format.

b. Enter the time in the Time field in the hh:mm format.

2. Select the Recurrence check box.

a. (Optional) Select the periodicity of recurrence from the Repeats list.

The options are Minutes, Hourly, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, and Yearly. The default is Weekly.

b. (Optional) Select the interval from the Repeat every list.

The default is 1.

c. (Optional) If you select Weekly from the Repeats list, the Repeat by field appears. Select the check
boxes for the days of the week that you want the job to recur.
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d. (Optional) Click the On option button in the Ends field to specify an end date for the job recurrence.

If you select the Never option button, the job recurs endlessly until you cancel the job manually.

e. To specify the date and time when you want to end the job recurrence:

i. Enter the date in the Date field in the MM/DD/YYYY format.

ii. Enter the time in the Time field in the hh:mm format.

3. (Optional) Click Back to navigate to the preceding page and change fingerprints, authentication details,
probes, and device targets.

4. Click Finish to save the device discovery profile.

A job is created and the Discover Network Elements Information dialog box displays the link to the job
ID. Click OK to close the Information dialog box.
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Running Device Discovery Profiles

You run a device discovery profile to automatically discover, synchronize device inventory and interface
details, and manage devices running Junos OS to Junos Space Network Management Platform. Device
discovery is a four-step process in which you specify target devices, credentials to connect to each device
(that is, reuse existing credentials or specify new ones), and, optionally, the probe method (ICMP Ping,
SNMP, both ICMP Ping and SNMP, or none), and the SSH fingerprint for each device. You can runmultiple
device discovery profiles by using this workflow. If you run multiple device discovery profiles, all devices
targets specified in the device discovery profiles are discovered.

Before you start discovering devices, ensure that the following conditions are met:

• The device is configured with a management IP address that is reachable from the Junos Space server,
or the NAT server if you are using a NAT server on your Junos Space setup.

• A user with the privileges of a Junos Space administrator is created and enabled on the device.

• The device is configured to respond to ping requests if you intend to use ping as the probe method to
discover devices.

• SNMP is enabled on the device with appropriate read-only v1 or v2c or v3 credentials if you intend to
use SNMP as the probe method to discover devices.

To run discovery profiles:

1. On the Junos Space Network Management Platform user interface, selectDevices >Device Discovery
> Device Discovery Profiles.

The Discover Discovery Profiles page is displayed.

2. Select the check boxes corresponding to the discovery profiles you want to run and click the Run Now
icon on the toolbar.

The Discovery Status report appears. This report shows the progress of discovery in real time. Click a
bar in the chart to view information about the devices currently managed or discovered, or for which
discovery failed.

A job is created for every device discovery profile you run. From the Job Details page, you can check
whether a devicewas discovered and added to Junos SpaceNetworkManagement Platform. If a device
is discovered, you can view the device on the Device Management page.

To go to the Job Details page, double-click the ID of the device discovery job on the Job Management
page. The Description column on this page specifies whether the device was discovered and added to
Junos Space Network Management Platform. If the device was not discovered and added to Junos
Space Network Management Platform, the column lists the reason for failure. You can also sort all the
columns in ascending or descending order to identify the devices that are discovered and devices that
are not discovered.
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Modifying a Device Discovery Profile

Youmodify a device discovery profile when youwant to expand the range of device targets, change device
targets when devices were not discovered, change credentials or other details such as fingerprints or the
discovery schedule.

NOTE: Ensure that you have no discovery jobs scheduled for a device discovery profile that you
want to modify. All discovery jobs scheduled from the original device discovery profile are
canceled after you modify the original device discovery profile.

To modify a device discovery profile:

1. On the Junos Space NetworkManagement Platform user interface, selectDevices >Device Discovery
> Device Discovery Profiles.

The Discover Discovery Profiles page is displayed.

2. Select the check box corresponding to the device discovery profile you want to modify and click the
Modify Profile icon on the toolbar

The Modify Device Discovery Profile page is displayed.

The Device Discovery Target page is displayed on the left. The list of different tasks that should be
completed to create a device discovery profile is displayed on the right: Device Discovery Target,
Specify Probes, Specify Credentials, Specify Device FingerPrint, and Schedule/Recurrence.

NOTE: At any point in time, you can click the links to the different tasks (on the right of the
page), navigate to those pages, and modify the details of the device discovery profile.

3. (Optional) Review and modify the details of the device and click Next.

The Specify Probes page is displayed.

4. (Optional) Review and modify the probes and click Next.

The Specify Credentials page is displayed.

5. (Optional) Review and modify the authentication details and click Next.
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NOTE: If you modify the discovery profile, the Private Key field displays id_rsa (which is the
default filename) instead of the name of the uploaded file.

The Specify Device FingerPrint page is displayed.

6. (Optional) Review and modify the fingerprint details and click Next.

The Schedule/Recurrence page is displayed.

7. Review and modify the schedule and click Finish.

The device discovery profile ismodified. A job is created and theDiscoverNetwork Elements Information
dialog box displays the link to the job ID. Click OK to close the Information dialog box.

NOTE: If youmodify and run a device discovery profile for which an associated device discovery
job is already in progress, the existing job is cancelled and a new job is triggered for the modified
discovery profile.

Discovering andAssigning Roles in Cross Provisioning
Platform for iPASOLINK Devices

IN THIS SECTION

Discovering Device Roles | 904

Assigning Device Roles | 904

Before discovering and assigning iPASOLINK devices, youmust have already run device discovery in Junos
Space Platform. For more information on device discovery in Junos Space Platform, seeDiscoveringDevices
in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide.

Pre-staging all iPASOLINK devices is a powerful yet simple way to prepare your devices for provisioning.
Pre-staging has two parts:
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Discovering Device Roles

To discover the roles of devices:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles >
Discover Roles.

The Role Discovery Status window shows the discovery of unassigned devices found in the database.

2. To view the devices for which the CPP software recommends the L2E role, click the L2E bar.

The Assign Roles window appears.

NOTE: By default, iPASOLINK devices are discovered as Layer 2 Ethernet (L2E) devices.

Assigning Device Roles

During the prestaging process, iPASOLINK devices are assigned a role of Layer 2 Ethernet (L2E) device.
When you create Pseudowire and Layer 3 VPN services across Juniper Networks devices, you can attach
multiple iPASOLINK devices as these services support multiple L2E endpoints.

To assign device roles for iPASOLINK devices:

1. In theCross Provisioning Platform task pane, selectPrestageDevices >ManageDevice Roles >Assign
Roles.

2. In the Assign Roles page, click an iPASOLINK device.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Assign Role.

iPASOLINK devices are assigned a role of Layer 2 Ethernet (L2E) device.

4. In the confirmation window, click Assign.

5. To view the assignment status, in the JobManagementwindow, click the job ID of the assignment job.

The Job Management page shows the progress and status of the role assignment job. See Viewing Jobs in
the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide for details.
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Predefined Scripts for Provisioning iPASOLINK
Devices

Cross Provisioning Platform provides predefined scripts that a service provisioner can use while creating
a service.

Predefined scripts for iPASOLINK devices are as follows:

• PD_QOS_Device_Configlet_Create_Script_iPASO—Script used for provisioning QoS configurations on
iPASOLINK devices

• PD_QOS_Device_Configlet_Modify_Script_iPASO—Script used for modifying QoS configurations on
iPASOLINK devices

• PD_QOS_Device_Configlet_Detail_Script_iPASO—Script used for viewing QoS configurations on
iPASOLINK devices

• PD_VLAN-PATH_Create_Script_iPASO—Script used for provisioningVLAN-PATHservices on iPASOLINK
devices

• PD_VLAN-PATH_Modify_Script_iPASO—Script used formodifying VLAN-PATH services on iPASOLINK
devices

• PD_VLAN-PATH_Detail_Script_iPASO—Script used for viewing VLAN-PATH services on iPASOLINK
devices

• PD_P2P_LDP_iPaso_Create_Script_JNPR_iPASO—Script used for provisioning LDP-based point-to-point
services between Juniper Networks devices and iPASOLINK devices.

• PD_P2P_LDP_iPaso_Modify_Script_JNPR_iPASO—Script used for modifying LDP-based point-to-point
services between Juniper Networks devices and iPASOLINK devices

• PD_P2P_LDP_iPaso_Details_Script_JNPR_iPASO—Script used for viewing LDP-based point-to-point
services between Juniper Networks devices and iPASOLINK devices

• PD_L3VPN_iPaso_Create_Script_JNPR_iPASO—Script used for provisioning Layer 3 VPN services
between Juniper Networks devices and iPASOLINK devices

• PD_L3VPN_iPaso_Modify_Script_JNPR_iPASO—Script used formodifying Layer 3 VPN services between
Juniper Networks devices and iPASOLINK devices.

• PD_L3VPN_iPaso_Detail_Script_JNPR_iPASO—Script used for viewing Layer 3 VPN services between
Juniper Networks devices and iPASOLINK devices.

To view details of predefined scripts, select and double-click the predefined script on the CPP > Scripts
page. The Script Details window appears.
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The Script Details window contains a Configuration Script tab and a GUI Script tab. The configuration
script available on Configuration Script tab is used for generating the configuration and the GUI script
available on the GUI Script tab generates the GUI window for you to provision a service.

You can modify a predefined script. For more information on modifying a script, see “Modifying Scripts
Created for Cross Provisioning Platform” on page 780.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Adding Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 776

Exporting Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 777

Importing Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 779

Modifying Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 780

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service
Definition for iPASOLINK Devices

To create a cross provision platform service definition for NEC:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Definitions.

2. In the CPP > Service Definitionwindow, click on the + button. The Create Service Definitionwindow
appears.
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3. Enter information in theCreate ServiceDefinitionwindow according to the descriptions in the following
table.

DescriptionParameter

Enter a name for the service definition.Name

Enter a unique ID to associate with this service definition in the range 1 through 2147483647.

NOTE: The service definition ID is optional. If you do not provide any value in this field, the default
value is -1. In the service definition selection grid, no value is displayed in the ID column. Each service
definition is assigned a unique ID. If you give an existing ID valuewhile creating a new service definition,
exception occurs.

ID

Enter a description of the service to distinguish its operation from others.Description
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DescriptionParameter

Select one of the following type to creating a service definition for iPASOLINK devices:

• VLAN-PATH—Select this service type to provisionmicrowave links across Juniper Networks devices
and iPASOLINK devices.

• PW-LDP-IPASO—Select this service type to provision LDP-based point-to-point service across
Juniper Networks devices and iPASOLINK devices.

• PW-LDP-IPASO—Select this service type to provision Layer 3 VPN service across Juniper Networks
devices and iPASOLINK devices.

• Device—Select this service type to provision QoS settings for an iPasolink device

NOTE: For each of these Type, you must select the corresponding script. For example if you are
provisioning LDP-based point-to-point service across Juniper Networks devices and iPASOLINK
devices you must select PD_P2P_LDP_iPaso_Create_Script_JNPR_iPASO and
PD_P2P_LDP_iPaso_Modify_Script_JNPR_iPASO scripts.

Type
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DescriptionParameter

This parameter provides two fields:

• Select Junos Space Creation Script—Select a Junos Space service creation script from the list of
scripts available in this section and the same would be populated in the corresponding text field. If
you need to remove the selected script, deselect the same. Following are the Junos Space service
creation scripts for an iPASOLINK device:

• PD_QOS_Device_Configlet_Create_Script_iPASO—Script used for provisioningQoS configuration
on iPASOLINK devices.

• PD_VLAN-PATH_Create_Script_iPASO—Script used for provisioning VLAN-PATH service on
iPASOLINK devices.

• PD_P2P_LDP_iPaso_Create_Script_JNPR_iPASO—Script used for provisioning LDP-based
point-to-point service between Juniper Networks and iPASOLINK devices.

• PD_L3VPN_iPaso_Create_Script_JNPR_iPASO—Script used for provisioning Layer 3 VPN service
between Juniper Networks and iPASOLINK devices.

NOTE: You cannot create a service definition if you have not selected the Junos Space creation
script.

• Select Junos Space Modification Script—Select a Junos Space modification script from the list of
scripts available in this section and the same would be populated in the corresponding text field. If
you need to remove the selected script, deselect the same. Following are the Junos Space service
modification scripts for an iPASOLINK device:

• PD_QOS_Device_Configlet_Modify_Script_iPASO—Script used for modifying QoS configuration
on iPASOLINK devices.

• PD_VLAN-PATH_Modify_Script_iPASO—Script used for modifying VLAN-PATH service on
iPASOLINK devices.

• PD_P2P_LDP_iPaso_Modify_Script_JNPR_iPASO—Script used for modifying LDP-based
point-to-point service between Juniper Networks and iPASOLINK devices.

• PD_L3VPN_iPaso_Modify_Script_JNPR_iPASO—Script used for modifying Layer 3 VPN service
between Juniper Networks and iPASOLINK devices.

NOTE: Formore information on predefined scripts, see “Predefined Scripts for Provisioning iPASOLINK
Devices” on page 905.

Junos Space
Service
Scripts

No action is required for iPASOLINK devices.SAM Service
Scripts

4. Click Create.

The service definition is listed on the Service Definition page.

The value in the ID field is associated with a service definition. This identifier can be used when you
are searching for a particular service definition while creating a service order. You can search the service
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definition by its name, type or unique ID. You canmodify the ID only during themigration of old service
definition IDs.

5. Select the service definition you created and select Action > Publish Service Definition. The State
column indicates when the service definition is published.

You can create the service order based on the service definition you created. For creating a Cross
Provisioning Platform service order for iPASOLINKDevices, see “Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform
Service Order for iPASOLINK Devices” on page 910.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order for iPASOLINK Devices | 910

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order
for iPASOLINK Devices

Before you create a cross provision platform service order, you must create the service definition upon
which to base the service order. Foe example, if you want to create a VLAN-PATH service order you must
have created a service definition with Type as VLAN-PATH and must have attached the corresponding
VLAN-PATH-related predefined scripts.

To create a Cross Provisioning Platform service order:

1. in the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Orders.

2. In the Service Orders window, click the + button. The Create CPP Service Order window appears.
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3. In the General Settings section, select a service definition based on the unique ID, name or type. For
configuring VLANpath between iPASOLINK devices youmust select the service definitionwith service
type as VLAN-PATH.

NOTE: The value in the ID field is associated with a service definition. This identifier can be
usedwhen you are searching for a particular service definitionwhile creating a device configlet
order. You can search the service definition by its name, type or unique ID. You can modify
the ID only during the migration of old service definition IDs.

4. In the Order description field, enter a description of the service that distinguishes its operation from
others.

5. Click Next.
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The iPASOLINK VLAN Path Provisioning page appears.

NOTE: The following representation of a iPASOLINK VLAN Path Provisioning page window
is a sample only. The appearance of this window is based on the scripts that are associated
with the service definition upon which the service is based.

6. In the Step1: Select Device section, select a device.

7. In the Step2: Select Interface section, select the corresponding interfaces.

8. Click Add to Staged Interfaces.

The selected devices will be listed in the Step3: Enter Staged Interface Details section.

9. In the Step3: Enter Staged Interface Details, specify the following parameters for each interface:

• VLAN ID

• VLAN Service Name
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• Port Type

• QOS Settings

NOTE: This is applicable for VLAN-PATH service type only.

• L2 Extension

The L2 Extension section is available for L3VPN-IPASO or P2P-IPASO service types only.

NOTE: iPASOLINK devices are assigned a role of Layer 2 Ethernet (L2E) device.When you
create Pseudowire and Layer 3 VPN or point-to-point services across Juniper Networks
devices, you can attachmultiple iPASOLINK devices as these services support multiple L2E
endpoints.

10. (Optional) Click Clear if you want to reset the selections.

11. (Optional) Before you click Create, to verify the configuration click Verify.

12.Click Create to create the service order.

13.Deploy the service order.

For more information on deploying a service order, see “Deploying a Service Order” on page 632.

After you successfully deploy the service order, the service order is listed on the Services page.

On the Services page, you can perform the following actions:

• View a service.

• Modify a service

• Decommission a service

• Perform Functional Audit

• Perform Configuration Audit

NOTE: The Cross Provisioning Platform application does not support two-phase commit and
delete partial configurations options for iPASOLINK devices.
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Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Definition | 306

Viewing Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order Details | 623

Viewing Services | 833

Editing a Service Name | 835

Decommissioning a Service | 835

Modifying a Service in Cross Provisioning Platform | 874

Understanding Service Validation | 876

Service Troubleshooting Overview | 876

Troubleshooting Services in Cross Provisioning Platform | 877

Configuring QoS Settings for iPASOLINK Devices

To configure QoS settings for an iPASOLINK device:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform > CPP > Service Definitions, create a service definition with the
service type as DEVICE. Ensure you select a script from the following list of QoS-related predefined
scripts:

• PD_QOS_Device_Configlet_Create_Script_iPASO—Script used for provisioning QoS configurations
on iPASOLINK devices

• PD_QOS_Device_Configlet_Modify_Script_iPASO—Script used formodifyingQoS configurations on
iPASOLINK devices

• PD_QOS_Device_Configlet_Detail_Script_iPASO—Script used for viewing QoS configuration on
iPASOLINK devices

For more information about creating a service definition, see “Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform
Service Definition for iPASOLINK Devices” on page 906.

2. Publish the service definition.

To publish the service definition that you have created:

a. On the Service Definitions page, select the service definition that you have created.

b. From the Actions menu, select Publish Service Definition.

The Publish Service Definitions window that is displayed prompts you to confirm your action.

c. Click Publish.
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The Service Definitions page reappears. The selected service definition is now in the published
state.

3. Provision the configuration on the iPASOLINK device.

a. On the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Device Configlet Orders.

The Device Configlet Order page appears.

b. On the Device Configlet Orders page, click the + icon.

The Create CPP Device Configlet Order page appears.

c. On the Create CPP Device Configlet Order page, select the service definition that you have created
in step 1.

d. (Optional) Specify the description in the Description field.

e. Click Next.

The QOS Provisioning window appears.

NOTE: The appearance of the QOS Provisioning window is based on the scripts that are
associated with the service definition upon which the device configlet is based.

f. Select an iPASOLINK device in Site name, and fill in the QoS-settings-related fields on the Classify
Settings, Ingress Settings, and Egress Settings tabs.

4. (Optional) If you want to verify the modified QoS Settings, click Verify.

5. Click Create.

The QoS Settings is deployed on the selected iPASOLINK device and you can view the device configlet
order on the Device Configlet Orders page.

For more information about administrating the device configlet order, see “Administering a Device
Configlet Service Order for Cross Provisioning Platform” on page 796.

NOTE: You cannot decommission a device configlet order.

6. Deploy the device configlet order.

The QoS configuration is deployed on the iPASOLINK device.
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Cross Provisioning Platform for Canoga Perkins NIDs
Overview

The Cross Provisioning Platform (CPP) application provides a real-time operations support system (OSS)
for creating and deploying services across multivendor devices.

In addition to provisioning Juniper Networks devices, Nokia devices, and NEC’s iPASOLINK devices, the
CPP application can provision services across Juniper Networks devices and Canoga Perkins network
interface devices (NIDs).

To provision end-to-end services across Juniper Networks devices and Canoga Perkins NIDs, Cross
Provisioning Platform integrates with an Element Management System, CanogaView. The CanogaView
has a customized Bell Canada proprietary software, Bell Interface Module.

The Cross Provisioning Platform application integrates with CanogaView and uses the Bell Interface
Module’s REST APIs to provision end-to-end services across Juniper Networks devices and Canoga Perkins
NIDs.

Figure 24 on page 884 illustrates the high-level architecture of how CPP communicates with multivendor
devices including Canoga Perkins devices:

Figure 25: Cross Provisioning Platform High-Level Architecture
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The Cross Provisioning Platform application supports the following Canoga Perkins NIDs:

• Model 9145E

• Model 9145ELB

• Model 9145EMP

The Vendor Type Canoga and the Device Role NID are added to existing Vendor Types and Device Roles
in CPP to facilitate provisioning of services across the Juniper Networks devices and Canoga Perkins NIDs.

NOTE: The following functions that are part of the native CPP functionality are not supported
on Canoga Perkins NIDs:

• Device Configlets

• Configuration audit

• Bulk Operations

• Interface migration

• Report Management

To provision services for Canoga Perkins NIDs by using CPP, you must:

• Configure theOSS parameters. Formore information about configuringOSS parameters, see “Configuring
OSS Parameters for Canoga Perkins NIDs” on page 919.

• Add and synchronize Canoga PerkinsNIDs. Formore information about adding and synchronizing devices,
see “Adding a Canoga Perkins NID to Cross Provisioning Platform” on page 922 and “Synchronizing
Canoga Perkins NIDs with OSS” on page 923.

• Create service definitions. For more information about creating service definitions, see “Creating a
Service Definition for Canoga Perkins NIDs” on page 927.

• Create and deploy service orders. For more information about creating and deploying service orders,
see “Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order for Canoga Perkins NIDs” on page 930.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Configuring OSS Parameters for Canoga Perkins NIDs | 919

Adding a Canoga Perkins NID to Cross Provisioning Platform | 922
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ConfiguringOSSParameters for Canoga PerkinsNIDs

Before you add Canoga Perkins network interface devices (NIDs), you must configure the Canoga Perkins
operations support system (OSS) in the Network Management Platform.

To configure the Canoga Perkins OSS:

1. From the Network Management Platform UI, select Administration > Applications.

The Applications window appears.

2. Select Cross Provisioning Platform from the list of applications.

3. From the Actions menu, selectModify Application Settings.

The Modify Application Settings window appears.

4. Select OSSConfigParameters.

The OSSConfigParameters pane lists the OSS configuration parameters that you must configure for
the following vendors:

• Alcatel OSS Configuration

• Canoga OSS Configuration

You can view or configure the OSS parameters.

5. In the OSSConfigParameters pane, select Canoga OSS Configuration.

The OSSConfigParameters pane lists a set of parameters that you can configure for Canoga Perkins
NIDs.

6. Enter values for the required parameters.

DescriptionOSS Parameter

IP address of the primary server.Primary Server IP

Port number of the primary server.Primary Server Port

IP address of the backup server.Backup Server IP

Port number of the backup server.Backup Server Port:
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DescriptionOSS Parameter

Duration of HTTP connection (in milliseconds) before the timeout elapses.HTTP Connection Timeout
(milliseconds)

Maximum number of simultaneous API requests permitted.Maximum API Requests

The number of devices that must be queried in a single request while
performing the synchronization.

Number of devices for syncwithOSS
request

Username for accessing the OSS server.OSS User Name

Password for accessing the OSS server.OSS User Password

Time at which the CPP system synchronizes third-party devices, added or
deleted from the CPP system, with the OSS server.

NOTE: The time at which the synchronization job runs is associated with the
location of the browser in which you are using the Junos Space software. That
is, the synchronization job runs according to the browser time where the job
is scheduled, not according to the timewhere the Junos Space server is located.

Synchronize OSS Inventory daily at
given time

Specifieswhether the CPP system communicateswith the primaryOSS server
or the backup server.

If this check box is selected, the CPP system communicates with the primary
OSS server. If the check box is not selected, the system interacts with the
backup server.

Use primary server

Specifies whether the CPP system must use the HTTP protocol.

If this check box is selected, the CPP system uses the HTTP protocol.

The default protocol is HTTPS.

Use HTTP protocol

7. ClickModify after you finish entering values for OSSConfigParameters fields.

The Canoga Perkins OSS is configured. You can test if the OSS is configured correctly by following the
procedure described in “Confirming Communication with Canoga Perkins OSS Server” on page 921.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Confirming Communication with Canoga Perkins OSS Server | 921

Adding a Canoga Perkins NID to Cross Provisioning Platform | 922

Synchronizing Canoga Perkins NIDs with OSS | 923

ConfirmingCommunicationwithCanogaPerkinsOSS
Server

You can check if the Cross Provisioning Platform can establish a communication with the CanogaView
OSS. Before you check the communication between Cross Provisioning Platform and the CanogaView
operations support system (OSS), ensure that the OSS parameters are configured in the Network
Management Platform application.

To confirm if Cross Provisioning Platform can establish a communication with the CanogaView OSS:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Third-Party Devices.

The Third-Party Devices window appears.

2. Click the Ping OSS Server icon in the command bar.

The Select Vendor window appears.

3. Select the Vendor Type as Canoga.

The primary IP address and the secondary IP address of the vendor is displayed.

4. Click Ok.

The Cross Provisioning Platform application pings the primary IP address of the CanogaView OSS to
establish communication. If the primary IP address is not reachable, the Cross Provisioning Platform
application pings the secondary IP address to establish communication.

The Ping OSS – Status window appears, which indicates:

• Whether or not the CPP system has access to the CanogaView OSS server.

• Whether the primary IP address or the secondary IP address is used for establishing the
communication.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Configuring OSS Parameters for Canoga Perkins NIDs | 919

Adding a Canoga Perkins NID to Cross Provisioning Platform | 922

Adding a Canoga Perkins NID to Cross Provisioning
Platform

The Cross Provisioning Platform application supports the following Canoga Perkins network interface
devices (NIDs):

• Model 9145E

• Model 9145ELB

• Model 9145EMP

The device role for Canoga Perkins network interface devices isNID, with service capability of L2 and L3.

To add a Canoga Perkins NID to the Cross Provisioning Platform application:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Third-Party Devices.

2. Click the Add Third-Party Device icon.

The Add Third-Party Device appears.

3. Click IP Address option

You can add a third-party device either using the host name of the device or IP address of the device.
Because the Canoga Perkins NIDs do not have a host name and are identified by a non-unique ID along
with the device name, you cannot add a Canoga Perkins NID using the host name.

4. In the IP Address field, specify the IP address of the Canoga Perkins NID.

5. In the Vendor field, select Canoga.

6. Click Add.

After the job completion, the Third-Party Devices landing page lists the Canoga Perkins NID that you
have added.

The Third-Party Devices landing page allows you to view and filter third-party devices that you have
added based on the vendor type.
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Synchronizing Canoga Perkins NIDs with OSS

IN THIS SECTION

Synchronize All Canoga Perkins NIDs with OSS | 923

Synchronize Selected Canoga Perkins NIDs with OSS | 924

Resynchronize Failed Canoga Perkins NIDs based on the Port Number | 925

Schedule OSS Synchronization for Canoga Perkins NIDs | 925

Cancel OSS Synchronization for Canoga Perkins NIDs | 925

You can perform the following synchronization operations after you have added Canoga Perkins network
interface devices (NIDs):

Synchronize All Canoga Perkins NIDs with OSS

You can synchronize all Canoga Perkins NIDs with the OSS to ensure that all the Canoga Perkins NIDs
managed in the CanogaView OSS are staged to the Cross Provisioning Platform application.

To synchronize all Canoga Perkins NIDs:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Third-Party Devices.

The Third-Party Devices window appears.

2. Select the Synchronize all the devices with OSS icon.

The OSS Synchronization window appears.

3. In the Vendor field, select Canoga.
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NOTE: Select All in the Vendor field to synchronize all third-party devices.

4. Click Sync.

A job is created to synchronize all Canoga Perkins NIDs with OSS.

Synchronize Selected Canoga Perkins NIDs with OSS

You can synchronize selected Canoga Perkins NIDs with the OSS to ensure that the selected Canoga
Perkins NIDs managed in CanogaView are staged to the Cross Provisioning Platform application.

To resynchronize information for Canoga Perkin NIDs that you have selected:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Third-Party Devices.

The Third-Party Devices window appears.

2. Select one or more Canoga Perkins NIDs.

You can select up to 10 NIDs. If you want to select more than 10 NIDs, you must increase the value
of the Number of devices for sync with OSS request field in OSSConfigParameters > Canoga OSS
Configuration.

3. Select the Synchronize selected devices with OSS icon.

The Synchronize selected devices with OSS window appears.

4. In the Vendor field, select Canoga.

NOTE: Select All in the Vendor field to synchronize all third-party devices.

5. Click Sync.

A job is created to resynchronize the selected Canoga Perkins NIDs with OSS.
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Resynchronize Failed Canoga Perkins NIDs based on the Port Number

This operation is not applicable for Canoga Perkins NIDs as the ports are synchronized and fetched statically.

Schedule OSS Synchronization for Canoga Perkins NIDs

You can schedule a synchronization of Canoga Perkins NIDs with the OSS.

To schedule synchronization of Canoga Perkins NIDs:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Third-Party Devices.

The Third-Party Devices window appears.

2. Select the Schedule OSS Synchronization Job icon.

The Schedule OSS Synchronization window appears.

You can configure the synchronization schedule time in OSSConfigParameters > Canoga OSS
Configuration > Synchronize OSS Inventory daily at given time. The default value is 5:00 AM.

3. In the Vendor field, select Canoga.

NOTE: Select All in the Vendor field to schedule synchronization of all third-party devices.

4. Click Schedule.

The synchronization schedule for Canoga Perkins NIDs is updated.

Cancel OSS Synchronization for Canoga Perkins NIDs

You can cancel the synchronization of Canoga Perkins NIDs that you have scheduled.

To cancel synchronization of Canoga Perkins NIDs:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Third-Party Devices.

The Third-Party Devices window appears.

2. Select the Cancel OSS Synchronization icon.
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The Cancel OSS Synchronization window appears.

3. In the Vendor field, select Canoga.

NOTE: Select All in the Vendor field to cancel synchronization of all third-party devices.

4. Click OK.

A status of the cancelled synchronization is listed.
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Adding Canoga Perkins Scripts

Before you can create a Cross Provisioning Platform service definition, you must add scripts that enable
management of the Juniper Networks devices and Canoga Perkins NIDs.

There are three types of scripts:

• GUI Script—Provides the code that renders the Cross Provisioning Platform GUI window required for
provisioning a Juniper Networks device.

• Junos Configuration Script—Provides the code that enables provisioning of a particular Juniper Networks
device.

• Canoga Configuration Script—Provides the code that enables provisioning of the Canoga Perkins NID.

To add a script into the system:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Scripts.

2. Select the Create Scripts icon on the command bar (+).

The Create Script window appears.
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3. In the Name field, specify the name of the script.

4. In the Description field, specify a short description for the script that you are adding.

5. In the Version field, view the version number. This is a read-only field.

6. In the Vendor Type field, select Canoga.

NOTE: If you remotely access the server on which the Junos Space software is installed, you
must copy the scripts you intend to add to the CPP system, to your local client file system.
That is, when you click on Browse to select a script, which you want to add, Junos Space
opens the local client file system, not the file system of the server on which Junos Space is
installed.

7. In the Configuration Script field, click Browse to add scripts from your local client file system to the
Cross Provisioning Platform application.

If you select a third-party in the Vendor type field, the Add Script window displays a field for selecting
a Configuration Script only.

8. Click Create.

The script is added to the CPP application.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Importing Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 779

Modifying Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 780

Exporting Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 777

Viewing Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 782

Creating a ServiceDefinition for Canoga PerkinsNIDs

Before you create a Cross Provisioning Platform (CPP) service definition, you must complete the following
tasks:
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• Import scripts that define Juniper Networks devices into the system.

• Import scripts that define Canoga Perkins NIDs into the system.

To create a service definition for Canoga Perkins NIDs:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Definition.

The Service Definition window appears.

2. Click +. The Create Service Definition window appears.

3. Enter values for the required parameters.

DescriptionParameter

Enter a name for the service definition.Name

Enter a unique ID to associate with this service definition in the range 1 through 2147483647.

NOTE: The service definition ID is optional. If you do not provide any value in this field, the
default value is -1. In the service definition selection grid, no value is displayed in the ID column.
Each service definition is assigned a unique ID. If you give an existing ID value while creating
a new service definition, an error occurs.

ID

Enter a description of the service to distinguish the operation from others.Description

Select the service type from the list of available types:

• Predefined service types

• PW-LDP

• PW-BGP

• VPLS

• L3VPN

• BNG

• NPS

• VLAN-PATH

• Device

• Report

• PW-LDP-IPASO

• L3VPN-IPASO

• Customized service types

NOTE: You can create additional service types in the CPP > Service Types page.

Type
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DescriptionParameter

Select one of the following operation type:

• Create—Select this operation type to associate service creation scripts to the service
definition.

• Modify—Select this operation type to associate service modification scripts to the service
definition.

Operation Type

Select a Canoga Perkins script.

The Select Scripts section lists the scripts that belong to various vendors along with the script
version number. To find the script that you want to add, you can perform a search by using
the search box.

Select Scripts

Click Add Scripts to add a script to the service definition.Add Script

The Selected Scripts section lists the scripts that you have selected. The scripts are listed based
on the vendor type and operation type.

To delete a script, in the Action column click the delete icon.

Selected Script

4. Click Create.

5. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Definitions.

6. Select the service definition you just created and select Action > Publish Service Definition. The State
column indicates when the service definition is published.

The value in the ID field is associated with a service definition. This identifier can be used when you are
searching for a particular service definition while creating a service order. You can search the service
definition by its name, type or unique ID. You can modify the ID only during the migration of old service
definition IDs.

During migration, the default value of the ID is -1. You can modify this value using database executable
scripts during migration.

Themigration scripts enable you to update the existing service definitions with IDs. A csv file that contains
the service definition names and their unique identifiers is provided as an input. The migration script reads
the names of the service definitions and the corresponding unique identifiers from the file and updates
the service definitions in the database service policy table.
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Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order
for Canoga Perkins NIDs

Before you create a service order, you must:

• Import into the system the scripts that define the Juniper Networks devices.

• Import into the system the scripts that define Canoga Perkins NIDs.

• Create the service definition upon which to base the service order.

To create a Cross Provisioning Platform service order:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Service Orders.

The Service Orders window appears.

2. Click the + button.

The Create CPP Service Order window appears.

3. In the General Settings section, select a Canoga Perkins service definition that you have created.

NOTE: The value in the ID field is associated with a service definition. This identifier can be
usedwhen you are searching for a particular service definitionwhile creating a device configlet
order. You can search the service definition by its name, type or unique ID. You can modify
the ID only during the migration of old service definition IDs.

4. In the Order Description field, enter a description of the service that distinguishes its operation from
others.

5. Click Next.

The Endpoint Settings window appears.
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NOTE: The following representation of the Endpoint Settings window is a sample only. The
fields displayed in this window are dependent based on scripts that are associated with the
service definition on which the service order is based.

6. For a Canoga Perkins NID, enter information for NID parameters in the NID Settings tab according to
the descriptions in the following table:

DescriptionParameter

Enter Ethernet virtual connection (EVC) ID of the specific NID endpoint.EVC ID

Select a Canoga Perkins NID from the list of NIDs displayed.Site Name

Select a UNI port from the list of ports displayed.UNI Port

Select a policy bandwidth profile from the list.

This list is based on the device family type that you have selected in the Site Name
field.

Policer Bandwidth Profile
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DescriptionParameter

Specify the CVID.

NOTE: The maximum value for this field is 4095.

CVID

Select one of the option:

• SERVICE_MUX

• ALL_TO_ONE

Multiplexing

Select one of the option:

• STD

• PRI

• MCOS

COS

7. Click Create.

8. (Optional) Click Create More to provision additional endpoints.

The service order is created.

After you create a service order, youmust deploy the service order. For more information about deploying
a service order, see “Deploying a Service Order” on page 632.
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Performing Service Activation Test

You can perform service activation test on services between Juniper Networks devices and Canoga Perkins
NIDs.

Before you perform the service activation test you must load the Stylesheet Language Alternative Syntax
(SLAX) script in Network Management Platform > Images and Scripts > Scripts.
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To perform service activation test :

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Services.

The Services page appears.

2. Select and double-click a service.

The View Service window appears.

3. Select a Canoga Perkins NID for which you have to perform the service activation test.

4. Right-click the Canoga Perkins NID that you have selected, and select Execute Op Script to execute a
SLAX script for performing the service activation test.

The Execute OP Scripts window appears.

5. Specify values for the required parameters.

NOTE: The parameters that are displayed are based on the script that you have attached.

6. Click Execute.

A job is created. After the job is successfully completed you can view the results in the Job Details
window.
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Viewing Service-Level Alarms in Network Activate

The Junos Space Network Application Platform has integrated a third party tool, OpenNMS, to provide
network monitoring capabilities. The OpenNMS network management application platform provides
solutions for enterprises and carriers. OpenNMS is installed as part of Platform, which exposes some of
OpenNMS’ functionality through theNetworkMonitoringworkspace. The default performancemanagement
configuration ofOpenNMS for Space supports generic counters, CPU,memory, temperature, andMobility
counters. For information on this default configuration, see the subset of the OpenNMS documentation
included in this Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide.

CAUTION: Although additionalOpenNMS functionality can be accessed by customizing
its XML files, editing these files can affect the functionality of the NetworkMonitoring
workspace. Juniper Networks does not support changes to OpenNMS.

To access the OpenNMS tool, in Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage
Services.

1. When theManage Services page appears, select the entry for the service you want to look at.

2. Right-click or open the Actions menu.

3. Select View Service Alarms.
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4. From the actions list, select View Service Alarms.

The OpenNMS Network Monitoring window appears.
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From this window you can view the alarms associated with the service and search for specific alarms.

NOTE: The events listed here are based on the status of the Decouple Service Status From
Port Status check box in the Point-to-Point and the Layer 3 Virtual Private Network service
definition window.
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Configuring Flexible Service Attributes to Modify
Service Template Attributes

In addition to modifying a default service template attribute, you have the flexibility to:

• Add one or more optional service templates along with the existing default service template.

• Select a value for the attributes that are marked as dynamic. These values are listed from the devices.

If you have attached a service template to the service definition, you can modify the service template
attributes by accessing the Flexible Service Attributes link. This link appears only in the Create Service
Order and Modify Service windows.

NOTE: The Flexible Service Attributes link appears in the Modify Service window if you have
attached a service template to the service definition, and enabled Allow template modification
for service in the Junos Space Network Application Platform.

To enable Allow template modification for service:

1. SelectNetworkManagement Platform > Administration >Manage Applications >Network
Activate.

2. Right-click the Network Activate application and selectModify Application Settings.

The Modify Network Activate Settings window is displayed.

3. Select UI in the left pane.

4. Select the Allow template modification for service check box.

To modify the service template attributes in the Create Service Order or Modify Service window:

1. To access the Flexible Service Attributes link in the Create Service Order window, select Service
Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create Service Order.

To access the Flexible Service Attributes link in the Modify Service window, select and right-click a
service in Service Provisioning >Manage Service .

2. Click the Flexible Service Attributes link.

The Flexible Services Attributes window appears.
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The Flexible Configuration pane lists all the service templates. The right pane lists the attributes of the
selected template.

To add an optional template, click the plus symbol and select the templates.

3. (Optional) Modify the attributes, if necessary.

NOTE: Only for dynamic attributes, you can select a value from the list. These values are
listed from the devices.

WARNING:

If an attribute is dynamic and the specified XPath contains no values, the following
error message is displayed if you click the warning symbol:

No configuration present on deviceDeviceName for xpath. Default values from templates
are shown. Please confirm that default configuration is present on device before
deploying.

4. Click OK.

The service template attributes are modified.
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Recovering Flex Services with Cross Provisioning
Platform

IN THIS SECTION
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With Cross Provisioning Platform (CPP), you can schedule flex services to be periodically recovered from,
imported to, and managed in Juniper Networks and Nokia devices by using REST APIs.

With Cross Provisioning Platform Release 15.1R1, you can recover only the following flex services:

• PW-LDP—The following combinations are supported: JNPR-JNPR, JNPR-ALU, ALU-JNPR, andALU-ALU.

• PW-BGP—Only the JNPR-JNPR combination is supported.

This topic has the following sections:
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Before You Recover Flex Services

Before you recover flex services, ensure that:

• You have discovered and prestaged devices in the Cross Provisioning Platform application before you
execute the REST API request from the Service Discovery application.

• You have created and published the service definition that is mentioned in the request payload.

• You have mentioned all mandatory tags in the payload.

High-Level Workflow for Recovering a Flex Service

Figure 26 on page 942 shows the high-level workflow for recovering a flex service with Cross Provisioning
Platform.

Figure 26: High-Level Workflow for Recovering a Flex Service

The following high-level steps are included in the workflow for recovering a flex service:

1. The Service Discovery application collects resource pool data from the Cross Provisioning Platform
database.

The Service Discovery application also collects data from Juniper Networks and Nokia devices.

2. The Service Discovery application compares the resource pool data in the Cross Provisioning Platform
database with the data from the devices, based on the flex service type. The difference is converted
into equivalent REST API payloads.
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3. The Service Discovery application sends the payloads to the NetworkApps REST API.

4. The NetworkApps REST API validates the tags in the payload and manages the flex service without
pushing the configuration to the devices.

The recovered flex service is listed on the CPP Services page.

Workflow for Recovering a Complete Flex Service

NOTE: With Cross Provisioning Platform Release 15.1R1, you cannot recover a flex service
partially.

The following steps are involved in recovering a complete flex service:

1. When the ServiceDiscovery application sends the RESTAPI payloadwith the operation type as Recover,
the NetworkApps REST API searches for an old service order whose status is Failed and has the same
payload resources.

If such a service order exists, then theNetworkApps REST API removes it and proceedswith validation.

NOTE: While discovering services, a service order state can be Failed_Recovered, Completed,
Invalid, or Scheduled.

2. The NetworkApps REST API constructs the service recovery service order and validates the tags in the
payload.

NOTE: If the service recovery service order fails, an error message is logged and propagated
to the Service Discovery application.

3. TheNetworkApps RESTAPI sends the service recovery service order to the service activationworkflow.

If the service recovery is successful, the NetworkApps REST API saves the recovered service in the
Cross Provisioning Platform database.

Otherwise, an error message is logged.
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NOTE: TheRecreate ServiceOrder option is unavailable for the recovered service orders whose
status is Failed or Invalid.

List of REST APIs for Recoverying a Flex Service

Table 38 on page 944 lists the REST APIs used to recover a flex service:

Table 38: REST APIs for Recovering a Flex Service

DescriptionREST API

Lists all allocated VCIDs

Every Virtual Chassis configuration
has a unique ID (VCID) that is
automatically assigned when the
Virtual Chassis configuration is
formed.

getAllAllocatedVCID(@Context HttpServletRequest request)

Lists all allocated foreign VCIDsgetAllAllocatedForeignSvcId(@Context HttpServletRequest request)

Lists all allocated route targets based
on the service type

getAllAllocatedType0RT(@PathParam("serviceType") String serviceType,
@Context HttpServletRequest request)

Lists all allocated route distinguishers
based on the service type

getAllAllocatedType0RD(@PathParam("serviceType") String serviceType,
@Context HttpServletRequest request)

Lists the resource value based on the
resource name from the common
service attributes

getAllServiceCommonAttributeValues(@PathParam("resourceName") String
resourceName, @Context HttpServletRequest request)

Lists the resource value based on the
resource name from the service
endpoints

getAllServiceEndpointsAttributeValues(@PathParam("resourceName") String
resourceName, @Context HttpServletRequest request)

Lists the difference used to construct
the bundle of recovery request
payloads. These payloads are called
using this REST API.

createRecoveredServiceOrder(JAXBElement<ServiceOrderBean>
requestBean,@Context HttpServletRequest request)
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Mandatory Tags in the Payload for Recovering a Flex Service

The Service Discovery application sends the payloads to the NetworkApps REST API. The
HttpServletRequest/ServiceOrderbean API must include the recovery payload and operation type.

NOTE: The operation type must be either Recover or Modify_Recover.

The following tags are mandatory in the payload:

• resources

This tag is mandatory in the payload, except for Juniper Networks local switching services. Based on
the service type, the tag includes data such as, VCID, Type0RT, Type0RD, and FOREIGNSVCID.

Table 39 on page 945 lists the mandatory attributes for the resources tags for recovering a flex service:

Table 39: Mandatory Attributes for the resources Tag

Mandatory AttributesDevicesRecovery Types

<resources>[{"VCID":332}]</resources>JNPR-JNPRPWD-LDP Flex
Service

<resources>[{"VCID":332},{“FOREIGNSVCID”:3332}]</resources>JNPR-ALU

<resources>[{"VCID":332},{“ FOREIGNSVCID”:3332}]</resources>ALU-JNPR

<resources>[{"VCID":332},{“ FOREIGNSVCID”:3332}]</resources>ALU-ALU

<resources>[{"Type0RT":"14"},{"Type0RD":"14"}]</resources>JNPR-JNPRPWD-BGP Flex
Service

• allocateResource

The default value for the allocateResource tag is True.

If the allocateResource tag is True, the payload allocates and validates the provided resources in the
resource pool database.

If the allocateResource tag is False, the payload only saves the resource data in the CPP database and
processes the service recovery workflow.

NOTE: FOREIGNSVCID is validated even if the allocateResource tag is True.
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Creating a Threshold Alarm Profile

To create a Threshold Alarm Profile, in the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design > Manage
Threshold Alarm Profile > Create Threshold Alarm Profile.

The Create Threshold Alarm Profile window appears.

1. Enter information in the relevant fields of the Create Threshold Alarm Profile window:

ActionField

Type a name for the Threshold Alarm Profile.Name

Select the service type:

• P2P

• VPLS

Service type

Select the performance parameters that you want to include in the profile.

The available parameters depend on the Service type selected.

Perf Parameters
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ActionField

Type comments to describe the Threshold Alarm Profile.Comments

This column displays the names of the parameters selected in thePerf Parameters field.Perf Parameter Name

This parameter is configured automatically, depending on the performance parameters
selected. You cannot edit this field. The possible values are:

• Absolute

• Relative

Data Type

Specify the maximum duration during which threshold crossing is allowed.Observation Interval(s)

Specify a threshold value. If the performance data exceeds the value specified in the
Threshold field, the Junos Space application orOpenNMS software generates a threshold
alarm for the selected service.

Threshold

Specify the conditional status by which youwant the performance data to be evaluated
relative to the specified threshold.

Condition

Specify the relative severity of the performance test results, which determines when
an alarm is raised:

• Critical

NOTE: Currently, you can specify Critical only.

Severity

This column displays amessage generated by the application according to the test being
performed. This message is updated in the threshold alarm.

Message

2. When you complete entering information in the Threshold Alarm Profile window, click Create.
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Viewing Threshold Alarm Profile Performance
Parameters

To view a list of existing Threshold Alarm Profiles, in the Network Activate task pane, select ServiceDesign
> Manage Threshold Alarm Profile. TheManage Threshold Alarm Profile window appears. To view the
performance parameters that are set for a particular Threshold Alarm Profile:

1. Double-click the selected profile.

The View Threshold Alarm Profile Details window displays the profile parameter settings.

2. When you finish viewing Threshold Alarm Profile performance parameters, click Close.
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Attaching a Threshold Alarm Profile to a Service
Definition

To attach a Threshold Alarm Profile to a service definition, in the Network Activate task pane, select the
path appropriate for the type of service definition that you want to create, as follows:

• Service Design > Manage Service Definitions > Create P2P Service Definition

• Service Design >Manage Service Definitions > Create VPLS Service Definition

1. In the General window, as you enter information for the service definition, in the Threshold Alarm
Profile field, select the Threshold Alarm Profile that you want to attach to this service definition.

2. When you complete entering information for the service definition, click Create.
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Viewing Threshold Alarm Profile Performance Status

When you successfully attach a Threshold Alarm Profile to a service definition and create an associated
and functioning service order, you can check the performance status of the service.To run performance
management for a service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning > Manage Services.

2. Right-click the service you want to check and select Audit > Perform Functional Audit.

3. When the functional audit is running, to run performance management, right-click the service and
select PM Statistics > Start.

The system begins to collect performance data pertaining to the parameters you specified in the
Threshold Alarm profile: for example, Average-Two-Way-Delay, Best-Two-Way-Delay, or
Average-One-Way-Delay.

If data exceeds the threshold value specified in the Threshold Alarm Profile, the system generates a
threshold alarm. The value in the SLA Status column in theManage Services window changes to SLA
Violated. If the data does not cross the threshold value specified in the Threshold Alarm Profile, the
value in the SLA Status column changes to SLA Violation Cleared.

NOTE: To view PM statistics, the functional audit status (FA Status) must be Up.
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Editing a Threshold Alarm Profile

To edit an existing Threshold Alarm Profiles, in the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >
ManageThresholdAlarmProfile. TheManageThresholdAlarmProfilewindow appears. To edit a particular
Threshold Alarm Profile:

1. Right-click the selected profile.

The Edit Threshold Alarm Profile window is displayed.

2. Modify the parameters. You will be able to modify the following fields only:

• Comments

• Performance parameters

• Performance Parameters Details

3. When you finish editing Threshold Alarm Profile, click Update.

The Threshold Alarm Profile is modified.

NOTE: You cannot modify the threshold alarm profile if it is associated with a service.
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Example: Base Configuration for N-PE Device in a
Multipoint Service

An N-PE device to be used in a multipoint service must have the following entities configured before you
assign the N-PE role to the device:

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces to the network core

• Loopback interface

• Routing options

• MPLS protocol

• BGP protocol

• OSPF protocol

• LDP protocol

TheN-PE device in this configuration example has just one interface to the network core. In amore complex
network in which the N-PE device connects to more than one P device, you need to configure multiple
interfaces.

interfaces {

    ge-0/0/0 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 10.1.22.2/30;

            }

            family mpls;

        }

    }

    }

    lo0 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 192.168.1.30/32;

            }

        }           

    }

}

routing-options {
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    autonomous-system 65410;

}

protocols {

    mpls {

        interface ge-0/0/0.0;

        interface lo0.0;

    }

    bgp {

        group CA-Peer {

            type internal;

            local-address 192.168.1.30;

            family l2vpn {

                signaling;

            }

            neighbor 192.168.1.40;

            neighbor 192.168.1.10;

            neighbor 192.168.1.20;

            neighbor 192.168.1.50;

            neighbor 192.168.1.60;

        }

    }

    ospf {

        traffic-engineering;

        area 0.0.0.0 {

            interface lo0.0 {

                passive;

            }       

            interface ge-0/0/0.0;

    }

    ldp {

        interface ge-0/0/0.0;

        interface lo0.0;

    }

}
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Example: Base Configuration for N-PE Device in a
Point-to-Point Ethernet (LDP) Service

An N-PE device to be used in a point-to-point service must have the following entities configured before
you assign the N-PE role to the device:

• Gigabit Ethernet interfaces to the network core

• Loopback interface

• MPLS protocol

• OSPF protocol

• LDP protocol

TheN-PE device in this configuration example has just one interface to the network core. In amore complex
network in which the N-PE device connects to more than one P device, you need to configure multiple
interfaces.

interfaces {

    ge-0/0/0 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 10.1.18.2/30;

            }

            family mpls;

        }           

    }

   }

    lo0 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 192.168.1.20/32;

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    mpls {

        interface ge-0/0/0.0;

        interface lo0.0;
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    }

     ospf {

        traffic-engineering;

        area 0.0.0.0 {

            interface lo0.0 {

                passive;

            }       

            interface ge-0/0/0.0;

    }

    ldp {

        interface ge-0/0/0.0;

        interface lo0.0;

    }

NOTE: If the N-PE router will also be used in multipoint services, do not use this base
configuration. Instead, use the base configuration for multipoint services.
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Example: Base Configuration for a P Router

P routers in your MPLS network must have the following entities configured before these devices are
prestaged:

• A Gigabit Ethernet interface to each router in the network

• Loopback interface

• MPLS protocol
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• OSPF protocol

• LDP protocol

Figure 27 on page 959 shows a simple network with one P router connecting five N-PE routers.

Figure 27: Connectivity in a Simple Network

The following example shows a P router configuration for the simple network shown in
Figure 27 on page 959.

interfaces {

        ge-0/0/2 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 10.1.14.1/30;

            }

            family mpls;

        }

    }

    ge-0/0/3 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 10.1.15.2/30;

            }

            family mpls;

        }

    }

    ge-5/0/0 {

        unit 0 {
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            family inet {

                address 10.1.17.1/30;

            }

            family mpls;

        }

    }

    ge-5/0/1 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 10.1.18.1/30;

            }

            family mpls;

        }

    }

    lo0 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 192.168.1.1/32;

            }

        }

    }

}

}

protocols {

    mpls {

        interface ge-0/0/2.0;

        interface ge-0/0/3.0;

        interface ge-5/0/0.0;

        interface ge-5/0/1.0;

        interface lo0.0;

    }

    ospf {

        traffic-engineering;

        area 0.0.0.0 {

            interface ge-0/0/2.0;

            interface ge-0/0/3.0;

            interface ge-5/0/0.0;

            interface ge-5/0/1.0;

            interface lo0.0 {

                passive;

            }

        }

    }               
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    ldp {

        interface ge-0/0/2.0;

        interface ge-0/0/3.0;

        interface ge-5/0/0.0;

        interface ge-5/0/1.0;

    }

}

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Example: Base Configuration for N-PE Device in a Multipoint Service | 955

Example: Base Configuration for N-PE Device in a Point-to-Point Ethernet (LDP) Service | 957

Example: Base Configuration for BX7000 Multi-Access Gateway Supporting ATM and TDM
Pseudowires | 961

Example: BaseConfiguration forBX7000Multi-Access
Gateway Supporting ATM and TDM Pseudowires

The configuration shown here is the base configuration required for a BX7000 Multi-Access Gateway to
support ATM and TDM Pseudowires. This configuration shows 3 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces and 16 T1
interfaces that can be used for ATM or TDM pseudowires.

root@bx-csr0> show configuration
system { 

    host-name bx-csr0;

    services ntp ;

    framer-mode t1;

    manual-mode config disable;

    zerotouch config disable;

    ssh protocol-version both;

    services ssh enabled;

} 

interface {

    ge-1/0/0 {                      #ge interfaces are NNI interfaces

        admin-state enable;

        unit 0 {
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            family inet address 192.168.183.138/25;

        }

    }

    ge-1/0/1 {

        admin-state enable;

        unit 0 {

            family inet address 10.10.183.138/25;

        }

    }

    ge-1/0/2 {

        admin-state enable;

        unit 0 {

            family inet address 10.0.88.2/30;

        }

    }

    lo0 {                                #lookback 

        admin-state enable;

        unit 0 {

            family inet address 100.100.200.1/32;

        }

    }

    t1-0/0/0 { #t1-0/0/0, t1-0/0/1,t1-0/0/10-t1-0/0/15 here are for TDM P/W service

 deployment

        admin-state enable;

    }

    t1-0/0/1 {

        admin-state enable;

    }

    t1-0/0/10 {

        admin-state enable;

    }

    t1-0/0/11 {

        admin-state enable;

    }

    t1-0/0/12 {

        admin-state enable;

    }

    t1-0/0/13 {

        admin-state enable;

    }

    t1-0/0/14 {

        admin-state enable;

    }

    t1-0/0/15 {
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        admin-state enable;

    }

    t1-0/0/2 { #t1-0/0/2 -t1-0/0/9 here are for ATM P/W service deployment

        admin-state enable;

        encapsulation atm;

    }

    t1-0/0/3 {

        admin-state enable;

        encapsulation atm;

    }

    t1-0/0/4 {

        admin-state enable;

        encapsulation atm;

    }

    t1-0/0/5 {

        admin-state enable;

        encapsulation atm;

    }

    t1-0/0/6 {

        admin-state enable;

        encapsulation atm;

    }

    t1-0/0/7 {

        admin-state enable;

        encapsulation atm;

    }

    t1-0/0/8 {

        admin-state enable;

        encapsulation atm;

   }

    t1-0/0/9 {

        admin-state enable;

        encapsulation atm;

    }

}

protocols {

    ospf {

        admin-state enable;

        spf-delay 200;

        traffic-engineering enable;

        area 0.0.0.0 {

            interface ge-1/0/2 {

                admin-state enable;

            } 
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            interface lo0 {

                admin-state enable;

                mode passive;

            } 

        }

    }

    ldp {

        admin-state enable;    

        mpls ldp targeted-hello send remote-peer-ip; #this needs to be added 

manually 

   interface ge-1/0/2 {

            admin-state enable;

        } 

        interface ge-1/0/1 {

            admin-state enable;

        } 

        interface ge-1/0/0 {

            admin-state enable;

        } 

}

rsvp {

        admin-state enable;

        interface ge-1/0/2 {

            admin-state enable;

            reliable enable;

            hello-interval 20;

        }

}

mpls {

        label-switch-path p2pdbx1_32793 { #existing LSP is optional; one may use 

Space Transport Activate to create such

            to-address 192.168.5.1;

            from-address 100.100.200.1;

            primary p2pdbx1_32793 {

                priority 7 0;

            } 

            path 10.100.200.100 loose;

        }

        static-path-inet st1_32770 { #existing static LSP is optional; one may use

 Space Transport Activate to create such

            push 3;

            next-hop-address 10.0.88.1;
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            out-interface ge-1/0/2;

            ingress-address 100.100.200.1;

            egress-address 192.168.5.1;

        }

        interface ge-1/0/2 {

            admin-state enable;

        } 

        interface ge-1/0/1 {

            admin-state enable;

        } 

        interface ge-1/0/0 {

            admin-state enable;

        }

}

    snmp { 

        community-name public

        contact bx-admin;

    }

} 

connection { 

} 

policy-options {

} 

bridge-domains {

} 

static-route {

    route 0.0.0.0/0 {

        next-hop 192.168.183.254;

    }

} 

routing-options {

    autonomous-system 65410;

}
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Example: Configuring andDeploying a Point-to-Point
Ethernet Service
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This example deploys and verifies a point-to-point Ethernet service starting with two MX Series devices.
Figure 28 on page 968 shows the service.

Figure 28: Simple Point-to-Point Service

This service provides connectivity for one VLAN, using 802.1Q interface endpoints. Customer site A
connects to the network through UNI ge-0/0/2 on an N-PE device named SJC. Customer site B connects
to the network through UNI ge-0/0/3 on an N-PE device named SFO.

The bandwidth for each UNI is limited to 1000 Mbps.
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You can create this service by performing the following tasks, in order:

Preparing Devices for Discovery

Before you can add a device using device discovery, the following conditions must be met:

• SSH v2 is enabled on the device. To enable SSH v2 on a device, issue the following CLI command:

set system services ssh protocol-version v2

• The NETCONF protocol over SSH is enabled on the device. To enable the NETCONF protocol over SSH
on a device, issue the following CLI command:

set system services netconf ssh

• The device is configured with a static management IP address that is reachable from the Junos Space
server. The IP address can be in-band or out-of-band.

• A user with full administrative privileges is created on the device for the Junos Space administrator.

• If you plan to use SNMP to probe devices as part of device discovery, ensure that SNMP is enabled on
the device with appropriate read-only V1/V2C/V3 credentials.

Discovering Devices

Device discovery is a process that Junos Space uses to bring network devices under its control. This
example brings two MX Series routers under Junos Space management:

1. Log in to Junos Space using your credentials.

2. In the Network Activate task pane, select Devices > Discover Devices > Discover Targets.

3. In the Discover Targets window, click +.

The Add Device Target window appears.
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4. Select IP range.

5. Enter the IP address information. This example uses a range of two addresses.

6. Click Add, and then click Next.

7. In the Devices: Specify Probes window, select both Ping and SNMP as probes.

8. Click Next.

9. In the Devices: Specify Credentials window, click + and enter the device login credentials.

10.Click Finish.

Device discovery begins. It displays a graph showing the status of the discovery operation. Initially,
two devices are discovered. When Junos Space has accessed both devices and brought them under its
management, both devices move from the Discovered column of the graph to the Managed column.

11. To check the results of the device discovery operation, select theDevicesworkspace again, then select
Device Management. TheManage Devices page shows the added devices.
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SEE ALSO

Device Discovery Overview in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Discovering Devices in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Preparing Devices for Prestaging

Before prestaging devices for point-to-point services, the following entities must be configured:

• MPLS must run on each N-PE device.

• LDP signaling must be established between N-PE devices that you want to participate in the same
point-to-point service.

To satisfy these configurations, ensure that the following configuration exists on each N-PE device:

interfaces {

    ge-0/0/0 {
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        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 10.1.18.2/30;

            }

            family mpls;

        }           

    }

   }

    lo0 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 192.168.1.20/32;

            }

        }

    }

}

protocols {

    mpls {

        interface ge-0/0/0.0;

        interface lo0.0;

    }

     ospf {

        traffic-engineering;

        area 0.0.0.0 {

            interface lo0.0 {

                passive;

            }       

            interface ge-0/0/0.0;

    }

    ldp {

        interface ge-0/0/0.0;

        interface lo0.0;

    }

NOTE: The OSPF configuration is not required in prestaging.
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Discovering and Assigning N-PE Roles

Before you can provision services, you must prestage the devices. Prestaging includes assigning device
roles and designating interfaces on those devices as UNIs. This example provides the steps to accept the
recommendations of the Network Activate software for N-PE devices and UNIs.

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.

This action launches the role discovery process in which the Network Activate software examines the
devices under Junos Space management looking for devices that match predefined rules that identify
N-PE devices. In this example, the Role Discovery Status graph shows that the Network Activate
software has discovered two such devices.

2. In the Assign Roles window, switch to multiple selection mode and select both N-PE devices.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Assign NPE role.

4. In the Assign NPE window, click Assign to confirm the assignment.

5. To view the assignment status, in the Job Details window, click the job ID of the assignment job.

The Job Management page shows the progress and status of the role assignment job.

6. To verify the result, in the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device
Roles.

TheManage Device Roles window shows two devices that can be used for provisioning.

SEE ALSO

Prestaging Devices Overview | 37

Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices | 69

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions | 72

Choosing or Creating a Service Definition

A service definition provides a template upon which services are built. It specifies service attributes that
are not specific to a service instance. In our example, the service definition provides all service attributes
except the N-PE devices, the UNIs, and bandwidth.
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TheNetwork Activate software ships with standard service definitions. First, we check the standard service
definitions to determine whether one already exists that will work.

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions.

TheManage Service Definitions page lists all service definitions in the system. In a new system, the
screen lists only predefined service definitions.

This example requires a service definition with UNIs that use 802.1Q interfaces and allow you to set
a bandwidth of 25 Mbps. The standard service definitions have several examples for provisioning
802.1Q UNIs, but none that allow the setting of a 25 Mbps bandwidth limit. You need to create a new
service definition.

2. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions > Create P2P
Service Definition.

The General window appears.

3. Enter a name for the service definition. For this example, enter p2p-dot1q-sd-1.

4. Click Next.

The UNI Settings window appears.

5. In the Connectivity Settings window, to pick the default connectivity settings, click Next.

6. In the UNI Settings window, in the Ethernet option field, select dot1q.

7. In the Customer traffic type field, select Transport single VLAN.

8. In the VLAN ID selection field, select Select manually.

9. In the VLAN range for manual input field, specify the range.

10. In the Outer Tag protocol ID field, select 0x88a8

11. In the Physical IF encapsulation field, select flexible-ethernet-services.
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12. In the Logical IF encapsulation field, select vlan-ccc.

13. In the Bandwidth Settings panel, select the Enable rate limiting check box.

14. In the Default Bandwidth field, enter 10, for a default bandwidth of 10 Mbps.

15. To the right of the value you just entered, select the Editable in service order check box.

TheMin Bandwidth (Kbps), Max Bandwidth (Mbps), and Increment (Kbps) become active.

16. In theMin Bandwidth (Kbps) field, enter 100.

17. In theMax Bandwidth (Mbps) field, enter 10000.

18. In the increment field, enter 64.

These settings of theBandwidth range and Increment fields allow the bandwidth to be set in the service
to any 64-Kbps increment in the range of 100 Kbps through 10000 Mbps.

19. To save and complete the service definition, click Finish.

TheManage Service Definitions page includes the new service definition.
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You have created a customized Service Definition, but it has not yet been published. Before a service
definition can be used in provisioning, it must be published.

20. To publish the service definition, in theManage Service Definitions page, select the p2p-dot1q-sd-1
service definition; then in the Actions menu, select Publish Service Definition.

The Publish Service Definition window appears.

21. To confirm that you want to publish this service definition, click Publish.

In theManage Service Definitions page, the symbol in the upper left corner of the service definition
changes to a check mark, indicating that the status has changed to Published.

The service definition is now ready for use in provisioning.

SEE ALSO

Predefined Service Definitions | 409

Creating an E-Line Service Definition | 189

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Creating a Customer

Before you can provision the service, customer details must be present in the Junos Space database. To
add a customer:

1. In theNetworkActivate task pane, select ServiceProvisioning >ManageCustomers >CreateCustomer.

2. In the Name field, enter Best Customer.

3. In the Account number field, enter 1234.

4. Click Create.

TheManage Customers page shows the new customer.

SEE ALSO

Adding a New Customer | 1064
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Creating and Deploying a Point-to-Point Service Order

Now that you have prestaged your devices, created a suitable service definition, and added the customer
information to the database, you are ready to create and deploy a service order. To create and deploy a
service order:

1. In theNetwork Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage ServiceOrders >Create P2P
Service Order.

2. In the Create P2P Service Order window, select the service named p2p-dot1q-sd-1.

This is the customized service definition you created earlier.

3. Click Next.

4. In the General/Connectivity Settings window, in the Name field, enter so_1.

5. In the Customer field, select Best Customer.

6. Click Next.

The Endpoint Settings window appears.

7. For endpoint A, in the PE device field, select SJC.

8. In the UNI interface field, select ge-0/0/2.

9. In the VLAN-ID field, enter 100.
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10.Click Next.

11. In the Endpoint Settings window for endpoint Z, in the PE device field, select SFO.

12. In the UNI interface field, select ge-0/0/3.

13. In the Bandwidth field, select 25.

14.Click Create.

15. In the Deployment Options window, select Deploy now.

16.Click OK to start the deployment.

17. To monitor the progress and status of the deployment, in theOrder Informationwindow, click the job
ID. The Job Management page shows the status of the job.

18.When you see in the Job Management window that the deployment is successful, in the Network
Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

TheManage Services page shows the new service.

SEE ALSO

Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order | 587

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Performing a Functional Audit and a Configuration Audit

Now that your new service is deployed, you should validate its configuration and functional integrity. A
functional audit runs operational commands on the device to verify that the service is up or down. A
configuration audit verifies whether the configuration that was pushed to the device during deployment
is actually on the device.

To perform a configuration audit and a functional audit of the service:

1. In theManage Services page, select the service instance you just deployed.

2. Right-click on the service instance or open the Actions menu and select Perform Functional Audit.
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3. In the Schedule Functional Audit window, you can choose to perform the audit now or schedule it for
later. Select Audit now, then click OK.

4. In the Order Information screen, click OK.

5. Right-click on the service instance or open the Actionsmenu and select Perform Configuration Audit.

6. In the Schedule Configuration Audit window, you can choose to perform the audit now or schedule it
for later. Select Audit now, and then click OK.

7. In the Order Information window, click OK.

When the audit jobs have finished, success is indicated by an up arrow in the top right corner of the
service.

8. To view the functional audit results:

a. In theManage Services page, select the so_1 service instance.

b. Open the Actions menu and select View Functional Audit Results.

c. In the Functional Audit Results window, select each device to view the results.

9. To view the results of the configuration audit:

a. Open the Actions menu and select View Configuration Audit Results.

b. In the Configuration Audit Results window, select each device in turn and review the results. This
report indicates any part of the service configuration that is missing on the device, or is inconsistent
with the Junos Space database.

Following successful audit, the service is deployed and ready to be used.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Device Discovery Overview in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Discovering Devices in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Prestaging Devices Overview | 37

Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices | 69

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions | 72
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Predefined Point-to-Point Service Definitions | 478

Creating an E-Line Service Definition | 189

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Adding a New Customer | 1064

Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order | 587

Performing a Functional Audit | 1072

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Understanding Service Validation | 876

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Monitoring Performance Management Statistics | 1099

Viewing Performance Management Statistics | 1102

Example: Configuring and Deploying a
Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service

IN THIS SECTION

Preparing Devices for Discovery | 981

Discovering Devices | 982

Preparing Devices for Prestaging | 983

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Roles | 986

Choosing or Creating a Service Definition | 987

Creating a Customer | 990

Creating and Deploying a Multipoint-to-Multipoint Service Order | 991

Performing a Functional Audit and a Configuration Audit | 992

This example shows how to deploy and verify a multipoint-to-multipoint VPLS service starting with three
MX Series routers. Figure 29 on page 981 shows the service.
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Figure 29: Simple Multipoint-to-Multipoint Service

This service provides connectivity for one VLAN, using 802.1Q interface endpoints. Customer site A
connects to the network through an N-PE device named SJC . Customer site B connects to the network
through an N-PE device named SFO . Customer site C connects to the network through an N-PE device
named BLR. In this example, we allow Network Activate to select each UNI automatically.

Each UNI is to have its bandwidth limited to 25 Mbps.

You can create this service by performing the following tasks:

Preparing Devices for Discovery

Before you can add a device using device discovery, the following conditions must be met:

• SSH v2 is enabled on the device. To enable SSH v2 on a device, issue the following CLI command:

set system services ssh protocol-version v2

• The NETCONF protocol over SSH is enabled on the device. To enable the NETCONF protocol over SSH
on a device, issue the following CLI command:

set system services netconf ssh

• The device is configured with a static management IP address that is reachable from the Junos Space
server. The IP address can be in-band or out-of-band.
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• A user with full administrative privileges is created on the device for the Junos Space administrator.

• If you plan to use SNMP to probe devices as part of device discovery, ensure that SNMP is enabled on
the device with appropriate read-only V1/V2C/V3 credentials.

Discovering Devices

Device discovery is a process that Junos Space uses to bring network devices under its control. This
example brings two MX Series routers under Junos Space management.

1. Log in to Junos Space using your credentials.

2. In the Applications Chooser, select Platform > Devices > Discover Devices > Discover Targets.

3. In the Discover Targets window, click +.

The Add Device Target window appears.

4. Select IP range.

5. Enter the IP address information. This example uses a range of three addresses.

6. Click Add, and then click Next.

7. In the Devices > Discover Devices > Specify Probes window, select both Ping and SNMP as probes.

8. Click Next.

9. In the Devices > Discover Devices > Specify Credentials window, click + and enter the device login
credentials.

10.Click Finish.
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Device discovery begins. It displays a graph showing the status of the discovery operation. Initially,
three devices are discovered. When the Junos Space software has accessed all three devices and
brought them under its management, all three devices move from the Discovered column of the graph
to the Managed column.

11. To check the results of the device discovery operation, select theDevicesworkspace again, then select
Device Management. TheManage Devices page shows the added devices.

SEE ALSO

Device Discovery Overview in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Discovering Devices in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Preparing Devices for Prestaging

Before prestaging devices for multipoint-to-multipoint services, the following entities must be configured:

• MPLS must run on each N-PE device.
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• MPBGPmust run on eachN-PE device that youwant to participate in amultipoint-to-multipoint service.

To satisfy the preceding criteria, ensure that the following configuration exists on each N-PE device:

interfaces {

    ge-0/0/0 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 10.1.22.2/30;

            }

            family mpls;

        }

    }

    }

    lo0 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 192.168.1.30/32;

            }

        }           

    }

}

routing-options {

    autonomous-system 65410;

}

protocols {

    mpls {

        interface ge-0/0/0.0;

        interface lo0.0;

    }

    bgp {

        group CA-Peer {

            type internal;

            local-address 192.168.1.30;

            family l2vpn {

                signaling;

            }

            neighbor 192.168.1.40;

            neighbor 192.168.1.10;

            neighbor 192.168.1.20;

            neighbor 192.168.1.50;

            neighbor 192.168.1.60;

        }
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    }

    ospf {

        traffic-engineering;

        area 0.0.0.0 {

            interface lo0.0 {

                passive;

            }       

            interface ge-0/0/0.0;

    }

    ldp {

        interface ge-0/0/0.0;

        interface lo0.0;

    }

}

NOTE: The OSPF configuration is not required in prestaging.

The VPLS service needs to be enabled in a network device, to make the static pseudowire functionality
active in the device. You can activate the static pseudowire functionality by configuring the network device
through the CLI window. You need to enter the CLI configuration mode of a network element and run the
command

set protocols vpls static-vpls no-tunnel-services

commit

If the device is not configured through CLI, a warning message appears in the application server log, that
is the JBOSS Log:

<Device name> should be configured with static VPLS no tunnel service rule.

To discover the roles of the various network elements configured:

1. Select Network Activate > Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.

2. Select Discover Roles to view the relevant window.

3. Click Continue to view the Role Discovery Status window.

The Role Discovery Status window displays a graph which shows the number of unassigned devices that
could be assigned the role of N-PE or PE.

To re-sync the role of the network elements configured:
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1. Select Network Activate >Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.

2. To re-sync the role capability of a network element, right-click the network element’s name.

3. Click Re-sync Role Capability. The Re-sync Role Capability window appears where you can select the
device’s name and click Re-sync.

The role is re-synced with the same device now.

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Roles

Before you can provision services, you must prestage the devices. prestaging includes assigning device
roles and designating interfaces on those devices as UNIs. This example provides the steps to accept the
recommendations of the Network Activate software for N-PE devices and UNIs.

1. In the Application Chooser, select Network Activate:

2. In the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles > Discover Roles.

This action launches the role discovery process in which the Network Activate software examines the
devices under Junos Space management looking for devices that match predefined rules that identify
N-PE devices. The Role Discovery Status graph shows that, in this case, the Network Activate software
has discovered three such devices.

3. In the Assign Roles window, switch to multiple selection mode and select both N-PE devices.

4. Open the Actions menu and select Assign NPE role.

5. In the Assign NPE window, click Assign to confirm the assignment.

6. To view the assignment status, in the Job Details window, click the job ID of the assignment job.

The Job Management page shows the progress and status of the role assignment job.

7. To verify the result, in the task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles.

TheManage Device Roles page shows devices you can use for provisioning.

SEE ALSO

Prestaging Devices Overview | 37
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Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices | 69

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions | 72

Choosing or Creating a Service Definition

A service definition provides a template upon which services are built. It specifies service attributes that
are not specific to a service instance. In this example, the service definition provides all service attributes
except the N-PE devices, the UNIs, and bandwidth.

TheNetwork Activate software ships with standard service definitions. First, we check the standard service
definitions to determine whether one already exists that can work.

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions.

TheManage Service Definitions page lists all service definitions in the system. In a new system, the
page lists only predefined service definitions.

This example requires amultipoint-to-multipoint service definitionwith UNIs that use 802.1Q interfaces
and allow you to set a bandwidth of 25 Mbps. The standard service definitions have several examples
for provisioning 802.1Q UNIs, but none that allow the setting of a 25 Mbps bandwidth limit. You need
to create a new service definition.

2. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design>Manage Service Definitions > Create VPLS
Service Definition.

The General window appears.

3. Enter a name for the service definition.
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4. Click Next.

5. In the Connectivity Settings window—because we intend to select a specific VLAN for each endpoint
in the service—leave the Normalized VLAN setting as the default Normalize to VLAN none, and then
click Next.

6. In the UNI Settings window, in the Ethernet option field, select dot1q.

7. In the Customer traffic type field, select Transport single VLAN.

8. In the VLAN ID selection field, choose Select manually.

9. In the VLAN range for manual input, specify the range.

10. In the Outer Tag protocol ID, select 0x8100

11. In the Physical IF encapsulation field, select flexible-ethernet-service.

12. In the Logical IF encapsulation field, select vlan-vpls.

13. In the Bandwidth Settings panel, select the Enable rate limiting check box.
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14. In the Default Bandwidth field, enter 10, for a default bandwidth of 10 Mbps.

15. To the right of the value you just entered, select the Editable in service order check box.

The Default Bandwidth (Mbps) field becomes active.

16. Select the Enable in Service Order check box for the Default Bandwidth (Mbps) field.

The Min Bandwidth (Kbps), Max Bandwidth (Mbps), and Increment (Kbps) fields become active.

17. In the Bandwidth range fields, enter 10 and 64 respectively.

18. In the Increment field, enter 64.

19. To save and complete the service definition, click Finish.

TheManage Service Definitions page includes the new service definition.

You have created a customized Service Definition, but it has not yet been published. Before a service
definition can be used in provisioning, it must be published.

20. To publish the service definition, in theManage Service Definitions page, select the vpls-dot1q-sd-1
service definition, and then in the Actions menu, select Publish Service Definition.
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The Publish Service Definition window appears.

21. To confirm that you want to publish this service definition, click Publish.

In theManage Service Definitions page, the State column changes to Published.

The service definition is now ready for use in provisioning.

SEE ALSO

Predefined Service Definitions | 409

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 215

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Creating a Customer

Before you can provision the service, customer details must be present in the Junos Space data base. To
add a customer:

1. In theNetwork Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >ManageCustomers >CreateCustomer.

2. In the Name field, enter Best Customer.

3. In the Account number field, enter 1234.

4. Click Create.

TheManage Customers page shows the new customer.

SEE ALSO

Adding a New Customer | 1064
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Creating and Deploying a Multipoint-to-Multipoint Service Order

Now that you have prestaged your devices, created a suitable service definition, and added the customer
information to the database, you are ready to create and deploy a service order.

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create
VPLS Service Order.

2. In theManage Service Definitions page, select the service definition named vpls-dot1q-sd-1.

This service definition is the customized service definition you created earlier.

3. Click Next.

4. In the General Settings box of the Enter Order window, in the Name field, enter vpls_so_1.

5. In the Customer field, select the customer for which you are creating the service order..

6. In the Endpoint Settings box of the Enter Order Information window, in the Bandwidth field, select
25.

7. Clear the Autopick VLAN ID check box.
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The End Point Settings box expands to include the VLAN ID field.

8. In the VLAN ID field, enter 600.

9. Click Next.

10. In the Select Endpoint PE Devices window, select BLR, SFO, and SJC.

11.Click Create.

12. In the Endpoint Settings window click Next to accept the system-selected endpoints.

In the Deployment Options window, you can save the service order for later deployment, schedule
the service order for later deployment, or deploy the service order now. Select Deploy now.

13.Click OK to start the deployment.

14. To monitor the progress and status of the deployment, in theOrder Informationwindow, click the job
ID. The Job Management page shows the status of the job.

15.When you see in the Job Management window that the deployment is successful, in the Network
Activate task pane, select the Service Provisioning workspace again.

16. In the task pane, selectManage Services.

TheManage Services page shows the new service.

SEE ALSO

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order | 661

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Performing a Functional Audit and a Configuration Audit

Now that your new service is deployed, we recommend that you validate its configuration and functional
integrity. A functional audit runs operational commands on the device to verify that the service is up or
down. A configuration audit verifies whether the configuration that was pushed to the device during
deployment is actually on the device.
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To perform a configuration audit and a functional audit of the service:

1. In theManage Services page, select the service instance you just deployed.

2. Open the Actions menu and select Perform Functional Audit.

3. In the Schedule Functional Audit window, you can choose to perform the audit now or schedule it for
later. Select Audit now, and then click OK.

4. In the Order Information window, click OK.

5. Open the Actions menu and select Perform Configuration Audit.

6. In the Schedule Configuration Audit window, you can choose to perform the audit now or schedule it
for later. Select Audit now, and then click OK.

7. In the Order Information window, click OK.

8. To view the functional audit results,

• In theManage Services page, select the vpls_so_1 service instance.

• Right-click or open the Actionsmenu to see the list of tasks available for this device, and select View
Functional Audit Results.

• In the Functional Audit Results window, select each device to view the results.

9. To view the results of the configuration audit,

• Right-click or open the Actionsmenu to see the list of tasks available for this device, and select View
Configuration Audit Results.

• In the Configuration Audit Results window, select each device in turn and review the results. This
report indicates any part of the service configuration that is missing on the device, or inconsistent
with the Junos Space database.

Following a successful audit, the service is deployed and ready to be used.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Device Discovery Overview in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Discovering Devices in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Prestaging Devices Overview | 37

Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices | 69
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Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions | 72

Predefined Multipoint-to-Multipoint Ethernet Service Definitions | 522

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Definition | 215

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Adding a New Customer | 1064

Creating a Multipoint-to-Multipoint VPLS Service Order | 661

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Understanding Service Validation | 876

Example: Configuring and Deploying a Layer 3 VPN
Full-Mesh Service

IN THIS SECTION

Preparing Devices for Discovery | 995

Discovering Devices | 996

Preparing Devices for Prestaging | 997

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Roles | 998

Choosing or Creating a Service Definition | 999

Creating a Customer | 1001

Creating and Deploying a Layer 3 VPN Service Order | 1001

Performing a Functional Audit and a Configuration Audit | 1003

This example shows how to set up a simple full-mesh service provider VPN configuration, as shown in
Figure 30 on page 995.
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Figure 30: Simple Layer 3 VPN Full-Mesh Service

This service provides connectivity for one VLAN, (VLAN ID = 600). Customer site A connects to the network
through an N-PE device named SJC. Customer site B connects to the network through an N-PE device
named SFO. Customer site C connects to the network through an N-PE device named BLR.

Preparing Devices for Discovery

Before you can add a device using device discovery, the following conditions must be met:

• SSH v2 is enabled on the device. To enable SSH v2 on a device, issue the following CLI command:

set system services ssh protocol-version v2

• The NETCONF protocol over SSH is enabled on the device. To enable the NETCONF protocol over SSH
on a device, issue the following CLI command:

set system services netconf ssh

• The device is configured with a static management IP address that is reachable from the Junos Space
server. The IP address can be in-band or out-of-band.

• A user with full administrative privileges is created on the device for the Junos Space administrator.

• If you plan to use SNMP to probe devices as part of device discovery, ensure that SNMP is enabled on
the device with appropriate read-only V1/V2C/V3 credentials.
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Discovering Devices

Device discovery is a process that Junos Space uses to bring network devices under its control. This
example brings two MX Series routers under Junos Space management.

1. Log in to Junos Space using your credentials.

2. In the Network Activate task pane, select Devices >Discover Devices > Discover Targets.

3. In the Discover Targets window, click +.

The Add Device Target window appears.

4. Select IP range.

5. Enter the IP address information. This example uses a range of three addresses.

6. Click Add, and then click Next.

7. In the Devices: Specify Probes window, select both Ping and SNMP as probes.

8. Click Next.

9. In the Devices: Specify Credentials window, click + and enter the device login credentials.

10.Click Finish.

Device discovery begins. It displays a graph showing the status of the discovery operation. Initially,
three devices are discovered. When the Junos Space software has accessed all three devices and
brought them under its management, all three devices move from the Discovered column of the graph
to the Managed column.

11. To check the results of the device discovery operation, select theDevicesworkspace again, then select
Device Management. TheManage Devices page shows the added devices.
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SEE ALSO

Device Discovery Overview in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Discovering Devices in the Junos Space Network Application Platform User Guide

Preparing Devices for Prestaging

Before prestaging devices for multipoint-to-multipoint services, the following entities must be configured:

• MPLS must run on each N-PE device.

• MPBGP must run on each N-PE device that you want to participate in a Layer 3 full mesh service.

To satisfy the preceding criteria, ensure that the following configuration exists on each N-PE device:

interfaces {

    ge-0/0/0 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 10.1.22.2/30;

            }

            family mpls;

        }

    }

    }

    lo0 {

        unit 0 {

            family inet {

                address 192.168.1.30/32;

            }

        }           

    }

}

routing-options {

    autonomous-system 65410;

}

protocols {

    mpls {

        interface ge-0/0/0.0;

        interface lo0.0;

    }
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    bgp {

        group IBGP {

            type internal;

            local-address 192.168.10.1;

            family inet-vpn {

      unicast; 

            }

            peer-as 65410;

            neighbor 192.168.10.4;

        }

    }

    ospf {

        traffic-engineering;

        area 0.0.0.0 {

            interface lo0.0 {

                passive;

            }       

            interface ge-0/0/0.0;

    }

    ldp {

        interface ge-0/0/0.0;

        interface lo0.0;

    }

}

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Roles

Before you can provision services, you must prestage the devices. prestaging includes assigning device
roles and designating interfaces on those devices as UNIs. This example provides the steps to accept the
recommendations of the Network Activate software for N-PE devices and UNIs.

1. In theNetwork Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device Roles >Discover Roles.

This action launches the role discovery process in which the Network Activate software examines the
devices under Junos Space management looking for devices that match predefined rules that identify
N-PE devices. The Role Discovery Status graph shows that, in this case, the Network Activate software
has discovered three such devices.

2. In the Assign Roles window, switch to multiple selection mode and select both N-PE devices.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Assign NPE role.
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4. In the Assign NPE window, click Assign to confirm the assignment.

5. To view the assignment status, in the JobManagementwindow, click the job ID of the assignment job.

The Job Management page shows the progress and status of the role assignment job.

6. To verify the result, in the Network Activate task pane, select Prestage Devices >Manage Device
Roles.

TheManage Device Roles window shows three devices that can be used for provisioning.

SEE ALSO

Prestaging Devices Overview | 37

Discovering and Assigning All N-PE Devices | 69

Discovering and Assigning N-PE Devices with Exceptions | 72

Choosing or Creating a Service Definition

A service definition provides a template upon which services are built. It specifies service attributes that
are not specific to a service instance. In this example, the service definition provides all service attributes
except the N-PE devices, the UNIs, and bandwidth.

TheNetwork Activate software ships with standard service definitions. First, we check the standard service
definitions to determine whether one already exists that will work.

1. In the Network Activate task Pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions.

TheManage Service Definitions page lists all service definitions in the system. In a new system, the
page lists only predefined service definitions.

This example requires a L3 VPN full mesh service definition with OSPF/Static routing to allow each PE
router to distribute VPN-related routes to and from connected CE routers.

2. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design >Manage Service Definitions > Create L3
VPN Service Definition.

The General window appears.

3. In the name field, enter the name “l3vpn-ospf-static-full-mesh-sd” for the service definition.

4. In the Service type field, select L3 VPN (Full Mesh).
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NOTE: This service definition does not include a service template definition for the service,
so the Service Template Definition field is left blank.

5. Click Next to save the General step information.

Continue with “UNI Settings” next.

6. In the VLAN ID selection field, select Select manually to have the service provisioner select a VLAN
ID for the service.

7. To enable the service provisioner to override this setting in a service order, select the Editable in service
order check box.

8. In theVLAN range formanual input, enter “500” and “700” for VLAN ID start and end values to restrict
the range of VLANs to this pool.

9. Click Next to save the UNI settings.

Continue with “Connectivity” next.

10. In the PE-Core Settings box, select Auto pick to allow the Network Activate software to automatically
select the route distinguisher.

11. In the PE-CE Settings box, select the OSPF/Static Route radio button for Allowed Routing Protocols
to use OSPF/Static to allow each PE router to distribute VPN-related routes to and from connected
CE routers.

12.Click Finish to save and create the Layer 3 VPN service definition.

13. To save and complete the service definition, click Finish.

TheManage Service Definitions page includes the new service definition.

You have created a customized Service Definition, but it has not yet been published. Before a service
definition can be used in provisioning, it must be published.

14. To publish the service definition, in theManage Service Definitions page, select the vpls-dot1q-sd-1
service definition, and then in the Actions menu, select Publish Service Definition.

The Publish Service Definition window appears.

15. To confirm that you want to publish this service definition, click Publish.
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In theManage Service Definitions page, the State column changes to Published.

The service definition is now ready for use in provisioning.

SEE ALSO

Predefined Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definitions | 572

Publishing a Custom Service Definition | 309

Creating a Customer

Before you can provision the service, customer details must be present in the Junos Space data base. To
add a customer:

1. In theNetworkActivate task pane, select ServiceProvisioning >ManageCustomers >CreateCustomer.

2. In the Name field, enter Best Customer.

3. In the Account number field, enter 1234.

4. Click Create

TheManage Customers window shows the new customer.

SEE ALSO

Adding a New Customer | 1064

Creating and Deploying a Layer 3 VPN Service Order

Now that you have prestaged your devices, created a suitable service definition, and added the customer
information to the database, you are ready to create and deploy a service order.
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1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Service Orders > Create L3
VPN Service Order.

2. In the Create L3 VPN Service Order window, select the service definition named
l3vpn-ospf-static-full-mesh-sd.

This service definition is the customized service definition you created earlier.

3. Click Next.

4. In the General Settings box of the Enter Order window, in the Name field, enter
l3vpn_ospf_full_mesh_so.

5. In the Customer field, select Best Customer.

6. In the VPN Settings box of the Enter Order Information window, select the Apply to All check box.

7. In the VLAN ID field, enter “600”.

8. Click Next.

9. In the Select Endpoint PE Devices window, select BLR, SFO, and SJC.

10. In the Endpoint Settings window, in the Interface IP field, enter an IP address/subnet for the device,
for example, 10.255.245.68/28.

11. In the Endpoint Settings window, in the OSPF area ID field, enter an IP address for the OSPF area.

12.Click Save.

13.Repeat Step 10 through Step 12, for each endpoint device that you want to include in the service.

14. In the Endpoint Settings window, click Next to accept the system-selected endpoints.

15.Click Create to display the Deployment Options window where you can save the service order to
deploy it later, schedule the deployment for a specific time, or deploy the service now. Select Deploy
now and click OK to start the deployment.
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16.To monitor the progress and status of the deployment, in the Order Information window, click the job
ID. The Job Management page shows the status of the job.

17.When you see in the JobManagement page that the deployment is successful, in theNetworkActivate
task pane, select the Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

TheManage Services page shows the new Layer 3 VPN full mesh service.

SEE ALSO

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet Service Order | 719

Deploying a Service Order | 632

Performing a Functional Audit and a Configuration Audit

Now that your new service is deployed, we recommend that you validate its configuration and functional
integrity. A functional audit runs operational commands on the device to verify that the service is up or
down. A configuration audit verifies whether the configuration that was pushed to the device during
deployment is actually on the device.

To perform a configuration audit and a functional audit of the service:

1. In theManage Services page, select the service instance you just deployed.

2. Right-click or open the Actions menu and select Perform Functional Audit.

3. In the Schedule Functional Audit window, you can choose to perform the audit now or schedule it for
later. Select Audit now, and then click OK.

4. In the Order Information window, click OK.

5. Right-click or open the Actions menu and select Perform Configuration Audit.

6. In the Schedule Configuration Audit window, you can choose to perform the audit now or schedule it
for later. Select Audit now, and then click OK.
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7. In the Order Information window, click OK.

8. When the audit jobs have finished, success is indicated by an up arrow in the top right corner of the
Manage Services page.

To view the functional audit results:

a. In theManage Services page, select the l3vpn_ospf_full_mesh_so service instance.

b. Right-click or open the Actions menu and select View Functional Audit Results.

c. In the Functional Audit Results window, select each device to view the results.

To view the results of the configuration audit:

a. Right-click or open the Actions menu and select View Configuration Audit Results.

b. In the Configuration Audit Results window, select each device in turn and review the results. This
report indicates any part of the service configuration that is missing on the device, or inconsistent
with the Junos Space database.

Following a successful audit, the service is deployed and ready to be used.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Junos Space Layer 3 Services Overview | 172

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Service Definition | 377

Creating a Full Mesh Layer 3 VPN Ethernet Service Order | 719

Example: Creating Cross Provisioning Platform
Services

IN THIS SECTION

Requirements | 1005

Overview | 1006

Developing Scripts | 1007
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Debugging a Cross Provisioning Platform Script | 1034

Provisioning the Services Using the Scripts | 1036

The Cross Provisioning Platform (CPP) is an extension to theNetwork Activate application, which provides
a real-time, operations support system (OSS) for creating and deploying services across multi-vendor
devices. With the Cross Provisioning Platform application, you can:

• Provision services between Juniper Networks devices and Nokia devices.

• Use SOAP API to manage Nokia 5620 Service Aware Manager

The Cross Provisioning Platform application uses Network Activate as the underlying framework and adds
flexibility in designing services. You can:

• Create a data model for a new service

• Create user interface to define new service

• Define business logic to deploy the new service on Juniper Networks devices and Nokia devices.

Creating services for Cross Provisioning Platform requires the coordination of tasks performed in several
areas of expertise including script design, system administration, and service provisioning.When you create
the Cross Provisioning Platform service definition, you can attach scripts designed for the service.

This guide describes the process you must follow to create scripts for the Cross Provisioning Platform
(CPP) system and the steps required to provision the scripts.

Requirements

This example uses the following hardware and software components:

• Sencha Ext-JS 4.1.x JavaScript library for RIA (which is included in Junos Space)

• Sencha Architect

• XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0

• Junos Space Network Management Platform

• Junos Space Cross Provisioning Platform application
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NOTE: You can acquire Sencha Architect software through
http://www.sencha.com/products/architect/

Before you begin to develop the scripts, must be able to:

• Proficiently use JavaScript and Cascading style sheets (CSS)

• Use Sencha Ext-JS 4.1.x JavaScript library for RIA (which is included in Junos Space)

• Use Sencha Architect

• Develop scripts proficiently using XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0

• Develop XML scripts that can be processed correctly with the third-party SOAP API

• Develop a Junos configuration script using the Juniper XML API

Overview

To deploy services to run across both Juniper Networks platforms and the devices of third-party vendors,
you must perform the following steps:

1. Create the following types of scripts

• GUI script

• Third-party (SAM)Flex scripts

• Juniper Networks Flex Scripts

NOTE: The Flex scripts are also termed as configuration scripts.

2. Provision the scripts in the Cross Provisioning Platform application.
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Developing Scripts

IN THIS SECTION

Creating the GUI Scripts | 1007

Creating the Flex Scripts for Juniper Network | 1019

Creating the Flex Scripts for Third-party Vendors (SAM) | 1024

You must create the following scripts:

Creating the GUI Scripts

Step-by-Step Procedure
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In the Junos Space CPP context, the GUI script generates the user interface for interacting with the Cross
Provisioning Platform service. The GUI defines the parameters for which a user specifies values. The GUI
can define hidden fields and values that are passed to the server. The GUI also guides a user to enter valid
values for the parameters to define a service order. In addition, the GUI script can provide some client-side
validation.

To develop the GUI scripts that render the CPP windows through which you can enter information to
define a service, you must be able to:

• Develop scripts proficiently using JavaScript and Cascading style sheets (CSS)

• Use Sencha Ext-JS 4.1.x JavaScript library for RIA (which is included in Junos Space)

• Use Sencha Architect

To develop the GUI Scripts:
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1. Use the Sencha Architect to build the GUI.

The Sencha EXT-JS library supplies a set of widgets that the script designer can use to develop the GUI
forms.

The following illustration shows a typical GUI designer’s view of a Sencha Architect Project page.

The following illustration shows generated code displayed within a Sencha Architect project page.
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NOTE: As an alternative to using the Sencha Architect to build the GUI, you can hand-code
the GUI forms. If you decides to hand-code the GUI, you can access one of the following
development resources, which are available online at no cost:

• An online GUI development environment at : https://fiddle.sencha.com/

• An online API reference and code examples at: http://docs.sencha.com/extjs/4.1.1/

2. Use the CPP Script Utilities that provide hooks into a Juniper Networks platform to obtain device and
interface information.

The script utilities provides helper functions which are exposed by application, intended to be used by
designers who creates a GUI script for CPP service provisioning

You can choose to assign a short variable to these classes prototype for making it easier to access
functions.

DescriptionFunction

This function returns the form, from the main popup window, assuming the user
layout is such that the form is inserted directly inside the window as first child.

getMainForm (window)

This function gets all the user filled input form data values within a window.getFormValues (window)
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DescriptionFunction

This function gets any components inside a window dialog by any custom or
predefined property. If more than one component match is found, then it returns
an array of all matched components.

getFieldsByProperty
(property,name)

This function returns any field or component inside the form, based on its name.
This returns fields from within field sets. If more than one match is found it returns
the first match always. Typically field are never same, to avoid getting more than
one result you should always assign unique names to fields.

getFieldByName (name)

This function makes a connection to devices resource and get all the Junos devices
and autoloads into the device store. This function pass the common data from
previous screen to determine if the service definition selected has a SAM script
attached. If data is not specified, then only Juniper Networks devices are returned
from server by default.

getDeviceStore (data)

This function makes a connection to the devices resource and get all the Junos
devices which have L2E role and autoload into the device store.

getL2ExtDeviceStore ()

This function gets all the interfaces based on the selected devices. This is not
autoloaded, loads only when the device is selected. Therefore the store load must
be handled in the device combo box select listener.

getInterfaceStore ()

This function gets all the interfaces based on the selected devices which have L2E
role. This is not autoloaded, and loads only when the device is selected. Therefore
the store load must be handled in the device combo box select listener.

getL2ExtInterfaceStore ()

This function populates the data coming from server and show it into the form.setFieldValues (window,data)

This function gets the data from user dialog and send it to the back end for
persistence and validation. Any server error or information is shown as popup dialog.
If all validation goes well, the job link dialog is displayed for the user to either exit
or go to job page for a status check.

saveForm (window,data)

This function gets user data and save the form in bulk. No job dialogs are shown.
You need to manually close the dialog after saving the data.

saveBulkForm (window,data)

This function gets the data from user dialog and send it to back end for persistence
and validation. Any server error or information is shown as popup dialog and the
screen is ready for another input from user.

saveAndCreateMore
(window,data)
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DescriptionFunction

This function is called when you try to modify a service. This function receives the
data from the user dialog and send it to the back end for persistence and validation.
Any server error or information is shown as a popup dialog. If all validation goes
well, the job link dialog is displayed for the user to either exit or go to job page for
a status check.

saveModifyForm (window,data)

The UI designer must call this event handling function, to validate the encapsulation
field. This can be added as a callback for any change event (text field change or
check box). The objective is to send siteId, port, encap to validate from the back
end. The result is shown in a pop-up dialog. Pass "null" if you are not using a check
box, otherwise it will be unchecked.

validateVLAN
(siteId,port,encap,checkbox)

Based on the site and port, this function fetches the port details and show it to user
in a pop up dialog. the vendor can be either Junos Space or Alcatel.

showInterfaceDetails
(siteId,port,vendor)

This function groups grid from the user GUI script, params :- name : grid name,
height : grid height, store : grid store, window : reference of the user script main
window.

You should implement addSiteHandler and deleteUNIInterfaceHandler and
addUNIInterfaceHandler in their respective script for addsite, addport, deleteport
button actions.

createGroupingGridPanel
(name,height,store,window)

This function creates grouping grid store from the user GUI script, params :- fields
: fields used in grid store - should be array of fields, groupField : group Name

createStore (fields,groupField)

This function creates a field of form, from the user GUI script, params:- initialConfig
- configurations like name, height, default, layout, bodyPadding, title and so on.

createForm (initialConfig,items)

This function creates default service order name and set to service order name text
field, params:- field :service order name textfield component return current Time
with prefixed with 'SO' string.

createDefaultServiceOrderName
(field)

This function returns the inventory in Stringified JSON format. Based on device ID,
vendor type, inventory Type, XPath, param deviceid - Id of the device, param vendor
- Default to Juniper, param inventoryType -the inventorytype is the string value
from the following DeviceInventoryXMLType enum,
INTERFACES("interface-information"), CONFIGURATION ("configuration"),
SOFTWARE_INVENTORY("software-inventory"), HARDWARE_INVENTORY
("chassis-inventory"), SYSTEM_INVENTORY ("system-information"),
LICENSE_INVENTORY ("license-inventory"), DEVICE ("device"), param xpath - the
xpath to apply For configuration, use Xpath starting with "/device/configuration",
For hardware inventory, use Xpath starting with "/device/chassis-inventory"

getNodeList
(deviceId,vendor,inventoryType,xpath)
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DescriptionFunction

This function navigates other tasks using the task name, params:- taskName :name
of the task

navigateTo (taskName)

This function retrieves the advanced attributes for the service endpoints.getEndpointAdvanceSettings
(String deviceId, String
portName, String customerId)

This function sends the SOAPmessage to retrieve the network device details from
the Nokia SAM server based on the device IP.

getNetworkDetails

This function sends the SOAPmessage to retrieve the equipment port details from
the Nokia SAM server based on the device IP and port name

getEquipmentPort

This function sends the SOAP message for fetching the equipment port speed
details from the Nokia SAM server, based on the device IP and port name.

getEquipmentPortSpeed

This function sends the SOAPmessage for fetching the equipment port details from
the Nokia SAM server based on the device IP and port name.

getEquipmentPortAttribute

This function sends the SOAP message for fetching the interface status based on
the specified device and port name.

getDeviceInterfaceStatus

This function sends the SOAP message for fetching the subscriber details from the
Nokia SAM server based on the customer name.

getSubscriber

This function sends the SOAP message for fetching the subscriber details from the
Nokia SAM server based on the customer ID.

getSubscriberDetailsById

This function sends the SOAP message for fetching the egress policy details from
the Nokia SAM server based on the policy name.

getAccessEgressPolicyObject

This function sends the SOAP message for fetching the ingress policy details from
the Nokia SAM server based on the policy name.

getAccessIngressPolicyObject

This function sends the SOAP message for fetching the egress filter details from
the Nokia SAM server based on the policy name.

getAccessEgressFilterObject

This function sends the SOAP message for fetching the SDP binding details from
the Nokia SAM server based on the site IP address and the MTU value.

getSDPBinding

This function finds the sevice IP from the PE device ID.getDeviceIP
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DescriptionFunction

This function finds the loopback IP of the Juniper Networks device IP, based on
the device ID from the Service request.

getLoopbackIP

This function sends the SOAP message for creating the SDP binding to the Nokia
SAM server based on the from and to site IP address and the MTU value.

createSDPBinding

This function sends the SOAP message to ping and check the availability of the
Nokia SAM server.

pingSAMServer

This function sends the SOAP message to check if the given IP Address is already
in use.

getL3VPNIPAddressPool

This function fetches the AS number from the Nokia SAM server. The class name
used is “topology.BgpAutonomousSystem”. This can be used for the Route
Distinguisher setting for VPRN services.

getASNumber

This function queries the Nokia SAM server for the network details of the device,
and finds the SNMP reachability value.

getNetworkSnmpReachability

This function queries the Nokia SAM server for the network details of the given
device, and finds the network reachability value

getNetworkReachability

This function queries the Nokia SAM server for the network details of the given
device. The user can specify any attribute value to be fetched for the given device.

getNetworkElementAttribute

This function queries the Nokia SAM server to get the VPRN ID for the specified
service ID and subscriber.

getVprnServiceIdForCustomer(

This function queries the Nokia SAM server to find the displayed name for the
prefix list ID. This is used to find out if the given prefix list exists in the system.

getPrefixListDisplayedName

This function queries the Nokia SAM server to find the displayed name for the
community ID. This is used to find out if the given community exists in the system.

getCommunityDisplayedName

This function queries the Nokia SAM server to find the displayed name for the
policy statement. This is used to find out if the given policy statement exists in the
system.

getPolicyStatementDisplayedName

This function queries the Nokia SAM server to find the ID of the specified device
in the specified VPRN service.

getVprnSiteServiceId
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DescriptionFunction

This function is called through the XSLT for deleting any instance from the Nokia
SAM server. Based on the ID specified, the corresponding instance is deleted from
the Nokia SAM server.

deleteInstance

This function returns the service ID used by the Nokia SAM server for the specified
CPP service ID.

getForeignSVCID

This function executes the specified CLI command directly on the device through
the Nokia SAM server, and returns the response.

executeCliCommand(

This function sends any type of request to Nokia SAM serverm based on the input
and sends the output response.

sendScriptBasedSoapRequest

This function sends a request to theNokia SAM server, and retrieves the subscriber’s
name based on the service ID, siteID and the displayed name.

getSubscriberInformation(String
serviceId, String displayedName,
String siteId)

This function sends a request to the Nokia SAM server and retrieves the primary
IPv4 address for the VPRN service, based on the service ID, site ID and the displayed
name.

getVPRNIPAddress (String
serviceId, String displayedName,
String siteId)

Based on the route distinguisher, this function validates the route distinguisher
value from the Nokia 5620 Service Aware Manager server.

isValidRD (String Rd)

Based on the service ID, this function validates the service ID value from the Nokia
5620 Service Aware Manager server.

isValidServiceId (String serviceId)

Based on the route distinguisher and service ID, this function validates the route
distinguisher and service ID value from the Nokia 5620 Service Aware Manager
server.

isValidServiceIdandRd (String
serviceId, String rd)

Based on input parameters of the customer, this function retrieves the object’s full
name from the Nokia 5620 Service Aware Manager server.

isValidResource (String key,
String value)

The following code fragment is a sample of the importation or declaration of the CPP ScriptUtils.
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The following two code fragments are samples of script utility function calls:

getDeviceStore()

getInterfaceStore()

3. The CPP software populates values for the attributes policy, bundleName, samScriptBundleName, and
the description. The script populates values for the remaining attributes. The script designer determines
values for attributes within ServiceCommonAttributes and ServiceEndpointAttributes. The attributes
pedeviceId and vendorType are mandatory. All of the attributes are converted directly into XML and
passed to ServiceRequest.xml.

The script designer can use the attribute children to nest ServiceEndpointAttributes to represent
topology structure. The attribute topologyIndex is optional. The designer can use it to describe the
topology structure of service endpoints.

The following parameters are themandatory parameters thatmust be present in the ServiceRequest.xml:

NOTE: These parameters are case sensitive.

DescriptionParameters

PE Device ID

You obtain this value by fetching all the devices from the database through the
ScriptUtil helper functions.

pedeviceId

Vendor type

The vendor type can be Juniper, or Alcatel, or SpacePlatform.

NOTE: SpacePlatform is used only while writing Device Order Configlet scripts,
that is, Flex script with Service Type as Device.

vendorType
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DescriptionParameters

Interface Name

You can obtain this value by fetching all the interfaces from the database through
the ScriptUtil helper functions.

Interface

Outer encapsulation of the VLAN ID.outerEncap

Service Element ID.

This value should be not set while creating a service.

This value is mandatory while modifying a service. This value is populated using
Modify APIs defined to retrieve all the endpoints.

seId

Record operation type

The record operation type can be ADD, orMODIFY, or DELETE.

For Create Default the value is ADD.

For Modify the value can be ADD, orMODIFY, or DELETE.

recordOPType

The user defined attributes of the service endpoint. You can provide any valid
JSON data to this attribute. This is specific to each service endpoint

ServiceEndpointAttributes

The attributes that are common for all the service endpoints or services.ServiceCommonAttributes

The following illustration displays sample code of a ServiceRequest.xml document. Within the sample:

• The element ServiceEndpointAttributes is the mandatory attribute of any individual ServiceElement.
Note that pedeviceId and vendorType are mandatory items of a ServiceRequest.xml document.

• The element ServiceCommon Attributes is the common attribute of a service.

• Both elements, ServiceEndpointAttributes and ServiceCommonAttributes, are converted from the
JSON data derived from the GUI script. ServiceEndpointAttributes and ServiceCommonAttributes
are artifacts that pass information from GUI scripts to the XSLT Flex scripts.

• The CPP engine generates the other part of a ServiceRequest.xml file.
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Every ServiceRequest must have an OpType under the ServiceRequest, which indicates the type of
operation defined.

TheOpType under each ServiceElement specifieswhether the ServiceElement is to be added ormodified
when the ServiceRequest is deployed.

4. The output of GUI scripts is presented in JSON format. JSON data is rendered into an XML document
known as ServiceRequest.xml. The ServiceRequest.xml document is the input to the JUNOS and SAM
Flex XSLT transformations.

Designers develop Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) scripts to transform one
XML document into one or more other XML documents.

For Cross Provisioning Platform, an XSLT script transforms the ServiceRequest.xml document into two
new XML documents:

• A SOAP XML document for the third-party (SAM) device

• A Juniper device configuration XML document

Results
When you have created GUI and configuration scripts and added them to the CPP system, you can create
a service definition to which you associate specific scripts. Thereafter, you can create and deploy a service
order based on a particular service definition.

While creating a service order, the Endpoint Settings window appears. The appearance of the Endpoint
Settings window is based on the GUI scripts that are associated with the service definition upon which
the service is based.

Creating the Flex Scripts for Juniper Network

Step-by-Step Procedure
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To develop the Juniper Flex scripts that transform a service request into an XML configuration script that
is sent to a Juniper device, you must be able to:

• Develop scripts proficiently using XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0

• Develop a Junos configuration script using the Juniper XML API

To develop the XSLT Flex script for a Juniper device:

1. The Juniper Networks XSLT Flex script derives input variables from the ServiceRequest.xml document,
which is created from data a user inputs into the Junos Space CPP GUI, and generates JUNOS XML
configuration that is passed to the intended Juniper Networks device.

2. An XSLT Flex script for a Juniper device has two major components:

• Derivations Logic—In this section of code, input variables are extracted and additional parameters
are derived.

• Configuration Logic—In this section of the code, parameters derived from the derivation logic are
used to construct the XML configuration that activates the service on a Juniper Networks device.

The following illustrations show the transformation from a Juniper Networks XSLT Flex script to a
JUNOS XML configuration.
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JUNOS XML Configuration
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An XSLT Flex script for a Juniper Networks device includes an OpType to specify when the script is
used:

• Creation—Used to create a new service and to decommission a previous service

• Modification—Used to modify an existing service

The following illustration shows the presence of OpTypes in a ServiceRequest.
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Results
When you have created GUI and configuration scripts and added them to the CPP system, you can create
a service definition to which you associate specific scripts. Thereafter, you can create and deploy a service
order based on a particular service definition.

Creating the Flex Scripts for Third-party Vendors (SAM)

Step-by-Step Procedure
To develop third-party(SAM) Flex scripts that transform a service request into a Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) script that is sent to the Nokia device, you must be able to:

• Develop scripts proficiently using XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0

• Develop XML scripts that can be processed correctly with the third-party SOAP API

To develop the XSLT Flex script for SAM:

1. The third-party (SAM) XSLT Flex script derives input variables from the ServiceRequest.xml document,
which is created from data a user inputs into the Junos Space CPPGUI, and generates a SOAPmessage
that is passed to the intended third-party vendor’s device.

2. The third-party XSLT Flex script includes two major components:

• Derivations Logic—In this section of code, input variables are extracted and additional parameters
are derived.

• Configuration Logic—In this section of the code, parameters derived from the derivation logic are
used to construct the third-party(SAM) SOAP call that activates the service on a third-party vendor’s
(SAM) device.

The following illustration includes sample code fragments that present the derivations logic and
configuration logic sections of a XSLT Flex script for a third-party (SAM) device.
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The configuration logic in the third-party XSLT script converts to XSLT format the SOAP message
generated by the third-party(SAM) service script. The following pseudo code sample demonstrates the
logic to accomplish the conversion.
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To work with the third-party (SAM) XSLT script, login to the third-party (SAM) server. The following
illustration presents a third-party(SAM) GUI window that enables entering data for third-party (SAM)
XSLT Flex script.

The following illustration shows a sample of the corresponding code that is generated when a user
requests to preview the SOAP code from the GUI window.
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The following illustration shows a sample of the code that results when the script designer substitutes
variables included in the SOAP code with variable names obtained from the XSLT Flex script derivation
logic.
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The following illustration demonstrates the process of converting SOAP code variables in the third-party
(SAM) XSLT Flex script code. The script designer adds logic to define the variables Default MTU and
Jumbo MTU. The code also indicates how Canoga or L2E is selected.
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NOTE: Most of the logic that the designer adds is reused for all scripts.

The following illustrations show the transformation from a third-party XSLT Flex script to a SOAP
Message.
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SOAP message
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The SOAP script communicates directly with the third-party vendor’s Service Aware Manager(SAM)
module by way of a SAM adaptor plugin. The third-party vendor forwards the configuration to a device
using its chosen communication protocol.
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Debugging a Cross Provisioning Platform Script

IN THIS SECTION

Modifying a Cross Provisioning Platform Script | 1034

Previewing a Cross Provisioning Platform Script | 1035

Verifying a Cross Provisioning Platform Script | 1035

[xref target has no title]

In releases prior to Cross Provisioning Platform Release 14.3R1, you can identify script-related issues only
after you create a service. You cannot preview the XML configuration that is being pushed to the device.

With Cross Provisioning Platform Release 14.3R1, you can debug both the configuration script and the
GUI script while you are still creating a service. This enables you to identify and rectify all script-related
issues before you create a service. You can debug both Juniper Networks and Nokia scripts.

You can debug a Cross Provisioning Platform script by performing the following tasks:

Modifying a Cross Provisioning Platform Script

Step-by-Step Procedure
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In releases prior to Cross Provisioning Platform Release 14.3R1, you need to upload the modified script
from your local file system. In Cross Provisioning Platform Release 14.3R1, you can modify the script
directly in the text area included in the Modify Script window. By default, the latest version of the script
is populated in the text area.

To modify a Cross Provisioning Platform script, perform one of the following tasks:

• Browse the local file system to upload the script that you have modified in your local file system.

The uploaded script is displayed in the text area, included in the Modify Script window.

• Modify the script directly in the text area.

NOTE: In the text area in the Modify Script window, you can also modify the script that you
have uploaded from your local file system. For more information about modifying an existing
script, see “Modifying Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform” on page 780.

Use the Preview option in the Modify Script window to preview the script output. In the script output,
use the Verify option to verify the script output.

Previewing a Cross Provisioning Platform Script

Step-by-Step Procedure
With Cross Provisioning Platform Release 14.3R1, you can preview the script output before you create a
service.

To preview the output of a GUI script, perform one of the following tasks:

• On the Scripts inventory page, right-click a script and select Preview.

• In the Modify Script window, click the Preview option.

Verifying a Cross Provisioning Platform Script

Step-by-Step Procedure
Verify the script output to identify and troubleshoot issues, if any. The Cross Provisioning Platform
application provides you with the option to specify real-time data while you preview the script output.

1. In the Modify Script window, click the Preview option.

You can preview the script output.

2. In the script output window, specify real-time data.

3. Click Verify.
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NOTE: For the Verify option to appear in the script output window and to generate the
required XML output, you must append the GUI script with the newly created script utility
function, scriptUtils.verifyForm(this,data).

Following is the code snippet to add the Verify option:

{

xtype: 'button',

handler: function(button, event) {

        var data = this.getDataJSON();

        this.scriptUtils.verifyForm(this,data)

},

scope: this,

text: 'Verify'

}

All necessary information required for debugging the Cross Provisioning Platform script is displayed in
a new window.

Provisioning the Services Using the Scripts

IN THIS SECTION

Configuring Nokia Devices | 1037

Adding a Third-Party Device to the Cross Provisioning Platform System | 1039

Adding Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform | 1040

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Definition | 1043

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order | 1046

Deploying Services | 1051

The following steps are involved in provisioning the services:
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Configuring Nokia Devices

Step-by-Step Procedure
To preconfigure the third-party OSS device:

1. In the Network Management Platform, select Administration > Applications.

2. In the Applications window, select Network Activate.

3. From the Actions menu, selectModify Application Settings.

4. In theModify Application Settings window, select OSSConfigParameters.
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5. Fill in the fields in the OSSConfigParameters panel as described in the following table.

DescriptionOSS Parameter

IP address of the primary server.Primary Server IP

Port number of the primary server.Primary Server Port

IP address of the backup server.Backup Server IP

Port number of the backup server.Backup Server Port:

Duration of HTTP connection (in milliseconds) before the timeout elapses.HTTP Connection Timeout
(milliseconds)

Maximum number of simultaneous API requests permitted.Maximum API Requests

Directory path of the OSS log directory.OSS Log Directory

Filename of the OSS log.OSS Log Filename

User name for accessing the OSS server.OSS User Name

Hashed password for accessing the OSS server.OSS User Password
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DescriptionOSS Parameter

Sets the daily time at which the CPP system synchronizes third-party devices,
added or deleted from the CPP system, with the OSS server.

NOTE: The time at which the synchronization job runs is associated with
the location of the browser in which you are using the Junos Space software.
That is, the synchronization job runs according to the browser time where
the job is scheduled, not according to the timewhere the Junos Space server
is located.

Synchronize OSS Inventory daily at
given time

If this check box is selected, the CPP system communicateswith the primary
OSS server. If the check box is not selected, the system interacts with the
backup server.

Use primary server

6. When you are done entering information in the OSSConfigParameters fields, clickModify.

Adding a Third-Party Device to the Cross Provisioning Platform System

Step-by-Step Procedure
To add a third-party device to the Cross Provisioning Platform system:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select CPP > Third-Party Devices.

2. In the Third-Party Devices window, click the Add Third-Party Device icon (+).
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3. In theAddOSSDevicewindow, click theHostName or IP Address button and then enter the hostname
or IP address of the device.

4. Click Add.

The device is displayed in the Third-Party Devices window.

Adding Scripts Created for Cross Provisioning Platform

Step-by-Step Procedure
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Before you can create a Cross Provisioning Platform service definition, you must add scripts to the system
that enable management of the Juniper Networks devices and the devices of another vendor.

To enable Cross Provisioning Platform, you add three types of scripts:

• Junos XSLT—Provides the code that enables provisioning a particular Juniper Networks device.

• SAM XSLT—Provides the code that enables provisioning the device of another vendor.

• GUI JavaScript—Provides the code that renders the Network Activate GUI window required for
provisioning a Juniper Networks device.

To view the scripts that have been loaded into the system:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design > Manage Scripts.

2. In theManage Scripts window, select the Add Scripts icon on the command bar (+).

3. In the Add Script(s) window, select a feature type and its corresponding vendor type from a list of
features in the Feature Type drop-down list. These features require scripts in CPP.

4. In the Add Script(s) window, you can browse your local client file system for the scripts you want to
be available to the Network Activate application. You can add scripts for Juniper Networks devices
and for the devices of other vendors. If you select Junos Space in the Vendor type field, the window
displays fields for selecting both Configuration script and GUI script.

NOTE: If you want to do service interface migration, you need to upload both Configuration
script and the GUI script.
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If you select a third-party in the Vendor type field, the window displays a field for selecting a
Configuration script only.
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NOTE: If you access the server on which the Junos Space software is installed as a remote
client, you must copy the scripts you intend to add to the CPP system to your local client file
system. That is, when you click on Browse to select a script, which you want to add, Junos
Space opens the local client file system, not the file system of the server on which Junos
Space is installed.

5. For each script, add the appropriate information for each field and click Create.

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Definition

Step-by-Step Procedure
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Before you create a Cross Provisioning Platform service order, you must complete the following tasks:

• Import into the system the scripts that define the Juniper Networks devices.

• Import into the system the scripts that define the third-party devices.

To create a Cross Provisioning Platform service definition:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select CPP > Service Definitions.

2. In the CPP > Service Definition window, click on the + button. The Create Service Definition window
appears.
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3. Enter information in theCreate ServiceDefinitionwindow according to the descriptions in the following
table.

DescriptionParameter

Enter a name for the service.Name

Enter a description of the service to distinguish its operation from others.Description

Select the service type from the list of available types:

• PW-LDP

• VPLS

• L3VPN

• NPS

• Device—If you select Device, the SAM Service Scripts parameter disappears. This type
is for Juniper Networks devices only.

Type
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DescriptionParameter

This parameter provides two fields:

• Creation—One at a time, browse for the scripts youwant to attach to the service definition.

• Modification—Browse for amodified version of a script of the same name that was initially
attached to the service definition. Junos Space compares the two scripts and generates
a script that includes the new information.

SAM Service Scripts

This parameter provides two fields:

• Creation—One at a time, browse for the scripts youwant to attach to the service definition.

• Modification—Browse for amodified version of a script of the same name that was initially
attached to the service definition. Junos Space compares the two scripts and generates
a script that includes the new information.

Junos Space Service
Scripts

4. Click Create.

5. In the Network Activate task pane, select CPP > Service Definitions.

6. Select the service definition you just created and select Action > Publish Service Definition. The State
column indicates when the service definition is published.

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order

Step-by-Step Procedure
Before you create a Cross Provisioning Platform service order, you must complete the following tasks:

• Import into the system the scripts that define the Juniper Networks devices.

• Import into the system the scripts that define the third-party devices.

• Create the service definition upon which to base the service order.

To create a Cross Provisioning Platform service order:

1. in the Network Activate task pane, select CPP > Service Orders.

2. In theCPP> ServiceOrderswindow, click the + button. TheCreateCPPServiceOrderwindow appears.
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3. In the Service definition field, browse for the name of the published service definition upon which you
want to base the service order.

4. In the Order description field, enter a description of the service that distinguishes its operation from
others.

5. Click Next. The Endpoint Settings window appears.

NOTE: The following representation of an Endpoint Settings window is a sample only. The
appearance of the Endpoint Settingswindow is based on the scripts that are associated with
the service definition upon which the service is based.
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6. Enter information for the parameters of the Endpoint Settings window according to the descriptions
in the following table.

DescriptionParameter

General

Enter a unique name for the service order to distinguish it from others that operate
differently.

Name

Jumbo

Sets the MTU frame size to 3900

Sets the MTU frame size to 9000

Default: 1596

Jumbo frame 3900

Jumbo frame 9000

Site B Selector

Customer Facing Port

Network Facing Port

Site B port type

Site A – Customer Facing Port
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DescriptionParameter

Select the device from the list of devices displayed.Site name

Resyncs the interface on the selected device.

NOTE: This parameter pertains to third-party devices only.

Resync now

Select a port from the list of ports displayed.Port

Select the appropriate bandwidth for the selected site.Service speed

If you select this check box, the software checks to determinewhether the device
is a Canoga device.

Canoga device?

If you select this check box, the software checks to determinewhether the device
is an untagged Anda device.

Anda untagged?

Enter an integer, or select the up or down arrow to select a value for the Outer
encapsulation.

Outer encapsulation

If this check box is selected, the system validates the encapsulation value with
the specified site and port.

Validate

If this check box is selected, the software checks to determine whether 802.1q
was specified as the Ethernet option in UNI Settings.

Untagged/802.1q?

Enter an integer, or select the up or down arrow to select a value for the Inner
encapsulation.

Inner encapsulation

L2 Extension

Select the device from the list of devices displayed.Site name

Select a UNI port from the list of ports displayed.UNI port

Select a NNI port form the list of ports displayed.Uplink port

Enter an integer, or select the up or down arrow to select a value for the UNI
encapsulation.

UNI encapsulation

If this check box is selected, the system validates the encapsulation value with
the specified site and port.

Validate

Site B – Customer Facing Port
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DescriptionParameter

Select the device from the list of devices displayed.Site name

Resyncs the interface on the selected device.

NOTE: This parameter pertains to third-party devices only.

Resync now

Select a port from the list of ports displayed.Port

Select the appropriate bandwidth for the selected site.Service speed

If you select this check box, the software checks to determinewhether the device
is a Canoga device.

Canoga device?

If you select this check box, the software checks to determinewhether the device
is an untagged Anda device.

Anda untagged?

Enter an integer, or select the up or down arrow to select a value for the Outer
encapsulation.

Outer encapsulation

If this check box is selected, the system validates the encapsulation value with
the specified site and port.

Validate

If this check box is selected, the software checks to determine whether 802.1q
was specified as the Ethernet option in UNI Settings.

Untagged/802.1q?

Enter an integer, or select the up or down arrow to select a value for the Inner
encapsulation.

Inner encapsulation

L2 Extension

Select the device from the list of devices displayed.Site name

Select a UNI port from the list of ports displayed.UNI port

Select a NNI port from the list of ports displayed.Uplink port

Enter an integer, or select the up or down arrow to select a value for the UNI
encapsulation.

UNI encapsulation
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DescriptionParameter

If this check box is selected, the system validates the encapsulation value with
the specified site and port.

Validate

7. Click Create or click Create More to provision additional endpoints.

Deploying Services

Step-by-Step Procedure
To schedule a service for deployment:

1. Select > CPP > Service Orders.

The Service Orders page displays the list of service orders.

2. Select the service order you want to deploy.

3. Open the Actions menu and click Deploy Service Order.

The Deploy Service window appears.

4. To deploy the service immediately, select Deploy now, and click OK.

To deploy the service at a later time, select Deploy later, and select a date and time for deployment,
then click OK.

The time field specifies the time kept by the server, but in the time zone of the client.

After scheduling the service order for deployment, the CPP software begins validating the service
order.
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Viewing Service Design Statistics

The following topics describe viewing statistics in the Service Design workspace:

Viewing Services Created from a Service Definition | 1053

Viewing How Many Service Definitions Are in Each Service Definition State | 1054

Viewing Services Created from a Service Definition

You can view the services that are associated with a service definition.

To view the number of services made from each service definition:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design.

The Junos Space software displays the Number of Services per Service Definition chart.

Each vertical bar represents a service definition. The number of services is shown on the Y axis. Drag
the slider across the bottom of the graph to display all service definitions. This example shows that 7
services have been created from the service definition named ELAN-QinQ-AllVLAN, and 2 services
have been created from the service definition name L3VPN-OSPF-Static(Hub-Spoke-1-Interface).
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2. To see which services have been created from a specific service definition, click on the bar that
represents the service definition.

TheManage Services page shows only the services created from that service definition.

SEE ALSO

Viewing How Many Service Definitions Are in Each Service Definition State | 1054

ViewingHowMany ServiceDefinitions Are in Each ServiceDefinition State

To view the percentage or number of service definitions that are in each service definition state:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design.

The Junos Space software displays the Service Definition States chart.

Each segment of the pie chart represents the proportion of service definitions in the indicated state.
In this example, 90.9 percent of all completed service definitions are in the Published state.

To view the number of service definitions in a state, move the mouse cursor over the segment.

2. To see which service definitions are in each state, click a segment in the pie chart.
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TheManage Service Definitions page shows only those service definitions from the selected segment.

SEE ALSO

Viewing Services Created from a Service Definition | 1053

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Junos Space User Interface Overview

Viewing Service Definitions | 268

Viewing Services | 833

Viewing Service Template Inventory

TheManage Service Templates inventory page enables you to view andmanipulate templates individually
or collectively. You can browse, zoom, filter, tag, and sort templates. You can select one, several, or all
templates and perform actions on themusing the actions in theActionsmenu or by right-clicking a template.

To view theManage Service Templates page, in the Network Activate task pane, select Service Design
>Manage Service Templates. TheManage Service Templates inventory page appears.

You can do the following:

• Use the Search function to find a particular template.

• Select all templates on a page, or you can deselect them.

• You can refresh the page by clicking on the Refresh icon in the status bar.

• You can use the Actions menu to modify, delete, export, and tag templates.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Service Templates Overview | 114

Modifying a Service Template | 128

Deleting a Service Template | 121

Exporting a Service Template | 122
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Tagging an Object

Viewing Tags for a Managed Object

Untagging Objects

Search Techniques on theCross Provisioning Platform
Inventory Page

In releases earlier than Cross Provisioning Platform Release 15.1R1, if you entered search criteria in the
Search field on an inventory page, the matching entry in the Name column only is displayed.

With Cross Provisioning Platform Release 15.1R1, you can perform the following types of search on all
the columns on an inventory page:

• Column search by using a string—In the Search field located at the top right of an inventory page, you
can directly specify the search syntax in the form of a string. All columns that match the specified string
are displayed.

For example, on the Service Orders inventory page, if you specify the search syntax as VPLS, all columns
that include VPLS are listed in the search results.

• Column search using the keywords—In the Search field located at the top right of an inventory page,
you can narrow down the search by using keywords and query expressions. The column that matches
the search criteria is displayed.

For example, on the Service Orders inventory page, if you specify the search syntax along with the
column name, name:VPLS, only the Name column that includes the string VPLS is listed in the search
results.

NOTE: The column names are represented in camel case. For example, the keyword for the
Last Modified Date column is lastModifiedDate.

A search syntax can include a column name and a query expression.

Table 40 on page 1056 provides examples of query expressions that you can enter in the Search field.

Table 40: Query Expressions in the Search Field

Matching ContentsQuery Expression

snmpsnmp
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Table 40: Query Expressions in the Search Field (continued)

Matching ContentsQuery Expression

snmp or ntpsnmp OR ntp

snmp and ntpsnmp AND ntp

snmp in the Name columnname:snmp

snmp in the Name column but not in the External ID columnname:snmp AND NOT externalId:snmp

http as well as snmp or ntp(snmp OR ntp) AND http

Exact phrase http server in the Description columndescription:“http server”

http and serverwithin five positions of one another in theDescription
column (that is, http and server need to have no more than five words
between them)

description: “http server”~5

Terms that begin with ge-, such as ge-0/0/1 or ge-0/0/1.4ge-*

Terms such as smtp or snmps??p

Last modified column values between the dates January 1, 2012 and
December 31, 2012

lastModified:[1/1/2012 TO 12/31/2012]

80, 8080, or 8888 in the Port fieldport:(80 8080 8888)

10.1.1.1 or 10.1.1.0/24 in the IPAddress fieldIPAddress:10.1.1.1

NOTE: While specifying the keyword in the Search field, you can use the down arrow to view
the search hint string.

In the query expression, the following special characters must be suffixed with a backslash (\):

+ ~ && || ! ( ) { } [ ] ^ “ ~ * ? : \

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Definition | 306
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Creating a Cross Provisioning Platform Service Order | 617

Managing Reports for Broadband Network Gateway
Services in Cross Provisioning Platform

The report management functionality is used to query live data from a device by using RPC commands.
The output of the RPC commands can be represented in the following ways:

• Chart

• HTML

• Text

This data is used to troubleshoot configurations and view device statistics. The script designers determine
the format in which the output of the RPC calls is represented. One of the major features of the report
management functionality is the generation of live reports.

To activate this functionality, you need to upload the report-based parser XSLT and the GUI script by using
the script management functionality. Also, create a service definition of the Report type by combining the
GUI script and the XSLT parsing script.

The report management functionality is supported only on Juniper Networks devices.

To generate live reports:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Report Management.

The Report Management page that appears consists of the following tab:

• Generate Live Reports

NOTE: The Generate Live Reports tab is pre-selected and displays a list of existing report
definitions.

2. Right-click any report definition and select Run Report.

The GUI scripts of the associated service definitions appear. For example, the getsubscriberinfo script
is attached to display the subscriber information on the Subscribers Summary page.

3. Select any device by clicking the corresponding checkbox and click the Generate Report link.
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The adjacent sections of the page displays Subscribers Summary and the Subscribers Count details in
any of the following formats: graph, HTML or text.

You can also add a new report definition from the Cross Provisioning Platform > CPP task pane on the
Scripts page.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Providing Broadband Network Gateway Service Support in Cross Provisioning Platform

Viewing Service Provisioning Statistics

The Service Provisioning workspace provides a visual overview of customers and service orders on your
network, and enables you to quickly access related and commonly needed information.
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The following topics describe viewing statistics in the Service Provisioning workspace:

Viewing Service Orders by Customer | 1060

Viewing the Percentage of Service Orders in Each Service Order State | 1061

Viewing Service Orders by Customer

To view the number of service orders created for each customer:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning.

The system displays the chart named Services by Customer.

Each vertical bar represents a customer. The number of service orders is shown on the Y axis. In this
example, three service orders has been issued on behalf of Best Customer.

2. To list the service orders created for a specific customer, click on the bar that represents the customer.

TheManage Service Orders page shows only those service orders made on behalf of the selected
customer.

SEE ALSO

Viewing the Percentage of Service Orders in Each Service Order State | 1061
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Viewing the Percentage of Service Orders in Each Service Order State

You can view service orders in a specific state. For example, you can check for failed service orders and
then access a list of failed requests so you can begin to take corrective action.

To view service orders by service order state:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning.

The system displays the chart named Service Order States.

Each segment of the pie chart represents the proportion of service orders in a specific service order
state:

• Completed—The service order has been successfully deployed.

• Scheduled for deployment—The service provisioner has scheduled the service order for deployment.

• Deployment Failed—An attempted service deployment was not successfully completed or failed an
audit.

• In Progress—The Network Activate software is in the process of deploying the service.

• Requested—The service provisioner has created the service order, but has not yet attempted to
deploy it or schedule it for deployment.

• Invalid—The service order is not valid.

2. To list the service orders in a specific state, click on the state’s segment of the pie chart.

TheManage Service Orders page shows only those services in the specified state.
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SEE ALSO

Creating a Point-to-Point ATM or TDM Pseudowire Service Order | 579

Creating a Point-to-Point Service Order | 587

Viewing Service Orders by Customer | 1060

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Junos Space User Interface Overview

Viewing Services | 833

Viewing Service Orders | 621
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Adding a New Customer

New customers must be identified to the system before you can provision and activate a service order for
them.

To add a customer to the database:

1. In theNetworkActivate task pane, select ServiceProvisioning >ManageCustomers >CreateCustomer.

2. On the Create Customer window, provide the information requested for the customer, similar to the
following example.

Fill out the fields in the form.

The Name and Account number fields are required. All other fields are optional.

3. Optionally, use the Image File field to upload a graphical image of the customer. This imagewill represent
the customer in Junos Space windows to easily identify information about that customer. For example,
the image might use the customer’s corporate logo.
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To upload an image file for the customer:

4. Click Create.

TheManage Customers page shows the new customer.

To upload an image file for the customer:

1. In the Image File field, click Browse.

2. Select the file that contains the image you want to use for this customer.

3. Click Upload.

4. Click Create.

TheManage Customers page shows the new customer.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing Customers | 1067

Editing an Existing Customer | 1066

Deleting Customers | 1065

Deleting Customers

You cannot delete a customer from the database if an active service exists for that customer. You must
decommission all such services before you can delete the customer.

To delete a customer from the database:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Customers.

TheManage Customers page shows the customers in the database.

2. Select the customer you need to delete. To delete several customers at the same time, use the multiple
selection capability in the quick-look panel.

3. Open the Actions menu and click Delete Customer.
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If the Delete Customer option is dimmed, drag your mouse over Delete Customer to display a tool tip
that lists customers that must be cleared for the operation to succeed.

After successfully selecting the Delete Customer action, a pop-up window appears requesting
confirmation.

4. Click Delete.

TheManage Customers page no longer lists the deleted customer.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing Customers | 1067

Adding a New Customer | 1064

Editing an Existing Customer | 1066

Decommissioning a Service | 835

Editing an Existing Customer

To edit the information about an existing customer:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Customers > Service
Provisioning.

TheManage Customers page shows the customers already added to the system.

2. In theManage Customers page, select the customer whose information you want to edit.

3. Open the Actions menu and clickModify Customer.

4. Make the required changes to the customer information.

5. ClickModify.

TheManage Customers page shows the modified information.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Viewing Customers | 1067

Adding a New Customer | 1064

Deleting Customers | 1065

Viewing Customers

The following topics describe how to view customer information either as graphics or in a table.

Viewing Customers as Graphics | 1067

Viewing Customers in a Table | 1067

Viewing Customers as Graphics

To view your customers:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Customers.

2. To restrict the display of customers, enter a search criterion of one or more characters in the Search
bar and press Enter. All customer names that match the search criterion are shown in the main display
area.

3. For details about a specific customer, double-click the listed customer.

TheDetailswindowdisplays the customer name, account number, contact name, contact e-mail address,
and contact information.

SEE ALSO

Viewing Customers in a Table | 1067

Viewing Customers in a Table

To view a list of your customers in a table:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Customers.
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A list of customers appears in a table in the main display area of the page. The table includes the
customer name, account number, contact name, and e-mail address.

2. To restrict the display of customers, enter a search criterion of one or more characters in the Search
bar and press Enter. All customer names that match the search criterion are shown in the main display
area.

SEE ALSO

Viewing Customers as Graphics | 1067

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Adding a New Customer | 1064

Editing an Existing Customer | 1066

Deleting Customers | 1065
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Performing a Configuration Audit

A configuration audit can help you determine whether the service configuration on the device has been
changed out of band. To this end, you can compare the results of a configuration audit with the service
configuration in the Junos Space database. The following example shows a sample comparison.

To perform a configuration audit:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services page, select the service you want to investigate.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Perform Configuration Audit.

4. In the Schedule Configuration Audit window, either:

• Select Audit Now, then click OK.

An Audit Information window appears, providing a link to details about the audit in the Job
Management workspace, and an OK button.

• Select Audit Later, enter a date and time, then click OK.

5. Tomonitor the progress of an audit after selectingAudit Now, click the Job ID in theAudit Information
window. The Job Management page shows information about the functional audit job.

The State field indicates whether the service passed or failed the audit. If the service failed the audit,
then the Summary field provides information about the failure.
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To monitor the progress of an audit after selecting Audit Later, after the scheduled time of the audit:

a. In the Network Activate task pane, select Jobs .

b. In the Job Types chart, select the Configuration Audit segment of the pie chart.

c. Select the configuration audit of interest from the list on the Job Management page.

Summary information about the audit appears in the quick look panel.

d. In the filter bar, select the table view icon to see additional information about the job. If the service
failed the audit, information about the failure appears in the Summary field.

6. In the Audit Information window, click the job ID of the configuration audit.

The Job Management window appears and shows a filtered view of the job inventory, showing only
the configuration audit job.

NOTE: If a resynchronization between a device and the Junos Space database is ongoing
when the configuration audit job starts, the configuration audit job suspends until the
resynchronization job finishes. If the resynchronization job fails to complete, the audit could
be suspended indefinitely. To allow the audit to proceed, go to the Job Management
workspace and cancel the resynchronization job, as described in Canceling a Job.

7. In the State column, check the status of the audit to determine whether it succeeded or failed.
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Check the Summary column, which contains useful service information such as the VC ID and endpoint
information. For some failed deployments, this column also contains information about why the
deployment failed.

For details about using the Job Management workspace, see Viewing Jobs in the Junos Space Network
Application Platform User Guide.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Viewing Configuration Audit Results | 1086

Performing a Functional Audit | 1072

Viewing Functional Audit Results | 1089

Canceling a Job

Performing a Functional Audit

A functional audit determines whether a deployed service instance is functioning. It checks the control
plane to ensure connectivity among endpoints and that the UNIs are functioning correctly. It also checks
the data plane to verify packet transmission between each valid pair of endpoints in the service.

The functional audit provides both a CLI verification and a troubleshooting feature that allows you to
check the status of interfaces, LDP sessions, neighbor links, and endpoints of point-to-point services. The
Functional Audit tab on the Functional Audit Results window displays information about the service
statistics for the link you are monitoring. The Troubleshooting tab displays status of the interfaces, LDP
sessions, neighbor links, and endpoints.
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Performing the Functional Audit

To perform a functional audit:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services to display the
Manage Services inventory page.

2. On theManage Services page, select the service you want to audit.

3. Right-click a service or open the Actions menu to display the list of possible functions.
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Select Perform Functional Audit. From theMonitoring window you may choose either the functional
audit or troubleshooting.

4. In the Schedule Functional Audit dialog box, do one of the following:

a. Select Audit Now, then click OK.

The Job Details dialog box appears for you to click the Job ID link to see the functional results. The
Job Management page displays the functional audit details by job ID, name, percentage complete,
state, job type, summary, scheduled start time, user, and recurrence.

b. Select Audit Later, enter a date and time, then click OK.

To monitor the progress of an audit after selecting Audit Later, after the scheduled time of the
audit:

a. In the Network Activate task pane, select Jobs.

b. On the Jobs statistics page, select the Functional Audit segment of the Job Types pie chart.

The Job Management page appears filtered by functional audit jobs.

c. Select the functional audit job that you want.
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Summary information about the audit appears in the quick look panel.

d. In the filter bar, select the table view icon to see additional information about the job. If the
service failed the audit, information about the failure appears in the Summary field.

5. Click the Job ID link in the Audit Information window. The Job Management page shows information
about the functional audit job.

The State field indicates whether the service passed or failed the audit. If the service failed the audit,
then the Summary field provides information about the failure.

6. To view additional details about the functional audit, including results from checking the control plane
and the data plane, see “Viewing Functional Audit Results” on page 1089 .

CLI Verification

The CLI verification feature of a functional audit works by running commands that perform verification
and reporting relevant information.

The following table shows the commands that are used for each service type.

CLI CommandsXML Commands

Data PlaneControl PlaneData PlaneControl Plane

Service
Type/

Device
Type

ping mpls l2circuit
virtual-circuit VCID
neighbor neighborIP

show l2circuit
connections neighbor
neighborIP interface
interfaceName

show ppp interface
mlppp group1
members

<request-ping-l2circuit-virtual-circuit>

<neighbor>neighborIP</neighbor>

<virtual-circuit-id>VCID</virtual-circuit-id>

</request-ping-l2circuit-virtual-circuit>

<get-l2ckt-connection-information>

<neighbor>neighborIP</neighbor>

<interface>interfaceName </interface>

</get-12-ckt-connection-information>

ELINE
Martini/

M Series
and MX
Series

Where:

neighborIP = Address of remote neighbor

VC ID = Virtual Circuit ID

interfaceName = Name of interface
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CLI CommandsXML Commands

Data PlaneControl PlaneData PlaneControl Plane

Service
Type/

Device
Type

show l2circuit name
brief

Not supported.<get-l2circuit-information>
<l2circuit-name> name<l2circuit-name>
<brief/> </get-l2circuit-information>

Not supported.BX Series

Where:

Name = name of the l2 circuit ID

ping vpls instance
routing_instance_name
destination-mac
destMacValue
source-ip
sourceIpValue
learning-vlan-id
learningVlanID

show vpls connections
instance
routing_instance_name
local-site local-siteID
remote-site
remote-siteID

<request-ping-vpls-instance>
<instance-name> routing_instance_name

</instance-name> <destination-mac>
destMacValue

</destination-mac> <source-ip> sourceIp

</source-ip> <learning-vlan-id>
learning-vlan-id

< /learning-vlan-id>
</request-ping-vpls-instance>

<get-vpls-connection-information>
<instance> routing_instance_name

</instance> <local-site> local-siteID
</local-site> <remote-site> remote-siteID

</remote-site>
</get-vpls-connection-information>

VPLS/

M Series

Where:

routing_instance_name = Routing instance name

destMacValue = Destination MAC address

sourceIP = Source IP address

local-SiteID = Name or ID of VPLS local site

remote-SiteID = ID of VPLS remote site

learning-vlan-id = Learning VLAN identifier

ping
routing-instance
routiingInstanceValue
count

show route table
bgp.l3vpn.0 rd-prefix
destinationRDprefix

<ping><routing-instance>
routingInstanceValue </routing-instance>
<count>5 </count>

<get-route-information> <table>
bgp.l3vpn.0</table>
<rd-prefix>destinationRDprefix</rd-prefix>
</get-route-information>

L3VPN/

Junos
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CLI CommandsXML Commands

Data PlaneControl PlaneData PlaneControl Plane

Service
Type/

Device
Type

Where:

routingInstanceValue = Routing instance name

destinationRDprefix = Route Distinguisher: remote UNI IP address

destinationUniInterfaceIP = Destination UNI IP address

For the data plane, the Junos Space software places a static MAC address in the forwarding table of the
remote endpoint, which it uses to verify correct packet transfer.

NOTE: Data plane validation of a VPLS service works for MX Series devices running Junos
Release 9.4 or later. If the service under audit contains an M Series device or an N-PE device
running Junos Release 9.2 or 9.3, the functional audit does not complete successfully and
generates a message stating that functional audit is not supported on that platform.

The following table shows the commands for VPLS service type:

CategoryCLI CommandsXML CommandsDevice
Family

Service
Type
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Routeshow vpls connection instance
instanceValue

<get-vpls-connection-information>
<instance>instanceValue</instance>
</get-vpls-connection-information>

M
Series

VPLS

MPLSshow mpls lsp ingress<get-mpls-lsp-information> <ingress/>
</get-mpls-lsp-information>

MPLSshow mpls lsp egress<get-mpls-lsp-information> <egress/>
</get-mpls-lsp-information>

MPLSshow mpls static-lsp ingress<get-mpls-static-lsp-information>
<ingress/>
</get-mpls-static-lsp-information>

Routeshow rsvp session<get-rsvp-session-information>
</get-rsvp-session-information>

Routeshow route table inet.3<get-route-information>
<table>inet.3</table>
</get-route-information>

UNIshow interface interfaceValue terse<get-interface-information>
<terse/><interface-name>interfaceValue</interface-name>
</get-interface-information>

UNIshow interface interfaceValue
statistics

<get-interface-information> <statistics/>
<interface-name>interfaceValue</interface-name>
</get-interface-information>

Routeshow route protocol bgp table
instanceValue.l2vpn.0

<get-route-information>
<table>instanceValue</table>
<protocol>bgp</protocol>
</get-route-information>

Where:

instanceValue= Name of the service

neighborIP=Address of the remote neighbor

interfaceValue= Name of the interface
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The following table shows the commands for L3VPN service type:

CategoryCLI CommandsXML CommandsDevice
Family

Service
Type
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MPLSshow mpls lsp ingress<get-mpls-lsp-information>
<ingress/>
</get-mpls-lsp-information>

M
Series

L3VPN

MPLSshow mpls lsp egress<get-mpls-lsp-information>
<egress/>
</get-mpls-lsp-information>

Routeshow interfaces
instancevalue.initvalue terse

<get-interface-information>
<terse/>
<interface-name>interfaceValue</interface-name>
</get-interface-information>

Routeshow route forwarding-table vpn
instance

<get-forwarding-table-information>
<vpn>instance </vpn>
</get-forwarding-table-information>

Routeshow rsvp session<get-rsvp-session-information>
</get-rsvp-session-information>

UNIshow interfaces instance statistics<get-interface-information>
<statistics/>
<interface-name>instance</interface-name>
</get-interface-information>

MPLSshow mpls static-lsp<get-mpls-static-lsp-information>
<ingress/>
</get-mpls-static-lsp-information>

Routeshow ospf neighbor<get-ospf-neighbor-information>
</get-ospf-neighbor-information>

Routeshow route table bgp.l3vpn.0<get-route-information>
<table>bgp.l3vpn.0 </table>
<rd-prefix>destinationRDprefix</rd-prefix>
</get-route-information>

UNIshow lacp interfaces<get-lacp-interface-information>
<interface-name>
lagInterface
</interface-name>
</get-lacp-interface-information>

UNIshow interfaces mc-ae<get-mc-ae-interface-information>
</get-mc-ae-interface-information>
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<get-inter-chassis-control-protocol-information>
</get-inter-chassis-control-protocol-information>

UNIshow iccp

UNIShow vrrp interfaceName<get-vrrp-interface-information>
<interface-name>
lnterface
</interface-name>
</get-vrrp-interface-information>

UNIShow bridge domain domainName<get-bridge-instance-information>
<bridge-domain-name>
domainName
</bridge-domain-name>
</get-bridge-instance-information>

Where:

instanceValue= Name of the service

neighborIP= Address of the remote neighbor

interfaceValue= Name of the interface

Troubleshooting Point-to-Point Service

From the Troubleshooting tab you can check status of the interfaces, LDP sessions, neighbor links, and
endpoints of a point-to-point service. To select the status you want to check, click on the device from the
device list on the left, and select the show command from the Command list. This figure shows the routing
table for the selected device in the Point-to-Point service.
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The following figure shows the interface status window. The status shows that the interface is up.
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The following figure shows the status of the LDP session for the selected device.

The following figure shows the LDP neighbor status.
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Troubleshooting VPLS Service

From the Troubleshooting tab you can check status of the interfaces, LDP sessions, neighbor links,
connection instances, and endpoints of a VPLS service. To select the status you want to check, click on
the device from the device list on the left, and select the show command from the Command list. This
figure shows the routing table for the selected device in the VPLS service.
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Troubleshooting L3VPN Service

From the Troubleshooting tab you can check status of the interfaces, LDP sessions, neighbor links, and
endpoints of a L3VPN service. To select the status you want to check, click on the device from the device
list on the left, and select the show command from the Command list. This figure shows the routing table
for the selected device in the L3VPN service.
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Viewing Configuration Audit Results

After performing a configuration audit, check the detailed results of the audit:
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1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.a.

b. In theManage Services page view, select the service you are investigating.

c. Open the Actions menu and select View Configuration Audit Results.

Examine the audit results for missing configuration information, and keep thewindow open for later
comparison with the service configuration in the Junos Space database.

You can validate policies for the hub and spoke (1 interface).

2. To view the service configuration in the Junos Space database, double click the service icon in the
Manage Services page, then in the Actions menu, select View Service Configuration.

A new window opens and shows the service configuration.
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If a CFM is configured in P2P service or VPLS service, the configuration audit result displays the CFM
configuration details.
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3. Compare the contents of the Service Configuration with those of the Configuration Audit Results
window for each device in turn. If you see discrepancies, then it is likely that the service configuration
was modified out-of-band. If so, you might need to synchronize the device with the Junos Space
database.

For step-by-step instructions about synchronizing devices, see Resynchronizing Managed Devices with
the Network for details.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Performing a Configuration Audit | 1070

Performing a Functional Audit | 1072

Viewing Functional Audit Results | 1089

Viewing Functional Audit Results

To view the results of a functional audit of a service, follow this procedure:

After performing a functional audit on a service (see “Performing a Functional Audit” on page 1072), look at
the functional audit results:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

2. In the Manage Services screen, select the service for which you want to view the functional audit
results.

3. Either open theActions drawer and selectViewFunctional Audit Results, or select the same command
from the right mouse-click menu.

The Functional Audit Result window appears, displaying Service Status in the right panel.
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If a CFM is configured in a P2P service or VPLS service, the functional audit results includes the result
of both Network Activate and CFM service.
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A green up-arrow in the Service Status header bar indicates that the service has passed the functional
audit in both the control plane and the data plane. A red down-arrow indicates that the service failed
either or both the control plane validation and the data plane validation.

Depending on the type of service, the left panel lists

• The name of the service

• Each endpoint in the service

Icons representing the endpoint indicate its role in the service and its up or down state.
Table 41 on page 1091 describes these icons for a point-to-multipoint service.

Table 41: Point-to-Multipoint Service Endpoint Icons

MeaningIcon

Hub in a point-to-multipoint service. Endpoint state is up.

Hub in a point-to-multipoint service. Endpoint state is down.

Spoke in a point-to-multipoint service. Endpoint state is up.

Spoke in a point-to-multipoint service. Endpoint state is down.

• Interface name

• A numeric value indicating the subinterface name: the VLAN-ID for an 802.1Q interface, the service
VLAN-ID for a Q-in-Q interface, or 0 for a dedicated port.

• Device name

4. To show all endpoints in the service, in the left panel header, select All. To display only the endpoints
indicating failed validation, select Failed. Failed is dimmed if the functional audit returned no validation
errors.

5. To view details for an individual interface or endpoint, select it in the left panel. The header bar on the
right panel changes to End Point or Interface Status, and details for the selected item are displayed
below.

6. Expand each device to show the link from that device to the other N-PE device in the service.

An icon next to each link indicates whether the functional audit commands reported correct functioning
of the control plane and data plane. Table 42 on page 1092 describes these icons.
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Table 42: Functional Audit Success Status Icons

MeaningIcon

Control plane and data plane function correctly.

Errors were reported in the functioning of either the control plane or the data plane.

7. In the left panel, select a link.

The panel to the right shows the validation results for the control plane validation and data plane
validation for the selected link. Icons indicate the success or failure of each set of tests.

The panel to the right shows the validation results for the control plane validation and data plane
validation for the selected link. Icons indicate the success or failure of each of these sets of tests.
Table 43 on page 1092 describes icons and the textual information provided in the box beside the icon.

Table 43: Multipoint-to-Multipoint Service Control Plane and Data Plane Validation Icons

ExplanationMeaningIcon

The text box shows the name of the
remote N-PE device and confirms
that the data plane is operational.

Control plane up

The text box shows the name of the
configured remoteN-PEdevice and,
in the Command status field,
explains why the test failed.

Control plane down

The text box indicates the name of
the configured remoteN-PE device
and, in the Result field, an
explanation as to why the
functional audit operation was
unable to test the control plane—for
example, configurationwasmissing
on the device.

Control plane status unknown

The text box indicates the number
of packets transmitted and
received, and confirms that no data
packets were lost during the audit.

Data plane up
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Table 43: Multipoint-to-Multipoint Service Control Plane and Data Plane Validation Icons (continued)

ExplanationMeaningIcon

The text box indicates that data
packets were lost during the audit.

Data plane down

The functional audit was unable to
complete the data plane test. The
Result field in the text box indicates
the reason—for example, the
platform does not support data
plane testing, or the connection to
the remote N-PE device is down.

Data plane status unknown

The control plane and data plane validation checks must both show operational status for the link to
be considered operational.

8. To troubleshoot a service, open the Troubleshooting tab. To select the status you want to check, click
the device from the device list on the left, and select the show command from the Command list.

An icon next to each command indicates whether the command execution is successful or failed.
Table 44 on page 1093 describes these icons.

Table 44: Command Status Icons

MeaningIcon

Command execution is successful and the command status is up.

• Command execution is failed, or,

• In case of multiple rows, one of the status value is down

NOTE:
• Data plane information between two endpoints in a VPLS service is provided only for MX
Series devices. This information is not provided for M Series devices.

• Junos OS Release 9.3 and Junos OS Release 9.4 do not support data plane validation. The
Functional Audit Results screens do not display data plane validation information if any device
in the service is running one of these Junos OS releases.
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Viewing Functional Audit Results for an Inverse
Multiplexing for ATM Service

To view functional audit results for an Inverse Multiplexing for ATM Service:

1. In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning > Manage Services.

2. In theManage Services screen, select the service for which you want to view the functional audit
results.

3. Right-click the service, or click the Actions menu, and select View Functional Audit Results.

4. In the Functional Audit Results window, click the Troubleshooting tab.

In the Troubleshooting tab, when you select a show interfaces command for a UNI interface that is
configured as an IMA Group Link, the command displays details for the IMA group interface.
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Performance Management Overview

In performance management (PM), the Network Activate application provides an option to measure the
frame delay, frame loss, frame delay variation, and service availability. These measurements are achieved
in either of the following ways:

• Triggering a one-way delay

• Triggering a two-way delay

• Loss

The performance measurement is useful for generating periodic service level agreement conformance
reports from the deployed network and for studying traffic patterns in the network over a period of time.
The iterator profiles are configured on remote MEP for measurement of frame delay (ETH-DM), frame
loss (ETH-LM) and statistical frame loss (SFL).

Monitoring Performance Statistics

The PM statistics can be collected in the following two ways:

1. On-Demand Mode

2. Proactive Mode

NOTE: The Network Activate application supports only the on-demand mode.

On-Demand Mode

In on-demand mode, you can trigger the measurements. You can also collect loss measurement (ETH-LM)
and delay measurements (ETH-DM).

Loss Measurement

The frame loss is calculated by collecting the counter values applicable for ingress and egress service
frames. The counters maintain a count of transmitted and received data frames between a pair of MEPs.
The loss measurement statistics are retrieved as the output of the monitor ethernet loss-measurement
command and are also stored at the initiator. The frame counts are stored at both the initiator and the
receiver MEPs for later retrieval.
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The on-demand loss measurement statistics is collected for point-to-point service only. There are two
linear charts: Near-End-CIR and Far-End-CIR. For each interval, the graph plots three values: Average case,
best case, and worst case frame loss.

Delay Measurement

To start an ethernet frame delay measurement session, the router initiates an exchange of frames carrying
one-way or two-way frame delay measurement protocol data units (PDUs) between the local and remote
MEPs. Ethernet frame delay measurement statistics are measured and stored at only one of the MEPs.

For one-way ethernet frame delay measurement, only the receiver MEP (on the remote system) collects
statistics. For two-way Ethernet frame delay measurement, only the initiator MEP (on the local system)
collects statistics.

The on-demand delay measurement statistics are collected for point-to-point and VPLS services. Either
the one-way or two-way delay measurements statistics are collected for the services at a given point of
time. For each interval, the graph plots three value: Average delay, best case delay and worst case delay.

Proactive Mode

In this mode SLA measurements are triggered by an iterator application. The proactive performance
monitoring is supported only on VPWS and VPLS.

Performance Management of Test Traffic

The Network Activate application enables you to create Threshold Crossing Alert (TCA) Profiles to apply
service level agreement (SLA) parameters to test traffic as defined by the following standards:

• L2 Ethernet OAM/ ITU-T Y.1731

• RFC2544

Specifically, the parameters are:

• Bandwidth Utilization

• Delay

• Delay Variation—Jitter

• Frame Loss

• Throughput

See Creating a TCA Profile.
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Monitoring Performance Management Statistics

IN THIS SECTION
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The following topics showhow tomonitor the performance statistics for point-to-point and VPLS services:

Monitoring Statistics for Point-to-Point Service

In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

To monitor the statistics for the point-to-point service:

1. Right-click a point-to-point service and select Start PM Statistics. TheMonitor Performance Statistics
window is displayed.
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NOTE: The Start PM Statistics action is enabled only if the CFM is enabled in the selected
point-to-point service. Always perform a functional audit before monitoring the statistics.
The Start PM Statistics action is disabled if the functional audit status of a service is Down.

2. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Select a local device from the list.Local Device

Select a remote device from the list.Remote Device

Specify the number of frames to be sent to a specific peer MEP.

Range: 1 through 65,535 frames

Default: 10 frames

Count

Specify the wait interval for the frame transfer.

Range: 1 through 255 seconds

Default: 1 second

Wait Interval

Select the 802.1p priority of continuity-check and link-trace packet.

Range: 0 through 7

Default: 0

Priority (dot1p)

Select one of the following:

• Two-Way delay

• One-Way delay

• Loss

Monitor Statistics

3. Click OK.

This action initiates a statistics collection on the endpoint device. TheViewPMStatistics action is enabled
on successful initiation of the statistics.
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Monitoring Statistics for VPLS Service

In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

To monitor the statistics for the VPLS Service:

1. Right-click a VPLS service and select Start PM Statistics. TheMonitor Performance Statisticswindow
is displayed.

NOTE: The Start PM Statistics action is enabled only if the CFM is enabled in the selected
VPLS service. Always perform a functional audit before monitoring the statistics. The Start
PM Statistics action is disabled if the functional audit status of a service is Down.

2. Fill in the fields as indicated in the table.

ActionField

Select a local device from the list.Local Device

Select a remote device from the list.Remote Device

Specify the number of frames to be sent to a specific peer MEP.

Range: 1 through 65,535 frames

Default: 10 frames

Count
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ActionField

Specify the wait interval for the frame transfer.

Range: 1 through 255 seconds

Default: 1 second

Wait Interval

Select the 802.1p priority of continuity-check and link-trace packet.

Range: 0 through 7

Default: 0

Priority (dot1p)

Select Two-Way delay.Monitor Statistics

3. Click OK.

This action initiates a statistics collection on the endpoint device. TheViewPMStatistics action is enabled
on successful initiation of the statistics.
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Viewing Performance Management Statistics
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The following topics show how to view the performance statistics for point-to-point and VPLS services:
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Viewing Statistics for Point-to-Point Service

In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

To view the statistics for the point-to-point service:

1. Right-click a point-to-point service and select View PM Statistics.

NOTE: The View PMStatistics action is enabled only after performing the Start PM Statistics.

2. View and analyze the respective graph.

The Delay Measurement graph displays a real-time linear plot of delay value with respect to the time.
The x-axis represents the time and the y-axis represent frame delay in microseconds.

The Delay Variation graph displays the difference between the consecutive frame delay values. The
x-axis represents the time and the y-axis represent delay variation in microseconds.

If the delay measurement is one-way, the following graph is displayed.
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If the delay measurement is two-way, the following graph is displayed.

The Loss tab is displayed only if you have selected the Loss check box. It displays two real-time linear
plots: Near End (CIR) and Far End (CIR). The three parameters in each graph plot are average case, best
case, and worst case of frame-loss.
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The graph is plotted in real-time. By default, the total time duration is ten minutes. If the duration of
statistics collection exceeds ten minutes, the graph scrolls and shows the data of latest ten minutes.
To stop the data collection, click Stop.

To return to theManage Services Landing page, click Return to Landing page.

Viewing Statistics for VPLS Service

In the Network Activate task pane, select Service Provisioning >Manage Services.

To view the statistics for the VPLS Service:

1. Right-click a VPLS service and select View PM Statistics. TheMonitor Performance Statisticswindow
appears.
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NOTE: TheViewPMStatistics action is enabled only after performing the Start PM Statistics.

2. View and analyze the graphs.

The Delay Measurement graph displays a real-time linear plot of delay value with respect to the time.
The x-axis represents the time and the y-axis represent frame delay in microseconds.

The Delay Variation graph displays the difference between the consecutive frame delay values. The
x-axis represents the time and the y-axis represent delay variation in microseconds.

By default, the total time duration is ten minutes. If the duration of statistics collection exceeds ten
minutes, the graph scrolls and shows the data of latest ten minutes. To stop the data collection, click
Stop.

To return to theManage Services Landing page, click Return to Landing page.
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Monitoring Performance Statistics Derived fromMIB
Objects

Junos Space Release 13.1P1 enables you to collect and display performance data derived fromMIB objects.
The instructions for deriving the MIB data are contained in a Stylesheet Language Alternative Syntax
(SLAX) script. The Network Activate application automatically edits a predefined SLAX script to detect
policies that are specific to different point-to-point pseudowire or VPLS services.

To configure Junos Space to monitor service performance based on an SLAX script, you perform tasks in
both the Network Management Platform application and Network Activate application.

Before you can view performance statistics collected according to SLAX scripts, you must complete some
preparatory tasks. On the server on which you are running the Junos Space software, modify files in the
existing directories as described in the following list:

• In the directory /home/admin/opennmspatch, copy the file collectd-configuration.xml and replace the
existing version of the file in the directory /opt/opennms/etc/.

• In the directory /home/admin/opennmspatch, copy the file datacollection-config.xml and replace the
existing version of the file in the directory /opt/opennms/etc/.

• In the directory /home/admin/opennmspatch, copy the file JNX-Util.xml and add it to the directory
/opt/opennms/etc/datacollection/.

• In the directory /home/admin/opennmspatch, copy the file jnxutil-graph.properties and replace the
existing version of the file in the directory /opt/opennms/etc/snmp-graph.properties.d/.

• In the directory /home/admin/opennmspatch, copy the file eventconf.xml and replace the existing
version of the file in the directory /opt/opennms/etc/.

• In the directory /home/admin/opennmspatch, copy the file JNX-Util-TCA.xml and add it to the directory
/opt/opennms/etc/events/JuniperEvents/.

• In the directory /home/admin/opennmspatch, copy the file threshd-configuration.xml and replace the
existing version of the file in the directory /opt/opennms/etc/.

• In the directory /home/admin/opennmspatch, copy the file thresholds.xml and replace the existing
version of the file in the directory /opt/opennms/etc/.

To collect performance data based on an SLAX script:

1. In the Network Management Platform task pane, select Images and Scripts > Scripts.

2. In the Scripts window, click the Import Script icon in the command bar.

3. In the Import Script window, click the + button.
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4. In the Add Device Scripts window, browse your local file system for the SLAX script PM.slax.

NOTE: If you access the server on which the Junos Space software is installed as a remote
client, you must copy the PM.slax script from the directory /home/admin/opennmspatch/
to your local client file system. That is, when you click on Browse to select the PM.slax script,
which you want to import, Junos Space opens the local client file system, not the file system
of the server on which Junos Space is installed.

5. When the script is added successfully, in the Scripts window, right-click the script and select Stage
Scripts on Devices.

6. In the Stage Scripts on Deviceswindow, select the device on which you want the script to manage the
collection of performance data.

7. Click the Enable Scripts on Device check box.

8. When you complete staging scripts, in the Network Management Platform task pane, select
Administration.

9. In the Administration window, right-click Network Activate and selectModify Application Settings.

10. In theModify Application Settings panel, select Performance Monitoring.

In the Performance Monitoring window, the Enable performance monitoring through scripts check
box should be enabled.

NOTE: By default, the Enable performancemonitoring through scripts check box is disabled.

When the check box is enabled, the performance data is collected according to the SLAX
scripts. If the check box is disabled, the performance data is collected according to the Y.1731
OAM method.

After you configure Junos Space to collect performance data according to SLAX scripts:

1. In the Network Activate application, create a point-to-point or VPLS service on which you attach a
CFM profile.

2. Perform a Functional Audit on the service.
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3. After the Functional Audit completes successfully, select PM statistics > Start.

At this point, the system checks to determine whether the statistics will be collected according to
scripts or by the Y.1731 OAM method.

If data collection by script is enabled, the system pushes a policy to the device upon which the
performance will be monitored. The script runs every 5 minutes to collect data from updated MIB
objects. To see graphs for the collected performance data, to see graphs selectNetworkManagement
Platform > Network Monitoring > Reports and select the node.

If data collection by script is disabled, to see graphs for the collected performance data, see “Viewing
Performance Management Statistics” on page 1102.
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Viewing Performance Statistics Collected According
to SLAX Scripts

Junos Space Release 13.1P1 enables you to display performance statistics derived fromMIB objects. The
performance statistics are collected according to instructions contained in SLAX scripts. By default, data
collection occurs once every 5 minutes (300 seconds).

To view the graphs for the collected data:

1. In the Network Management Platform task pane, select Network Monitoring > Reports.

2. In the Reports window, select Resource Graphs.
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3. Select the node (local device) on which you have deployed a service.

4. Select jnxUtilIntegerName, under which instances are displayed. Each instance is the service name.

5. Select the instance (that is, the service name) for which you want to view the graph.
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6. To stop the gathering of performance statistics, right-click the service and select PM Stats > Stop.
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Threshold crossing alarms are generated when the value of collected data exceeds the specified threshold
value. To view threshold crossing alarms, in theNetworkManagement task pane, selectNetworkMonitoring
> Alarms.

You can edit the specified values for the various threshold performance parameters such as
TwoWayDelayAvg, TwoWayDelayBest, TwoWayDelayWorst, and so on. Tomodify a threshold performance
parameter value:

1. In the Network Management Platform task pane, select Network Monitoring > Admin.

2. SelectManage Thresholds.
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3. Select JNX-Util > Edit.

4. Click the Edit column for the threshold expression you want to modify.

5. Modify the threshold Expression and Re-armed UEI values according to your requirements.

6. Click Save.
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Downloading the Collection of Cross Provisioning
Platform Log Files

You can download the collection of Cross Provisioning Platform log files with a single link. The collection
of log files is packaged into a single zip file that can be downloaded and saved to your local machine. This
feature proves beneficial especially, for troubleshooting purposes.

To download the collection of log files related to Cross Provisioning Platform:

1. In the Cross Provisioning Platform task pane, select CPP > Log Collection.

The Log Collection dialog box that appears the Download button.

2. Click the Download button.

The Download Troubleshooting dialog box that appears shows a progress bar.

NOTE: In a multinode setup, all log files related to different nodes are present in the same
zip file. However, they are available within their respective directories alongwith their specific
node names.

3. After the download process is completed, you can save the zip file to your local machine.
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The following files are packaged, zipped, and downloaded as part of the collection of log files:

Location (by default)File/Folder

/var/tmp/jboss/debug/FLEX/*

The Application Settings determine the location of the debug folder. You
can navigate to ApplicationSettings by selecting Network Management
Platform > Administration >Applications >Cross Provisioning Platform
>Modify Application Settings > Logging > Log Directory.

All Deployment Files under FLEX directory

/var/tmp/jboss/oss.log

The logger setting specific to the OSS log determines the location of the
debug folder.

OSS log file (includes requests and
responses to and from the Service Aware
Manager server)

/var/log/jboss/servers/*Server logs

The Role-Based Access Control option is provided alongwith this feature to control access to the collection
of log files. Formore information about Role-BasedAccess Control, see the Junos SpaceNetworkManagement
Platform User Guide.
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Modifying Application Settings

In Network Management platform, you can modify the configuration settings for the Network Activate
application.

To modify the configuration settings of Network Activate, perform the following steps:

1. From the Network Management Platform task pane, select Administration > Applications.

The Applications page that appears displays a list of the applications in the Network Management
platform.

2. Right-clickNetwork Activate or Cross Provisioning Platform and selectModify Applications Settings.

TheModifyApplication Settings page that appears displays a list of the parameters that can bemodified.

3. Click any parameter to modify it.

NOTE: You cannot modify the application settings if another user is currently modifying
them.

4. ClickModify to save the changes that you made in the respective application or click Cancel to retain
the original settings.

To understand the parameters of the Network Activate or Cross Provisioning Platform application settings,
refer to Table 45 on page 1121.

Table 45: Parameters in Network Activate Application Settings

DESCRIPTIONFIELDS

DEPLOYMENT

Select this check box to deploy the configuration to the device.Deploy configuration to the
device

Select this check box to enable the service alarms. Enabling the service alarms
causes a GUI impact on the Network Activate application. When you select the
check box and deploy the service, the interface goes down, resulting in the failure
to update the fault status. When you right-click Service and select View Service
Alarms, the latter does not appear in the results.

Enable service alarms
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Table 45: Parameters in Network Activate Application Settings (continued)

DESCRIPTIONFIELDS

Select this check box to save the configuration of the device in XML format.Save configuration in XML
format

Select this check box to display the configuration in set format.Show configuration in set
format

Select this check box to push the configuration on all the network elements
automatically, making either one or all successful.

Use two-phase commit for
service provisioning

Select this check box to use vlanmaps for flexible tagged services, instead of
normalization. VLAN mapping refers to the swapping of the incoming VLAN ID to
a new VLAN ID.

Use vlanmaps for flexible
tagged services

AUDIT

Select this check box to perform the functional audit automatically, after the service
is deployed successfully. By default, the functional audit is not checked. Extra time
is taken to complete both the functional audit and deployment.

Enable Functional Audit after
deployment

Specify the initial wait time to auto-schedule a functional audit job after deployment.

If the entered value is greater than 30 minutes, it is reset to 30 minutes. If the
entered value is less than 1 minute, the wait time is ignored.

The range is from 1 minute through 30 minutes.

Functional Audit Waiting Time
after deployment

Select this check box tomake the functional audit ignore the data plane verification
and to consider only the control plane.

Perform Functional Audit on
Control plane only

UI

Select this check box to allow the templates to be changed during the service
modification.

Allow templatemodification for
service

Specify the bandwidth combo items count.

In Create P2P service order page, if the bandwidth range exceeds the bandwidth
combo items count, then the bandwidth input is taken in text field.

The default value is 100.

BandwidthCombo ItemsCount

MONITORING
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Table 45: Parameters in Network Activate Application Settings (continued)

DESCRIPTIONFIELDS

Select this check box to perform monitoring if the functional audit fails.Perform Monitoring on Failed
Functional Audit

Select this check box to dump the configuration files.

Specify the time delay to issue the remote procedure call (RPC) call for redundancy
service. Since there is no support for the fault management for redundancy service,
it should not update the fault status as down, when the interface goes down as the
service will be running with the help of backup device. The RPC is issued to check
the status of the service. If the value of this time delay is 2 seconds and the interface
goes down, it waits for 2 seconds to check whether the service is up, with the help
of the backup device and correspondingly updates the fault status.

The default value is 2 seconds.

Pseudo-wire Redundancy
Transition TimeDelay

LOGGING

By default, the configuration files are not dumped into the log directory. This is
enabled, if there is a need to provide troubleshooting to Juniper Networks Technical
Assistance Center (JTAC).

Dump Configuration Files

Select this check box to write the configlets and error response from the JUNOS
devices into the log directory..

Dump Deployment Data

Specify the default path of the log directory: /var/tmp/jbossLog Directory

ROUTE TARGET

Specify the least value in the preferred range of numbers, among which a certain
number is assigned for each BGP service. Route target allows you to distribute VPN
routes to only the routers that need them. When a route target value is entered
manually, it should be either of the following two formats: Autonomous System
number format or IPv4 format. For Autonomous System number format, the pattern
is as-number:2-byte-number. For example, target:100:200.

Range: The Autonomous System number format number can be in the range from
1 through 65,535.

The IPv4 format is ip-address:2-byte-number. For example, target:10.1.1.1:2.

BeginIndex
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Table 45: Parameters in Network Activate Application Settings (continued)

DESCRIPTIONFIELDS

Specify the greatest value in the preferred range of numbers, amongwhich a certain
number is assigned for each BGP service. Route target allows you to distribute VPN
routes to only the routers that need them. When a route target value is entered
manually, it should be either of the following two formats: Autonomous System
number format or IPv4 format. For Autonomous System number format, the pattern
is as-number:2-byte-number. For example, target:100:200.

Range: The Autonomous System number format number can be in the range from
1 through 65,535.

The IPv4 format is ip-address:2-byte-number. For example, target:10.1.1.1:2. The
EndIndex value should be lesser than the maximum assigned value.

EndIndex

VIRTUAL CIRCUIT ID

Specify the least value in the preferred range of numbers, among which a certain
number is assigned as the VirtualCircuitID to the new circuit created. This VCID
can be manually chosen by the customer or auto-generated by the system. For
example, if BeginIndex = 100 and EndIndex = 200, then the VCID would be
somewhere between 100 and 200.

Minimum: 1

The value of BeginIndex should be less than or equal to EndIndex value.

The range is from 0 through 200000.

BeginIndex

Specify the greatest value in the preferred range of numbers, amongwhich a certain
number is assigned as the VirtualCircuitID to the new circuit created. This VCID
can be manually chosen by the customer or auto-generated by the system. For
example, if BeginIndex = 100 and EndIndex = 200, then the VCID would be
somewhere between 100 and 200.

Maximum: 2147483647.

The range is from 0 through 200000.

EndIndex

PERFORMANCE MONITORING

DataSetSize is the size of the performance monitoring data set in days. This field
indicates the number of days of performance monitoring data could be stored for
display.

The default value is 2880.

DataSetSize
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Table 45: Parameters in Network Activate Application Settings (continued)

DESCRIPTIONFIELDS

Select the check box to collect the performance data through scripts and opennms
will store the data in its database. If this check box is not selected, then performance
data such as one-way delay, two-way delay, and frame loss are collected through
RPC and stored in the application database.

EnablePerformanceMonitoring
through scripts

OSSCONFIGPARAMETERS

Specify the IP address of the primary server.Alcatel Primary Server IP

Specify the port number of the primary server.Alcatel Primary Server Port

Specify the IP address of the backup server.Backup Server IP

Specify the port number of the backup server.Backup Server Port

Specify the duration of HTTP connection before the time-out elapses.HTTP Connection Timeout

Specify the maximum number of simultaneous API requests permitted.Maximum API Requests

Specify the directory path of the OSS log directory.OSS Log Directory

Specify the OSS log filename.OSS Log Filename

Specify the user name for accessing the OSS server.OSS User Name

Specify the hashed password for accessing the OSS server.OSS User Password

Sets the daily time at which the CPP system synchronizes third-party devices, added
or deleted from the CPP system, with the OSS server.

Synchronize OSS Inventory
daily at given time

If the check box is enabled, the CPP system communicates with the primary OSS
server.

Use primary server

SERVICE DECOMMISSION

Specify the device synchronization waiting time. This is the maximum wait time to
complete the device synchronization. After this time duration, irrespective of the
device synchronization status, the resources are released.

The default value is 60 seconds.

The range is from 30 seconds through 300 seconds.

Device Sync Wait Time
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Table 45: Parameters in Network Activate Application Settings (continued)

DESCRIPTIONFIELDS

Select this check box to wait for the device synchronization before resources are
released. To revert the decommissioning to the normal behavior, clear this check
box.

Wait for Device Sync Before
Releasing Resource
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